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FOREWORD 
 

The annual conference of the Nuclear Society of Slovenia is a traditional meeting of 
professionals dealing with different aspects of nuclear energy from all around Europe. The 
International Conference Nuclear Energy for New Europe 2003 was the twelfth conference in 
the series which begun in Bovec in 1992. This year there were 153 participants from 19 
countries and International Atomic Energy Agency at the conference. The technical part of 
the program was complemented by an afternoon trip to Karst region. This and other social 
activities stimulated the development of new collaboration and friendship among the 
participants. 

The editorial activities of these Proceedings started at the beginning of this year with 
Call for papers. 135 abstracts were submitted by May. In June, the Program Committee 
meeting was held in Ljubljana where the program of the conference was outlined. In addition 
to traditional conference topics, special attention was devoted to criticality benchmarks and 
medical applications of reactors. Totally, there were 107 presentations at the conference 
divided into 9 sections. One third of them were presented orally and two-thirds as posters. 
Two reviewers reviewed each paper before being included in the Proceedings. 

Following the tradition of previous meetings, award was presented to the author of the 
best paper in the category of young authors, i.e. aged less than 32 years. Fourteen young 
authors from six countries participated in the contest. Two young authors were rewarded for 
their good presentation and outstanding quality of their contribution. The Award for Young 
Authors was presented to: 

 
Jaakko Leppänen (Finland)  
for the paper Cross Section Library Based Discrepancies in MCNP Criticality Calculations 
 
and  
 
Robert Bergant (Slovenia)  
for the paper Simulations of the Near-Wall Heat Transfer at Medium Prandtl Numbers  
co-authored by Iztok Tiselj (Slovenia) 

 
We take this opportunity to express our gratitude to the Jožef Stefan Institute, and to all 

other sponsors who contributed to the success of the meeting. We would also like to 
acknowledge the dedication and hard work of all members of the Organizing Committee, in 
particular Mr. Bojan Žefran for technical editing of these Proceedings. And Ms. Uršula 
Turšič, Ms. Darja Stich and Ms. Saša Bobič who gave us excellent technical support before, 
at, and after the conference. Finally, we would like to thank to all reviewers who contributed 
to the final form of these Proceedings. 
 
 
 

Tomaž Žagar 
Chairman of the Organizing Committee 

Matjaž Ravnik 
Chairman of the Program Committee 

 
 
Ljubljana, November 2003 
 



OPENING  ADDRESS 
 
Romana Jordan Cizelj 
President, Nuclear Society of Slovenia 
 
Spoštovani gostje, drage kolegice in kolegi, z veseljem vas pozdravljam na rednem letnem 
srečanju DJS. 
 
Distinguished guests, dear colleagues, 
 
On behalf of the Nuclear Society of Slovenia, I am delighted and honored to greet and 
welcome to our conference so many distinguished participants, our friends and our guests. 
 
Regular exchange of information and experience between professionals involved in efficient 
and safe peaceful use of nuclear energy was and remains the main ambition of the NSS and 
this conference. This goal is clearly achieved with more than 150 professionals, committed to 
science, education, operation and regulation, from more than 20 countries, attending this 
year’s event. 
 
We are meeting at the end of the summer with extremely high temperatures. This caused 
growing demands for electricity and also a change in public perception of electric power as an 
always-available source. A reliable and sufficient supply calls for long-term planning and 
well-timed actions. In this context, the peaceful use of nuclear energy certainly has a very 
bright future. Increasing investments in nuclear option in the USA and in Asia, and growing 
public acceptance of nuclear energy in Europe, confirm our past efforts and give us important 
directions for the future: We should continue our work towards excellency for the benefit of 
nuclear professionals and all mankind. 
 
Dear colleagues, Slovenia belongs to the group of countries, which were invited to join the 
European Community next year. This is also an achievement of nuclear professionals and 
events like this conference. Strengthening and expanding of our professional connections will 
hence represent the main challenge of the conference, as already indicated by its name 
Nuclear Energy for New Europe. 
 
At the end, I would like to thank all of you, for your interest in this conference. I would also 
like to express my special acknowledgements to the members of our Programme and 
Organizing Committee for their remarkable efforts and dedication for the success of this 
conference. Special thanks go to our domestic and international sponsors who largely took 
care of the financial part of our conference. 
 
Dear colleagues and participants of the conference, I wish you a successful work and many 
fruitful discussions. 
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ABSTRACT 

The International Criticality Safety Benchmark Evaluation Project (ICSBEP) was 
initiated in 1992 by the United States Department of Energy.  The ICSBEP became an official 
activity of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) – Nuclear 
Energy Agency (NEA) in 1995.  Representatives from the United States, United Kingdom, 
France, Japan, the Russian Federation, Hungary, Republic of Korea, Slovenia, Yugoslavia, 
Kazakhstan, Israel, Spain, and Brazil are now participating.  The purpose of the ICSBEP is to 
identify, evaluate, verify, and formally document a comprehensive and internationally peer-
reviewed set of criticality safety benchmark data.  The work of the ICSBEP is published as an 
OECD handbook entitled “International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality Safety Benchmark 
Experiments.”  The 2003 Edition of the Handbook contains benchmark model specifications 
for 3070 critical or subcritical configurations that are intended for validating computer codes 
that calculate effective neutron multiplication and for testing basic nuclear data. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Criticality safety has been a concern since the beginning of the nuclear industry.  
Initially, most nonprocedural criticality safety issues were addressed through experimentation.  
Later, computers made it possible to make predictions of criticality through analytic 
calculations.  Through the use of Monte Carlo techniques, criticality safety practitioners were 
able to accurately model and evaluate complex three-dimensional systems.  Closely tied to 
code development was the need for basic nuclear data that describe neutron interactions with 
various materials.  Efforts were undertaken to evaluate and describe neutron interactions with 
matter.   Both the authors of computer code systems and nuclear data evaluators recognized, 
from the start, the importance of comparing calculational results with integral experimental 
data.  As the importance of validating calculational techniques and data became more widely 
recognized, criticality safety organizations and regulators, worldwide, began to require 
comparison of calculational techniques with experimental data.  Validation of nuclear data 
and analytical methods is now an integral part of criticality safety analysis. 

Since the beginning of the nuclear industry, thousands of critical experiments have 
been performed.  Many of these critical experiments can be used as benchmarks for validation 
of calculational techniques.  However, many were performed without a high degree of quality 
assurance and were not well documented. 

For years, common validation practice included the tedious process of researching 
critical-experiment data scattered throughout journals, transactions, reports, internal memos, 
and logbooks.  This process was repeated over and over, with varying degrees of rigor, at 
non-reactor nuclear facilities throughout the world in order to ensure that calculated criticality 
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safety margins were accurate.  The need for systematic evaluation and documentation of 
existing and newly generated experimental data was a common topic at criticality safety 
conferences and workshops for many years. 

2 THE INTERNATIONAL CRITICALITY SAFETY BENCHMARK 
EVALUATION PROJECT 

The Criticality Safety Benchmark Evaluation Project (CSBEP) was initiated in October 
of 1992 by the US Department of Energy.  The project was managed through the Idaho 
National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL), but involved nationally known 
criticality safety experts from Los Alamos National Laboratory, Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory, Savannah River Technology Center, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Y-
12 Plant, Hanford, Argonne National Laboratory, and the Rocky Flats Plant.   

 An International Criticality Safety Data Exchange component was added to the project 
in 1994 and the project became what is currently known as the International Criticality Safety 
Benchmark Evaluation Project (ICSBEP).  Representatives from the United States, United 
Kingdom, France, Japan, the Russian Federation, Hungary, Republic of Korea, Slovenia, 
Yugoslavia, Kazakhstan, Israel, Spain, and Brazil are now participating.  Participation by 
South Africa and China is anticipated in the near future.  The ICSBEP became an official 
activity of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development - Nuclear Energy 
Agency's (OECD-NEA) Nuclear Science Committee in 1995.  The United States currently 
remains the lead country, providing most of the administrative support.   

 The initial purpose of the ICSBEP was to (1) identify and evaluate a comprehensive 
set of critical-experiment benchmark data; (2) verify the data, to the extent possible, by 
reviewing original and subsequently revised documentation, and by talking with the 
experimenters or individuals who are familiar with the experimenters or the experimental 
facility; (3) compile the data into a standardized format; (4) perform calculations with 
standard criticality safety codes to assess the uncertainty in each experiment; and (5) formally 
document the work into a single source of verified, internationally-peer-reviewed benchmark 
critical data.  The work of the ICSBEP is depicted graphically in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1:  Graphic Representation of the Work of the ICSBEP 
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3 ICSBEP HANDBOOK 

The work performed by the ICSBEP is documented in an OECD NEA Nuclear Science 
Committee handbook entitled, "International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality Safety 
Benchmark Experiments" [1].  The Handbook was first published in March of 1995.  At that 
time, it contained 46 evaluations with benchmark specifications for 376 critical or near critical 
configurations.  Additionally, 101 other experimental configurations were reviewed, but were 
found unacceptable for use as criticality safety benchmark experiments.  Unacceptable 
experiments are evaluated in the Handbook; however, benchmark model specifications are not 
derived for such experiments. 

 Additions and revisions to the Handbook were published in August of 1996 and annually 
in September, thereafter.  The 1995 and 1996 Editions of the Handbook were published in both 
hardcopy and on CD-ROM; however, because of the increasing cost of the hardcopy publication, 
subsequent editions of the Handbook have been published only on CD-ROM and on the Internet.     

 
3.1 Contributing Nations 

 Of the 350 evaluations in the Handbook, 162 come from the United States, 114 from 
the Russian Federation, 19 from France, 19 from Japan, 12 from the United Kingdom, 3 from 
Yugoslavia, 3 from Spain, 2 from Hungary, 2 from the Republic of Korea, and 1 from 
Slovenia.  There are also 5 joint United States / French evaluations, 5 joint United States / 
Russian evaluations, 2 joint French / United Kingdom evaluations, and 1 joint Russian 
Federation / Kazakhstan evaluation included in the Handbook.  The contribution by country, 
in terms of number of configurations, is shown graphically in Figure 2. 

   

 

Russian Federation  
(399) 

United States (1634) 

Russia/Kazakhstan (6) 
France/United Kingdom  

(27) 
Russia/United States  

(37) 
France/United States  

(102) 
Spain (35) Slovenia (2) Yugoslavia (22) Hungary (234) Republic of Korea (12) United Kingdom (77) Japan (185) 

France (298) 

 
 

Figure 2:  Contribution to the ICSBEP Handbook by Country 

 
3.2 Handbook Organization 

The International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality Safety Benchmark Experiments is 
divided into seven volumes, each representing one of the following seven different types of 
fissile material: 

- Plutonium Systems 

- Highly Enriched Uranium Systems (wt.% 235U ≥ 60) 
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- Intermediate and Mixed Enrichment Uranium Systems (10 < wt.% 235U < 60) 

- Low Enriched Uranium Systems (wt.% 235U ≤ 10) 

- Uranium-233 Systems 

- Mixed Plutonium - Uranium Systems 

- Special Isotope Systems 

 

Each of these seven volumes is divided into four major sections representing the 
physical form of the fissile material: Metal, Compound, Solution, and Miscellaneous.   Each 
fissile material grouping is further subdivided into FAST (Energy > 100 keV), 
INTERMEDIATE (0.625 eV < Energy < 100 keV), THERMAL (Energy < 0.625 eV) and 
MIXED systems, as determined by the energy of the majority of neutrons causing fission. 

3.3 Handbook Contents 

 The 2003 Edition of the Handbook (See Figure 3) spans over 28,000 pages and contains 
350 evaluations with benchmark model specifications for 3070 critical, near critical, or 
subcritical configurations.  Approximately 533 additional experimental configurations are 
evaluated, but are categorized as unacceptable for use as criticality safety benchmark 
experiments.  The distribution of configurations contained in the Handbook, in terms of 
energy of neutrons causing fission, is given in Table 1. 

It is important to note that revisions are sometimes made to ICSBEP evaluations and 
that a revision history is maintained and published with the Handbook.  The actual benchmark 
models are infrequently affected by these revisions, but occasionally new information is 
found that impact the models.   It is important that users are aware of the possibility that 
revisions could have been or might be made to the data they are using, especially when using 
an older edition of the Handbook.  Reference to the Handbook should always include the 
edition number as shown in Reference 1. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3:  September 2003 Edition of the ICSBEP Handbook 
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3.4 Access to Handbook  

 The 2003 Edition of the Handbook was published in September of 2003.  The 
Handbook is available on CD-ROM and on the Internet.  Both the CD-ROM version of the 
Handbook or a password to access the Handbook on the Internet can be requested from the 
ICSBEP Internet Site: http://icsbep.inel.gov/icsbep.   (Please Note:  Some restrictions apply.) 

 
Table 1:  Distribution of Configurations in Terms of Energy of Neutrons Causing Fission. 

PU(510) FAST INTERMEDIATE THERMAL MIXED 
METAL 87 4 2 1 
SOLUTION NA 0 381 0 
COMPOUND 6 1 21 7 

HEU (932) FAST INTERMEDIATE THERMAL MIXED 
METAL 191 11 87 29 
SOLUTION NA 3 432 0 
COMPOUND 8 14 105 45 
COMP/SOL 0 0 2 0 
METAL/SOL 0 0 5 0 

IEU (61) FAST INTERMEDIATE THERMAL MIXED 
METAL 16 0 0 0 
SOLUTION NA 0 4 0 
COMPOUND 1 2 38 0 

LEU (1026) FAST INTERMEDIATE THERMAL MIXED 
METAL 0 0 13 0 
SOLUTION NA 0 90 0 
COMPOUND 0 0 923 0 

U233 (192) FAST INTERMEDIATE THERMAL MIXED 
METAL 10 0 0 0 
SOLUTION NA 29 140 8 
COMPOUND 0 0 5 0 

MIX (331) FAST INTERMEDIATE THERMAL MIXED 
METAL 42 2 0 1 
SOLUTION NA 0 48 0 
COMPOUND 1 0 184 0 
COMP/SOL 0 0 53 0 

SPEC (18) FAST INTERMEDIATE THERMAL MIXED 
METAL 18 0 0 0 
SOLUTION NA 0 0 0 
COMPOUND 0 0 0 0 

4 DETERMINATION OF UNCERTAINTIES 

 As part of the evaluation process, an attempt is made to identify and quantify 
uncertainties in experimental data.  When these uncertainties are not documented by the 
experimenter, engineering judgment is required in order to develop a reasonable estimate of the 
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uncertainty.  Calculations are then performed to determine the sensitivity of calculated keff values 
to the uncertainty in each measured parameter.  Efforts are also made to quantify any biases that 
are introduced as a result of modeling simplifications. 

5 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

 The "International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality Safety Benchmark Experiments" 
is generally recognized within the international criticality safety community as the most 
extensively peer reviewed source of Criticality Safety benchmark data available.  Each 
experiment evaluation included in the handbook has undergone a thorough peer review 
process beginning with an internal review by qualified individuals within the evaluator's 
organization.  The responsibilities of the internal reviewer are to verify (1) the accuracy of the 
descriptive information given in the evaluation by comparison with original documentation 
(published and unpublished), (2) that the benchmark specification can be derived from the 
descriptive information given in the evaluation, (3) the completeness of the benchmark 
specification, (4) the results and conclusions, and (5) adherence to format. 

 In addition, each experiment has undergone an independent peer review by another 
working group member at a different institute or facility.  Starting with the evaluator's 
submittal in the appropriate format, the independent peer reviewer verifies (1) that the 
benchmark specification can be derived from the descriptive information given in the 
evaluation, (2) the completeness of the benchmark specification, (3) the results and 
conclusions, and (4) adherence to format. 

 A third review by the Working Group verifies that the benchmark specification and 
the conclusions were adequately supported. 

6 RANGE OF APPLICABILITY 

 In 1999 scientists from the Institute of Physics and Power Engineering (IPPE) in 
Obninsk, Russia began to recalculate every configuration in the "International Handbook of 
Evaluated Criticality Safety Benchmark Experiments" and collect the spectral characteristics of 
each experiment.  Included in these data are the energy corresponding to the average neutron 
lethargy causing fission; the average neutron energy causing fission; the percentage of the 
flux, fissions, and captures that occur in the fast (Energy >100keV), intermediate 
(0.625eV≤ Energy ≤100keV), and thermal (Energy <0.625eV) energy ranges; the percentage 
of fissions and captures by isotope over the core region, and the average fission neutrons 
produced per neutron absorbed in the fuel, (νΣf/Σa).  A plot of the neutron spectrum is also 
provided for bounding cases in each evaluation.  These data enable criticality safety 
practitioners to more clearly understand the range of applicability for each configuration in 
the handbook. 

7 DATABASE 

 A searchable database that enables users to more effectively identify experiments that 
are needed for their specific applications was introduced in the 2001 Edition of the Handbook.  
The database also makes it easier to characterize the information generated by the ICSBEP 
and to identify gaps and inconsistencies in the data.  The database, designated DICE, is 
programmed to produce a concise, two-page summary of each configuration.   
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 The CD-ROM version of the ICSBEP Handbook includes a search capability that 
allows the user to find all occurrences of groups of words.  The advanced search capabilities 
of DICE enable users to more precisely identify experiments of interest.  The user is able to 
search, for example, for all experiments in which a desired minimum percentage of the 
fissions occur in the intermediate energy range or all experiments in which the fraction of 
capture in 238U exceeds a user-specified percentage.  Plotting capabilities have been 
implemented into DICE that allow users to view graphical representations of neutron flux and 
certain reaction rates [fission, capture, (n,2n), and neutron production] in an ABBN 299-
Energy-Group structure or sensitivity coefficients for major nuclides and nuclear processes in 
a 30-Energy-Group structure.  DICE also allows users to download data into a delimited file 
structure that enables users to generate separate plots of calculated keff values versus various 
other parameters in the database.  

8 FUTURE WORK 

There are four general types of experimental measurements that have relevance to 
criticality safety: (1) measurement of critical assemblies, (2) measurement of subcritical 
assemblies, (3) criticality alarm and shielding measurements, and (4) fundamental physics 
measurements such as integral measurements of neutron leakage, scattering, and absorption 
(e.g., NIST iron and water sphere or LLNL pulsed sphere measurements).  The ICSBEP has 
focused primarily on critical assemblies of fissile material; however, some effort has been 
devoted to subcritical measurements.  The future focus of the ICSBEP includes the evaluation 
of all four types of experiments.  A 5-Year Plan for the ICSBEP is provided on the project 
Internet Site: http://icsbep.inel.gov/icsbep.  This plan is updated periodically with changing 
priorities; however, the criticality safety community can request a specific evaluation by 
completing the “Request for Evaluation” form that is also located on the project Internet Site.  
This form includes a justification section, which is used to determine of priorities.  

9 CONCLUSIONS 

 Over 250 scientists from around the world have combined their efforts to produce the 
“International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality Safety Benchmark Experiments”.  As a 
result of these efforts, a large portion of the tedious and redundant research and processing of 
experimental data has been eliminated.  The necessary step in criticality safety analyses of 
validating computer codes with benchmark critical data has been greatly streamlined, and 
valuable criticality safety experimental data have been preserved.  Criticality safety personnel 
in 56 different countries are now using the “International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality 
Safety Benchmark Experiments.” 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

After the nuclear criticality had been reached on a uranium-graphite assembly for the 
first time in the Soviet Union on December 25, 1946, by I.V. Kurchatov and his team [1], the 
critical conditions in a great variety of multiplying media have been realized only in the 
Kurchatov Institute for at least several thousand times.  

Even the first Russian critical experiments carried out by Igor Kurchatov confirmed the 
unique merits of zero-power reactors: the most practically convenient range of parameters of 
kinetic response for variation of critical conditions, as well as invariability, over a wide range 
of the most important functions of neutron flux to reactor power. Neutron physics 
experiments have become a necessary stage in creation and improvement of nuclear reactors. 

Most critical experiments were performed mainly as a necessary stage of reactor design 
in the 60ies and 70ies, which has been the reactor “golden age”, when most of the total of 
over thousand nuclear reactors of various type and destination have been created worldwide. 

Though the ways of conducting critical measurements were very diversified, there are 
two main types of experiments. The first is so-called mock-up or prototype experiments when 
an exact (to the extent possible) simulation of the core is constructed to minimize the error in 
forecasting the operating reactor characteristics. Such experiments, which often represent the 
quality control of the core manufacturing and adjustment of core parameters to the design 
requirements, were carried out in Russia on critical assemblies of several plants, in design 
institutions (OKBM, Nizhni Novgorod; Electrostal and others), as well as in research centers 
(RRC “Kurchatov Institute”, etc.). Their results, which prevail today in the criticality 
database, even taking into account the capabilities provided by present-day calculation codes, 
are not well suited for new applications. It is hard to expect that the error resulting from 
inevitable idealization of calculation models will not exceed the calculation uncertainties 
characteristic for present-day codes. 

The second type is represented by well-described experiments on critical assemblies 
with more or less simple geometry where uncertainties in determining the criticality mainly 
due to inexact knowledge of the material characteristics and geometry are relatively small, 
which makes these experiments suitable for validation of the most powerful (for the given 
period) criticality calculation methods over a broad range of parameters. These so-called 
benchmark data represent the “golden fund” for emerging tasks.  
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2 REQUIREMENTS TO BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTS 

Selection of the world’s best benchmark experiments started already in the 60ies. Its 
goal was to create a database, which could be used as standard in course of reactor design 
process.  

The American Nuclear Society standard of 1975 defines the benchmark as a well-
described series of experiments, the results of which are considered sufficiently precise to be 
used as reference points in calculations. This definition doesn’t contain any quantitative 
requirements as to the precision of the experimental data and supposes the selection of the 
best from the available experimental data to be used as reference points. 

A fundamentally new approach to benchmark experiments initiated by US DOE in 1992 
was implemented at the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL) 
as the Criticality Safety Benchmark Evaluation Project (CSBEP). The basic idea of the new 
approach consists of collecting, presentation in a standard format, and additional peer review 
of all the available experimental data on multiplying systems’ criticality that meet certain 
requirements. The project received worldwide recognition, and was transferred into an 
international project (ICSBEP) performed under the auspices of the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development – Nuclear Energy Agency (OECD-NEA). Russian 
specialists have joined the ICSBEP project in 1995.  

Implementation of this project was aimed, in particular, at preserving the “nuclear 
legacy” accumulated in the last century, including the results of now disclosed experiments 
performed in the past for defense purposes and almost inevitably being past recovery after the 
death of their authors, for the future arising problems. 

The latest version of the International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality Safety 
Experiments [2], published in 2002, contains descriptions of about 400 series of experiments 
(evaluations) with about 3000 critical and subcritical configurations, performed by the 
specialists from 12 countries. Russian contribution to this world “bank” makes about 40%, 
and for the systems with U-235 of high and intermediate (over 10%) enrichment it makes 
about 60%. CSBEP lives, and the International Handbook is being permanently updated.  

It should be noted that the experimental reactor physics is, naturally, not limited to the 
criticality measurements. However, from a widest range of data obtained from experiments 
(subcriticality, reactivity coefficients, neutron density distribution, spectral indices, etc.), the 
ICSBEP at the present stage has selected only the most precise and reliably described 
criticality data. The only exclusion is represented by the consideration (which started in 1997) 
of the most reliable results of subcriticality and replacement measurements using the “exotic” 
isotope samples: Cm-244, Pu-238, Np-237. 

The main and natural requirement for experimental data to be included in the 
International Handbook is the detailed description of multiplying systems, their geometry and 
material composition, conditions and results of experiments with evaluation of uncertainties 
for all of the above factors.  

The description sufficiency is controlled through calculating the measured critical 
condition by an independent expert using one of the present-day codes (MCNP, MCU, 
KENO, etc.). Mathematical simulation of experiments using precision programs and 
evaluated nuclear data makes an integral part of ICSBEP peer review, thus making it possible 
to check the quality and reliability of the presented description of experiments and their 
precision assessment.  The quantitative criterion of precision is again not fixed, though some 
principal ratios between various uncertainty sources are obvious [3, 4]. 

Since the required result of the experiment is not the value of keff, which is 1, but the 
deviation of the calculated value of kc

eff from it, the goal of experiment is to obtain, based on 
the results measuring the critical conditions, the maximum possible information on ∆kc 
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component, which is a required calculation uncertainty related both to the used algorithm and 
the neutron constants.  

In practice, this requirement could be reduced to the condition ∆ke + ∆kt ≤ ∆kc, where 
∆ke is uncertainty of keff measurement, and ∆kt – “technological” uncertainty related to 
inexact knowledge of composition and geometry of the investigated assembly. Acceptable ∆kc 
level, certainly, can only be subject to mutual agreement, - however, specialists stick to the 
condition of ∆kc ≈ 0.01. For example, in the best Kurchatov Institute’s experiments the typical 
diapason of these components makes: ∆ ke

eff ≅ 0.0001÷0.0005; ∆ kt
eff ≅ 0.0010÷0.0060. At 

least, in the ICSBEP project, the assessments with ∆kc > 0.01 undergo an additional check.  

3 “SOVIET” NULEAR CRITICALITY LEGACY 

Practically all the Russian critical experiments with relatively simple geometry and 
composition were performed in the four national nuclear centers: I.V. Kurchatov Institute of 
Atomic Energy (now RRC “Kurchatov Institute”), Institute of Physics and Power Engineering 
(IPPE), Institute of Technical Physics (VNIITF) and Institute of Experimental Physics 
(VNIIEF). Considerable number of these experiments has not been reassessed, transferred to 
benchmark standard and included in [2], but those already included in it – over 140 
evaluations – form, as noted above, a significant part of the world data “bank”.  

IPPE, since the beginning of the 50ies developing the program of fast neutron reactors 
in Russia, possessed a large database on the uranium and plutonium fast neutron systems with 
varied neutron spectra and reflectors (depleted uranium, copper, nickel, iron), as well as on 
uranium-thorium systems. The obtained fast reactor physics results have been reported 
already at the II International Conference for peaceful use of nuclear energy [5]. Large 
amount of research related to uranyl-nitrate solutions’ criticality for the creation of nuclear 
fuel reprocessing facilities has been carried out since the end of 50ies [6] till the 90ies in a 
wide range of uranium concentrations, enrichment, geometry, absorbers (boron, cadmium, 
gadolinium) and reflectors. A series of experiments related to space and sea reactors 
performed in a wide range of uranium enrichment and temperatures (up to 200°C) have also 
been included in the International Handbook [2].  

Federal Research Centers VNIIEF (Arzamas-16) and VNIITF (Chelyabinsk-70) have 
recently published the results of a series of critical experiments on critical assemblies with 
simple geometry and highly enriched metallic uranium and Pu-239.  

All the experiments presented by VNIIEF in [2] have been performed on the criticality 
test facility CTF. In a series of experiments carried out in the end-50ies – 60ies, the data have 
been obtained on the criticality of plutonium (from 88 to 98% of Pu-239) and highly enriched 
uranium (90% of U-235) spheres with small radius (about 10 cm), both without reflector and 
with various reflectors (polyethylene, aluminum, cadmium, steel, copper, depleted uranium). 
 In a later series performed from end-70ies to the 90ies, similar experiments have been 
carried out using the spheres of 36%-enriched uranium and mixed plutonium-uranium 
systems. 

 In VNIITF, a series of experiments with plutonium (surrounded by uranium) and 
highly enriched uranium (to 96% of U-235) spheres without reflector and with various 
reflectors, including beryllium and its oxide, have also been carried out on the facility, similar 
to CTF, in 80-90ies. Besides, [2] includes a large series of experiments carried out in the same 
period on the criticality test facility FKBN (Vertical Lift Machine), with cylindrical cores of 
highly enriched (96%) uranium without moderator and with beryllium and polyethylene 
moderators, and various reflectors. It should be noted that the publication of the physical 
results received in VNIIEF and VNIITF started only in the 90ies (see, for example, [7]).  
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Some interesting experiments of this class were also carried out in the Minsk Institute of 
Nuclear Power Engineering (now the Institute of Power Engineering Problems of the Belarus 
Academy of Sciences). Here, for the period since the beginning of the 1960s, over 100 critical 
experiments with moderately and highly enriched uranium (10-75% of U-235), moderated by 
water and zirconium hydride, as well as with mixed and multi-zone fast-thermal uranium 
multiplying systems, have been conducted. Unfortunately, the results of these experiments 
have not yet been included in the world criticality bank. 

The Kurchatov Institute has accumulated the data from many hundreds of experiments 
on uranium systems with water and other hydrogen-containing moderators (zirconium 
hydride, polyethylene and their combinations), as well as on beryllium, beryllium oxide, and 
graphite in broad range: U-235 enrichment (to 96%); ratio of moderator and U-235 nuclear 
concentrations (from tens to thousands); temperature (up to 300 °C). We should note in this 
connection the use of systems of various configurations with different reflectors of variable 
thickness (water, steel, beryllium, etc.), with water gaps, containing absorbing screens, with 
absorbers of various configuration and composition (boron, boron steel, cadmium, 
gadolinium, europium, etc.).  

First results on the criticality of simple-geometry assemblies with hydrogen- and 
beryllium-based moderators were reported by the Kurchatov Institute at the III Geneva 
Conference [8, 9]. Further publications were of episodic character. However, it should be 
noted that some of these experiments has a very simple geometry and well-described 
composition, which allows them to be classified as benchmark experiments [10, 11, 12].  

It should be emphasized, that several series of “high-temperature” experiments within 
the range over 300°C, quite rarely performed in the world practice, were carried out on 
assemblies of simple geometry and composition. One of such a series for simple uranium-
water lattices with cylindrical fuel rods of U-235 with 10% enrichment has already been 
presented in [2]. 

A series of critical experiments in the intermediate heterogeneous assembly with fuel 
elements of highly enriched uranium dioxide (96% in U-235) and zirconium hydride 
moderator were also performed [2]. The assembly is intended for investigation of neutronic 
characteristics of a small-sized space reactor in normal operating conditions and at its 
accidental immersion in water or wet (dry) sand. 

Also were performed the critical experiments with a graphite reflected core of uranyl 
sulfate solution (20.9% U-235). Upon approval by the International Working Group, results 
of these experiments were also included in [2]. 

Critical experiments on facilities with water moderators for VVER reactors were begun 
in the 1950s and are still continuing. Systems with an enrichment range from natural uranium 
to ∼ 6.5% in U-235 have been investigated during this period. The generalized data of the first 
stage of experiments in the field of large water-water power reactors are contained in [13]. 

The program of VVER lattices’ investigation was extended radically with the use of 
critical assemblies in Hungary (ZR-6) [14] and former Czechoslovakia (LR-0) [15]. The first 
was used primarily for precision measurements of a set of reactor data (buckling, special 
indices, reactivity coefficients, etc.) in the enrichment range of 1.6-4.4% and temperature 
range of 20-130°C, and the latter – for investigation of systems with burnable poison (boron 
and gadolinium). It should be noted that on ZR-6 assembly the effect of technological 
uncertainties (material composition, zone geometry, etc.) on various neutronic parameters was 
thoroughly investigated.  

A large series of critical experiments were conducted on uranium-graphite facilities. 
Varied parameters were fuel type (metallic uranium and uranium dioxide), U-235 enrichment 
from natural to 2.4%, lattice pitch (20-25 cm), as well as the volume of water in the channels, 
with some of the lattices containing thorium absorbers. Some results of these experiments 
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were published [16]. These results were amplified with experiments simulating HTGR reactor 
cores with two types of fuel elements – spherical and cylindrical, and of U-235 enrichment up 
to 21% [17]. 

The evaluation of 6 critical experiments was performed with the core of the unique 
Soviet pulse reactor IGR (pulse energy release – 5200 MJ, maximum thermal neutron flux 
density - 7⋅1016 neutrons/cm2⋅second). The reactor core was a graphite stack with a very low 
content of U-235 (∼8000 graphite nuclei per uranium nucleus). The experimental data were 
provided by the Atomic Energy Institute of the National Nuclear Center of Kazakhstan 
Republic and VNNITF (evaluations were carried out with participation of the Kurchatov 
Institute specialists) [2]. These evaluations are important to verify the computer codes and 
nuclear data libraries employed for assessing the nuclear safety of various options for storage 
of graphite blocks while solving the task of decommissioning of the first production reactors. 

4 NEW EXPERIMENTS FOR EMERGNG TASKS 

Preserved demand of the data on multiplying systems’ criticality and even the extension 
of this need in such areas as nuclear fuel transportation and storage, decommissioning of 
nuclear facilities, arms’ conversion, radioactive waste repositories and some others, is 
obviously followed with a world trend for reduction of critical experiments. Nevertheless, the 
Russian nuclear centers have preserved these capabilities and in the last years performed a 
whole series of experimental programs, including those ordered by foreign laboratories. 

A series of experimental programs, carried out or planned for the emerging tasks in the 
next future on critical facilities, is presented below.  

 
4.1 Reactors 

A great number of high-quality experiments was performed at the ASTRA critical 
facility (Kurchatov Institute) previously (1980-1985) and lately (1999-2000), with the aim of 
substantiating neutron physics characteristics and nuclear criticality safety of high-
temperature helium-cooled reactors currently under design (international project GT-MHR 
and PBMR in South Africa) [18]. Particular emphasis in these experiments was placed on 
ensuring high accuracy in determining sizes and composition of main components of the 
assemblies, and measuring their neutron physics characteristics, so that the experimental 
results allowed to verify the computational models and codes used for substantiation of 
neutron physics parameters and criticality safety at all stages of operation of HTGRs being 
developed. These experiments are also considered to be of benchmark quality.  

Furthermore, preparations are currently underway at the ASTRA facility for specific 
precision experiments aimed at substantiating the neutron physics characteristics and nuclear 
safety of the GT-MHR high-temperature reactor being developed with the participation of 
Russian, US, French and Japanese companies. These experiments will be performed with due 
regard for the ICSBEP requirements, and their results may be included in the International 
Handbook in future as well. 

A series of experiments with cores using a new fuel with homogeneously added erbium 
poison has been performed recently at the RBMK graphite critical facility. Such experiments 
were needed to validate the use of erbium fuel in full-scale RBMK reactors for the purpose of 
safety improvement at NPPs using this type of reactors. It should be noted that a certain part 
of experiments has included the measurements of negative reactivity using various methods, 
in the range of (0.1÷3)β. Recently a series of experiments on neutron kinetics in large 
uranium-graphite assemblies was performed (stationary and transition distributions of neutron 
density, reactivity effects), in order to validate the non-stationary neutron codes [19]. 
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Investigations on the models of perspective cores (with fast and thermal neutrons) have 
recently been and still are performed at BFS-1 and BFS-2 critical facilities in IPPE. Research 
is going in the following directions: 
• substantiation of BN-600 reactor core using MOX fuel based on ex-military plutonium; 
• investigation of perspective BN-800 cores with nitride fuel; 
• study of BREST-300 reactor models (lead coolant, mixed plutonium-uranium nitride 

fuel); 
• study of neutron physics parameters of the cores with fuel without multiplying material 

(fuel in an inert matrix), including measurements on plutonium samples with variable 
isotopic composition; 

• study of minor actinides’ transmutation for various neutron spectra, including Doppler 
effect measurements for Np-237 and Am-241; 

• critical experiments for testing the neutron data for lead and bismuth; 
• substantiation of MOX fuel use in VVER reactors. 

To a large extent, the research is being carried out in close collaboration with foreign 
laboratories (USA, Japan, France, China, Republic of Korea). In particular, simulation of 
CEFR (fast reactor of 65 MWt capacity under construction in China) and KALIMER (fast 
reactor design with metallic uranium fuel, 150 MWe capacity (Korea)) was carried out.  

Also in IPPE, at MATR-2 critical facility, large programs of experiments for studying 
neutron physics parameters of VVER cores have been carried out, including the studies on the 
temperature reactivity coefficient for various compositions and uranium-water ratios.  

Presently, under contract with the Russian nuclear fuel production concern – TVEL – and 
under the scientific guidance of RRC “Kurchatov Institute”, the program of investigation of 
neutron physics parameters of VVER reactor cores with oxide and uranium-gadolinium fuel 
with variable concentration of boron in the moderator and in conditions close to the operating 
VVER parameters in terms of temperature and pressure is also being carried out. The program 
of experiments includes the following types of measurements: critical mass at various 
temperatures, efficiency of protection and control system devices, temperature reactivity 
coefficient depending on: boron concentration in the moderator, the number and way of 
positioning uranium-gadolinium fuel elements over the core perimeter, and presence of steel 
in the side reflector, as well al measurements of energy release fields and spectrum indices.  

 
4.2 Storage 

Nuclear safety requirements for cooling ponds intended for storage of NPP fuel 
assemblies unloaded in course of planned or emergency fuel reloading (in the last case the 
fuel could not be burnt-up), provide for maintaining the necessary subcriticality level under 
all the normal operation modes, as well as in conditions of their violation. In order to realize 
the above, the verification calculation codes are necessary, applicable to the systems often 
having complex geometry, with packed and distant fuel rods’ positioning, additional 
absorbers, various temperatures, etc. 

The program of critical experiments on modeling a VVER-1000 reactor cooling pond 
was carried out with simulation of water density change in the fuel assemblies and in gaps 
between them (with empty aluminum tubes) in the range from 1 to 0.45 g/cm3 [20].  

Direct subcriticality measurements for nuclear materials’ storage facilities, both those of 
pool-type and those containing solid moderator (graphite), have been carried out in RRC KI 
for the systems, which could not be driven into the critical state. These experiments have used 
pulse neutron source methods, and corresponding equipment and software (three-dimensional 
non-stationary code [19]) have been developed in this connection. 
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At the order and with participation of INEEL specialists, four series of critical and 
subcritical experiments with highly enriched (∼ 80% in U-235) fuel rod clusters with steel and 
zirconium cladding and water moderator have been carried out in the Kurchatov Institute, for 
simulation of highly enriched uranium fuel storage facilities.  

The core construction was developed so that it reduced to the minimum the 
uncertainties related to its elements’ material composition and geometry. In particular, the 
lattice plates specially manufactured for these experiments have ensured its pitch precision in 
0.014% frames, which corresponded to the uncertainty ∆kt

eff ≅ 0.01÷0.02%. 
Much attention was given to the analysis of the fuel material composition, which 

consisted of sintered UO2 and aluminum alloy mixture, as well as fuel assemblies’ zirconium 
alloy claddings and stainless steel tubes containing them. Use of present-day analytical 
methods has made it possible to reduce the summary technological uncertainty related to 
inexact knowledge of multiplying media composition ∆kt to 0.0010÷0.0020. Results of these 
experiments, presented in a benchmark format, were adopted by the international ICSBEP 
expert group.  

A series of critical configurations with heterogeneous compositions of plutonium, 
highly enriched uranium, silicon dioxide and polyethylene was performed at the IPPE, at the 
Big Physical Stand (BFS) facility, in 1999-2000. The U.S. National Spent Nuclear Fuel 
Program (NSNFP) at the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL) 
sponsored these experiments. The purpose was to obtain data that are applicable to a wide 
range of criticality safety operations involving fissile-contaminated waste streams. In 
particular, the data were intended for NSNFP validations of criticality safety calculations 
performed in support of storage of highly enriched spent nuclear fuels in the United States’ 
geological repository at Yucca Mountain.  

 
4.3 Fissile Materials Control 

Rapid development of works in the field of fissile materials control, initiated in the last 
years by Russian/US cooperation in the area of ensuring the non-proliferation regime, has 
lead to performance of precision experiments on critical assemblies in many Russian research 
centers (Kurchatov Institute, IPPE, VNIIEF, OKBM and others) [21]. The research has shown 
that for the purpose of accounting and control of nuclear materials in the critical facilities’ 
material balance areas it would be reasonable to use the neutron-physics methods of critical 
and reactivity measurements, which do not require core dismantling. 

 The critical measurement method is applied for accounting and control of nuclear 
materials in multiplying critical systems with composition staying unchanged for a long time, 
and this makes it possible to determine, based on reactivity changes, the deviation of nuclear 
material quantity in an assembly from the standard. The reactivity measurement method is 
based on determining the criticality change after the standard sample was replaced with the 
analyzed one.  

Combination of these methods gives the possibility to cover with accounting and 
control the whole spectrum of critical assemblies, which are an important sphere of nuclear 
materials’ application in Russia.  

The series of measurements carried out on the facility with highly enriched uranium and 
solid hydrogen-containing moderator, has confirmed the high precision of reproducing the 
critical conditions for such systems (∆ ke

eff ≅ (0.3÷0.4)⋅10-4). 
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5 PERSPECTIVES 

At present the Russian national nuclear centers have preserved everything necessary for 
conducting the critical experiments; here the most capabilities still belong to the two largest 
centers – Kurchatov Institute and IPPE. These capabilities include qualified specialists, 
nuclear fuel of a wide range of compositions, forms and enrichment, facilities, equipment, etc.  

Park of critical facilities existing in RRC “Kurchatov Institute” is described in detail, for 
instance, in [18, 22]. Operating critical facilities of RRC KI are briefly described below. 

VVER critical facilities’ complex (P, SK-Phys, VVER-100): is in operation since 
1973; intended for experimental investigation of neutron physics characteristics of various 
uranium-water multiplying systems. The cores are loaded with fuel elements or assemblies of 
VVER-440 or VVER-1000-type, including full-scale cores of these reactors. The maximum 
neutron flux of 1011 (cm-2⋅ s-1) allows the use of the SK-phys facility for investigations of 
problems of in-core monitoring, radiation damage and shielding of VVER vessels and vessel 
internals.  

Graphite critical facilities (ASTRA, GROG, RBMK): are in operation since 1980; 
intended for experimental investigation of neutron physics characteristics of prototypes of 
graphite-moderated high-temperature gas-cooled nuclear reactors (HTGR) and RBMK power 
reactors. The ASTRA facility contains critical assemblies with spherical graphite-based fuel 
elements, graphite side and end reflectors. GROG critical facility is intended for experimental 
investigation of neutron physics characteristics of HTGR and other uranium-graphite reactors 
in conditions of variable core geometry, composition and structure. RBMK critical facility is 
intended for experimental investigation of neutron physics characteristics of large loadings of 
channel-type reactors. These facilities’ maximum power level makes 1000 W.  

NARCISS critical facility: in service since 1983; intended for experimental 
investigation of neutron physics characteristics of prototypes of space nuclear reactors. It 
contains a heterogeneous critical assembly with hydrogenous moderator of zirconium hydride 
and reflectors of beryllium and beryllium oxide. Its maximum thermal power makes 10 W. 

Complex of critical facilities for research in the field of light-water reactors for sea 
applications (SF-1, SF-7, DELTA, KVANT) was being launched since 1973 till 1990.  
KVANT critical facility is in service since 1990; intended for experimental investigation of 
neutron physics characteristics of heterogeneous light-water reactors, as well as investigation 
of neutron and gamma-radiation passage through complex shielding compositions, and 
studies concerning the issue of the core start-up from a subcritical state. Its   maximum   
power   level   makes   1000 W.   Neutron flux can be as high as ≈ 109 (cm-2⋅ s-1). SF-1 critical 
facility is the only exclusion – it is in service since 1961 and has been reconstructed in the 
80ies; it is intended for experimental investigation of neutron physics characteristics of 
heterogeneous light-water reactors at temperature up to 300°C and pressure up to 200 
atmospheres.  

The BFS complex of the Institute of Physics and Power Engineering (IPPE) includes 
tow critical facilities – BFS-1 and BFS-2. The BFS is a unique experimental facility designed 
for investigations in the fields of fast reactor physics, fast reactor core design and 
optimization, burning actinides including weapon-grade plutonium utilization, and for 
investigation of neutron physics problems of fast reactor safety. 

Various reactor materials available at BFS facilities (about 8 t of highly-enriched 
uranium and plutonium, about 280 t of fertile materials, about 9 t of coolant materials and 
about 120 t of structural materials) provide a basis both for a construction of complicated full-
scale fast reactor mock-ups and for simple (“clean”) cores, which are investigated for the 
adjustment of neutron cross-section data. 
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Significant amounts of neptunium dioxide and metal thorium, unavailable at other fast 
critical facilities in the world, allow experimental investigations of advanced fast reactor cores 
intended for transmutation of minor actinides or for production of uranium-233. 

BFS-1 facility is used for experimental investigation of neutron physics characteristics 
of critical assemblies with simple compositions and for simulation of research and prototype 
fast reactors.  

BFS-2 is the world’s largest fast critical facility. Its size (vessel height – 3 m, diameter – 
5 m) is sufficient to accommodate simulated full-scale fast reactor cores with blanket, in-
vessel shielding and in-vessel storage.  

IPPE also has in service MATR-2 critical facility – high-temperature uranium-water 
high-pressure facility. It allows heating the uranium-water critical assemblies up to 1.2 m3 in 
volume to 240°C, at 7.3 MPa pressure. The facility is intended for investigating temperature 
reactivity effects in uranium-water regular lattices with variable pitch.  

As it may be observed, the Russian nuclear centers still preserve the capabilities to 
perform new critical experiments. This is confirmed, in particular, by the fact of orders for 
several new critical experiment series placed in RRC KI and IPPE by various foreign 
organizations.  

At the same time, the well-described and adopted by the world community base of the 
data obtained on the criticality of various multiplying systems presents only a small part of 
the possibilities of Russian nuclear centers in publishing the already available criticality data. 
Still unpublished data contain many results, which could be useful for ensuring the nuclear 
criticality safety in the future world nuclear technology development.  

Gradual, but steady transfer of the “stored” critical experiments’ results from the 
nuclear “relics” to the database intended for solving the emerging tasks, would certainly help 
to successfully meet the challenges of the new century.  
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ABSTRACT 

TAOrMINA (Advanced Treatment Organs by Means of Neutron Irradiation and Auto-
transplant) is a novel application of BNCT dedicated to the therapy of cancer spread in human 
organs. In particular, TAOrMINA method can be applied to all organs that can be submitted 
to auto-transplant procedure. 

The therapeutic concept is based on the neutron irradiation of the organ removed from 
the patient, after being adequately perfused with a boron compound, and re-implanted in the 
patient after neutron treatment. The boron perfusion is accomplished by injecting a 10B-
fructose solution for few hours. Soon after the organ is explanted and prepared for transport to 
the reactor facility where it is irradiated in a thermal neutron field. 

Due to the sensible higher concentration of boron in the cancer with respect to the 
normal tissue, during the treatment, the dose absorption in cancer cells is highly destructive 
while the healthy cells are preserved under the tolerance level (less than 15 Gy).  

In December 2001 the first patient, operated at the hospital “S. Matteo” of Pavia, was 
treated at the “L.E.N.A.” Centre of the University of Pavia where an irradiation facility of the 
TRIGA reactor (the Thermal Column) was redesigned and rearranged for the purpose of the 
treatment. 

The patient, suffering from more than 20 cancerous metastases into the liver, had an 
expectation of life of few weeks. His present-day conditions are the best expected: all the 
metastases have been completely destroyed and there are no more evidences of cancer in his 
liver. According to his words “he is enjoying again a life of satisfactory quality”. 
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ABSTRACT 

A common ground for both, reactor and medical physics is a demand for high accuracy 
of particle transport calculations. In reactor physics, safe operation of nuclear power plants 
has been asking for high accuracy of calculation methods. Similarly, dose calculation in 
radiation therapy for cancer has been requesting high accuracy of transport methods to ensure 
adequate dosimetry. Common to both problems has always been a compromise between 
achievable accuracy and available computer power leading into a variety of calculation 
methods developed over the decades. On the other hand, differences of subjects (nuclear 
reactor vs. humans) and radiation types (neutron/photon vs. photon/electron or ions) are 
calling for very field-specific approach. Nevertheless, it is not uncommon to see drift of 
researches from one field to another.  

Several examples from both fields will be given with the aim to compare the problems, 
indicating their similarities and discussing their differences. As examples of reactor physics 
applications, both deterministic and Monte Carlo calculations will be presented for flux 
distributions of the VENUS and TRIGA Mark II benchmark. These problems will be 
paralleled to medical physics applications in linear accelerator radiation field determination 
and dose distribution calculations. Applicability of the adjoint/forward transport will be 
discussed in the light of both transport problems. Boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) as 
an example of the close collaboration between the fields will be presented. At last, several 
other examples from medical physics, which can and cannot find corresponding problems in 
reactor physics, will be discussed (e.g., beam optimisation in inverse treatment planning, 
imaging applications). 
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ABSTRACT 

Current priorities of the scientific community regarding basic research lie elsewhere 
than in nuclear sciences. The situation today is significantly different than it was three to four 
decades ago when much of the present competence base in nuclear sciences was in fact 
generated. In addition, many of the highly competent engineers and scientists, who helped 
create the present nuclear industry, and its regulatory structure, are approaching retirement.  

To preserve nuclear knowledge and expertise through the higher nuclear engineering 
education in the 5th framework program of the European Commission the project ENEN 
(European Nuclear Engineering Education Network) was launched, since the need to keep the 
university curricula in nuclear sciences and technology alive has been clearly recognized at 
European level. 

As the follow up of this project an international nuclear engineering education 
consortium of universities with partners from the nuclear sector is presently in process of 
being established   This association called ENEN has as founding members: 14 universities 
and 8 research institutes from 17 European countries. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

At present time nuclear power plants provide roughly 30% of the total electricity 
actually consumed in the European Union and in the Candidate States. In addition, it will be 
in the short and in the longer-term perspective difficult to meet the Kyoto targets regarding 
the significant reduction in release of greenhouse gases like CO2 into the atmosphere without, 
at least, keeping the production of nuclear electricity at its present level. Also on the global 
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scale, there is no sign of decreasing demand in the medium to longer-term perspective for 
electricity as a form of convenient high quality energy. 

Although the nuclear power industry is not in a development phase, nuclear companies 
continue to make major investments in their existing plants to ensure that they comply with 
modern safety and operational requirements. There are indications of major efforts in 
designing the next generation systems for the upturn in the industry, which many expect to 
come as the main response to meet the challenge of global warming. However, until this 
comes about, the nuclear power industry must continue to maintain the efficient and safe 
operation of existing plants and when operation ceases undertake their safe decommissioning. 
This in turn means that irrespective of any plans to build new plants, both the industry and its 
regulator will require a high level of nuclear competence for many decades to come [1]. 

With no new-build programme the scope to maintain technical competencies and 
moreover attract the right calibre of new recruits into the industry becomes a difficult task. 
Decline in interest for nuclear education courses throughout the European Union has been 
noted and has become a major concern. The demography of those working in the industry 
research and academia indicates that given the ageing workforce profile there is the danger of 
competence being initially eroded and ultimately lost. One indicator for this is that in Europe 
the number of self-standing nuclear energy undergraduate programs seem to be decreasing 
significantly. Over the years they have become subprograms or electives inside other 
disciplines, e.g. engineering, physics or similar. Studies funded by the European Commission 
(SOFRES [2]) and by the OECD/NEA [3] confirmed that a problem exists and needs 
addressing. 

In the field of scientific and technical knowledge, similarly to what happens in the field 
of safety, keeping a given level can only be obtained by continuing efforts to make progress. 
Knowledge frozen in books or saved on magnetic media is knowledge subject to ageing.  

To preserve nuclear knowledge and expertise through the preservation of higher nuclear 
engineering education in the 5th framework program of the European Commission the project 
ENEN (European Nuclear Engineering Education Network) was launched. With this project 
the European Commission financially and morally supports the efforts aimed at nuclear   
education and training, and she is willing to pursue this action within each of the large 
research projects of the 6th framework programme.   

As the Commission is not in charge of the organisation of the higher education in 
Europe, its assistance cannot be used for direct funding of teaching. Consequently, the 
persons in charge of local curricula in nuclear sciences and technology must continue to 
convince their own institutions to maintain the indispensable basic courses, and at the same 
time, they have to establish international cooperation to develop even more attractive and 
higher quality curricula.    

2 EUROPEAN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING EDUCATION NETWORK PROJECT   

The objective of the ENEN project is to propose a global strategy, defining the major 
elements for a European network for nuclear engineering education, and to perform pilot 
sessions on European nuclear education. The concerted action is a step towards farther-
reaching objectives, that is the conservation and management of the nuclear knowledge and 
expertise, the creation of a European higher education space as part of the European Research 
Area and the integration of "New Joiners" in the EU. 

In the ENEN Project 14 universities and 8 research institutes from 17 European 
countries are participating (Table 1). Through co-operation between universities and 
universities and research centres, better use will be made of dwindling teaching capacity, 
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scientific equipment and research infrastructure. The duration of the project is 24 months 
from January 1, 2002 till December 31, 2003. The work is broken-down in 11 work packages. 
The matrix of different contractors participating in several work packages, acting in cases as 
work package leaders and in others as contractors, gives a broad basis to the project, creates 
transparency and guarantees consistency. The project covers different aspects, in fact generic, 
for a higher education network, among others: state of the art; prerequisites to enter the 
education; education curricula, continuing education; teachers qualification; student and 
teachers mobility; identifying the most adequate organisations to perform the education and 
training; teaching practice, distant learning, Euro-courses; co-operation with research 
institutes that operate larger nuclear infrastructures; keep a finger on the pulse of industry etc. 
The work itself consists mainly in gathering and digesting information, formulating proposals 
for a global strategy, performing pilot education sessions and producing a clear roadmap for 
the way ahead in nuclear engineering education in Europe. 

 
Table 1: ENEN participating institutions 

Institution Country 
SCK•CEN Belgium 
Budapest University of Technology and Economics Hungary 
Czech Technical University Czech Republic 
Jožef Stefan Institute Slovenia 
CEA-INSTN France 
Kungl Tekniska Högskolan Sweden 
K.U.Leuven Research and Development Belgium 
Consorzio Interuniversitario per la Ricerca Tecnologica Nucleare Italy 
Universiteit Gent Belgium 
Slovak University of Technology Slovak Republic 
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich Swiss 
Delft University of Technology Netherlands 
Helsinki University of Technology Finland 
Atominstitut der Österreichischen Universitäten Austria 
Université Catholique de Louvain Belgium 
University of Birmingham United Kingdom 
University "Polithenica" of Bucharest Romania 
Universidad Politecnica de Madrid Spain 
National Technical University of Athens Greece 
Technische Universität München Germany 
Ustav jaderného vyzkumu REZ Czech Republic 
Center of Technology and Engineering for Nuclear Projects Romania 

 
To demonstrate the benefits of the international cooperation in nuclear education a pilot 

session in nuclear education was organized from April 28 to May 16, 2003. A group of four 
university institutions (SUT Bratislava, CTU Prague, BUTE Budapest, AÖU Vienna) 
managed to merge together one of their existing courses into the three weeks “Eugene 
Wigner” Training Course for Reactor Physics Experiments, which was accepted by all ENEN 
universities as being an integral part of their national curriculum, worth 8 European Credit 
Transfer System (ECTS) points. The main emphasis of the course was to perform reactor 
physics experiments on three different research and training reactors in three different cities 
(Vienna, Prague, Budapest). Before the experimental work theoretical lectures were held in 
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Bratislava to prepare the students for the experiments. In total 21 students, originating from 
10 countries, structured in 4 groups, which moved around the different locations, participated 
at the course. 

SCK•CEN Mol under the coordination of BNEN (Belgian Nuclear Education Network) 
will organize the next pilot sessions in the field of Nuclear Thermo-Hydraulics and Nuclear 
Reactor Theory in October and November 2003. Both courses will last two weeks. 

3 EUROPEAN MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING  

One of the important tasks of the ENEN Project is to develop a flexible and efficient 
curriculum for the European Master of Science Degree in Nuclear Engineering (EMNE). The 
curriculum must take into account the following facts: 

• Nuclear science and engineering covers different professional disciplines. 
• Currently there are noticeable differences in educational systems within the EU. 
• The program must assure optimal use of available resources in Europe. 

 
The curriculum shall therefore enable each individual post-graduate student to obtain high 
quality education tailored to her/his goals, needs and wishes, using potential and educational 
resources available at the European level as a whole. 

The European master of science degree program in nuclear engineering (EMNE) is 
intended for candidates that have completed their study at the graduate level (BSc) or hold a 
university diploma (of a study that has lasted at least 4 years) in any of the following 
disciplines: mechanical engineering, chemical engineering, electrical engineering, physics, 
control engineering, energy engineering and others. Fig.1 presents the general architecture of 
EMNE, which takes into account that there are currently different possibilities to get the 
degree. At this time the dependence of the curriculum on the entrance level of the students 
should help further harmonization efforts. 

To reach the masters degree the candidate should normally accumulate in total 300 
ECTS, where each academic year accounts for 60 ECTS.  As a consequence it will take 5 
years to receive the European Master of Science Degree in Nuclear Engineering when the 
Bologna Convention will be fully accepted and operational. Until then it is essential to assure 
a viable path for each student that received his first degree (BSc, Diploma, Laurea) to follow 
the nuclear engineering program to earn his European nuclear masters degree. In the EU there 
are currently engineering degrees after following three, four or five years graduate 
programmes.  Only a very few universities offer graduate degrees in nuclear engineering. 
Some universities offer courses in nuclear engineering at some engineering programmes at the 
graduate level. The majority of universities and their departments on the other hand do not 
cover nuclear subjects at all. 

To compensate these differences the scheme presented on Table 2 is proposed. The 
essence of the EMNE are 60 ECTS that are composed of: 24-36 ECTS nuclear core preferred 
and substitute courses, 6-12 ECTS nuclear core laboratory preferred and substitute courses, 
12-18 ECTS elective advanced and specialized nuclear courses and the thesis, which is worth 
12-24 ECTS. This as a minimum has to be collected by each student wishing to be awarded 
the EMNE degree regardless of his previous educational background. 
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Figure 1: European Master of Science Degree in Nuclear Engineering architecture. 
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The purpose of the remaining basic and advanced non-nuclear courses (engineering, 

physics, mathematics, etc…) is to balance the different levels or areas of knowledge the 
students have after (completing 3, 4 or 5 years engineering study) receiving their first 
diploma. The selection of these non-nuclear courses should normally be made for each 
student individually with the assistance of his mentor or supervisor. Students, who may have 
already passed some of the preferred nuclear core courses during their undergraduate study, 
shall replace them with substitute nuclear core courses. 

Students holding a degree (BSc) awarded to them after three academic years (180 
ECTS) of education should during their first year enrol into basic (24-30 ECTS) and advanced 
(24-30 ECTS) non-nuclear courses. Students finishing four academic years (240 ECTS) for 
their first degree (diploma) should during their first year enrol into advanced (24-30 ECTS) 
non nuclear courses before continuing with the 60 ECTS essence part of EMNE. Students 
completing five academic years for their non-nuclear engineering degree will need only the 
essence 60 ECTS to complete EMNE. Students, who finished a 5 years (300 ECTS) nuclear 
engineering undergraduate program will need 30 ECTS to complete EMNE, that means 6-12 
ECTS advanced non nuclear courses, 6-12 ECTS nuclear core laboratory courses and 6-12 
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ECTS elective advanced nuclear courses. The EMNE thesis work (12 ECTS) has only to be 
done if the undergraduate thesis has not been done in the nuclear field. 

 
Table 2: European Master of Science Degree in Nuclear Engineering scheme. 

Undergraduate Engineering Study  (years) ENG 3y ENG 4y ENG 5y ENG 5y***

Engineering (nuclear / non nuclear) any any
non 

nuclear nuclear
Years to complete (typically) 3 4 5 5
ECTS accumulated to complete 180 240 300 300

EMNE ECTS ECTS ECTS ECTS
1 non nuclear basic  ( 24-30 ECTS ) 6 0 0 0
2 6 0 0 0
3 6 0 0 0
4 6 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
6 non nuclear advanced ( 24-30 ECTS ) 6 6 0 6
7 6 6 0 0
8 6 6 0 0
9 6 6 0 0

10  0 0
1 nuclear core - preferred/substitute ( 24-36 ECTS ) 6 6 6 0
2 6 6 6 0
3 6 6 6 0
4 6 6 6 0
5   
6   0
7 nuclear core laboratory - pref./subs.( 6-12 ECTS ) 6 6 6 6
8
9 nuclear electives - advanced/spec. ( 12-18 ECTS ) 6 6 6 6

10 6 6 6
11   
1 thesis (12-24ECTS) 12 12 12 0*

fixed 102 78 54 18
variable 18 12 6 12
collected at a partner institution abroad ( 30 ECTS ) 30 30 30 12**
EMNE ECTS 120 90 60 30
total ECTS to EMNE 300 330 360 330

0* if the thesis has been done in the nuclear field 
12** defined on case by case basis
ENG 5y*** treated separately on case by case basis

0

 
An essential condition of the nuclear part of EMNE is that students attend courses, do 

their seminar work or take exams at least at two universities participating in ENEN. Also 
acquaintance of the student with different types of (at least training) reactors is desirable. In 
all cases the program of the students will be finished by the master thesis at nuclear master 
level. The thesis is a part of the 60 ECTS for the last year nuclear training for EMNE (the 
thesis is worth 12-24 ECTS), however, it is not inevitable that the thesis work would be 
finished and defended in the given calendar year. It is well possible that this will require some 
extra time. This can be adjusted in every case separately, depending on the task and on the 
skill and progress of the student. 
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The currently developed EMNE Curriculum takes into account the fact that this 
educational program is intended for the students that may be later, upon their graduation when 
they receive the degree, employed by various entities and institutions e.g.: nuclear industry: 
NPP, A/E, vendors, regulatory authority, universities, research centres, and others, where they 
may or may not later on receive additional specialized training.  

The area that is considered at this time to be the most representative for EMNE, and 
takes up the majority of courses, is nuclear power. It interfaces other areas that are considered 
as minor at this time but may be elaborated later e.g. radiation protection, nuclear medicine, 
nuclear fusion, … The structure and collection of courses will be flexible enough to enable 
the teachers and the students to fully develop their potentials and fulfil their needs. The 
syllabus in general will be composed of basic courses (preferred, substitute) to establish a 
common denominator in basic knowledge of nuclear engineering for all candidates with 
backgrounds in different disciplines. This structure is being developed together with the list of 
elective specialized and advanced courses. Currently in partner countries the undergraduate 
and graduate nuclear engineering educational programs differ in length and level. The lists of 
preferred and substitute core courses and specialized or advanced courses will have to take 
into account that at the entry level the program will have to accommodate all graduates 
wishing to enrol. To harmonize the requirements, the courses will be assigned their ECTS, 
which will also enable the needed mobility and compatibility. The 120 ECTS EMNE full 
programs comprise of: 

• 4-5 non nuclear basic courses, and 4-5 non nuclear advanced courses, 
• 4-6 nuclear core courses and 2-3 nuclear elective courses 
• 1-2 nuclear core laboratory courses, 
 

Preferred nuclear core courses ECTS 
Introduction to Reactor Engineering  6 
Reactor Physics 6 
Nuclear Thermal Hydraulics 6 
Safety and Reliability of Nuclear Facilities 6 
Reactor Engineering Materials 6 
Radiology and Radiation Protection 6 
Nuclear Reactor Engineering, Laboratory 6 

 
Students, who had passed some of the preferred nuclear core courses during their 
undergraduate study, will be able to replace them with substitute nuclear core courses. 
 

Substitute core courses ECTS 
Nuclear Facilities Environmental Impact 6 
Nuclear Fuel Cycle 6 
Structural Mechanics - Nuclear 6 
Nuclear Power Plant Technology 6 
Fluid Mechanics 6 
Reactor Control and Instrumentation 6 
Nuclear Waste Processing and Disposal 6 
Reactor Kinetics 6 
Nuclear and Radiation Physics, Laboratory 6 
Plant Simulation, Laboratory  6 
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In addition the master thesis has to be prepared. To assure that the EMNE will really be 
international at least 30 ECTS have to be collected at an ENEN partner institution abroad 
where the student has to stay for an agreed time period. 

4 EUROPEAN NUCLEAR EDUCATION NETWORK ASSOCIATION 

To ensure that education and training provided by ENEN fulfils academic standards and 
the professional requirements in order to efficiently contribute to maintain adequate 
competence at national and European levels in an attractive and economic way a new legal 
entity named ENEN Association is now being established and formally undergoing the 
registration process. 
 
The ENEN Association shall: 

 
- Deliver a European Master of Science Degree in Nuclear Engineering and promote 

PhD studies.  
- Promote exchange of students and teachers participating in the frame of this network,  
- Increase the number of students by providing incentives. 
- Establish a framework for mutual recognition.  
- Foster and strengthen the relationship with research laboratories and networks, 

industry and regulatory bodies, by involving them in (or association them with) 
nuclear academic education and by offering continuous training. 

- Organize internal audits on the quality of nuclear engineering curricula. 
- Enhance mobility of teachers and students.  
- Organize training and advanced courses and promote the usage of large research and 

teaching facilities or infrastructures.  
- Cooperate with international and national governmental institutions, agencies and 

universities.  
- Facilitate the exchange of information on course objectives, content, modes of 

presentation and other matters.  
 

4.1 ENEN Association Members 

There are two types of ENEN association members: Effective Members and Associated 
Members. The Effective Members are academic institutions or clusters of such institutions 
having a legal status and meeting all following criteria: 

 
• Provide high-level scientific education in the nuclear field - as full time teaching. 
• Provide opportunities for doctorate studies - based on internationally recognized research 

in nuclear engineering and/or nuclear sciences carried out jointly by the teaching staff, the 
students, and doctoral and post-doctoral researchers in the same geographic location or in 
association with a nuclear research centre. 

• Use selective admission criteria conforming to legal provisions and/or national practices. 
• Be based in the European Union or in one of its candidate member countries.  
 
The Associated Members are corporate bodies having a legal status and meeting the following 
criteria:  
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• They are nuclear research centres, government institutions, nuclear companies, regulatory 
bodies or nuclear learning societies. 

• They commit themselves to support the ENEN Association and have a firmly established 
tradition of relations with some of the members in the fields of education, research and 
training, and are based in the European Union or in one of its candidate member countries. 

 
4.2 Management of ENEN Association 

The organizational structure of the ENEN Association is presented on Fig. 2.  
 
The General Assembly is made up of all Effective and Associated Members. Effective 

Members have one vote per country. The General Assembly has the power to discuss the 
general policy of the ENEN Association, to take the required measures to implement the 
decisions, and to establish sub-groups and committees, whenever required. 

The Board of Governors is made up of six Voting Members and two Associated 
Members elected by the General Assembly for a period of four years. Each Member of the 
Board of Governors has one vote and decisions shall be taken upon a simple majority of 
Members present or represented. In case of equality the President has a double vote. The 
Board of Governors has the widest powers for the administration and management of the 
ENEN Association, insofar as these are not reserved for the General Assembly. In particular, 
the Board is responsible for defining the powers and missions of the General Secretary, 
establishing sub-committees, drafting their terms of reference, nominating their members, and 
supervising their activities.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Knowledge 
Management 
Committee 
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Committee 
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Courses and 
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Figure 2: The ENEN Association. 

 
The chairman of each sub-committee and the General Secretary designated by the 

General Assembly constitute the Management Committee. The Management Committee is 
responsible for the co-ordination of the activities of the sub-committees and for the 
preparation and implementation of the decisions taken by the Board of Governors.  The 
Advisory Committee is the scientific council, constituted by Associated members. Members 
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of this committee can participate to the meetings organized by the Board of Governors and be 
consulted on relevant subjects under discussion but with no voting rights.  The honorary 
members are designated by the General Assembly. They can be invited to participate to the 
meetings organized by the Board of Governors and be consulted on relevant subjects under 
discussion but with no voting rights. The main objective of the Teaching and Academic 
Affairs Committee is the establishment of a clear road map to define the “way” to obtain the 
European Master of Science Degree in Nuclear Engineering. The main role of the Advanced 
Courses and Research Committee is to ensure the link between ENEN members and 
research laboratories in the European Community. The Training and Industrial Projects 
Committee is responsible for the integration of European industrial and national projects and 
it should organize continuous training sessions and courses on different subjects of common 
interest for the affiliated associated members. The main responsibility of the Quality 
Assurance Committee is to elaborate the quality assurance processes to be applied in the 
operation of education and training by the institutions members of the ENEN association. The 
Knowledge Management Committee has to identify and monitor deficiencies in scientific 
knowledge relevant to nuclear technology and safety. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The underlying objective of the ENEN project in the 5th framework program of the 
European Commission was to safeguard the nuclear knowledge and expertise through the 
preservation of higher nuclear engineering education. Through co-operation between 
universities and universities and research centres, better use will be made of dwindling 
teaching capacity, scientific equipment and research infrastructure. Due to the nature of the 
project, most participants are from universities, all with nuclear engineering education 
schemes. The other participants are from research centres, running heavy nuclear 
infrastructure but also involved in education and training. 

In the frame of the ENEN project the basis for the recognized European Master of 
Science Degree in Nuclear Engineering and the basis for the establishment of the European 
Nuclear Education Network Association have been set. The organized international pilot 
session in nuclear education, which experienced great success, demonstrated the benefits of 
such international cooperation in nuclear education. 

Since the establishment of the European Nuclear Engineering Network is so important 
the work performed in the ENEN project will be carried on also in the 6th framework program 
of the European Commission in the frame of the extended NEPTUNO (Nuclear European 
Platform for Training and University Organisations) project.  
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ABSTRACT 

In nuclear engineering several reactor physics problems can be approached using Monte 
Carlo neutron transport techniques, which usually give reliable results when properly used. 
The quality of the results is largely determined by the accuracy of the geometry model and the 
statistical uncertainty of the Monte Carlo calculation.  

There is, however, another potential source of error, namely the cross section data used 
with the Monte Carlo codes. It has been shown in several studies that there may be significant 
discrepancies between results calculated using cross section libraries based on different 
evaluated nuclear data files. These discrepancies are well known to the evaluators of nuclear 
data but less acknowledged by reactor physicists, who often rely on a single cross section 
library in their calculations. 

In this study, discrepancies originating from base nuclear data were investigated in a 
systematic manner using the MCNP4C code. Calculations on simplified UOX and MOX 
fuelled LWR lattices were carried out using cross section libraries based on ENDF/B-VI.8, 
JEFF-3.0, JENDL-3.3, JEF-2.2 and JENDL-3.2 evaluated data files. The neutron spectrum of 
the system was varied over a wide range by changing the ratio of hydrogen to heavy metal 
atoms. The essential isotopes underlying the discrepancies were identified and the roles of 
fission and absorption cross sections of the most important nuclides assessed. 

The results confirm that there are large systematic differences up to a few per cent in the 
multiplication factors of LWR lattices. The discrepancies are strongly dependent on material 
compositions and neutron spectra, and largely originate from U-238 and the primary fissile 
isotopes. It is concluded that these discrepancies should be taken into account in all reactor 
physics calculations, and that reactor physicists should not rely on results based on a single 
cross section library.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

The MCNP [1] Monte Carlo particle transport code is used for various neutron transport 
problems in nuclear engineering. Reactor physics, and especially criticality calculation is one 
of the most common applications. In fact, when compared to experimental results, criticality 
calculation has shown to be one of the most succesful applications of Monte Carlo neutron 
transport techniques. 

The MCNP code uses continuous energy cross section data based on the standard 
Evaluated Nuclear Data Files. In order to be accessed by MCNP, the data is converted from 
the ENDF-format into point-wise libraries (ACE-format) typically using the NJOY [2] 
nuclear data processing system. Standard cross section libraries based on the American 
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ENDF/B-VI are provided along with the code itself. In addition there are several libraries 
based on different evaluated data files available through public channels, such as the 
OECD/NEA Data Bank. 

It is generally known among scientists working in the data evaluation projects, that 
there are significant discrepancies between the major evaluated nuclear data files (ENDF/B, 
JEFF and JENDL), even for the most common isotopes, such as U-235 and U-238. 
Discrepancies in the cross section data are inevitably reflected to the applications using it. 
This issue is not allways acknowledged by nuclear engineers and reactor physicists, who often 
rely on a single (default) cross section library in their calculations. 

It has been shown in several studies that discrepancies in base nuclear data may result to 
differences in the order of 1% in keff. Such differences are observed using MCNP [3-6] and 
orther Monte Carlo neutron transport codes [7], and should be compared to the statistical 
uncertainty of the criticality calculation (typically less than 0.1%). The differences are not 
always self-explanatory, and seem to depend on several factors, such as material composition 
(UOX vs. MOX fuel) and flux spectrum (fast vs. thermal). 

In this study, library-based discrepancies in the cross sections of fuel isotopes are 
investigated in a systematic manner. MCNP4C criticality calculations were carried out using 
ENDF/B-VI, JEFF-3.0, JENDL-3.3, JEF-2.2 and JENDL-3.2 based cross section libraries in 
geometries representing UOX and MOX fuelled LWR arrays with varying neutron 
moderation. The complexity of the system is reduced to minimum using infinite “sandwich” 
slab arrays to model the heterogenious reactor core. The sources of the observed discrepancies 
are studied, and the essential isotopes and cross sections identified. In this paper, only the 
UOX case is discussed in detail. The theory can be directly generalised to the MOX fuel 
cases, and the results of the MOX study are briefly reviewed in section 4.1. 

2 GEOMETRY AND NUCLEAR DATA 

The geometry consists of a repeated structure of infinite fuel slabs surrounded by light 
water moderator. Such model was chosen because it is the simplest representation of a 
heterogeneous reactor lattice. For the purpose of this study this model does not significantly 
differ from other simplified models, such as the infinite pin-cell array. The thickness of the 
fuel slab is fixed to 5 mm, and the level of neutron moderation adjusted by varying the slab 
spacing. Fuel-to-moderator ratio is used as a measure of spectrum hardness. In this study, this 
ratio is defined as the ratio of heavy metal to hydrogen atoms. For a typical LWR lattice this 
value varies from about 0.24 (a cold reactor at normal pressure) to about 1.65 (a BWR core 
with 80% void fraction). 

Three types of fuel materials are studied – a simplified low-enriched uranium oxide fuel 
(UOX) and two types of mixed oxide fuels (MOX) with different plutonium compositions 
(reactor- and weapons-grade plutonium). All cladding and structural materials were omitted 
since their contribution to the discrepancies was assumed to be insignificant compared to the 
fuel materials. The simplified UOX fuel consists of uranium and O-16 in a 1:2 atomic ratio, 
the uranium being enriched to 4.0 at-% with respect to U-235. The gram density of the oxide 
is 10.970 g/cm3. The moderator is pure light water at 1.000 g/cm3 density. All materials are at 
300 K temperature. 

The ACE format cross section libraries used by MCNP were generated with NJOY-99 
nuclear data processing system. The base nuclear data for the fuel was taken from 5 
commonly used evaluated data files: ENDF/B-VI.8, JEFF-3.0, JENDL-3.3, JEF-2.2 and 
JENDL-3.2. All libraries were generated using similar parameters in the NJOY input files. 
The cross sections of the moderator isotopes as well as the S(α,β) thermal scattering data for 
light water were taken from ENDF/B-VI.8 in all cases. 
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3 TOOLS AND METHODS 

The fuel-to-moderator ratio was varied from 0.02 to 100 spanning the neutron spectrum 
from well over-moderated thermal spectrum to practically unmoderated spectrum dominated 
by the energy distribution of fission neutrons. All calculations were carried out in the 
criticality source (KCODE) mode of MCNP, which automatically gives an estimate for the 
multiplication factor of the system.  

The calculated k∞ for UOX fuel varied from about 0.7 to 1.5 (from 1.0 to 1.4 in the 
LWR regime of the spectrum). It should be pointed out that in order to produce physically 
reasonable results, the system should be sufficiently close to criticality. If this is not the case, 
the simulated flux spectrum is distorted, and the actual flux is either exponentially growing in 
time (k∞ > 1), or dominated by the intrinsic spontaneous fission source (k∞ < 1). Since the 
purpose of this study was merely to compare different cross section libraries in similar 
reactivity conditions, this restriction was not taken too seriously. 

The library comparison calculation consists of three phases. At first, full cross section 
library comparison was carried out in order to estimate the total magnitude of differences 
resulting from discrepancies in the base nuclear data. Infinite multiplication factors as a 
function of fuel-to-moderator ratio were calculated for each library. Results based on 
ENDF/B-VI.8 are taken as the reference case.  

The second phase involved replacement calculations using the ENDF/B-VI.8 library 
with one isotope at a time taken from the library under study. Comparison to reference results 
reveals which isotopes are the most significant sources of discrepancy. 

In the third phase all significant isotopes are taken for more detailed analysis. Group 
constants, such as spectrum-averaged cross sections Σ i of isotope i were calculated using the 
standard cell flux (f4) tallies of MCNP. These tallies give estimates for the corresponding 
reaction rates Ri integrated over space, time and energy. From these results, the group-
averaged cross sections can be calculated simply by dividing with the corresponding group 
flux Φi: 
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The average number of fission neutrons ν i can be calculated in a similar manner, by dividing 
the total fission neutron production rate with the corresponding fission rate. In this study, all 
parameters are treated as time-independent one-group constants and averaged over the entire 
flux spectrum and the volume of the material region.  

Since the geometry is infinite in all directions, there is no neutron leakage, and the core 
multiplication is essentially determined by the total rates of fission and absorption. The 
infinite multiplication factor can be written as 
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where Σ f and Σ c are the spectrum-averaged macroscopic fission and total capture cross 
sections and the summations extend to all isotopes in the fuel. All isotopes in the moderator 
are included as a single absorption cross section Σ am. Volumes and one-group fluxes of fuel 
and moderator region are denoted as Vf and Vm, and Φf and Φm, respectively. 
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The total capture cross section includes all reactions in which the incident neutron is 
lost without generating new neutrons. For heavy metal isotopes (and obviously hydrogen) this 
implies almost exclusively the (n,γ) reaction, since the energy thresholds of the other (n,0n) 
reactions are high, and fission becomes the predominant interaction at such high energies. 

The microscopic absorption cross section of O-16 is relatively low. The large content of 
this isotope, however, makes this contribution noticeable (0.5-1.0% of neutron absorption in 
fuel). The absorption mainly consists of (n,α), which has an energy threshold in the order of 
few MeV. For this reason O-16 is essentially an absorber of fast neutrons. The rest of the 
neutron absorption reactions constitute less than 1% of total absorption in fuel O-16. 

Equation (2) gives a good description of neutron multiplication in the system. When 
compared to the MCNP criticality calculation, the multiplication factor is underestimated by 
some 0.5% or less. This difference results mainly from the absence of (n,xn)-reactions in 
equation (2). If (n,2n) reactions in uranium are included, the differences are narrowed to 
approximately 0.1%, which is about the same order in magnitude as the statistical uncertainty. 
The contribution of (n,3n) reactions is negligible, as is all neutron multiplication in O-16. 

The definition (2) of the multiplication factor can be used for estimating the effects of 
small deviations in single group constants. If parameter x  is deviated from its initial value 0x  
by some small amount ∆ x , the corresponding (linear) change ∆k∞ in k∞ is given by 

 

0xx
kxk
∂
∂

∆=∆ ∞
∞ . (3) 

 
It should be pointed out that the use of this first order series expansion only gives a 

formal and rather simplified estimate of the actual difference. The partial derivatives are 
evaluated in the reference spectrum and the differences in the group constants taken as small 
deviations from the reference values. In reality, small difference in any cross section also 
implicates small deviation in the flux spectrum, which in turn implicates small differences in 
all group constants in the system. For the purpose of this study it is assumed, however, that 
these spectral couplings are sufficiently weak to justify the independent treatment of the 
parameters and the use of equation (3). 

In the third phase of the comparison the spectrum-averaged one-group constants of all 
essential isotopes were calculated. The contribution of each parameter discrepancy (relative to 
ENDF/B-VI.8) was estimated using equation (3), and the predicted total differences in the 
multiplication factors compared to the observed results (phase I). 

4 RESULTS 

Figure 1 shows the differences in k∞ compared to the reference results calculated using 
ENDF/B-VI.8 data. In the LWR regime of the spectrum both older libraries (JEF-2.2 and 
JENDL-3.2) give multiplication factors some 0.5 to 1.0% higher than the corresponding 
reference values. For the recently published JEFF-3.0 and JENDL-3.3 the consistency is 
better, although the discrepancies grow significantly towards the fast end of the spectrum. 

The isotope replacement calculations show that the differences in k∞ originate almost 
exclusively from U-235 and U-238. The results of U-235 replacement are plotted in Figure 2. 
It can be seen that the increased reactivity for JEF-2.2 and JENDL-3.2 in the LWR regime 
arise from U-235. Similar calculations on U-238 show that this isotope is responsible of the 
decreasing k∞ towards the fast end of the spectrum for all libraries. The replacement of fuel 
oxygen gives small increase for the JENDL-libraries and slight decrease for JEF-2.2 and 
JEFF-3.0. These differences, however, are insignificant compared to the uranium isotopes. 
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Figure 1: Results of phase I calculations – the library-based differences in k∞ as a 
function of fuel-to-moderator ratio. The error bars show 95% confidence intervals. 

 

 

Figure 2: Results of phase II calculations – differences in k∞ when only the cross 
sections of U-235 are taken from the library under study. 

 
In the third phase of the study, all group constants were calculated for all libraries. The 

differences in ν  are small, less than 0.5% in all cases. The fission and absorption cross 
sections of U-235 and U-238, on the other hand, differ up to several per cent from the 
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reference results. The discrepancies in the absorption cross section of O-16 are even greater. 
The JEF-2.2 and JEFF-3.0 libraries give values 10-15% higher and the two JENDL libraries 
25-35% lower compared to ENDF/B-VI.8. 

When the differences in the group constants are combined with the corresponding 
partial derivatives according to equation (3), the contribution of each parameter can be 
assessed. It was discovered that there are several parameters causing considerable differences 
in both directions. The most significant contributors are the fission cross section of U-235 and 
the absorption cross section of U-238. The contributions of fuel oxygen are relatively minute 
(in the order of 0.1% or less) despite the large differences in the group constants. 

Figure 3 illustrates the contributions of the most significant individual discrepancies 
between JEF-2.2 and ENDF/B-VI.8. It can be seen that the total contribution is very close to 
that in Figure 1. This, in fact, is true for the other three libraries as well, which certifies that 
equations (2) and (3) can be used for estimating the impact of discrepancies in single group 
constants. The overall consistency between two libraries seems to depend not so much on the 
magnitude of differences in individual cross sections, but rather on how well these differences 
cancel out each other. 

 

 

Figure 3: Results of phase III calculations – the contributions of individual group 
constant discrepancies on ∆k∞. Comparison between JEF-2.2 and ENDF/B-VI.8 data. 

 
The results of phase III are consistent with the results of the previous phases. It should, 

be noted, however, that since equation (2) only deals with the total rates of neutron generation 
and absorption, all spectral dependencies remain “hidden” in the integrals of equation (1). In 
addition to the spectral couplings between reaction rates there are other effects, such as 
discrepancies in scattering cross sections, that can not be assessed in detail using the 
introduced methods. These hidden contributions can be very significant in some cases. 
Further, this study covers only the discrepancies in the cross sections of fuel isotopes, and 
therefore reveals nothing about similar differences in the moderator. 
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4.1 MOX Fuels 

Some of the introduced results can be generalised to the two MOX fuels that were also 
studied. Compared to the UOX case, the consistency in k∞ is slightly better for JEF-2.2 and 
JENDL-3.2 in the LWR regime. In the fast end of the spectrum, all four libraries give 
significantly lower values compared to ENDF/B-VI.8. The differences between the two MOX 
fuel types are relatively small. 

As would be expected, the discrepancies originating from U-238 are almost identical to 
the UOX case. Of the plutonium isotopes, Pu-239 has clearly the most significant impact on 
the results. The contributions of other plutonium isotopes are far less significant. Despite the 
small contributions, there are some significant discrepancies up to 10% in the group constants 
of the minor plutonium isotopes. 

 
4.2 Validity in general LWR calculations 

The calculations using different cross section libraries reveal several discrepancies 
originating from the base nuclear data. Before these results can be extrapolated to general 
LWR lattices, some sensitivity studies have to be carried out on the model in order to 
demonstrate that the observed discrepancies are not too seriously affected by small variations 
in the basic parameters. 

The sensitivity study was done for the UOX slab array using the same cross section 
libraries as in the previous calculations. The parameters of the slab were varied within ranges 
typical for different types of light water reactors. The following parameters were varied: fuel 
enrichment (2.0, 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 at-% U-235), fuel temperature (300, 600, 900 and 1200 K), 
slab thickness (1.25, 2.5, 5.0, 10.0 and 20.0 mm), and moderator boron concentration (0, 650 
and 1300 ppm boron). One set of calculations was carried out using square-lattice pin-cell 
models with similar material compositions and fuel-to-moderator ratios. 

Increasing the fuel enrichment enhances the discrepancies originating from U-235. As it 
turned out, this isotope is the dominant source of discrepancy for JEF-2.2 and JENDL-3.2 in 
typical LWR spectra. For the enrichments of common LWR fuels, this variation is not very 
significant. 

For heavy elements, the Doppler-broadening of resonance peaks is the most significant 
difference between cross section libraries generated from the same base data at different 
temperatures. For the given temperatures this comparison showed that there are neither 
systematic nor particularly significant changes in the observed discrepancies. 

Varying the slab thickness changes the level of heterogeneity of the system. This effect 
should be most significant in the thermal end of the spectrum, where the neutron mean free 
path is short enough to distinguish the details of the geometry. Within the given limits, this 
variation has no effect on the library-based differences. Changing the geometry from the one-
dimensional slab lattice to the two-dimensional pin-cell lattice had no effect on the results. 

Chemical shim lowers the absolute value of the multiplication factor when fuel-to-
moderator ratio is low. Boron-10 is a 1/v-absorber, so that increasing the boron concentration 
also has a hardening effect on the neutron spectrum. With the given concentrations, this seems 
to have no effect on the results. 

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Cross section library based discrepancies in MCNP criticality calculations were studied 
in a systematic manner. The NJOY-99 nuclear data processing system was used for 
generating cross section libraries from ENDF/B-VI.8, JEFF-3.0, JENDL-3.3, JEF-2.2 and 
JENDL-3.2 evaluated nuclear data files. A large number of MCNP4C criticality calculations 
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were carried out using different cross section libraries in similar reactivity conditions. 
Simplified infinite slab array models were used to represent heterogeneous UOX and MOX 
fuelled LWR cores. Fuel-to-moderator ratios were varied within a wide range by adjusting the 
slab spacing.  

The observed differences were studied in detail. The essential nuclides were identified 
by repeating the reference calculations (ENDF/B-VI.8) with one isotope at a time taken from 
the library under study. The deviations in spectrum-averaged fission and absorption cross 
sectios were used for estimating the corresponding contributions to the discrepancies in k∞. 

On the basis of the results, several conclusions can be made. There are some large 
discrepancies up to nearly 2% in the multiplication factors of UOX and MOX fuelled LWR 
lattices calculated using cross section libraries of different origin. The discrepancies are 
strongly case-dependent, and related to the hardness of the neutron spectrum and the isotopic 
composition of the fuel. Moderator isotopes were not included in the comparison. 

The origin of the reactivity differences can be traced to the cross sections of individual 
isotopes. The most significant contributors are the absorption cross section of U-238 and the 
fission cross section of the primary fissile isotope, U-235 or Pu-239. The disadvantage of the 
analysis using spectrum averaged group constants is that the detailed structure of the flux 
spectrum is lost, and there is no information on scattering reactions or spectral couplings 
between the reaction rates.  

Rather than being particularly dependent on the magnitudes of individual differences 
between two cross section libraries, the resulting discrepancies depend on how well these 
differences are averaged out. This, on the other hand, implies that good consistency in 
criticality calculation is not necessarily an evidence of good consistency in the underlying 
cross section data. 

These issues should be taken into account in all reactor physics calculations, and results 
based on a single cross section library used with caution. 
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ABSTRACT 

Nuclear energy of the 21 century will be characterized by the use in its structure of fast 
reactors wherein nuclear fuel breeding is accomplished along with thermal reactors.   

A combined use of high-temperature gas cooled reactors on thermal (HTGR) and fast 
(BGR) neutrons may prove to be one of good solutions to the problem of providing fuel for 
the future nuclear energy. The high helium temperature at the outlet of such reactors allows 
both electricity generation and using heat for various processes, such as hydrogen production.  

The paper presents results of the analysis of efforts on development of fast helium 
cooled reactor concepts previously undertaken in Russia. Advantages of fast helium cooled 
reactors (BGR) over fast liquid metal cooled reactors are demonstrated. 

Various BGR concepts are analyzed.  
One of the concepts consists in attaining the maximum breeding ratio through the use of 

a modular reactor with a small core containing 239Pu without breeder material (the plutonium 
core reactor).  

In the second concept, an increase in the reactor power while maintaining the fuel 
breeding parameters is accomplished in a reactor with a multiplutonium core based on 
placement of several plutonium cores in a certain periodic structure inside a common uranium 
blanket.   

In the third concept, the reactor power is increased through an increase of the core 
volume using plutonium diluted with 238U (MOX fuel).  

The possibility of using in BGR a single-circuit scheme of converting heat to electricity 
with a gas turbine along with the conventional two-circuit scheme in a steam-turbine cycle is 
demonstrated.  

Design development efforts performed in Russia allowed designing a BGR-300 pilot 
fast helium reactor with electric power level of 300 MW. Main parameters of this reactor are 
presented.  

A point is made of the promise offered by international cooperation in development and 
application of high-temperature helium cooled reactor both on thermal (HTGR) and fast 
(BGR) neutrons for nuclear energy of the 21 century.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Nuclear energy of the 21 century will be characterized by the use in its structure of fast 
reactors wherein nuclear fuel breeding is accomplished, along with thermal reactors.  

Combined utilization of high-temperature gas cooled reactors on thermal (HTGR) and 
fast (BGR) neutrons may prove to be one of good solutions to the problem of providing fuel 
for the future nuclear energy. The high helium temperature at the outlet of such reactors 
allows both electricity generation and using heat for various processes, such as hydrogen 
production.  

The use of helium that virtually does not absorb neutrons as coolant improves the 
breeding ratio and fuel use efficiency. Helium is an inert gas, which ensures minimum 
chemical interaction between helium and reactor structural materials and allows achieving 
high coolant temperatures.  

In recent years much attention has been given to development of high-temperature 
helium cooled reactors on thermal neutrons in many countries of the world [1,2].  

Information about fast helium reactors that, along with efficient production of electricity 
and high-temperature heat, offer nuclear fuel breeding capabilities is known noticeably less. 
This paper presents results of concept-level fast helium reactor development efforts 
undertaken in Russia in 1970’s [1, 3,4].  

The paper analyzes the following fast helium reactor (BGR) concepts that were under 
development in Russia at that time. 

One of the concepts consists in attaining the maximum breeding ratio (BR=2) through 
the use of a modular reactor with a small core containing 239Pu without breeder material (the 
plutonium core reactor).  

In the second concept, an increase in the reactor power while maintaining the fuel 
breeding parameters is accomplished in a reactor with a multiplutonium core based on 
placement of several plutonium cores in a certain periodic structure inside a common uranium 
blanket.   

In the third concept, the reactor power is increased through an increase of the core 
volume using plutonium diluted with 238U (MOX fuel). 

These concepts are discussed in greater detail below. 

2 FAST HELIUM REACTOR CONCEPTS THAT WERE UNDER 
DEVELOPMENT IN RUSSIA  

2.1 Plutonium Core Reactor 

The reactor of this design [1, 4] consists of working fuel assemblies (FA) of hexagonal 
shape with the width across flats of 69 mm, that are arranged with a pitch of 71 mm. Along 
the height, all the working  assemblies of the core consist of a 40-cm high zone of plutonium 
dioxide and symmetrically located end blanket zones of depleted uranium, with the total 
height of the assembly being 180 cm. The desire to attain the minimum doubling time called 
for high power density of the core and high level of fuel burnup.  

This necessitated the use of high helium pressure and determined requirements for the 
fuel element design. The fuel elements have a cross-shaped section formed by the steel 
cladding with the filling of plutonium dioxide grains having the density of about 7.5 g/cm3 
(Figure 1). 

The core comprises 56 working FAs and 5 control assemblies. The working FAs of the 
side blanket are made of depleted uranium metal. The three scram assemblies contain 61 
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absorber elements in a steel cladding each, which central part is filled with boron carbide 
enriched to 60% in 10B. Each of the two automatic control assemblies is designed similarly to 
the scram assembly, except for consisting of seven  absorber elements of natural boron 
carbide.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Cross-section of the Cross-shaped Fuel Rod: 
1 – cladding; 2 - fuel 

 
Main parameters of the plutonium core reactor presented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Main parameters of the plutonium core reactor 

Thermal power, MW… 250 
Helium pressure, MPa… 30 
Helium temperature at the reactor inlet/outlet, 0C… 300/490 
Efficiency, %… 40 
Core diameter/height, cm… 60/40 
Reactor diameter/height, including the blankets, cm… 180/180 
Critical 239Pu loading in steady state, kg… 155 
Breeding ratio  2.06 
Doubling time, years…  4–5 
Fuel burnup, % heavy at. … 30 
Fuel life, eff. days … 300 

 
The steel reactor vessel ~250 mm in thickness, 2.2 m in inner diameter and about 6 m 

high has a steel lid through which the refueling machine is inserted. The reactor control drives 
are attached to the bottom. An additional pressure-relieved steel shell  ~40 mm in thickness 
intended for prevention of fast gas release in case of vessel cracking in an accident is located 
at a spacing of 10-20 mm on the inside of the vessel.  

The heated helium is supplied from the reactor to steam generators from which steam 
goes to steam turbines in the machine room where electricity is generated. An NPP with 
electric power of 1200 MW means deployment of 12 identical modules in a reactor building 
with a common machine room and auxiliary facilities.   

 
2.2 Multiplutonium Core Reactor 

This reactor design [1,4] is based on arrangement of several plutonium cores in a certain 
periodic structure inside the common breeding zone block. The power level of such reactors is 
scalable. So, in order to generate the electric power of 1200 MW, 12 small plutonium core 
shall be arranged in two levels within a single block of the uranium breeding zone.  
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2.3 Fast Helium Cooled Reactor of High Unit Power with Mixed 
Uranium/Plutonium Fuel 

When developing a reactor with high unit power, the core sizes were selected based on 
the required power of an NPP unit. Thus, with the NPP unit electric power of 1000–1200 
MW, the core volume is ~ 2000 l, and the fuel load consists of a mixture of plutonium and 
uranium containing about 15–20% of plutonium.  

Two engineering decisions concerning the choice of the core size and shape and 
associated core cooling system design were considered [1]: a traditional heat removal system 
with longitudinal cooling of fuel rods, and a heat removal system utilizing spherical coated 
fuel particles and transverse-longitudinal flow of helium coolant in the core.  

The core with fuel rods. In order to have acceptable hydraulic losses when pumping 
helium for longitudinal cooling of fuel rods in a high unit power reactor, the core shall have 
considerable flattening (D/H=2–3). Two configurations of fuel rods were considered: a fuel 
rod of circular section and a fuel rod of cross-shaped section.  

The former has a metal cladding of stainless steel of type EI-847 ~7.0 mm in diameter 
and 0.3–0.4 mm thick. The fuel represents pellets of a mixture of plutonium dioxide with 
depleted uranium. The pellet outer diameter is about 6 mm, the hole diameter is 2.5 mm. The 
active length of the fuel element is ~1000 mm. End breeding zones of depleted uranium 
dioxide ~500 mm in thickness are contained in the same cladding at the top and at the bottom 
of the active portion.  

As the second configuration it was proposed to use a fuel element of cross-shaped 
section with the fuel in the form of the filling of grains of a mixture of plutonium dioxide with 
depleted uranium with the density of ~ 7.5 g/cm3.  

The core with spherical coated fuel particles. To achieve high specific power in large 
reactors, there was considered a reactor design with spherical coated fuel particles in the core 
and heat removal accomplished by transverse-longitudinal flow of helium coolant (Figures 2, 
3). This reactor design allows attaining high specific power in the core (~1000 kW/l) with 
relatively low power losses on helium pumping. The core of such a reactor is ~180 cm in 
diameter and ~120 cm high. The fuel assembly consists of two coaxial conical cylinders 
forming an annular cavity wherein spherical coated fuel particles are placed. The FA walls 
have openings for coolant passage (Figure 2). The reactor core consists of hexagonal FAs 
arranged with a spacing of ~140 mm. The wall on the high-temperature side is made of 
molybdenum, and the cold one – of stainless steel. 

As the baseline design of a coated fuel particle, there was considered a 2.15-mm 
diameter spherical kernel of compounds of plutonium and depleted uranium with a coating of 
silicon carbide and pyrolytic carbon layers (the total thickness of SiC and pyrocarbon 
protective coatings is 150–200 µm), producing the outer diameter of ~2.5 mm. There were 
also considered coated fuel particles of diameter 2.5–5 mm with coatings of refractory metal 
alloys such as chrome nickel alloys, tungsten- and vanadium-based alloys, etc.  

The thickness of the end blankets is ~1000 mm, and of the side ones - ~600 mm.  
The reactor is housed in a steel vessel of inner diameter 3.8 m and pressure about 17 

MPa, similar to VVER type reactors.  
Main characteristics of the high unit power fast helium reactor using fuel rods are close 

to those of the reactor with spherical coated fuel particles, and are presented in Table 2.  
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Figure 2: Schematic Diagram of the BGR Reactor FA with Spherical Coated Fuel 
Particles: 1 – end blankets; 2 – active length; 3, 4 – inner and outer wall with helium passage 

openings, respectively; 5 – spherical coated fuel particles. 
 
 

 
Figure 3: Schematic Diagram of the BGR Reactor Based on Spherical Coated Fuel 

Particles: 1, 3 – top and bottom blankets, respectively; 2 - core; 4 – side blanket; 5 – steel 
vessel. 

 

Table 2: Main characteristics of the high unit power fast helium reactor 

Power, MW 
thermal … 

 
2500–3000 

electric…  1200 
Helium pressure, MPa 15–20 
Helium temperature at the inlet/ outlet, o C 
design with a steam turbine … 

 
350/650 

design with a helium turbine … 450/850 
Loading of 239Pu, kg… 1400 
Fuel burnup, % heavy at. … 10 
Fuel element life, days… 250 
Breeding ratio 1.6 
Doubling time with the fuel processing period of 0.5 years, years … 5 
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In a reactor with spherical coated fuel particles, helium temperature at the reactor outlet 
is as high as 850 0С, which allows using it for NPP both with a two-circuit system using a 
steam turbine and with a single-circuit system using a helium turbine (Figure 4) while 
attaining high efficiencies (~48%). 

 

 
 
Figure 4: Diagram of a Single-circuit NPP with a Gas Turbine for a BGR with Spherical 

Coated Fuel Particles: 1 – reactor; 2, 5 – high- and low-pressure turbine, respectively; 
3, 4, 6 – high-, intermediate-, and low-pressure compressor respectively; 

7 – regenerator; 8 – end cooler; 9 – electric generator. 
 

 

3 UTILIZATION OF CARBIDE AND NITRIDE FUELS IN FAST HELIUM 
COOLED REACTORS 

Fuel breeding in BGR can be improved through the use of fuel with higher density as 
compared to oxide fuel, for example, carbide or nitride fuel [1] (Table 3). Nitride fuel has the 
highest density and thermal conductivity, and an acceptable melting point, which improves 
fuel breeding when this fuel is used.  

Table 3: Initial Fuel Characteristics 

Fuel  
Characteristic dioxide carbide nitride 

Theoretical density, g/cm3 10.9 13.6 14.3 
Melting point, °С 2800 2350 2650 
Thermal conductivity at 1000 °С, W/(m·K) 2.7 17.7 18.5 

 
From the data presented in Table 4 below it follows that with the carbide and nitride 

fuel the breeding ratio increases noticeably as compared to the oxide fuel, which stimulates 
interest in continued activities in this area.  

It is noteworthy that, when using nitride fuel, the fuel breeding can be increased by 
replacing 14N in the fuel with 15N, since the neutron absorption cross section of 15N is about 
1000 less than the neutron absorption cross section of 14N. Therefore, in the future, as nuclear 
fuel becomes more expensive, it may prove to be beneficial to use nitride fuel with nitrogen 
enriched in 15N isotope.  
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Table 4: Comparison of BGR Characteristics for Oxide, Carbide and Nitride Fuel 

Parameter (U, Pu)O2 (U, Pu)C (U, Pu)N (U, Pu) 15N 
Core volume, l 8360 8360 5640 5640 
Core specific power, kW/l 450 450 690 690 
Core flattening D/H 3 3 4 4 
Percentage of core components by volume 
(fuel/coolant/structural materials), % 

 
44/42/14 

 
44/42/14 

 
43/45/12 

 
43/45/12 

239Pu/240Pu/241Pu content,  % 60/30/10 60/30/10 75/20/5 75/20/5 
Critical plutonium loading at steady state, kg 3230 3590 2870 2630 
Core breeding ratio 1.0 1.2 0.93 1.0 
Breeding ratio 1.62 1.75 1.67 1.85 
Life-time, years 2 2.8 1.7 1.7 
Fuel doubling time (with the processing 
period of 1 year), years  

 
6.3 

 
5.5 

 
5.4 

 
4.1 

4 DEVELOPMENT OF THE BGR-300 PILOT NPP 

Analytical, experimental and design studies of BGR and extensive experience in 
development and operation of HTGR in the world allowed making a decision on designing a 
BGR-300 reactor unit for a 300 MW NPP [1, 3]. Basic equipment of the primary circuit is 
housed in a vessel of a pre-stressed reinforced concrete. 

The reactor unit consists of a reactor located in the central cavity of the vessel, four 
steam generators with primary gas blowers, four cooler heat exchangers with secondary gas 
blowers. The BGR-300 uses fuel rods of diameter 6.9 mm and wall thickness 0.4 mm. The 
fuel represents pellets of mixed dioxide of plutonium and depleted uranium. Each fuel 
element is filled with the pellets of mixed dioxide PuO2+UO2 in its portion located within the 
core. The active length of a fuel element is 1000 mm, the length of the end breeding zones is 
500 mm. The fuel element cladding is made of nimonic type alloy.   

The reactor core is comprised of 108 hexagonal FAs with the width across flats of 140 
mm and the sheath thickness of 2 mm that are arranged with a spacing of 145 mm. Each of 
the FA in the core contains 217 fuel elements. Two zones are provided in the core to ensure 
power density flattening: a low-enrichment zone and a high-enrichment one. The core is 
surrounded by three rows of FAs of the side blanket (Figure 5).  

 
Figure 5: Arrangement of FAs in the BGR-300 Core and Side Blanket:  
1–4 – Scram, automatic control, temperature compensation and subcriticality assurance 

assemblies, respectively; 5, 7 – FAs of the high-enrichment and low-enrichment zone, 
respectively; 6 – FAs of the high-enrichment zone replaceable with FAs of the side blanket; 8 
– FAs of the side blanket.  
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Main characteristics of the BGR-300 are as follows (Table 5): 

Table 5: Main characteristics of the BGR-300 

Power, thermal/electric, MW 810/300 
Helium pressure, MPa … 16 
Helium temperature at the inlet/outlet, °С… 260/630 
Fuel element type Rod 
Fuel in the core/breeding zone  (U+Pu)O2/UO2 
Critical loading of 239Pu+241Pu, kg… 948 
Composition of plutonium loading (239Pu/240Pu/241Pu), %... 60/30/10 
Fuel enrichment in plutonium, % 
in the low-enrichment zone/ in the high-enrichment zone … 

 
22/30 

Breeding ratio 1.63 
Doubling time at the fuel processing period of 0.5 years, years… 10–12 
 
The pilot NPP with the BGR-300 reactor unit represents a two-circuit plant with helium 

coolant in the primary circuit and steam turbine system in the secondary circuit, where the 
reactor and basic equipment of the primary circuit are housed in the vessel of pre-stressed 
reinforced concrete.  

CONCLUSION 

Analysis of the avenues of nuclear power development and fast helium cooled reactor 
development efforts allows making a conclusion that fast helium cooled reactors show 
promise when used along with HTGR in nuclear power of the 21st century. Therefore, it 
appears advisable to perform BGR design studies in the framework of international 
cooperation. 
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ABSTRACT 

The signal of ex-core detectors depends not only on the total power of a reactor but also 
on the power distribution. The spatial weighting function establishes correspondence between 
the power distribution and the detector signal. The weighting function is independent of the 
power distribution. The weighting function is used for detector-response analyses, for 
example in the case of rod-drop experiments. [1] 

The paper describes the calculation and analysis of the weighting function of a VVER-
440. The three-dimensional Monte Carlo code MCNP is used for the evaluation. Results from 
forward and adjoint calculations are compared. The effect of the change in the concentration 
of boric acid is also investigated. 

The evaluation of the spatial weighting function is a fixed-source neutron transport 
problem, which can be solved much faster by adjoint calculation, however forward 
calculations provide more detailed results. It is showed that the effect of boric acid upon the 
weighting function is negligible. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The power control of VVER-440 reactors is based on the signals of ex-core detectors. 
These ex-core detectors are ionization chambers by type, and they are located in the wall of 
the biological shield. Nevertheless, the detector signal contribution of individual assemblies 
depends not only on the power of the assembly but also on their position in the reactor core. 
The contributions of inner assemblies are lower by several orders of magnitude than that of 
peripheral assemblies. The contribution has also an axial dependence. This is the reason why 
the signal of ex-core detectors depends on power distribution, while the total power of the 
reactor is constant. 

The spatial weighting function is used for the description of the contribution of an 
arbitrary volume of the reactor core to the detector signal. Knowledge of the weighting 
function makes the reactor operators’ job easier. For example, rod drop reactivity 
measurement data become more easily interpretable. 

There are different ways to define the above weighting function. In this paper, the value 
of the weighting function means the number of 3He(n,p)3H reactions in the ex-core detector 
caused by a fission neutron that has been born in the point r of the core. The weighting 
function is defined in this way because in this paper a 3He-filled ionization chamber, type 
KNK-4, is examined. If the spatial weighting function is known, the detector signal can be 
calculated. The signal of the detector is given by: 
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dVqwCD
V

)()( rr∫=  (1) 

 
where w is the weight of a point of the reactor core, q is the power density being in direct 
proportion to the source strength of fission neutrons, V is the volume of the core and C is a 
suitable constant. 

2 CALCULATION OF THE SPATIAL WEIGHTING FUNCTION 

There are several different methods in use to calculate the weighting function. 
Calculations with point-kernel method [2] and with method of discrete ordinates [3] can also 
be found in the literature. In this work, the Monte Carlo method is applied. MCNP4C Monte 
Carlo N-Particle Transport Code is used for the calculations [4]. The weighting function is 
calculated with both the forward and adjoint Monte Carlo method. Since the calculation of the 
weighting function is a fixed source problem, the adjoint method is much faster than the 
forward, but the forward method gives more detailed results. It is possible to calculate the 
value of the weighting function in one given point with the forward method, however a long 
calculation is necessary to determine the weight of each point of interest. With the aid of the 
adjoint method it is not possible to calculate the weight of a given point, but only of a finite 
volume. Furthermore, it is necessary to use other simplifications when applying the adjoint 
method. 

 
2.1 Calculational Model 

The geometry and composition of materials of the reactor and its environment are 
modelled in the finest possible detail. There are three pieces of the examined KNK-4 neutron 
detector around the reactor. These detectors are located symmetrically by 120 degrees. Since 
the geometry of the reactor has also a rotational symmetry of 120 degrees, modelling only one 
detector and the corresponding sector of the reactor is sufficient. Considering that the 
weighting function is symmetrical to the axis that links the centre of the reactor with the 
detector, only half of the area in interest is modelled. In this way, the lighter shaded 
assemblies on the left side of Figure 1 constitute the examined region, on which the weighting 
function is calculated. A detailed, pin level model is used for the forward calculation. The 
model of an assembly and a part of the core mantle are illustrated on the right side of Fig. 1. 

  

Figure 1: The applied model 
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2.2 Forward calculation [5] 

In the course of the forward calculation, the value of the weighting function is 
calculated “point by point”. The reactor core is divided into ten horizontal layers with equal 
heights. Neutrons are started from individual tenths of length of fuel rods with Watt’s energy 
spectrum. Tenths of rods are selected uniformly from the examined region. The generated 
3He(n,p)3H reactions are counted in the sensitive volume of the detector. MCNP makes it 
possible to “switch off” neutron production following fission (NONU card; ν=0), therefore 
the code directly yields the weight of the given tenth of a rod. In our work altogether 1080 
weights of tenths of rods have been calculated. ENDF/B-VI based continuous energy cross 
section libraries, part of the MCNP package, have been used for the calculations. Finally, 
analytical functions have been fitted onto the calculated values. In this way, a three 
dimensional spatial function has been obtained. A vertical section of the fitted function, in the 
5th tenth from above, is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: The fitted weighting function obtained from the forward calculation 

 
2.3 The adjoint Calculation 

A further goal of our work is the evaluation of how the weighting function depends on 
other parameters of the reactor. For example, the power of the reactor has influence on the 
density of water, which may cause significant influence on the weighting function. Since the 
forward calculation of the weighting function is very time-consuming, a faster method should 
be chosen. Thus, the adjoint Monte Carlo method is used for further calculations. 

With the adjoint method, the weight of a given point cannot be calculated. It is also 
difficult to take the geometry into consideration as detailed as in the forward calculation. 
Moreover, a multigroup cross-section library has to be used instead of continuous. For these 
reasons, results obtained from adjoint calculations are less accurate, but this method is much 
faster compared to the forward one. 
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In the course of the adjoint calculation, the reactor core is divided into 20 equal, 
horizontal layers. Weights of twentieth of assemblies are calculated. The pin level model of 
fuel assemblies is replaced with a homogenous one. The adjoint calculations are also made 
using MCNP4C [6]. A 44 group, ENDF/B-VI based cross-section table is applied, which is 
generated with CSAS and XSDRMP modules of SCALE [7]. Figure 3 shows the calculated 
weights of the 11th twentieth from above of the assemblies. The hexagons represent the 
weights of the assemblies. 

Figure 4 shows a coordinate system, which is used to identify the assemblies. 
Assemblies are signed with these coordinates in the remaining part of the paper. The axial 
change of weights in the assembly (5;6) is illustrated in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 3: Decimal logarithm of weights of twentieths of assemblies in the 11th layer 

 

Figure 4: Coordinate system to identify assemblies 
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Figure 5: Weights in the assembly (5;6) 

 
2.4 Evaluation of the Results 

In view of these figures it appears that the signal of the detector is principally caused by 
neutrons that had been born in the four assemblies closest to the detector. It is important to 
note that the contribution of detector signal is given by the weight multiplied by the source 
strength of fission neutrons. Considering that the latter one does not change orders of 
magnitude inside the reactor core, it can be concluded that the ex-core detectors are quite 
insensitive to the flux-distribution in the central part of the reactor core. These results are 
confirmed by other publications of the literature. [2,3] 

The axial distribution of the weights shows that a central twentieth of an assembly has 
about one order of magnitude higher weight than the uppermost and the lowermost twentieth. 
This ratio is more than ten in the case of a peripheral assembly, and it is less then ten in the 
case of an inner one. By analysing Figure 5 it can be observed that the curve is slightly 
asymmetrical. This is due to the fact that the axial position of the detector is a little lower than 
the midplane of the reactor (as is the maximum of the neutron flux). 

To compare results obtained from forward and adjoint calculations, weights of tenths of 
assemblies are calculated with the aid of the continuos weighting function. The weight of a 
tenth of an assembly, using the weighting function or the weights of tenths of fuel rods, can 
be calculated using this formula: 
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where Q is the power of the given tenth of assembly, wi is the weight of the ith tenth of fuel 
pin and qi is the power of the ith fuel pin. Summing is up to 126 because there are 126 rods in 
an assembly of VVER-440. 

Table 1 contains a comparison of weights of some tenths of assemblies calculated with 
the adjoint method and with the aid of the continuous weighting function. 

 

Table 1: Comparison of weights obtained from forward and adjoint calculation 

Assembly 
Tenth 

(counted 
from above) 

Weight from 
forward 

calculation 

Weight from 
adjoint 

calculation 

Relative 
difference 

(%) 

(5;6) 3 3.77E-7 3.48E-7 -7.69 

(5;6) 6 1.16E-6 1.11E-6 -4.31 

(5;6) 10 1.66E-7 1.52E-7 -8.43 

(4;7) 3 3.77E-7 3.51E-7 -6.90 

(4;7) 6 1.09E-6 1.07E-6 -1.83 

(4;7) 10 1.72E-7 1.63E-7 -5.23 

(4;6) 6 2.06E-7 1.40E-7 -32.04 

(4;6) 10 3.36E-8 2.26E-8 -32.74 

(3;7) 6 1.92E-7 1.48E-7 -22.92 

(3;7) 10 3.52E-8 2.78E-8 -21.02 

(3;6) 6 3.54E-8 1.80E-8 -49.15 

(3;6) 10 7.30E-9 3.91E-9 -46.44 
 
It can be concluded that weights calculated with the adjoint method are lower than those 

calculated with the forward method. The relative difference of weights obtained using the 
adjoint and forward method is low in the case of peripheral assemblies; the difference 
increases towards the centre of the reactor. The difference does not depend on the axial 
position of the tenth inside a given assembly. 

The cause of the deviation will be a subject of follow investigation. The main cause of 
the difference can be that different cross-section libraries are used for the forward and the 
adjoint calculations. Another reason can be that a lot of simplifications have been applied 
during the cross-sections processing with SCALE. Moreover, the MCNP geometry of the 
adjoint calculation is also simpler than that of the forward calculation. 

The time required to complete the adjoint calculation is about the thirtieth of that 
required by the forward one. 

3 EXAMINATION OF THE EFFECT OF CONCENTRATON OF BORIC ACID 

The effect of the change of the concentration of boric acid was also investigated. Only 
those neutrons can reach the ex-core detector, which have sufficiently high energy in the 
reactor core; furthermore, the absorption cross section of 10B is high only in the thermal 
region. Consequently, the boric acid could not have strong effect upon the weighting function. 
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In order to evaluate the influence of the boric acid on the weighting function, a second 
weighting function is calculated with no boric acid present in the cooling water. The adjoint 
method is used for the calculation with the same conditions described in Section 2.3. Figure 6 
presents the change of weights when the boric acid is removed from the water. The logarithms 
of weights, calculated with no boric acid in the water, have been subtracted from the 
logarithms of weights, calculated with boric acid present in the water. The numbers in the 
figure mean the difference of the decimal logarithms of the weights, which is the same as the 
logarithm of the ratio of the weights. 

 

Figure 6: The effect of boric acid on the weights. (The logarithms of the ratio of the weights 
with and without boric acid.) 

 
According to the calculation, the absence of boric acid has significant effect only upon 

the weights of inner assemblies. Considering that the weights of these assemblies are far 
lower than those of peripheral ones, it can be concluded that the effect of boric acid is 
negligible. This result is also confirmed by Ref. [3]. It is not clear why the weights of the 
inner assemblies decrease when boric acid is absent. 

4 SUMMARY 

In this paper the spatial weighting function for KNK-4 ex-core detectors, which are 
used in VVER-440 reactors, is calculated and evaluated. The weighting function is calculated 
with forward and adjoint Monte Carlo method. It is shown that the contribution of the ex-core 
detector signal is mostly given by neutrons that are born in the assemblies closest to the 
detector. The concentration of boric acid has significant effect on the weights of inner 
assemblies only; therefore, the concentration of boric acid practically has no effect on the 
detector signal.  

The weighting function cannot be measured directly. However, the detector signal can 
be calculated using the weighting function and it can be measured too. Comparison of the 
detector signal that has been calculated with the aid of the weighting function with measured 
data of a rod-drop experiment is in progress. 
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ABSTRACT 

The contribution describes the upgrade of the VR-1 training reactor I&C 
(Instrumentation & Control). The reactor was put into operation in the 1990, and its I&C 
seems to be obsolete now. The new I&C utilises the same digital technology as the old one. 
The upgrade has been done gradually during holidays in order not to disturb the reactor 
utilisation during teaching and training. The first stage consisted in the human-machine 
interface and the control room upgrade in 2001. A new operator's desk, displays, indicators 
and buttons were installed. Completely new software and communication interface to the 
present I&C were developed. During the second stage in 2002, new control rod drivers and 
safety circuits were installed. The rod motors were replaced and necessary mechanical 
changes on the control rod mechanism, induced by the utilisation of the new motor, were 
done. The new safety circuits utilise high quality relays with forced contacts to guarantee high 
reliability of their operation. The third stage, the control system upgrade is being carried out 
now. The new control system is based on an industrial PC mounted in a 19'' crate. The 
operating system of the PC is the Microsoft Windows XP with the real time support RTX of 
the VentureCom Company. A large amount of work has been devoted to the software 
requirements to specify all dependencies, modes and permitted actions, safety measures, etc. 
The Department took an active part in the setting of software requirements and later in 
verification and validation of the software and the whole control system. Finally, a new 
protection system consisting of power measuring and power protection channels will be 
installed in 2004 or 2005.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

The operation of the VR-1 training reactor was started in 1990 by the Department of 
Nuclear Reactors of the Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and Physical Engineering, Czech 
Technical University in Prague. The reactor was designed and constructed by the Škoda 
Company in co-operation with the Faculty. 

The VR-1 reactor is a pool-type light-water reactor based on enriched uranium (36%). 
Its thermal power is up to 5kW. The moderator of neutrons is light demineralised water, 
which is also used as a reflector, a biological shielding and a coolant. Heat is removed from 
the core by natural convection. The pool disposition of the reactor facilitates access to the 
core, setting and removing of various experimental samples and detectors, easy and safe 
handling of fuel assemblies. The control rods have an integral performance. In their structure, 
the rods are the same. They differ only in function (safety, compensation or control) 
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according to the connection with the control and safety system. The absorber is cadmium. A 
neutron source is used to start up the reactor. It ensures a sufficient level of the signal at the 
output of the power measuring channels from the deepest subcriticalities and thus it 
guarantees a reliable check of the power during the reactor start-up. The reactor is equipped 
with several experimental devices; e.g. horizontal, radial and tangential channels used to take 
out a neutron beam. 

The VR-1 reactor is utilised particularly for training of university students and nuclear 
power plant staff. The training on the VR-1 reactor is oriented to the reactor and neutron 
physics, dosimetry, nuclear safety, and control of nuclear installations. Students not only from 
technical universities, but also from universities of natural science are coming to the reactor 
for training. Scientific research has to respect reactor parameters and requirements of the so-
called clean reactor core (free from a major effect of the fission products). Research on the 
VR-1 reactor is mainly aimed at the preparation and testing of new educational 
methodologies, investigation of reactor lattice parameters, reactor dynamics study, research in 
the field of control equipment, neutron detector calibration, etc. 

The present control and safety system (Instrumentation & Control - I&C) of the VR-1 
training reactor was developed in the mid- 80s. The system is digital, it utilises 8-bit 
microcomputers with software written in the assembly language. Even if the present control 
and safety system fully meets the demands that are put on it, its technical design is obsolete to 
a certain extent at the present time. There are also problems with maintenance because of a 
lack of spare parts. Furthermore, during development and manufacturing, some new 
internationally imposed demands on quality and the qualification (e.g. the IAEA, IEC, and 
IEEE recommendations and standards) had not been or could had not been considered. 
Therefore, it was decided to upgrade the existing control and safety system with the aim to 
apply the latest available techniques and technology observing the above-mentioned 
recommendations and standards. 

The replacement of the control and safety system started during the year 2001. Because 
of frequent utilisation of the VR-1 training reactor during the academic terms, it was decided 
to carry out the upgrade of the control and safety system gradually during holidays so as not 
to affect the training at the reactor. 

The completion of the whole control and safety system replacement is assumed in the 
year 2004 or 2005 (for a detailed plan see in paragraph 3). 

2 CONTROL AND SAFETY SYSTEM STRUCTURE 

A block diagram of the control and safety system after the completed replacement is 
shown in Fig. 1. The figure is divided into three areas according to the placement of the 
equipment - the reactor vessel, the control and safety system cabinets and the control room. 

Firstly, the safety (protection) part of the system is described. This part of the I&C is the 
most important one for the nuclear safety. The redundancy (three independent power 
measuring and power protection channels) and diversity (diverse hardware and software of 
power measuring and power protection channels) are applied to enhance safety and reliability 
of the system. The power measuring channels receive signals from wide range fission 
chambers (PMCH), evaluate them, calculate the reactor power and the velocity of the reactor 
power change and send the values to the control system and to adjacent individual displays on 
the operator's desk in the control room. The channels also compare values of power and 
velocity with the safety limits and if the limits are exceeded, the request for a safety action is 
sent into the vote logic. Further three channels equipped with boron chambers (PPCH) work 
as an independent power protection system, evaluate the power and the velocity, send data to 
the control system and to their displays. They also compare data with their safety limits and 
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control the vote logic. The vote logic evaluates the inputs from the power measuring channels 
in the logic 2 out of 3, from the power protection channels independently 2 out of 3, and the 
signal from the control system is evaluated in the logic 1 out of 1. If the condition for safety 
action request is met at least in one group (system), the power supply (48V DC) to the control 
rods is cut by the safety circuits; the rods fall down and stop the chain reaction. 

Reactor Vessel Control and Safety System  Cabinet Control Room

Buttons

Lam ps

PC

+

2 CRTs

Control

System
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Hum an-M achine

Interface

Safety Circuits
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 Channel (PM )

Power Protection
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PM CH

Control
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Control Rod
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the upgraded control and safety system 

The control system receives data the from the power measuring and power protection 
channels, checks their values with each other and against the safety limits. If either the safety 
limits or allowed deviations between individual channels are exceeded, or there are any 
problems in the system, the control system initiates a safety action. The control system 
calculates the average values of power and velocity and evaluates the deviation between the 
real power and the demanded power value set by the operator. If the deviation limit is 
exceeded, the safety action is also initiated. The control system sends data to a human-
machine interface and receives commands from it. If the commands are permitted, it carries 
them out. The control system also serves as an automatic power control system, which 
controls the movement of the control rods to achieve the required reactor power. The control 
rod movement is actuated by the control rod drivers. 

The human-machine interface serves for the communication between the control and 
safety system and the operator. It consists of a computer with CRT displays and indicators to 
show the operational status of the reactor, of a keyboard and buttons to control the reactor. 
The human-machine interface also stores data about the history of the reactor operation. 

3 PLAN OF I&C REPLACEMENT 

As it was mentioned above, the principle assumption of the I&C replacement was not to 
disturb the reactor training during terms at the university. The plan of the replacement 
consists of four stages. Each stage will be independent and after its completion, the reactor 
has to remain functional. Moreover, the necessary changes of the just carried out upgrade 
stages should be minimised with respect to the oncoming stages. 
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The plan has been scheduled as follows: 

1. Summer 2001  - human-machine interface and control room upgrade (done) 
2. Summer 2002  - control rod drivers and safety circuits upgrade (done) 
3. Summer 2003  - control system upgrade (in process) 
4. Summer 2004(5) - power measuring and power protection channels upgrade 

The next paragraphs give a more detailed description of already performed and further 
planned activities of the upgrade. 

4 CO-OPERATING ORGANISATIONS 

The VR-1 reactor I&C replacement is tightly connected with nuclear safety. Therefore, 
the Škoda Nuclear Machinery Company was chosen as the general contractor of the 
replacement. This company is qualified in the Czech Republic to produce, install and 
maintain items important to safety. The Škoda company in agreement with our Department 
selects subcontractors to provide particular items.  

There are three principal subcontractors for the I&C replacement - Schneider Electric, 
dataPartner and ZAT Companies. The Schneider Electric Company will provide the most 
important items for nuclear safety - the digital protection system based on the SPINLINE 3 
technology. The dataPartner company will develop and install the control system utilising the 
Windows RTX real-time system. The ZAT Company provided the new human-machine 
interface based on a personal computer and the Intouch development tool. 

The Škoda Company also prepares, in co-operation with the Department, documents 
necessary to get the licence for the intended replacement from the Czech State Office for 
Nuclear Safety. 

The Department closely co-operates during the I&C upgrade, mainly in the setting of 
requirements, and in the co-ordination of activities; it solves particular problems in electronics 
and software and carries out tests and validation of the new equipment and systems. 

5 NEW HUMAN-MACHINE INTERFACE 

The human-machine interface replacement as the first stage of the control and safety 
systems upgrade was carried out in the summer 2001. The aim of the upgrade was to improve 
ergonomic and aesthetic properties of the operator's desk and the control room, to enhance the 
operator's comfort and thus to increase the utilisation of the reactor and nuclear safety. The 
detailed information about the human-machine interface upgrade was given in [7].  

The new human-machine interface is connected to a WWW server with guaranteed 
safety of the data transfer. It provides a WWW page with information about technology, 
utilisation and on-line operation of the VR-1 reactor since December 2002 
(http://vr1.fjfi.cvut.cz). 

6 NEW CONTROL ROD DRIVERS, MOTORS AND SAFETY CIRCUITS 

The control rod drivers, motors and safety circuits were changed during the year 2002. 
The original motors of the rods are not available any more that caused a problem of the 
maintenance. The rod drivers were also very difficult to maintain because of unavailability of 
spare parts and awkward electronic circuits. 

The original safety circuits suffered ageing of utilised relays. There were problems with 
the quality of contacts. The contacts corroded, lost conductivity, produced heat because of 
increased transitional resistance and deteriorated the functionality of the relays. These relays 
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are not produced any more, and the unused spare ones suffered the same problem of ageing 
and corrosion. 

 
Fig. 2: New motors of control rods and high quality connectors 

The rod motors were replaced with the new ones that provide required properties and 
dimensions. The selected motors are produced by the ESPO Company. Necessary mechanical 
changes on the control rod mechanism, induced by the utilisation of the new motor, were 
done by the Škoda Company. High quality connectors were utilised for the connection of the 
cables to the motors - see in Fig. 2. 

PLC Simatic S7-200 equipped with a proper power electronic board serves as a motor 
driver. Appropriate software to control the PLC was developed. The PLCs communicate with 
the control system via RS485 (ProfiBus) lines. 

New safety circuits utilise high quality relays with forced contacts to guarantee high 
reliability of their operation. The safety circuits are installed in a 19'' rack for an easy 
installation in new cabinets of the new control and safety system. 

After the delivery and installation of the control rod drives and safety circuits, detailed 
tests were carried out. The safety function of control rods, the accuracy of control rod 
positions and motion velocity were checked. The functionality of the safety circuits was tested 
with all combinations of the vote logic safety signals. 

This stage of the I&C replacement was seriously complicated by the flood in Prague in 
August 2002. There had been no electricity in the reactor laboratory until October 2002 and 
all activities of installation had been done utilising diesel generators. 

7 NEW CONTROL SYSTEM 

The control system replacement was carried out during the summer 2003. The new 
control system receives data from the power measuring and power protection channels and 
compares them with safety limits, and it also controls the safety circuits. It calculates the 
average values of the important variables (power, velocity), and sends data and system status 
to the human-machine interface. Next, it receives commands and button inputs from the 
operator's desk and carries them out according to the reactor operation mode. Finally, it serves 
as an automatic power regulating system. 
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The information about the control system and the nuclear reactor operational status 
were enlarged substantially in comparison with the old system. Furthermore, complex tests 
and control rods diagnostics were added. 

 
Fig. 3: New control system of the reactor 

The control system is based on the industrial personal computer of the Nexcom 
Company mounted in a 19'' crate with a redundant power supply system. The control 
computer is shown in Fig. 3. The operating system of the PCs is the Microsoft Windows XP 
with the real time support RTX of the VentureCom Company. The computer is equipped with 
8 RS232 lines for communication with the power measuring and power protection channels, 
with the RS485 (Profibus) line for communication with the Simatic control rod and I/O PLCs 
and with the Ethernet line for data transfer to the human-machine interface. 

It was necessary to adapt the original power measuring and power protection system for 
the RS232 communication with the new control system. The communication units [6], 
originally developed for  the human-machine interface upgrade, were utilised with new PLA 
firmware and control software. Furthermore, the power measuring and power protection 
system software was modified in an appropriate way. 

Because of the importance of the control system to nuclear safety, high quality of the 
delivered hardware and software is requested. Intensive verification and validation is carried 
out during the manufacturing and after the delivery. 

A large amount of work was devoted by the Department to the detailed software 
requirements to specify all dependencies, operational modes and permitted actions, safety 
measures, etc. The Department also takes an active part in the verification and validation of 
the software and the whole control system. 

8 NEW POWER MEASURING AND POWER PROTECTION SYSTEM 

The power measuring and power protection system together with the safety circuits and 
the control rods are the most important items for nuclear safety. The Škoda Company in their 
project study [3] evaluated possible alternatives available on the market with respect to 
functional, quality and qualification requirements. 
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Our preferred choice is a system based on the SPINLINE 3 from the Schneider Group 
Company. This system is qualified for protection systems of nuclear devices and is utilised in 
many nuclear power plants. The SPINLINE 3 technology will also be used for an upgrade of 
the control and safety system in the Czech nuclear power plant Dukovany. But the system is 
very expensive and the Department has to find sponsors to finance the purchase and 
installation of the SPINLINE 3 system. The final decision will be made according to the 
financial funds available. 

The SPINLINE 3 is a modular and digital solution dedicated to developing and 
upgrading safety I&C used in nuclear installations. Its architecture can be adapted to the 
customer needs. The system meets the international standards governing the design and 
manufacture of equipment used in nuclear installations (e.g. IEC 61226 category A & B 
functions and associated systems and equipment, IEEE 603 class 1E systems). 

The software development methodology for the SPINLINE 3 is based on IEC 60880 
standard. The safety software runs the same functions endlessly in a single loop for a limited 
period of time. Because of the nuclear safety, the SPINLINE 3 does not have an operating 
system and interrupts are not used. The System Software Development Environment (SSDE) 
is utilised for the development of application software. It supports verification and validation, 
documentation production and configuration managements during the software production. 

The SPINLINE 3 utilises the NERVIA network for safe and secure data communication 
within the safety I&C system. The NERVIA network provides redundancy to meet single 
failure criterion, functional diversity implemented in separate processing units, isolation 
between channels and deterministic response time under all conditions. The NERVIA also 
gives safe access to non-safety systems. 

The protection system of the reactor will be based on two diverse (hardware and 
software) configurations of SPINLINE 3 either as the power measuring or power protection 
system. Both systems will be redundant; there will be 3 channels in each system that will be 
evaluated in the vote logic 2 out of 3. The power measuring channels will utilise the presently 
used fission neutron chambers RJ1300 that work according to the neutron flux (power) either 
in the pulse or current range. The power protection channels will process pulse signals from 
the present boron chambers SNM12. Both systems will evaluate the reactor power and the 
velocity of its change, compare them with safety limits and initialise the safety circuits if 
necessary. Further, they will send data to the control system and to the individual displays. 
Data to the control system will be sent through the NERVIA network, to the individual 
displays via the RS232 lines. 

The activity of the Department during this stage of the I&C replacement will 
concentrate on the requirements of setting, communication with the Schneider Electric 
Company and later on verification and validation of the delivered protection system. 

9 CONCLUSION 

The aim of this contribution is to describe the plan of the VR-1 training reactor I&C 
replacement and the activities carried out so far. The digital I&C of the nuclear reactor 
represents a very complex computer based system with high requirements for safety and 
availability. 

The human-machine interface and the control room were upgraded in 2001. This 
upgrade substantially improves the comfort of the reactor operation and facilitates the work of 
the reactor staff. It also provides more support for carrying out and evaluation of experiments. 
The possibility to change the user interface between the Czech and English version enables 
better reactor utilisation for foreign visitors and users. The storage of the reactor data 
provided by the control PC enables more detailed evaluation of experiments and exercises 
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that have been carried out. The data serve also as the documentation of the reactor safe 
operation. The real data and the stored operational history are also used for the WWW 
presentation of the VR-1 training reactor. 

The replacement of the control rod motors, drivers and safety circuits carried out in 
2002, utilisation of up-to-date PLCs and power electronics for the rod control and high quality 
relays and connectors for electromechanical functions substantially improves the nuclear 
safety, availability and maintenance of the reactor. 

This year, the control system upgrade based on the industrial PC with the Windows 
RTX realtime operating system and software of corresponding quality is being implemented. 
The upgrade of the protection system in 2004 or 2005 will bring the reactor I&C to top 
condition and will enable the prolongation of its functionality and maintainability for at least 
10 more years.  

The new reactor I&C will guarantee comfortable operation of the reactor. Reliable and 
safe operation of the reactor is important because the VR-1 reactor is very intensively utilised 
for training, and every year some 200 students make acquaintance with the reactor (lectures, 
experiments, diploma and dissertation works, etc.). About 12 faculties of Czech universities 
use the reactor. International co-operation is also frequent. Worth mentioning is the co-
operation with the European universities like Fachhochschule in Aachen, Technical 
University in Budapest, Technical University in Vienna, Slovak Technical University in 
Bratislava, Technical University in Delft and the involvement of the reactor in the European 
programs ENEN and NEPTUNO for nuclear education.  
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ABSTRACT 

Three-dimensional Monte Carlo computer code KENO-VI of CSAS26 sequence of 
SCALE-4.4 code system was applied for pin-by-pin calculations of the effective 
multiplication factor for the first cycle IRIS reactor core. The effective multiplication factors 
obtained by the above mentioned Monte Carlo calculations using 27-group ENDF/B-IV 
library and 238-group ENDF/B-V library have been compared with the effective 
multiplication factors achieved by HELIOS/NESTLE, CASMO/SIMULATE, and modified 
CORD-2 nodal calculations. The results of Monte Carlo calculations are found to be in good 
agreement with the results obtained by the nodal codes. The discrepancies in effective 
multiplication factor are typically within 1%.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

International Reactor Innovative and Secure (IRIS) is a modular, integral, light water 
cooled small to medium power (350 MWe/module) reactor, which is aimed at achieving the 
four major objectives set by the U.S. Department of Energy for the Generation IV nuclear 
systems including proliferation resistance, enhanced safety, economic competitiveness and 
reduced waste. An international consortium of industry, laboratory, university and utility 
establishments, led by Westinghouse, is currently developing IRIS. The Faculty of Electrical 
Engineering and Computing, University of Zagreb has participated in the IRIS project since 
the year 2001 and its involvement is primarily in the areas of neutronics design and safety 
analyses of IRIS transients.  

This paper describes Monte Carlo criticality calculations of the first cycle IRIS reactor 
core benchmark without thermal-hydraulic feedback (so called Benchmark 44). The short 
description of the IRIS reactor core and modeling assumptions are presented in Section 2. 
Calculational tools are given in Section 3, while the results of calculations and comparison 
with the results obtained by nodal codes are presented in Section 4. Conclusion is given in 
Section 5. 

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE IRIS REACTOR CORE AND MODELING 
ASSUMPTION 

The IRIS reactor core consists of 89 fuel assemblies (FAs). Each fuel assembly contains 
204 rods arranged in 15 × 15 matrix. The fuel assembly cross-section is given in Figure 1. 
Active fuel height is 426.72 cm with axially uniform enrichment (either 2.6 or 4.95 w/o 235U). 
The total core height, including top and bottom axial reflector regions, is 506.72 cm. Radial 
reflector was modeled using reflector cells of the same dimensions as FA. Unit fuel cell 
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includes fuel pellet, clad and moderator regions. Guide thimble (GT) and instrumentation tube 
(IT) cells are identical. Unit fuel cell and instrumentation tube cell are given in Figure 2. 
According to the Benchmark 44 specification the grids were smeared over the moderator and 
assumed to occupy 1% of the moderator volume. Some FAs contain Integral Fuel Burnable 
Absorbers (IFBA) in form of a thin layer ZrB2 coating on fuel pellets. The IRIS core and 
reflector configuration is depicted in Figure 3. As shown in Figure 3 the axial distribution of 
IFBA is not uniform. The fuel stack is axially composed of: 30.48 cm of enriched uncoated 
fuel, 365.76 cm of enriched coated fuel (lower half has 20% more 10B than the upper half), 
and 30.48 cm of enriched uncoated fuel. Radius of coated pellets can be found from the Eq. 
(1): 

πρ ⋅⋅
⋅

+=
−

−

10

3
2 10

22
B

UOZrB w
xrr  (1) 

where 
x = IFBA concentration expressed in mg/cm 

2UOr = fuel pellet radius expressed in cm 
ρ = nominal density of the ZrB2 expressed in g/cm3 
wB-10 = weight fraction of 10B in the ZrB2. 

 

 
Figure 1: Fuel assembly cross-sectional view 

 

 
 
 

Figure 2: Instrumentation cell and fuel cell cross-sectional view 
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Fuel assembly dimensions, assumed materials, temperatures by region, isotopic 

composition and atomic number densities of materials are specified in the Benchmark 44 
document [1]. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 3: 3D Axial and radial distribution of IFBA 
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3 CALCULATIONAL TOOLS 

Calculations of the IRIS core criticality have been performed by the SCALE-4.4 
(Standardized Computer Analyses for Licensing Evaluations) code package developed at Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory. The SCALE system comprises  a number of functional and 
control modules. The functional modules within SCALE package are the individual codes 
either selected from well-established computer codes or developed based on reliable nuclear 
methods. They provide specific capabilities required for solving of particular problems. 
Although, each of the functional modules can be executed as an individual module, 
automation of the calculational sequence can speed up solving the problem. Therefore, control 
modules are used to automate the necessary data processing and manipulation. 

Criticality safety analyses are performed via the criticality safety analyses sequences 
(CSAS), and in the particular case of IRIS calculations, CSAS26 sequence has been used. The 
control module runs BONAMI, NITAWL and KENO-VI functional modules. BONAMI and 
NITAWL are used for the preparation of the resonance-corrected microscopic cross-section 
library. KENO-VI [2] is a multi-group Monte Carlo criticality program used to calculate the 
keff of a three-dimensional system. 

We have chosen the Monte Carlo method because of the following advantages: 
• accurate geometric models can be used 
• there is no need for homogenized and adjusted cross-sections 
• heterogeneity and voids cause no difficulty since individual neutrons are tracked 

collision by collision through every region specified. 
Improvements of computer technology and usage of Windows operating systems 

enabled graphical input processors to be developed and used for simplified preparation of 
input data. CSPAN-VI [3] (Criticality Safety Input Processor for Analysis) is a Windows 
95/98/NT/2000 program that assists the CSAS/KENO-VI users in creating and executing 
SCALE CSAS input files. It is specifically designed to run with SCALE-4.4 or later on a 
Windows PC. 

4 RESULTS AND COMPARISON 

The Monte Carlo pin-by-pin criticality calculations of IRIS Benchmark 44 for 
beginning of cycle conditions have been performed using ENDF/B-IV 27-group library and 
ENDF/B-V 238-group library, and the results obtained for effective multiplication factor (keff) 
are 1.2387 ± 0.0008 and 1.2428 ± 0.0007, respectively. The above-mentioned results were 
obtained by using 1000 generations of 1000 neutrons per generation and by skipping 14 
generations and 18 generations, respectively. These results were compared with our results [4] 
obtained by nodal code (modified CORD-2 package [5,6]), with University of Tennessee/Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory (UT/ORNL) result (using HELIOS/NESTLE code system), and 
with Politecnico di Milano (POLIMI) result (using CASMO/SIMULATE code system). The 
above-mentioned results are listed in Table 1, where our results are denoted as FER (Fakultet 
elektrotehnike i računarstva Zagreb). As shown in Table 1 cross-section libraries that were 
used in all codes were based on different nuclear data files. The maximal difference between 
the results obtained by the Monte Carlo method of calculation and the nodal code method of 
calculation was approximately 1%. It should be noted that radial reflector thickness in 
UT/ORNL simulation was higher than in all other simulations. 
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Table 1: Comparison of results for effective multiplication factor 
 

Participant Code System Library No. of Groups keff results 

UT/ORNL HELIOS/ 
NESTLE ENDF/B-VI.3 45 1.23254 

POLIMI CASMO/ 
SIMULATE ENDF/B-IV 70 1.23862 

FER-1 Modified 
CORD-2 ENDF/B-VI.5 69 1.24741 

FER-2 Modified 
CORD-2 JEF 2.2 69 1.25615 

FER-3 SCALE-4.4/ 
KENO-VI ENDF/B-V 238 1.2428±0.0007 

FER-4 SCALE-4.4/ 
KENO-VI ENDF/B-IV 27 1.2387±0.0008 

 

5 CONCLUSION 

The Monte Carlo pin-by-pin criticality calculations of the first cycle IRIS reactor core 
benchmark without thermal-hydraulic feedback have been successfully performed using 
CSAS26 sequence of SCALE-4.4 code package. The effective multiplication factors obtained 
by the above mentioned Monte Carlo calculations using 27-group ENDF/B-IV library and 
238-group ENDF/B-V library have been compared with the effective multiplication factors 
obtained by several nodal calculations. The comparison showed that our Monte Carlo results 
for keff are in good agreement with nodal code results (discrepancies are approximately 1%). 
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ABSTRACT 

To minimize the amounts of long-lived dangerous radioactive wastes a nuclear energy 
system is proposed with 3-component structure and nuclear fuel cycle closed by heavy metals. 
One of the components is Accelerator Driven Cascade Subcritical Molten Salt Reactor (AD 
CSMSR) for transmutation of long-lived radioactive wastes in closed nuclear fuel cycle. 

 The results of the investigations of the main CSMSR parameters are presented in the 
paper. At present it is unlikely to reach high efficiency of cascade amplification, because it 
requires a very high level of neutron flux and hence too high level of the power density in the 
Inner Core. Such intensive heat production could not be reliably removed on the basis of 
nowadays level of technology.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Minimization of amounts of dangerous long-lived radioactive waste can make Nuclear 
Power more acceptable for society. Investigations [1] show that this problem can be solved 
through application of a multi-component Nuclear Power system. Molten salt reactor can be 
used as a component of such system for effective incineration of minor actinides (MA). But a 
reactor having necessary power is a new and rather complex unit without safety justification 
up to now. So we try to consider a subcritical molten salt reactor (CSMSR) with proton 
accelerator as an external source of neutrons. For effective transmutation high neutron flux is 
necessary. To decrease the accelerator power we investigate an effect of cascade amplification 
of neutrons.  

2 MOLTEN SALT CSMSR SCHEME 

In previous works preliminary requirements were determined to CSMSR scheme for 
chosen fuel, salt compositions and construction materials: 

• Average neutron flux in transmutation zone must not be less then 2⋅1015 
neutron/(cm2⋅s) for effective incineration of minor actinides; 

• Molten salt circulation velocity must not be greater then 5 m/s to decrease 
construction materials erosion; 

• Limiting temperature for Hastelloy-H (870°С) and melting temperature for salt 
composition determine temperatures range in central zone from 650°С to 850°С; 
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• Fuel content in molten salt compositions must be lesser then limiting solubility 
to provide solution of fission products, correction of molten salt composition 
and suitable error bounds. 

From the neutron balance point of view the first requirement is basic but rather complicated 
for a subcritical reactor. Therefore the cascade principle of neutron amplification [2] was 
considered to achieve the required level of neutron flux in subcritical molten salt reactor. 

The main feature of cascade scheme is an intermediate zone around the target for 
amplification of neutrons emerging from the target. In this case appropriate neutron spectra 
must be chosen to provide the one-way coupling of central and peripheral zones – neutrons of 
peripheral zone (transmutation zone) must not effect the processes in central zone of cascade 
amplification. 

The factor of cascade amplification is determined as a ratio of external neutron source 
intensities providing the same power level of non-cascade and cascade accelerator driven 
systems with the same dimensions and criticality levels. 

In paper [3] molten salt scheme of CSMSR was considered with molten salt 
compositions both in cascade neutron amplification zone and transmutation zone. Main 
parameters of this model are given in tables 1-3. 

Table 1: Main parameters of considered CSMSR scheme 

Reactor power, MW (thermal) 428 
Criticality* 0.98 
External neutron source intensity, neutron/s 6.5⋅1017 
Core height*, cm 400 
Transmutation zone diameter*, cm 100 

* - data used for calculations  

Table 2: Main parameters of central zone of considered CSMSR scheme 

Salt composition*,  % molar 57LiF – 38NaF – 5(PuF3+SmF3) 
Thermal power, MW 156 
Inner diameter*, cm 20 
Outer diameter*, cm 30 
Average heat generation density*, MW/m3 552 
Molten salt temperature, inlet/outlet *, °С 650/850 
Average molten salt circulation velocity*, m/s 5 
Average neutron flux, neutron/(cm2⋅s) 4.0⋅1015 
* - data used for calculations 

Table 3: Main parameters of transmutation zone of considered CSMSR scheme 

Salt composition*,  % molar 23LiF – 22BeF2 - 54NaF - 1XF3 
Thermal power, MW 272 
Inner diameter*, cm 40 
Outer diameter*, cm 100 
Average heat generation density*, MW/m3 103 
Molten salt temperature, inlet/outlet *, °С 650/850 
Flow rate, kg/s 618 
Average molten salt circulation velocity*, m/s 0.4 
Average neutron flux, neutron/(cm2⋅s) 2.5⋅1015 
* - data used for calculations  
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Factor of cascade amplification for this case equals 1.98. 

Results of calculations show that using molten salt cascade multiplication zone does not 
permit to obtain sufficient (with factor more then 3) increase of neutron flux. Concept of 
CSMSR as a minor actinides burner [3,4,5] requires the different neutron spectra in central 
and peripheral zones of the reactor. Neutron spectrum must be as hard as possible in central 
zone and thermal in peripheral zone. If central zone contains nuclide with threshold fission 
then sub-threshold neutron spectrum must be formed in peripheral zone for cascade principle 
realization. Considered molten salt systems form mainly thermal-resonance neutron spectrum 
[3]. If neutron spectra in CSMSR zones do not differ sufficiently then the factor of cascade 
amplification is insignificant and usage of a central zone with k∝ greater then in transmutation 
zone (and, therefore, greater heat generation) is limited by heat removal possibilities and 
construction material characteristics. To form hard neutron spectrum in cascade amplification 
zone we have to consider CSMSR schemes of cascade amplification zone with neptunium. 

3 CALCULATIONS OF CSMSR WITH CASCADE AMPLIFICATION ZONE  
CONTAINING NEPTUNIUM  

Investigations were performed on using in cascade amplification zone neptunium fuel to 
form neutron spectrum more hard and thus to increase cascade amplification factor. A number 
of schemes were considered with various design and composition of cascade-target unit. 
There were variants with both liquid and solid fuel in cascade amplification zone. 

Transmutation zone for all variants contains fuel salt composition 16.5·LiF-58⋅NaF-
24⋅BeF2-1.5⋅MAF3 % molar. Graphite reflector 30 cm in thickness surrounds transmutation 
zone with the exception of fuel salt elevation section. Thermal power of about 2500 MW was 
assumed in the unit. 

Neutron flux is the main characteristic for transmutation features, so we can formulate 
the cascade amplification factor AF as a ratio of averaged by volume and integrated by energy 
neutron flux in CSMSR transmutation zone and homogeneous MSR core:  
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Six variants of cascade-target unit design were considered: 

1. Neptunium nitride fuel rods with Hastelloy cladding and 5% of plutonium from spent 
fuel of LWR reactor VVER-1000 surround the target. Zone is cooled by fuel salt 
composition 16.5⋅LiF-58⋅NaF-24⋅BeF2-1.5⋅MAF3 % molar. 

2. Similar to variant 1 but with 6% of plutonium in fuel rods. At this criticality level 
intensity of external neutron source can be decreased by two times. 

3. Neptunium nitride fuel rods with Hastelloy cladding surround the target. Zone is 
cooled by Pb-Bi eutectic (Pb-Bi alloy with composition 44.5%Pb-55.5%Bi). In this 
case given level of criticality can be achieved without plutonium addition. 

4. Cascade amplification zone is filled with homogeneous mixture of lead-bismuth alloy 
and neptunium are taken with volume fractions 0.7 and 0.3 respectively. 

5. After analysis of results of variants 1 and 2 it has been found necessary to increase the 
coolant flow cross-section by the factor 2 to provide reliable cooling of fuel rods. This 
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necessity led us to consider a model with fuel rod pitch increased from 8 mm to 9.1 
mm. 

6. Similar to variant 4 but intensity of external neutron source is two times lower. 
Some parameters of CSMSR variants are shown in table 4. 

Table 4: Parameters of CSMSR variants 

Parameter Variant 1 Variant 2 Variant 3 Variant 4 Variant 5 Variant 6 
Plutonium content, % 5 6 0 0 7 0 
Central zone outer 
diameter, cm ~43.5 ~43.5 ~43.5 ~24.6 ~51 ~24.6 

Core outer radius, cm ~150 ~150 ~150 ~124 ~150 ~124 
АF 1.95 2.78 2.13 4.05 1.31 3.96 
Neutron source 
intensity, neutron/s 1.74⋅1018 8.22⋅1017 1.74⋅1018 1.74⋅1018 1.74⋅1018 8.22⋅1017 

Target unit power, 
MW 8.53 4.03 8.53 8.53 8.53 4.03 

Criticality level 0.98 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 
Reactor thermal 
power, MW  2500 2500 2580 2868 1915 1357 

 
Analysis of performed calculations has shown that to achieve high enough neutron 

flux level in transmutation zone it is necessary to increase neutron flux level in cascade 
amplification zone. That in turn causes inadmissible heat generation level. 

From this point of view all considered variants have practically the same disadvantage 
caused by construction materials that cannot stand up the required heat generation level. So, 
for cooling by fuel salt composition the heat generation density exceeds significantly the 
utmost value 1000 MW/m3, and for cooling by Pb-Bi alloy with or without neptunium the 
heat generation density exceeds the utmost value 200-300 MW/m3. It means that serious 
engineering problems exist connected with just reactor criticality and deficiency of effect of 
neutron cascade amplification. At the same time we cannot assure the neutron flux level 
necessary for transmutation and simultaneously satisfy technical restrictions connected with 
construction materials. 

Presented results show that without decreasing of total power of reactor unit, reducing 
of criticality level and optimization of dimensions of cascade amplification and transmutation 
zones it is impossible to provide reliable cooling of fuel rods in cascade amplification zone. 

It should be noted that though variant 4 and 6 with homogeneous mixture of 
neptunium and Pb-Bi coolant have advantages in neutron cascade amplification, just these 
variants appear to be unlikely technically real. Some characteristics for variant 1 and 2 with 
fuel salt cooling of target-cascade unit are shown in Table 5. CSMSR model is given in 
Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: CSMSR model with target unit and solid fuel rod bundle 

 
Table 5: CSMSR main technological parameters 

 
Fuel salt composition, % molar 16.5%LiF-58%NaF-24%BeF2-1.5%MAF3 
Cladding and beam channel material Hastelloy-M 
Fuel in cascade amplification zone (Pu-Np)N, (0.999N15+0.001N14) 
Cladding thickness, mm 0.45 
Fuel-cladding gap, mkm 100 
Cladding outer diameter, mm 6.9 
Fuel rod pitch, mm 8 

Height of rod fuel part, cm 100 
Height of rod gas gap, cm 50 

Height of core, cm 300 
Diameter of core, cm ~300 
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4 CALCULATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS OF NEUTRON-PHYSICAL 
PARAMETERS OF TARGET UNIT 

Target unit investigations contain verification of codes on experiments with lead target 
irradiated by proton beam, optimization of material composition of target unit with fuel salt 
cooling, analysis of target design efficiency and calculations of neutron-physical parameters 
of target unit. 
The results obtained are: 
• Lead target calculations are in good agreement with experiment. 
• The optimal energy of incident protons for high neutron yield seems about 1 GeV.  
• Insertion of tungsten discs into molten salt target increases significantly neutron yield. 
Target unit for solid fuel neptunium cascade amplification zone was a vertical bundle of 
tungsten rods cooled by fuel salt composition 16.5⋅LiF-58⋅NaF-24⋅BeF2-1.5⋅MAF3 % mol. 
Two targets were calculated with equivalent radii 9.5 cm and 17 cm.  

Calculated energy release for 9.5 cm target was about 450 MeV per proton. Therefore at 
the source intensity 8.22⋅1017 neutron/s in the reactor with criticality level 0.99 (variant 2) the 
target power may achieve about 4 MW that corresponds to accelerator current 7.7 mA. This 
heat is generated in the entire target, not only in tungsten rods, therefore it is obvious that the 
generated heat does not exceed its utmost level. On the contrary, for reactor with criticality 
level 0.98 the source intensity 1.74⋅1018 neutron/s is necessary and it is connected with such 
heat generation that cannot be removed from a target. But it is possible to remove about 11.5 
MW from a target with radius of 17 cm. For energy release about 520 MeV per proton in this 
target it is possible to increase source intensity up to 2.82⋅1018 neutron/s that corresponds to 
accelerator current 22.1 mA. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Various approaches are considered to realize neutron cascade amplification in 

subcritical molten salt reactor intended to minor actinides incineration. 
It is shown that special purpose reactor unit puts on some contradictory requirements on its 
neutron-physical characteristics and technical parameters: 

• Reactor safety with respect to prompt neutron over-criticality is supposed to be 
ensured by the requirement of subcriticality, but in this case it is difficult to obtain 
neutron flux sufficient for transmutation. 

• Minor actinide fluorides low solubility in molten salt and requirement to support given 
subcriticality level need high enough neutron flux level in transmutation zone (about 
2⋅1015neuron/(cm2⋅s)). In this case neutron flux level in cascade amplification zone 
must be at least not lesser then in transmutation zone. It involves either inadmissibly 
high levels of heat generation in solid fuel rods or impossible to provide hard enough 
neutron spectrum to achieve high cascade amplification factor in molten salt cascade 
amplification zone (due to minor actinide fluorides low solubility). The technical 
possibilities to realize molten metal cascade amplification zones are nowadays much  
lower then for molten salt and solid fuel ones. 

• Subcriticality and small dimension of cascade amplification zone involve strong non-
uniformity in heat generation and high local heat production. Thus it involves 
problems in solid fuel rods safe operation support. Augmentation of cascade 
amplification zone makes it possible to decrease heat generation non-uniformity but 
involves transmutation zone diminishing and violation of material balances in Nuclear 
Power system. 
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• High level of local heat production causes a reduction of reactor unit power and a 
decrease of transmutation zone that is undesirable for optimization of Nuclear Power 
system structure. 

• Reducing the subcriticality of reactor makes possible both neutron cascade 
amplification factor increase and moderation of problems with heat generation non-
uniformity. 

• Main problems in reactor unit with solid fuel rods design are connected with suitable 
fuel rods cooling. At small subcriticality it is possible to provide safe operation of 
target unit elements. 

• Using of molten salt target as a neutron source is not effective, and inserting tungsten 
plates or rods increases significantly neutron yield. 

 
The set of problems mentioned above demonstrates that nowadays for incineration of some 
compositions of minor actinides the concept of critical molten salt reactor [6] seems easier 
realize. 

 
This work was performed in frames of International Science and Technology Center Project 
#1486 under which main parameters of CSMSR were investigated. 
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ABSTRACT 

The high flux water cooled, beryllium moderated reactor MARIA at the Institute of 
Atomic Energy in Poland is used mainly as a source of neutrons for neutronography, solid 
state physics and for irradiation of isotopes and materials. Introduction of new fuel is planned, 
which makes particularly important the accuracy of computational reactivity predictions. The 
complicated geometry of the MARIA reactor core makes the problem of accuracy difficult to 
solve. The prerequisite of MARIA reactivity calculations is the determination of the quantities 
of He-3 and Li-6 for each beryllium block. Authors have discussed this aspect at Kranjska 
Gora 2002. In the present paper accuracy obtained with different core model simplifications is 
discussed. The codes REBUS, TRITAC and MCNP have been used for that purpose. The 
results of computations are compared with measurement on two critical assemblies. The 
computational scheme has been used to calculate reactivity effect of the new fuel. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Achievement of required accuracy in criticality calculations of the MARIA reactor, 
carried out in support of fuel management analysis, is difficult because of the complicated 
structure of the reactor core, see Figs. 1 and 2. The structure could not be exactly represented 
in the computational model used for practical calculation [1]. Besides, getting the current 
contents of He-3 and Li-6 in each beryllium block requires computation of all the operation 
history, which at present moment means over 500 on- off-power cycles. The fuel management 
analysis of the reactor was done using the REBUS-3 code [2] with microscopic library 
prepared by the WIMS-ANL code [3]. For practical reasons the computational model had to 
be limited to 2D diffusion approximation [4] and each stage of simplification of the 
computational scheme needed systematic verification of its validity and calculation of the bias 
introduced in the results. 

Such evaluation of the 2D model has been already carried out previously [5] but 
recently a new fuel is being introduced, which requires new assessment of the accuracy of 
computational reactivity predictions. 

The features of the MARIA reactor that make the problem of accuracy difficult to solve 
are: 
− Small number of relatively large fuel elements (∅ =70 mm, H=1000mm), spaced in 

13×13 cm mesh which leads to strong neutron transport effects. 
− Presence of beryllium matrix, which under neutron irradiation gets poisoned by 

highly absorbing isotopes He-3 and Li-6. The level and distribution of this poisoning 
cannot be measured. 
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− Heterogeneity of the reactor matrix structure, e.g. five different types of beryllium 
blocks are used with different vertical channels and content of irradiated materials. For 
sulfur irradiation an auxiliary aluminum block is used. 
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Figure 1: Horizontal cross section of the core of MARIA reactor 
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Figure 2: Fuel channel of the MARIA reactor 
The prerequisite of MARIA reactivity calculations is the determination of the actual 

quantities of He-3 and Li-6 in each beryllium block. Authors have discussed this aspect at 
Kranjska Gora 2002 [1]. The next aspect of the accuracy problem is the adequacy of reactor 
core description used in criticality calculations realised by different codes. To evaluate the 
accuracy we have used 2D and 3D core representations with different level of modelling of 
core heterogeneities. The beryllium poisoning calculation methods were tested using the first 
criticality experiment in 1974 and the critical experiment of June 1993.  

The DIF-3D module of REBUS-3 code was used for the 2D fuel management 
calculations. Its adequacy was checked for chosen configurations using the SN code TRITAC 
[6] and the Monte Carlo code MCNP-4B [7]. REBUS, and TRITAC used cross sections 
obtained from the WIMS-ANL and WIMSD-5 codes. 

2 ACCURACY OF CELL CALCULATIONS 

Discrepancies between different WIMS code versions are shown using a model case of 
elementary fuel cell. First set of test results has been obtained for an asymptotic MARIA cell 
with fuel enriched to 80%. The detailed 2D basic cell model was used in WIMS. The cell 
consisted of the fuel channel (Fig. 2) and surrounding beryllium. It can be seen in Table 1 that 
discrepancy between WIMS-ANL and WIMS-D5 is of the order of 0.5% in the multiplication 
factor. 

Table 1: Comparison of k-infinity calculated 
with WIMS-ANL and WIMS-D5 using different libraries 

WIMS-ANL 
ANL library 

WIMSD-5 
ENDF/B-VI.7 

WIMSD-5 
'86 library' 

1.67734 1.68514 1.69998 
 

In order to check how accurate is transition from detailed elementary cell transport 
calculations to 2D transport or diffusion calculations (with geometry simplified to two 
material zones i.e. homogenised fuel channel and beryllium moderator) the same cell has been 
then calculated using the transport code TRITAC and diffusion code REBUS. In case of 
TRITAC the homogenised cross sections were obtained in two ways: directly from WIMS-D5 
and through suitable transformation of diffusion cross sections from REBUS/WIMS-ANL. As 
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the TRITAC code makes initial solution calculations using a diffusion module, its diffusion 
results are also presented in Table 2. 

Table 2: Comparison of k-infinity  
calculated with TRITAC and REBUS 

  Program  
Cross sections TRITAC diff TRITAC SN REBUS 
WIMS-ANL 1.68394 1.66948 1.68886 
WIMS-D5 1.68659 1.67305 — 

 
As reference, the MCNP results for the same problem are given in Table 3. In MCNP 

the fuel is described in the same detail as in WIMS and beryllium boundary can be either 
close to reality or can correspond to WIMS cylindrical model. 

The results given in Tables 1 and 2 show that maximum difference between both global 
codes and WIMS is 0.8%. It can be seen that the diffusion solution gives higher infinite 
multiplication factor. The maximum discrepancy between deterministic results is for SN 
TRITAC result and amounts to 1.1%. Thus transition from spectral to diffusion/transport 
calculations introduces error of the order coming from changing WIMS library version. 

 
Table 3: Comparison of k-infinity 

calculated with MCNP, ENDF/B-6. 

 Boundary condition 
Be Boundary WHITE REFLECTIVE 

SQUARE 1.688 1.689 
CYLINDER 1.689 1.686 

 
As seen in Table 3 the MCNP results are practically independent of the shape of outer 

boundary of the cell and its boundary condition, which tends to indicate that the error caused 
by the simplifications in WIMS boundary conditions is not significant. The maximum 
discrepancy between MCNP results is for white and reflective boundary condition in the 
cylindrical cell and amounts to 0.17%. The results obtained from the deterministic codes are 
lower than MCNP results, except for the WIMS result obtained with the obsolete '86' library. 

3 FIRST CRITICAL EXPERIMENT 

The first critical experiment of the MARIA reactor has been performed in December 
1974, cf. Fig. 3. 

In 1974 the beryllium matrix was built of 20 fresh beryllium blocks and criticality was 
achieved with 6 fuel elements, of which H7 10 cm withdrawn. The calculated effective 
multiplication factors are given in Table 4. The effect of the element withdrawal has been 
calculated separately in 3D by REBUS as 0.18% in k-effective. Two beryllium blocks had 
additional longitudinal furrows at each side resulting in 12.3% of beryllium volume decrease. 
The furrows were taken into account through homogenization of beryllium and water 
fractions in the respective blocks. The control and safety rods were fully withdrawn i.e. 11 
control rod channels were filled with followers. At first the exact geometry and material 
composition of the channels has been taken into account in calculations, and then calculations 
were performed with control channels homogenized with beryllium blocks. The graphite 
reflector surrounded the beryllium matrix. The vertical structure comprised the following 
zones: reactor core, fuel endings - upper and lower (identical), plates: upper with control rods 
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and lower with followers, water reflectors: with followers in the bottom and control rods in 
the upper reflector. 
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Figure 3: Core model for the first critical experiment 

Three models were applied to represent follower geometry: ‘2 region’, with follower 
and its water channel represented explicitly, ‘1 region’ with homogenized follower and its 
water channel and ‘homogeneous’ with follower and its water channel homogenized together 
with its beryllium block. 

Table 4: Comparison of k-effective for the first critical experiment 

   Dimension /CR model  
 3D /2 reg. 3D /1 reg. 2D /2 reg. 2D /1 reg. 2D homo 
MCNP 1.0166  1.1063 1.1256 1.1500 
TRITAC 1.0685 1.0748 1.1259   
REBUS 1.0439  1.1043  1.1385 

 
The effective axial buckling for 2D calculations, i.e. returning 2D REBUS k-eff results 

equal to the 3D ones, has been found equal 7.093E-4cm2. The worth of a beryllium block 
added at the periphery of beryllium matrix has been calculated as 0.1% of k-effective. Thus, 
exact core description is important for correct criticality predictions, while simplifications of 
geometry in the out of core regions of the MARIA reactor are not crucial. 

It should be added that the 1.6% overestimation of reactor reactivity by MCNP is 
probably caused by the lack of detailed information on the reactor core configuration in 
December 1974. In particular, all the beryllium blocks used at that time had the same central 
channels with 2.8 cm diameter but it is not sure if all those not containing followers had 
beryllium plugs, as it is in practice now. It may be concluded that REBUS gives 2.7% 
overprediction of k-effective of the MARIA core and the homogenisation of followers with 
beryllium blocks leads to additional criticality overprediction of over 3%. 

4 SECOND CRITICAL EXPERIMENT 

The second critical experiment, cf. Fig. 4, was performed in June 1993, after the 8 years' 
break in operation. Core was loaded with fresh fuel elements and therefore the comparisons 
are free from a possible error in fuel burnup prediction. As shown in Fig.4 the core consisted 
of 9 fuel elements situated in positions i-5 through g-7. Non-fuelled channels were filled with 
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graphite plugs. The beryllium matrix consisted of 30 new and 18 previously irradiated blocks 
situated in positions K-V through D-X. A graphite reflector surrounded the core. The 
experimental excess reactivity was 3.01$. 

The REBUS material zones corresponding to beryllium blocks differed in composition 
for two reasons: 

− Four different types of blocks were used with different number (1 or 2) and 
diameter of irradiation/control channels. Besides, the blocks surrounding the 
Reactor Test Facility had been cut out to accommodate the 11cm diameter RTF 
channel, and blocks with furrows had to be taken into account. 

− Each of old blocks had a different irradiation history and hence a different poison 
level of Li-6 and He-3. 

Thus, the comparison has been a demanding test of accuracy of calculations of the 
contents of Li-6 and He-3 in the old blocks. The same computational codes and reactor 
models have been used as for the first critical experiment. The basic set of calculations has 
been done for all control rods withdrawn, cf. Table 5. 
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Figure 4: Core model for the second critical experiment 

 
Table 5: 3D comparison of k-effective for the second critical experiment, 

all rods out (experiment 3.01$) 

3D Code k-eff Excess reactivity [$] 
MCNP w/out CR 1.02762 3.71 
REBUS w/out CR 1.06716 6.81 

 
The particular control rod worths have been calculated separately by REBUS, with 

3D/2Reg model of control rods, and compared with measured data, cf. Table 6. Although k-
eff calculated by REBUS is much higher than experimental, the relative quantities of the 
individual worths are valuable from practical point of view, except for the J-VI and G-VIII 
value. 
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Table 6. Control rod worth by REBUS 

CR inserted k-eff ∆k/(k1⋅k2) ∆k/(k1⋅k2) [$] Experiment1 [$] Experiment2[$] 
all in 0.97475 0.0888 12.24 6.15  
I-VI 1.02597 0.0376 5.18 4.4 4.61 

I-VIII 1.06353 0.0032 0.44 0.47 0.45 
H-VII 1.03803 0.0263 3.62 3.69 3.58 
G-VI 1.05840 0.0078 1.07 1.22 1.27 

G-VIII 1.06624 0.0008 0.11 0.19 0.2 
J-VI 1.06094 0.0055 0.76 0.36 0.36 

1) Rod Drop, 2) Compensation Method 

In order to check if the systematic overestimation of k-eff by REBUS depends on the 
type of moderator, three sets of calculations have been performed with clean Be and next with 
H2O and graphite in its place, cf. Table 7. 

 
Table 7: Influence of moderator for the second critical experiment 

3D code Be H2O Graphite 
MCNP 1.145 0.659 0.984 
REBUS 1.18649 0.66641 1.00610 

discrepancy +3.63% +1.12% +2.25% 

It can be seen that the beryllium treatment model applied introduces analogous 
discrepancies as the same model applied for other moderators. 

5 APPLICATION EXAMPLE 

The computational scheme has been applied to evaluate the effect of transition from 
actually used 36% enriched UO2-Al fuel with 540 g of U-235 per element to the new fuel of 
the same composition but with 430 g of U-235 per element. The calculations were performed 
for h-6 fuel element in two core configurations, cf. Table 8. It can be seen that the reactivity 
loss is of the order of 1%. 

 
Table 8: Reactivity effect of fuel element 
          replacement (36%/540g to 36%/430g) 

 Configuration 
 12.08.2002 20.01.2003 

Element k-eff k-eff 
36/540 1.0463 1.0774 
36/430 1.0348 1.0669 
∆k -0.0115 -0.0105 
∆k/k% -1.10 -0.97 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

As shown in Table 1 the difference in k-eff between WIMSD-5 results obtained with 
the old and new libraries is higher (0.9%) than that between WIMSD-5 and WIMS-ANL 
(0.5%). Thus, the discrepancy between the latter's is probably caused by differences in 
libraries of the two code versions. 
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The comparison of calculated and measured k-eff shows a reasonable (taking into 
account uncertainties in the core description) accuracy of MCNP results and a systematic 
overprediction of k-eff for 3D calculations by diffusion and transport calculations. However, 
in 2D calculations without buckling correction the calculated k-eff for MCNP is 1.1063 and 
for REBUS is 1.1043, cf. Table 4. Thus, the error in 3D calculations seems to be connected 
with the axial dimension representation. An additional calculation with beryllium blocks 
substituted by pure beryllium, pure graphite and water shows that the discrepancy between 
MCNP and REBUS grows with the diffusion length of the medium applied. Further 
investigations are still needed. The systematic character of the REBUS k-eff overprediction 
allows us to assume that its influence on relative reactivity changes is low. 

The calculated control rod worth show the lack of the rod interference, while in the 
experiment strong interference is observed. For single rods high error is observed for the 
automatic control rod, J-VI, with very low worth. 

The worst results have been obtained from the 3D transport calculations for the first 
critical experiment where the discrepancy with Monte Carlo method is higher for the transport 
(TRIRAC) than for the diffusion (REBUS) results. It should be stressed that this strange 
behaviour was a subject of thorough investigations but no explanation could be found till 
now. 

A practical conclusion from Table 4 is that control rod followers should be represented 
explicitly as their  homogenization in 2D calculations  can  cause up  to 4% overprediction of 
k-eff. 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper focuses on experimental analysis of nuclear criticality safety at accidental 
water immersion of fuel elements of the Russian TOPAZ-2 space nuclear power system 
reactor.  

The structure of water-moderated heterogeneous critical assemblies at the NARCISS 
facility is described in detail, including sizes, compositions, densities of materials of the main 
assembly components for various core configurations.  

Critical parameters of the assemblies measured for varying number of fuel elements, 
height of fuel material in fuel elements and their arrangement in the water moderator with a 
uniform or variable spacing are presented. It has been found from the experiments that at 
accidental water immersion of fuel elements involved, the minimum critical mass equal to 
approximately 20 kg of uranium dioxide is achieved at 31-37 fuel elements.  

The paper gives an example of a physical model of the water-moderated heterogeneous 
critical assembly with a detailed characterization of its main components that can be used for 
calculations using different neutronic codes, including Monte Carlo ones.  

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The paper contains a description of the NARCISS critical facility available at the 
Russian Research Center “Kurchatov Institute” and modified for the purpose of studying 
critical parameters of assemblies simulating possible accidental water immersion of highly 
enriched uranium dioxide fuel elements of the Russian TOPAZ-2 space nuclear power system 
reactor [1, 2] at various stages of their handling during their fabrication, storage, 
transportation, etc.  

Critical parameters of the assemblies measured for varying number of fuel elements, 
and their arrangement in the water moderator are presented. 
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2 DESCRIPTION OF THE CRITICAL FACILITY NARCISS 

2.1 Overview of the Facility 

The experiments were performed on critical assemblies of the NARCISS facility [3, 4] 
located in a special room 15.4 m long, 6 m wide, and 6.8 m high. Beneath the room there was 
a basement about 5 m deep.  

Figure 1 shows the general view of NARCISS critical assembly without a water tank. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1: General view of the NARCISS critical assembly without the water tank 
 

Figure 2 shows the configuration and main dimensions of the critical assembly with the 
water tank. The critical assembly was installed on the support plate with a central hole for the 
neutron source tube and shafts of control and safety drums. The support plate was mounted on 
the upper ring. The upper and the lower supporting rings, connected with six legs, were 
installed on a stainless steel plate. The support columns which were 5 m high passed through 
the hole in the concrete floor and rested on the foundation of the basement.  

Critical assembly is surrounded with the water tank which allowed carrying out the 
experiment on the criticality safety issues with water, dry sand and wet sand. 
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Figure 2: Configuration of the critical assembly with the water tank and support structures 
(dimensions given in mm). 

2.2 Core of the Critical Assembly  

Figure 3 is the horizontal cross section through the core center showing all the main 
components. Vertically, the core was assembled of zirconium hydride moderator blocks with 
channels for guide tubes containing fuel elements. The radial reflector was made in the shape 
of a discontinuous ring. It consisted of 12 sections and 12 rotating drums (6 safety and 6 
control).  

 

 
 

Figure 3: Cross section of the core with the vessel and radial reflector 

2.3 Fuel Elements  

A sintered uranium dioxide enriched in 235U to 96% [3, 4] was used in the fuel elements 
as the fission material. Each fuel element was assembled of uranium annular dioxide pellets 
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(with a central opening). The height of the annular pellets ranged from 5 to 20 mm. Usually 
the three standard types of fuel elements were used in the experiments (Table 1). 

 
Table 1: Main Characteristics of the Fuel Elements of Standard Types 

Type of fuel 
element 

Height of fuel 
element (mm)  

Outer diameter 
(mm) 

Inner diameter 
(mm) 

1 325.0±0.1 17.00 4.5 

2 375.0±0.2 17.00 4.5 

3 375.0±0.2 17.88 8.0 

 

3 THE CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS SIMULATING ACCIDENTAL WATER 
IMMERSION OF FUEL ELEMENTS 

3.1 Overview Modified NARCISS Critical Facility (NARCISS-M) 

Critical experiments with highly enriched (96%) uranium dioxide pins and water 
moderator have been performed at the modified NARCISS critical facility (NARCISS-M). 

A cylindrical stainless steel tank [4] was made to confine the core and to surround the 
assembly with water during the performance of the special experiments on criticality safety. 

The tank was 697 mm in outer diameter and 1 mm thick. The total height was 782 mm. 
For criticality safety purposes, a fast water drainage system was provided (Figure 2, 4). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: General view of the water moderated NARCISS-M critical assembly  
with the water tank 

 
Figure 5 shows the general view of the NARCISS-M critical assembly without the 

water tank. 
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Figure 5: General view of the water moderated NARCISS-M critical assembly without 
the water tank 

3.2 Core 

The core was made up of fuel elements in aluminum tubes fixed in the holes of top and 
bottom tube sheets forming the complete structure (“basket”). Figure 6 shows the structure of 
the basket for the NARCISS-M critical assembly. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 6: Structure of the “basket” for the  NARCISS-M critical assembly 
 

The “basket” was installed in the vessel of the assembly, specifically oriented and fixed 
in the vessel by three locks in its upper part. 

The spacing of the fuel elements across the core was defined by configurations of the 
top and bottom tube sheets. Lattice configurations differed from each other in: 

-    number of fuel elements, 
- radii of concentric circles where fuel aluminum tubes were located,  
- number of fuel elements located at each circle. 
Some examples of lattice configurations are given in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Some examples of lattice configurations for spacing of the fuel elements  
 

3.3 Moderator and Reflectors of the Assembly 

The moderator and the end reflectors of the NARCISS-M assembly were formed of 
distilled water filling the vessel. 

Radial reflector was formed of distilled water filling the tank [4]. 
 

3.4 Control and Safety Drums 

The special rotating drums in the shape of thin walled perforated stainless steel 
cylinders [4] were used in the experiments (Figure 8). The rotating drums were 70 mm in 
outer diameter and 68 mm in inner diameter. The inserts of boron containing alloy are 
installed at the inner side surface of the drums. The inserts of boron containing alloy were 
67 mm in outer diameter, 5 mm thick and were fabricated in the form of segments with the 
central angle of 1160.  

Each drum was rotated from 0 to 1800 by an individual drive. 

 
Figure 8: The rotating drums for the water moderated critical experiments  

 
 
 

3.5 Results of Experiments 

The main aim of these experiments was to find the minimum critical mass of the highly 
enriched fuel elements of the TOPAZ-2 space nuclear reactor in water. Table 2 gives the 
description and results of the experiments. 
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Table 2: Results of Critical Experiments with Highly enriched (96%) Uranium Dioxide 

Pins and Water Moderator. 

# Fuel Elements (FEL) 
Distribution: 

Radii mm [Number] 

FELs 
Height, 

mm 

FELs 
Number  

 

UO2 
Mass, 

kg 

Control Drums Position 

1 0[0], 42.6[6], 81.8[12], 
116.0[12] 

375 30 24.5 CD-5, φ=25.50; 
CD-1, 3, 4 φ=00; 

Remaining φ=1800 
2 0[1], 42.6[6], 81.8[12], 

116.0[12] 
300 31 20.4 CD-5, φ=20.50; 

Remaining φ=1800 
3 0[1], 37.15[3], 

65.0[12], 105.35[18] 
325 34 24.0 CD-5, φ=53.50; 

CD-2, 4 φ=00; 
Remaining φ=1800 

4 0[1], 30.0[6], 63.0[12], 
103.0[18] 

260 37 21.2 CD-5, φ=98.00; 
Remaining φ=1800 

5 0[1], 32.0[6], 65.0[12], 
105.0[18] 

260 37 21.2 CD-5, φ=53.50; 
CD-2, 4 φ=00; 

Remaining φ=1800 
6 0[1], 37.15[6], 

65.0[12], 105.35[18] 
250 37 20.4 CD-5, φ=15.00; 

Remaining φ=1800 
7 0[1], 42.6[6], 75.0[12], 

109.0[18] 
260 37 21.2 CD-5, φ=20.00; 

CD-2, 4 φ=00; 
Remaining φ=1800 

8 0[1], 42.6[6], 75.0[12], 
109.0[18] 

375 37 20.4 CD-5, φ=10.00; 
Remaining φ=1800 

9 0[1], 47.5[6], 81.4[6], 
119.0[12] 

469 25 25.8 All CD and SD, φ=1800 
Subcriticality, ρ=-1.68$ 

 
 
 
 

3.6 Computational Model of the Water Moderated Assemblies  

Physical model of the critical assemblies simulating accidental water immersion of 
highly enriched uranium dioxide fuel elements at the NARCISS-M facility for calculations 
with various codes was developed [2]. 

Figure 9 gives an example of computational model as applied to the Russian Monte-
Carlo computer code MCU for calculations of criticality parameters. However, the 
calculations using this model have not been performed yet. 
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Figure 9: Example of computational model of the water moderated assembly of the 

NARCISS-M facility 
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ABSTRACT 

Nuclear properties of the reactor core are mainly determined by the moderator-to-fuel 
ratio. By decreasing fuel rod diameter it is possible to obtain a net gain in reactivity due to 
better neutron moderation. Reload cost benefit of a smaller fuel rod diameter is analysed for 
the specific NPP Krško fuel cycle. A realistic, near equilibrium, 12-month cycle (320-EFPD) 
is considered. Uranium cost savings in the range of 5% are achievable if a reduction of rod 
diameter from standard 0,95 cm to 0,9144 cm is implemented. For a longer 18-month cycles 
(500-EFPD) smaller rod diameter seems not to be attractive due to 5% fuel enrichment 
limitation. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Nuclear properties of the reactor core are mainly determined by the moderator-to-fuel 
ratio. For the safety reasons, PWR’s operate inside the under moderated conditions. By 
decreasing fuel rod diameter it is possible to obtain a net gain in reactivity due to better 
neutron moderation. However, such a change in the neutron spectrum results also in smaller 
Pu production. Both effects should be considered in a fuel reactivity optimisation study.  

In this paper a cost benefit of a smaller fuel rod diameter is analysed for the specific 
NPP Krško fuel management.  

2 OPTIMIZATION ANALYSES 

CORD-2 [1] system is used for the reactor core calculations. The package was 
developed at “Jožef Stefan” Institute and has been validated for the design calculations of 
PWR cores. 
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2.1  Fuel assembly 

 
NPP Krško is using a fuel with 0.95 cm rod outer diameter (standard fuel) [2]. 

Geometric data of evaluated fuel with smaller rods are presented in Table 1. All other fuel 
parameters are the same in all cases. 

 
 

Table 1: Fuel rod geometric data considered in calculations 

 
Rod 

Diameter 
[cm] 

Clad Thickness 
[cm] 

Pellet 
Diameter 

[cm] 

Gap 
[cm] 

0,9500 0,0572 0,8192 0,0083 
0,9246 0,0572 0,7943 0,0080 
0,9144 0,0572 0,7844 0,0079 
0,9042 0,0572 0,7744 0,0077 
0,8890 0,0572 0,7595 0,0076 

 
 
If we retain the number of fresh fuel assemblies in equilibrium cycles, on average in all 

cases, the fuel should produce the same amount of energy. Since, for example fuel with 0,889 
cm outer diameter contains 14% less initial U, it should reach also 14% higher burnup to 
produce the same energy. We have assumed in the analyses that there are no limitations from 
the fuel rod design standpoint, which would preclude higher fuel burnup limits. However, in 
fuel comparison one should use energy production as appropriate parameter and not fuel 
burnup. 

Kinf of the fuel assemblies with enrichment 4,3% and at core average hot full power 
conditions is presented in Figure 1. It should be noted that after approximately 400 effective 
full power days (EFPD) fuel with smaller fuel diameter exhibits also smaller reactivity. Since 
the average irradiation time of the fuel at the end of cycle is typically around 800 EFPD, 
higher enrichment should compensate lack of the reactivity. Equivalent enrichment leading to 
the same assembly reactivity at core average hot full power conditions is presented in Figure 
2. 
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Figure 1: Kinf of the fuel assembly 
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Figure 2: Enrichment leading to the same assembly reactivity 
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2.2  Core 

A typical 12-month cycle fairly representing equilibrium cycle with 33 fresh fuel 
assemblies has been calculated. In the nominal case representing standard fuel, a fuel with the 
enrichment of 4,291% in the central part and 2,6% in axial blanket region is used. Enrichment 
of the fuel assemblies in other cases is varied until the same end of cycle critical boron 
concentration (and thus also the same cycle energy production) is obtained (Table 2). The 
core average irradiation time of the fuel assemblies at the end of cycle is 780 EFPD. Obtained 
enrichments are in a good agreement with general kinf assembly prediction (Figure 2). 

 
 

Table 2: Equivalent cycle 

 
Rod 

Diameter 
[cm] 

Enrich 
[w/o] 

Bu Cycle 
[MWd/tU] 

Discharge Bu 
[MWd/tU] 

U-load 
Core 
[kgU] 

0,9500 4,178 12 879 43 232 49 305 
0,9246 4,237 13 699 45 071 46 354 
0,9144 4,279 14 047 45 851 45 205 
0,9042 4,333 14 409 46 660 44 070 
0,8890 4,434 14 983 47 946 42 381 

 
 
To evaluate the effect of different rod outer diameter on fuel cost, today’s typical values 

for fuel cycle parameters are taken into account. The value of uranium hexaflouride as a feed 
material is set to 30$/kg. The cost of separation work is 100$/SWU and tails enrichment is 
taken as a widely used value of 0.3. Standard cost evaluation functions [3] are used. The 
amount of feed material required is a function of desired enrichment level, while the cost of 
enrichment services (isotope separation) is a complex function of feed, product, and tails 
enrichment. 

The reload uranium costs obtained for each case are presented in Figure 3. It can be 
seen that savings up to 10% are possible. However, beside better fuel utilisation, an optimised 
fuel rod design must also comply with the reactor safety requirements [2]. Higher moderator-
to-fuel ratio increases moderator temperature coefficient (MTC). The coefficient could 
become positive at operating conditions (Table 3) what is unacceptable from the safety point 
of view. For the smallest two rod diameters, additional burnable poisons must be introduced 
to lower soluble boron concentration. For the 0,889 cm case critical boron concentration 
should be at least 170 ppm lower to maintain negative moderator temperature coefficient at 
hot zero power conditions (HZP). Such boron reduction requires at least 900 additional IFBA 
rods costing approximately 225 000 US$. The cost of additional burnable absorbers 
diminishes the cost benefit of the additional diameter reduction. However, uranium cost 
savings in the range of 5% (600 000 US$) are easily achievable if the rod diameter is 
decreased to 0,9144 cm. 

Preliminary calculations have shown that at least 48 standard fresh fuel assemblies with 
enrichment 4,95% are necessary to obtain equilibrium 18-month (500 EFPD) long cycle. 
Since the NPP Krško is licensed to use a fuel with enrichment up to 5%, smaller rod diameter 
would require additional fresh fuel assemblies. If we consider also additional spent fuel 
storage costs it seems that reduction in rod diameter is not justified in the longer cycles. 
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Table 3: Calculated operating parameters at the beginning of cycle (BOC),                            
all rods out (ARO). 

 
Rod 

Diameter 
[cm] 

Critical Boron Concentration  
BOC, ARO 

[ppm] 

MTC 
BOC, ARO 

[pcm/ºC] 
 HZP* HFP–Eq. Xe** HZP* HFP–Eq. Xe** 

0,9500 2278 1527 -6,95 -32.6 
0,9246 2139 1476 -2,51 -27.1 
0,9144 2099 1466 -0,88 -24.9 
0,9042 2058 1454 +0,93 -22.6 
0,8890 2015 1452 +3,31 -19.1 

*  Hot Zero Power  
** Hot Full Power, equilibrium Xenon condition 
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Figure 3: Reload uranium costs 
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3 CONCLUSION 

Reload cost benefit of a smaller fuel rod diameter is analysed for the specific NPP 
Krško fuel cycle. A realistic, near equilibrium, 12-month cycle (320-EFPD) is considered. 
Uranium cost savings in the range of 5% are achievable, if a reduction of rod diameter from 
0,95 cm to 0,9144 cm is implemented. In that case it is expected that the fuel burnup will 
increase on average by 9% due to lower initial U loading.  

Preliminary calculations have shown that the implementation of smaller rod diameter in 
a longer 18-month cycles (500-EFPD) would require additional fresh fuel assemblies due to 
the plant 5% fuel enrichment limitation. It seems that for a longer NPP Krško cycles the use 
of smaller rod diameter could not be economically justified.    
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ABSTRACT 

The Hungarian Paks NPP is conducting a two year project for upgrading the reactivity 
measuring system applied during reactor startup experiments. The NPP has decided to replace 
almost all components of the previous system, only ionisation chambers remain unaltered. 
Devices for measuring neutron flux by means of ionisation chambers, for data acquisition and 
for measurement evaluation were completely renewed: new hardware-software components 
were introduced. Autonomous, high-precision current measuring systems (picoampere 
meters) are applied at each reactor unit, the converted picoampere signals are handled by a 
portable processing unit. The portable unit – based on a notebook PC – handles measured 
signals by using a high-precision A/D converter card, the scan time is 0.10 sec. In addition to 
handling three ionisation chamber signals the portable unit collects control rod position 
measurements through a serial line. The portable unit is able to receive additional measured 
data (e.g. core inlet temperature and boron concentration) from the process computer via local 
area network. Archiving of all measured and calculated data is performed in a redundant 
manner: data are stored locally and in the process computer, as well. 

The new system applies an accurate on-line reactivity calculation algorithm based on 
the point-kinetic model with 6 delayed neutron groups. Input data (effective delayed neutron 
fraction and other delayed neutron parameters) to the on-line calculation are taken from the 
off-line core design calculation. Detailed evaluation and analysis of startup measurements can 
be performed also on the portable unit. 

The user interface of the system is tailored to support various startup measurement tasks 
effectively: measured and calculated data are displayed on trends and on dedicated pictures. A 
user-friendly trending and listing graphic tool facilitates visualisation of archived data. 

The paper describes the architecture, data acquisition modules, algorithms and man-
machine interface of the RMR. System functions and results are illustrated with measured 
data recorded during the last startup of Unit 3. In 2002 the first version of RMR was installed 
and tested at Unit 3, in 2003 the final version was installed at all Paks NPP units. 

 
Keywords: reactivity measuring system, reactor startup measurements 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

The old measuring system – called RPM, Reactivity Parameter Monitoring system – 
was constructed by using the technology available in the mid eighties. Until recently it 
worked satisfactorily, but maintenance problems started to emerge and the replacement of its 
components was almost impossible. In addition, the installation of the system prior to the 
reactor startup was a quite complicated task, a dedicated expert was needed for handling the 
RPM system. Replacement of the original nuclear instrumentation was also needed, because it 
had quite a few maintenance and reliability problems. In 2002 the Paks NPP made a decision 
to replace the old system with a modern, portable system called RMR (abbreviation of 
“Reactivity Monitoring System” in Hungarian). 

The new system has significantly higher measurement and evaluation accuracy: the 
technology of RMR allows more precise measurement and it uses a more precise on-line 
reactivity calculation algorithm. The plant staff needed a more comfortable user interface, 
therefore one of the main tasks of the project was to develop a user-friendly man-machine 
interface. The design of the MMI was carried out in a close co-operation with the future users 
of the system. Another important task was to connect the new system to the computer network 
of the plant, in order to make bidirectional data transfer possible. The new system is 
connected to the process computer: it receives some important process data and it sends all 
measured and calculated RMR signals to the process computer for archiving. Establishment 
of a direct connection to the fine (i.e. accurate) control rod position measuring equipment was 
also required, to make the off-line evaluation of reactivity measurements more accurate.    
 
1.2 Project milestones 

The reconstruction project is carried out in a rather short time interval to ensure that by 
the end of 2003 all Paks units will have the new system operating. KFKI AEKI was selected 
as main contractor, its main responsibility was project management, software development, 
system integration and V&V testing. The new nuclear instrumentation was designed and 
manufactured by KFKI Regtron Ltd., while EuroCom Ltd. developed some communication 
software modules. Experts from the Paks NPP participated in the specification, data delivery 
and testing activities. The System Design Document was approved in August 2002, the first – 
pilot – installation of the system took place at Unit 3. in September 2003. The final version 
was installed and commissioned at Unit 3. in January 2003, then the remaining three units 
followed. As a result of the RMR project, the four Paks units now have uniform startup 
reactivity measuring systems.  

2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND MAIN FUNCTIONS 

The scheme of the RMR system architecture is shown on Figure 1. Some components of 
RMR are located in the primary circuit, the rest is installed in the unit control room.  

The system processes signals originating from 3 intermediate range ionisation chambers 
measuring the neutron flux during the startup measurements. Ionisation chamber signals are 
processed by 3 autonomous picoampere meters (type RNL-03.02) transmitting data to the 
interface unit of the measuring computer via a common communication module (type NFL-
03.02) as analogue current signals. Signals are transformed to voltage signals in the interface 
unit. The neutron flux signals are measured by a portable (notebook) computer called 
RMRPC. The RMRPC collects other process data, too. Signals corresponding to fine control 
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rod positions are transferred via a serial connection. Other data like moderator temperature, 
boron concentration and reactor power come from the process computer through the network.  
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Figure 1: Logical scheme of the RMR system architecture 
 

The central unit of the RMR is RMRPC: it collects data and measures neutron signals, 
calculates reactivity and other parameters, stores data on disk and transmits data to the plant 
computer. It also provides the man-machine interface for measurement control and display. 
The components of the RMR can be divided into two sets, a mobile (portable) set and a 
permanently installed set at each unit. RMRPC with its accessories forms the mobile set. It is 
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used at each unit and it is connected to the cabling during the startup measurements only. 
Permanently installed sets are identical at all four units. 

 
2.1 Ionisation Chambers and Picoampere meters 

The RMR uses ionisation chambers of the type originally installed for measuring the so 
called intermediate neuton flux range. The neutron detectors are of standard KNK-4 type 
ionisation chambers (3He + 4He filled, BDPNZ-16 type mounting and γ-compensation). The 
chambers are placed at the ex-core positions of No. 5, No. 13 and No. 21 (these positions are 
120° symmetrical).  

Signals of the ionisation chambers are processed by RNL-02.03 autonomous 
picoampere meters. The pA meters work in ranges from 10-11A to 10-3A, their accuracy is ± 
0.2% above 10-8A. A picoampere meter converts its input signal to two analogue current 
signals. One signal carries the measurement range information (in a coded form) and the other 
carries the volume information within the actual range. The latter signal can be produced with 
or without digital filtering. There is a built-in 500 nA test signal generator in each picoampere 
meter unit. A pA meter is able to receive the following three digital control signals: (1) set 
direct/digitally filtered mode, (2) set autorange/inhibited mode and (3) turn-off/turn-on of the 
built-in 500 nA test generator.  

The NFL-03.02 communication module regenerates the control signals coming from the 
RMRPC computer and it can also generate control signals for picoampere meters. The 
analogue signals pass unchanged through the communication module, but by means of 
serially connected resistors and with isolated coupling the chamber currents can be measured 
and displayed by the communication module. 

 
2.2 RMRPC: components and functions 

The RMRPC is a notebook computer of type Compaq EVO N600c (1.2 GHz Pentium 
III processor, 256 MB RAM, 30 GB hard disk, 15” TFT monitor). The operating system is 
Windows-NT 4.0, the 100 Mbps network communication is based on the TCP/IP protocol. 
The PC provides an external display connector to couple the screen of the reactor operator 
(this connection is used when reaching criticality). Application software was developed by 
using Borland C++ Builder 5.0 and Microsoft Visual C++ V6.0. Main functions of the 
software system running in the RMRPC are as follows: 

 
handling the data acquisition card, • 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

communication with the fine control rod position meter, 
communication with the process computer (bidirectional), 
synchronisation of the RMRPC to the central clock of the plant, 
local storage of all measured and calculated signals, 
detailed off-line evaluation of measurements (calculation of rod worths, etc.),  
displaying task-oriented pictures and ensuring a convenient man-machine interface. 

 
The same software runs for all units, only databases are different. The local data storage 

is backed-up by the process computer: all measured and calculated signals are sent to the 
process computer where they are stored in the standard (SQL compatible) plant archive, as 
well. This function allows data analysis also on the graphic terminals connected to the process 
computer via the high-speed plant network. 
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2.3 Data Acquisition 

Ionisation chamber signals are measured by a standard PCMCIA data acquisition card 
placed in the RMRPC. The high-precision, type II DAQCard-AI-16XE-50 card is made by 
National Instruments. Theoretically the sampling rate is 10 samples/sec/channel, but actually 
the card works with a 100-fold over-sampling rate, which makes an additional digital filtering 
possible. The card samples the three flux signals and the three measurement range signals, a 
16 bit A/D conversion is used on each channel. Digital output channels of the card are used to 
send digital control signals to the picoampere meters through the NFL-03.02 module. One of 
the most important new data acquisition functions is the automatic handling of measurement 
range changes (the lack of this functionality caused a lot of problems in the old system). The 
“smooth” software range change is ensured by the following mechanism (see [1]). 

The basic, 100 ms measurement cycle time is further divided into 1 ms intervals by an 
over-sampling process. This over-sampling ensures two main benefits: it makes a digital 
filtering possible (i.e. for noise reduction), and it reduces the length of the “lost” time interval 
corresponding to measurement range changes. During that very short time interval when the 
range is being changed it may happen that the measured current value and the analogue range-
code are both invalid. The validity of these values is checked continuously by the software 
and they can be duly excluded from subsequent data processing if they are invalid. It has to be 
mentioned that after range changes the current value is not valid for a certain period. In a 
favourable case the total lost period is less then 100 ms, thus there will be no data loss in the 
series of the 100 ms data. Obviously one point will have a larger error, because it is calculated 
as an average from less than 100 primary (1 ms) data points.  

37 control rod positions are received from an Advantech industrial PC through the 
standard RS-232 serial port, the communication protocol is Modbus-plus. Signal levels are 
converted by an RS-485/RS-232 converter in the signal interface unit. The interface unit also 
contains current-to-voltage analogue signal converter and DC/DC converter electronics. The 
RMRPC is the master unit in the protocol, it requests rod positions in groups: if all six groups 
are read in then the total scan time for the 37 rods is 0.60 sec. If only one group is read in then 
the cycle time is 0.10 sec (this mode is used during the so called rod-drop measurements, 
when the position of the selected rod changes quite rapidly).  

The RMRPC collects additional measured signals from the process computer, as well. 
These signals are communicated through the 100 Mbps (Fast Ethernet) plant network using 1 
sec cycle time. These signals are as follows: core inlet temperature (and its rate-of-change), 
primary circuit boron concentration, reactor power (as calculated by the reactor protection 
system). It has to be mentioned, that the RMRPC is able to receive any selected signal from 
the process computer, only simple software configuration modifications are required. 

The software assigns time stamps to all collected signals: the time stamps are according 
to the central (master) clock of the plant. 

 
2.4 On-line reactivity calculation 

One of the most important functions of the RMR is the on-line calculation of reactivity. 
In the reactivity calculation model the inverse kinetic equation with 6 delayed neutron groups 
is applied (see [2]), delayed neutron constants (e.g. βeff, Λ) are taken from the input file used 
in the off-line reactivity calculations. The algorithm of the on-line model is exactly the same 
as the one applied in the off-line method. The reactivity is calculated for each channel, then 
the three values are averaged. The software determines the reactivity drift (dρ/dt), as well, it is 
mainly used when approaching criticality.  
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3 MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE  

The user interface was designed to provide an efficient support during various startup 
measurements. Screen formats and pictures are organized according to the different startup 
measurement types. Screen items (e.g. pictures, trends, labels, etc.) are configurable, it makes 
introduction of new display formats straightforward and easy. Figure 2 illustrates the outlay of 
the RMR measurement support pictures. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Picture for the control rod drive check measurement 
 
The Header part displays symbols showing states of the data acquisition module and the 

communication links and also displays the switch buttons and indicator lights for the 
measurement pictures. The Main picture (Főkép) gives an overview of all measured signals, 
while Measurement settings (Mérésbeállítások) picture can be used to control picoampere 
meter functions. The startup measurement support picture titles and their functions are as 
follows: 

 
MET: reaching criticality (minimum controllable power) • 

• 
• 
• 
• 

SZBV: checking control rod drives 
dR/dT: temperature coefficient (dρ/dT) measurement 
Rod drop: control rod drop measurement 
dR/dh6: control rod effectivity (dρ/dh6) measurement (h6: position of control rod 
group No. 6 which is used for reactor power regulation.) 
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Off-line visualisation and listing of archive data is supported by a flexible graphical 
tool: groups of selected signals can be listed in selected time intervals and parameter curves 
can be easily plotted on the screen in the form of trends. Figure 3. shows an example for this 
display format. 

The RMR archive management system is even able to “replay” the startup experiments: 
in this case measured data are taken from the local archive and loaded into the RMR database 
cyclically. As a result measured and calculated data are displayed on the screen as they were 
measured on-line and the user can analyse important events in detail, if needed. 

 

 
 
Figure 3: Measured current of neutron detector No. 5 as plotted from the local archive  
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ABSTRACT 

Neutron fluxes in different spatial locations in biological shield are obtained with 
TORT code (TORT-Three Dimensional Oak Ridge Discrete Ordinates Neutron/Photon 
Transport Code). Libraries used with TORT code were BUGLE-96 library (coupled library 
with 47 neutron groups and 20 gamma groups) and VITAMIN-B6 library (coupled library 
with 199 neutron groups and 42 gamma groups). BUGLE-96 library is derived from 
VITAMIN-B6 library. 2-D and 3-D models for homogeneous type of problem (without 
inserted beam port 4) and problem with asymmetry (non-homogeneous problem; inserted 
beam port 4, filled with different materials) were of interest for neutron flux calculation. The 
main purpose is to verify the possibility for using 2-D approximation model instead of large 
3-D model in some calculations. Another purpose of this paper was to compare neutron 
spectral constants obtained from neutron fluxes (3-D model) determined with smaller 
BUGLE-96 library with new constants obtained from fluxes calculated with bigger 
VITAMIN-B6 library. These neutron spectral constants are used in isotopic calculation with 
SCALE code package (ORIGEN-S). In past only neutron spectral constants determined by 
neutron fluxes from BUGLE-96 library were used. Experimental results used for isotopic 
composition comparison are available from irradiation experiment with selected type of 
concrete and other materials in beam port 4 (irradiation channel 4) in TRIGA Mark II reactor. 
These experimental results were used as a benchmark in this paper.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Determination of the residual activity for reactor structure materials is one of the 
main tasks to solve after the reactor lifetime. Generally, activation depends on the material 
properties and neutron flux. Since we know element structure for materials of interest, the 
only missing data is neutron flux in materials used as reactor structure materials. Neutron flux 
can be obtained either with experimental determination or using calculation methods. But 
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experimental methods are practically impossible or very expensive for different internal 
regions of reactor body. So use of experimental activation data is limited to verification of 
calculated results. Purpose of using two different libraries VITAMIN-B6 [11] and BUGLE-96 
[3] is to verify and compare: 

Total neutron fluxes with neutron spectra in reactor body for homogeneous type (without 
inserted beam port 4) in 2-D and 3-D geometry with both libraries 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Total neutron fluxes with neutron spectra in reactor body for non-homogeneous type (with 
inserted beam port 4 filled with different materials) in 2-D and 3-D geometry with both 
libraries 

Comparison of the spectral constants from two different libraries used in activity 
calculation using SCALE program package [7], [12] (used results from homogeneous type 
of the geometry for activity in biological shield) 

Consider possibility to use less computer time consuming 2-D geometry models instead of 
large (number of nodes) 3-D geometry models. 

Calculation of neutron fluxes in biological shield (concrete) of the TRIGA Mark II research 
reactor in Ljubljana is performed with computer code TORT [2]. 
 

2 GEOMETRY AND CALCULATION MODEL DESCRIPTION 

Geometry description can be divided in two parts: 
• Homogeneous type  
• Homogeneous type with inserted beam port 4: non-homogeneous type 

Thermal
 column door
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Irradiation
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Figure 1: Horizontal cross section through TRIGA Mark II research reactor at core mid-plane 
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Both models are created in RΘZ geometry. Basic calculated model mesh for non-
homogeneous type is the same as in the homogeneous case except for additional cells (only in 
Θ direction, in r and z direction the same mesh structure was preserved) describing beam port 
4. Material description was also the same [1], [5] for homogeneous core was used fuel 
assembly arrangement as in core number 169 (54 fuel elements) [1].  
The same library was used for both geometry types. 
 
2.1 Geometry description for homogeneous type 

The homogeneous type of geometry is the basis for constructing calculation mesh for 
both geometry types. Heterogeneous core is homogenized. All structural materials of the 
heterogeneous core are volume weighted. So, one can determine final atomic densities for 
homogeneous core used in library description, according to volume shares of the element 
structure. Homogeneous geometry type represents the basis for analysis of the spatial and 
energy neutron flux distribution inside whole reactor body. 

 

2.2 Homogeneous type with inserted beam port 4: Non-Homogeneous type 

Homogeneous geometry type is used as the rudimentary groundwork for 
determination of the non-homogeneous type. The only difference is in inserting of additional 
mesh spacing in Θ-direction in vertical direction within the space occupied by the beam port 4 
(r-direction and z-direction mesh divisions remain unchanged). Top view of the model with 
inserted beam port 4 is presented in Figure 2. The homogeneous model is identical to 
presented model on Figure 2without inserted channel 4. Whole length of beam type 4 is filled 
with different materials. Detailed description of materials in channel 4 is in Figure 3.  
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Figure 2: Schematic top view of the TRIGA Mark II research reactor model with beam port 4 
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Mesh size was increased from 63936 cells (homogeneous type) to 177600 cells (non-
homogeneous type) for beam port 4 filled with various materials over the length.  
With inserted beam port 4 in the homogeneous reactor body it is possible to: 
• Make a comparison between calculated and measured data (reaction rate for irradiated 

materials) 
• Estimate the influence of the horizontal irradiation channels (beam port 4) on the 

distribution of the neutron flux in biological shield 
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Figure 3: Beam port 4 filled with different materials during experiment (also in calculation) 

 

3 DEVELOPMENT AND VERIFICATION OF THE CALCULATIONAL 
MODELS 

Main goal of all consideration and comparisons is focused in testing of the 
homogeneous model. Calculated neutron fluxes (biological shield) from this model are used 
in activity calculation. 
Geometrical models for 2-D and 3-D are created for homogeneous type and non-
homogeneous type (with inserted beam port 4 – comparison of the calculated results with 
experimental results). 2-D and 3-D calculations are performed with code TORT [2].  
Also libraries with macroscopic cross section are created for both libraries BUGLE-96 [3] 
(coupled 47 neutron groups and 20 gamma groups) and VITAMIN-B6 [11] (coupled 199 
neutron groups and 42 gamma groups).  
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3.1 Description of the libraries used in calculations 

Microscopic cross sections have to be in ANISN format [13] for code GIP [13]. Code 
GIP combines microscopic cross sections with material data to obtain macroscopic cross 
section used furthermore by code TORT [2]. It has to be executed prior using discrete 
transport code TORT [2] for obtaining results (neutron fluxes in whole reactor body). 
Library BUGLE-96 is originally distributed in ANISN format.  
Original format of VITAMIN-B6 library is not ANISN. A lot of work has to be done for 
converting microscopic cross section to ANISN format using program package SCALE 4.4a 
[12] for that conversion.  
Both libraries support presentation of anisotropic scattering by Legendre expansions of 
arbitrary order (PN). In this work P3 expansion order was selected for both libraries, which 
have different energy group structure. The group structure for used libraries is presented in 
Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Energy structure for libraries BUGLE-96 and VITAMIN-B6 

 
 NEUTRON GROUPS 
 Thermal Range Epithermal Range Fast Range 
 E<0.5 eV 0.5 eV < E < 1 MeV < 1 MeV 

BUGLE-96  
(47 neutron groups) 47 and 46 45 to 19 18 to 1 

VITAMIN-B6  
(199 neutron groups) 199 to 180 179 to 63 62 to 1 

 
3.2 Geometry models and other parameters used in calculations 

 
Computer code TORT [2] is used for generating neutron fluxes in whole reactor 

body in both approximations, 2-D and 3-D. The transport process described the Boltzmann 
transport equation is solved using the discrete ordinates method. The directional variable is 
treated in S10 order (140 discrete directions) in all cases studied here.  
Multigroup formulation treats the energy dependence. Anisotropic scattering is treated using a 
Legendre expansion. Reactor eigenvalue problem can also be solved. Either cylindrical 
(RΘZ) or cartesian (XYZ) geometry is supported. 
Boundary conditions need to be proper. In our TORT input model (RΘZ geometry) we used: 
• 

• 
• 

• 

reflected boundary condition for R=0 and free (vacuum) boundary condition at outer 
radial limit of our model 
in Z-direction (both sides) we set free (vacuum) boundary conditions 
periodic boundary condition for Θ-direction (both sides).  

for 900 symmetry reflective boundary conditions at zero and 900 in Θ-direction 
P3 option (scattering expansion) is used. Models are not tested regarding to various Pn choice. 
Homogeneous model is denoted as reference mesh 13 (63936 cells).  
Non-homogeneous model (homogeneous model with inserted beam port 4) is mesh 15 
(177600 cells). 
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Both geometry models are described in Table 2. 
 

Table 2: Different mesh sizes for both geometries (mesh 13, mesh 15) 

 

num.: mesh number number of 
cells R-axis Θ-axis Z-axis 

   (divisions) (divisions) (divisions) 

1 
MESH 13  

reference model 
(homogeneous case) 

63936 74 24 36 

MESH 15 
(non-homogeneous case) 

24 
(26 axial layers) 

2 
Θ-direction 

(double division) 

177600 74 
152 

(10 axial layers) 

36 

 
The problem is symmetrical, so 900 symmetry is used for homogeneous model. In this way 
mesh size is decreased in great amount.  
Fixed source energy spectrum is taken from procedure for creating library BUGLE-96 [3]. 
Source is uniformly distributed in homogeneous core volume. 
 

4 RESULTS 

 
4.1 Review of the selected types for calculations 

 
Calculations are executed in the configurations presented in Table 3: 

Table 3: Types of calculations 

 
num.: Library Type of geometry 

(dimensional) 
Type of model 

1 BUGLE-96 2-D Homogeneous 
2 BUGLE-96 2-D Non-homogeneous 
3 BUGLE-96 3-D Homogeneous 
4 BUGLE-96 3-D Non-homogeneous 
5 VITAMIN-B6 2-D Homogeneous 
6 VITAMIN-B6 2-D Non-homogeneous 
7 VITAMIN-B6 3-D Homogeneous 
8 VITAMIN-B6 3-D Non-homogeneous 

 
All input models with both libraries have to be created with proper data. Libraries must have 
correct input data with mixtures used in problem and selected microscopic cross sections.   
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Non-homogeneous model is filled with air in first part of beam port 4 (see Figure 3) for all 
types of calculations included in Table 3. 
Calculated neutron fluxes normalized to measured value are presented in Figure 4. The fluxes 
were normalised to experimental total flux value measured in core location F19 (near outer 
limit of core region, at 21 cm). Results are obtained with BUGLE-96 library for homogeneous 
model, non-homogeneous model filled with air in first part of the beam port 4 (see Figure 3) 
and non-homogeneous model filled with polyetilen instead of the air. Non-homogeneous 
results are used for verifications with experimental data. Activity of the biological shield is 
calculated using results from the homogeneous case.  
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Figure 4: Normalized calculated neutron fluxes used in verification of the model and activity 
calculation 

 
4.2 Comparisons between calculations specified in Table 3 

 
General observation between 2-D and 3-D results (using the same library) is that 

scalar neutron fluxes (normalized, see Figure 5, 6) obtained with 2-D models are larger than 
results with 3-D models. 2-D model has only one axial plane with different boundary 
conditions as 3-D model. Results are presented for axial plane equal to core-mid plane for 2-D 
model. Anisotropic scattering from axial planes and surrounding cells into the observing cell 
is present in the 3-D model. 2-D model has reflected boundary condition at top and bottom 
direction, so the neutron flux is hold within one axial plane. There is no anisotropic scattering 
from other axial planes in 2-D geometry, so total neutron fluxes are greater in 2-D models.  
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Gap between total neutron fluxes (normalized, see Figure 5, 6) comparing 2-D and 3-D (the 
same library) results increases approximately to the barytes concrete for both geometrical 
models. Normalized neutron flux from library VITAMIN-B6 decreases (after core region) 
regarding to library BUGLE-96 in the high moderator regions (graphite and water ring) due to 
more detailed representation of the thermal groups. Upscattering is also included (36 thermal 
groups in VITAMIN-B6). This feature is more sensible in the non-homogeneous geometry 
(Figure 6). 
Non-homogeneous model with VITAMIN-B6 (item 8 in the Table 3) is not included in the 
Figure 6 due to the problems, which arise during the execution with TORT code. Problems 
are connected with internal arrays in the TORT code because of the huge amount of the 
specified input data. 
From comparison of 2-D or 3-D results one can see, that the best representation for the 
geometry of interest (in our case is homogeneous type – subsequent calculation of activity in 
the biological shield) are results obtain with 3-D geometry, using library VITAMIN-B6. 
After performing normalization (see Figure 4), total neutron fluxes can be used for the 
activity calculations and spectral constants determination [7] (THERM ,RES, FAST).  
Correct normalized total neutron fluxes with defined spectral constants [7] for homogeneous 
model are of the main interest. These results are used for activity calculation of the biological 
shield, which is the main purpose of this work 
 
4.3 Neutron spectra for homogeneous model (biological shield) using both libraries 

 
Neutron spectra in homogeneous model is used as input data by using various 

spectral constants THERMAL, RES, FAST [7], [12]. Beside good known mixtures used in 
the model another important object is neutron flux.  
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Figure 7: Neutron spectra in biological shield at core mid-plane using BUGLE-96 (3-D) 
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One can use both libraries BUGLE-96 and VITAMIN-B6. Neutron spectra normalized with 
lethargy width is bigger with BUGLE-96 than with using library VITAMIN-B6. This is also 
visible from Figure 5, which represents total neutron flux across the radius in the core-mid 
plane height. 
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Figure 8: Neutron spectra in biological shield at core mid-plane using VITAMIN-B6 (3-D) 

 
BUGLE-96 is derived from VITAMIN-B6. Thermal spectra of BUGLE-96 comparing with 
VITAMIN-B6 is different (see Table 1). BUGLE-96 has only two energy groups in thermal 
range (below 0.5 eV). VITAMIN-B6 has 20 thermal energy groups (below 0.5 eV). 
VITAMIN-B6 better represents thermal range. BUGLE-96 represents neutron spectra in fast 
and epithermal range almost as VITAMIN-B6 from Figure 8 (above 1 eV).  
Spectral constants used as input data for activity calculation [7], [12] for biological shield are 
presented for both libraries in table below. Spectral constants are used with code ORIGEN-S 
[7] for different radius at the core mid-plane. 
 

Table 4: Spectral constants calculated for different radius at the core mid-plane 

 
 VITAMIN-B6 BUGLE-96 

Radius  102.5cm 162.5 cm 227.5 cm 315 cm 102.5cm 162.5 cm 227.5 cm 315 cm 
FAST 6.383E+0 1.866E+0 1.523E+0 5.660E-1 9.251E-1 2.302E-1 1.600E-1 5.327E-2 
RES 5.875E-1 3.871E-1 3.576E-1 2.497E-1 8.740E-2 5.196E-2 4.198E-2 2.766E-2 

THERMAL 4.727E-1 4.732E-1 4.754E-1 4.796E-1 4.800E-1 4.814E-1 4.837E-1 4.857E-1 
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Trend is generally the same for each spectral constant comparing both libraries. THERMAL 
is almost the same for both libraries. FAST and RES have the same decreasing trend across 
the radius. Rate between FAST or RES is approximately one decade comparing both libraries 
across radius. Differences for spectral constants arises due to different energy group structure 
regarding both libraries and also due to algoritem for those spectral constants. Thermal flux is 
greater obtained with BUGLE-96 regarding to VITAMIN-B6 (below 0.5 eV), it is used in 
denominator for all spectral constants, which is the reason for lower values of the FAST and 
RES for BUGLE-96 [7], [12]. This can be concluded observing Figure 7 and Figure 8 
(thermal range).  
Calculations are made for the same input thermal neutron flux for cases enclosed in Table 4. 
Irradiation is 1 year. Spectral constants THERM, RES, FAST are changed for VITAMIN-B6 
library (new set of results) comparing to BUGLE-96 library (old set of results – original 
results). Results are obtained with ORIGEN-S [7]. 
 

Table 5: Comparison for influence of spectral factors (Table 4) with the same thermal flux 

 
IRRADIATION 1Y (end at time=0), RESULTS FOR RADIOACTIVITY [Ci] – DECAY after IRRADIATION 
 
RESULTS - BIOLOGICAL SHIELD - HOMOGENEOUS MODEL-3D (VARIOUS RADIUS) AT THE CORE MID-PLANE 
 
VITAMIN-B6 
                        time=0    1. yr    10. yr    30. yr    100. yr    300. yr   
R=102.5cm  totals      8.51E+00  5.03E-03  5.99E-04  1.13E-04  3.79E-06  2.06E-06  
R=162.5cm  totals      1.08E-02  1.41E-05  1.99E-06  3.93E-07  9.89E-09  5.02E-09  
R=227.5cm  totals      8.18E-06  1.21E-08  1.74E-09  3.46E-10  8.46E-12  4.24E-12  
R=315.0cm  totals      9.69E-10  2.50E-12  3.88E-13  7.94E-14  1.76E-15  8.45E-16  
 
BUGLE-96 
                        time=0    1. yr    10. yr    30. yr    100. yr    300. yr   
R=102.5cm  totals      1.51E+00  2.91E-03  4.82E-04  1.04E-04  2.27E-06  1.05E-06  
R=162.5cm  totals      2.38E-03  9.90E-06  1.72E-06  3.73E-07  7.64E-09  3.41E-09  
R=227.5cm  totals      1.81E-06  8.66E-09  1.52E-09  3.31E-10  6.71E-12  2.97E-12  
R=315.0cm  totals      3.14E-10  1.98E-12  3.52E-13  7.70E-14  1.54E-15  6.76E-16 
 
Results with higher spectral constants RES and FAST (see Table 4) for VITAMIN-B6 library 
are higher than values obtained with BUGLE-96 (THERM spectral constant is approximately 
the same for this calculated case). From the comparisons of normalized total neutron fluxes 
(to the location F19 in the core) for both libraries one can conclude, that total activities are 5 
to 6 times higher with spectral constants derived from neutron fluxes calculated with 
VITAMIN-B6 library. Absolute total neutron fluxes (see figure 5) for homogeneous model 
are approximately 7 times greater with BUGLE-96 library. The net effect of contribution to 
the calculated activity of biological shield are roughly zero. The activity of the biological 
shield presented in [14] remains unaffected using bigger library VITAMIN-B6. 
 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

 
Results of calculated neutron fluxes for whole reactor body of the TRIGA Mark II 

research reactor are presented for homogeneous and non-homogeneous model with 2-D and 
3-D ceases and two libraries VITAMIN-B6 and BUGLE.-96. Main goal is to verify 
homogeneous model with 3-D case, which is used for qualification of the activity in the 
biological shield. Results are practically the same for both libraries due to opposite effects of 
the spectral constant  
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(particularly RES, FAST for VITAMIN-B6, higher, comparing to BUGLE-96) and 
normalized total neutron fluxes for all reactor body (higher with BUGLE-96, comparing to 
VITAMIN-B6). Activities published in [14] are the approximately the same for both libraries, 
considering zero net effect of the two opposite facts. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this work we focused on identifying quantitatively the temporal (time-dependent) 
variation of neutron flux in the carousel facility (CF) of TRIGA reactor at the “Jožef Stefan” 
Institute (IJS) for core No. 176, set up in April 2002. The measurements are based on neutron 
detectors (ionisation chambers), which surround the graphite reflector of the reactor core. In 
principle, the variations of the neutron flux produce a systematic error in the results obtained 
by absolute or “quasi” absolute measuring techniques (such as neutron activation analysis 
(NAA) by the k0-standardization method), which assume constant conditions during 
irradiation. The results of our study show that for typical irradiation of 20 hours in channels of 
the CF aligned in the direction of the ionisation chamber (safety channel) the time-dependent 
variation of the neutron flux is about 6-8%. In the k0 method, which we are using for routine 
work at the IJS, this variation introduced a systematic error in the results up to 4.6%, 
depending on the half-life of investigated radionuclide. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Most analyses carried out at the Department of Environmental Sciences of the IJS 
pertain to environmental monitoring surveys and health-related studies using steady-state 
operation mode of 250 kW TRIGA Mark II reactor (see Figure 1). To determine a relatively 
wide range of elements in different samples we are using the k0-standardization method of 
NAA. The k0-method is a “quasi” absolute technique, which uses gold as standard: composite 

                                                 
1 On leave: Reactor Physics Division, Jožef Stefan Institute, Jamova 39, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia 
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nuclear constants for analytically interesting nuclides are normalised to the gold nuclear data 
(molar mass, isotopic abundance, cross-section, absolute γ-intensity). The method in its basic 
form assumes uninterrupted and constant irradiation conditions, which may not always be the 
case. 

In this work we focused on identifying quantitatively the temporal (time-dependent) 
variation of neutron flux in the CF of the TRIGA reactor for core No. 176, set up in April 
2002, based on neutron detector (safety channel which is a non-compensated ionisation 
chamber). The influence of the variations in flux on the results obtained by the k0-method for 
some analytically interesting nuclides are also presented. 

2 METHOD 

2.1 k0 method calculation aspects 

We assume that spectral parameters f (thermal-to-epithermal flux ratio) and α (deviation 
from 1/E distribution of epithermal neutrons) are constant and known. For a time-dependent 
flux during irradiation the basic equation of the k0-method [1,2] is: 
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where index a refers to the investigated nuclide, index c to the comparator 198Au, 

Np - number of counts in the full energy peak, 

tm - measuring time, 

w - mass, 

dteD λ−= - decay factor; td – cooling time; λ - decay constant of the nuclide, 

m
t teC m λλ /)1( −−=  - factor accounting for the decay during measurement, 

cccaaaac MMak σγθσγθ /)(0 =  - k0 compound constant for the nuclide where: 

M – molar mass, 

θ - isotopic abundance, 

γ - absolute γ-intensity and 

σ - cross-section, 

Gth – thermal neutron self-shielding factor (i.e. thermal flux depression in the sample), 

Ge – epithermal neutron self-shielding factor, 

000 /)()( σαα IQ =  - Q0 factor for the nuclide where I0(α) is the resonance integral 
corrected for deviation from 1/E  parameterised by α, 

εp – full energy peak detection efficiency and 

S’ – factor for saturation during irradiation expressed as: 
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where F(t) is the time dependent function representing flux variations, normalised to 1 at the 
beginning of irradiation and tirr is the irradiation time. For constant flux [F(t) ≡ 1] we obtain: 

irrteS λ−−=1  (3) 
Since we are dealing with different half-lives for radionuclides, the estimation of the 

influence of the time-dependence of the neutron flux on the final result (concentration of the 
element) determined by the k0-based technique is needed. In the first approximation we can 
assume a linear dependence: 

tktF ⋅+=1)(  (4) 
where k is the slope of the neutron flux change during irradiation. Substituting equation (4) in 
equation (2) and after integration over the irradiation time we obtained: 
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The correction (Fsat) to the saturation factor and its influence on the measured 
concentrations (expressed in percent) can be expressed as: 
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From equation (6) and (1) it can be seen that when k < 0 and half-life of investigated 
radionuclide (T1/2)a is less then half-life of 198Au (T1/2 = 2.695 d) then the final result should 
be increased (Fsat > 0) and vice versa. 
 
2.2 Steady state operation mode of the TRIGA reactor 

The operators of the TRIGA reactor have 5 independent neutron detectors (start, linear, 
logarithmic, pulse and safety channels (Figure 1)) to control the power of the reactor. To 
make reactor critical the operators fix the position of the compensating rod (labelled C on 
Figure 1), which is in direction of IC-40 channel, where samples are usually irradiated. 
Reactivity change is compensated by control rod movement, which causes spatial neutron 
flux redistribution [3]. The nominal power of 250 kW kept constant by the control system 
connected to the signal from the linear channel. The power from the linear and logarithmic 
channels is recording on continuous paper; the power from the pulse and the safety channels 
is read off visually and recorded into the operators’ logbook. Other relevant information, such 
as temperature of the coolant (water) and the fuel elements, are also recorded. This 
information is used to quantify the flux variation in different irradiation channels in the CF 
and to determine the correction to the saturation factor in the standard procedure of the k0-
method. 
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Figure 1: Ground plan of the TRIGA Mark II reactor (core No. 176) with irradiation channels 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Due to the accumulation of xenon and partly due to temperature changes of the pool 
water, the core reactivity drifts and has to be compensated by control rod movement, 
particularly during long irradiation periods, lasting up to 20 hours. Flux readings from several 
detectors around the core are available in the operators’ logbook. Some typical control rod 
positions for different irradiations of about 20 hours from the operators’ logbook are shown in 
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Table 1. It can be seen that movement of the control rod (labelled R on Figure 1) is about 160 
steps, where step 200 is at the top and step 900 is at the bottom of the active core. 

The distribution of the reactor power during operation for the same irradiations (5 
randomly chosen), shown in Table 1, is presented in Figure 2. We took into consideration the 
similarity of the reactor power variation to calculate the slope of the neutron flux (signed as k 
in Figure 2). The average slope k = -0.005 is calculated from 5 irradiations over the time 
interval from 5 to 20 h. Figure 3 shows the reactor power electrometer reading from the safety 
channel. 

At the beginning of each irradiation the reactor power slowly increases up to 3-4 hours 
and than decreases almost linearly. This effect can be explained partly by the withdrawal of 
the control rod to compensate core reactivity change due to the change in temperature of the 
coolant and due to the associated redistribution of power (see Figure 4). 
 Calculated correction factors Fsat (in %) based on observed temporal (time-dependent) 
variation of the neutron flux in the CF of TRIGA reactor for long irradiation are presented in 
Table 2. 

 

Table 1. Typical positions of compensating and regulating control rods during steady state 
operation of TRIGA reactor. 

Irradiation Position of 
compensating rod 

Position of  
regulating rod 

Slope [1/h] 
(from 5 to 20 h) 

9.-10.9.2002 400 from 420 to 263 k = - 0.0055 
16.-17.9.2002 400 from 426 to 258 k = - 0.0059 
23.-24.9.2002 400 from 418 to 231 k = - 0.0039 
7.-8.10.2002 350 from 428 to 262 k = - 0.0050 
6.-7.1.2003 350 from 426 to 282 k = - 0.0046 
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Figure 2: Time-dependence of the neutron flux readings from the safety channel during 
uninterrupted irradiation of 20 hours at “constant power level” as measured from the linear 

channel. Parameter k is the slope. 
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Figure 3: The reactor power reading with electrometer from the safety channel from 27 to 28 

January 2003. 
 

Table 2. Correction factors Fsat (in %) on the final result obtained by k0-method for some 
nuclides originated from the changes of the neutron flux during long irradiations up to 20 

hours in the carousel facility at IC-40 channel. The slope k = -0.005 is assumed in the 
calculation of the Fsat. 

Fsat (%) El.: Nuclide T1/2 (min) Activ. 
type [4] 5 h 10 h 15 h 20 h 

Au 198Au 3880.8 I 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Na 24Na 0.000337; 897.6 IVb 0.04 0.14 0.32 0.56 
K 42K 741.6 I 0.05 0.18 0.40 0.70 

47Ca 6531.84 I 0.00 -0.02 -0.04 -0.07 
47Sc 6531.84; 4822.56 IIa -0.42 -0.84 -1.26 -1.68 Ca 
49Ca 8.718 I 1.12 2.29 3.42 4.50 

Fe 59Fe 64080 I -0.01 -0.04 -0.09 -0.16 
60mCo 10.467 I 1.10 2.27 3.40 4.48 

Co 60Co 10.467; 2772383 IVb -0.01 -0.04 -0.10 -0.17 
65Zn 351792 I -0.01 -0.04 -0.10 -0.17 

69mZn 825.6 I 0.04 0.16 0.35 0.62 Zn 
71Zn 2.45 I 1.19 2.37 3.49 4.57 
95Zr 92188.8 I -0.01 -0.04 -0.09 -0.16 
95Nb 92188.8; 5196;50356.8 IIIa -0.42 -0.86 -1.30 -1.75 
97Zr 1004.4 I 0.03 0.12 0.28 0.48 
97Nb 1004.4; 0.878; 72.1 IIIa -0.25 -0.27 -0.17 -0.01 

Zr 

97mNb 1004.4;0.878 IIa 0.03 0.12 0.27 0.47 
152mEu 558.72 I 0.07 0.26 0.56 0.97 
152Eu 7121622.405 I -0.01 -0.04 -0.10 -0.17 Eu 
154Eu 46; 4519653 IVb -0.01 -0.04 -0.10 -0.17 
239U 23.45 I 0.95 2.12 3.25 4.33 

U 239Np 23.45; 3394.08 IIb 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 
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Figure 4: Reactor power as measured from the safety channel and regulating rod positions 
during irradiation of 22 hours (part a); correlation between the power and regulating rod 

position (part b); temperature of coolant (water) during irradiation measured at the entrance 
near the reactor wall at 1 m depth, TH1 and at the mean of the pool water at 0.5 m depth, TH2 

(part c). 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions from our study can be summarised as follows: 
1. Previous measurements on the TRIGA reactor at the IJS before reconstruction indicate 

that time-dependent variations in the flux are more or less random and depend on the 
actions of the operator [5]. 

2. After reconstruction the upgraded instrumentation results in operation mode where the 
position of the compensating control rod is normally fixed and the automatic control 
adjusts the position of the regulating rod to keep reactor power constant (as measured 
from the linear channel). 

3. It is well known that due to control rod movement, temperature distribution and xenon 
buildup a redistribution of neutron flux in the core occurs, resulting in a discrepancy in the 
power measured at different locations by ionisation chambers. Similar changes also occur 
in different irradiation channels. 

4. As a result of better-defined operation control procedures after reconstruction, a definite 
pattern in the time-dependence of neutron flux in different irradiation channels in the 
reactor could be identified. 

5. Time-dependence of the flux variations were parameterised and correction factors for 
these variations were calculated for a number of analytically-interesting nuclides for 
various irradiation channels of the CF in the TRIGA reactor at the IJS. 
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ABSTRACT 

Not-irradiated concrete samples from biological shielding of three different research 
reactors were taken and all were irradiated inside the concrete body of TRIGA reactor in 
Ljubljana. The samples originated from ASTRA research reactor in Seibersdorf, from TRIGA 
Mark II research reactor at Atominstitut in Vienna (TRIGA Wien) and from TRIGA Mark II 
research reactor at Jožef Stefan Institute in Ljubljana (TRIGA Ljubljana). Long-lived 
activation studies and depth distribution of activation studies were performed on these 
samples at Jožef Stefan Institute in Ljubljana. Besides activation studies chemical analyses of 
all these samples were performed and calcium and barium contents were determined. The 
results of measurements show that the long-lived isotope of barium dominates in all samples. 
Other important long-lived isotopes are europium and cobalt. One notable observation of 
these experiments is that the specific barium activation in all samples from three different 
reactors is practically identical. The concrete from ASTRA has lowest europium content and 
the concrete from TRIGA Wien has lowest cobalt content. The final purpose of presented 
measurements is estimation of the activated concrete volume, which has to be treated as 
radioactive material. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

Several research reactors all over the world are closer and closer to decommissioning 
and decommissioning experiences from one reactor can benefit all the rest.  

 
Not-irradiated concrete samples from biological shielding of three different research 

reactors were taken and all were irradiated inside the concrete body of TRIGA reactor in 
Ljubljana. The samples originated from ASTRA research reactor in Seibersdorf (10 MW 
MTR type reactor), from TRIGA Mark II research reactor at Atominstitut in Vienna and from 
TRIGA Mark II research reactor at Jožef Stefan Institute in Ljubljana. All samples were taken 
with hollow drill. Drilling was made from the outside of the biological shielding (from the 
outside of the reactor body). Sample data and original descriptions are summarised in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Concrete samples 

Reactor Original Sample Label Sample location Sample ID 
Seibersdorf B1 γ Kammn 5.6.02 ASTRA B1 
Seibersdorf B2 γ Kammn Aussen 7.6.02  ASTRA B2 
Seibersdorf B3 Obern H Cell ASTRA B3 
Seibersdorf B4 OHC innen-outer 

4300 mm above 
ground on the 
side of reactor 

body ASTRA B4 
TRIGA Wien 1. Bohrkern Mitte W1B 
TRIGA Wien Links W2A 
TRIGA Wien Rechts 

On the platform 
above the thermal 

column W3A 
TRIGA Ljubljana IJS 1, južna stran, 145 cm od tal 1D 
TRIGA Ljubljana IJS 2, južna stran, 170 cm od tal 2A 
TRIGA Ljubljana IJS 3, južna stran, 230 cm od tal 

On the south side 
of reactor body 

3B 
TRIGA Ljubljana Premični baritni blok  Movable concrete 

block 
B4 

 

2 EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION 

Each concrete sample was crushed to powder and homogenised. Each sampling location 
was treated separately. A part of the powder from each sampling location was sent to 
chemical analysis for general chemical analysis of concrete. Each chemical analysis was 
performed in two parallel runs. Results of chemical analysis are presented in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Chemical analysis 

Sample w(Si) % w(Ba) % w(Ca) % w(Mg) % 
ASTRA B2 6.2 38.6 5.9 0.5 
 6.2 38.1 6 0.5 
ASTRA B3 1.8 48.5 4.5 0.3 
 1.8 49.7 4.5 0.3 
     
W1B 3.8 46.6 4.4 0.2 
 3.7 47.1 4.4 0.2 
W2A 3.8 46.9 4.7 0.3 
 3.5 47.6 4.7 0.3 
W3A 3.4 49.5 4.2 0.2 
 3.5 48.9 4.1 0.2 
     
1D 1.4 44.7 5.5 1.6 
 1.2 44.9 5.5 1.5 
2A 1.1 46.0 6.6 1.9 
 1.2 46.8 6.6 1.9 
3B 1.8 42.4 7.9 2.1 
 1.8 41.2 8.1 2.2 
B4  37.1 5.5  
 10.1 32.5 13.7  

 
Long-lived activation of concrete samples and depth distribution of activation inside the 

concrete body was studied at Jožef Stefan Institute in Ljubljana. The samples were irradiated 
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in the horizontal experimental channel number 4 at eight different depths inside the concrete 
body of the TRIGA reactor in Ljubljana. To reproduce the environment of the bulk concrete 
shielding a special sample-holder, aluminium tube filled with concrete inserts, was designed 
to fit in existing horizontal irradiation channel number 4. The samples were irradiated at eight 
different concrete depths inside so a sample-holder.  First sample position is at the inner 
surface of the concrete shield (depth 0 cm), the second sample irradiation position is shielded 
with 5 cm of concrete. The third position is shielded with 10 cm of concrete and so on (20, 30, 
40, 50 cm) to the last point which is 60 cm from the inner surface of the concrete. The 
detailed experimental set-up, sample-holder and equipment description can be found is [2]. 
The calculated total neutron flux at the irradiation positions is presented in Figure 1. First 
sample position in the sample-holder is exposed to total neutron flux of 1.2·1010 1/s cm2. The 
calculated neutron flux at the inner surface of the normal concrete shield in 250kW TRIGA 
reactor in Ljubljana is 4.9·107 1/s cm2 (calculated with TORT and 5·107 1/s cm2 calculated 
with MCNP [1]). The flux on the concrete surface is approximately 250 times smaller than the 
flux in sample-holder, because the horizontal channel used for sample-holder irradiation 
reaches the graphite reflector through water layer. The concrete surface of the biological 
shield is separated from the graphite reflector by approximately 40 cm thick water layer. The 
complete reference and calculated flux profile is presented in reference [3]. Due to higher flux 
values in sample-holder we were able to observe long-lived activation in biological shield 
samples using only 100 hours long irradiation times.  

Calculated total flux values
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Figure 1: Calculated total neutron flux in concrete sample-holder used for irradiation of 

samples and calculated neutron flux in concrete of biological shield of TRIGA reactor in 
Ljubljana. Neutron flux values were calculated using TORT code [3]. 
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Each irradiation in horizontal channel (inside the sample-holder) was carried out for 
approximately 100 hours. TRIGA Wien samples (W3A) were irradiated from 4.7.2002 to 
19.7.2002. The sample holder was then cooled for two months. ASTRA samples (B3) were 
irradiated inside the sample-holder from 23.9.2002 to 4.10.2002 and then cooled for several 
months. TRIGA Ljubljana samples were irradiated inside the sample-holder from 20.12.2000 
to 25.1.2001.  

 
Gamma spectra of TRIGA Wien samples irradiated at eight different depths were taken 

first between 9.9.2002 and 25.9.2002 and then again from 5.2.2003 to 18.2.2003, since during 
the first measurements the activity of short-lived isotopes was higher than activity of long-
lived isotopes. Gamma spectra of ASTRA were measured from 17.2.2003 to 10.3.2003. 
Samples from TRIGA Ljubljana were measured between 3.7.2001 and 18.7.2001. The results 
of measurements are presented in following tables (Tables 3, 4 and 5). All results are reported 
in saturated activity values per one gram of irradiated concrete. The long-lived isotope of 
barium (133Ba) dominates all samples. Other important long-lived isotopes are 152Eu and 60Co. 
We can observe also 46Sc, with half-life of approximately 84 days and some shorter-lived 
isotopes, which become less important after one year of cooling.  

 

3 GAMMA ACTIVATION MEASUREMENTS RESULTS 

Table 3: Measured saturated specific activities (A∞ per 1 gram of concrete) in concrete 
samples from TRIGA Wien. The samples were irradiated at eight different depths of 

biological shielding. Sample material was taken from sampling location W3A (Wien Rechts). 
Depth of the concrete in biological shield of reactor 

(measured from the inner surface of the concrete) 
Isotope A∞ 60 cm 50 cm 40cm 30 cm 20 cm 10 cm 5cm 0 cm 
Ba133 [Bq/g] 148.57 447.32 1687.42 5743.74 23577.41 107139.86 235363.15 417539.59 

 error [%] 30.0 23.3 17.1 11.9 11.3 9.6 10.5 9.6 
Co60 [Bq/g]    134.50 425.11 2282.13 4377.58 8293.43 

 error [%]    17.8 13.5 7.5 8.1 5.2 
Cs134 [Bq/g]    12.57 49.99 210.86 529.85 738.93 

 error [%]    41.3 21.9 19.5 13.2 13.3 
Eu152 [Bq/g]    596.77 1836.48 10224.97 21396.57 37135.61 

 error [%]    23.6 18.5 10.3 9.5 9.0 
Eu154 [Bq/g]      716.36 1559.22 2361.05 

 error [%]      31.1 20.8 19.5 
Fe59 [Bq/g]     71.68 364.24 704.55 1518.36 

 error [%]     33.6 16.8 15.8 13.0 
Mn54 [Bq/g]      37.65 56.83 71.73 

 error [%]      19.5 16.8 17.7 
Sb124 [Bq/g]    7.10 9.50 33.63 59.19 139.87 

 error [%]    <MDA <MDA 33.0 25.0 17.1 
Sc46 [Bq/g]   18.94 69.03 253.82 1238.20 2725.54 5154.38 

 error [%]   25.5 13.8 12.2 6.1 6.2 4.9 
Sn113 [Bq/g]    7.78 18.61 103.91 206.94 406.42 

 error [%]    36.7 32.4 18.9 17.0 16.5 
Sr85 [Bq/g]  7.96 42.11 123.13 529.20 2361.71 5236.52 8931.02 

 error [%]  <MDA 33.6 16.1 8.5 6.5 8.0 5.5 
Zn65 [Bq/g]     41.74 184.84 425.71 748.55 

 error [%]     45.9 12.0 15.9 7.9 
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Table 4: Measured saturated specific activities (A∞ per 1 gram of concrete) in concrete 
samples from ASTRA Seibersdorf. The samples were irradiated at eight different depths of 

biological shielding. Sample material was taken from sampling location ASTRA B3 (original 
identification of this location is: B3 Obern H Cell). 

Depth of the concrete in biological shield of reactor 
(measured from the inner surface of the concrete) 

Isotope A∞ 60 cm 50 cm 40cm 30 cm 20 cm 10 cm 5cm 0 cm 
Ba133 [Bq/g] 139.25 113.93 1713.20 5575.94 22321.76 100465.00 227978.58 527324.35 

 error [%] <MDA <MDA 18.1 12.4 10.9 9.9 9.2 9.4 
Co60 [Bq/g] 6.27 24.21 79.01 238.47 1100.72 4655.16 10569.48 24685.77 

 error [%] <MDA 73.6 25.6 13.6 8.1 5.8 5.3 4.9 
Cr51 [Bq/g]       1190.87 2418.36 

 error [%]       19.5 22.7 
Cs134 [Bq/g]    10.40  181.39 368.85 859.70 

 error [%]    <MDA  17.6 12.8 15.0 
Eu152 [Bq/g]   303.82 481.52 1594.18 7276.42 16379.86 36888.89 

 error [%]   56.4 26.3 21.5 10.8 10.5 8.1 
Eu154 [Bq/g]   98.59 111.14 309.47 1239.47 2420.22 4108.74 

 error [%]   <MDA <MDA <MDA 23.4 17.0 20.1 
Fe59 [Bq/g]   68.06 235.56 968.63 4546.60 10534.29 23108.97 

 error [%]   21.6 14.6 11.3 9.9 9.6 9.8 
Hf181 [Bq/g]       54.86 147.58 

 error [%]       28.3 19.3 
Hg203 [Bq/g]     11.58 51.53 106.14 338.76 

 error [%]     29.0 16.0 15.0 10.6 
Mn54 [Bq/g]   12.29 36.63 112.51 429.19 757.85 1160.16 

 error [%]   30.9 13.9 9.4 7.5 6.1 5.8 
Sb124 [Bq/g]   9.28 39.10 109.67 471.08 944.08 2519.58 

 error [%]   39.1 20.3 17.1 10.7 9.7 7.4 
Sc46 [Bq/g]  11.05 36.83 114.71 429.64 2074.93 4764.61 10098.11 

 error [%]  26.8 13.3 9.3 6.3 5.0 4.8 4.6 
Sn113 [Bq/g]     6.11 65.34 140.12 332.44 

 error [%]     56.6 20.6 18.6 18.6 
Sr85 [Bq/g]   62.19 93.06 353.92 1554.69 3558.94 8158.10 

 error [%]   11.6 11.6 7.9 6.2 5.7 6.4 
Tb160 [Bq/g]       83.32 214.70 

 error [%]       49.1 43.1 
Zn65 [Bq/g]    33.28 104.04 472.19 980.66 2848.60 

 error [%]    25.1 15.1 8.1 8.1 7.3 
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Table 5: Measured saturated specific activities (A∞ per 1 gram of concrete) in concrete 
samples from TRIGA Ljubljana. The samples were irradiated at eight different depths of 

biological shielding. Sample material was taken from movable concrete block. 
Depth of the concrete in biological shield of reactor 

(measured from the inner surface of the concrete) 
Isotope  A∞ 60 cm 50 cm 40cm 30 cm 20 cm 10 cm 5cm 0 cm 
Ba133 [Bq/g] 271.02 426.85 1598.82 5830.47 24538.60 108316.45 234631.17 569130.39 

 error [%] 21.3 15.7 12.3 9.7 8.7 8.8 8.7 8.4 
Co60 [Bq/g] 17.03 54.99 191.11 483.07 2181.79 8795.24 21237.54 50186.86 

 error [%] 22.9 17.9 14.4 7.4 6.4 4.4 4.1 4.0 
Cs134 [Bq/g]   15.39 33.06 134.99 587.13 1336.59 3009.90 

 error [%]   24.7 14.2 13.7 10.1 7.7 7.6 
Eu152 [Bq/g]   401.24 717.91 2936.85 12864.48 28601.98 68608.33 

 error [%]   22.1 17.1 11.5 7.9 7.5 6.4 
Eu154 [Bq/g]     298.83 980.89 1959.89 4395.50 

 error [%]     38.3 19.6 27.2 19.9 
Mn54 [Bq/g]   5.90 14.34 50.36 163.31 302.08 446.75 

 error [%]   24.4 14.3 8.8 6.8 7.4 8.2 
Zn65 [Bq/g]  11.12 64.98 168.44 661.08 3690.41 7086.26 15516.66 

 error [%]  22.2 11.8 7.2 5.6 5.2 5.1 5.0 
 

4 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

First observation is that the activity of all measured elements in logarithmic scale drops 
linearly with depth of concrete. So the activation of any nuclide can be extrapolated to deeper 
layers. 

 
To directly compare the compositions of the samples from three different reactors we 

collected the saturated activities of important long-lived isotopes with half-life of more than 5 
years for just one depth in sample-holder (10cm) in Table 6. The barium activation in all three 
samples is equal within the values of reported experimental error. The concrete from ASTRA 
has lowest europium content and the concrete from TRIGA Wien has lowest cobalt content.  

Table 6: Measured saturated specific activities (A∞ per 1 gram of concrete) in concrete 
samples from three different reactors irradiated in depth of 10 cm inside the sample-holder in 

experimental channel of TRIGA reactor in Ljubljana. 

Isotope  A∞ TRIGA Wien ASTRA TRIGA Ljubljana 
Ba133 [Bq/g] 107139.86 100465.00 108316.45 

 error [%] 9.6 9.9 8.8 
Co60 [Bq/g] 2282.13 4655.16 8795.24 

 error [%] 7.5 5.8 4.4 
Eu152 [Bq/g] 10224.97 7276.42 12864.48 

 error [%] 10.3 10.8 7.9 
 
The saturated activity of long-lived nuclides in the biological shield can be estimated 

using following scaling relation: 
 

2

2,

1

1,

φφ
∞∞ ≈
AA

, (1) 
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where A∞,1 is the saturated activity at total flux 1 (flux in sample-holder) and A∞,2 is 

saturated activity at total flux 2 (flux in biological shielding) [1].  
 
The scaling ratio for the TRIGA reactor in Ljubljana is approximately 250. This factor 

is directly transferable to TRIGA reactor in Vienna, since the Ljubljana and Vienna reactors 
are very similar. Since ASTRA is not directly comparable to TRIGA, the scaling factor for 
ASTRA has to be determined separately (using experimental or computational methods). 
Currently this factor has not been determined yet. 

 
Using these factors we can estimate the depth of concrete which has to be treated as 

radioactive material. The results of scaling method are presented for 133Ba in Table 7. We can 
see that specific activity of barium 133 drops below 10 Bq/g in the depth of 40 cm and even 
below 1 Bq/g in the depth of 60 cm for the TRIGA reactor in Wien. (1 Bq/g is the most severe 
criterion for free releases of activated materials proposed by IAEA and EU directives).  

Table 7: Calculated specific saturated density of 133Ba in concrete samples from two 
TRIGA reactors. 

 Depth of concrete in biological shield of reactor 
(measured from the inner surface of cocnrete) 

Reactor 60 cm 50 cm 40cm 30 cm 20 cm 10 cm 5cm 0 cm 
TRIGA Wien 0.6 1.8 6.7 23.0 94.3 428.6 941.5 1670.2 

TRIGA Ljubljana 1.1 1.7 6.4 23.3 98.2 433.3 938.5 2276.5 
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ABSTRACT

In this paper a description of the high energy neutrons at a usual position in the dry cell
of our reactor is given. Neutrons emerging from the graphite reflector enter the exposure room
through the horizontal shaft. At the irradiation position samples of detection materials were
irradiated. After irradiation γ-ray spectra were measured and from the saturation activities the
spectrum was calculated.

1 INTRODUCTION

        Our dry cell is often used for irradiation with thermalized fluxes smaller than 108 cm-2s-1.
In the last few years irradiation of minerals, biological samples and semiconductors was
carried out. The ratio of fast flux Φf and conventional thermal flux Φt is Φf / Φt ≅ 0,03. In
spite of that fact the apparatus is used for some irradiation with fast neutrons in the absence of
a fission plate due to its easy handling. However, the fast neutron spectrum must be known
for evaluation of the irradiation data of material such as proton recoil detectors. For this
reason, samples of materials that are well known in reactor metrology were irradiated at the
standard position. After every irradiation gamma ray spectra were measured and from the
saturation activities the spectrum was calculated.

2 IRRADIATION SET-UP

A simplified vertical cross-section through the essential part of the device is shown in
Figure 1. Neutrons, originating in the reactor core, enter the dry cell through the horizontal
shaft. They pass at least one meter of graphite and 70 cm of air. So we have at the standard
irradiation position S prevailingly scattered neutrons with an addition of transmitted neutrons
at higher energies.

Irradiation usually begins by lowering the sledge with the fastened sample into the
room, and finishes by lifting it back.
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3   IRRADIATION AND SAMPLES

The whole irradiation was performed at full reactor power of 250kW. Each irradiation
was monitored by a foil of copper or by an approximately 50µm thick golden foil. Reactions
which were selected for this presentation are 197Au(n,γ) with bare diluted gold, 197Au(n,γ) with
diluted gold under cadmium cover, 63Cu(n,γ) under cadmium cover, 96Zr(n,γ) under cadmium
cover, 98Mo(n,γ) under cadmium cover, and threshold reactions 24Mg(n,p), 27Al(n,α),
27Al(n,p), 64Zn(n,p), 115In(n,n’). Some of reactions will be added in future. Thickness of
cadmium cover is 0.782 g cm-2. Neutron reaction cross section data are taken from [1]. These
data were processed into 20 groups per decade structure with a flat weighting spectrum. Other
data necessary for the evaluation are taken from [2,3,4,5].

              Figure 1. Simplified vertical cross-section through the dry cell.
 Letters S, L, and Z denote the usual irradiation position, the shutter, and the shielding around
the stored fission plate, respectively.
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4            COMMENTS AND RESULT

Only the neutrons over 100keV contribute to the saturation activity of the five threshold
reactions used. Let ai be the measured saturation activity of the ith threshold reaction and αi
the corresponding saturation activity calculated by the use of the curve shown in Figure 2.
Accordingly, the number
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ε  ,                N=5                                                   (1)

could serve as a measure of the reliability of the calculation in the high energy region.
The measured neutron spectrum ϕ(E) at energies over 100keV is shown in Figure 2.  A

recess between 2MeV and 5MeV is evident. This shallow lies in the resonance region of the
total cross section of 12C [6].  A more detailed analysis reveals, that we can trust a shape at a
chosen energy E if it is extended over an interval greater than (0.8E, 1.3E). It can also be
observed that the influence of the scattering is strong enough so that the minimum at 3.7MeV
appears close to the large resonance at 3.5MeV, and the little peak at 5.9MeV arises close to
the pit at 6MeV in the total cross section of carbon.

The value
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ϕφ                                                          (2)

is the fast neutron flux at the position S in the exposure room. The error in this value contains
the error of computation as well as the contribution of the uncertainties of all the individual γ-
spectrometric measurements.

5 CONCLUSION

Fast neutron flux and fast neutron spectrum at the usual irradiation position in our dry
cell are known within limitations given in paragraph 4.
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           FAST NEUTRON SPECTRUM   [ cm-2 s-1 eV-1 ]

Figure 2. Fast neutron spectrum at the standard irradiation position
              in the exposure room at reactor power of 250kW.
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ABSTRACT 

Three experiments on containment phenomena, which were performed in the TOSQAN, 
PHEBUS and KAEVER integral experimental facilities, were simulated with the lumped-
parameter computer code CONTAIN. In the experiments, which were performed at similar 
pressure and temperature conditions, steam condensation played a dominant role. The 
simulation results were used to assess the ability of the CONTAIN code to simulate the 
transient thermal-hydraulic behaviour of containment vessels with different arrangements of 
heat structures. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

During many design-basis or severe accidents in light-water-reactor nuclear power 
plants, steam would be released into the containment building. This would cause substantial 
increases of pressure and temperature, which could threaten the containment integrity. 
Reasonably accurate predictions of heat transfer and steam condensation phenomena are thus 
essential for safety analyses of nuclear power plants. Despite recent advances in the field of 
Computational Fluid Dynamics, simulations of containment phenomena for safety analyses of 
actual plants are still being performed using lumped-parameter codes. 

The purpose of the present work is the assessment of condensation modelling in the 
lumped-parameter code CONTAIN [1]. Three different tests, which have been performed in 
the TOSQAN [2], PHEBUS [3] and KAEVER [4] integral experimental facilities, were used. 
In all three tests, steam was injected in vessels, which represent the containment of a nuclear 
power plant. Steam condensation (in the presence of noncondensable gases) on heat structures 
was the dominant phenomenon, which determined the transient thermal-hydraulic behaviour 
of the test vessels. The three facilities have similar volumes and the tests were performed at 
similar pressure and temperature conditions. However, the geometrical characteristics of heat 
structures (including condensation surfaces) are different in each facility. Thus, the following 
issue was considered: how well can a lumped-parameter code, using single-cell models, 
predict the transient thermal-hydraulic behaviour of containment vessels with different 
arrangements of heat structures ? 

Input models for the CONTAIN code were developed for all three facilities and the 
experiments were simulated. The calculated pressure, temperature and steam condensation 
rates are compared to experimental values, and the results are analysed. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL  FACILITIES AND EXPERIMENTS 

2.1 TOSQAN Facility 

The TOSQAN experimental facility is located at the Institut de Radioprotection et de 
Sureté Nucléaire (IRSN) in Saclay (France). It is a cylindrical vessel with an internal volume 
of 7.0 m3 (Fig. 1). The temperature of the vessel walls may be controlled. Steam and other 
gases are injected through a tube located at the vessel centre. A detailed description of the 
facility and experimental procedures is provided in Ref. [2]. 

In the present work, the test performed within Step A of Phase 1 of the OECD 
International Standard Problem on containment thermal-hydraulics was used [2]. The vessel 
was initially filled with air. During the test, air, steam and helium were injected intermittently. 
The temperature of the walls was controlled and the sump was drained continuously. Steam 
condensation occurred only on the walls with lower temperature (area: 9.40 m2). During 
intervals when boundary conditions were kept constant, steady states were reached when the 
steam condensation rate attained the value of the steam injection rate. 

The TOSQAN test is very well defined (in terms of steam condensation) because the 
temperature of the condensation surface is controlled, the condensation rate is measured and 
no condensation occurs in other parts of the vessel. Besides, the condensation surface assumes 
a single orientation (vertical) and a simple shape. 

 
TOSQAN vessel

Injection 
tube

sump

Condensation 
zone

 
Figure 1. Schematic view of the TOSQAN experimental facility (from [2]) 
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2.2 PHEBUS Facility 

 The PHEBUS experimental facility is located at the Institut de Radioprotection et de 
Sureté Nucléaire (IRSN) in Cadarache (France). It is an integral facility, with components 
representing the reactor core, circuit, and containment (Fig. 2). Although the main purpose of 
the facility is to carry out integral experiments of severe accidents, partial results of the tests 
may also be used to study individual phenomena. The containment vessel has a cylindrical 
shape, with an internal volume of 10.0 m3, and a sump at the bottom. Steam and other gases 
are injected through a tube located at the vessel centre. The temperature of the vessel walls 
may be controlled. Steam condensation in the vessel is simulated by three vertical cylindrical 
condensers which consist of dry and wet parts, both with controlled temperature. The 
condensate, which accumulates in condensers, is periodically drained into the sump. A detailed 
description of the facility and experimental procedures is provided in Ref. [3]. 
 In the present work, the results obtained during the test FPT1 were used. Aerosols 
were present in the containment, but their influence on vessel thermal-hydraulics was 
negligible. At the beginning of the test, the superheated containment atmosphere contained 
oxygen, nitrogen and steam. The overall containment behaviour during the test was 
determined by the injections of steam, hydrogen and dry aerosols, and by the gas-sampling 
outflow. The vessel walls and the condenser dry parts were slightly superheated and steam 
condensation occurred mostly on condenser wet parts (total area: 2.33 m2). 
 The PHEBUS facility is also well defined in terms of steam condensation, as the 
temperature of the condensation surfaces is controlled. Besides, all the condensation surfaces 
are vertical and have a simple shape. However, although no significant condensation in other 
containment parts is suspected, eventual steam condensation on the pool surface is difficult to 
track. 
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Figure 2. Schematic view of the PHEBUS experimental facility (from [3]) 
 

2.3 KAEVER Facility 

The KAEVER experimental facility is located at Becker Technologies GmbH (formerly 
Battelle GmbH) in Eschborn (Germany). It is a horizontal cylindrical steel vessel with plane 
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faces, where short rectangular doorways are attached on both sides (Fig. 3). The vessel has an 
inner free volume of 10.595 m3. Some walls of the test vessel are equipped with heater mats 
between the insulation and the inside steel. The steam is injected through holes in a 2.5 m 
long horizontal pipe near the vessel bottom, which promotes mixing. During condensation, 
the condensate accumulates on the bottom of the cylindrical part. The main purpose of tests 
performed in the KAEVER facility was the investigation of aerosol behaviour in saturated 
and non-saturated atmosphere. However, as the influence of aerosols on thermal-hydraulic 
conditions in the test vessel is secondary, the tests may also be used for assessment of 
thermal-hydraulic modelling. A detailed description of the facility and experimental 
procedures is provided in Ref. [4]. 

In the present work, experimental results from test K148 were used. During the test, the 
vessel walls were not heated. Steam and nitrogen (which was used as carrier gas for aerosols) 
were injected. As the atmosphere in the vessel was saturated, steam condensation presumably 
occurred on all vessel walls (total area: 29.62 m2) and on the liquid pool surface. 

In terms of steam condensation, the experiment is not as well defined as the other two: 
the temperature of the condensation surfaces is not controlled, the surfaces have different 
orientations and form a complex shape, and the steam condensation rate can only be 
approximately inferred from measurements of atmosphere humidity and liquid volume in the 
sump. 

 

 

**
 

*****

***

*****

***

***

**
*

*

*

*

  
 

Figure 3. Perspective view of test vessel KAEVER (from [4]) 
(*: heated wall with external insulation; **: wall with external insulation; ***:wall 

without external insulation) 

3 INPUT MODELS 

For each experimental vessel, a single-cell model for the CONTAIN code was 
developed. Thus, the conditions in the vessels were treated as homogeneous, and the effects 
of eventual convective flows due to gas injection were neglected. The heat structures (walls, 
condensers) were modelled according to the descriptions of facilities [2,3,4]. Due to the 
approach used by the CONTAIN code, only the orientation of heat structures influenced the 
modelling of heat and mass transfer, whereas their relative position (elevation) had no 
influence. Boundary conditions (controlled temperatures of heat structures, injection rates) 
were prescribed as specified in the descriptions of experiments. Details about the developed 
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input models may be found in Ref. [5] for the TOSQAN facility, in Ref. [6] for the PHEBUS 
facility and in Ref. [7] for the KAEVER facility.  

The following difference with previous simulations by the author [7] should be 
mentioned here: in the simulation of the KAEVER test K148, the liquid water in the saturated 
atmosphere was not immediately transferred to the liquid pool at the vessel bottom. 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 TOSQAN Test 

Figure 4 shows the steam injection rate into the TOSQAN vessel during the experiment, 
whereas Figs. 5 and 6 show the measured and calculated pressure and atmosphere 
temperature. A very good agreement between pressures may be observed, whereas the 
prediction was less successful for the temperature. In particular, the sudden drop of simulated 
temperature at 15590 s is due to the sudden decrease of both the steam injection rate and the 
condensing wall temperature. In the experiment, these boundary conditions probably did not 
change as abruptly as in the simulation. Besides, the simulation did not reproduce the 
temperature drop during the experiment at 23900 s, which occurred as helium injection was 
stopped. 

As may be seen on Fig. 7, a good agreement between measured and calculated rates of 
steam condensation rates was obtained. The simulated temperature drop at 15590 s causes 
condensation to last somewhat longer. 

 

Figure 4. Steam injection rate during TOSQAN test Figure 5. Experimental and simulated pressure 
during TOSQAN test. 

 
Figure 6. Experimental and simulated atmosphere 

temperature during TOSQAN test. 
Figure 7. Experimental and simulated steam 

condensation rate during TOSQAN test. 
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4.2 PHEBUS Test 

Figure 8 shows the steam injection rate into the PHEBUS vessel during the experiment, 
whereas Figs. 9, 10 and 11 show the measured and calculated pressure, atmosphere 
temperature and condensation rate. In general, a good agreement may be observed. The 
calculated temperature sometimes experienced more abrupt variations than the measured 
temperature. It should be emphasized here that in the PHEBUS test, gas injection was not 
controlled by the experimental procedure but occurred due to phenomena in other parts of the 
facility and was consequently somewhat irregular. The pattern of the experimental 
condensation rate is due to the measurement procedure. 

 

Figure 8. Steam injection rate during PHEBUS 
test 

Figure 9. Experimental and simulated 
pressure during PHEBUS test. 

Figure 10. Experimental and simulated 
atmosphere temperature during PHEBUS test. 

Figure 11. Experimental and simulated 
steam condensation rate during PHEBUS test. 

 
 

4.3 KAEVER Test 

During the KAEVER test K148, steam was injected with a constant mass flow rate of 
3.097·10-3 kg/s from t = 0s to t = 24000 s. Figures 12 and 13 show the measured and 
calculated pressure and atmosphere temperature during the experiment.  Again, a good 
agreement was obtained. It may be interesting to note that, contrary to the other two 
experiments, the simulated temperature varied much more smoothly than the experimental 
temperature. 
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Figure 12. Experimental and simulated pressure 
during KAEVER test. 

Figure 13. Experimental and simulated 
atmosphere temperature during KAEVER test. 

4.4 Overview 

Apart from pressure and temperature, the steam condensation rate is also influenced by 
the steam mole fraction. As the steam injection rate was prescribed from measurements, and 
pressure and atmosphere temperature were reasonably well predicted, we might expect that 
the calculated steam mole fraction reflects the actual value during the experiment. After 
condensation started, the calculated volume average steam mole fraction varied between 0.34 
and 0.59 in the TOSQAN test, between 0.35 and 0.42 in the PHEBUS test, and between 0.28 
and 0.62 in the KAEVER test. 

Although the volume of the considered vessels and the pressure and atmosphere 
temperature during the experiments differed, we may consider that the essential difference is 
the spatial arrangement of heat structures, especially condensation surfaces, relatively to the 
steam injection device. In the TOSQAN vessel, steam first flows upwards at the vessel centre 
and then downwards near the vessel walls, where it condenses on cold surfaces. In the 
PHEBUS vessel, steam flows upwards after injection, reaching the condensation surfaces 
which are located in the central part of the vessel above the injection tube. In the KAEVER 
vessel, steam is injected through holes in a horizontal tube at the vessel bottom, and all the 
walls act as condensation surfaces. 

Different injection devices and injection rates probably also cause different regimes of 
heat transfer. In the TOSQAN test, the steam injection rate was low during the time intervals, 
which correspond to lower pressure on Fig. 5. In this test as well as in the KAEVER test, 
natural convection was probably the dominant heat transfer regime. On the other hand, forced 
convective heat transfer probably occurred at least during parts of the PHEBUS test and in the 
time interval of the TOSQAN test which corresponds to higher pressure on Fig. 5. 

In general, a good agreement between experimental and calculated results was obtained 
by using single-cell input models, despite differences in the arrangements of heat structures 
and in heat transfer regimes. This indicates that, although lumped-parameter codes extremely 
simplify the actual physical phenomena and treat differences in disposition of heat structures 
as irrelevant, they may still be relied upon to provide reasonably good predictions of thermal-
hydraulic transients in containments of nuclear power plants at accident conditions. 

However, the experiments considered in this work still cover only a limited range of 
boundary conditions and geometrical arrangements. In particular, the good agreement of 
results obtained with a lumped-parameter code suggests that the atmosphere in the vessels 
was well-mixed, which was probably induced by steam injection. In some other cases, the 
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mixing would perhaps not be as effective, which would preclude reasonably good predictions 
of thermal-hydraulic behaviour with a lumped-parameter code. Thus, results presented in this 
work do not imply that broad conclusions can be made concerning the applicability of the 
CONTAIN code. Of course, the ultimate goal of such simulations is to assess the applicability 
of codes to actual, “full-size”, nuclear power plants. However, this issue is beyond the scope 
of the present work. 

 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

Three experiments on containment phenomena, which were performed in the TOSQAN, 
PHEBUS and KAEVER integral experimental facilities at similar pressure and temperature 
conditions, were simulated with the lumped-parameter code CONTAIN. In all experiments, 
steam condensation in the presence of noncondensable gases was the dominant phenomenon, 
which determined the thermal-hydraulic behaviour of test vessels.  

The comparison of time-dependent measured and calculated pressure and atmosphere 
temperature, as well as steam condensation rates (for experiments in the TOSQAN and 
PHEBUS facilities) shows that although the location and geometrical characteristics of 
condensation surfaces in the considered devices were quantitatively and qualitatively 
different, and different heat transfer regimes occurred, the lumped-parameter code CONTAIN 
succeeded in providing reasonably good simulations of the transient thermal-hydraulic 
behaviour using single-cell models of test vessels. However, more similar simulations are 
necessary before making broader conclusions about the general applicability of the 
CONTAIN code for such purposes. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
In view of developing and validating a new code aimed at predicting fast transient two-

phase flows in NPPs, extensive experimental data sets are being collected by means of three 
test facilities in the WAHALoads project. The paper reports on the benchmark exercises 
which show the need for a specific code using advanced numerical methods, on the 
experiments which have been carried out, and on the main characteristics of the code itself. 

        
1 INTRODUCTION 

 
In  NPPs water hammer phenomena can occur in case of an inflow of sub-cooled water 

into pipes or other equipment filled with steam or a steam-water mixture. They may also 
happen due to fast valve closing or opening or following pipe ruptures with single-phase or 
two-phase flow. In the latter case, pressure waves in a two-phase medium must be expected. 
In all cases, dynamic stresses are induced in the walls of the pressure-retaining equipment. 
Moreover, the change of momentum of the fluid and the displacements of the components 
generate dynamic loads on the support structures of the components.   

In the WAHALoads project currently running in the 5th Framework Programme of the 
European Union, the following objectives are pursued: 
• Perform benchmark exercises to compare existing codes and the new WAHA code with 

standard cases and existing data sets; 
• Develop new models applicable to fast transients, to predict wall friction as well as 

thermodynamic non-equilibrium and mechanical non-equilibrium between the phases; 
• Develop new methods to calculate the loads induced on the supports of the pipe 

components; 
• Establish an original experimental data base by using three test facilities: CWTF at FZR 

Dresden, PPP at UMSICHT and PMK2 at AEKI. These data cover a wide range of 
geometries and thermodynamic conditions, and include void fraction, pressures, 
temperatures and flow rates;  

• Develop a new code (WAHA) based on the two-fluid model and using a second order  
accurate numerical method; 

• Validate the code against the experimental data. 
The first versions of WAHA are presently available, as well as several sets of new 

original data.  

The paper presents the results of the benchmark exercises, which fully justify the 
development of the new code. It also describes the experiments which have been performed 

mailto:seynhaeve@term.ucl.ac.be
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and are being used to validate the WAHA code, as well as some of the new models which 
have been developed to simulate the large non-equilibriums which are encountered in rapid 
transient two-phase flows.  

 
2 THE BENCHMARK EXERCISES 

 
Eight organisations took part in the benchmark exercise, involving two types of codes 

[1] : 
• general purpose system codes, including a six (or seven) equation two-phase flow model, 

with 1st order space and time integration, staggered mesh, and a library of fluid interface 
models based on flow regime maps; 

• specialized fast transient codes, including the two-phase homogeneous equilibrium 
model; they are of the 2nd order in space and time. 
 

Upstream
Reservoir Downstream

Reservoir

Valve
Section of interest

Closes at t=0

Initial flow direction

8.0 MPa

 

Figure 1 : Definition of benchmark exercise BM1: fast closure of a valve. 
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Figure 2 : BM1.1b -  hot liquid case; comparison of  pressure evolutions calculated by 

different codes. 
 

Three exercises were proposed (BM 1 to 3). In BM1, a frictionless flow is 
instantaneously interrupted by the closure of a valve (fig.1). Two cases were considered: 
either the water was cold or near saturation. It appears that general purpose system codes that 
are not specifically designed for fast transients are effectively not capable of capturing 
secondary wave due to vapour cavity collapse (fig.2). Special purpose codes for fast dynamic 
transients can capture condensation shock, but amplitude seems underestimated. 
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BM2 is the Edwards pipe experiment [2]. The rarefaction wave propagation is well 
predicted by all codes. However, one of the codes presented a problem with its flashing 
model. All codes predict higher pressure during first phase, and predict some kind of a “void” 
wave travelling to closed end, whereas experiment shows approximately constant pressure 
during first 0,2 sec. The time when pressure starts to drop depends of course on the model for 
critical flow at the break 

Finally, BM3 uses pre-existing data from the Pilot Plant Pipework (PPP) loop located at 
Oberhausen; this loop is described in section 3 below. This exercise dealt with the prediction 
of the pressure, velocity and void fraction just after closure of a quick closing valve, in a pipe 
cross section located downstream of this valve. Only one code was used.  The timing of the 
pressure pulses appeared to be well predicted; however the stability of the solution was 
dependent on initial void fraction and initial dissolved air fraction. 

 
3 THE NEW DATA 

 
At Forschung Zentrum Rossendorf, the CWHTF (Cold Water Hammer Test Facility) 

consists of a pressure vessel, a pipe line with two straight sections (one horizontally and one 
vertically oriented), two 90° bends (curvature radius 306 mm) and a fast opening valve (fig. 
3). The total length of the pipe line is about 3 meters, the outer pipe diameter is about 219 mm 
and the wall thickness 6 mm. The vertical pipe region is terminated by a lid flange which acts 
as a bouncing plate.    

 
Figure 3 : Description of the Cold Water Hammer Test Facility (CWHTF) at FZ- 

Rossendorf. 
 

The water hammer is generated by the accelerated water bouncing against the lid flange. 
The water level in the vertical part of the pipeline is adjusted in a certain distance from the lid 
flange. This free volume above this level is evacuated (p << 1 bar) through a hole in the 
bouncing plate.  

During the air evacuation, the fast acting valve is closed. After its fast opening, the fluid 
is accelerated until bouncing against the upper lid of vertical pipeline. At that time a water 
hammer is induced. The pressure in the tank may be increased by pressurized air (up to 6 
bars) to increase the amplitude of the pressure waves generated (up to 200 bars). The 
generated pressure wave travels back through the bend, causing a strong structural response of 
the pipe system. The pipe line is instrumented with a number of sensors between the lid 
flange and the valve: dynamic pressures, strains, void fractions [3] and acceleration are 
measured. An example of results is given in Fig. 4, where the initial height was 0.300 m, and 
the evacuation pressure 29 mbar. The three signals shown in the figure are the pressure at the 
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bend, and the axial and tangential strain at the bend intrados. These tests have demonstrated 
how fixing the pipe at the bouncing plate or leaving it free to move affects dramatically the 
strain at the bend. 

A finite elements model capable of describing the fluid-structure interaction during a 
water hammer has been developed by FZR and is being used to simulate the CWHTF data. 
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Figure 4 : Example of results from CWHTF: signal MP7-P-0 is the pressure at the bend;  
MP6-D-0T is the tangential strain, and MP6-D-0A is the axial strain. 

 

 

Figure 5 : Configuration of scenario 1A at PPP (Pilot Plant Pipework) facility at Fraunhofer 
UMSICHT (Oberhausen, Germany). 

 In the PPP facility of UMSICHT, experiments are conducted using the dynamic 
behaviour of closing and opening valves [4]. The test rig includes two 230 m pipes with high 
and low levels (difference in height: 10 m) and inner diameters of 54 mm and 108 mm 
respectively. There are several flanges along the pipe to be able to realise other pipework 
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geometry and to insert pieces of glass pipe to make the flow visible. The interconnection of 
pressure vessel (maximum pressure: 40 bar), storage tank (Vol.: 3.5 m3), heat exchanger, 
compressor and pumps enable runs with different temperatures or pressures up to 140 bar. 
The liquid pressure and the wave velocity are monitored with pressure transducers. Steam/air 
and fluid distribution in the cross sectional area of the pipe is measured by wire-mesh sensors 
equipped with micro-thermocouples. Within the plant, measuring data are transferred via 
optical fibre transmission and saved in a transient recording station with professional 
software. The sampling time of all measurement systems described above varies between 1 
and 10 kHz. For validation of FSI codes the force on pipe supports (FP1, 2 & 3), the 
displacement and frequency response are fastly monitored as well. 

In scenario 1A (fig. 5 with the bridge), cavitation is produced by the quick closure of the 
valve; Initial temperature varies from 20°C to 180°C, and the initial pressure is above 
saturation. An example of pressure history downstream the valve is shown in fig. 6. Different 
pressure pulses due to the collapse of the bubbles created downstream the valve may be 
clearly observed. 
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Figure 6 : Example of result of PPP experiments (scenario 1A), cavitation produced by the 

quick closure of a valve. 
 
The PMK-2-WHE (steam line water hammer equipment) is installed into the secondary 

circuit of the PMK-2 facility, at AEKI-KfKI (Budapest) between the steam dome of the steam 
generator and the condenser. The test section is a horizontal tube with a length of 2897 mm 
and an inner diameter of Ø 73.7 mm. In both two ends there are relatively big masses, 100 kg 
each, for damping hydraulic forces other than water hammer forces displacement. The 
nominal initial conditions as in the PMK secondary side are as follows: steam side pressure of 
4.6 MPa and temperature of about 260 oC (fig. 7). To induce the water hammer phenomenon, 
subcooled water is injected to the test section, containing saturated steam, from the tank by N2 
gas pressure. To measure the pressure peaks produced by the water hammer, fast response 
pressure sensors are installed  as well as a wire-mesh sensor. It is observed that water hammer 
do not necessarily take place when the injected flow rate is high. The test results indicate that  
the origin of the phenomenon depends on various parameters. An example is shown in fig. 8. 
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Figure 7 : PMK-2 facility at AEKI-KfKI (Budapest): view of the test section, a horizontal 
tube partially filled with steam, inside which liquid water is injected (close to VT1). 
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Figure 8 : Void fraction and pressure evolutions during a water hammer at 15 bar in the PMK-

2 facility: P1, P2, P3 and P4 denote the pressures measured at PV1, P11, P12 and P13. 
 

4 THE NEW CODE AND ITS VALIDATION 
 
The main features of the WAHA code (version 1) under validation process are as 

follows [5]. The code is based on a one-dimensional six-equation two-fluid model for two-
phase flow of water. It uses its own steam tables. It distinguishes two flow regimes: dispersed 
and horizontally stratified. Hyperbolicity of the set of equations is ensured by a virtual mass 
term and an interfacial pressure in the momentum equations. 

WAHA contains correlations for mass, momentum and heat transfer between phases, 
and wall friction. Correlations are flow regime dependent. Relaxation source terms describe 
inter-phase exchanges of mass, momentum and energy.  The code can describe departure 
from thermal equilibrium for both the vapour and the liquid phase. However, in dispersed 
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flows, vapour is always close to equilibrium, and therefore a very high heat transfer 
coefficient is used for the vapour. The mass flux at the interface is evaluated by the equation : 

( )g g Saturation
g

αρ αρ

θ

−
Γ =  

where • is the relaxation time of the mass transfer from the bulk of the liquid to the interface, • 
the void fraction and ρG the vapour density. The evaluation of a new model for wall friction in 
transients is under study [6]. 

The pipe elasticity and variable pipe cross-section can be modelled. In the current 
version of WAHA: two pipes can be connected with an abrupt-area change model, as well as  
a tank (constant pressure boundary condition), or a pump (constant velocity  B.C.). The study 
of a 1D averaged model which would be suitable for a pipe undergoing arbitrary motions is 
under progress [7]. 

Most important, the explicit numerical scheme is based on operator splitting: 
characteristic upwind  discretisation of convective and non-relaxation source terms is used in 
one sub step, while stiff relaxation source terms (inter-phase exchange terms) are treated in 
the second sub step. Numerical diffusion can be suppressed with second-order accurate 
treatment of the convective terms. Comparisons made in the case of BM 1 (BM 1.2b means 
pipe section between the valve and the downstream reservoir, after valve closure, initially hot 
water flow), the Homogeneous Relaxation Model (HRM) brings little change to the pressure 
signal compared to the Homogeneous Equilibrium model (HEM) (Fig.9a), but the void 
fraction evolution is more affected (Fig. 9b). 
 

BM1.2b - near the valve
1.8E+07

BM1.2b - near the valve
0.02
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Figure 9: a.- Pressure evolution predicted by WAHA code with HEM and HRM models;  
b.- idem for the void fraction (HEM = biggest signal). 

 
5 CONCLUSIONS 

 
The first phase of the WAHALoads project has consisted in a benchmark exercise aimed 

at verifying the abilities of various existing codes to predict very fast transients such as those 
resulting from the fast closure or opening of a valve inserted in a pipe. It has been shown that 
only codes based on second order accurate numerical schemes can simulate the fast pressure 
waves.   

For more extensive verifications and for adjustments of the codes high quality 
experimental data are needed. In two-phase transient flows they should be based at least on 
pressure, temperature and void fraction measurements. Since such experimental data were not 
currently available, it was decided to equip three existing test facilities with fast response 
instrumentation, including the wire-mesh sensor for the measurement of void fraction 
distribution in the pipe cross-section.  
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The three test facilities operated with water cover a wide range of pressures (from 
atmospheric pressure to 5 MPa), of temperatures (from room temperature to 260°C) and of 
geometries with diameters ranging from 50 to 200 mm. In these experiments the stresses in 
the pipe wall and the forces on the pipe supports are also measured. The new experimental 
data base is now being used for further verification of the codes. 

The observed deficiencies of the existing codes both from the numerical point of view 
as well as from the modelling point of view, suggested that some efforts should be put on the 
development of a new code.  The new code, called WAHA, under development, is based on a 
6-equation two-fluid model in an elastic pipe with second order accurate numerical scheme. It 
allows simulations of fast transients of ideal gas – liquid water mixtures, or vapour – liquid 
water mixtures. The geometry consists of a set of pipes with smooth varying cross-sections, or 
abrupt area changes. At the boundaries closed ends and constant pressure tanks are 
considered. The model is made more and more realistic by including relaxation models for the 
simulation of the thermal and mechanical non-equilibriums encountered in fast transients. 

  After validation thanks to the new experimental data, the WAHA code should become 
a useful tool for prediction of loads on piping structure due to water hammers and other 
transient phenomena which occur sometimes during incidental conditions in Nuclear Power 
Plants. 
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ABSTRACT 

Fluid-elastic instability (FEI) in tube bundle heat exchangers was studied 
experimentally. The motion of an array of 15 stainless steel vibrating tubes (∅ 25.4mm) in 
water cross-flow, suspended using stainless steel piano wire has been recorded with a CCD 
camera. The individual motion and relative motion of the tubes are reported and can be used 
for computational model validation. The relative displacement of the tubes allows 
identification of the most potentially damaging patterns of tube bundle vibration. A critical 
reduced velocity may be determined by specification of an allowable limit on tube motion 
amplitude. Measurements were made for various tube array configurations, tube natural 
frequencies and flow conditions.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

The importance of heat exchangers to the process industry is well known and are one 
of the most numerous pieces of equipment found. Their design is a balance between trying to 
optimize the heat transfer characteristics and trying to avoid flow-induced vibrations that will 
cause premature wear or damage to the device.  Flow-induced vibration is an extremely 
important phenomenon that has led to numerous failures in heat exchanger equipment. It has 
been a major cause of concern in the nuclear industry for several decades. Many incidents of 
failure of heat exchangers due to apparent flow-induced vibration have been reported through 
the USNRC incident reporting system. Almost all heat exchangers have to deal with this 
problem during their operation. The phenomenon has been studied since the 1970s and the 
database of experimental studies on flow-induced vibration is constantly updated with new 
findings and improved design criteria for heat exchangers. Flow-induced vibration is not 
limited to nuclear power plants, but to any type of heat exchanger used in various industrial 
applications such as chemical processing, or refrigeration and air conditioning. Specifically, 
shell-and-tube type heat exchangers experience flow-induced vibration due to the high 
velocity flow over the tube banks. Flow-induced vibration in these heat exchangers leads to 
equipment breakdown and, hence, expensive repair and process shutdown. The resulting 
vibration mode is often referred to as fluid-elastic instability [1,2]. This phenomenon, while 
not the only source of flow induced vibration, is the more dangerous type present in heat 
exchanger operations, contributing to fretting wear and eventual mechanical failure.  

A part of this study led to the development of the tools necessary for a comprehensive 
investigation of fluid-elastic instability in tube bundles, including the sensitivity of the 
mechanism to various geometrical and physical parameters of the system, to be made. It is 
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hoped that complete data sets from such experiments will lead to improved design of tube-
bundle type heat exchangers susceptible to FEI. In order to achieve this goal, an array of 
simply supported tubes is subjected to water cross-flow and observed using a novel approach. 
The absolute displacements of each tube, and the displacement of each tube relative to the 
others, have been recorded using a real-time imaging process.  The images are analyzed to 
extract the two-dimensional vibration of the array and, hence, to determine instability maps 
for a specified tube array configuration. Our earlier publications, see [3,4] focused on the 
development and use of the experimental method and will only be summarized here. 

Experimental measurements of frequencies and amplitudes of FEI induced vibration 
are most often for a single flexible tube within a tube bundle and most often inferred from 
strain guage readings or integrated accelerometer data. The image data acquired at these 
reduced velocities are direct and clearly exhibit the large amplitude vibrations characteristic of 
the fluid-elastic instability. The results were surprising and exhibited behaviour not reported 
elsewhere.   

A summary of past work and some design guidance was given by Pettigrew and 
Taylor [5]. The results obtained in this work seem reasonable when compared with other 
reported values for the FEI onset [5] under similar conditions, providing some degree of 
validation for the measurement methods. This validation is of primary importance because the 
ability to correctly and accurately predict the onset of FEI for a well-known configuration is a 
mandatory check, required before any application of the methodology to more complex 
situations or measurements. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experimental apparatus includes a flow loop consisting of four main parts: a 
reservoir, a pump, a surge tank and the test section (Fig.1). A 15hp (11kW) centrifugal pump 
provides the pressure to drive the fluid flow throughout the loop. Downstream from the surge 
tank, the fluid enters the test section; an in-line differential pressure flow meter (∅ 2” 
(5.1cm)) is installed to observe the flow rate. The flow meter can measure flow velocities 
between 0 and 350 GPM (22 dm3/s) to within ± 0.075% of the calibrated span. The water 
necessary to run the experiment is stored in the main water tank. The test section (Fig.2) 
consists of two stainless steel diffusers separated by an acrylic main box where the tubes, the 
objects of the measurements, are located.  At the end of the angled part of the upstream 
diffuser there is a straight section which houses an aluminum honeycomb structure, 3 inches 
(7.6cm) in cell depth, to straighten the incoming flow.  

water
tank

15 hp pump

surge
tank

flow meter
test section

drain valves

relief valve

pump by-pass

test-section by-pass

 
Figure 1. Schematic of the flow loop 
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The external dimensions of the acrylic box are 16 inches in length, 6.6 inches in height 
and 10.25 inches wide. It is possible to identify two main parts.  In the first part, a 3 x 5 square 
array of plain fixed acrylic tubes and 10 acrylic half-tubes are fitted in the box.  The function 
of these fixed tubes is to develop the flow upstream of the vibrating tubes such that the 
vibrating tubes are subject to an oscillatory flow and not a uniform flow, which is hoped to 
more closely model the situation in heat exchangers.  In the second part, a 3 x 5 square array 
of stainless steel tubes, suspended by piano wire, constitute the vibrating tubes. These tubes 
are free both to vibrate linearly in the plane perpendicular to their axes, and to rotate about 
their axes.  The vibrating tubes are the components for the actual heat exchanger model, and 
are thus the focus of the experimental observations.  The stainless steel tubes are 1-inch 
diameter and 9 inches long.  To assemble the tubes, a clearance of 1/8” is provided between 
each tube end and the ½ inch thick side panels.   

 
 

Figure 2. Test section 
 
The inside bore of each vibrating tube is threaded and two quarter inch thick disks are 

inserted by equal distances at each end.  The disks provide fixed-point anchors for the piano 
wires, which are inserted through small clearance holes and fixed on the interior of the disks 
with an epoxy resin.  The remaining end of one of the piano wires goes through a custom-
made stainless steel insert 
screwed into the acrylic 
wall.  This insert is designed 
to hold the wire with a 
setscrew device. On the 
other side, the wire passes 
through another customized 
insert and is held by a cap 
placed on the top of a 
precision compression 
spring. The spring can be 
relaxed or compressed in 
order to change the tension 
of the wire. In this way it is 
possible to control the 
natural frequency of the 
suspended tube, as illustrated 
in Fig. 3. 

A complete detailed descr
found in [4]. 
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Figure 3. Relationship between tension of the wire and natural 
frequency of the tube 
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iption of the experimental apparatus and its operation can be 
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2.1 Data Acquisition 

Using two high-speed digital cameras, sequential images of the tube array are 
captured for a period of vibration during which the tubes are excited by the water cross-flow 
at a specific velocity.  Sets of these “raw” (i.e. unprocessed) images, captured at a high time 
frequency, are basically movies of the tube motion at different flow speeds: one movie, equal 
to one thousand images (or about 8 seconds), is recorded for a specified mean flow speed.  
After some processing and analysis, the resulting data allows for the detailed inspection of the 
tube array vibration, in addition to the average vibration magnitude for a specified steady flow 
condition (i.e. for each flow speed). The cameras are CCD type sensors with a spatial 
resolution of 640 by 480 pixels and capture images at a rate of 120 frames per second. 

 
2.2 Image Processing & Analysis s  

Image extraction and pre-processing has been automated and can be run as a batch 
process once a tube ROI (Region of Interest) within a particular set of raw images has been 
identified. The method can be applied to each of the visible vibrating tubes within each of the 
full raw images from the different time series.  The result is a set of smaller binary images 
containing the profile of the respective tube of interest.  Sets of these small images can be 
differentiated by both the position of the tube within the array, and by the flow velocity during 
which the image series was recorded.  
The binary ROI images are 
automatically analyzed using either or 
both of two analysis programs.   

Figure 4 illustrates the images 
at the various stages in the processing 
and analysis routine.  The left image is 
an ROI image of the center tube, extracted from the raw array image.  The center image is the 
result of the image pre-processing and 
the left image is a representation of the 
tube location analysis using the 3-point 
interpolation method.  This method and 
the cross-correlation analysis method 
are described in [3,4]. The center 
position of each tube in the array, for ea
relative to the equilibrium position, is rec
the center coordinates of the tube with no
suspended tube in still water. These equi
recorded at the (initial) zero flow rate.  Th
center coordinates (during induced vibrati
referred to as the absolute displacement of

It was observed from early exper
drag of a tube subject to the water cros
displacement magnitude.  This displaceme
over a time interval significantly longer th
length of the flow by the flow speed (in
maximum gap velocity).  Using the tota
absolute displacement is calculated and
Subtraction of this static displacement fro
for the dynamic displacement: the displac
Figure 4. Left: the raw extracted ROI image of the 
tube profile; Center: binary tube image (after 
processing); Right: schematic of the circular 
interpolation using 3 perimeter points from the center 
image. 
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ch frame (i.e. for all times in the movie interval), 
orded.  The equilibrium position of a tube refers to 
 flow-induced displacement, i.e. the position of the 
librium positions are determined using the images 
e Euclidean distance between the instantaneous tube 
on) and the equilibrium position of a specific tube is 
 the tube. 
iments that the displacement due to hydrodynamic 
s-flow is a significant component of the absolute 
nt is approximately constant in time when averaged 
an the period obtained by dividing the characteristic 
 this case, the diameter of a tube divided by the 

l time of the movie as a basis, the time-averaged 
 referred to as the static or drag displacement.  
m the absolute displacement gives us the definition 
ement of the tube about the average position of the 
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tube during some time interval, at a fixed mean flow velocity.  The dynamic displacement is 
the component of motion that is identified with the actual vibration of the tube, that is, the 
time-varying oscillatory component of the tube motion. 

3 RESULTS 

3.1 Rectangular Array 

The distribution of the tube 
position coordinates also shows that the 
tube vibrates in a more or less random 
fashion; the tube position seems to be 
distributed evenly about the static 
displacement point for the data taken so 
far.  This indicates that the forcing on 
the tube is isotropic under the test 
conditions.  This may not be true over a 
larger range of reduced velocities or for 
different tube array configurations; 
further testing must be done to gain an 
understanding of the tube orbits. Fig. 5 
shows some orbits of the center tube. It 
can be seen that the tube is driven in a 
generally clockwise orbit, but also 
experiences several sudden changes in 
direction, with particular preference to 
the vertical direction.  The plot of a 
single tube provides information of 

limited interest towards 
investigation of the tube array 
dynamics, but is given here as an 
example of the capability of the 
methods to capture the instantaneous 
structural motions.   

A second measure of 
importance is the average magnitude 
of the tube vibration or, 
equivalently, the average dynamic 
displacement of the tubes over a 
range of reduced velocities. This 
measure is plotted in Fig 6. The data 
trends both show a gradual increase 
in the average vibration amplitude 
with increasing reduced velocity, as 
expected.  A sudden and violent 
increase in the vibration is indicative 
of the onset of the fluid-elastic 
instability and is predicted by both 
the correlation and interpolation 
methods to occur at a critical 
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Figure 5. Pathlines of the center tube coordinates 
over six sequential 0.1-second time intervals during 
the instability.  Arrows indicate the direction of 
motion of the tube and the red circle indicates the 
equilibrium position.  The flow is from right to left. 
Figure 6. Instability map for three tubes of a square array 
with pitch-to-diameter ratio of 1.4 
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velocity of approximately two.  The image data acquired at these reduced velocities clearly 
exhibits the large amplitude vibrations characteristic of the fluid-elastic instability.  These 
results seem reasonable when compared with other reported values for the FEI onset [5] under 
similar conditions, providing some degree of validation for the measurement methods.  This 
validation is of primary importance because the ability to correctly and accurately predict the 
onset of FEI for a well-known configuration is a mandatory check, required before any 
application of the methodology to more complex situations or measurements. 

It is can also be seen that a very slight, but distinct jump in the vibration amplitude 
occurs directly before the critical velocity.  This “hump” is typically attributed to vortex 
shedding.  The Strouhal number, defined as 
 

                                                    
p

s

U
Df

S =                                                    (1) 

 
may be calculated once the vortex shedding frequency, corresponding to the reduced velocity 
at which the resonance occurs, is measured [1].  The Fourier transforms of the time varying 
horizontal and vertical tube position functions were evaluated for the data at this reduced 
velocity, providing the tube structural frequency of vibration in both of the principal 
directions of motion.  The vortex shedding frequency is then approximated by taking the 
average of these two structural vibration frequencies, and the Strouhal number is directly 
computed by Eq. (1).  Using the information processed thus far, the Strouhal number was 
determined to vary between 0.4 and 0.5. 

Additionally, a few qualitative aspects of the fluid-elastic instability have been noted. 
The onset of the instability occurred very suddenly, with intermittent intervals of unstable 
high amplitude vibration and clashing.  As the velocity was increased slightly, the instability 
dominated: the vibration amplitude grew rapidly across the entire array and persisted, i.e. the 
instability was not intermittent.  Several modes of vibration were observed, but most apparent 
was the coupling between the tube columns.  The middle (row) tubes seemed to clash with the 
tubes above and below more frequently than with those in the lateral direction. Each tube 
appeared to oscillate independent of the others with adjacent tubes moving in and out of phase 
with one another, indicating different vibration frequencies. Occasionally the dominant 
transverse oscillation would be replaced with an orbiting motion. The tube motion is much 
more complex than we anticipated and almost appears to be random with occasional vigorous 
clashing.   

 
3.2 Normal Triangular Array 
 
 The vibration of a sub-group of seven tubes in a 
normal triangular array was observed over a range of twenty 
reduced velocities.  The configuration of the sub-group of 
tubes is shown in Fig. 7.  The flow is from left to right.  
These tubes were selected (from the fifteen flexibly mounted 
tubes in the entire array) for observation because of their 
representative pattern and symmetrical distribution. 
Experimental characterization of this sub-group vibration 
may be comparable to a unit cell in a computational model. 
The behavior of the larger array of tubes may perhaps be 
determined by consideration of this sub-group as a basic 
component, where the geometric pattern of the larger array is formed by spatial extension (e.g. 
reflection or translation) of the sub-group pattern.  Thus, it is of interest to consider such a 

Figure 7. Sub group of normal 
triangular tube array   
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“unit” group of tubes. 
The exact relationship between the behavior of this sub-group and a larger array of an 

identical configuration (i.e. a normal triangular array) is yet to be determined.  However, it is 
hoped that observing the dynamics of the vibrations for this group will allow for a basic 
understanding of the flow-structure interaction and onset of FEI in this configuration.  

The displacement of each tube in both the lift and drag directions were measured, as 
well as the average relative amplitude of vibration over each of the twenty reduced velocities 
(Fig 8). Several features of the tube array vibration may be noted from the figure.  First, at a 
specific reduced velocity of about 1.4, a sharp increase in the average magnitude of vibration 
of the tubes occur; as noted before, this feature probably corresponds to vortex shedding.  The 
magnitudes of these vibrations vary greatly from tube to tube in the array; it appears that the 
two tubes farthest downstream are the most excited, while the top and top left tubes are less 
than 20% of the average vibration magnitude of downstream tubes.  The downstream tubes 
may be more excited due to the vortices originating from the upstream vibrating tubes.  
However, until the velocity field of the flow around the flexible tubes is known, the exact 
reason for this behavior may not be concluded.  It is nonetheless useful to know that, in this 

array configuration, the downstream 
tubes are indeed more susceptible to 
vortex-induced vibration.  

The maximum displacements 
associated with the vortex shedding 
may appear large within the data 
presented, but are comparatively 
small in relation to the fluid-elastic 
instability normally encountered in 
similar experiments.  Furthermore, 
the vortex-induced vibration 
mechanism is typically less 
persistent than FEI, tending to be 
more intermittent and diminishing 
quickly when the flow velocity is 
increased past the region in which 
the vortex shedding is prevalent.  
This region may be predicted 
through calculation of the Strouhal 
number for the tubes, and thus 
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oided by proper control of the flow speed.  Since the Strouhal number depends only on the 
ructural properties of the tubes and the flow speed, the vortex shedding should occur at 
actly the same reduced velocity for a bundle of identical tubes, which is exactly the result 
flected by the experimental data. 

The second feature to note from the figure is a “step” in the vibration magnitude, 
arting at a reduced velocity of about 1.8 and culminating with a “spike” at a reduced velocity 
 about 2.2.  The same tubes that were most excited during the vortex shedding are again 
ose that exhibit the largest vibrations.  The remaining tubes hardly show any increased 
sponse at the “step”, but all tubes show some increase at the “spike”. 

This behavior indicates an excitation mechanism similar to the vortex shedding, an 
fect related to the overall flow regime and not isolated effects (such as coupling between 
irs of tubes).  It is suspected that this feature is due to the turbulent transition of the flow 
ound the flexible tubes, causing a change in the distribution of the momentum in the wakes 
 the tubes.  This shift in the wake profiles would induce some force on the tubes, though 
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perhaps not as strong as the vortex shedding, and would be most evident in the downstream 
tubes, i.e., the tubes which lie in the wake of the leading tubes. 
 The onset of FEI appears to occur in an interval of reduced velocity between 3.75 and 
4.  The behavior of individual tubes vary significantly for reduced velocities greater than 2.8; 
the vibrations of certain tubes begin to grow even before the onset of FEI, while others change 

only modestly until instability 
occurs.  Even after the onset, the 
tubes do not vibrate with equal 
strength and persistence at a given 
velocity.  While the tubes of the 
normal triangular array follow a 
similar trend towards and beyond 
instability, their individual 
vibration patterns differ 
significantly from tube to tube. 

Several of the above 
observations of the normal 
triangular array vibration may be 
contrasted with the observations 
from the vibration of the square 
tube array.  The average relative 
magnitudes of vibration for three 
tubes from both the square and the 
normal triangular array are plotted 
in figure 9. 
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In the data from these experiments, both the normal triangular and square tube arrays 
re of the same diameter (25.4 mm) tubes, pitch-to-diameter ratio (1.4), and natural frequency 
6 Hz).  The onset of FEI for the normal triangular configuration has been described above; 

y contrast, the onset of FEI for the square array occurs at a reduced velocity of about 2, 
hereas the onset for the normal triangular array occurs at twice the flow velocity.  
urthermore, the instability of the square array occurs very violently and reaches maximum 
verage vibration magnitudes 50% larger than those attained in the experiments using the 
iangular array; the instability in the triangular array occurs in a relatively gradual manner, 
ith average vibration magnitudes of less than 2.0mm at flow speeds of over twice those 

ttained in the square array tests. 
Another observation of interest is the location at which the vortex shedding occurs for 

ach of the two configurations.  The square array exhibits this phenomenon at a reduced 
elocity nearly coincident with its onset to FEI, whereas the vortex-shedding peak for the 
iangular array is separated from the onset of FEI by almost 3 units of reduced velocity.  
ince the reduced velocity depends only on the flow speed (in this case), this separation 
dicates that the two mechanisms take place under quite different flow regimes; the vortex 

hedding occurs at a Reynolds number of approximately 12886, while the onset of FEI occurs 
t Re ~34923.  This difference may have some fundamental influence on the manner in which 
e instability evolves and help explain the differences observed in the FEI between the two 

onfigurations.  Knowledge of the Reynolds number is not sufficient, however, to determine 
e nature of the fluid interaction in these two cases; a detailed measurement of the flow speed 
 again required to support any conclusion regarding the fluid mechanism responsible for the 
nset of FEI and its influence on the evolution of the instability. 
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4.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 A criteria for FEI is somewhat ambiguous because the process is gradual at the initial 
stages. The amplitude slowly increases as the flow velocity increases and at some point 
increases very quickly. A stated critical velocity will be a function of what amplitude is 
chosen. Observations of the tube motion show a very complex pattern emerging. The pattern 
almost appears to be statistical in nature with the tubes seeming to behave independently of 
one another. Further the vibration amplitude increases in the flow direction. The reasons for 
this are complex and demonstrate that one should use data from single oscillating tube 
experiments with caution.  
 A square array is far more susceptible to damaging vibration amplitudes than is a 
triangular array. Further the onset is much more sudden with the vortex shedding instability 
being a small deviation in the amplitude-velocity relationship. The triangular array response is 
similar with the velocity scale being stretched and as a result is much less cataclysmic. The 
velocity where the amplitude begins an exponential growth is nearly three times that of a 
square array. 

Fluid elastic instability is one of the most damaging types of instabilities encountered 
in heat exchangers and steam generators and can impose a severe economic penalty on the 
power and chemical industries. At present our understanding of the mechanisms leading to 
fluid-elastic instability is very limited and more experiments of the type reported here needed 
to more fully delineate the conditions for the onset of fluid-elastic instability.  
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ABSTRACT 

Boiling channels and systems may oscillate owing to the behaviour of the liquid-steam 
mixture used for removing the thermal power. A thermal-hydraulic system may be unstable 
under particular operating conditions. Two kinds of power oscillation have been observed in 
BWR cores. One is an in-phase (core-wide) and the other is an out-of-phase (regional) 
oscillation. Since the above feature can make detection more difficult, the latter oscillation is 
potentially more severe. The problem is well known since the design of the first BWR system. 
However, to improve the safety systems of these reactors, it is necessary to be able to detect in a 
reliable way these oscillations from the neutronic signals. 

 
The purpose of this work is to characterize the unstable behaviour of a BWR. Within this 

study, it has been performed a number of perturbation analysis. The coupled codes RELAP5-
Mod3.3/PARCS have used for the simulation of the transients. 

 
Validation has been performed against Peach Bottom-2 Low-Flow Stability Test PT3. 

Three dimensional time domain BWR stability analysis were performed on test point 3 for the 
core wide oscillation mode. In this transient dynamically complex events take place, i.e., neutron 
kinetics is coupled with thermal-hydraulics and an in-phase oscillation has been developed. 

 
The calculated results are compared against the available experimental data. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Experience has shown that, while single phase flows are normally stable, two phase flows 
(involving liquid and gas) may under certain conditions be prone to oscillatory behavior. 

Coupled neutronic-thermalhydraulic systems may show stable or unstable behavior: in the 
former case the effect of any disturbance occurring during a steady state condition is damped in 
time, in the latter case the disturbance is amplified and there is the possibility to reach self-
sustained oscillating conditions, called “stable-limit-cycle”. 

mailto:fmagini@iqn.upv.es
mailto:rmiro@iqn.upv.es
mailto:gverdu@iqn.upv.es
mailto:dginesta@mat.upv.es
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There are several types of thermalhydraulic instabilities which may occur also 
simultaneously in a boiling water reactor; each of these types can be classified by the appropriate 
physical mechanism or mode of oscillations. 

In actual BWR operation, thermalhydraulic instability may be coupled with neutronic 
feedback. 

Although no mechanism exists preventing the combination of the various identifiable 
instability modes, the thermalhydraulic density wave instability coupled with the neutronics 
feedback is commonly referred as the dominant mechanism triggering and sustaining instability 
in commercial BWRs. 

The two modes of oscillation that are commonly recognized for density wave instabilities 
in a BWR plant are core wide oscillation and regional mode; these also referred as in-phase or 
out-of-phase mode respectively. In the core wide oscillation the power and inlet flow of the 
largest majority of core channels oscillate in-phase since they behave as a single channel. In the 
regional oscillation, the power of a region of the core oscillates out-of-phase with respect to the 
power of other regions. The inlet flows to the different regions are also out-of-phase with respect 
to each other. If only two halves of the core are involved, these behave as two parallel channels. 

Oscillation in two phase systems may be connected with different mechanism related to 
pressure and density wave propagation, change in flow regime, interaction between conduction 
and convection heat transfer, coupling between thermal-hydraulic and neutronic parameters, 
presence of different parallel channels and of loops in parallel or in series with boiling channel. 

Design parameters, like nominal pressure and pressure losses in single and two phase 
regions, can be properly selected to reduce the impact for the problem on reactor operation. 
However, the large variety of situations expected during the life of the core, also depending on 
the range of fuel burnup, requires a prudent analysis and the identification of a set of design 
parameters preventing the instability occurrence in most of possible BWR power plant operating 
conditions. 

Both of above considerations testify of the complexity of the subject and give a reason why 
activities are still in progress. 

So, there is the need to understand the effect of relevant parameters upon the involved 
physical phenomena, to detect these phenomena and to mitigate or suppress the eventual 
instability occurrences, using the safety margins adopted in the design. 

In the recent years the need was felt to address the study of transient strongly characterized 
by neutronics-to-thermal-hydraulics feedbacks. The incorporation of full three-dimensional (3D) 
modelling of the reactor core into system transient codes allows “best estimate” simulations of 
interactions between reactor core behaviour and plant dynamics.  

This paper deals with perturbation analyses in the Peach Bottom 2 Low Flow Stability Test 
point 3 conditions. This test was performed in the right boundary of the instability region of the 
Power/Flow Map, i.e. in the area of low flow (around 38% core flow rate) and high power 
(59.2%). The analysis has been carried out with the coupling code RELAP5mod3.3/PARCS. 

2 ADOPTED CODES AND NODALISATIONS. 

The reference Nuclear Power Plant considered in the analyses is the Unit-2 of Peach Bottom 
(General Electric designed Boiling Water Reactor), 3293 MWth power. 

The core and neutronic data used in all the calculations are specified in [1]. 
 

2.1 Used Codes. 

A thermal-hydraulic code (RELAP5-Mod3.3) and a 3D neutronic code (PARCS) have 
been adopted in this work. 
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In the calculation, the PARCS code uses the moderator temperature and density and the 
fuel temperature calculated by RELAP5 to incorporate appropriate feedback effects into the 
cross sections. Likewise, RELAP5 takes the space-dependent power calculated in PARCS and 
solves the heat conduction in the core heat structures. The time coupling between both codes is 
managed by the PVM library. 

 
2.2 Nodalisations. 

For all the calculations, it has been developed the same detailed thermal-hydraulic 
nodalisation reproducing each geometrical zone of the plant (Fig. 1, 2). The general 
methodology followed in setting up the nodalisation is described in [2]. 

For the core nodalisation one heated channel has been modelled to represent the active part 
of the core and one channel for all by-passes. For the rest of the plant a coarse nodalisation has 
been adopted for limiting the needed computer resources. A core nodalisation composed with 33 
thermalhydraulic channels has also been developed in order to investigate the effect of the 
different number of T/H channels on the results (Figure 2 refers to this nodalisation). 

For the neutronic code a nodalisation with a 3D core mesh composed with 764 nodes has 
been modeled [3]. A large set of cross section data including 435 compositions has been adopted 
in neutronic input deck [1]. 

 

          
Fig. 1 - Core nodalisation   Fig. 2 - Whole loop nodalisation 
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3 CALCULATION MODELS AND RESULTS. 

The reactor operating conditions at which the test has been conducted are listed in Table 
1[4]. 

 

Table 1- Actual Low-Flow Stability Test conditions (point3) 

 Reactor 
Power (Mwt) 

Core Flow Rate 
(lb/h; kg/s) 

Core Pressure 
(psia; Pa) 

Core Inlet 
Entalphy (Btu/lb ; kj/kg) 

Value 1948 38.9 e+6;      4907.7 1005;      6.929e+6 528.4;      1229.058 
% Rated 59.2 38.0   
 

3.1 Calculation procedures 

Have been performed several perturbation analyses. The analyses begin always with a 
steady state calculation followed by a steady state coupled calculation and by a transient null 
calculation. 

 
3.2 Steady state and null transient. 

The steady state has been run for about 100 seconds, till thermal-hydraulic parameters of 
the whole loop reach stable temporal trends. 

In the steady state coupled calculation with RELAP5/PARCS (second step) are sufficient 
around 9 seconds during which kinetics and thermal-hydraulic parameters converge toward 
stable values. After that, a 100 seconds null transient run have been set, to make it sure that the 
stable condition exists. Good agreement between calculated and experimental data is obtained. 
The results achieved are showed in the following Table and in Fig. 3: 

 

Table 2 - Reactor main parameters prior to the disturbances 

Parameters, Units Measured Calculated (1 channel) Calculated (33 channels) 

Core Thermal Power, MWt 1948.0 1949.0 1949.0 

Reactor Flow, kg/s  4907.7 5032.0 4525.077 

Core Inlet Temperature, K 544.1 556.0 557.22 

Core Inlet Enthalpy, kJ/kg 1229.058 1251.6 1258.1 

Pressure at Core Outlet, Pa 6.929234e6 6.84919e6 6.937826e6 
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Fig.3 - Axial power distribution 
 

3.3 Transients Calculations and Results. 

Seven perturbation cases have been analyzed. The analyses carried out and the 
corresponding results are presented below: 

 
Case a: Two Peaks Pressure Perturbation. 

 

The transient calculation starts at 124 seconds; the reactor are disturbed with two peak 
pressure perturbations of around 0.06 MPa in the steam line (see Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4 - Two Peak Pressure Perturbation (Case a, b, e, f, g) 

 
The figure 5 shows the total reactor power evolution during this transient. 
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Fig. 5 - Total Reactor Core Power in the Case a 

 

The disturbance in the steam line ends at 129 seconds and how it is clear from the Figure 
the perturbation doesn’t produce any unstable behavior in the reactor: after the conclusion of the 
disturbance, the power oscillation decreases very rapidly, becoming negligible in few seconds. 

 
Case b: Two Peaks Pressure Perturbation with Feedwater Flow Reduction. 
 
The pressure perturbations are the same of the Case a; in this analysis has also been 

adjoined a perturbation in the feedwater: at 100 seconds the feedwater flow has been reduced to 
a value around 280 kg/sec smaller. 

 
The figure 6 represents the power trend for this case. 
The feedwater flow reduction generates a longer  power oscillation compared to the Case 

a: as we can see in the figure, the oscillation dies out in approximately 10 seconds with a 
frequency of around 0.31 Hz and with an amplitude of 30 MW. 
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Fig. 6 - Total Reactor Core Power in the Case b 

 

Case c: Pseudo Random Binary Sequence Pressure Perturbation. 
 
The transient calculation begins at 120 seconds with a perturbation in the steam line 

constituted of fifty pressure peak obtained with a random function (see Fig.7). 
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Fig. 7 - Pressure Perturbation Case c  

 
In figure 8 the total reactor power behavior during the transient has been plotted. 
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Fig. 8 - Total Reactor Core Power in the Case c 

 

As it’s clear considering the figure, the system doesn’t develop an unstable behavior and, 
after the end of the perturbation, the power goes back very quickly to the initial condition. 

 
Case d: Feedwater Temperature Reduction. 
 
In this analysis the reactor is disturbed with a sudden variation of the feedwater 

temperature: at 129 seconds the temperature has been dropped 100 K. 
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The figure 9 presents the total reactor power trends: 
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Fig. 9 - Total Reactor Core Power in the Case d 

 

From the figure can be determined that the reactor shows an unstable behavior: 60 seconds 
after the end of the perturbation, the power grows up to 2590 MW and is developed an 
oscillation with a frequency of 0.35 Hz and with an amplitude that, at the beginning is of 230 
MW, after reaches 560 Mw for stabilizing at a value of about 200 MW. 

 
Case e: Two Peak Pressure Perturbation with a Modified Axial Power Distribution. 
 
At the beginning of the transient the axial power distribution has been modified with a 

control rod movement: in 5 seconds some control rods groups have been withdrawn (the final 
situation is illustrated in Fig 10); then, the same pressure perturbation used in the Case a has 
been applied. 
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Fig. 10 - Control rod movement 

 
In figure 11 is shown the change of the reactor axial power shape after the control rod 

movement. 
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Fig. 11 - Axial Power Distribution 

In consequence of the new axial profile, the reactor parameters reach a new stable 
condition: the core inlet flow rate drops 280 Kg and the reactor power goes up to about 2010 
MW.  

In Fig. 12 and 13 are represented, respectively, the power and the core inlet flow rate 
evolution during the entire transient. 
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Fig. 12 - Total Reactor Core Power in the Case e 
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Fig. 13 - Core Inlet flow rate in the Case e 
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With the new axial power distribution the perturbation, that in the former analyses doesn’t 
give satisfactory results, produces a regular oscillation behavior that maintains in the time with a 
constant frequency of 0.34 Hz and a amplitude of 100 MW for the power and of 80 kg/s for the 
Core Inlet flow rate.  

Figure 14 emphasizes the regular oscillation power trend. We can observe that the 
oscillation reaches the limit cycle conditions. 
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Fig. 14 - Particular of the Power Oscillation in the Case e 

 

Case f: Comparison Between Two Different Core Thermal-hydraulic Nodalisation. 
 
The same analysis described in the Case a has been made but adopting a different thermal-

hydraulic nodalisation: to model the core, instead of using 1 channel, this analysis incorporate 33 
thermalhydraulic channels. 

 
Figure 15 shows a comparison between the trends calculated with the two different core 

thermalhydraulic models. 
Observing the figure, we can note that the differences between the obtained results using 

the two distinct core nodalisations, are not very significant. Then, in order to reduce the CPU 
time, it is convenient and faster to use one channel model core. 
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Fig. 15 - Comparison between the results obtained with the two different models 
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Case g: Comparison between Two Different Integration Method. 
 
This case has been performed with the same perturbation of the Case a, however, the 

analysis has been computed with a different integration method. In the former transients semi-
implicit integration method was used. This case has been analyzed with the nearly-implicit 
method. 

 
Figure 16 represents the integration method effects on the total reactor power evolution. 
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Fig. 16 - Comparison between the results obtained with the two different computational 
methods 

 
The perturbation produces similar results with the two different computational methods; 

however, it is to observe that, with the nearly implicit integration method, the reactor behavior 
appears slightly more unstable. 

 
 
In the following table, frequencies and DR of the analyzed cases have been resumed and 

compared with the experimental data [4]: 
 

Table 3 - Results of analyzed cases and comparison with measured data 

 Frequency (Hz) DR 

Case a 0.308 0.358 

Case b 0.311 0.396 

Case c 0.322 0.382 

Case d 0.353 0.882 

Case e 0.341 0.893 

Case f 0.302 0.333 

Case g 0.300 0.437 

Measured 0.430 0.331 
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4 CONCLUSIONS. 

 

Point 3 of the Low Flow Stability Tests performed at Peach Bottom NPP is a nearly stable 
point at the end of the cycle 2. This point is close to the stability boundary in the Power/ Mass 
Flow map, and besides, its axial power profile is not bottom peaked. 

Nevertheless, with the analyzed cases, the characteristics of the in-phase instability can be 
recognized; for example, frequencies in all the oscillations produced in the analyses were from 
0.3 to 0.4 Hz, i.e., in the typical frequency range of this kind of instability events. 

In Case e (two peak pressure perturbation with modified axial power distribution) the 
reactor reaches the limit cycle condition. This analysis shows that the axial power shape affects 
the instability: the reactor developed an unstable behavior with regular oscillating trend only 
after the control rod movement, i.e., after the axial power distribution assumes a bottom peaked 
shape. 

The situation simulated in the Case d is an extreme situation that is unlikely to occur in a 
real plant, so analyses with lower reduction of the feedwater temperature are programmed. 

The comparison made in the Case g demonstrates that using 1 or 33 channels yields similar 
results so, it’s allowed to adopt a model with only one channel in order to reduce the CPU time, 
conserving the same accuracy. 
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ABSTRACT 

The transient caused by a perturbation of boron concentration and coolant temperature 
at the inlet of a Russian developed reactor (VVER-440) is reanalysed as a part of the 
modernisation (introduction of a new type profiled fuel) and power upgrading (up to 108 %) 
project. This task is one of the basis cases to be investigated in the safety analysis of the 
pressurized water reactor (PWR) and the criteria of Anticipated Operational Occurrences 
(AOO) have to be fulfilled for it. First detailed planning calculations were performed with the 
thermal hydraulic system code ATHLET and neutron physical code system KARATE-440 to 
find out the appropriate initial parameter set taking into account the active safety system of 
the NPP. Finally the most reactive case is analysed by the KIKO3D/ATHLET coupled system 
code. Whereas the investigation is done for safety analysis, conservative assumptions are 
imposed on reactivity characteristics. Moreover at the core inlet no-mixing is supposed from 
the unaffected loops. The presented calculations show, how the coupled code system with a 
detailed description of plant functions and core behaviour can help to understand better the 
local phenomena in the study of a potential risk of dilution accident, as it offers the possibility 
to evaluate the plant safety in a more realistic and versatile manner. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The accurate modelling of the diluted and cooled slug transport and mixing in the vessel 
when a Main Circulation Pump (MCP) starts up in a loop which is closed at the beginning is a 
very demanding task because various complicated processes, such as asymmetric power 
generation, mixing in the reactor vessel and various protection and conventional automation 
signals contribute to the scenario. The induced power peak depends on the magnitude and the 
time schedule of the inserted reactivity. Because of high safety relevance of the question, it is 
extensively investigated recently, including experimental tools, too [1-2]. 

At present this type of dilution scenario at a VVER-440 type reactor was reanalysed as a 
part of the plant modernisation project, including of new type of fuel and a power upgrading. 
Extensive analysis was done by the KARATE-440 steady state code system and KIKO3D 
neutron kinetics code (both of them developed by KFKI AEKI) to evaluate the suitable core 
and performance parameters, reactivity coefficients. The thermo-hydraulic system code 
ATHLET developed by GRS was used to make realistic prediction for the parameters of the 
closed loop and the nominal parameters for the rest, 5-loop primary system. Having been 
chosen the reasonable conservative scenario, it was analysed using the KIKO3D/ATHLET 
coupled thermo-hydraulic system code and 3D neutronics models. The most important issue 
of the transient is whether the re-criticality due to a strong fast deboration and cooling, 
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combined with an incomplete reactor scram could cause fuel damage. Extending the 
investigation with hot channel analysis, the results indicate that the cooling of the fuel is not 
threatened in this transient. 

2 CORE MODEL AND THE REACTOR PHYSICAL ASSUMPTIONS  

For the purpose of determination of the suitable reactor state a 325 full power day 
equilibrium fuel cycle, using the new profiled fuel (average enrichment is 3.82 %) was 
planned at a 1485 MW power level, which corresponds to an 8 % power upgrading [3]. The 
higher thermal power causes some increase in the core inlet temperature Tin = 269 oC, too. 
The new 3D burnup distribution of the core was developed by the KARATE-440 code [4]. 
The most important best estimate and enveloping parameters are collected in the Table 1. Its 
first column contains the name and the reactor state (Full Power or Hot Zero Power), where 
the coefficients were calculated. In case of scram 37 control assemblies fall into the core, but 
in that simulation one of the most effective assembly is supposed to be stuck in its upper 
position, conservatively. 

Table 1: Feedback parameters of the new fuel loading 

Parameters\Reactor state Best estimate value 
Beginning of Cycle 

Best estimate value 
End of Cycle 

Enveloping 
parameter 

Delayed Neutron total 
fraction at FP [%] 

   0.596    0.519   0.442 

Coolant temperature 
feedback at FP [pcm/K] 

-17.6 -48.9 T<269 ºC:  -70.0 
T>269 ºC:  -35.0 

Fuel temperature 
feedback at FP [pcm/K] 

  -3.5   -3.5 -2.4 

Boron concentration 
feedback at FP [%/g/kg] 

  -1.170   -1.397 -1.90 

Control rod reactivity 
worth at HZP [%] 

  -5.7   -5.6 -5.1 

 
On the basis of Table 1, the transient was initiated at the end of cycle, when the working 

group position was H6 = 220 cm, the further scram rods were out of the core H1-5 = 250 cm 
and the critical boron concentration was 0 ppm at full power (1485 MW). At this boron 
concentration the first loop was closed and the reactor was shut down. After that xenon 
transient occurred. It takes about 4 days while the xenon is decayed.  

After that the power of the reactor is loaded up again and parallel with it the control 
group is pulled out (H6 = 250 cm), to reach higher boron concentration, consequently. In case 
of five working loop, the maximal power can be the 83 % of the nominal one, and the level of 
the Emergency Reactor Protection System (ERPS) is 105 % of the nominal power. The switch 
level of ERPS can be kept until the power is not less than 79 %. Conservatively that power 
level was chosen for the 5 loop stationary case, which was reached as fast as the regulation of 
the plant permitted. At the end of this preliminary simulation, the boron concentration in the 5 
loop primary system is 369.5 ppm. The incorrect start-up of the earlier closed loop was 
initiated from that reactor state. 

In the coupled calculation the 3D core behaviour is modelled by the KIKO3D code [6], 
where the above described burnup distribution, boron concentration, core flow and the 
conservative feedback values were set up (see Table 1). Due to the very asymmetric 
perturbation, all the 349 assemblies of the core were calculated. The total length of the active 
core was divided into 10 axial layers. The loose type (internal) coupling option was used in 
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the coupled code so the ATHLET gave the feedback data to the reactor kinetic calculation. 
The assemblies were grouped into 27 ATHLET super channels as it is shown in Fig. 1 and 
summarized in Table 2. Special attention was made to the simulation of the ERPS using the 
signal of outcore detectors and the malfunctioning of the emergency control system. During 
the scram the most effective control assembly from the first sector was stuck at its upper 
position (27th super channel, see Fig. 1). Generally the power level of the core is measured by 
3 outcore detectors positioned in rotational symmetry of 120 degree around the core. Two 
detector sets can be found around the core, their relative position is 15o rotation and both of 
them contain one detector, which is very close to the first, affected loop. The orientation of 
the detector sets (D11, D12, D13 & D21, D22, D23) can be seen in Fig. 1. The detector 
signals were evaluated from the space and time dependent flux in the core, which were 
calculated by KIKO3D and from predetermined transfer functions between the outgoing 
current at the core periphery and the detector reaction rate. The scram signal is initiated either 
if the reactor-period less than 10 s, or if the signal level reaches the prescribed value (see 
above). It is supposed conservatively that the first option does not work and the signal is 
initiated, if two of the three detectors belonging to a measuring set detect the power level 
limit. The detectors, in the vicinity of the first loop give fast and large signal, which will be 
qualified as false one. In this way the two distant detectors initiate the scram, which causes 
some delay to the set point comes from the level of the average power ( Fig. 2). 

3 THE THERMOHYDRAULIC PLANT MODEL AND THE PRELIMINARY 
STAND ALONE CALCULATIONS  

The plant behaviour was modelled by the ATHLET code [5]. It is a thermo-fluid system 
code for a wide range of applications comprising anticipated and abnormal plant transients. 
The code structure allows an easy implementation of different physical models, such as 
thermo-fluiddynamics, neutron kinetics, General Control Simulation Module. A detailed input 
model for the needs of VVER-440 power upgrading analyses was developed to the ATHLET 
code in our institute. Including the upper head, downcomer and lower plenum, the pressure 
vessel is divided into six parallel, separate channels. The more detailed description is 
expected to reflect the asymmetrical behaviour of the loops during the modelled transient and 
to take into account safety systems distributed loop by loop. The details of the plant 
description were also increased and such a way the primary and secondary circuits are 
modelled by 12 fluid-dynamic systems. Coolant mixing in the downcomer is modelled. 
Junctions (single junction pipe, see [7]) are introduced among the nodes of the downcomer 
and lower plenum to fit the cross flow, which are prescribed from the results of the former 
CFX calculations. Unfortunately this model is not valid in case of the opening a closed loop. 
The horizontal steam generator was modelled carefully, too. The bundle of the horizontal 
steam generator is divided into three parts in the primary side and five in secondary side. 
Three of the nodes contain the U tubes. 

Preliminary calculations were performed with the ATHLET code to find out the 
behaviour of the closed inactive (first) loop with open main loop isolation valves (MLIVs). 
As the MLIVs were closed no mixing of the water of the stagnant loop occurred to the active 
five ones and there was no reverse flow in this loop. On the other side there was a limited 
cooling process through its steam generator (SG). The loop was inactive more than a day (it is 
an overestimated value as the MLIV of a loop is not permitted to be closed so much time). As 
the SG of the first loop was not closed on the secondary side (main steam isolation valve, 
MSIV is open), it was feed up by water with 221 oC up to the nominal level but above it the 
steam of the joint steam generators existed. Internal circulation occurred in the both sides of 
the SG, which caused a limited cooling in the closed loop. Finally the average temperature of 
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the stagnant flow was about 250 oC. On the other hand, the two steam domes of the secondary 
side differ as the closed loop cooled one of them. The restart of the loop was modelled on the 
basis of some measured plant data. The MLIVs are opened 5 second after the pump in this 
loop was started. According to the plant data the discontinuous opening of the MLIVs lasted 
ca. 125 s in four periods. Keeping the cross section of the flow used in the measurement, 
parametric studies were done to open the MLIV prior to the run-up or even the startup of the 
MCP and to change the opening time of the MLIVs. In the final scenario the interval was cut 
down to provide a sudden change in the parameters of coolant flowing from the first loop to 
the core. 

 

2 5 

4 3 

1 6 

D11 
D21 

D22 

D12 
D13 

D23 

 

Table 2: Core pattern with the 
27 ATHLET super-channels 

No. Marker Number of 
heated rods 

1 3150 
2  2394 
3  1008 
4  777 
5  3024 
6  2520 
7  1008 
8  777 
9  3024 
10  2520 
11  1008 
12  777 
13  3024 
14  2520 
15  1008 
16  777 
17  2898 
18  2520 
19  1134 
20  777 
21  1008 
22  1764 
23  1890 
24  1512 
25  378 
26  651 
27  126 -stuck 

assembly 

Fig. 1: Nodalization of the core into super-channels and 
the positions of the outcore detectors  
 
 

 
 Fig. 2: Signals of the outcore detector set 
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4 STARTUP OF AN INACTIVE LOOP WITH LOWER BORON 
CONCENTRATION 

The analysis has been done with the KIKO3D/ATHLET coupled code [7-8] in two 
steps. First, on the basis of the preliminary calculations the initial values were achieved. The 
sequence of the calculation procedure and the correspondent core parameters are summarized 
in Table 3. 

Table 3: Sequence of the calculation procedure 

Time(s) Events 
    0-100 Steady state:  6 loops, N=1173.2 MW, Tin=269 oC, CBoron=2.11 g/kg, H6=215 cm 
100-160 First MCP is stopped, MLIVs are closed 
160-380 In the closed loop: Tin = 250 oC,  CBoron = 0.0 g/kg are set up 
380-400 Steady state:  5 loops, N=1173.2 MW, Tin=269 oC, CBoron=2.11 g/kg, H6 = 250 cm 

 
The simulation of transient, which describes the combined effect of the stuck control 

rod and the above mentioned scenario for the opening the MLIVs started at 400 s. The case of 
the highest perturbation is presented. The MCP started to work 8 s beforehand opening the 
MLIVs. The time dependent flow-rate can be seen in Fig. 3 for all the six loops. The startup 
events as well as some important parameters of the transient are summarized in Table 4.  

Table 4: Chronology of events 

Time(s) Events 
   392.0 MCP No. 1 is switched on 
   400.0 Opening MLIVs in the first loop 
   405.0 MLIV in the cold leg of the first loop is opened up to 35 % 
   409.92 SCRAM signal is initiated 
   410.42 36 control assemblies (CA) fall into the core 
   414.9 Pressuriser heater 2. group switches on, then the 3. 4. & 5. group by 0.5 s delay 
   419.92 The valves of 1. and 2. turbine are closed 
   422.42 36 CA reach their lowest positions 
   423.8 Steam dump valves to the condenser opening 
   432.7 Ppressuriser < 113 bar 
   478.0 MLIV is fully opened in the cold leg of the first loop 

 
To eliminate the effect of the mixing and the numerical diffusion the outlet of the loops 

were transformed directly to the core inlet. It was prepared on the artificial way, by the help of 
LEAK & FILL technique in ATHLET code. It means that junctions were defined at the outlet 
of the loops and at the upper parts of the lower plenum and by this way the flow of the loops 
was directed just under the core. The time shift of the transformation was 4.4 s due to the 
flow-rate and the distance between the leak and fill junction. The parameters of the flow at the 
inlet of core-sector could be calculated as a weighted sum of the original parameters and 
parameters of the time dependent flow of the opening loop. In case of boron concentration the 
original value entering the core and the resulted one entering the segment of core can be seen 
in Fig. 5 and 6. The inlet temperature evaluated similarly way can be seen in Fig. 4. The 
asymmetric effect of the slug can be seen in the power distribution and in the transferred heat 
to the secondary side, too (see Fig. 7-8). Due to the high reactivity insertion the signal level of 
the outcore detectors increased and the scram signal is initiated. After conservatively chosen 
0.5 s time delays, the scram was initiated and the core was shut down safely. The most loaded 
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assembly of the core was chosen for hot channel analyses. The calculation was made by the 
TRAB code, which used the time dependent flow, the inlet enthalpy, and outlet pressure of 
the assembly from the ATHLET calculation and the axial power from KIKO3D. Boiling crisis 
did not occurred, the DNB ratio (Gidropress correlation) was higher than 2.0 (see Fig. 9-10).  

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The paper presents the analysis of an inadvertent startup of an inactive loop with lower 
boron concentration in a VVER-440 NPP. The origin of the conservative parameters used in 
the final calculation was introduced. The detailed input deck of ATHLET comprising 6-loop 
nodalization was successfully used in the preliminary calculations and in the KIKO3D/ 
ATHLET coupled code, too. The cooling and the strong dilution increase the reactivity 
resulted in increasing power level especially in the effected sector. Investigating the DNBR 
value by TRABCO code, dangerous hot spot was not found, due to the low coolant 
temperature. The DNB results are acceptable according to the AOO criteria. 
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Fig. 3: Mass flow rate in the six loops of primary 
circuit 

Fig. 4: Coolant temperature at the inlet of the core 
segments   

Fig. 5: Boron concentration at the six inlets of vessel  Fig. 6: Boron concentration at the inlet of the core 
segments 
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Fig. 7: Power of the six core segments Fig. 8: Heat transferred to the secondary side in the 
steam generator 
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ABSTRACT 

Transition to coolant of supercritical parameters allows for principle engineering-and-
economic characteristics of light-water nuclear power reactors to be substantially enhanced. 

Russian experience in development of channel-type reactors with supercritical water 
coolant has demonstrated advantages and practical feasibility of such reactors. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Power units with supercritical pressure presently constitute the basis of heat generation 
in advanced countries in the world.  

Commercial introduction of steam with supercritical pressure (SCP) was started in 
USSR in 1963 when a power unit of 300 MW capacity operating with the use of boiler oil 
was put into operation. Twelve power units were already in operation by 1965, 135 units of 
300 MW and 9 power units of 500-800 MW capacitie were in operation in 1975. The share of 
SCP power units in power production made 55%. In 1997, 230 SCP units were in operation in 
Russia and the CIS, including those making use of coal fuel. 

New highly efficient power units of a unit power up to 1100 MW using dust-and-coal 
fuel are under construction in Europe and Japan. The (net) efficiency of one power unit 
having steam parameters of 25 MPa, 540-560oC and one commercial superheating makes 43-
44%.  

It can be assumed that nuclear power production following the heat power production 
will go by way of increasing steam parameters. The once-through flow reactors (both thermal 
and fast) based on SCP and NPP single-circuit schematic diagrams will allow for separators, 
steam-generators, a series of powerful circulation pumps in VVER-type circuits to be 
excluded. This will significantly simplify the facility, reduce flow-rate through the reactor 
sharply (by 7 to 8 times) and, consequently, the power for coolant pumping.  

The possibility of using serial equipment already optimized and well mastered at fossil 
fuel power plants for parameters of 25 MPa and initial temperature from 500 to 580 oC that 
reduces cost of designs, R&D etc. is a substantial advantage. 

Thermal efficiency rises up to 44% instead of 30-33% as compared to VVER and 
boiling reactors. 

Identity in thermal flow-charts of NPPs based on thermal and fast reactors, about the 
same temperature conditions and other parameters are able to make the structure of the future 
thermal nuclear power sufficiently uniform, that should lead to substantial financial economy. 
All power facilities (both thermal and nuclear) will have, in this case, rather similar schematic 
diagrams and will be using single-type equipment. 
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The first NPP design with water coolant of supercritical pressure was worked out in 
USSR in nineties (1970-1973) [1,2]. 

Systematic works in developing supercritical power reactors are presently underway in 
many research centers over the world [3,4]. 

Significant increase in coolant parameters, enlarged width of vessel walls and massive 
elements of the main reactor vessel joint, the need for sufficiently “fine” control of coolant 
flow-rate through individual fuel assemblies and other features are deemed to be most 
probable to significantly hamper the possibility of realizing supercritical parameters of steam 
in vessel-type reactors. The channel-type reactors are obviously more suitable for the above 
purpose. 

2 NUCLEAR POWER UNIT WITH CHANNEL-TYPE URANIUM-GRAPHITE 
REACTOR AND WATER SUPERCRITICAL PARAMETERS (SCLWR) 

It was perhaps the first time in the world when a design of an NPP nuclear power unit 
for SCP having once-through flow cooling of the core, with output parameters of 24,5 MPa 
for pressure and 545 oC for temperature was worked out by FSUE Research and Development 
Institute of Power Engineering named after N.A.Dollezhal in Russia in 1970-1972. The NPP 
total (net) power was 800 MW e with necessary steam extraction for feed pump drive 
turbines. The net efficiency was 44% [1]. 

At the stage of the reactor elaboration its thermal power was determined proceeding 
from conditions of its operation with two turbines of K-500-240 type each of 500 MW power.  
The heat-generation flow-chart of a power unit (Fig.1) is one-through flow with steam 
intermediate superheating in a remote commercial steam superheater. 

 
 

 
 

Figure.1 Principle heat generation schematic diagram of NPP with supercritical 
parameters of coolant 

1 - reactor; 2 - heating channel; 3 – channel of first superheating; 4 – channel of 
second superheating; 5 – deaerator; 6 – start-up separator; 7 – intermediate steam 
superheater; 8 – mixer; 9 – turbine-driven set; 10 – condenser; 11 – condensate pump; 
12 - condensate cleaning; 13 – low-pressure regenerative heater; 14 – feed turbo-
pump; 15 – start-up electric pumps; 16 – high-pressure regenerative heater 
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All the reactor channels are subdivided into three groups by their designation. The first 
group involves heating channels (HC) in which feed water fed to the reactor evaporates 
completely, steam is heated up to 400 oC and then is supplied to the group of channels of the 
first superheating (1SHC) wherein it is superheated up to the temperature of 560 oC. The 
superheated steam from these channels comes to the turbine commercial superheater where 
the steam worked out in the turbine high-pressure cylinder (HPC) is superheated on account 
of the reactor coolant heat. The steam superheated in commercial superheater comes to the 
turbine HPC while the coolant cooled down is fed to channels of the second superheating 
(2SHC). After these channels, the steam superheated up to 540 oC is sent to the turbine HPC. 
A mixer supplied with feed water at a required flow rate is installed upstream of the group of 
the second superheating. The presence of a mixer allows equalizing distribution of the 
increment in heat content over channels of the first and the second superheating and providing 
temperature control for superheated steam at the outlet of superheating channels. Under 
conditions of supercritical parameters with complete evaporation of feed water in heating 
channels, a circulation circuit with steam separators and circulation pumps are no more 
needed that simplifies the flow-chart and substantially reduces specific amount of metal per 
facility. 

A channel-type water-graphite reactor with tube-type fuel elements was considered in 
the capacity of a reactor with supercritical parameters of steam. The choice of the reactor type 
was substantiated by the experience acquired by that time from operation of the Beloyarskaya 
NPP reactors having similar design where in-core steam superheating had been successfully 
realized. Application of tube-type fuel elements in a single-circuit installation with a once-
through flow-chart prevents ingress of fuel fission products to coolant and, consequently, to 
the turbine facility even if hermetic sealing of a fuel element cladding fails. In a channel-type 
reactor, it is relatively easy to organize a group of channels having identical (within the limits 
of existing allowances) parameters of coolant. 

Efficiency of a facility having the above-mentioned steam parameters makes 43-44%.  
From the design point of view, actual implementation of the reactor was similar to the 

design of the Beloyarskaya NPP reactors. In spite of significantly higher power, dimensions 
of the core and overall dimensions of the reactor exceeded those same dimensions of the 
Beloyarskaya NPP reactors insignificantly. The graphite stack was 7.5 m high, 11.5 m in dia. 
The core dimensions made 6 m over the height and 10.2 m in dia. 

One thousand and twenty two channels (for fuel assemblies) 110 mm in dia are installed 
in the core with a lattice pitch of 300 mm. Each channel is charged with 8 fuel elements (4 
descending and 4 ascending). 

The heating channels are arranged in the core center. The channels of the second 
superheating are placed around them in a circle-wise manner, the channels of the first 
superheating are installed in the core periphery. 

Arrangement of equipment of a single-circuit reactor installation having a once-through 
flow-chart with steam supercritical parameters is more simple vs. arrangement of  facilities, 
having conventional high parameters of a boiling coolant, primarily on account of steam 
drum-separators and circulation pumps excluded form the schematic diagram. 

 

3 THE CHANNEL-TYPE URANIUM-WATER FAST REACTOR WITH A 
ONCE-THROUGH FLOW OF SUPERCRITICAL WATER (SCFR) 

The reactor under development is close, from the design point of view, to uranium-
graphite channel-type power reactors although with substantially altered core internals: 
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- graphite is replaced with gaseous medium, zirconium in channels tubes and 
fuel element cladding is changed for steel. This solution enables to increase the burn-up 
depth up to 10% and higher that will improve the fuel cycle economics along with 
increasing the facility efficiency; 

- the major design units of channel-type reactor and the facility for plutonium 
production are kept unchanged; 

- the reactor is able to operate in the mode of continuous reloading without large 
excess reactivity. 

 
In the reactor under consideration, it is easy for the neutron leak to be substantially 

increased if, for example, steel channels of 88 mm dia (4 mm thick) located over a square 
lattice with a large pitch of 220 mm are used. In the channels, 36 (or 18, the core diameter 
will then decrease) 3.5 m long fuel elements placed into steel claddings of 12.8 mm dia (0.5 
mm thick), with plutonium dioxide fuel (or MOX fuel) pellets of 11,5 mm dia and permissible 
density up to 8-10 g/cm3 can be used. The fuel elements are cooled by a straight-flow of 
supercritical water at an average density of 0.1 g/cm3, inlet/outlet temperature of 400-550 oC, 
pressure of 25 MPa, maximum temperature of fuel element cladding of 650 oC and the 
thermal cycle efficiency of 43% (or higher, up to 48%). 

Some (25%) channels have steel casings of 88 mm dia (3 mm thick), are filled with 
water (0.8 g/cm3) and used for CPS and other purposes (placing detectors, isotope activation). 
There are 28535 fuel elements, 1585 fuel assemblies, 528 CPS cells, all in all 2114 cells 
arranged in the reactor; the core diameter is equal to 11.4 m, the height is 3.5 m. The facility 
electric power is 1.2 GW, thermal power makes 2.8 GW, efficiency = 43%. 

It should be noted that  the steel of channel tubes and fuel elements can be replaced with 
“double carbon” (graphite threads in graphite matrix) on confirming its radiation resistance. 

The fuel rod and fuel elements assembly are shown in Fig. 2,3 a general view of the 
reactor and facility design in Fig.4, 5. 
 

 

 
Figure.2 Fuel rod (Dimensions are in "mm") 
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Figure 3. Fuel elements assembly (Dimensions are in "mm") 

 
 

 
Figure 4. General view of the reactor design. (Dimensions are in "m"). 
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Figure 5. General view of the facility design 

 
 

4 CONCLUSION 

• Transition to supercritical parameters of light-water coolant is a prospective 
tendency in nuclear power development. 

• Transition to supercritical parameters of coolant in channel-type nuclear power 
reactors can be realized in a more optimal manner vs. vessel-type reactors. This refers to 
both SCLWR and SCFR. 

• International cooperation plays an important role in the area of supercritical 
reactor development and implementation. 
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ABSTRACT 

 A heat transfer from a wall to a fluid at low Reynolds and Prandtl numbers can be 
described by means of Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). At higher Prandtl numbers (Pr > 
20) so-called under-resolved DNS can be performed to carry out turbulent heat transfer. Three 
different under-resolved DNSs of the fully developed turbulent flow in the channel at 
Reynolds number Re = 4580 and at Prandtl numbers Pr = 100, Pr = 200 and Pr = 500 are 
presented in this paper. These simulations describe all velocity scales, but they are not capable 
to describe smallest temperature scales. However, very good agreement of heat transfer 
coefficients was achieved with the correlation of Hasegawa [1] or with the correlation of 
Papavassiliou [2], who performed DNS by means of Lagrangian method instead of Eulerian 
method, which was applied in our simulations. We estimate that under resolved DNS 
simulations based on Eulerian method are useful up to approximately Pr = 200, whereas at Pr 
= 500 instabilities appear due to the unresolved smallest thermal scales.   

1 INTRODUCTION 

Over the past 15 years Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) has become an important 
research tool in understanding of the near-wall turbulent heat transfer. A DNS means precise 
solving of Navier-Stoke’s equations without any extra turbulent models. The first DNS of 
velocity field at low Reynolds number were performed by Kim and Moin [3], who 
investigated velocity field and observed turbulent structures in the channel. Later, they [4] 
also added energy equation to the equations of the velocity field for the heat transfer 
calculations. All these simulations were performed at low Reynolds and Prandtl numbers. 
Later, Kawamura et al. [5], Na and Hanratty [6] raised the limit of Prandtl number to ten, 
while Kawamura et al. [7] studied the influence of Reynolds numbers (up to Reτ = 395) and 
Prandtl numbers (up to Pr = 0.71). He found weak influence of Reynolds number and stronger 
influence of Prandtl number near the wall for turbulent heat transfer (velocity profiles, 
velocity fluctuations, turbulent heat fluxes). 

Theoretically, the grid spacing for DNS of heat transfer based on Eulerian method at 
Prandtl numbers higher than one should be inversely proportional to the square root of Prandtl 
number [8]. This requirement was taken into account in the DNS studies of Kawamura et al. 
[5] and Tiselj et al. [9, 10]. However, as shown by Na et al. [6] and Bergant [11] this 
requirement is too stringent. 

Papavassiliou and Hanratty [12] performed DNS of turbulent channel flow for Prandtl 
or Schmidt numbers that span five orders of magnitude (up to 2400). They described 
temperature or concentration fields without increasing resolution of numerical grid. This is 
possible due to Lagrangian method whose idea is based on the system of reference that moves 
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with heat or mass markers. In other words, heat markers, which are released from the 
infinitesimal source on the wall, are monitored in space and time as they move in 
hydrodynamic field created by DNS. 

The focus of this paper was to describe the temperature field at low Reynolds number, 
Re = 4580, and at higher Prandtl numbers, Pr = 100, Pr = 200 and Pr = 500 (see table 1), 
where all temperature scales smaller than Kolmogorov scale [8] were neglected. Such 
numerical simulations were named as under-resolved DNS. 
 

2 EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL PROCEDURE 

The top and bottom walls of the channel (Fig. 1) are heated by a constant heat source, 
while the pressure gradient drives the fluid flows between them. The flow in the channel is 
assumed to be fully developed. The dimensionless Navier-Stokes equations normalized by 
channel half height h, friction velocity ρττ /wu = , and friction temperature ( )pffw cuq ρττ =T  
were used. τw stands for wall shear stress defined as τ − . Such scaling and 
dimensionless equations can be found in the papers of Kasagi et al. [13] or Kawamura et al. 
[5]: 

ww dydu )/(µ=

 
Figure 1. Flow geometry. 
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Bx uu  appear in the equations (2) and 
(3) due to the numerical scheme which requires periodic boundary conditions in streamwise 
and spanwise directions. Reτ is friction Reynolds number and is defined as 

 

ν
τ

τ

hu
=Re              (4) 

 
where h is channel half height. The friction Reynolds number Reτ should not be confused with 
the usual Reynolds number, which is defined as . The usual Reynolds number in 
the channel can be obtained from the friction Reynolds number multiplied by the double bulk 
velocity u

ν/2Re huB ⋅=

B. Friction Reynolds number Reτ = 150 corresponds to the usual Reynolds number 
Re = 4580. The Prandtl number is defined as 
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α
ν

=Pr              (5) 

 
where α is the thermal diffusivity. If we want to perform mass transfer instead of heat 
transfer, we simply change temperature θ+ with concentration C+, and Prandtl number Pr with 
Schmidt number Sc in Eq. (3) [1]. The Schmidt number is defined as 
 

D
Sc ν

= ,             (6) 

 
where ν is kinematic viscosity and D diffusivity. Due to the similarity of the equations, results 
of mass and heat transfer can be compared. 
 Dimensionless wall units denoted with superscript + are based on the friction Reynolds 
number. By definition, the height of the channel is equal to two times of friction Reynolds 
number. The meaning of the wall units is in comparison of the turbulent flows near the wall at 
different Reynolds numbers. Dimensionless wall temperature difference is defined as 
 

( ) ( )
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=+

τ
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tzyx w ,,,

,,, .         (7) 

 
The velocity components at the interface of wall and fluid are set to zero (no-slip 

boundary condition). Beside velocity boundary conditions, two different thermal boundary 
conditions can be applied at the wall-fluid interface. First, which is not presented in this 
paper, is isoflux boundary condition [10], and second isothermal boundary condition 
prescribed as 
 

0)( ==+
wyyθ .            (6) 

 
As can be seen from Eqs. (1-3) temperature is assumed to be a passive scalar. This 

assumption introduces two approximations: 1) neglected buoyancy, 2) neglected temperature 
dependence of the material properties - especially viscosity and heat conductivity. It should be 
emphasized that the same approximations are valid for a large number of DNS studies 
performed by different researchers: Kasagi et. al. [13],  Kawamura et al. [5], Na and Hanratty 
[6], and Tiselj et al. [9]. The equations are solved with pseudo-spectral scheme using Fourier 
series in x and z directions and Chebyshev polynomials in the wall-normal y direction. 
Numerical procedure and the code of Gavrilakis [14] is used to solve the continuity, 
momentum and energy equations. Equations (1-3) are periodic in streamwise (x) and 
spanwise (y) directions. 

Table 1: Computational conditions at different Pr and grids: 

geometry Reτ Pr grid ∆t+ ∆x+ ∆z+ ∆y+ averaging 
time 

channel 150 100, 200, 
500 256x144x193 0.015 9.20 4.19 0.02-2.45 3000 

 
The computational domain of all simulations was 5π x 1.25π x 2 (2356 x 589 x 300 wall 

units in x, z and y directions). Results were averaged after the fully developed turbulent flow 
was achieved, which means that the flow did not change from statistic point of view. Applied 
resolution was sufficient for the velocity and insufficient for the thermal field. Such 
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simulations were named as under-resolved DNS due to the unresolved smallest thermal scales 
at high wave number modes as already mentioned in introduction. However, results showed 
that even under-resolved DNS simulations with smallest thermal unresolved scales were 
sufficient for mean temperature profiles. 
 

3 RESULTS 

Fig. 2 shows average dimensionless temperatures at Reτ = 150 and at three different 
Prandtl numbers, Pr = 100, Pr = 200 and Pr = 500. The dimensionless temperature θ is 
averaged in planes parallel to the heated wall and in time. It should be emphasized that the 
temperature  is a negative dimensionless difference, which means that a maximum 
temperature difference appear in the middle of the channel. Higher Prandtl number means 
higher dimensionless temperature difference between wall and the fluid in the middle of the 
channel. Comparison of the different Prandtl numbers with Kader’s empirical profile [15] was 
done. Excellent agreement was achieved in the diffusive sublayer, meanwhile major 
differences appear in the middle of the channel, where our numerical simulations show 
slightly larger temperature differences compared with Kader’s profile. These differences were 
estimated at about 6% in all three cases. Under-resolved DNS simulation at Pr = 2400 was 
also started, however numerical scheme did not converge on the applied grid, due to the verv 
large temperature gradients near the heated wall. 

θ
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Figure 2. Temperature profiles for higher Prandtl numbers: Kader (curves without symbols) 

vs. under-resolved DNS (curves with symbols). 

 
 Heat flux in the channel can be determined by the help of the well-known equation [12]: 
 

( )wcw TTKq −= .            (8) 
 
On the other hand, heat flux can be also given by the next equation: 
 

w
w dy

dq
+

−=
θ

λ .            (9) 
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Furthermore, equations (8) and (9) can be used to derive the following relation 
 

maxPr
1

θ

θ

wdy
d

K
+

+ = ,            (10) 

 
where wc TT −=maxθ . Fig. 3 shows heat transfer coefficient as function of Prandtl number. 
Results, including some others, which are not introduced in this paper (Pr = 5, Pr = 5.4, Pr = 7 
and Pr = 400), were compared with experimental correlation of Shaw and Hanratty [16]: 
 

704.0Pr0889.0 −+ =K .           (11) 
 
The difference between heat transfer coefficient obtained by under-resolved DNS simulation 
and correlation of Shaw and Hanratty is approximately 5% at the highest Prandtl number (Pr 
= 500). We should stress that Shaw and Hanratty performed measurements of mass transfer at 
high Schmidt numbers (from Sc = 693 to Sc = 39300), but from mathematically point of view, 
mass transfer is identical to the heat transfer. Differences seen in Fig. 3 appeared due to the 
experimental uncertainties and fact that Eq. (11) is valid only in the range of Sc = 693 to Sc = 
39300. In our case, dimensionless heat transfer coefficient, in the range of Pr ≥ 100, is equal 
to 
 

68.0Pr073.0 −+ =K .            (12) 
 
Very good agreement of heat transfer coefficients, in the range from Pr = 54 to Pr = 500, was 
achieved with the correlation of Hasegawa [1] 
 

698.0Pr0802.0 −+ =K             (13) 
 
or with correlation of Papavassiliou [2] 
 

70.0Pr085.0 −+ =K ,            (14) 
  
where the difference is less than 2%. 

Hasegawa and Papavassilou performed DNS of mass transfer at very high Schmidt 
numbers (up to a few thousand) but they used Lagrangian method to describe temperature 
fields in contrast to our simulations where Eulerian method was used. Lagrangian approach 
enables lower resolution and faster time steps to perform numerical simulations at arbitrarily 
large Prandtl (Schmidt) number, however the magnitude of the statistical uncertainty is 
questionable. 
 In the wall proximity, the dimensionless temperature can be written as 
 

+≅ yPrθ ,             (15) 
 
which means that the temperature derivative over the y+ should be equal to Prandtl number. In 
our cases, derivatives are a little bit smaller (at Pr = 100 about 0.01%, at Pr = 200 about 0.6% 
and at Pr = 500 about 4.2%), which is one of the main reasons for lower values of the heat 
transfer coefficients. The error could be consequence of the lower resolution near the wall. 
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Figure 3. Heat transfer coefficient as a function of Prandtl (Schmidt) number. 

 
In a study of the resolution requirements the spectra are usually used to see how 

different length scales are presented. It is well known that turbulent flow consists of vortices 
of different dimensions. The largest vortices are defined by flow geometry, while the smallest 
ones are defined by viscous forces. High dissipation of the turbulent kinetic energy into the 
heat is typical for the smallest vortices. Viscous shear stress makes deformation work which 
transforms turbulent kinetic energy into internal energy of the fluid. In other words, larger 
vortices represented by lower wave number modes diffuse into smaller vortices represented 
by higher wave number modes in the spectrum diagrams. Energy of the smaller vortices is 
smaller than energy of the larger vortices, therefore spectra decrease with increasing wave 
number modes. Higher Prandtl number means slower decays of low wave number modes into 
the high wave number modes, and thus requires more detailed resolution to capture all 
significant thermal scales. 

Fig. 4 shows streamwise spectra of temperature fluctuations for three different Prandtl 
numbers at two different distances from the wall (y+=5.8 and y+=150). It can be seen that 
spectra in the middle of the channel decrease faster than spectra near the wall. However, there 
is no pile-up phenomenum seen at high wave number modes. The “pile-up” phenomenon  
(spectrum starts to grow at high wave number modes) appears when the smallest scales are 
not properly modeled and viscous (temperature) dissipation in viscous (conductive) scale 
cannot change all turbulent kinetic energy into internal energy. It means that resolution should 
be increased in order to capture the smallest (Kolmogorov) scales. We can conclude, that the 
smallest temperature structures, which were not captured with the numerical simulation, do 
not have considerable influence on the temperature field. Fig. 4 also shows, that spectra of 
lower Prandtl numbers with minor part of the neglected scales, decrease faster than spectra of 
higher Prandtl numbers in the range of high-wave number modes. 
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Figure 4. Spectra of temperature fluctuations near the wall (y+=5.8) and in the middle of the 

channel (y+=150). 

 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

 Numerical simulations of turbulent heat transfer at friction Reynolds number, Reτ = 150  
and at three different Prandtl numbers Pr = 100, Pr = 200 and Pr = 500 were performed. 
Temperature was assumed to be a passive scalar. Such numerical simulations, called under-
resolved DNS, describe all velocity scales, but are not able to describe all smallest thermal 
scales. Comparision of correlation of heat transfer coefficient with numerical correlation of 
Hasegawa [1] and Papavassiliou [2] show, that differences are not larger than 2%. We should 
stress that Hasegawa’s and Papavassiliou’s results were taken with Lagrangian approach in 
contrast with our results taken by Eulerian approach. Comparison of correlation of heat 
transfer coefficient with older empirical correlation of Shaw and Hanratty [16] and 
comparison of temperature profiles with Kader’s profiles show larger differences (up to 6%). 
 We estimate, that under-resolved DNS simulations are usefull for Prandtl numbers 
smaller than 200. At higher Prandtl numbers, the influence of the neglected temperature 
scales, become important in such a manner, that they could not be ignored. 
 

NOMENCLATURE 

D diffusivity x, y, z streamwise, spanwise, wall normal distance 
EE spectrum u, w, v velocity components in x, y and z directions 
h channel half height τu  dissipative velocity 

x1
r

 unit vector in x direction (1,0,0) α thermal diffusivity 
K heat transfer coefficient θ dimensionless temperature difference 
k wave number λ thermal conductivity 
L1, L3 streamwise and spanwise length of box γ kinematic viscosity 
p pressure ρ density 
Pr Prandtl number ( αν=Pr ) ()c middle of the channel 
qw wall-to-fluid heat flux ()f fluid 
Re Reynolds number ()t turbulent 
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Reτ friction Reynolds number (
ν
τ

τ

hu
=Re ) 

()w wall 

Sc Schmidt number ( DSc ν= ) ()τ dissipation 
T temperature ()+ normalized by , , ν  τu τT
t time ()' (fluctuations) 
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ABSTRACT 

Rupture of a pipe filled with high-pressure superheated vapour results in rapid release 
and expansion of vapour and generation of pressure waves which may cause destruction of 
the containment. In this work these processes are studied both experimentally and 
theoretically.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Estimation of the impact of vapour-water jets and shock waves on the equipment and 
surrounding constructions following pipe ruptures at the nuclear power plants (NPP) is 
important from the design viewpoint, as well as for NPP safety provision taking into account 
the modern requirements to the realistic process analysis approaches.  

A computational code CODEX (COolant Discharge and EXpansion) [1] is being 
developed at the Electrogorsk Research and Engineering Centre on NPPs Safety. The code is 
intended for calculation of shock waves and coolant jets in compartments following NPP pipe 
ruptures, and for determination of corresponding dynamic loads on the equipment and 
constructions. 

The CODEX code allows calculations of transient multiphase flows in NPP 
compartments with the air or other non-condensable gases present; it allows the dependence 
of the shock-initiating outflow on the parameters and geometry of the pipe rupture to be 
modelled. Instantaneous and finite-duration releases can be considered. Also, various internal 
constructions can be modelled and the dynamic loads on these can be determined in the 
calculations. 

In this paper the results of CODEX code validation against the experimental data on 
coolant blowdown from a water-filled pipe (Edwards experiments), and the experiments on 
coolant flow in a graphite gap carried out on the TKR-F facility, are presented.  

 

2 OUTLINE OF CODEX  

The mathematical model used in CODEX is based on a system of three-dimensional 
transient equation for the water-vapour mixture (homogeneous equilibrium approximation) in 
the presence of non-condensable gas.  

The equations are solved numerically using the S. K. Godunov’s method [2]. The 
computational domain is subdivided into rectangular finite volumes; the flow variables within 
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each cell are assumed constant and equal the control volume-average value. The terms on the 
right-hand side are approximated implicitly. 

On the boundaries between the adjacent cells the flow variables are calculated by 
solving the Riemann problem (break-up of discontinuity) extended to the case of “non-
condensable gas-vapour-water” mixture. 

 

3 EDWARDS EXPERIMENT 

In the Edwards experiment, blowdown of liquid from the open end of a pipe was 
studied, the other end of the pipe was closed [3]. The pipe diameter was equal 7.3 cm, the 
length was 4.096 m. At the initial instant the pipe was filled with subcooled liquid at the 
pressure of 6.7 MPa, the temperature of the liquid was 503 K. The ambient pressure was 
equal 0.1 MPa. At t=0 the membrane at the pipe end was ruptured, and the release of the 
boiling-up water into the surrounding space begins. In the experiment the rupture disk was 
destroyed only partially, so that just 90% of the pipe end was open. 

The rectangular computational domain used in the simulations was of the length of 
8.2 m, 1.533 m in width and 1.533 m in height. It was uniformly subdivided into control 
volumes, the cell size along the OX axis was equal ∆x=10 cm, while the cell sizes along the 
OY and OZ axes were equal ∆y=∆z=7.3 cm. The pipe with the sizes of 
4.1 m х 7.3 cm х 7.3 cm was placed at the centre with respect to the OY and OZ axes, and on 
the left with respect to the OX axis. To model the opening of 90% of the pipe end, the pipe 
cross-section was subdivided into 9 cells: three cells along the OY and OZ axes with the sizes 
of 0.365 cm, 6.57 cm and 0.365 cm. The partial opening of the pipe end was modelled by 
specifying the “impermeable wall” conditions in the 1st and 3rd cells at the open end of the 
pipe. 

The calculated results are presented in Figs.1 and 2, where the calculated and 
experimental pressure-time dependencies at the point located at a distance of 0.079 m from 
the closed end of the pipe (Fig. 1), and at a point located at a distance of 0.168 m from the 
open end of the pipe (Fig. 2) are shown. 

 

4 EXPERIMENTS ON TKR-F FACILITY (GRAPHITE) 

The TKR-F (graphite) experimental facility is a part of a set of experimental facilities 
intended for studies of the problem of multiple break-up of technological channels of RBMK 
reactors. 

During the period from March to May, 2003, several experiments on the impact of 
superheated vapour jet outflowing from the test section of the facility onto the graphite blocks 
have been carried out. 

The CODEX numerical code was applied to post-test calculation of the N4 experiment 
carried out on TKR-F (graphite) installation on 13 May, 2003. 

 
4.1 Overview of TKR-F (graphite) Facility 

The TKR-F experimental facility is intended for studies of accidental break-up of the 
technological channel of RBMK reactor, impact of the products of the release and destruction 
of the channel into the core elements, as well as for working out the methodology of creating 
accidental thermo-mechanical destruction of the channel pipe with the specified rupture 
parameters for further application of the experience gained on the central channel of the TKR 
experimental facility. 
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Figure 1: Comparison of the experimental data and CODEX simulation results. 
Pressure-time history at a distance of 0.079 m from the closed end of the pipe 
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Figure 2: Comparison of the experimental data and CODEX simulation results. 
Pressure-time history at a distance of 0.079 m from the closed end of the pipe 
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The test section of the facility (Fig. 3) represents a model of the zirconium part of the 
channel. In the channel, a steam-water mixture at a pressure of up to 8 MPa and a temperature 
of up to 350oC is created, the void fraction is variable between 0 and 1, and the steam-water 
mixture flowrate can reach up to 25 t/hour. 

The technical characteristics of the facility are as follows: 
• Void fraction at the work area inlet:   0–1 
• Maximum working pressure:   8 MPa 
• Maximum coolant temperature:   350oC 
• Coolant flowrate through the working area:  2–25 t/hour 

 
 

Heater

protection
enclosure

internal
heater

zirconium
pipe

graphite
block

inflow

outflow

 
Figure 3: Sketch of the TKR-F experimental facility 

 
The installation of the experimental facility has undergone modifications aimed at 

providing the possibility for studying the impact of a jet of superheated steam on the graphite 
blocks. A tee-joint was added to the central part of the test section, to which a membrane unit 
and a nozzle were attached. At the nozzle outlet (Fig. 4) two graphite blocks were located (the 
steam was outflowing from the nozzle into the gap between the blocks). The nozzle cross-
section was rectangular with the height of 90 mm. The widths of the nozzle and of the gap 
between the blocks were variable. The graphite blocks were of the sizes of 250x250x600 mm. 

The following scenario was used in the experiments. Before the experiment, the test 
section was flushed with steam. After the specified internal parameters were attained, the test 
section was closed by valves at the top and the membrane was ruptured. 
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Figure 4: Steam outflow through the graphite blocks in the N4 experiment at the  

TKR-F (graphite) test rig 
 

4.2 Overview of the N4 Experiment 

The N4 experiment was carried out on the TKR-F (graphite) test facility on 13 May, 
2003. In this experiment a steady-state steam flow in the gap between the graphite blocks was 
observed. 

The initial conditions of the experiment: 
• Steam pressure in the test section:   4 MPa 
• Steam temperature in the test section:   290oC 
• Width of the nozzle:     4 mm 
• Width of the gap:     2 mm 

The steady-state regime of the process was attained about 30 s after the start of the 
experiment. The steam flowrate through the test section was equal 0.29 kg/s, the pressure 
before the gap was equal 0.924 MPa, the pressure inside the gap varied between 0.346 MPa at 
the inlet and 0.129 MPa at the outlet. 

 
4.3 Computational Scheme 

The problem was solved in three-dimensional framework by CODEX code. Due to 
symmetry, only one (upper) half of the computational domain was used in the calculations. 

The computational domain was subdivided into the total of 1260 cells. 21 cells with the 
same length of ∆x=2.5 cm were used along the OX axis. Along the OY axis the subdivision 
was non-uniform: the first cell was of the size of ∆y=2.0 cm, followed by 10 cells with 
∆y=2.5 cm, while the last cell was of the size of ∆y=3.0 cm. Along the OZ axis 5 cells were 
used with the following sizes: ∆z1,2=4 mm, ∆z3=2.9 mm and ∆z4,5=4 mm. 
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Figure 5: Cross-section of the computational domain along the plane of the nozzle used 
in modelling the N4 experiment 

 
The first computational domain (Fig. 5) modelled the gap between the graphite blocks, 

the second one modelled the ambient space. At the boundary between the domains 1 and 2 a 
fixed boundary pressure of P=0.1 MPa was set. The domain No. 3 modelled the nozzle. 

Two calculations with different boundary conditions between the nozzle and gap were 
carried out. Before the beginning of experiments, a pre-test calculation aimed at the 
determination of the maximum force exerted to the blocks in the normal to the block’s plane 
direction was performed. After the experiments were carried out, the steady-state regime was 
modelled. 

At the initial instant, the slot between the blocks was filled with the air at a pressure of 
0.1 MPa and a temperature of 20oC. 

 
4.4 Calculation of the Steady-state Regime 

This calculation was carried out with the aim of modelling the steady-state steam 
outflow at the TKR-F (graphite) test facility. 

When modelling the steam flow in the nozzle, the experimental results were applied for 
setting the boundary conditions. In the cells belonging to the nozzle (domain 3) fixed 
parameter values were specified: 

• Pressure:     0.688 MPa 
• Temperature:     290oC 
• Flowrate:     0.3 kg/s 

 
Comparison of the calculated results with the experimental data is presented in Table 1. 

In Fig. 6 the pressure contours are shown for the steady-state outflow regime.  
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Table 1: Comparison of experimental data with calculated results 
 Pressure at the gap inlet Pressure at the gap outlet 
Experiment 0.342 MPa 0.119 MPa 
Calculation 0.344 MPa 0.082 MPa 
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Figure 6: Pressure contours for the steady-state outflow regime (CODEX calculation) 

 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

In the Electrogorsk Research and Engineering Centre on NPPs Safety, a computer code, 
CODEX, is being developed which is aimed at calculation of the shock waves in the 
compartments and of the coolant jets released after break-up of pipes at NPPs, as well as for 
determination of the accompanying dynamic loads on the equipment and surrounding 
constructions. 

The system of equations describing the three-dimensional flow of air, steam vapour and 
water, is solved using the Godunov finite-difference method in which exact solutions to the 
Riemann problem are used for specifying the fluxes at the boundaries between the mesh cells. 

Modelling of the Edwards experiment on the blowdown of the boiling-up coolant has 
shown that CODEX describes adequately the process of transient blowdown of boiling liquid 
and its subsequent expansion.  

Modelling of the experiment at the TKR-F test facility has confirmed that the code also 
describes well the steam flow in the gap between the graphite blocks. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the paper the results of the RELAP5/MOD 3.3 analysis of the Reactor Coolant Pump 
(RCP) Trip event at NPP Krško are presented. The event was initiated by an operator action 
aimed to prevent the RCP 2 bearing damage. The action consisted of a power reduction, that  
lasted for 50 minutes, followed by a reactor and a subsequent RCP 2 trip when the reactor 
power was reduced to 28 %. Two minutes after reactor trip, the Main Steam Isolation Valves 
(MSIV) were isolated and the steam dump flow was closed. On the secondary side the Steam 
Generator (SG) pressure rose until SG 1 Safety Valve (SV) 1 opened. The realistic 
RELAP5/MOD 3.3 analysis has been performed in order to model the particular plant  
behavior caused by operator actions. The comparison of the RELAP5/MOD 3.3 results with 
the measurement for the power reduction transient has shown small differences for the major 
parameters (nuclear power, average temperature, secondary pressure). The main trends and 
physical phenomena following the RCP Trip event were well reproduced in the analysis. The 
parameters that have the major influence on transient results have been identified. In the paper 
the influence of SG 1 relief and SV valves on transient results was investigated more closely. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The RCP Trip event at NPP Krško began on 24.02. 2002. at night when the shift crew 
decided to reduce the power because the temperature increase of the upper radial bearing of 
the RCP 2 had been noticed. After about 50 minutes as the bearing temperature reading still 
was high, it was decided to trip the reactor and the RCP 2. At the time of reactor trip, reactor 
power was equal to 28 %. After manual reactor trip and RCP 2 trip had been completed, there 
was the noise in the control room. It was concluded that an unexpected steam leak on the 
secondary side occurred. Therefore, the MSIV isolation was carried out. As a consequence of 
MSIV isolation, the steam dump flow was terminated. Following the steam dump flow 
isolation, the only available heat removal from the secondary side was by means of SG relief 
and safety valves. About 300 sec after reactor and RCP 2 trip, the SG 1 safety valve opened. 
After stabilizing the plant at no-load conditions, the detailed analysis of the RCP Trip event 
had found the failure in the indication of the RCP radial bearing temperature detector. 

The standard RELAP5/MOD 3.3 nodalization for NPP Krško developed at Faculty of 
Electrical Engineering and Computing (FER) was used in the analysis. A comprehensive NPP 
Krško model with all major control systems has been developed. It represents protection, 
monitoring and simplified control systems used only during steady state initialization, as well 
as main plant control systems. The realistic boundary and initial conditions obtained from the 
event report and Process Instrumentation System (PIS) records were assumed in the analysis. 
The RELAP5/MOD 3.3 analysis was subdivided into two parts: 

210.1 
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• Calculation of the initial conditions of the event, i.e., the power reduction: 100 % - 28 
%. The power reduction was initiated by turbine power change, i.e., the steam mass flow 
reduction in the same time period, as indicated in the PIS data. The most important control 
systems to perform the power change are the automatic Rod control system that maintains the 
programmed average temperature and the SG level control system, which regulates the main 
feedwater valve position so that sufficient feedwater flows into the steam generator to 
maintain the level at a reference value. 
• Calculation of RCP Trip event transient. In the analysis the major assumptions were 
based on the realistic transient conditions (e.g., steam dump flow, auxiliary feedwater flow, 
specific SG 1 SV 1 behavior). The transient was simulated for 1500 sec. 

The aims of the presented work are threefold: 
1. The realistic RELAP5/MOD 3.3 analysis of the plant event has been performed. The 
obtained differences between measured and calculated values for the power reduction: 100 % 
- 28 % were demanded to lie within the acceptance criteria so that the liable initial conditions 
for RCP Trip event analysis were obtained. 
2. The analysis was aimed to determine the major trends following the RCP Trip event, 
e.g., reactor and turbine trip, the asymmetrical power distribution in the SGs following the 
RCP 2 trip, the secondary side pressure and level trends and its influence on the overall plant 
behavior. 
3. In the plant event analysis it was evident that because of the complexity of the event 
scenario, as well as of the interference between inherent plant behavior and operator actions, 
an additional parametric study analysis would have to be performed. Therefore, the basis for 
the sensitivity study analysis has been created. The parameters that have the major influence 
on transient results have been identified, e.g., inherent plant behavior parameters (decay heat, 
heat transfer conditions in the SGs, etc.) as well as various parameters influenced by balance 
of plant actions (automatic as well as operator actions). In this work the influence of SG 1 
relief and safety valves behavior on transient results was investigated. 
 

2 RELAP5/MOD 3.3 CALCULATION OF THE INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR 
THE REACTOR COOLANT PUMP TRIP EVENT 

In the analysis the model of plant nodalization for the NPP Krško developed for 
RELAP5/MOD 3.3 code was used, [3] and [4]. The RELAP5 model has 469 volumes and 497 
junctions. The total number of heat structures is 378 with total number of mesh points of 
2107. The developed RELAP5/MOD 3.3 input data set contains the models of the NPP Krško 
monitoring as well as protection and control systems. The RELAP5/MOD 3.3 analysis of 
RCP Trip event was subdivided into two parts: 1) Calculation of the initial conditions for the 
event analysis, i.e. calculation of power reduction: 100%-28% and 2) RCP Trip event 
analysis. 

The initial conditions for the event were obtained as a result of power reduction: 100%-
28% calculation. For the power reduction transient scenario as well as for main feedwater 
temperature, the realistic plant data obtained from PIS data, [5], were assumed. The power 
reduction transient lasted for approximately 50 minutes (3020 sec). It was initiated on the 
secondary side by a reduction of turbine steam flow. There are two control systems that 
automatically adjust the plant parameters following the turbine power change. The automatic 
Rod control system maintains the programmed average temperature by inserting reactivity in 
the core and the SG level control system regulates the main feedwater valve position so that 
sufficient feedwater flows into SG to maintain the level at a reference value. The results of the 
power reduction transient are presented in Figure 1 to Figure 4. Following the turbine steam 
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mass flow reduction, Figure 1, the SG secondary pressure increased, Figure 2, while the set 
point for the RCS average temperature decreased according to coolant average temperature 
program linearly as the turbine power decreased. Following the control rod insertion 
according to the control rod speed program, the RCS average temperature, Figure 3, as well as 
nuclear power, Figure 4, decreased. Calculated initial conditions for the RCP trip event at the 
end of power reduction: 100%-28% transient are summarized in Table 1. A very good 
agreement between the calculated and measured values at time = 3020 sec (nuclear power = 
28 %) was obtained. 

 

Table 1: Initial conditions for Reactor Coolant Pump Trip Event at NPP Krško 

Parameter Unit Measurement 
time = 3020 s 

RELAP5 
time = 3020 s 

Pressurizer pressure MPa 15.5 15.5 
Steam generator pressure MPa 7.27/7.3 7.347/7.347 
Cold leg temperature K 564.02/563.65 564.87/564.88 
Hot leg temperature K 575.55/576.0 575.88/575.88 
RCS average temperature K 569.79/569.65 570.4/570.4 
Feedwater temperature K 452.25/451.05 453.5/452.8 
Feedwater mass flow kg/s 160.06/158.81 154.6/155 
Main steam line mass flow kg/s 109.8/125.8 136.5/136.5 
Pressurizer level % 36.6 41.8 
Steam generator narrow range level % 69.9/69.5 68.5/68.5 
Reactor core power MW (%) 558.32 (28 %) 561.82 (28.18 %) 
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Figure 1: SG 1 steam mass flow, power reduction (0-3020 sec), RCP Trip event CASE 3 

(3020-4500 sec) 
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Figure 2: SG 1 secondary pressure, power reduction (0-3020 sec), RCP Trip event 

CASE 3 (3020-4500 sec), SV 1 – SG 1 SV 1 opening 
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Figure 3: Average temperature (loop 1), power reduction (0-3020 sec), RCP Trip event 

CASE 3 (3020-4500 sec) 
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Figure 4: Nuclear power, power reduction (0-3020 sec), RCP Trip event CASE 3 (3020-

4500 sec) 

 

3 RELAP5/MOD 3.3 CALCULATION OF REACTOR COOLANT PUMP TRIP 
EVENT 

Results of the RELAP5/MOD 3.3 calculations of the RCP 2 Trip event are graphically 
presented in Figure 1 through Figure 7. The main events and characteristic phenomena are 
summarized in Table 2. The transient was initiated at time=3020 sec by the sequence of the 
following events: reactor trip, turbine trip and RCP 2 trip. Following the RCP 2 trip, a part of 
the cold leg flow from the unaffected loop (1) bypassed reactor core and flew to the cold leg 
of the affected loop (2) so that flow in that loop reversed. Hence, the imbalance in the 
transferred heat on the SG secondary side between the two loops was established. Thereby, 
the major part of the heat produced in the core was transferred in the SG 1.  Following reactor 
trip, nuclear power was quickly reduced, Figure 4. The average temperature, Figure 3, 
dropped quickly to the value for the Low Tavg & Reactor trip signal, which actuates main 
feedwater isolation. Owing to steam dump flow, which is determined by steam dump control 
– turbine trip mode, the secondary pressure was reduced following turbine trip, Figure 2. 
However, because of MSIV isolation, Table 2, the steam dump flow was terminated and the 
SG pressure increased. Following the MSIV isolation, the only means of heat removal to the 
secondary side was by SG relief and safety valves. The analysis of the measured data has 
suggested that the SG 1 relief valve did not open at the set point pressure. Also, a nonstandard 
behavior of SG 1 SV 1 was observed. A very late start of the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) 
flow and consequently a low SG 1 level, Figure 7, could be observed in the measurement. In 
order to describe the phenomena obtained in the real event, three RELAP5/MOD 3.3 analyses 
were performed: 
1) CASE 1: SG 1 relief valve and SVs were operating as expected. 
2) CASE 2: SG 1 relief valve was not operating. The SG 1 SV 1 was closing at the 

closing pressure of SG relief valve. In the pressure range: (SG SV 1 closing pressure, 
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SG PORV closing pressure) the SG SV 1 area was assumed to be equal to SG relief 
valve area. After first time opening the SG 1 SV 1 opening set point was lowered.  

3) CASE 3: The same assumptions as for the CASE 2 were taken with the exception that 
SG 1 SV 1 did not close completely, so that it remained 8 % open after closing signal. 

In the analysis it was assumed that AFW flow started at a time point when SG 1 
pressure exceeded 7.8 MPa and either the SG 1 relief valve (CASE 1) or SV 1 (CASE 2, 
CASE 3) were closed after first time opening. Following that time point, the AFW flow 
obtained from the measurement including flow measurement error was assumed. The steam 
mass flow through the SG 1 relief and SV 1 and the resulting SG 1 pressure for the analyzed 
cases are presented in Figure 6 and Figure 5, respectively. In the CASE 1 only SG 1 relief 
valve opened, while SV 1 did not open at all. In the time period (3020, 4020) sec, SG 1 relief 
valve opened six times in the CASE 1, Figure 6, while in the real event, Figure 2, only the 
opening of the SG 1 SV 1 valve (two times) has been reported. The results for secondary 
pressure for the CASE 1 indicate that SG relief valve prevents the pressure increase above the 
opening set point. Hence, it was concluded that in the real event the SG 1 relief valve did not 
open. Furthermore, a particular behavior of the SG 1 SV 1 valve was modeled, different from 
the set point in order to obtain the SG 1 secondary pressure match with measurement, Figure 
2. For the CASE 2, the SG 1 secondary pressure was well reproduced till the SG 1 SV 1 first 
time closing, Figure 5 and Figure 2. However, in the observed time period (3020, 4020) sec, 
the SG 1 SV 1 valve opened four times in the CASE 2 which is different from measurement 
(two times). To realistically describe the event, the CASE 3 has been analyzed. In this case, 
after SG 1 SV 1 closing signal a residual flow (9.4 kg/s) remained, Figure 6, i.e., it was 
assumed that SG 1 SV 1 did not close completely. The average temperature (loop 1) trend, 
Figure 3, followed the SG 1 SV 1 behavior, Figure 5. Together with the heat removal through 
the SG 1 relief or SV 1 valve, the SG secondary side behavior was determined by the AFW 
flow. The role of the AFW flow is twofold. First, the spray-type injection of the cold AFW 
water efficiently reduces the SG pressure due to the steam condensation on water droplets. 
Secondly, the AFW flow recovers the SG level and thus the heat sink is preserved. In this 
event, the AFW 1 flow was actuated first when SG 1 level was quite low (30 %) and still 
decreasing because of steam removal through the SG 1 relief or SV 1 valve, Figure 7. 
Moreover, the measured AFW flow was much less than nominal (25 kg/s), so that measured 
SG 1 level fell to 15 % at the end of simulation. Coincident with the SG 1 SV 1 valve opening 
intervals, the SG 1 level increased, due to buoyancy driven water droplets rise, Figure 6 and 
Figure 7. For the CASE 3, a very good agreement with the measurement for the SG 1 
pressure, Figure 2, average temperature, Figure 3, as well as SG 1 level, Figure 7, was 
obtained. The AFW flow influenced the SG 1 secondary pressure significantly at the very 
beginning of the injection when the AFW flow was greater than 14 kg/s and after time = 4000 
sec. At that time point, a significantly less core decay heat is produced (about 11 % less than 
at time = 3500 sec) which also contributes to the slower secondary pressure rise. After time = 
4200 sec a steeper decrease of the SG 1 pressure and the lower SG 1 level in the measurement 
than in the calculation was obtained. The obtained results suggest that in the real event an 
additional steam release following that point took place, which was not considered in the 
calculation. 
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Table 2: Time table of main events for the RCP Trip event 

CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3 Measurement Event 
Time (sec) Time (sec) Time (sec) Time (sec) 

Reactor trip, turbine trip 3020 3020 3020 3020 
RCP 2 trip 3023 3023 3023 3023 
MSIV isolation 3125 3125 3125 3125 
Main feedwater isolation 3029 3029 3029 not available 
AFW start 3329 3440 3467 3521 
SG 1 relief valve opens for the 1st 
time 

3235 - - - 

SG 1 SV 1 opens for the 1st  time - 3310 3310 3330 
SG 1 SV 1 opens for the 2nd time - 3525 3725 3781 
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Figure 5: SG 1 pressure, RCP Trip event calculation (CASE 1, CASE 2, CASE 3) 
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Figure 7: SG 1 AFW flow and SG 1 narrow range level, RCP Trip event calculation 
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4 CONCLUSION 

The RELAP5/MOD 3.3 analysis of the RCP Trip event at NPP Krško was performed. 
In the analysis the realistic boundary and initial conditions were assumed. The analysis was 
subdivided into two parts: 
• Calculation of the initial conditions for the RCP Trip event, i.e., the power reduction: 
100 % - 28 % during the first 50 minutes of the simulation. The analysed power reduction 
transient made demands on proper modelling of all control systems in the plant. The obtained 
differences between measured and calculated values are well within the acceptance criteria. 
• Calculation of the RCP Trip event. The realistic plant behaviour influenced by 
operator actions has been taken into account in the analysis. All major trends following the 
RCP Trip event were well predicted by the model. During the simulation the two major 
effects on transient results were identified: the SG 1 relief or SV 1 open/close behaviour and 
AFW flow actuation. Three sensitivity study analyses (CASE 1, CASE 2 and CASE 3) were 
aimed to investigate the influence of SG 1 relief and SV 1 flow on transient results. The 
comparison of the cases CASE 1 and CASE 2 with measurement has suggested that in the real 
event the SG 1 relief valve did not open. In the CASE 2 the particular SG 1 SV 1 valve 
behaviour influenced by the operator actions was assumed. In the CASE 3 it was assumed that 
in addition to the particular SG 1 SV 1 valve behaviour the residual valve flow remained (8 % 
valve opening). Thus, for the CASE 3 the major characteristics of the real transient have been 
reproduced, e.g., the results for SG pressure, SG level, average temperature, etc. 

The presented RELAP5/MOD 3.3 analysis has demonstrated the appropriateness of the 
developed NPP Krško nodalization with models of the plant control systems for use in the 
realistic transient simulation. 
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ABSTRACT 

In 1988 United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission approved the revised rule on the 
acceptance of emergency core cooling system (ECCS) performance. Since that there has been 
significant interest in the development of codes and methodologies for best-estimate loss-of-
coolant accident (LOCAs) analyses. Several new best estimate plus uncertainty methods 
(BEPUs) were developed in the world. The purpose of the paper is to review the 
developments in the direction of best estimate approaches with uncertainty quantification and 
to discuss the problems in practical applications of BEPU methods. In general, the licensee 
methods are following original methods. The study indicated that uncertainty analysis with 
random sampling of input parameters and the use of order statistics for desired tolerance 
limits of output parameters is today commonly accepted and mature approach. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The main goal of the study is to review the developments of best estimate approaches 
with uncertainty quantification of deterministic thermal-hydraulic (TH) safety analyses for 
nuclear installations. The use of best estimate plus uncertainty (BEPU) methods started based 
on the research results from 1974 through 1986. At that time the United States Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (USNRC) initiated an effort to develop and demonstrate a licensing 
acceptable best estimate (BE) method which could bring benefit to nuclear plant operators 
(less conservative, consideration of uncertainties, economic gains). The Code Scaling, 
Applicability and Uncertainty (CSAU) method was developed [1] and demonstrated for large-
break (LB) LOCA in a pressurized water reactor (PWR). After pioneering CSAU several new 
methods were developed which were presented together at special OECD/NEA/CSNI 
(Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development/Nuclear Energy 
Agency/Committee on Safety of Nuclear Installations) workshop on uncertainty analysis 
methods in 1994 [2]. One of the objectives of the workshop was also preparation the 
uncertainty methodology study (UMS). In UMS study (1995-97) five uncertainty methods 
were compared [3]. The OECD/CSNI workshops in Annapolis-1996 [4], Ankara-1998 [5] and 
Barcelona-2000 [6] also dealt with uncertainty evaluation methods. In the year 2000 
international conference Best Estimate 2000 was held. The proceeding from these meetings as 
well as other published papers served as basis for the preparation of this paper. In the 
literature various aspects of the uncertainty methods have been considered. However, no 
special study dealing with these applications was published yet. Therefore one of the aims of 
the study is to present the efforts done in the world to use BEPU for licensing. Before 
overview of BEPU methods is done approaches to TH safety analysis are briefly described. 
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2 APPROACHES TO THERMAL-HYDRAULIC SAFETY ANALYSIS 

At present there are two licensing approaches for evaluation of loss-of-coolant accidents 
(LOCAs) consequences: conservative and best estimate. In this paper the term “conservative 
approach” refers to the conservative analysis using conservative code and conservative 
assumptions. The term “best estimate approach” refers to best estimate calculation that 
includes uncertainty analysis what is in the accordance with the RG 1.157 [7] or IAEA 
definition [8]. 

 
2.1 Conservative approach 

Historically the initial licensing procedures that governed analysis were established in 
1974 when USNRC published rules for LOCA analysis in 10CFR 50.46 and Appendix K [9]. 
The analysis following these rules it is known as conservative approach. It is the first one 
used in safety analysis. The basic reason for developing the conservative method has been the 
need to circumvent the lacks of knowledge of the physical phenomena. It is approach based 
on the notions of consequences (maximisation) and criteria (restrictive). 

10CFR 50.46 established the primary safety criteria for peak cladding temperature 
(PCT), maximum cladding oxidation, maximum hydrogen generation, coolable geometry, and 
long-term cooling (these remain unchanged today in the US). Emergency core cooling 
systems (ECCS) cooling performance shall be calculated. Appendix K to Part 50 establishes 
required and acceptable features of the evaluation model. Discussion of the relative 
importance of the various features of Appendix K is not, of course, found in Appendix K nor 
in the documentation of that time. Since then some studies have been carried out to provide 
some information in this regard [10]. For LBLOCA the most important features appeared to 
be use of high peaking factor, lockout on return to nucleate boiling, steam-only cooling during 
reflood and decay heat. For small-break (SB) LOCA these were single failure criterion and 
decay heat. 

Problems raised by conservative approach are: a) no way to prove that the 
conservatism’s which are verified on scaled down experiments are also valid at full scale 
reactor size; b) due to nonlinearity, the additivity of several conservative measures cannot be 
verified and c) method unadapted for emergency operating procedures (EOP) studies 
(especially obvious after TMI2 accident). All these limitations have been the motivation for 
developing best estimate codes. 

 
2.2 Best estimate approach 

Original criteria for LOCA were formulated at a time when limitations in knowledge 
made conservative approaches necessary. Research during 1974-1988 provided a foundation 
sufficient for use of realistic and physically based analysis methods [11]. Large number of 
experimental programs was completed internationally. A number of advanced computer codes 
(best estimate) were developed in parallel with experiments for replacing evaluation model: 
RELAP, TRAC, COBRA-TRAC, RETRAN, CATHARE, ATHLET etc. 

In September 1988, the NRC approved a revised rule for the acceptance of ECCSs [12]. 
The revised rule of ECCS contains three key features: the existing acceptance criteria were 
retained; evaluation model methods based on Appendix K may continue to be used as an 
alternative to best estimate methodology; and an alternate ECCS performance, based on BE 
methods, may be used to provide more realistic estimates of plant safety margins, provided 
the licensee quantifies the uncertainty of the estimates and includes the uncertainty when 
comparing the calculated results with prescribed acceptance limits. 
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3 OVERVIEW OF BEST ESTIMATE PLUS UNCERTAINTY METHODS 

3.1 Original uncertainty evaluation methods 

To support the revised ECCS rule and illustrate its application, USNRC and its 
contractors and consultants have developed and demonstrated an uncertainty evaluation 
methodology called CSAU. The CSAU was demonstrated to LBLOCA [1]. Later in 1992 it 
was applied to SBLOCA [13]. First non-US CSAU application to plant was done in 1993 
[14]. After pioneering CSAU in the next five years several new original methods were 
developed. At special OECD/NEA workshop on uncertainty analysis methods, London 1-4 
March 1994 [2] eight new methods were presented: CSAU, UMAE method (Uncertainty 
Methodology based on Accuracy Extrapolation, Italy), AEA method (Atomic Energy 
Authority, UK), NE Method (Nuclear Energy, UK), GRS method (Gesellschaft für Anlagen- 
und Reaktorsicherheit, Germany), IPSN method (Institut de Protection et de Sureté Nucleairé, 
France), Tractebel method (Belgium) and Limit value approach (ABB, USA). 

In 1994 review on uncertainty methods for thermal hydraulic computer codes was also 
done [15]. The main features of four relevant methods were explained and compared: AEA, 
CSAU, GE (General Electric) and GRS method. It was found out that all methods consist of 
two basic elements which are identification and quantification of important parameters (input 
uncertainty) as well as analysis to quantify the combined influence of these uncertainties on 
selected key output parameters (output uncertainty) as shown in Figure 1. For determination 
of input parameters mostly expert judgement or statistical sampling techniques were used 
while for output uncertainty determination mostly response surface or statistical determination 
of tolerance limits were used. 
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Figure 1: Basic elements of uncertainty methods 

The methods based on response surface have limitation in the number of input 
parameters to keep the number of calculations reasonable. Initially for response surface 
generation linear regression was used. Later the need for continues-valued output parameters 
was expressed [16]. To overcome some limitations in applicability of CSAU contributions to 
CSAU were done through application to SBLOCA [17] and optimal statistical estimator was 
proposed for response surface generation [18].  

In the case of tolerance limits the number of input parameters is not limited. The 
number of calculations depends only on the desired probability content α and confidence level 
β of tolerance limits. For α=β=0.95 altogether 59 calculations are needed for one-sided 
statistical tolerance limits and 93 calculations for two-sided statistical tolerance limits.  
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Please note that up to date only the UMAE method [19] differ significantly in 
extrapolating code accuracy from the comparison between code results and relevant 
experimental data obtained in small scale facilities to get the final value of uncertainty. 

 
3.2 Best estimate plus uncertainty methods (BEPU) for licensing 

The research on uncertainty evaluation methods, described above, demonstrated that 
licensee applications are feasible. The major role in the licensing area plays the CSAU 
method. In this section the major approaches in different countries will be described. 

US: In the US Westinghouse has developed and licensed a best-estimate large-break 
loss-of-coolant accident methodology for 3- and 4-loop designs (1996) [20], and later 
extended the methodology to 2-loop upper plenum injection plants (1999). The CSAU 
methodology was logically following and WCOBRA/TRAC best estimate code was used. The 
licensed methodology uses a response surface technique for the uncertainty treatment. 
Application was done also to AP-600 [21]. Updates to about 20 plant’s Final Safety Analysis 
Reports (FSAR) were performed by Westinghouse [8]. Recently, Westinghouse proposed an 
alternative methodology, which replaces the response surface technique with a statistical 
sampling method. The method is called the Automated Statistical Treatment of Uncertainty 
Method (ASTRUM) [22]. Random sampling is used to determine tolerance limits from 
unknown distributions. The consideration of non-parametric limits was originally presented 
by Wilks and first used by GRS method. For the demonstration the application to 4-loop 
Westinghouse plant (Indian Point 2) 59 calculations were performed for peak cladding 
calculation with 95% probability with 95% confidence level. Westinghouse approach is 
similar to the new Framatome-ANP methodology, which has already been approved for 
Westinghouse 3- and 4-loop plants and Combustion Engineering plants. Framatome-ANP has 
chosen to follow CSAU and non-parametric order statistics methodology. The S-RELAP code 
was used. 

Germany: Two methods for evaluation of uncertainties are available in Germany at 
present. The GRS method [23] has been developed for application of future confirmatory 
analyses conducted as part of the safety assessment by expert organisations. It is based on 
statistical tolerance limits (order statistics). It was demonstrated to 5% cold leg SBLOCA and 
double ended 100% cold leg LBLOCA in a German reference PWR [24]. The method was 
applied also in Lithuania to an event at Ignalina NPP [25]. The Siemens method essentially 
follows the CSAU but differs in the application of some steps. Three main sources of 
uncertainty are identified: the code, the NPP status, and the fuel status. Among those 
elements, ‘the code’ constitutes the largest source of overall uncertainty. This is derived from 
the comparison between experimental and calculated data following an approach similar to 
what proposed by UMAE. To generate output distribution Monte Carlo simulations of 
response surface (full second-degree polynomial) were used. The Siemens (now Framatome-
ANP) method has been used to support the licensing process of the Angra-2 NPP in Brasil 
[26]. 

France: Electricité de France and Framatome have developed an accident analysis 
method based on the use of realistic computer codes called the "Deterministic Realistic 
Method" (DRM) [27]. Its principle is based on quantification of the calculation uncertainty, 
which is taken into account deterministically when the results (target parameters) are 
compared to the acceptance criteria. To ensure that the value of a target parameter is 
conservative, a penalization mode is introduced into the realistic model. The penalties are 
chosen so as to preserve a realistic response of the code. The DRM was first applied (1997) to 
LBLOCA for a French three-loop pressurized water reactor. In France and Belgium the 
principles were approved in the year 2000 and topical report is expected in 2004. 
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Italy: At University of Pisa the Code with capability of Internal Assessment of 
Uncertainty (CIAU) was developed [28] as a follow-up of the USNRC and OECD/CSNI 
workshop in Annapolis [4]. All of the uncertainty methodologies (used in UMS) suffer of two 
main limitations. CIAU has been developed having in mind the objective of removing the 
limitations on resources needed for uncertainty methodology development and dependence of 
results on methodology/user. The idea of the CIAU is the identification and the 
characterization of standard plant statuses and the association of uncertainty to each status. 
One hypercube and one time interval identify the plant status. The RELAP5/mod3.2 and 
UMAE uncertainty methodology have been coupled to constitute CIAU. However, any of the 
available system codes or the uncertainty methodologies can be combined to get a code with 
the capability of internal assessment of uncertainty. The CIAU was applied to LBLOCA in 
Kozloduy units 3&4 [8] and Angra 1 inadvertent load rejection transient [29]. 

Canada: The AECL (Atomic Energy of Canada Limited) uncertainty assessment 
methodology is based on the experience of the CSAU method. Three broad classes of 
uncertainty sources are addressed: code uncertainty, representation uncertainty and plant 
uncertainty. Response surface methods are used in the uncertainty analysis. Where adequate 
safety margins are known to exist, BEPU methods are not required. The applications were 
done for CANDU6 [30] and CANDU9 [31] commercial plant LBLOCA. Concerns regarding 
practicability of the CSAU methodology motivated the Ontario Power Generation (OPG) to 
develop best estimate nuclear safety analysis methodology. Essential features of the CSAU 
were incorporated while the elements were modified. The OPG BEPU methodology was 
applied to CANDU9 loss of flow and LBLOCA [32]. The licensing quality submissions were 
also done in December 1999 and April 2000, respectively. The novel feature of OPG method 
is that functional relationships describing the underlying physical interdependencies between 
parameters were developed. The integrated uncertainty analysis uses functional response 
surfaces for generating results. 

Japan: In Japan the demonstration was done with TRACG best estimate code for 
transient analysis in boiling water reactor (published in the year 2000 [33]). The CSAU 
general approach was followed with statistical analysis similar to GRS approach. The main 
safety parameter was Minimum critical power ratio (MCPR). Applications were done to 
turbine trip without bypass and to loss of feedwater heating. The importance of the study is in 
that it shows applicability of BEPU to non-LOCA transients. 

Korea: KINS (Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety) method of uncertainty quantification 
is based on the CSAU method of USNRC and consists of 17 steps [34]. The main difference 
is calculating single parameter sensitivities to reduce the number of input parameters and in 
random sampling of input parameters. The KINS methodology was demonstrated for 
LBLOCA in Kori Unit 3, which is 3, loop Westinghouse plant. They realized that realistic 
approaches for safety analysis are feasible for license applications in Korea. KREM (Korea 
Realistic Evaluation Model) was developed by KEPCO (Korea Electric Power Company) and 
submitted to the Korea regulatory body. KINS received topical report of the KREM for its 
licensing review on October 1998. However, there were not many realistic LOCA experts in 
Korea to review the KREM and not enough LOCA integral test databases were available in 
the KREM and anywhere in the Korea to support the KREM licensing review.  

United Kingdom (UK): The NE method [35] in 1995 Sizewell B LBLOCA safety case 
has been accepted by the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate. It has many similarities with 
CSAU; the major difference is that an engineering judgement is used to ensure that final PCT 
has an associated high level of confidence – achieved by using bounding and conservative 
values in the assessment. Better estimate calculation was also performed to demonstrate that 
PCT could be reduced significantly by the use of more realistic plant operating parameters 
and boundary conditions. 
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3.3 Discussion 

The research performed during 1989 to 1995 on uncertainty evaluation methods led to 
development and use of BEPU also for licensing. The results showed that initially the BEPU 
methods were applied mostly to LBLOCA. Nevertheless, later there were more and more 
applications to SBLOCA and non-LOCA transients. In this study overview of the latest 
developments were done. The study showed that new methods were built on the previous one. 
The methods mostly follow the steps from CSAU while modifying statistical treatment 
according to GRS method. This finding agree with previous study [18] which concluded that 
to reduce the number of calculations the methods with random sampling of input uncertain 
parameters require the minimum number of calculations and emphasized that specific tools 
can be developed and used in the frame of CSAU. The study in Swiss [36], based on a review 
of the different methods published, also found the GRS method with statistical package SUSA 
to yield an optimal balance between statistical rigor and flexibility in the application. Some 
methods still rely on response surface generation and their applications are limited mostly to 
LBLOCA. All these approaches require large number of calculations. Another alternative 
proposed is CIAU. The main advantage of methodology is avoiding user effect and negligible 
computer time or human resources. At the moment only RELAP5/MOD3.2 has the capability 
of internal assessment of uncertainty. The study indicated that statistical approach with 
random sampling of input parameters and the use of order statistics for desired tolerance 
limits of output parameters is commonly accepted and mature approach. The perspective 
however is to have codes with the capability of internal assessment of uncertainty. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

In the paper original and licensing uncertainty evaluation methods were overviewed. 
Also, it is shown that industry is more and more focusing on development of licensee BEPU 
methods. They are following original methods. The study indicated that uncertainty analysis 
with random sampling of input parameters and the use of order statistics for desired tolerance 
limits of output parameters is commonly accepted and mature approach. Response surface 
techniques and Monte Carlo sampling are still acceptable, mostly for single value parameters 
like PCT during LBLOCA. The BEPU methods were developed in several countries. 
However, the formal regulation supporting the use of BEPU is still in progress and/or licensee 
BEPU methods approval. The existing BEPU methods seems mature enough while the future 
research needs to be focused on the codes with internal assessment of uncertainty. 
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ABSTRACT 

Assessments of the RELAP5/MOD3.2 computer code using critical heat flux data from 
three sets of experiments have been performed independently by analysts at the Electrogorsk 
Research and Engineering Center and the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental 
Laboratory. The experiments, performed at the KS-1 and V-200 facilities, investigated dryout 
at the top of rod bundles with geometry typical of VVER reactors. The two assessments were 
compared, investigating differences in the input models and explaining the resultant 
differences in the calculations. The differences between the two sets of calculations were 
generally much smaller than the differences between the calculations and the data. Both 
assessments found that the code calculations were in minimal agreement with the data, and 
recommended the development of a more applicable critical heat flux model for the code.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Calculations of VVER Standard Problem INSCSP-V7 [1] have been performed 
independently by analysts at the Electrogorsk Research and Engineering Center (EREC) and 
the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL). This standard 
problem represents rod bundle critical heat flux (CHF) data from three sets of experiments, 
two at the KS-1 facility at the Russian Research Center - Kurchatov Institute, and one set 
from the V-200 facility at the Institute of Physics and Power Engineering, Russia. These 
assessments aid in assessing the applicability of RELAP5/MOD3.2 for analyzing transients in 
VVER type reactors. 

2 TEST AND FACILITY DESCRIPTIONS 

The KS-1 is a semi-integral single loop model of the VVER primary system. The fuel 
assembly model for the core consists of full height electrically heated rods. Forced or natural 
circulation flow of the coolant can be modeled. For the standard problem INSC SP-V7, tests 
with 19- and 37-rod bundle were selected. These rod bundles are referred to as 3/- and 4/-, 
respectively. Their cross sections are shown in Figures 1a and 1b. Both bundles had heater 
rods with a 2.5-m heated length. The rods were made of stainless steel tubes with an outer 
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diameter of 9.0 mm. The heater rod pitch was 12.2 mm. In the heated zone, there were 10 grid 
spacers. The grid spacer geometry is the same as that used in VVER-440 reactors. Both 
bundles had uniform axial and radial power profiles, and were enclosed in hexagonal working 
channels. 

The V-200 test facility is a high-pressure, forced circulation circuit. It includes several 
loops with replaceable experimental working sections. The fuel assembly model for the core 
consists of seven reduced height electrically heated rods. The rods were made of stainless 
steel tubes with an outer diameter of 9.1 mm. The heater rod pitch was 12.8 mm. The heated 
length of the rod bundle was 800 mm. The rod bundle had three grid spacers. The grid spacer 
geometry is the same as that used in VVER reactors. This bundle had uniform axial and radial 
power profiles. The V-200 rod bundle was situated in the working channel with a complex 
hexagonal/triangular geometry. The cross section of the rod bundle is presented in Figure 1c. 

The data selected for this standard problem represent a wide range of pressure (0.8–
7.0 MPa), mass flux (210-2852 kg/m2s), and inlet subcooling (0-211 K). 

 

 9 (19 rods) 

12.2 

56 

 

12.2 

 9 (central 
non-heated rod) 

 9 (36 rods) 

76.9 

 

 9.1 (7 rods) 

38.4 12.8 

 

a) b) c) 

Figure 1: Rod bundle cross sections 

The objective of all the tests was to measure parameters at the onset of the heater rod 
temperature excursion following CHF. Individual tests were started with a steady state 
condition at the desired pressure. The CHF was approached either by holding the flow rate 
constant and increasing the power, or by holding the power constant and reducing the flow 
rate or increasing the coolant inlet temperature. 

3 RELAP5 INPUT MODEL DESCRIPTIONS 

The general nodalization scheme for the EREC rod bundle input models is shown in 
Figure 2a [2]. The input model consists of seven hydrodynamic components and one heat 
structure. The bundle inlet temperature and flow rate are established by the inlet time 
dependent volume and junction, respectively. A lower plenum volume is used to check the 
inlet pressure. The rod bundle is simulated with a pipe component, with an attached heat 
structure modeling the heater rods. In all of the input decks, there was a one-to-one 
correspondence in the axial nodalization of the rod bundle hydrodynamic cells and the heat 
structure. At the top of the bundle, a single junction connected the pipe outlet to a time 
dependent volume, which established the pressure boundary condition. Because the data 
provided were for net heat flux, the outer bundle wall was not modeled. The number of axial 
nodes in the pipe modeling the bundle varied between the experiment sets. Loss coefficients 
of 0.26 were used for the grid spacers. The heater rods were modeled as cylindrical heat 
structures. The vertical rod bundle without crossflow heat transfer package was used. Default 
code options were used in most cases. 
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Similar input decks were used for the INEEL analysis of all three sets of experiments. 
The basic nodalization is shown in Figure 2b [3]. A time dependent volume and junction at 
the bottom of the bundle established the inlet flow and temperature. The single junction and 
time dependent volume at the top of the bundle established the pressure. The bundle region 
was modeled with a pipe, with the number of volumes changing for each facility. A heat 
structure was used to model the heater rods, with a one-for-one axial nodalization 
correspondence with the hydraulic volumes over the heated length, with an unheated volume 
at the top of the bundle. The outer wall of the bundle was not included in the base 
nodalization because the data provided were for the net heat flux. Grid spacer loss coefficients 
of 0.5 for KS-1 models and 0.1 for V-200 model were used in the heat structures only. The 
heater rods were modeled as cylindrical heat structures. The vertical rod bundle without 
crossflow heat transfer package was used. Default code options were used for nearly all of the 
junctions and volumes. 
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Figure 2: General nodalization schemes 

4 RESULTS 

The test series with the KS-1 37-rod bundle 4/- included 63 data points at varying 
pressures, temperatures, and flow rates. A comparison of the base case calculated results of 
EREC and INEEL for this bundle is presented in Figure 3. This figure shows deviations 
between the measured CHF and values calculated by EREC and INEEL for all data points of 
the bundle 4/- test series. The deviations are defined as: 

 

%100×
−

=
measured

calculatedmeasured

CHF
CHFCHFDeviation  (1) 

 
All of the measured CHF values were overpredicted by the code in both teams’ 

calculations. The predictions were generally worse at low pressure and higher mass flux, with 
no apparent dependence on the inlet water temperature or subcooling. The pressure was a 
more dominant influence than the mass flow. 

The test series with the KS-1 19-rod bundle 3/- included 54 data points at varying 
pressures, temperatures, and flow rates. A comparison of the base case calculated results of 
EREC and INEEL for this bundle is presented in Figure 4. All of the measured CHF values 
were overpredicted by the code in both teams’ calculations. Both teams found that the 
deviation depends on the pressure. The larger deviations were at lower pressures. There were 
no apparent dependencies on the mass flux and water subcooling. 
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Figure 3: Comparison of the calculated results for KS-1 37-rod bundle 4/ 
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Figure 4: Comparison of the calculated results for KS-1 19-rod bundle 3/ 

The test series with the V-200 7-rod bundle included 25 data points at the same 
pressure, with varying temperatures and flow rates. A comparison of the base case calculated 
results of EREC and INEEL for this test series is presented in Figure 5. All of the measured 
CHF values were overpredicted by the code in the INEEL base case calculations. In the 
EREC base case calculations, three points were slightly underpredicted; the others were 
overpredicted. In both teams’ calculations there was a noticeable effect of mass flux on the 
predicted CHF, with the overprediction being greater at higher mass fluxes. 

All CHF values calculated by INEEL had larger deviations than those of EREC. 

5 DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 

Two teams have independently developed input decks to analyze this standard problem. 
As a result there are differences between the RELAP5 models, which lead to differences in 
the calculated results. 
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Figure 5: Comparison of the calculated results for V-200 7-rod bundle 

Sensitivity calculations were performed to determine the principal contributors to the 
differences in the calculated CHF. The approach was to change the parameters in each input 
deck to the value used in the other input deck. With all of the modeling changes included, the 
sensitivity calculations were very close to the other model’s base calculation. This shows that 
there are not other modeling differences that are unaccounted for. 

For the KS-1 experiment series, differences in the axial nodalization of the working 
channel, the grid loss coefficient value in the heat structure, and the heated equivalent 
diameter value all contributed about equally to the differences in the calculations. For the 
V-200 experiments, most of the differences in the predicted CHF were caused by the heated 
equivalent diameter and the elevation of the middle grid spacer (the closest one upstream of 
the CHF location). 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The differences between the two teams’ calculations were generally small compared to 
the deviations between the calculated and measured critical heat fluxes. 

Overall, the agreement between RELAP5/MOD3.2 calculations and the experiment 
results is judged to be minimal. The CHF was overpredicted in nearly every case. For the 
V-200 test series at low mass flux, the calculations were within the uncertainty band of the 
data, which is reasonable or excellent agreement. However, the calculations were outside the 
stated uncertainty for most of the other tests. There was no evidence of a bundle size effect. 
The code CHF predictions were generally worse at low pressure.  

These assessments indicate that a CHF model more applicable to the VVER core 
geometry is needed in the RELAP5/MOD3.2 code, because the user cannot work around this 
problem by changing the facility input model. 
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ABSTRACT 

In subcooled flow boiling, a locally averaged bubble diameter significantly varies in the 
transverse direction to the flow. From the experimental data of Bartel [1], a bent cross-
sectional profile of local bubble diameter with the maximum value shifted away from the 
heated wall may be observed. In the present paper, the increasing part of the profile (near the 
heated wall) is explained by a random generation of bubble sizes on the heated wall. The 
hypothesis was supported by a statistical analysis of different CFD simulations, varying by 
the size of the generated bubble (normal distribution) and the number of generated bubbles 
per unit surface. Local averaging of calculated void fraction distributions over different 
bubble classes was performed. The increasing curve of the locally averaged bubble diameter 
in the near-wall region was successfully predicted. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Subcooled flow boiling is of great importance in water-cooled nuclear reactors, where 
local vapour generation on the heated wall may lead to a number of important phenomena, 
such as: increased pressure drop, influence on the core reactivity, earlier flow regime 
transition or even critical heat flux. A recent trend in nuclear reactor design is to develop 
passive safety systems, which are mainly based on natural circulation or gravity-driven 
subcooled boiling flows at relatively low pressures. The analysis of such flows is much more 
complicated than the analysis of forced two-phase flows at relatively high pressure. Thus 
there is a strong need to for accurate mechanistic models that can be applied to these 
conditions.    

During subcooled boiling of liquid flow in a heated vertical channel, vapour bubbles are 
generated in a thin superheated thermal boundary layer of liquid on the heated wall. Bubbles 
eventually depart from the wall and travel further with the subcooled liquid flow, where they 
are subjected to condensation and to the turbulent velocity field of the liquid. Due to complex 
physical mechanisms the bubble size significantly varies in every direction of the flow field. 
Bubble size is extremely important at subcooled flow boiling, since it affects the transfer of 
momentum (drag force, wall lubrication force) heat and mass transfer (evaporation and 
condensation) between the bubbles and liquid flow.  

At subcooled flow boiling, the liquid temperature is above the saturation temperature 
only in a very thin boundary layer adjacent to the heated wall, while it decreases in radial 
direction towards the adiabatic outer wall. Since the maximum liquid temperature occurs at 
the heated wall, one could expect that the maximum value of local bubble diameter db would 
also occur there. However, the measured cross-sectional distributions of local bubble Sauter 
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diameter db, provided by other investigators (e.g. Bartel [1], see also Figure 1), indicate that 
the maximum value of local bubble diameter is shifted away from the heated wall. As can be 
observed in Figure 1, the radial profile of bubble diameter can be divided into the increasing 
and the decreasing part. The bubble diameter first increases in the direction away from the 
wall and then starts decreasing towards the adiabatic wall after reaching its maximum value 
somewhere in between. The decreasing part of the radial bubble diameter profile can be 
explained by local condensation in the subcooled liquid. However, the physical mechanisms, 
which cause the increase of bubble diameter in the near-wall region are not entirely 
understood yet. 
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Figure 1 Radial profiles of measured bubble Sauter diameter [1] at different axial 
locations (z and Dh denote axial coordinate and hydraulic diameter, respectively) 

2 HYPOTHESIS 

Trying to explain the increasing shape of radial profile of local bubble diameter, the 
following hypothesis is raised in this paper: 

 
• Bubbles of different sizes behave differently in the same flow field, hence it may be 

anticipated that different bubble sizes impose different cross-sectional profiles of void 
fraction. Very likely, a spectrum of bubble sizes is being generated at every local region 
of the heated wall. In a given velocity and temperature field of liquid, larger bubbles 
migrate farther away from the heated wall than smaller bubbles. Thus, the radial profile of 
measured local Sauter bubble diameter, averaged over the spectrum of bubble sizes may 
increase with the distance from the wall until the condensation effect prevails. 

 
The random generation of different bubble sizes during fully-developed nucleate boiling 

was also observed experimentally [2]. 

3 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

To support the raised hypothesis, a statistical analysis is performed, which assumes that 
bubbles of various sizes are being generated with normal distribution at every location on the 
heated wall. A separate CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) simulation of the boiling flow 
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is performed for each bubble size (class) to determine radial void fraction profiles. The 
resulting radial distributions of void fraction were treated statistically to obtain the locally 
averaged radial profiles of void fraction and bubble diameter. In this case, the so-called 
locally averaged values indicate the values of void fraction and bubble diameter averaged 
over bubble population at a single location in the flow domain. Using this approach, the 
interaction between bubble classes is not taken into account. Since the local void fractions in 
the considered experiments [1] do not exceed 0.3, the bubble interactions through wake-drift, 
collisions and coalescence may be neglected.   

One of the Bartel’s experimental cases [1] was selected as an illustrative example. The 
subcooled flow boiling experiments of Bartel [1] were performed at atmospheric pressure and 
were carried out in a vertical annulus with a heated inner rod with diameter of 19.1 mm. The 
outer wall was adiabatic with inner diameter of 38.1 mm. The length of the heated part of the 
annulus is 1.5 m, while the inlet part of the test section (0.635 m) is not heated. The applied 
heat flux, mass flow rate and inlet temperature for the considered case are as follows: 

 
• qw = 128 kW/m2 
• G = 701 kg/m2s 
• Tin = 366.6 K  

 
3.1 Mathematical model 

Let us assume that a spectrum of bubbles is being generated on the heated wall with a 
normally distributed bubble departure diameter dbw. Thus, dbw is a random variable with a 
normal cumulative distribution function: 
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is a normal distribution density of diameter dbw with a mean value m and a standard deviation 
σ . To assess the influence of the normal distribution of dbw on the void fraction and bubble 
size in the flow field, the following analysis was carried out. 

Considering the CFD model, a population of bubbles is generated in each near-wall cell 
with a normally distributed bubble departure diameter dbw. The mean value of dbw is assumed 
to be m = 2 mm, whereas a standard deviation σ = 0.5 mm is selected. These parameters 
impose a relatively wide distribution of dbw as shown in Figure 2a. The bubble population is 
decomposed into seven bubble classes, represented by dbw and corresponding normal 
distribution densities fd(dbw). For each of the seven bubble classes, a separate CFD simulation 
of subcooled flow boiling was performed using a different value of dbw. The bubbles classes 
are presented in Table 1.  

For individual CFD simulation, the bubble diameters over the entire flow field are 
assumed to be constant and equal to the bubble departure diameter (db = dbw). To simplify the 
problem, the decrease of local bubble diameter due to condensation was not taken into 
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account. Furthermore, a simplified heat flux partitioning model is adopted, where the 
evaporation heat flux is calculated as: 

 
we qq ⋅= χ  (3) 

 
The parameter χ  represents a fraction of the wall heat flux used for wall evaporation. 

The remaining heat flux, (1-χ)⋅qw, is used to heat up the liquid phase. The evaporation heat 
flux qe can be also expressed by  

 

fggbwae hdfNq ρ
π







= 3

6
, (4) 

in terms of nucleation frequency f, number of active nucleation sites per unit surface (or 
number of generated bubbles per unit surface) Na and mass of a single bubble gbwd ρπ 3)6/( . 
The bubbles are assumed to have a spherical shape. The parameter χ  is different for each 
simulation and depends on the value of dbw (as described below). All other closures for the 
two-fluid model remain the same for all simulations. Their description may be found in [3].  

The value of the parameter χ is determined from the normal distribution of the bubble 
departure diameter. First, a reference value χ =0.1 was selected for the mean value of dbw = 2 
mm. Second, considering Eq. (4), a reference number of bubbles generated per unit surface is 
calculated: 
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From the normal distribution density of bubble departure diameter, Na is calculated for 
every bubble class dbw: 
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Hence, the cumulative distribution function of Na is calculated as: 
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∫
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The histogram of the number of generated bubbles per unit surface Na is shown in 

Figure 2a, whereas the cumulative distribution function of Na is presented in Figure 2b. 
Knowing Na(dbw), a weighted value of evaporation heat flux can be derived from Eq. (4), 
where the nucleation frequency f is calculated from the correlation of Cole (1960, cited by 
Ivey [4]): 
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 The fractions of wall heat flux χ are then obtained from Eq. (3). The values of qe and 
χ  are given in Table 1. 

Table 1 Variable modeling parameters in CFD simulations 

Bubble class i dbw 
(mm) 

Na(dbw) 
(m-2) 

qe 
(W/m2) 

χ  dB 
(mm) 

1 0.7 955.2 31.6 0.0002467 0.7 
2 1 3797.0 306.2 0.0023924 1 
3 1.5 17016.8 3782.0 0.0295465 1.5 
4 2 28055.9 12800.0 0.1000000 2 
5 2.5 17016.8 13562.4 0.1059565 2.5 
6 3 3797.0 4773.6 0.0372940 3 
7 3.5 311.7 576.1 0.0045006 3.5 
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Figure 2 a.) Histogram of Na  b.) Normal cumulative distribution function of Na 

 
Since the evaporation heat flux qe is proportional to the bubble volume 3)6/( bwdπ , it has 

a different distribution density than the bubble departure diameter. To compare both 
distributions, the number of generated bubbles in bubble class Na(dbw) is weighted over the 
total number of generated bubbles to obtain the probability of occurrence of bubble with 
diameter dbw in percent: 

 

[ ] 100
)(

)(
% )( ⋅=

∑
bwd

bwa

bwa
bw dN

dN
dp . (9) 

 
In the same manner, the probability of occurrence of evaporation heat flux p(qe) is 

obtained by weighting the evaporation heat flux in bubble class dbw over the total sum of 
evaporation heat fluxes: 

 

[ ] 100
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e dq

dq
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By comparing occurrence probabilities p(dbw) and p(qe) (Figure 3a), one can see that the 

occurrence probability p(qe) shifts towards the higher values of bubble departure diameter. 
This indicates that a lower number of large bubbles can produce more vapour than a higher 
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number of small bubbles. Considering equations (9) and (10), the cumulative probability 
distribution functions can be expressed as: 
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and are presented in Figure 3b. 
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Figure 3 a.) Comparison of occurrence probabilities p(Na) and p(qe). b.)Comparison of 
cumulative probability distribution functions P(Na) and P(qe). 

 
3.2 Local averaging over bubble classes 

A distribution of locally averaged void fraction along the radius α(r) can be obtained by 
summing up the void fractions of bubble classes αi: 

 

∑=
i

i rr )()( αα . (13) 

 
Following the upper example, a radial distribution of locally averaged interfacial area Ai(r) 
can be calculated as: 
 

∑=
i

iii rArA )()( , , (14) 

 
where Ai,i(r) is the interfacial area of the i-th bubble class at the r-th radial location. The radial 
distribution of locally averaged bubble diameter in flow field is then derived from the 
definition of the bubble Sauter diameter: 
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The calculations were carried out with a CFX-4.3 code [5] using the generic two-fluid 
model, supplemented with additional closures for subcooled boiling introduced by the authors 
[3]. The details of numerical treatment of the considered simulations will not be repeated 
here, since they are provided in [3].  

The simulation results for different bubble classes are shown in Figure 4. The predictions 
of radial void fraction profiles at three different axial locations are presented. As expected, 
larger bubbles migrate farther into the subcooled liquid than smaller bubbles due to higher 
wall lubrication force and lower condensation rate.  
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Figure 4 Comparison of radial void fraction profiles for different bubble sizes at three 
axial locations 

 
The radial distributions of locally averaged void fraction α(r) and bubble diameter db(r) 

in the flow field are shown in Figures 5a and 5b, respectively. As may be observed in Figure 
5a, the bubbly region widens and the locally averaged void fraction increases along the flow. 
Figure 5b shows that the locally averaged bubble diameter gradually increases away from the 
heated wall, as a consequence of increased void fraction share of larger bubbles in this region. 
The decreasing part of the locally averaged radial profile of db(r) was not predicted, because 
the implemented model assumes a constant value of db in the entire flow domain for 
individual bubble class i. With a constant value of bubble diameter, we were also not able to 
simulate the increase of locally averaged bubble diameter along the flow. Thus, in Figure 1b 
the locally averaged bubble diameter decreases in the flow direction, which does not happen 
in the real subcooled boiling flow conditions.  
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 Figure 5 a.) Radial distributions of locally averaged void fraction along the flow  

b.) Radial distributions of locally averaged bubble diameter along the flow 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed model of subccoled flow boiling assumes that bubbles of various sizes are 
being generated with a normal distribution at every location on the heated wall. Several CFD 
simulations were performed, varying by the size of the generated bubble and the number of 
generated bubbles per unit surface. The resulting radial distributions of void fraction were 
treated statistically to obtain the locally averaged radial profiles of void fraction and bubble 
diameter. 

The applied statistical analysis is based on the simplified CFD simulations of subcooled 
flow boiling (wall evaporation model, homogeneous bubble size distribution within bubble 
class, absence of interaction between bubble classes). Using this approach, the effect of 
different bubble classes on the averaged radial profile of bubble diameter can be estimated.  

The presented results show that random generation of bubble sizes on the heated wall 
causes an increasing cross-sectional profile of locally averaged bubble diameter (averaged 
over bubble classes) in the near-wall region. Since the same trend was observed also 
experimentally [1], the random generation of bubble sizes might be one of the key physical 
mechanisms causing a non-homogenous radial distribution of bubble size in the near-wall 
region.   
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ABSTRACT 

The Cold Water Hammer experiment described in the present paper is a simple facility 
where overpressure accelerates a column of liquid water into the steam bubble at the closed 
vertical end of the pipe. Severe water hammer with high pressure peak occurs when the vapor 
bubble condenses and the liquid column hits the closed end of the pipe. Experimental data of 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf are being used to test the newly developed computer code 
WAHA and the computer code RELAP5. Results show that a small amount of non-
condensable air in the steam bubble significantly affects the magnitude of the calculated 
pressure peak, while the wall friction and condensation rate only slightly affect the simulated 
phenomena. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Due to its potential for damage of pipes, water hammer has been a subject of study since 
the middle of the nineteenth century. During these studies several specific mechanisms have 
been identified, which can lead to severe water hammer [2]. In accordance with water 
hammer classification presented in [2], the Cold Water Hammer experiment performed by 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf  [1] is initiated by the so-called “Water Cannon” mechanism: 
sub-cooled water with condensing steam in a vertical pipe. The Cold water hammer 
experiment is interesting and instructive because it covers a wide spectrum of particularities. 
One of them is “cold” steam  present at the closed end of the vertical pipe at room 
temperature and corresponding saturation pressure of approximately 2500 Pa.  

 
The WAHALoads research project of the 5th EU program has been initiated in Fall 

2000,  will end on April 1st 2004, and combines eleven contractors. The “Jožef Stefan” 
Institute leads a group of three contractors that aims to develop the WAHA computer code for 
simulation of water-hammer transients in piping systems. Other three contractors are 
performing different water hammer experiments, each of them dealing with different water 
hammer mechanism. Other partners are involved in verification and testing of the existing 
computer codes and WAHA code. The project aims at the elaboration of improved and 
innovative tools and methods for maintaining and improving the safety of existing reactor 
installations. The global objective is to predict the loads on equipment and support structures, 
which are caused by water hammers and shock waves.   
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2 TWO-PHASE FLOW MODEL OF WAHA CODE 

The mathematical model of the WAHA code is a one-dimensional six-equation two-
fluid model similar to the models of RELAP, TRAC or CATHARE computer codes. The 
basic equations are mass, momentum and energy balances for vapor and liquid, without terms 
for wall-to-fluid heat transfer [3]. The pipe elasticity is taken into account in the equations. 
The numerical scheme of the WAHA code is based on the Godunov method and allows 
second-order accurate capturing of the steep waves during transients [4]. 

2.1 Two-fluid model 

The elasticity modulus may have a significant influence on the propagation of pressure 
waves in pipes [5,6]. Especially in the pipes with small wall-thickness, it significantly reduces 
the speed of sound in fluid. With elasticity taken into account, the six-equation two-fluid 
model of the WAHA code can be written into the following form: 

The continuity equations for liquid and vapor (gas) phase are: 
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where terms with K represent the contribution of the pipe elasticity (see [5] for details), and 
the terms with pipe cross-section A(x) allow description of the pipes with variable cross-
section.  

The momentum balance equations for both phases are: 
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The internal energy balance equations for both phases with terms for pipe elasticity are: 
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where the specific total energy of liquid or gas is a sum of specific internal energy and 
specific kinetic energy: 

2/2vue += ,          (7) 

Differential terms in Eqs. (1)-(6) are collected on the left-hand side of the equations and 
the non-differential terms are collected on the right. 

2.2 Additional closure relations of the two-fluid model 

1). Two additional equations of state for each phase are needed. The equation of state 
for phase k, where k is f for fluid and g for gas, is: 
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Derivatives on the right hand side of Eq. (8) are determined by the water property 
subroutines developed for the WAHA code using pressure and temperature or specific 
internal energy as input. Water properties are pre-tabulated and saved at approximately 400 
pressures and 400 temperatures. 

 2). The virtual mass term CVM in Eqs. (3) and (4) is used to obtain hyperbolicity of the 
system: 
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3). The interfacial pressure term exists only in horizontally stratified flow: 

gDSp gfi ))(1( ρραα −−= ,       (10) 

where S represents the stratification factor (S = 0 for dispersed flow, S = 1 for horizontally 
stratified flow, 0 < S < 1 for transitional flow (see [3] for details). 

4). The WAHA code distinguishes two flow regimes: dispersed and horizontally 
stratified with transition area between both regimes. Dispersed flow is further divided into 
bubbly flow (α < 0.5), droplet flow (α > 0.95) and transitional bubbly-to-droplet flow. Source 
terms are flow regime dependent and their detailed form is given in the WAHA manual [3]. 
Terms that do not include derivatives (source terms) are terms with inter-phase drag (Ci), 
terms with inter-phase exchange of mass and energy (Γg, Qig, Qif ), terms due to the variable 
pipe cross-section (A(x,t)), terms with wall friction (Ff,wall, Fg,wall), and term with volumetric 
forces (g cosθ). 

 

3 COLD WATER HAMMER TEST FACILITY 

3.1 Geometry and experiments 

The test facility (Fig. 1) consists of a pressure vessel, a pipe line with horizontal and 
vertical straight sections, two 90° elbows and a fast acting valve in the horizontal section. The 
pipeline in the WAHA code is modeled with 66 volumes with total length of the pipeline 3.3 
m, where the length of one computational volume is ∆x = 0.05 m.  
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At the beginning, the valve is open and the pipeline is filled with water at room 
temperature. The top section of the vertical part of the pipeline contains air (α = 1.0). The 
valve is then set to closed position and holds initial pressure in the vessel and in the first part 
of the pipeline. The air from the evacuation area is then being evacuated by the vacuum 
pump. The pressure is reduced close to the saturation pressure at the given fluid temperature. 
The transient starts when the fast acting valve is opened again. The pressure difference 
between the tank and the closed end, and condensation of steam in evacuation area, 
accelerates water in the pipe, and the water hammer appears when the water column is 
abruptly stopped by the closed end of the pipe. The process can then repeat but with a weaker 
intensity of pressure peak due to the dissipation processes. The height of the pressure peak is 
proportional to the velocity of water at the moment of reaching the closed end. A higher 
initial pressure in the tank and/or larger evacuation area LE increase the acceleration and 
consequently the velocity of water column and hence the pressure peak. 
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Figure (1): Geometry of Cold Water Hammer Test Facility an

3.2 Results 

Over 20 experiments with different initial pressures and evacua
performed and documented on the experimental facility. For the purpos
with tank pressure p1 = 1 bar, evacuation pressure p2 = 23 mbar and in
LE = 0.155 m has been chosen (for details see [2]). Simulations of
performed with WAHA and RELAP5 codes. Pure steam was assumed
the closed end of the pipe. In both cases, the tank was modelled 
boundary condition.  

 
Fig. (2) shows that both, the WAHA code and the RELAP5 cod
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(instantaneous relaxation of heat, mass and momentum transfer). The simulation with built-in 
RELAP5 correlations completely missed the measured pressure time-history. To successfully 
simulate the cold water hammer experiment with RELAP5 we thus used HEM options, and 
besides, it was necessary to  reduce the allowed minimum time step to 10-18 which points to 
the numerical difficulties of the RELAP5 code.  
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Figure 2: Pressure time-history near closed end with basic settings in WAHA compared 

with experimental results and RELAP5. 
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Figure 3: Vapor volume fraction and pressure time-history near closed end (WAHA). 

 
The complete pressure history from the opening of the valve at time t = 0 s at the point 

near the closed end and the history of the vapor volume fraction at the same point are shown 
in Fig. 3. The WAHA prediction is shown in Fig. 3, as vapor volume fraction was not 
measured in the experiment. It can be clearly seen that the pressure peak is formed each time 
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when vapor in the evacuation area is condensed and the water column reaches the closed end. 
During the pressure peak, the water velocity changes direction, the pressure drops to the 
saturation level again and vapor is generated during the flashing process until reflection from 
the tank (t = 0.27 s). This is a periodic phenomenon and the number of periods and the 
frequency of pressure peaks strongly depend on damping, i.e. friction loses.  

 
Friction losses were thought to be an important parameter, especially for the prediction 

and damping of further pressure peaks. Fig. 4 shows simulations performed with 2 and 10 
times larger friction coefficient in the WAHA code, which one can consider as an additional 
friction due to the valve, which was not modeled in WAHA (and RELAP5), where a smooth 
pipe was assumed. However, the first pressure peak remains practically unchanged. 

 
Dynamic friction was also analyzed. This phenomenon is important when pressure jump 

is present in the water. More about the modeling of the dynamic friction can be found in [7].  
The numerical experiments showed that changes of coefficient of dynamic friction do not 
have any significant impact on simulation (all results presented in Figs. 2-6 are calculated 
without dynamical friction). A possible reason is that the pipeline is relatively short and 
dynamic friction like longitudinal wall friction can be neglected. Nevertheless, this area is 
open for future work on determination of exact friction coefficients in future version of 
WAHA. 
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Figure 4: Influence of coefficient of local losses (WAHA). 

 
Another tested factor that might be important is condensation rate of the steam in the 

bubble. Vapor volume fraction is present only in a vertical section of pipeline, where the 
WAHA code uses inter-phase heat, mass, and momentum exchange for dispersed flow, which 
is not very accurate in this case. However, Fig. 5 shows that the condensation rate of the 
steam does not influence the phenomena significantly; better timing, but the pressure peak is 
still overestimated. Simulation with basic WAHA correlations in Fig. 5 are compared with 
simulation performed with WAHA Homogeneous-Equilibrium Model (HEM) option, where 
infinitely fast condensation rate is assumed.  
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Figure 5: Influence of condensation rate (WAHA). 
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 Figure 6: Influence of air in the gas bubble (HEM). 

The fourth factor that was tested was the presence of the air in the steam bubble. The 
WAHA code cannot treat steam and ideal gas simultaneously; but can calculate two cases of 
two-fluid flow: liquid water-vapor or liquid water-ideal gas. The fourth curve in Fig. 6 was 
obtained with WAHA simulation which treated the gas bubble as a pure ideal gas (air). The 
slope of the pressure varies smoothly and not as rapidly as in pure vapor cases. The first 
pressure peak obtained with the WAHA pure air model, looks like the water column is being 
bounced by a spring. From the measurement in Fig. 6 we assume that the vacuum pump did 
not (could not) evacuate all the air from the bubble. The fourth curve on Fig. 6 (WAHA, pure 
air) shows, that the obtained first pressure peak is very similar to the measured one. The 
RELAP5 allows simulation with the mixture of steam and air. Fig. 6 confirms our conclusions 
about the impact of the air in the vapor bubble. The RELAP5 simulation was performed with 
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50% of air quality in the gas bubble, using the homogeneous equilibrium model. The problem 
of the comparison with the experiment is that the initial air contents in the experimental 
bubble is not known.   

4 CONCLUSIONS 

This work aims to show the capabilities of the two-fluid six-equation mathematical and 
numerical model of the recently developed computer code WAHA, which was intended for 
simulations of fast transients in NPPs. This code was successfully used in numerous cases, 
one of them being Cold Water Hammer simulation. This case reflects our recent work on 
WAHA code where the basic frame of the code was constructed. At present we are focused on 
the development of correct correlations and coefficients in closure equations. 

  
Experimental facilities for simulation of fast transients often contain non-negligible 

amounts of non-condensable gases. This paper confirms that air (50% of initial void) can 
drastically affect the behavior inside the pipeline. It would be therefore important to include 
the modeling of non-condensable gases into the WAHA code. However, on the other hand, 
the water systems in nuclear power plants are deaerated and such an option is less important 
for nuclear installations.  
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ABSTRACT 

The paper presents a method for calculating the non-steady heat transfer in a shell and 
tube heat exchanger. The characteristic equations were solved with a Finite Element Method. 
As the geometry is cylindrical and axial symmetry was assumed, the equations were solved in 
a two dimensional geometry. The interpolation functions are linear and the Galerkin method 
was applied. The process occurred without phase change. For the solving of the algebraic 
equations associated with the differential equations, we used the method of steepest 
descendent (gradient method). As results, we present the temperature profile for the tube and 
shell gas.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

The simulation of heat transfer processes in specific equipments represents an area of 
large interest, especially in the field of cryogenic temperatures, which represents one of the 
characteristic fields of our research  team.  

The realization of experimental plants operated at liquid nitrogen temperature oe below 
this temperature, in order to ensure the right level of temperature, require theoretical studies 
regarding the determination of performances and characteristics for the heat transfer in heat 
exchangers. 

Our institute develop a detritiation technology with the purpose to remove the tritium 
from heavy water used like moderator in CANDU type reactors. The technology is based on a 
catalytic isotopic exchange, purification and cryogenic distillation. The cryogenic module 
proposed is composed of feed circuit, a nitrogen circuit which ensure a primary cooling and a 
high pressure hydrogen circuit which ensure the operation temperature of the cryogenic 
distillation column. The heat exchangers that presents interest for us are those used in the 
cryogenic distillation module. The paper represents for us a first step in numerical simulation 
of the thermal behavior using a Finite Element Method for the prediction of the non-stationary 
temperature distribution in a tube and shell heat exchanger.   

Through the use of simulation techniques, more accurate analysis can be carried out. 
Besides heat transfer calculations, studies can be made to determine other characteristics like 
pressure drops or global heat transfer coefficient. The studies will be applied for testing 
different types of heat exchangers used in modules included in a detritiation plant, in 
particular in a cryogenic distillation module.  
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2 HEAT TRANSFER IN THE SHELL-TUBE HEAT EXCHANGER 

We are interested in studying the non-steady heat transfer in a shell and tube heat 
exchanger-counterflow (figure 1a). Having in view the special requirements imposed for heat 
transfer equipment, it is important to have a precise image about the time for steady-state or 
temperature profile in the direction of fluid flow while the velocity profile remains constant 
through the length of the heat exchanger section [1]. 

 
 

 
We intend to solve the differential equation of heat transfer in fluid and wall. For this, 

we choose to solve the equations with a Finite Element Method. 
For the wall, the conduction is characterised by the Fourier equation: 
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We considered that the fluid circulated in the shell and tube is hydrogen in gaseous 

state. We supposed that the process occurs without phase change. The equation we applied for 
the fluid is [2]: 
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The modelling will be presented simultaneously for the convective transfer and, also, 

for the conductive one, in cylindrical coordinates: (r,θ,z). 

Figure 1: a - The geometry of the system  
      b - The discretization (there are   
               indicated the unknowns)    

primary 
(gaseous 

hydrogen) 

wall1 wall2 

secondary 
(gaseous 

hydrogen) 
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For the finite element discretization, we choose quadrilateral elements with four nodes 
with a system of natural coordinates [3]. In each element, the unknown function is the  
temperature which can be approximated as: 

 
44332211 Φ+Φ+Φ+Φ= TTTTT               (2) 

 
For solving the two equations for heat transfer (1a) and (1b), the Galerkin method was 

applied [4]. This method supposed that if a numerical solution of a differential equation 
approximate it until a residue ε, then the scalar product between this residue and a set of 
orthogonal functions is 0. That set of functions is just the set of interpolation functions. 
Having in view that the spatial variation is independent from time, for our equations we can 
write: 
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We can solve the problem through separate integration after time and spatial 

coordinates, (r,z): 
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We noted with I the left hand side of the equation (4a) and with II the left hand side of 

the equation (4b). The next step is to rewrite the right hand side in the following manner, 
similarly for r and z [5]: 
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Applying the Green theorem in both cases, we obtain:  
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Finally we can write for the right part of the both equations above the following 

relation: 
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The equation written in form below allowed us to introduce the boundary conditions. 

Analysing the conditions inside of the discretization network proposed in Figure 1b, it can be 
seen that for the elements which have all the sides inside the network, the left hand of the  
equation (6b) is zero, due to the opposite sign of the path when the integral is solved [6]. 

In this way, we introduced the boundary values of the problem that are: 
 the outside boundary of the heat exchanger is an adiabatic surface 
 the heat flux on the axis of symmetry is 0 (from symmetry reasons), that way we 

study the system such is presented in Figure 1 
 the inlet temperatures and the flow values of the agents are maintained constant 

during the experiment. 
In order to realise an accuracy as good as possible and an adequate speed of calculation, 

the equations written above and the big number of unknowns determine us to introduce in this 
modelling some simplifying aspects: 

 the velocity of the gas is predominant in the fluid moving direction, in our case, in 
the z direction   
 the radiation is neglected, so that we considered for heat transfer: the convection 

for the fluid and the conduction for the wall. 
For the elements which are bordering the boundary, we have the four cases presented in 

the following table: 
 

Tabel 1 
Side  Cosines values  Contribution 
r=ct n=-dz cos(n,z)=-1, cos(n,r)= 0 dT/dz=0 0 
r=ct n=dz cos(n,z)= 1, cos(n,r)= 0 dT/dz=0 0 
z=ct n=dr cos(n,z)= 0, cos(n,r)= 1 dT/dr=0 0 
z=ct n=-dr cos(n,z)= 0, cos(n,r)=-1 q=dT/dr+dT/dz=0 0 

 
With these conditions, the equations become: 
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Regarding the time variation, we supposed that the temperature in a point from the 

network could be written, as a function of the temperature in that point at a previous moment 
and the time interval, as a linear variation:  
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The partial derivative of the equation: 
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With this approximation and rearranging the terms, we obtain: 
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These are the equations we have solved, which provided the values of the temperature 

in the nodes of the network. With these, we can compute the thermal field in the whole heat 
exchanger within the temperature profile in the direction of fluid flow. 

The integration was performed using Newton algorithm. The equations establish a 
system of k non-linear algebraically equations with k unknowns. For solving this system we 
used the step descendent method. 

The thermodynamic proprieties of the gas (in our case hydrogen) and the tube material 
are introduced in polynomial form. The functions (density, specific heat at constant pressure, 
conductivity) are depending on temperature, at the pressure level considered [7], [8]. 

3 COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 

In order to compute the temperature field, the equations (1) were solved for the 
geometry presented in Figure 1 with the boundary conditions and the simplifying hypothesis 
presented above. The fluid considered in tube and shell was hydrogen in gaseous state. 

In this step of simulation we analysed a primary cooling in the temperature range [70, 
280]K. We considered this temperature range because we intended to compare with a set of 
existing results from the literature [9]. 

The initialising conditions are: the inlet temperature of primary gas in tube is 280 K at a 
pressure of 1 bar and the inlet temperature of the secondary gas in shell is 80 K at a pressure 
of 3 bar. The time step was 0,1s and for each element we considered 5 steps of integration in 
the ξ direction and 20 steps of integration in the η direction.  

The structure of the program is presented in Figure 2. The program provides the 
temperature values in the nodes of the network (see Figure 1b).  

With these values we can plot temperature profile in the z direction at different 
moments of time. Such sets of values are represented in Figure 3. So that, we plot the 
temperature profile at 1 minute from the start (a), 5 minutes (b) and at 12 minutes (c).   
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Figure 2:The structure of the program 
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                        Figure 3: Temperature profile in long of heat 
h                      a – 1 min; b – 5 min; c – 12 min 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

A method of simulating heat exchanger is through the use of computers. In order to 
solve the resulting set of equations using the computer, the partial differential equations must 
be reduced to a set of equations using different modelling techniques. The most of 
applications use the finite difference techniques for the prediction of the transient temperature 
distribution in heat exchangers [ 9]. The model proposed in this paper will be utilised to 
simulate the heat transfer in a shell and tube heat exchanger using a Finite Element Method 
which represents a new approach for this problem. This technique allow us a better analysis of 
the process. In order to continue the investigation of the results of running program, the 
temperature in any point of the network at any time between 0-16 minutes may be analysed. 
We chosen the outlet temperature in the middle of the stream for the two gases, plot presented 
in Figure 4 with blue representation. Also, in Figure 4 there presented the results from 
literature (red representation), values obtained with a model based on the finite difference 
technique and the same inlet values [9].  
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The model will be applied to simulate the heat transfer for different types of heat 

exchangers. Further on, we intend to develop the method for a complex geometry, beside of 
reducing the number of simplifications as much as is possible. Also, the next step is to realise 
an experimental stand where it can be tested the equipment. The results obtained with the 
model will be compared with experimental results and the data will be available for verify the 
design and to test the existing heat exchangers.               
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ABSTRACT 

Tests on aerosol condensation and deposition that were performed in the KAEVER 
experimental facility were simulated with the CONTAIN code. A new approach is proposed 
to improve the prediction of the concentration of wet aerosols in the vessel atmosphere during 
the aerosol injection phase. Simulation results are compared with measured values and 
analysed. Some possible deficiencies of the CONTAIN code are highlighted. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

During an unmitigated severe light-water-reactor accident with core meltdown, 
radioactive fission and activation products are being released into the containment as gas, 
vapour or, to a great extent, adsorbed on aerosols. Since the time-dependence and distribution 
of fission products and aerosols are very important to mitigate the accident, a detailed 
knowledge of fission products and aerosol behaviour and a relevant analytical prediction 
capability are of great importance. 

Aerosol behaviour in a saturated atmosphere was already investigated by the present 
authors within the OECD/Nuclear Energy Agency International Standard Problem No. 44 [1], 
where some of the tests that have been performed in the KAEVER experimental facility at 
Battelle GmbH (Eschborn, Germany) were simulated with the lumped-parameter code 
CONTAIN [2]. It was noticed then that significant discrepancies between measured and 
calculated aerosol wet concentrations occur when only non-soluble aerosol components are 
present in the test vessel atmosphere [3]. 

In the CONTAIN code, saturated steam (with no aerosols present) is modelled as a 
mixture of gas and liquid, with the liquid homogeneously dispersed in the atmosphere. 
However, the liquid may be systematically removed from the atmosphere to a pool by 
prescribing an adequate option in the input model. In earlier simulations, it was found out that 
if the liquid was modelled as remaining in the atmosphere, unrealistically high aerosol wet 
concentrations were obtained as soon as solid aerosols started being injected in the vessel. 
This occurred because all the liquid, which was present in the atmosphere, was instantly 
considered as attached on aerosol particles consisting of solids and liquid water. If, on the 
other hand, the liquid was systematically removed from the atmosphere during the entire 
simulation (as in Ref. [3]), the atmosphere was intermittently not saturated, which decreased 
the calculated condensation rate on aerosols. 

In the present work, an attempt to circumvent this problem as well as to improve 
simulation results is proposed by different modelling of the vessel atmosphere during separate 
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phases of the experiment. Besides, some boundary conditions were adjusted to better replicate 
experimental saturation conditions. Simulation results of thermal-hydraulic conditions and 
aerosol concentration for four tests are compared to measured values and analysed. 

2 DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT 

The KAEVER test facility is a horizontal cylindrical steel vessel with plane faces, 
where short rectangular doorways are attached on both sides (Fig. 1). The vessel has an inner 
free volume of 10.595 m3. Some walls of the test vessel are equipped with heater mats 
between the insulation and the inside steel. During condensation of steam, the condensate 
accumulates on the bottom of the cylindrical part. A detailed description of the facility and 
experimental procedures is provided in Ref. [1]. 

 

  
Figure 1. Perspective view of test vessel KAEVER (from [1]) 

(*: heated wall with external insulation, **: wall with external insulation, ***: wall 
without external insulation) 

 
The thermal-hydraulic behaviour of the test vessel was determined by the operation of 

the electric heater elements, the nitrogen (used as carrier gas for aerosols) and steam 
injections, the heat losses and the leakage. The atmosphere inside the vessel was allegedly 
well mixed [1]. The thermal gradients introduced by the non-insulated wall parts lead to a 
natural convection loop, which mixed the vessel atmosphere within several minutes. 

Each test started with a “pre-conditioning phase” during which steady-state conditions 
were obtained. Some time after the end of this phase, aerosol injection was started by turning 
on inductive heating of aerosol generators. After the aerosol material was exhausted and 
aerosol injection stopped, depletion of aerosols was observed without further change in the 
injection or boundary conditions. 

The following KAEVER tests are considered in the present work: 
− K123: test with CsI aerosol (soluble) in non-saturated atmosphere, 
− K148: test with Ag aerosol (non-soluble) in saturated atmosphere, 
− K188: test with CsOH aerosol (soluble) in saturated atmosphere, 
− K186: test with mixed aerosol of Ag and CsOH in saturated atmosphere. 

The times of start and end of aerosol injection phases are shown in Table 1. Time t = 0 
corresponds to the end of the pre-conditioning phase. 
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Table 1. Timing of experiments 
 

Test Start of aerosol 
injection [s] 

End of aerosol 
injection [s] 

End of test 
[s] 

K123 13920 16040 28800 
K188 22300 29400 41400 
K148 5400 7800 24000 
K186 2400 7800 20400 

3 INPUT MODEL 

3.1 Test Vessel 

The inside of the KAEVER vessel was modelled as a single CONTAIN "cell". Details 
of the test vessel model, heat structures as well as on the calculation procedure due to some 
specific features of the CONTAIN code are provided in an earlier reference [3]. 

 
3.2 Aerosol and Atmosphere Modelling 

The following aerosol parameters were provided in Ref. [1] and implemented in the 
input model: median particle diameter, particle size distribution, dry density, surface tension, 
solubility, dynamic shape factor and agglomeration shape factor. In the simulations, the 
aerosol size range was divided into 20 sections with the particle diameter ranging from 1.0⋅ 
10-7 m to 1.0⋅10-4 m. 

Surface tension was not prescribed in any test (although it was recommended in [1] that 
it be considered for tests K148 and K186), so that the Kelvin effect was never modelled. For 
the aerosol mixture in test K186, an average density, based on total respective masses of 
injected aerosol components, was prescribed. 

Simulations of experiments were run in three parts. In the first part, the test phase 
during which there are no aerosols present in the atmosphere (including the pre-conditioning 
phase) was simulated. During that part, liquid water in the atmosphere, which may be present 
if the atmosphere is saturated, was systematically removed from the atmosphere and 
transferred to the liquid pool at the vessel floor by prescribing the option DROPOUT. The 
second part of the simulation began when solid aerosols started being injected in the vessel, 
and the conditions calculated at the end of the first part were prescribed as initial conditions 
for the second part. During this part, liquid was not removed from the atmosphere, so that the 
atmosphere could be saturated. The third part started after the end of aerosol injection: the 
liquid was again systematically removed from the atmosphere. 

 
3.3 Initial and Boundary Conditions 

Most of the initial and boundary conditions (initial pressure in the test vessel, initial 
temperature of the atmosphere and heat structures, environment temperature, heat flux, gas 
injection and removal, liquid removal, aerosol injection) were included in the CONTAIN 
input model as specified in Ref. [1]. However, as the purpose of the simulations was to assess 
the modelling of aerosol behaviour given that thermal-hydraulic conditions are predicted 
accurately, some adjustments in the boundary and initial conditions were made to reproduce 
measured conditions (especially the pressure and atmosphere temperature) as closely as 
possible. Thus, the steam injection and gas removal rates during the pre-conditioning phases 
of test K186 were somewhat modified to obtain a closer agreement between measured and 
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calculated thermal-hydraulic conditions at t = 0 s. The fraction of the wall heat flux that 
contributes to the heating of the vessel was prescribed in the input model. In tests K188 and 
K186, this fraction was constant whereas it was varied during test K123 (the vessel was not 
heated during test K148). The specific enthalpy of the injected steam was decreased during 
the aerosol injection phase of tests K123, K188 and K186 to obtain superheated conditions 
during test K123 and saturated conditions during tests K188 and K186. As experimental 
results of humidity have only a qualitative meaning [1], no attempt was made to quantitatively 
reproduce saturation conditions in the simulations. 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figures 2 to 21 show the relevant experimental and calculated results. The saturation 
ratio (ratio of the total mass of coolant present in the atmosphere to the amount that would be 
present if the gas temperature corresponded to the dew point [2]) provides a quantitative 
measure of the atmosphere saturation. The comparison of measured and calculated pressure 
and atmosphere temperature for all tests shows that thermal-hydraulic conditions inside the 
test vessel were in general well reproduced.  

During test K123, soluble aerosols were injected in a non-saturated atmosphere, so that 
aerosol condensation occurred only due to hygroscopicity. For this test, the prescription of 
liquid water removal had no influence on the simulation. Figure 4 shows that saturation 
conditions were qualitatively well simulated during aerosol injection and the part of aerosol 
depletion phase during which the wet aerosol concentration was measured. Figure 5 shows 
that a good prediction of wet aerosol concentration in the vessel atmosphere was obtained. 
The maximum calculated concentration is somewhat too low, possibly because of the too high 
atmosphere superheating or a deficient model of aerosol condensation. Figure 6 shows a good 
agreement between measured and calculated dry aerosol concentrations, except for a too high 
deposition rate near the end of the test. 
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Figure 2. Test K123: pressure in vessel Figure 3. Test K123: temperature  
of vessel atmosphere 

 
During test K188, soluble aerosols were injected in a saturated atmosphere. Figure 9 

shows that a saturated atmosphere was simulated during aerosol injection. The value of the 
saturation ratio after aerosol injection is due to the prescribed removal of liquid water from 
the atmosphere (the same is true for tests K148 and K186). Figure 10 shows that although the 
simulated atmosphere saturation was low, the calculated rate of increase of wet aerosol 
concentration was too high. The good agreement between the wet aerosol concentrations 
during the depletion phase is probably due to steam condensation on hygroscopic particles, 
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which takes place even in a superheated atmosphere. Finally, Fig. 11 shows a good agreement 
between measured and calculated dry aerosol concentrations. 

During test K148, non-soluble aerosols were injected in a saturated atmosphere. Figure 
14 shows that a saturated atmosphere was simulated during aerosol injection. Figure 15 shows 
a relatively good prediction of wet aerosol concentration during the injection phase (the 
experimental points before aerosol injection are probably due to steam condensation in the 
vessel atmosphere). The somewhat lower maximum calculated value is probably due to 
deficiencies in condensation modelling. However, the predicted aerosol depletion rate is 
definitely too high. Similarly to test K123, Fig. 16 shows a good agreement between 
measured and calculated dry aerosol concentration, except for a too high deposition rate near 
the end of the test. 
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Figure 6. Test K123: dry aerosol mass 
concentration in vessel atmosphere 

Figure 7. Test K188: pressure in vessel 

 
 
 During test K186, a mixture of soluble and non-soluble aerosols was injected in a 
saturated atmosphere. Figure 19 shows that a saturated atmosphere was simulated during 
aerosol injection. The better agreement between wet aerosol concentrations during aerosol 
injection (Fig. 20) than in test K188 is probably due to the fact that non-soluble aerosols were 
injected first. Similarly as in test K188, the agreement between wet aerosol concentrations 
during the depletion phase is probably due to steam condensation on soluble hygroscopic 
particles. As in test K188, Fig. 21 shows a good agreement between measured and calculated 
dry aerosol concentrations. 
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Figure 9. Test K188: saturation ratio  
of vessel atmosphere 
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Figure 10. Test K188: wet aerosol vol. 
concentration in vessel atmosphere 

 
Figure 11. Test K188: dry aerosol mass 

concentration in vessel atmosphere 
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Figure 12. Test K148: pressure in vessel Figure 13. Test K148: temperature  
of vessel atmosphere 
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Figure 14. Test K148: saturation ratio  
of vessel atmosphere 

Figure 15. Test K148: wet aerosol vol. 
concentration in vessel atmosphere 
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Figure 16. Test K148: dry aerosol mass 
concentration in vessel atmosphere 

Figure 17. Test K186: pressure in vessel 
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Figure 18. Test K186: temperature  
of vessel atmosphere 

Figure 19. Test K186: saturation ratio  
of vessel atmosphere 
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Figure 20. Test K186: wet aerosol vol. 
concentration in vessel atmosphere 

Figure 21. Test K186: dry aerosol mass 
concentration in vessel atmosphere 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

Experiments on aerosol condensation and deposition were simulated with the 
CONTAIN code. A new approach was proposed: liquid water is systematically removed from 
the atmosphere before and after aerosol injection. Boundary conditions were adjusted so that 
calculated atmosphere pressure and temperature agreed with the measured values within 
reasonable limits, and that the simulated saturation conditions of the atmosphere agreed 
qualitatively with the conditions during the experiment.  

The calculations showed that, in general, the CONTAIN code predicts well the increase 
of wet aerosol concentration during aerosol injection. However, the aerosol concentration 
increases too fast when soluble particles are injected into a saturated atmosphere. 

A good prediction of the decrease of wet aerosol concentration was also obtained, 
except in the case of non-soluble particles in a saturated atmosphere, where the aerosol 
concentration decreased too fast. The better agreement in other cases is probably due to the 
steam condensation on soluble hygroscopic particles. 

The agreement of measured and calculated dry aerosol concentration was good in 
general. The deposition rate is somewhat overestimated in the cases of soluble aerosols in a 
non-saturated atmosphere and non-soluble aerosols in a saturated atmosphere. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
The presented work focuses on the break flow prediction in RELAP5/MOD3 code, 

which is crucial to predict core uncovering and heatup during the Small Break Loss-of-
Coolant Accidents (SB LOCA). The code prediction has been compared to the IAEA-SPE-4 
experiments conducted on the PMK-2 integral test facilities in Hungary. The simulations have 
been performed with MOD3.2.2 Beta, MOD3.2.2 Gamma, MOD3.3 Beta and MOD3.3 frozen 
code version. 

In the present work we have compared the Ransom-Trapp and Henry-Fauske break 
model predictions. Additionally, both model predictions have been compared to itself, when 
used as the main modeling tool or when used as another code option, as so-called “secret 
developmental options” on input card no.1. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Since several analyses during the past few years proved that the original Ransom-Trapp 
break flow model has certain deficiencies and its predictions do not match experimental data, 
the older Henry-Fauske break model has been again coded into RELAP5/MOD3. At first it 
has been put in as an option, with the Ransom-Trapp model being considered the main 
prediction tool. After a longer testing period it has been established that the Henry-Fauske 
model performs better for various test cases, so it has been introduced into the code as the 
main modeling tool, while Ransom-Trapp model was still kept as a user option in the code. 

During the recently completed assessment program for the application of the RELAP5 
code to the proposed advanced passive design of Westinghouse (the AP600), two 
shortcomings of the default Ransom-Trapp choking model were observed: 
o Two-Phase Critical Flow at Low Pressure: if the slip ratio is not forced to be nearly 

unity, the values calculated using the default choking model could be as much as an 
order of magnitude lower than the homogeneous equilibrium values. 

o Subcooled Break Flow: for thin orifice plates (used to model the break) and liquid 
conditions near the saturation point, the default choking model predicted values of the 
critical flow that were 40-50% less than those observed experimentally. 
The most serious shortcoming occurred at low pressure (P ~ 2 bar) and low quality 

conditions. Another significant, but less serious, shortcoming of the default critical flow 
model was observed when the experimental break configuration was a thin orifice plate (t ~ 
10 mm) and the flow was slightly subcooled. 

In addition to the above discussed shortcomings of the default critical flow model, 
several users have reported problems noting apparent discontinuities in the predicted critical 
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flow values for the single-phase to two-phase transition and for the appearance of a non-
condensable gas in a two-phase mixture. Also, several users have reported that the default 
critical flow model predicted values that were considerably “noisier” than those predicted by 
earlier versions of RELAP5 employing the Henry- Fauske critical flow model. For these 
reasons, a modified form of the Henry-Fauske critical flow model was re-introduced into the 
RELAP5 code. 

In the case of IAEA-SPE-4 experiment simulation of the PMK-2 facility the main goal 
of the analysis was to study the adequate modeling of the hexagonal core channel with 19-rod 
bundle and the phenomena during the core uncovering. The most adequate break model has 
been adopted from numerous previous analyses. 

Special attention has been paid to the influence of the break model, coded in different 
RELAP5 code versions. The proper break flow prediction is crucial for triggering all the 
following events, leading to core uncovering and dryout. 

 

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1 Ransom-Trapp Model 

The two-phase choking model employed in RELAP5 is based on the model described 
by Trapp and Ransom [2] for non-homogeneous, non-equilibrium flow. They developed 
analytic choking criteria using a characteristic analysis of a two-fluid model that included 
relative phasic acceleration terms and derivative-dependent mass transfer. During the original 
development and implementation of this model, both frozen flow and thermal equilibrium 
assumptions were employed to test the analytic criteria. Comparisons to existing data7.2-1 
indicated that the thermal equilibrium assumption was the more appropriate and is thus 
assumed in the following development. 

The two-fluid model employed in the development of the RELAP5 two-phase choking 
criteria includes an overall mass conservation equation, two-phasic momentum equations, and 
the mixture energy equation written in terms of entropy. This equation set includes interface 
force terms due to relative acceleration, since these terms have a significant effect on wave 
propagation. Energy dissipation terms associated with interface mass transfer and relative 
phase acceleration have been neglected in the mixture entropy equation. The characteristic 
velocities of the system of equations are the roots (λi, i < 4) of the characteristic polynomial 

 
0=− BAλ           (1) 

 
The real part of any root λi gives the velocity of signal propagation along the 

corresponding path in the space/time plane. If the defined system of equations is considered 
for a particular region defined by 0 < x < L, the number of boundary conditions required at L 
equals the number of characteristic lines entering the solution region. At x = L, as long as any 
of the λi are less than zero, some information is needed at the boundary to get a solution. If all 
λi are greater than or equal to zero, no boundary conditions are needed at L and the solution 
on 0 < x < L is not affected by conditions outside the boundary at L. This situation defines the 
choking criteria: 

 
jiallforandjfor jj ≠≥≤= 040 λλ       (2) 

 
Further detailed derivation of the choking criteria can be found in [2]. 
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2.2 Henry-Fauske Model 

The steady state, one-dimensional momentum equation for one-component, two-phase 
flow can be written as 

 

wllvv dFumumdAdP ++=− )(
..

       (3) 
 
For high velocity flows in a converging nozzle, the wall shear forces are negligible 

compared to the momentum and pressure gradient terms, allowing the mass flux at the throat 
to be approximated by 
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At critical flow, the mass flow rate exhibits a maximum with respect to the throat 

pressure. Equation (3) and (4) can be combined to give an expression for the critical flow rate 
for an isentropic homogeneous mixture with flashing. 
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Embedded is the assumption that the two phases move with the same velocity, that is, 

that the slip ratio is unity. While at low pressure this is certainly not the case, Henry & Fauske 
argued that the effects of thermal non-equilibrium were more important and that the effect of 
slip could be ignored. Equation (5) then serves as the choking criterion, but to evaluate the 
critical mass flux, the quantities in this expression must be evaluated at the local conditions 
occurring at the throat. Thus, it is assumed that the phase velocities are equal. For normal 
nozzle configurations, there is little time for mass transfer to take place, and it is reasonable to 
assume that the amount of mass transferred during the expansion is negligible. Similarly, the 
amount of heat transferred between the phases during the expansion is also negligible, so that 
the liquid temperature is essentially constant. Since wall shear, heat transfer with the 
environment, and interfacial viscous terms were neglected, the system entropy during the 
expansion was assumed constant. 

The above assumptions eliminate the need to calculate the liquid specific volume and 
the quality at the throat, and also provide a relation for the vapor specific volume in terms of 
the throat pressure and the upstream conditions. It remains to evaluate the throat pressure and 
the three differential terms. Putting all of the above assumptions into Equation (5), the final 
expression for the critical value of the mass flux is further determined in [2]. 

 

3 PMK-2 FACILITY ANS SPE-4 EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION 

PMK-2 is a 1:2070 volumetrically scaled, full height (except for the lower plenum and 
pressurizer), full pressure and full scaled power integral test facility. On the secondary side 
the steam/water ratio is kept as in the original VVER-440 plant. The reference plant, the 
Hungarian Paks NPP is a 6-loop PWR (VVER-440), but the model is only 1-loop.  
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The IAEA-SPE-4 
experiment, conducted on 
the PMK-2 integral test 
facility, started from full 
scaled power and primary 
loop flow and at nominal 
primary and secondary 
pressure, with the steam 
generator filled almost up 
to the steam line 
connection. The initial 
conditions for the test are 
given in Table 1, where in 
the first column the actual 
SPE-4 test conditions 
prior to the transient 
initiation are identical for 
all the calculations, while 
values achieved after the initialization process are listed in the second column. All the 
parameters were matched closely by RELAP5, except for the primary temperatures, where 
certain discrepancies point at temperature measurement inaccuracy of about ± 1 K, as 
reported in the test documentation [1]. 

The transient was initiated by opening the break valve at the top of the external reactor 
vessel downcomer. There was an orifice with 3.2-mm diameter inserted in the break line, 
which corresponded to a 7.4% break in the original VVER-440 plant. Steam generator has 
been isolated in the first 6 seconds of the transient by closing the valve in the main steam line 
and the feedwater line valve. 

 

4 RELAP5 MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

The hydrodynamic model consists of 101 volumes, connected with 104 junctions. There 
are 102 heat structures with 408 mesh points connected to it. The 48 control variables and 14 
trips represent the measurement system and controls. The model has been developed at “Jožef 
Stefan” Institute (JSI) during the past few years for the purpose of simulating the IAEA-SPE 
experiments ([3], [4] and [5]). System nodalization is presented in Figure 1. 

There were 8 different cases analyzed, using 4 different RELAP5/MOD3 code versions 
(MOD3.2.2 Beta, MOD3.2.2 Gamma, MOD3.3 Beta and the frozen version MOD3.3) 
performing 2 different calculations with each version, where either the Ransom-Trapp or 
Henry-Fauske break flow model was switched on. In MOD3.2.2 Beta version the Ransom-
Trapp model is the default and the optional Henry-Fauske model had to be introduced setting 
on the “Option 50” on the input card 1. In all the later three RELAP5/MOD3 code versions 
the Henry-Fauske break flow model is coded in as the default, while the optional Ransom-
Trapp model had to be switched on by setting on the “Option 53” on the input card 1. 

 

Table 1: Initial conditions for the IAEA-SPE-4 test 
 

Parameter SPE-4 RELAP5 
Core power (kW) 665.12 665.12 
Upper plenum pressure (MPa) 12.33 12.33 
Cold leg temperature (K) 540.1 540.9 
Hot leg temperature (K) 566.7 566.6 
Loop average temperature (K) 553.4 553.75 
Upper head temperature (K) 536.8 534.5 
Pressurizer relative level (m) 1.32 1.32 
Primary flow (kg/s) 4.91 4.91 
Acc. no.1 pressure (Mpa) 6.05 / 6.04 6.05 / 6.04 
Acc. no.1 relative level (m) 1.465 / 1.855 1.465 / 1.855 
Secondary pressure (MPa) 4.56 4.56 
Feedwater flow (kg/s) 0.35 0.3495 
Feedwater temperature (K) 494.2 494.2 
SG relative level (m) 2.62 2.62 
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Figure 1: Nodalization of the PMK-2 facility for RELAP5 analyses of IAEA-SPE-4 test 

5 RESULTS 

The predictions of the same break flow model were first compared for all the considered 
RELAP5/MOD3 code versions. It was established that when using the Ransom-Trapp model, 
the break flow prediction is almost identical for all code versions whether it was the default or 
the optional model (Figure 2). In the case of Henry-Fauske model it appears that slightly 
better prediction was achieved with both MOD3.2.2 code versions, especially with MOD3.2.2 
Gamma (Figure 3). 

This can be even more clearly seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Since the main goal of the 
SPE-4 analysis was to analyze thermal-hydraulic processes in the core, fuel rod temperature 
was compared between different code versions. It was again shown that all the calculations 
using Ransom-Trapp model, with the small exception in MOD3.3 Beta, predict the timing of 
the core heatup and the peak cladding temperature very close to each other (Figure 6). 
Comparing the code calculations using Henry-Fauske model reveals, that the start of the core 
heatup and the peak cladding temperature was predicted most accurate with MOD3.2.2 
Gamma, except that the time when the peak cladding temperature was reached, was slightly 
earlier than in the other 3 calculations (Figure 7). 

Observing reactor vessel level prediction this might be even considered the most 
accurate prediction, since in all calculated reactor vessel levels were considerably 
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underpredicted (Figure 8 and Figure 9) and as expected, the core heatup begins earlier. This is 
still unsolved issue in RELAP5 code and does not have direct connection with the break flow 
prediction, but rather with wall and interfacial drag in the core bundle region. 

Further investigation of the differences between experimental results and code 
prediction showed, that the amount of liquid in the primary system was predicted sufficiently 
accurate by all the code versions, except that the missing liquid could be detected in the hot 
leg loop seal on the side of the steam generator (Figure 10 and Figure 11). These 
discrepancies origin from steam generator modeling and are not subject of the present 
analysis but are planned to be further investigated. 

 

Figure 2: Integrated break flow (Ransom-
Trapp model predictions) 

Figure 3: Integrated break flow (Henry-
Fauske model predictions) 

Figure 4: Integrated break flow (MOD3.2.2 
Gamma predictions) 

Figure 5: Integrated break flow (MOD3.3 
predictions) 

Figure 6: Fuel rod temperature (Ransom-
Trapp model predictions) 

Figure 7: Fuel rod temperature (Henry-
Fauske model predictions) 
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Figure 8: Reactor vessel level (Ransom-Trapp 
model predictions) 

Figure 9: Reactor vessel level (Henry-Fauske 
model predictions) 

  

Figure 10: Cold collector level (Ransom-
Trapp model predictions) 

Figure 11: Cold collector level (Henry-
Fauske model predictions) 

 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The comparison of predictions of different RELAP5/MOD3 code versions has been 
made for the case of IAEA-SPE-4 experiment, performed on the PMK-2 integral test facility. 

It was shown that the break flow predictions using Ransom-Trapp break flow model do 
not vary much in different RELAP5/MOD3 code versions. The same was observed when 
using Henry-Fauske break flow model. It was noticed that even slightly better results were 
obtained by both MOD3.2.2 code versions, especially MOD3.2.2 Gamma. Nevertheless, 
differences in the results were not so significant that reliable judgement could be made about 
which break flow model performed better in the SPE-4 experiment analysis. 

Most of the other parameter values were similarly predicted in all the 8 calculations. 
Some differences in peak cladding temperature prediction do not originate from the choice of 
break flow model, since mass balance prediction was almost identical in all the cases. It is 
common to all the predictions that the reactor vessel level was underpredicted, since some 
primary liquid remained trapped in the hot leg loop seal. This remained an unsolved issue 
concerning steam generator primary side model. 

In spite of the underpredicted liquid level in the core region core heatup occurred 
approximately at the same time as in the experiment, which points on inability of the 
RELAP5/MOD3 code to completely describe the processes occurring during level depletion 
within the fuel bundle. 

It should also be mentioned that most of the previous SPE-4 calculations during the 
model development phase were performed with MOD3.2.2 Gamma code version. Thus there 
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may be some user effect involved, since the facility model may be “tuned” to this particular 
code version. 
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ABSTRACT  

The main aim of the following study is to assess the RELAP5/MOD3.3 code capability 
in simulating transient dynamic behaviour in nuclear research reactors. For this purpose 
typical loss of flow transient in a representative MTR (Metal Test Reactor) fuel type Research 
Reactor is considered. The transient herein considered is a sudden pump trip followed by the 
opening of a safety valve in order to allow passive decay heat removal by natural convection. 
During such transient the coolant flow decay, originally downward, leads to a flow reversal 
and the cooling process of the core passes from forced, mixed and finally to natural 
circulation. This fact makes it suitable for evaluating the new features of RELAP5 to simulate 
such specific operating conditions. The instantaneous reactor power is derived through the 
point kinetic calculation, both protected and unprotected cases are considered (with and 
without Scram).  The results obtained from this analysis were also compared with previous 
results obtained by old version RELAP5/MOD2 code. 

 
1 INTRODUCTION 

The main purpose of the present work is to investigate the new features of the 
RELAP5/MOD3.3 code in simulating transients under Research Reactors operating 
conditions[1]. In this framework two Loss Of Flow Transient (LOFT) cases are considered. 
The first case is LOFT with and without Scram and it is based upon a realistic hypothesis 
which takes into account the power feedback using the point kinetic approach. In the second 
case the Scram is disabled and the power is imposed as input [2]. 

 
 

2        MODELLING DESCRIPTION 
 

2.1     Reactor description 
 

The reactor is a typical pool-type with an open water surface. The core is constituted 
by several assemblies of MTR fuel and graphite reflector blocs. The core of 1 MW power 
is cooled by a downward flow as shown in Fig. 1. The main operating as well as thermal-
hydraulic and kinetic characteristics of the core are outlined in Table 1[3]. 
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 Table 1 : Main reactor operating data 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1 : Forced downward circulation in the pool during the steady-state 

 

 

 

2.2 Coolant loop nodalisation 

CORE MATERIAL 
Nuclear fuel MTR 
Fuel element Plate-type clad in Al 
Coolant Light water (downward forced flow) 
Moderator Light water 
Reflector Graphite-Light water 
Control rod Absorbing rods in Ag-In-Cd 

CORE THERMALHYDRAULICS 
Fuel thermal Conductivity (W/cm oK) 0.50 
Fuel Density (g/cm3) 4.45 
Fuel Heat Capacity (J/g oK) 0.340 
Cladding thermal Conductivity (W/cm 
oK) 

1.80 

Cladding Density (g/cm3) 2.7 
Cladding Heat Capacity (J/g oK) 0.892 
Inlet coolant temperature (°C) 38.0 
Operating pressure (bar) 1.7 

CORE KINETICS 
Effective delayed neutron Fraction 7.607E-3 
Prompt neutron generation time (µsec) 55.96 
Void feedback coefficient ($/% void) 0.3257 
Doppler feedback coefficient ( $/oC) 3.6 E-5 
Coolant temperature feedback ($/oC) 1.537 E-3 
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The Fig.2 shows the coolant loop nadalisation for simulate the pump trip using the 

RELAP5 code,. Table 2 shows the correspondence between the main plant component and 
their equivalent node in the nodalisation scheme. [4] 

 

Table 2 : Main components of the nodalisation. 

 
Figure 2 : Primary system nodalisation 

COMPONENT EQUIVALENT 
ELEMENT 

Core 100 
Natural convection valve 245 

Primary side heat exchanger 330 
Secondary side heat exchanger 340 

Reactor pool 110-120 
Core bypass 105  
Holdup tank 280 

Pump 310 
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3     TRANSIENT RESULTS ANALYSIS 

 
Results obtained from RELAP5/MOD3.3 calculations are described in this section. 

Relevant output data are sketched in Figs. 3 to 11. In particular the Figs 4 to 6 show also  
the comparison between the RELAP5/MOD2 and MOD3.3 versions code [5]. The graphics 
obtained from the MOD2 analysis are been digitalized and for this reason they have an 
uncertainty. 

 

Case 1: power by point kinetic 
 With SCRAM  

• At 100 s the main coolant pump trip occurs and a rapid lowering of the flow of coolant 
in the core takes place. Therefore, the temperature of the fuel starts to grow as well as the 
coolant temperature, although the power produced stays constant (Fig.3).
• At 100,2 s the reactor SCRAM occurs due to the low core mass flow rate signal. 
Consequently, the fuel and the outlet coolant temperatures decrease due to the core power 
reduction (See Figs 4 and 5).    
• When the coolant mass flow reaches about 30% of its nominal value, the natural 
convection valve opens. Shortly after, the buoyancy forces due to difference in fluid density 
begin to act (Figs 6 and 7). 
• Mixed convection until 125 seconds:  the node 1 temperature decreases due to the 
minor core power production (see Fig. 4). The node 10 temperature is nearly constant, 
because  the mass flow is not inverted yet and the temperature is the same as in the pool. 
• At 125 s the mass flow inverts and natural convection starts (Fig. 6). This causes the 
increases of the node 1 temperature (Fig.4 ). The coolant mass arrived at the node 1 is stopped 
and then its direction is inverted. The second peak is due to the time which the coolant mass 
remain stationary  (Fig. 4). 
• At 225 s when the warm mass inside the core is expelled, the natural convection is 
completely stabilized (Figs. 4 and 7). 
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                                   Figure 3 : Reactor power 
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Figure 4 : Coolant temperature 
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Figure 5 : Fuel temperature. 
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                                                         Figure 6 : Core mass flow 
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Figure 7 : Particle motion during the flow inversion 
 

 
Without SCRAM  
 

• At 100 s the main coolant pump trip occurs and a rapid lowering of the flow of coolant 
in the core take place. Therefore, the temperature of the fuel starts to grow as well as the 
coolant temperature. In this case, the scram does not take place and the natural convection 
valve opens after about 100,05 s.  
• As can be seen in Fig. 8, even thought the Scram is disabled, the feedback relative to 
fuel temperature grow and decrease of coolant density make the reactor power to decrease 
rapidly.   
• After about 103,4 s the inversion of flow takes place and natural convection starts. 
• Around 5000 s there is a relative maximum of the power, due to the mass flow 
increase even if coolant and fuel temperature stay constant as shown in Figs 8,9,10 and 11. 
• At 10.000 s calculations stopped. 

 

Figure 8 : Reactor power 
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Figure 9 : Mass flow in natural convective valve and in the core 

 

Figure 10 : Coolant temperature at node 1 and 10 
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Figure11:  Fuel temperature 

 

 
Case 2 : power imposed in time Without SCRAM 

•         Until 103,4 s the results are the same of case 1 with scram.   
•         After about 103,4 s the first inversion of flow takes place and natural convection starts. 
•         After about 14.750 s there is a relative minimum in the fuel and coolant temperature,  
as well as a relative maximum of the heat transfer coefficient. This is due to the void 
generation in the core ( see Figs. 12,13, 14,15 and 16).                                                         
•        After about 15.000 s the above mentioned situation repeats. 
•       After about 15.670 s boiling starts from node 10 until it gets steady at node 1 in 130s. 
•        From 15.790 s no more natural convection takes place. 

Figure 12 : Coolant flow in the core. 
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Figure 13 : Temperature of the coolant in the core inlet and outlet 
 

Figure 14 : Fuel temperature. 
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Figure 15 : Void fraction in the core. 
 

 

Figure 16 : Heat transfer coefficient 
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4 CONCLUSION 
 
 
Given what so far has been said, it is now possible to draw the following conclusions:  
 
• In the steady-state no appreciably differences between the two versions of the 
RELAP5 code have been noted. 
• In the case of transient, differences between the two versions have emerged.  
• As boiling starts, natural convection does not occur.  
• Using the point kinetic approach, the reactor operates safely under LOFT conditions 
even under extreme scenario without Scram. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper illustrates the steps followed in order to set up a tool (composed of a plant model 
and of a procedure) that allows accounting for boron reactivity feedbacks during plant 
transients. The procedure that has been developed allows to find out the values of the boron 
feedback coefficients, given the differential boron worth, and to properly initialize the 
Thermal Hydraulic and the Neutronic (TH/NEU) system. Once the tool has been developed, it 
has been used to analyze different scenarios, resulting from deborated water injection from 
the reactor make-up system. The most important parameter, during this Reactivity Insertion 
Accidents (RIAs), is the Energy Released to the Fuel (ERF) and it has been monitored, in 
order to identify the situations when the fuel might be damaged [ERF > 250 kJ/kg, for high 
burnup fuel]. The analyses have been performed using the RELAP5-3D© computer code. The 
conclusion of the study is that the limited capability of modeling mixing phenomena provided 
by most common plant codes (such as RELAP5-3D©) is not suitable to perform BE analyses 
of RIAs, since those accidents are so sensitive to boron concentration changes that the effect 
of uncertainties cannot be neglected. The use of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes 
could reduce uncertainties enough to perform BE analyses and thus it should be 
recommended. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

During the operation of a reactor, core parameters such as temperature, power level and void 
fraction change. These changes affect the reactivity of the core requiring compensating 
changes. These compensation changes can be made by the operator through the use of control 
rods or neutron absorbers dissolved in the coolant. One of the systems used to such extent, the 
reactor makeup system, supplies reactor grade water and boric acid, in various combinations, 
to the chemical and volume control system and other primary systems. It operates in different 
modes and automatically controls the boric acid transfer pumps, the reactor makeup water 
pumps and various valves. 
Due to the malfunctioning of some equipment, or during specific plant conditions (such as the 
plant restart after a small LOCA), the boron concentration in the reactor coolant system 
(RCS) can experience large fluctuations, which can be very dangerous. 
The objective of the present research activity is to assess the core response to rapid boron 
density variations and to characterise the situations that might cause damage to the fuel. 

2 METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

All analyses have been performed using the digital computer code RELAP5-3D ®[1]. 
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2.1 RELAP5-3D Computer Code Description 

The RELAP5-3D©, [1], is a multipurpose thermal hydraulic code that, in addition of 
calculating the behavior of the RCS during a transient, can be used for a wide variety of 
hydraulic and thermal transients, in systems involving steam-water non condensable solute 
fluid mixtures. It is the latest in the series of Relap5 code and it is widely used by the 
international scientific community.  

Six partial derivatives balance equations for separated steam and liquid phases are 
solved; energy/conduction-heat-transfer equations are solved within solids. Special models 
necessary for the simulation of components like pump and separator or specific physical 
models like critical flow or convection heat transfer, are embedded into the code. The most 
prominent attribute distinguishing RELAP5-3D© code from previous versions is the 
internally fully integrated, multi-dimensional thermal-hydraulic and kinetic modeling 
capability. 
The multi-dimensional neutron kinetic model is based on the NESTLE code, developed at 
North Carolina State University, which solves the two or four group neutron diffusion 
equations in either Cartesian or hexagonal geometry using the NEM. 
We assume that the qualification level of the adopted RELAP5-3D© version is comparable 
with the Relap5/Mod3.2. 

2.2 Reference Plant 

The reference plant is the TMI-1, 2772 MWe, 2 loops PWR. 
A sketch of the reactor is given in fig. 1, whilst fig. 2 provides the plant layout. The two Cold 
Legs  (CL) in each loop and the OTSG layout can be observed. The nominal working 
condition for the plant can be derived from Tab. 1. The plant status relates to hot full power at 
the end of the cycle.  

Fig. 1 - Sketch layout of the TMI-1 Plant  

Fig. 1 – Sketch of the TMI-1 Plant 
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QUANTITY UNITS DESIGN VALUE MODEL 
Core power MWt 2772 2772 

CL temperature & subcooling K / K 563.76 (51.30) 564 (53) 
HL temperature & subcooling K / K 591.43 (23.63) 592 (22) 

Lower plenum pressure MPa 15.36 15.28 
Outlet plenum pressure MPa 15.17 15.12 

RCS pressure MPa 14.96 14.96 
Total RCS flow rate kg/s 17602.2 16870 

Core flow rate kg/s 16052.4 15612 
Bypass flow rate (total) kg/s 1549.8 1258 

Pressuriser level m 5.588 5.589 
FeedWater flow per OTSG kg/s 761.59 761.59 

OTSG outlet pressure MPa 6.41 6.38 
OTSG outlet temperature K 572.63 553.5 

OTSG superheat K 19.67 15.8 
FeedWater temperature & subcooling K / K 510.93 (42.12) 510.81 (43.1) 

MCP velocity Rad/s 124 124 
Initial SG mass inventory Kg 28395 29301 
Tab. 1 – Relevant initial conditions for nominal operation of the TMI-1: design and model value 

Fig. 2 – Layout of the TMI-1 Plant 
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2.3 RELAP5-3D©  Plant Model Description 

The adopted reference plant RELAP5-3D© model has been set up by slightly modifying a 
previous model developed and qualified by the University of Pisa, representing all the major 
primary, secondary and safety system components1.  
The model is composed by the following general zones, each in turn composed by single 
components: reactor pressure vessel, pressurizer and surge line, piping and pumps, steam 
generators and steam line, LPIS and HPIS. 
The two loops of the plant are separately modeled, each including the hot leg (HL), the steam 
generator, the cold legs (CLs) and the associated main coolant pumps (MCPs). Table 2 
contains the main model features. 

Model feature 
Number of volumes 1508 Number of hydraulic stacks in the core region 18 

Number of junctions 1543 Number of parallel core bypass regions 2 
Number of heat structures 1879 Number of elements in each core stack2 26 

Number of mesh points 15700   
Tab. 2 – Main TMI-1 model features 

2.4 Derivation of Boron Reactivity Coefficients 

The task of this phase has been to find out the poison concentration coefficients in order to 
reach a differential boron worth of 7 pcm/ppm3. RELAP5-3D© requires poison concentration 
coefficients for each neutron group in each composition of the neutronic model.4 
In order to evaluate the reactivity feedback due to boron concentration variation, typical 
values of microscopic cross section in PWR have been used5. The macroscopic adsorption 
cross section change due to a variation of 1 ppm in the boron concentration can be evaluated: 

aa N σ⋅=Σ , where N represents the atom concentration (atoms / cm3). Given the fluid 
density of 0.7114 g/ cm3, it is possible to obtain the values of a∆Σ / boronρ∆ .6 
The values obtained have been divided by aΣ (different in each composition) and the results 
represent the boron reactivity feedback coefficients used in the RELAP5-3D© input file. 
The differential boron worth has been evaluated performing a run with the steady-state option 
on. With this option on, the code calculates a coefficient, named “eigenvalue”, that represent 
the Keff of the reactor and the total power is defined in the input file and it is assumed to be 
constant. Indeed, this option is usually adopted in order to initialise the TH system neglecting 
neutronics feedbacks. During this run, the boron concentration changes (due to injection of 
deborated water from the reactor makeup system), whilst all the other quantities do not 
change (coolant temperature, fuel temperature, voiding… ). Hence the eigenvalue changes 
even if power level is constant, since the code evaluates the reactivity change due to the boron 
                                                

1 the model developed and qualified during the OECD/NEA/NSC Benchmark on TMI-1 Main Steam Line Break.  
The main modifications performed are the following: 
- 4 accumulators modeled (p = 26 bar; liq. vol. = 33.2 m3; N2 vol. = 11 m3; initial mass flow rate = 300 

kg/s/accum.) 
- LPIS modelled. 
- MCPs assumed to trip following scram.  
- convective boundary condition type for vertical bundle without cross-flow used for the fuel rods heat structures 

(w(3) = 110, instead of 111)  
- steam generator water inventory control added during the steady state 
2 hydraulics, heat conduction, neutronics 
3 this value has been considered representative of the technology modeled (TMI-1 PWR) 
4 the quantity required by RELAP5-3D is ( a∆Σ ) / ( aΣ * boronρ∆ ). 
5 typical Westinghouse PWR data used: 49.28 barn for the fast neutrons group and 2141.7 barn for the thermal group. 
6 the coefficients have been evaluated for boric acid (H3BO3), where boron occurs with the natural isotopic 

distribution (19% 10B – 81% 11B) 
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concentration change. The differential boron worth obtained using the coefficients evaluate as 
a.m. is 6.5 pcm / ppm. In order to match the value of 7 pcm / ppm (Fig. 3), the coefficients 
has been slightly modified and the following values used: 
 

a∆Σ / boronρ∆  for fast group: 1.95e-07 a∆Σ / boronρ∆  for thermal group: 8.49e-06 
 

 
Fig. 3 – Reactivity vs. Boron Concentration curve during the run carried out with steady state option 

on 
 

Setting the poison density reference value equal to 950 ppm, a Keff of 1.007355 has been 
obtained. A boron search has been carried out in order to have Keff = 1. The boron 
concentration required for criticality is 1055.4 ppm. This means that the uncertainty of boron 
concentration is larger than 100 ppm.7 
 
2.5 Analyzed Scenarios 

In order to test the model, 9 runs have been performed, simulating 9 preliminary scenarios8 . 
The objective of these runs was to check the core sensibility to plugs of deborated water.  
During the two runs to which Fig. 4 refers, the same mass of deborated water has been 
injected (and indeed, the asymptotic condition is the same in the two cases), but the limiting 
condition (maximum power excursion) depends on the transient evolution, which is different 
in the two cases. These runs have highlighted the importance of the mixing in the RPV 
downcomer. Indeed, the observed power excursion is largely dependent on the mixing in DC 
and LP: given a mass of deborated water that enters in the RPV at a certain time, the less is 
the mixing, the larger is the power peak. 
The preliminary scenarios are clearly academic9, but there are situations in which deborated 
water might accumulate in limited zones of the primary system10.  In order to characterize the 
situations that might cause power excursions, capable to damage the fuel, twenty-four runs 
have been performed, simulating scenarios with different plugs dimensions and mixing level. 

                                                
7 against a maximum acceptable value of 50 ppm for uncertainty in boron concentration, given in ref. 3 
8 runs from 11 to 19 
9 i.e., they do not represent real transients for NPPs 
10 following a small LOCA, the reactor is in shut down condition and the core has been flooded by the ECCS; the 

core is refrigerated by natural circulation: water boils along fuel assemblies and the steam generated flows through the hot 
legs and condenses in the steam generators. In a typical Westinghouse PWR, with U-tubes SG, a portion of the steam that 
condenses at the top of the U-tubes will pass the 180° U curve and will collect in the loop seal. This water is completely 
deborated. When the reactor is restarted, this plug of deborated water flows to the RPV. The mixing phenomena which occur 
before the plug reaches the core determine the level of de-boration and, thus, the severity of the transient. Potentially, more 
than one plug of deborated water could reach the core at the same time, one per cold leg. 

500 pcm 

70 ppm 

500 pcm / 70 ppm 
 =  

7.1 pcm / ppm 
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These transients can be very dangerous and can seriously damage the fuel assemblies. The 
most significant parameter during these transients is the ERF. 

 
 
 

Fig. 4 – Example of boron concentration changes feedback (preliminary runs 16 & 17) 

2.6 Energy Released to the Fuel 

As already mentioned in the previous paragraphs, the Energy Released to the Fuel is a very 
significant parameter. Indeed, for high burnups, equation 1 represents the threshold between 
core excursions that do not damage the core and excursion that damage it11: 

 
ERF = 250 kJ/kg.       (1) 

 
The ERF can be evaluated with the following simple relationship: 
 

Energy released to the fuel [kJ/kg] = cp [kJ/kg/K] x ∆T [K] (2)
 
where cp is UO2 specific heat capacity12, to evaluate with the following equation (MATPRO): 
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where T is the temperature (K), γ is the oxygen-to-metal ratio and R is the universal gas 
constant = 8.3141 (J/mol/K). Fig. 5 graphically represents equation 3. 
 

The value of 320 J/kg/K has been considered 
significant for the range of temperature in 
which the core of a PWR operates and it has 
been assumed constant. Putting cp = 320 
J/kg/K into equation 2, equation 1 becomes 
 

∆T = 780 K. [4] 
 

Equation 4 provides the threshold in terms of 
the thermal excursion.  
 

Fig. 5 – UO2 Specific Heat Capacity (MATPRO) 
                                                

11 In the case of a RIA, the limits for energy deposition in the fuel are 1170 kJ/kg to guarantee shut down coolability 
and 710 kJ/kg to preclude fuel damage. However, recent RIA experiments carried out in France an Japan have shown that the 
limits for fuel damage need to be reduced for fuel operated to higher burnup levels. At 60 MWd/kgU, the limit drops to 
approximately 250 kJ/kg. (see ref. 4) 

12 Data of various authors exist for the specific heat capacity of UO2 (see ref. 5) 
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3 RESULTS 

The core is modelled with 432 heat structures, which represent 432 core zones. A preliminary 
run has been performed in order to identify the 100 most heated zones and the average rod 
temperature excursion has been observed in these zones, during the scenarios analysed.  
Table 3 briefly describes the four types of scenarios that have been considered: 
 
Scenario 1 A plug or deborated water, deposited in CL1 flows through the core. LP 

divided in 4 quadrants, withouth crossflow. The parameter varying among 
runs is the mass of deborated water   

Scenario 2 A plug of water partially deborated, deposited in CL1 flows through the core. 
LP divided in 4 quadrants, withouth crossflow. The parameter varying 
among runs is the boron concentration 

Scenario 3 The portion of LP relevant to a FA has been isolated. No mixing in LP. The 
plug of deborated water reaches this LP portion and then reaches intact one FA 
only. The phenomenon is completely localized (extreme scenario) 

Scenario 4 A plug of deborated water, deposited in CL1 flows through the core. Complete 
mixing in LP: at BAF elevation, water has the same boron content in each FA. 
The phenomenon is completely de-localized (extreme scenario) 

Tab. 3 – Types of scenarios considered13 
 

Table 4 reports, for each run, the mass of the plug, the thermal excursion, the ERF, and the 
maximum nuclear power reached. 

RUN
Deborated Water Mass                     

[kg]

Min. average boron 
concentration at BAF             

[ppm]

MAX ∆ T                                  
[K]

ERF                                    
[kJ]

Maximum Nuclear 
Power Reached / 
Nominal Power

Type of 
Scenario

Notes

23 2006 913 1354 433 11.8 2
24 719 997 97 31 2.2 2
25 1181 965 378 121 5.5 2
26 1401 950 601 192 7.0 2
27 1816 926 1059 339 8.6 1
28 1436 953 576 184 7.1 1
29 1055 979 221 71 3.6 1
30 1246 966 379 121 5.5 1
31 1626 939 805 258 8.9 1
32 1911 919 1211 387 9.7 1
33 500 1019 44 14 1.6 1
34 2117 907 1485 475 12.3 2
35 6068 821 2949 944 29.4 2 (*)
36 3927 894 1743 558 13.3 2 (*)
37 445 995 1064 341 8.4 3
38 36 1040 16 5 1.1 3
39 264 998 301 96 3.8 3
40 330 996 792 254 6.2 3
41 2006 880 275 88 7.8 4
42 719 957 74 24 2.7 4
43 7586 476 2247 719 43.2 4 (*)
44 3649 745 827 265 17.2 4  

(*) runs stopped by code failure. 
Tab. 4 – Summary of runs performed 

 

Fig. 6 and fig. 8 represent the relationship between the mass of deborated water and the ERF, 
for the different scenarios. Each run is represented by a point in these graphs. Such 
representation does not address the transient evolution, which varies from scenario to 
scenario, but records the maximum ERF reached during the transient. The objective of these 
representations is to identify the conditions that could bring the reactor to be damaged.  

                                                
13 Scenarios 1 and 2 are similar. In both cases the deborated water plug reaches ¼ of the fuel assemblies, since the LP 

is modelled with 4 parallel channels without cross flow. The difference is in the plug boron concentration: in the first 
scenario 1 the plug is completely deborated, whilst in the second it has a reduced boron concentration, but it is not completely 
deborated.  
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Fig. 7 and fig. 9 represent the maximum power reached during the transient, before the scram 
eventually occurs. The whole transient is dramatically rapid and the power peak is reached 
about 2 seconds after the plug reached the BAF elevation. 
The scram is assumed to occur with a delay of 0.4 seconds on the hi-power signal (nuclear 
power > 3.16 GW, corresponding to 114% of nominal power). The CR banks need 2.2 
seconds to completely insert. Hence, when the scram begin, the plug has already flown 
through the core and the critical condition have already been reached. Anyway, the shut down 
avoids a 2nd transient to occur when the plug will re-enter (diluted) in the core (see fig. 10)14.  
During a real transient, an eventual plug accumulated in the CLs, due to the mixing, will 
reach the BAF elevation diluted and will affect a portion of the core, which we can assume 
between 25% to 100%, i.e. somewhere in the dashed zone of fig. 6. The large dimension of 
this zone is due to uncertainties, which cannot be reduced without using CFD tools, 
implementing specific models for the representation of the boron mixing. Without this tools, 
it is not possible to perform BE analysis of RIA transients and the critical mass of deborated 
water can be evaluated conservatively only.15 Scenario 3 is the most critical for ERF, since 
during this scenario the plug of deborated water does not mix and reaches a small portion of 
of the active core16 and it is anticipated that the local thermal excursion will be very rapid. 
Fig. 7 shows that scenario 3 is the most critical even from the total power point of view. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
14 Should ERF > 1170 kJ/kg, see note 11, we would expect problems for core coolability and more detailed analyses 

would be  needed to understand whether the rapid fuel rods thermal excursion could interfere with the CR banks insertion 
15 the critical mass of deborated water, according fig. 4 is between 400 and 3500 kg. Without using CFD tools to 

perform real BE analyses, the value of 3000 kg shall be conservatively assumed. 
16 one fuel assembly only 
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Fig. 10 – Example of transient evolution (run 23) 
Hence, the local conditions of the fuel assembly where the deborated water flows affect the 
whole core behaviour. This is due to the local neutron flux pulse, which in turn cause a power 
peak that propagates throughout the core. Fig. 11 and fig. 12, which represent the local heat 
generation in the 18 core channels, show this phenomenon: the assemblies located far from 
the critical assembly, experience a smaller peak17 with a larger delay. 

 
Fig. 11 – Heat generation in the core channels Fig. 12 – Radial distribution of 

heat generation during power pulse 

                                                
17 neutron flux is proportional to (1 / r2), where ‘r’ is the distance from the critical assembly 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

The procedure developed can be used to calculate the boron feedback coefficients and to 
properly initialize the TH/NEU system. The analyses performed have shown how the RIAs 
resulting from deborated water injection can be dangerous. Indeed the core behavior is 
dramatically sensitive to boron concentration changes and the boron dilution transient evolve 
so fastly that the safety systems cannot prevent damages to occur to the core. Given the core 
sensitivity to the boron concentration, it is fundamental to use tools which allow to reduce the 
uncertainties associated to this quantity. Hence, in order to perform BE analysis of those RIA 
it is necessary to use CFD codes coupled with the code modeling the core behavior (e.g. 
RELAP-3D©). Without the capability to properly model the mixing phenomena occurring in 
the vessel, it is possible to perform conservative analyses only, considering the extreme 
scenarios that could occur. 

ACRONYMS 

BAF Bottom of Active Fuel MCP Main Coolant Pump 
BE Best Estimate MSLB Main Steam Line Break 

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics NEA Nuclear Energy Agency 
CL Cold Leg NEM Nodal Expansion Method 
CR Control Rod NSC Nuclear Science Comitee 
DC Downcomer OECD Org.. for Economic Cooperation & Development 

ECCS Emergency Core Cooling System OTSG Once Through Steam Generator 
ERF Energy Released to the Fuel PWR Pressurized Water Reactor 

FA Fuel Assembly RCS Reactor Coolant System 
HL Hot Leg RIA Reactivity Insertion Accidents 

HPIS High Pressare Injection System RPV Reactor Pressure Vessel 
LOCA Loss Of Coolant Accident SG Steam Generator 

LP Lower Plenum TH/NEU Thermal Hydraulic and Neutronic 
LPIS Low Pressure Injection System TMI Three Miles Island 
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ABSTRACT 

The LACOMERA project at the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe is a 3 year shared-cost 
action within the Fifth Framework Programme which started in September 2002. The overall 
objectives of the LACOMERA project are to provide research institutions from the EU 
member countries and associated states access to large scale experimental facilities at the 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe which shall be used to increase the knowledge of the 
quenching of a degraded core and regaining melt coolability in the reactor pressure vessel, of 
possible melt dispersion to the cavity, of molten core concrete interaction and of ex-vessel 
melt coolability. One major aspect is to understand how these events affect the safety of 
European reactors so as to lead to soundly-based accident management procedures. The 
project will bring together interested partners of different European member states in the area 
of severe accident analysis and control, with the goal to increase the public confidence in the 
use of nuclear energy. Moreover, partners from the newly associated states should be included 
as far as possible, and therefore the needs of Eastern, as well as Western, reactors will be 
considered in LACOMERA project. 

The project offers a unique opportunity to get involved in the networks and activities 
supporting VVER safety, and for Eastern experts to get an access to large scale experimental 
facilities in a Western research organisation to improve understanding of material properties 
and core behaviour under severe accident conditions. 

As a result of the first call for proposals a project on air ingress test in the QUENCH 
facility has been selected. A second call for proposals is opened with a deadline of 31 
December 2003. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

During the last years the concern of nuclear safety experts has concentrated on residual 
safety problems associated with core quenching and melt retention during a severe reactor 
accident. The essential ones are: 
1) That the quench process produces an excess of steam and hydrogen at surfaces where 

Zircaloy oxidation had previously been limited by steam starvation. 
2) That the thermal stresses induced in the rapidly cooling material induce cracking and 

spalling of the protective oxide layer on the fuel rod cladding. The new exposed metal can 
then react vigorously with the excess steam thus producing heat and hydrogen and leading 
to additional melt release. The increased temperatures and greater oxidation potential will 
accelerate the release of hydrogen and fission products. 
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3) That the addition of water will not stop the melt progression necessarily and 
instantaneously. In the Three Mile Island accident molten material moved towards the 
lower head following refill and the fact that the lower head was not penetrated in this case 
may have been fortuitous. 

4) That the demonstration of in-vessel coolability of melt pools still does not have a 
profound basis, experimentally and theoretically. The knowledge about melt mass 
relocation from the core to the lower plenum, coolable debris bed formation and formation 
of gaps between solidified melt and Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) shell is rather poor. 

5) That the melt mass pouring into the cavity after RPV failure strongly depends on the 
failure location of the lower head, pressure of the primary circuit, the geometry of the 
cavity and melt properties. Experimental evaluation has up to now only been performed 
with simulants at ambient temperature and must be extended to more representative 
reactor conditions. 

6) That for the ex-vessel situations melt retention in the reactor cavity need to be verified as 
mitigation measure against long term Molten Core Concrete Interaction (MCCI) to delay 
or exclude basement penetration and major gas release into the containment. Furthermore, 
to be applicable to existing reactors, proposed core catcher concepts need further 
evaluation, improvements and verification. 

Those issues were highlighted in series of experiments, both in-pile and out-of-pile 
(CORA, LOFT, BETA, MASCA, DISCO, MACE, COMET). Generally computer models 
have difficulties in modelling the quenching behaviour and molten pool formation and 
cooling in the lower head even though the modelling has recently advanced considerably. 
Some models for the molten pool behaviour in the lower head have been developed, but, until 
there is enough data to check the models with, they cannot be considered as reliable. 

The principal objective of the LACOMERA project [1] is to provide the interested 
partners of the European member countries and associated states a focus on core quenching 
and on possible core melt sequences in the RPV and in the reactor cavity, to enhance the 
understanding of severe accident sequences and their control in order to increase the public 
confidence in the use of nuclear energy. Moreover, it is important to include, as far as 
possible, partners from the newly associated states. The needs of Eastern, as well as Western, 
reactors will be considered in LACOMERA 

Specifically, the access to the large scale facilities shall provide answers to the 
following questions: 
1) What are the main factors governing the quantity of hydrogen production and melt 

generation during quenching? 
2) What will be the time span of melt relocation to the lower plenum and what measures are 

needed to regain coolability? 
3) Where will the melt be located after failure of the RPV under moderate pressure, with 

different failure positions? What is the pressure increase in the reactor pit, the sub-
compartments and the containment due to thermal and chemical reactions (hydrogen 
production and burning)? 

4) Is the experimental basis of MCCI sound enough to model long-term erosion rates and 
how can ex-vessel melt coolability be achieved? 

The aim of the project is not only to understand the physical background of severe 
accidents but to provide the underpinning knowledge that can help to reduce the severity of 
the consequences. It is crucially important to understand the whole core melt sequences 
because opportunities exist to lower the risk: 
• by altering the timing or magnitude of reflooding; 
• by implementing hydrogen mitigation measures in the containment (ignitors, recombiners, 

etc.), 
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• by in-vessel melt retention in the lower plenum of the RPV, 
• by ensuring the upper bound of system pressure at vessel failure by dedicated 

depressurisation valves, 
• by installation of devices or implementing accident management procedures to mitigate 

melt dispersion into the containment, 
• by delaying basement penetration or even by regaining melt cooling before containment 

failure or basement penetration occur. 
LACOMERA aims to provide the resources for a better understanding of possible 

scenarios of quenching and of different core melt sequences. This knowledge shall lead to 
improved severe accident measures, which are essential for reactor safety and offers 
competitive advantage for the European industry. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES 

Four large scale facilities at Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe with a broad experience on 
severe accident research are offered to external partners from EU member countries or 
associated states. These facilities are: QUENCH, LIVE, DISCO-H, COMET. Their overall 
purpose is to investigate core melt scenarios from the beginning of core degradation to melt 
formation and relocation in the vessel, possible melt dispersion to the reactor cavity, and 
finally corium concrete interaction and corium coolability in the reactor cavity. In all 
experiments, simulant material is used to investigate the behaviour of the core material. These 
simulant materials were especially chosen to be as close to the real core material for the 
important properties as possible. On the other hand, the use of the simulant material allows to 
cover a wide and broad range of scenarios with the experiments in a relatively small time 
schedule and for relatively low budget/funding. The experiments, post test investigations and 
special effect tests can be performed under well defined conditions and can be completely 
controlled. 

The main thrust of this project is towards large scale tests under prototypical conditions. 
These help in the understanding of core degradation and quenching, melt formation and 
relocation as well as melt coolability in real reactors in two ways – firstly directly by scaling-
up and secondly indirectly by providing data for the improvement and validation of computer 
codes. Although the facilities can only perform experiments with simulant materials, the tests 
can be considered as prototypic since the selected materials represent in important physical 
properties the real core materials. The large masses used allow extrapolation to the reactor 
case. Moreover, the flexibility and variability of the facilities is high due to the rather simple 
handling. Pre-tests, parallel separate-effects tests and post-test analysis can be performed in 
one hand. These tests can be seen as complementary to tests with UO2 in other research 
centres. 

Interested users are invited to make their own proposals of experiments for each of the 
large scale facilities. Researchers will be strongly supported, if they want to participate at 
experiments. On the other hand, due to the existing infrastructure, the personnel is able to 
perform experiments defined by partners without additional support of the possible partners if 
they do not have the ability to participate at experiments. 

 
2.1 QUENCH - Large Scale Quench Tests 

QUENCH is a series of experiments to investigate quenching with water and cooling 
with steam of oxidized and partially degraded fuel rod bundle. 

The main component of the QUENCH test facility [2, 3] is the test section with the test 
bundle (Fig. 1). Superheated steam from the steam generator and superheater together with 
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argon as a carrier gas enter the test bundle at the bottom. The argon, the steam not consumed, 
and the hydrogen produced in the zirconium-steam reaction, flow from the bundle outlet at 
the top through a water-cooled off-gas pipe to the condenser where the steam is separated 
from the non-condensable gases argon and hydrogen. The system pressure in the test section 
is around 0.2 MPa. QUENCH experiments can be terminated either by quenching with water 
from the bottom or from the top or by the injection of cold steam. The test section has a 
separate inlet at the bottom to inject water for quenching whereas the steam for cooldown 
enters the test section through the same line that is used for the superheated steam during the 
previous phases. 

The test bundle (Fig. 2) is made up of 21 fuel rod simulators, each with a length of 
approximately 2.5 m. Twenty fuel rod simulators are heated electrically over a length of 1024 
mm, the one unheated fuel rod simulator is located in the center of the test bundle. Heating is 
electric by 6 mm diameter tungsten heaters installed in the rod center. Electrodes of 
molybdenum and copper connect the heaters with the cable leading to the DC electric power 
supply. The total heating power available is 70 kW distributed between two groups of heated 
rods. The distribution of the electric power within the two groups is as follows: 40 % of the 
power is released in the eight inner fuel rod simulators, 60 % in the twelve outer fuel rod 
simulators. 
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Figure 1: QUENCH test section 

 
Figure 2: Fuel rod simulator bundle 

The fuel rod simulators are held in position by five grid spacers, four are made of 
Zircaloy and the one at the bottom of Inconel. The tungsten heaters are surrounded by annular 
ZrO2 pellets. The rod cladding of the heated fuel rod simulator is identical to that used in 
LWRs with respect to material and dimensions (Zircaloy-4, 10.75 mm outside diameter, 
0.725 mm wall thickness). The heated rods are filled with Ar-5%Kr at a pressure of approx. 
0.22 MPa. The krypton additive allows test rod failure to be detected by the mass 
spectrometer. 

Hydrogen is analyzed by three different measurement systems: (1) a state-of-the-art 
mass spectrometer GAM300 located at the off-gas pipe about 2.7 m behind the test section, 
(2) a commercial-type hydrogen detection system ”Caldos 7G” located behind the off-gas 
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pipe and condenser, and (3) a second, simpler mass spectrometer “Prisma” installed close to 
the Caldos device.  

For temperature measurements the test bundle, shroud, and cooling jackets are equipped 
with thermocouples at different elevations and orientations: In the lower bundle region, i.e. up 
to 550 mm elevation, NiCr/Ni thermocouples with stainless steel sheath and an outside 
diameter of 1.0 mm are used for measurements of the rod cladding and shroud temperatures. 
The thermocouples in the hot zone are high-temperature thermocouples with W5Re/W26Re 
wires, HfO2 insulation, and a duplex sheath of tantalum (inside) and Zircaloy (outside) with 
an outside diameter of 2.1 mm. Shroud thermocouples are mounted at the outer shroud 
surface between –250 mm and 1250 mm. 

The main parameters of the test program are: quench medium, i. e. water or steam, fluid 
injection rate, extent of pre-oxidation at onset of quenching, and the starting temperature at 
initiation of water quenching or steam cooldown. 

 
2.2 COMET - Large Scale Tests on MCCI and Ex-Vessel Melt Coolability 

The test facility (Fig. 3) is able to investigate different scenarios of molten core concrete 
interaction and the possibility of cooling the ex-vessel melt. It is presently used to investigate 
a core catcher concept, which is based on water injection into the core melt from below. Due 
to the resulting strong evaporation process, the melt is fragmented and forms a porous bed 
which is coolable and can be stabilized [4]. 

In these tests, the corium melt is simulated by Fe and Al2O3 melt with initial 
temperature of more than 2000 °C, which is produced by a thermite reaction in a special 
crucible. By using different oxide additives, the solidification temperature of the melt is 
lowered and the solidus-liquidus temperature range is increased. The melt is poured into the 
test device. Decay heat simulation throughout the test is achieved by an induction heating coil 
under the device, which is able to induce about 500 kW/m² into the melt. For cooling 
investigations, the experimental device may be fabricated of different layers. A first sacrificial 
concrete layer serves to lower the initially high temperature of the molten core. After erosion 
of this layer, the melt comes into contact with a specially designed porous water layer, which 
injects water into the melt from the bottom. As required, the cooling insert can be modified to 
allow, for example a longer phase of concrete erosion. 

The test crucible itself is designed to withstand a pressure build-up of 20 bar, which 
might occur due to melt/water interactions at the initial phase of cooling. In the off-gas pipe, a 
complete system of aerosol and gas measurement is installed. Additionally, the water supply 
rate and the steam release rate are measured. In the specially-designed cooling device, 
thermocouples are installed to detect the erosion front progression in the upper concrete layer 
and to give temperature information at the lower, water-filled levels of the device. 

Experiments in the COMET facility generally consist of the following phases: 
- Up to 1000 kg of melt is generated in an external crucible by thermite reaction, resulting 

in steel melt (Fe + Cr, Ni, Zr, ...) and oxide melt (Al2O3 + CaO + SiO2 + FeO ...). 
- Melt is then poured into test crucible, initial temperature 2000 – 2300 K, depending on 

type of generated melt. Steel melt is at the bottom, oxide on top (corresponding to reactor 
situation after admixture of eroded concrete). 

- Steel fraction is continuously heated by electrical induction heating with total power from 
100 – 500 kW (simulation of decay heat). Internal heating of the oxide phase is however 
not possible, oxide is heated by convection and conduction from the steel layer. Therefore, 
erosion in the actual experiments is mostly dominated by the metal phase. 

- End of experiment defined by maximal concrete erosion. 
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Following types of concrete can be used in the COMET facility: siliceous, 
siliceous/limestone, limestone, serpentine (Mg3Si2O7 

. 2H2O in Eastern plants), etc., possibly 
in combination with refractory ceramic liner. 

  
 

Figure 3: Scheme of the COMET test facility 
 

Figure 4: Scheme of the DISCO test facility 
 

2.3 DISCO - Large Scale Tests on Melt Dispersion 

The DISCO test facility (Fig. 4) is set up to perform scaled experiments that simulate 
melt ejection scenarios under low system pressure during severe accidents in Pressurized 
Water Reactors (PWR). These experiments are designed to investigate the fluid-dynamic, 
thermal and chemical processes during melt ejection out of a breach in the lower head of a 
PWR pressure vessel at pressures below 2 MPa with an iron-alumina melt and steam [5]. In 
the frame of these Direct Containment Heating (DCH) investigations the following issues are 
addressed: final location of corium debris, loads on the reactor pit and the containment in 
respect to pressure and temperature, and the amount of hydrogen produced and burned. The 
main components of the facility are scaled about 1:18 linearly to a large PWR: the 
containment pressure vessel (volume 14 m³), the RPV-RCS pressure vessel (0.08 m³), the 
subcompartment (1.74 m³) and the cavity. The RPV model serves as crucible for the 
generation of the melt by a thermite reaction. The hole at the bottom of the melt generator is 
formed by a graphite annulus. It is closed with a brass plate. The reactor pit is made of 
concrete. Besides the flow path along the main cooling lines, there is the option of a flow out 
of the cavity straight up into the containment through eight openings. 

Standard test results are: pressure and temperature history in the RPV, the cavity, the 
reactor compartment and the containment, post test melt fractions in all locations with size 
distribution of the debris, video film in reactor compartment and containment (timing of melt 
flow and hydrogen burning), and pre- and post test gas analysis in the cavity and the 
containment. 
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2.4 LIVE - Large Scale Tests on In-Vessel Melt Relocation and Retention 

This experimental facility (Fig. 5) is designed to study the late phase of core 
degradation, onset of melting and the formation and stability of melt pools in the RPV. 
Additionally, the regaining of cooling and melt stabilisation in the RPV by flooding the outer 
RPV or by internal water supply will be investigated. 

The LIVE test facility is under preparation, first commissioning tests are expected at the 
end of 2003. In the first stage, the LIVE facility consists of the hemispherical test vessel, a 
volumetric heating system in the test vessel to simulate the decay heat, a heating furnace to 
generate and pour the simulated corium melt, and a multitude of instrumentation to 
characterize the status of the melt. The test vessel is a 1:5 scaled RPV of a typical pressurised 
water reactor with no penetrations of the lower head, and is equipped with different 
measurement techniques like heat flux sensors, which provide a 3D picture of hot zones in the 
wall, and thermocouples. For the first and second phase of the experimental programme, only 
the hemispherical bottom of the RPV is realised with a diameter of 1 m. This hemispherical 
bottom is closed by an upper lid and different openings in this upper lid allow the pour of melt 
to the central region or close to the perimeter of the lower head. To investigate the influence 
of different external cooling modes on the heat flux, the test vessel can be cooled by water or 
air at the outer surface. For this purpose the test vessel is surrounded by a second cooling 
vessel. The cooling medium is injected at the bottom of the cooling vessel and leaves the 
vessel at the top. 

The simulant melt will be produced in a separate heating furnace and is discharged into 
the test vessel via a heated spout. The furnace is combined with a suction device to allow the 
extraction of the residual melt out of the test vessel back into the heating furnace to 
investigate the remaining melt crust. 

 

heating system

vessel cooling

heat flux sensor
and thermocouples

camera
 observation

crust detection system

melt pouring

Figure 5: Scheme of the LIVE test facility 

The experiments will be carried out with different simulant materials. The first melt is a 
binary mixture of NaNO3 and KNO3 with temperatures up to about 350 °C. This melt mixture 
shall allow, at a moderate temperature level, the basic phenomenological studies of the 
important physical processes in the lower RPV head. In an advanced stage, the second melt 
that can be used, is a binary mixture of V2O5 with CuO, MgO or ZnO with temperatures up to 
900 °C. The simulated corium melt is continuously heated by an array of electrical heater 
grids to simulate the decay heat of the corium melt. 

The experimental program consists of three different phases. In LIVE1, the 
investigations will concentrate on the behaviour of a molten pool, which is poured into the 
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lower head of the RPV taking into account possible 3D effects. The melt pool can be purely 
oxidic or, in a later stage, a pool with an oxide and metal melt. The objective is to determine 
the time dependent local heat flux distribution to the lower head, and the development of 
crusts, depending on internal melt heating and external cooling modes. Furthermore, the gap 
formation between the RPV wall and the melt crust as well as the role of phase segregation of 
a non-eutectic, binary melt on the solidification behaviour shall be investigated. In LIVE2, the 
experiments will be extended to allow multiple melt pours and the presence of water in the 
lower head. The third phase LIVE3 will deal with processes during in-core melt pool 
formation, the stability of the melt pools in the core region during different cooling modes and 
relocation processes after crust failure. 

3 CONCLUSIONS 

Four large scale experimental facilities at Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe (QUENCH, 
LIVE, DISCO, and COMET) with a broad experience on severe accident research are offered 
to external partners from EU member countries and associated states. Their purpose is to 
investigate core melt scenarios from the beginning of core degradation to melt formation and 
relocation in the vessel, possible melt dispersion to the reactor cavity, and finally corium 
concrete interaction and corium coolability in the reactor cavity. These help in the 
understanding of core degradation and quenching, melt formation and relocation as well as 
melt coolability in real reactors in two ways – firstly directly by scaling-up and secondly 
indirectly by providing data for the improvement and validation of computer codes. Although 
the facilities can only perform experiments with simulant materials, the tests can be 
considered as prototypic since the selected materials represent in important physical 
properties the real core materials. 

Interested users are invited to make their own proposals of experiments for each of the 
large scale facilities. Researchers will be strongly supported, if they want to participate at 
experiments. On the other hand, due to the existing infrastructure, the personnel is able to 
perform experiments defined by partners without additional support of the possible partners if 
they do not have the ability to participate at experiments. 
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ABSTRACT 

The oxidation kinetics of various types of boron carbides (pellets, powder) as well as 
the degradation of B4C control rod segments were investigated in the temperature range 
between 800 and 1600 °C. Mass spectrometric gas analysis was used to determine oxidation 
rates in transient and isothermal tests.  

The oxidation kinetics of boron carbide are determined by the formation of a liquid 
boron oxide layer and its loss due to the reaction with surplus steam to form volatile boric 
acids and at temperatures above 1500 °C by direct evaporation. Under these test conditions 
linear oxidation kinetics are established soon after oxidation has initiated. The oxidation 
kinetics are strongly influenced by the thermal-hydraulic boundary conditions, in particular by 
the steam flow rate. Only very low amounts of methane were ever produced in these tests.  

Enhanced degradation of B4C control rods starts with the rapid formation of eutectic 
melts in the systems B4C-stainless steel (SS) and SS-Zircaloy at temperatures above 1250 °C. 
Initially, this melt is kept within a ZrO2 scale externally formed at the Zircaloy guide tube. 
The absorber melt is rapidly oxidized after failure of the oxide shell and aggressively attacks 
adjacent fuel claddings. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Boron carbide is widely used as neutron absorbing control rod material in BWRs, 
Russian RBMKs and VVERs, and in some PWRs. During a hypothetical severe accident the 
B4C reacts with the surrounding stainless steel cladding forming eutectic melts at 
temperatures above 1200 °C which is far below the melting temperatures of the single 
components [1, 2, 3]. The remaining uncovered absorber material as well as the B4C/metal 
mixtures are exposed to the steam in the reactor core after failure of the control rod. 

The oxidation of B4C by steam is highly exothermic and produces 6-7 times the amount 
of hydrogen as the oxidation of the same mass of Zircaloy. Furthermore, gaseous carbon- and 
boron-containing species are formed which may affect the fission product chemistry in the 
containment, e.g. for the release of organic iodine compounds. 

The following chemical reactions are thought to play a role during oxidation of boron 
carbide: 

B4C + 7H2O ↔ 2B2O3 + CO + 7H2       (1) 

B4C + 8H2O ↔ 2B2O3 + CO2 + 8H2       (2) 

B4C + 6H2O ↔ 2B2O3 + CH4 + 4H2       (3) 
Surplus steam then reacts with the liquid boron oxide to form volatile boric acids: 
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B2O3 + H2O ↔ 2HBO2         (4) 

B2O3 + 3H2O ↔ 2H3BO3        (5) 
Only a few data sets on the oxidation kinetics of boron carbide were available, most of 

them obtained at temperatures less than 1000 °C [4-7]. Only Gogotsi [8] and Sato [9] 
published results on the oxidation of hot-pressed B4C pellets up to temperatures of 1200 and 
1300 °C, respectively. The results of all these tests are mostly based on the evaluation of mass 
changes. They vary over a wide range and are strongly dependent on the material composition 
and physical form of the B4C (pellets or powder) and in particular on the test conditions. No 
data existed on the oxidation behavior of sintered B4C pellets, typical for French PWRs. 

Therefore, a separate-effects test program on boron carbide oxidation (BOX) and B4C 
control rod degradation up to 1600 °C was launched at Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe (FZK) 
within the EC COLOSS project in the frame of the 5th Framework Program. It is closely 
related to the FZK bundle tests QUENCH-07 [10] and QUENCH-09 [11] with B4C control 
rods and the planned French Phebus FPT-3 test. This paper describes the results of the 
extensive experimental work performed with a new experimental set-up (BOX Rig).  

2 EXPERIMENTALS 

2.1 Test Rig 

The tests with the small, 1-pellet size specimens were performed in a tube furnace with 
molybdenum heating elements and alumina reaction tube (BOX rig). A digitally-controlled 
gas supply system consisting of two gas flow controllers, one liquid mass flow controller and 
a controlled evaporator/mixer device at the inlet of the reaction tube delivers any mixture of 
argon, hydrogen and steam with 0-4 mol/h each. The composition of the off-gas with the 
reaction products was measured by a quadrupole mass spectrometer with 8 mm rod system 
taking into account the following species: H2, H2O, O2, CO, CO2, CH4, Ar, and, but only 
qualitatively, boric acid species. The furnace temperature and gas rates were completely 
controlled by a LabView program. 

The longer control rod specimens were inductively heated in the single rod QUENCH 
Rig, described elsewhere [12], also coupled with the mass spectrometer.  

 

2.2 Specimens 

Four types of B4C specimens were investigated: 1) commercial pellets used in French 
PWRs (Framatome), 2) pellets of Russian origin used in the Hungarian CODEX bundle tests 
with boron carbide control rod (CODEX), 3) dense absorber pellets without open porosity 
obtained from Elektroschmelzwerk Kempten, Germany (ESK) and 4) B4C powder (14 mesh 
and finer) as formerly used in German BWRs and obtained from the same company (ESK 
powder). The different species were chosen to investigate the influence of the sample (state, 
geometry, density, porosity etc.) on the oxidation behavior. Framatome and CODEX pellets 
have open porosity of about 30 %, whereas the ESK pellets are dense; the microstructure of 
the CODEX pellets is much more inhomogeneous than of the other specimens which is 
reflected by the high impurity content and a broad pore size distribution. 

Various types of control rod specimens were manufactured for degradation tests. The 
materials are commercial control rod materials used in French 1300 MW PWRs and were 
delivered by Framatome. The boron carbide pellets are surrounded by a stainless steel 
cladding tube and the Zircaloy-4 guide.  
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The SS/B4C/Zry-4 absorber melts were prepared in the inductively-heated LAVA 
furnace [13]. Thin discs of the single materials were stacked in a shallow zirconia crucible 
and melted at temperatures between 1900 and 2100 °C under inert atmosphere.  

Post-test examinations were performed using light microscopy, SEM/EDX and Auger 
spectroscopy. 

 
2.3 Test conduct 

The specimens were usually heated in an inert atmosphere (50 l/h Ar at normal 
conditions, i.e. 0 °C and 1 bar) up to the desired starting temperature for the transient or 
isothermal oxidation. Then, the steam injection was switched on, usually with a flow rate of 
30 g/h resulting in a steam partial pressure of 42755 Pa (total pressure: 105 Pa). At the end of 
the oxidation period, the steam flow was switched off and the argon flow increased to 100 l/h 
to accelerate the gas exchange from oxidizing to inert atmosphere under which the specimens 
were cooled. The injected steam mass flow rates were in large surplus in comparison to the 
amount of steam consumed by the oxidation reaction. Thus, no steam starvation was expected 
to occur during the tests (including tests at lower steam rates discussed later). The heating rate 
during the heat-up phase and in the transient tests was 20 K/min. 

Some tests were performed under varying argon/steam and argon/steam/hydrogen 
atmosphere. 

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

An extensive experimental program on the oxidation and degradation of boron carbide 
control rod has been performed during the last three years. The results are well documented in 
two internal reports [14, 15]. Here, only the main test results can be discussed. 

 
3.1 Transient oxidation of B4C 

A series of transient tests with Framatome pellets was performed in order to get an idea 
of the reaction behavior of B4C in Ar/steam and Ar/steam/H2 in the temperature range of 
interest between 800 and 1500 °C. Figure 1 shows a typical example of the gas release during 
a transient test.  

The main gaseous reaction products are hydrogen, carbon dioxide and carbon 
monoxide, as is expected from equations 1-2. Methane was produced only to a very low 
extent at the beginning during the lowest oxidation temperatures. Taking the hydrogen release 
rate as a measure of the oxidation rate, one could recognize from Fig.1 a strong oxidation 
peak immediately after steam inlet, which will be discussed later in the isothermal section. 
Then, the oxidation rate remains roughly constant during heat-up of the pellet up to 
temperatures of about 1200 °C. An exponential Arrhenius-type temperature dependence 
indicating thermal activation of the oxidation reaction is established above approx. 1270 °C.  

Two tests were performed in Ar/steam/H2 mixtures to investigate the influence of the 
oxygen potential on the composition of the off-gas mixture: one with comparable flow rates 
of steam and hydrogen and one with a surplus of hydrogen. The hydrogen injection clearly led 
to a shift in the CO/CO2 equilibrium towards CO. The methane release rate was only slightly 
influenced by the composition of the atmosphere. A reduced methane rate during the test with 
excess hydrogen was caused rather by a reduced overall oxidation rate due to the lower steam 
supply (7.5 vs. 25 g/h) than by the reduced oxygen activity. 
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Figure 1: Gas release during transient oxidation of a B4C pellet in flowing argon/steam 

atmosphere 
 

 
3.2 Isothermal oxidation of B4C 

More than 40 isothermal tests on the oxidation of B4C were performed with different 
species under various boundary conditions. Most tests were performed with Framatome 
pellets. These pellets were chosen as reference material because, firstly they are presently 
used in French nuclear reactors and, secondly such kind of specimens are also used in 
separate-effects tests on control rod degradation at FZK, out-of-pile QUENCH bundle tests as 
well as in the planned in-pile experiment PHEBUS-FPT3. 
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Figure 2: Gas release during isothermal oxidation of porous boron carbide pellets 
 
Figure 2 shows the mass spectroscopic analyses of the gaseous oxidation products 

during an isothermal test series and their dependence on time and temperature. There is the 
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clear tendency for an increasing release of hydrogen, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide 
with rise in temperature. On the other hand, the highest - but nevertheless very low (please 
note the expanded CH4 scale!) - methane production was measured at the lowest oxidation 
temperature. Besides the non-condensable gases some masses assigned to boric acids (amu 
43, 45, 62) were measured by the mass spectrometer. Boric acids are products of the reaction 
of B2O3 with steam (Eqs. 4-5) which is believed to play a significant role in the overall 
oxidation kinetics. 

Obviously, the oxidation of the porous pellets takes place in two steps: A first peak of 
gas production, and therefore of the oxidation rate, is followed by a more or less constant 
oxidation kinetics after a few minutes. Only at 800 °C the transition from higher to lower 
oxidation rates took more time.  
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Figure 3: Specific hydrogen release rates during isothermal oxidation of the various B4C 
specimens. Influence of porosity and steam flow rate (referred to the geometric surface of the specimen) 

 
The comparison of results obtained with the diverse boron carbide samples under 

different steam flow rates offers interesting insights into the oxidation mechanisms. Figure 3 
demonstrates that the initial peak hydrogen production (oxidation rate) is closely correlated 
with the porosity of the sample. Greatly increased hydrogen rates after injecting the steam is 
only observed for the porous pellets and the powder. A more or less constant level of the 
oxidation rate is soon established and is, at least for the pellets, only dependent on the steam 
flow rate or more generally on the thermal hydraulic boundary conditions. Obviously, the 
porous specimens initially have a higher active surface leading to increased oxidation rates.  

The somewhat different behavior of the powder can be easily explained by the larger 
porosity which delivers a higher surface than the geometric one to which the data are referred 
and which is not completely coated by liquid B2O3 during the duration of the test. 

These ideas are also supported by the integral mass changes measured for all specimens 
and shown in Fig.4.  

At 800 °C most of the specimens gained mass due to the of boron oxide formation that 
blocked the pores or coated the surface. At higher temperatures the boron oxide increasingly 
reacts with steam to form volatile boric acids or directly evaporates leading to a mass loss of 
the specimens. Furthermore, one can draw some conclusions by comparing the results of the 
various species. The ESK pellets without open porosity do not gain mass even at the lower 
temperatures and the powder sample with the highest porosity experiences the highest 
increase in mass up to 1200 °C. This is probably correlated with the capability to absorb 
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liquid boron oxide. At 1400 °C, the slow oxidation kinetics in the tests under low steam flow 
rate caused the lowest mass losses of these specimens. 
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Figure 4: Integral mass change of B4C specimens after 30 min oxidation in a flowing 

steam/argon mixture in dependence on temperature 
 
 

3.3 Tests under varying atmosphere 

Some tests were performed under varying atmospheres to quantify the effect of 
gas/steam flow rates on the oxidation kinetics and to investigate its influence on the off-gas 
composition.  

In particular, it was of interest to know whether the production of methane can be 
forced by atmospheres with a high content of hydrogen and thus low oxygen potential. Two 
tests were conducted with stepwise changes from pure steam (+Ar) to almost pure 
hydrogen (+Ar) atmosphere at 800 and at 1200 °C. The reduction of the steam flow rate led to 
a decrease of the carbon-containing species CO, CO2, and CH4, thus indicating a decrease in 
the oxidation rate. The change in the oxygen potential did not significantly influence the 
relative composition of the off-gas, only the CO/CO2 ratio increased initially with the 
hydrogen injection. 

Figure 5 shows the results of two tests with stepwise changing steam and argon 
proportions in a mixed steam/Ar atmosphere. The increase of the steam flow rate by one order 
of magnitude (steam partial pressure 0.11→0.64 bar) enhances the oxidation rate - here shown 
as hydrogen release rate - by a factor of five. On the other hand, the increase of the argon flow 
rate by an order of magnitude (steam partial pressure 0.79→0.27 bar) causes a decrease of the 
oxidation rate by about 30 %.  

These results show that the oxidation rate of boron carbide is strongly influenced by the 
steam flow rate and by the steam partial pressure of the inlet gas mixture. Finally, these two 
parameters determine the local steam partial pressure at the surface of the specimen and 
therefore the oxidation rate. Considering surface reaction kinetics and mass transport in the 
gas phase, the oxidation rate can be assumed to be proportional to the steam partial pressure 
as well as to the square root of steam flow rate. 
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Figure 5: Influence of steam flow rate (left, Ar flow rate: 50 l/h)) and argon flow rate 

(right, steam flow rate: 30 g/h) on the oxidation kinetics of B4C at 1200 °C 
 

3.4 Degradation of control rod segments 

1-pellet-size control rod segments 
The degradation of the control rod is strongly dependent on the atmosphere. This was 

seen in two transient tests with short CR specimens between 800 and 1500 °C; one in inert 
and one in oxidising atmosphere. The specimen completely degraded in inert gas due to the 
eutectic interactions between B4C and stainless steel cladding as well as between stainless 
steel and Zircaloy-4 guide tube (Fig.6-right) whereas the specimen heated up in steam/Ar 
atmosphere did not fail due to the formation of an external ZrO2 scale (Fig.6-middle). 

 

   
Figure 6: Schematic of a control rod segment (left) and post-test appearance of 

specimens after transient tests between 800 and 1500 °C under oxidising (mid) and inert 
(right) conditions 

In an isothermal test series the same kind of specimens were kept at temperatures from 
800 to 1600 °C for one hour in steam/argon atmosphere. Up to 1000 °C, no interaction at all 
took place between the components. At 1200 °C, small interactions between B4C and SS as 
well as between SS and Zircaloy were observed. Significant melt formation was seen at 
1300 °C and higher temperatures (Fig.7). The steel cladding was completely dissolved during 
these tests and the B4C consumption increased with temperature. SEM-EDX and Auger 
analyses of the solidified absorber melts revealed a complex multi-phase mixture with (Fe, 
Cr) and (Fe, Ni) borides and high melting zirconium carbides and borides. 

The formation of an outer ZrO2 scale prevented the specimens from early failure. 
During the tests at 1500 and 1600 °C the oxide shell failed accompanied by a strong 
formation of CO and CO2 and additional hydrogen release which increased by a factor of 30, 
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as can be seen in Fig.8. The oxidation of the absorber melt and/or the remaining B4C pellet 
was very rapid and even led to splashing of melts in the reaction tube. 

 

 
Figure 7: Cross sections of short B4C control rod segments after isothermal tests for 

one hour at the specified temperature 
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Figure 8: Hydrogen release during isothermal oxidation of short B4C control rod segments 

 

10 cm control rod segments 
The longer specimens showed axial relocation of the absorber melt as well as local 

consumption of the B4C pellets near the failure position. The failure temperatures (when 
considerable amounts of B4C oxidation products were measured) were determined to be 
around 1470 °C. 
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Figure 9: Axial cross section of a control rod segment after transient oxidation up to 

1580 °C in steam showing melt formation and relocation as well as local consumption of the 
B4C pellets near the position of the failure (left: top of the vertically tested specimen) 

 

3.5 Oxidation of B4C-containing absorber melts 

Absorber melts of different compositions were produced in an inductive furnace at 
temperatures between 1800 and 2000 °C and oxidised in the BOX Rig. Figures 10 and 11 
present typical results of these melt oxidation experiments. The oxidation kinetics 
dramatically increases even for the pure steel at its melting temperature of 1420 °C. The 
oxidation of the mixtures escalates already below 1200 °C, the rates show considerable 
scatter. The post-test appearance of the crucibles and the reaction tube revealed splashing and 
fragmentation of the melts probably due to local reactions. Figure 11 shows the formation of 
loose, non-protecting oxide scales. The aggressiveness of the melt towards the ZrO2 crucible 
under oxidising conditions increases with increasing complexity of the melt.  
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Figure 10: Hydrogen release during oxidation of absorber melts in comparison with 

the pure components (compositions in wt-%) 

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The oxidation kinetics of B4C in steam at the temperatures of interest are supposed to be 
determined by at least two processes: 1) The formation of liquid B2O3 which covers the 
surface and may act as a diffusion barrier for the starting materials and products of the 
reaction, and 2) the evaporation of B2O3 and the products of its reaction with steam, mainly 
boric acids. The former process which is only dependent on temperature follows a parabolic 
kinetics whereas the latter one which is depending on both temperature and thermal-hydraulic 

top bottom 

ZrO2 disc void ZrO2 scale B4C pellet absorber melt ZrO2 disc 
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boundary conditions, especially on the steam flow rate, is thought to be of linear kinetics 
giving altogether paralinear oxidation kinetics.  

Under the conditions chosen in the tests and thought to be present during a severe 
accident sequence a constant reaction rate was established soon after initial oxidation which 
was only dependent on temperature and on the steam flow conditions. Only during the initial 
phase were the oxidation kinetics dependent on the microstructure of the specimens, 
especially on their porosity. It is assumed that due to different open porosities the active 
surface differs at the beginning of the reaction. The formation of liquid boron oxide soon 
causes the plugging of the pores, thus allowing only oxidation at the outer (geometric) surface 
of the samples and leading to comparable results for the various pellet types. Only at low 
oxidation rates, i.e. at low temperatures and low steam flow rates, the porosity of the 
specimens influences the oxidation rate for longer times. 
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Figure 11: Cross section of selected absorber melts in ZrO2 crucibles after preparation 

(left) and after oxidation (right) stage (compositions in wt-%) 
 
Because of the strong dependence of the oxidation rate on the thermal-hydraulic 

boundary conditions the literature data on the oxidation of B4C are considerably scattered and 
allow no direct comparison with each other. Figure 12 compares recent FZK oxidation rates 
based on the hydrogen release data during the plateau phase and referring to the geometric 
surface of the pellets with literature data. The FZK data usually were obtained at higher steam 
partial pressures and rates and are therefore above the mainstream of the data known from 
literature. The FZK data obtained at lower steam flow rates are more comparable with Sato's 
[9] and Liljenzin's [7] results. The equation for the dependence of the oxidation rate on 
temperature given in Fig.12 is only valid for the conditions of this test series and must not be 
generalised.  

A thermally-activated temperature dependence following an exponential (Arrhenius 
type) equation is only obtained for temperatures above 1270 °C as was shown in the transient 
tests and confirmed by the isothermal experiments. At these temperatures the oxidation rate 
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seems to be only determined by mass transport in the gas phase. At lower temperatures, the 
dependence on temperature is much more complex due to the mechanisms described above 
and demands modelling work for full explanation. 

Besides hydrogen, the main gaseous reaction products of B4C oxidation in water 
vapour-containing atmosphere were carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide. Only small 
amounts of methane CH4 were released even during the tests at 800 °C, the release rates 
further decreased to almost zero above 1000 °C. This is in agreement with thermo-chemical 
calculations which gave considerable methane production only below 800 °C. 
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Figure 12: Oxidation of B4C at high temperatures: comparison of recent FZK results 
with literature data obtained under different boundary conditions (steam partial pressures 

are given in the legend) 
 
The degradation of boron carbide control rods is strongly dependent on the atmosphere. 

In oxidising atmosphere, as expected to exist during a severe accident sequence, an external 
ZrO2 oxide scale on the guide tube prevents the control rod from early failure. Consequently, 
axial relocation of the eutectic melts formed at about 1250 °C initially occurs only inside the 
guide tube and the release of carbon and boron containing oxidation products is deferred.  

Rapid oxidation of B4C and absorber melt was observed after failure of the oxide scale 
at high temperatures of about 1500 °C. The oxidation kinetics of the B4C-metal melts is 
significantly higher than of the pure components and is a very stochastic process.  

The absorber melts are very corrosive towards the ZrO2 crucibles under oxidising 
conditions. Therefore, control rod failure in a fuel element may cause early failure of 
surrounding fuel rods connected with release of fission products and relocation of UO2 
containing melts. 
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ABSTRACT 

The development of the Westinghouse Owners Group Severe Accident Management 
Guidelines (WOG SAMG) between 1991 and 1994 was initiated in response to the U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requirement for addressing the regulatory severe 
accident concerns. Hence, the WOG SAMG is designed to interface with other existing 
procedures at the plant and is used in accident sequences that have progressed to the point 
where these other procedures are not applicable any longer, i.e. following core damage. The 
primary purpose of the WOG SAMG is to reach a controlled stable state, which can be 
declared when fission product releases are controlled, challenges to the confinement fission 
product boundary have been mitigated, and adequate heat removal is provided to the core and 
the containment.  

 
Although the WOG SAMG is a generic severe accident management guidance 

developed for use by the entirety of the operating Westinghouse PWR plants, provisions have 
been made in their development to address specific features of individual plants such as 
confinement type and the feasibility of reactor cavity flooding. Similarly, the generic SAMG 
does not address unique plant features and equipment, but rather allows for consideration of 
plant specific features and strategies. 

 
This adaptable approach has led to several SAMG development programs for VVER-

1000 and VVER-440 type of power plants, under Westinghouse’ s lead.  
 
The first of these programs carried out to completion was for Temelin NPP – VVER-

1000 – in the first quarter of 2003. Other ongoing programs aim at providing a similar work 
for VVER-440 design, namely Dukovany, Mochovce and Bohunice NPPs. 

The challenge of adapting the existing generic WOG material to plants other than PWRs 
mainly arises for VVER-440 because of important differences in confinement design, making 
it more vulnerable to ex-vessel phenomena such as hydrogen burn. Also, for both eastern 
designs, cavity flooding strategy requires special consideration and adaptation on a case by 
case basis. 

 
The purpose of this paper is to provide some insights on how SAMG programs can be 

implemented for VVER-1000 and VVER-440 type of plants based on the WOG SAMG 
generic approach, and identifies areas of technical concerns encountered in the process. 
Solutions are proposed based on the experience of past and ongoing programs. 
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1 OVERVIEW OF THE WOG SAMG 

The Westinghouse Owners Group Severe Accident Management Guidelines (referred to 
as WOG SAMGs) [1] were developed in the early nineties in response to the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) requirement for addressing the regulatory severe accident 
concerns. Their primary purpose is to provide a basis for individual Westinghouse PWR plant 
owners to develop their own plant specific SAMG.   

 
Although accident management refers to all measures available to recover the plant 

from an accident, distinction should be made between PREVENTIVE and MITIGATIVE 
measures. Preventive measures include those actions that will prevent or delay the occurrence 
of core damage, while mitigative strategies aim at reducing considerably the consequences of 
core damage, i.e. minimise fission product releases once the accident has progressed beyond 
core damage. Preventive accident management strategies are therefore implemented first, and 
are based for all Westinghouse plants and for the majority of VVER plants on the WOG 
symptom based Emergency Response Guidelines (ERGs). Only in the unlikely occurrence 
that the strategies contained in these procedures would not be successful in restoring core 
cooling and preserving fuel integrity will the primary purpose of accident management shift 
from preserving the core to minimising the consequences of core damage.  In this situation, 
accident management guidance will be provided by the SAMG package, which contains all 
instructions for the implementation of mitigative severe accident management measures. It is 
important to note that due to the change in accident management priorities – from preserving 
core integrity to minimising fission product releases – some of the preventive measures 
implemented in the early stages of the accident may no longer be appropriate or, if continued, 
may serve a completely different purpose.  

 
Because of the sequential use of the preventive and mitigative accident management 

packages (ERGs and SAMGs), when the accident progresses beyond core damage, it is very 
important that the SAMGs are designed to interface smoothly with the ERGs. More generally, 
the SAMGs are designed to interface with the Site Emergency Plan at the plant to ensure a 
consistent and co-ordinated response to severe accident conditions. 

 
The objectives of the WOG SAMG can be separated into two categories. First, the 

following objectives represent the primary goals of severe accident management in the WOG 
generic SAMG philosophy: 

1. Return the core to a controlled, stable state 
2. Maintain or return the containment to a controlled, stable state 
3. Terminate fission product releases from the plant 

 
In addition to the primary objectives, the following secondary goals should be achieved 

while implementing the SAMG: 
1. Minimise fission product releases while achieving the primary goals 
2. Maximise equipment and monitoring capabilities while achieving the primary goals 

 
The WOG SAMG are structured into a well-defined process for choosing appropriate 

actions based on actual plant conditions. In this structure, decision making is the Technical 
Support Centre’ s (TSC) responsibility. Indeed, the WOG SAMGs are a primarily TSC 
destined tool, as it is considered that the control room operators should remain focused on 
prevention of core damage events (i.e. they are responsible for implementing the EOPs up to 
the time when a transition to the SAMG package is made). The TSC should hence be the focal 
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point for mitigation of severe accidents. This approach is considered as the most beneficial 
under the high stress conditions of a severe accident. 

 
The broad scope of the WOG SAMG is to provide structured guidance in the form of 

the following sequential steps: 
1. Diagnose plant conditions using a symptom based approach 
2. Prioritise response according to plant specific vulnerabilities as identified during 

SAMG development 
3. Assess equipment availability to respond to diagnosed symptom  
4. Identify and assess possible negative impacts due to implementing responses 
5. Determine whether to use available equipment based on potential consequences of 

identified negative impacts 
6. Determine whether implemented actions are effective and identify additional actions  
7. Identify long term concerns for the implemented strategies 
 
This sequence of actions constitutes the basis of the WOG SAMG philosophy, and is 

built into a series of guidelines that form the bulk of the WOG generic SAMG. The entirety of 
the generic package comprises of:  

 Two Severe Accident Control Room Guidelines (SACRGs) 
 A Diagnostic Flow Chart (DFC) and a Severe Challenge Status Tree (SCST) 
 Eight Severe Accident Guidelines (SAGs) and four Severe Challenge Guidelines 

(SCGs) 
 Two Severe Accident Exit Guidelines (SAEGs) 
 Seven graphical Computational Aids (CAs) 

 

2 APPLICABILITY TO VVER-1000 AND VVER-440/213 

 The WOG SAMG is a generic severe accident management guidance developed for use 
by the entirety of the operating Westinghouse PWR plants. The generic guidance hence 
specifically includes those systems and features and the typical accident progression 
phenomena which are common to Westinghouse PWRs. A reference plant approach was used 
to define systems and features, except those dealing with broad areas of the confinement 
design. The broad areas of containment design and features, which are addressed by specific 
feature include: a) confinement type (i.e. large dry, sub-atmospheric and ice condenser 
containments), b) the ease with which the reactor cavity can be flooded with limited water 
supplies, and c) the containment fission product boundary challenges during severe accidents. 
Therefore, provisions have been made in the development of the WOG generic SAMG to 
address specific features and strategies of individual plants.  

 
Although originally intended for implementation at Westinghouse PWR plants, the 

generic SAMG material structure and philosophy is by no means design specific, such that it 
can easily be applied to non-Westinghouse design plants, as well as to plants other than 
PWRs. However, because its response to a severe accident is strongly dependent on the plant 
design, plant specific implementation of the WOG SAMG should include identification and 
incorporation of the Individual Plant Examinations (IPE) insights. Thus, plant specific 
vulnerabilities, containment fission product boundary challenges, specific design features and 
severe accident response should be accounted for and reflected in the SAMG structure and 
TSC diagnostic tools. This constitutes most of the work to be performed during SAMG 
development programs for VVER design plants. 
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The implementation of the SAMG at a plant also requires that the interface between the 

existing Plant Emergency Operating Procedures and the SAMG be identified. This process 
has been clearly documented in the WOG EOPs Maintenance Program, and thus a smooth 
transition between the two WOG packages is ensured for all plants that have implemented 
these EOPs, as it is the case for many VVER-1000 and VVER-440. 

 
This adaptable approach has led to several SAMG development programs for VVER-

1000 and VVER-440 type of power plants, under Westinghouse’s lead. The first of these 
programs carried out to completion was for Temelin NPP – VVER-1000 – in the first quarter 
of 2003. Other ongoing programs aim at providing a similar work for VVER-440 design, 
namely Dukovany, Mochovce and Bohunice NPPs. 

3 DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF PLANT-SPECIFIC SAMG 

The plant-specific implementation program of the generic SAMG package requires a 
methodical approach and consists of the successive completion of series of tasks. The overall 
scope of such an implementation program can be divided into the following major steps: 

1. Elaboration of a technical database regrouping all necessary information for the 
understanding of plant specific challenges and behaviour in severe accident 
conditions. This database regroups all conclusions and results of previously 
performed analysis work, such as plant specific level 2 Probabilistic Safety 
Assessment (PSA), or other previously completed programs. In the case of VVER-
440/213, such programs include the EU sponsored PHARE programs. 

 
2. Development of the TSC diagnostic tools reflecting the changes needed to the 

generic structure in order to account for plant specific design features and behaviour 
in severe accident conditions as highlighted by the technical database. 

 
3. Selection of the plant specific strategies to be used in response to the diagnosis of 

the plant status using the TSC diagnostic tools, and documentation of the equipment 
capabilities, flow path alignment and support conditions for the implementation of 
the identified strategies. 

 
4. Writing of the plant specific versions of the generic SAMG package components, 

definition of their associated setpoints based on plant specific parameters and 
development of the computational aids. 

4 IMPORTANT VVER-440/213 AND VVER-1000 FEATURES FOR SAMG 
DEVELOPMENT 

4.1 Bubbler Condenser (VVER-440/213 only) 

The Bubbler Condenser system is a passive pressure reduction system, designed to limit 
the pressure increase in the confinement in the event of high-pressure transients releasing 
primary or secondary coolant into the confinement.  

 
The Bubbler Condenser system consists of a tower made up of three volumes, the shaft, 

the water trays and the air trap. In case of a high-pressure transient in the confinement, the 
gas/steam mixture is distributed from the confinement to the different levels of trays by the 
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shaft system. It is then condensed in twelve levels of water tray pool, while the non-
condensable gases are held in four air trap volumes. In addition, passive spraying from the 
water trays also contributes to reducing the confinement pressure. 

 
For scenarii other than high-pressure transients in the confinement, the Bubbler 

Condenser system has no significant passive impact on the confinement condition. Therefore, 
intentional drainage of the bubbler trays can be considered as a primary strategy for achieving 
the purposes of confinement flooding, which constitutes one of the means in SAMG for 
returning the plant to a controlled stable state. The total volume of water contained in the 
trays of the Bubbler Condenser system is of the order of 1500 m3. 

 
4.2 Cavity Structure (both VVER-1000 and VVER-440/213) 

Both VVER-1000 and VVER-440/213 designs include a room of small volume (of the 
order of 300 m3) in which the reactor vessel is located, separated from the rest of the 
confinement by double hermetic doors. This particular configuration leads to specific 
considerations during SAMG development, such as feasibility of water ingression into the 
cavity, evaluation of corium spreading area and spreading patterns, and study of the cavity 
failure modes and vulnerabilities. These are discussed in more detail in section 5.1. 

 
4.3 Other Confinement Features (VVER-440/213 only) 

VVER-440/213 confinement design consists of a series of hermetic rooms, or 
compartments, interconnected through openings of various sizes. The confinement’s pressure 
boundary is hence defined by the sum of these compartments, representing indeed a hermetic 
zone, but not forming a homogeneous confinement as observed in a standard PWR 
containment. The implications of this structure for SAMG development include study of 
atmosphere mixing, flame propagation from one compartment to another and potential for 
Deflagration to Detonation Transition (DDT). 

 
In addition, the confinement of a VVER-440/213 plant is not designed for sustaining 

high pressures because of its passive pressure reduction system, and hence its structural 
integrity is lower than that of a large dry containment. As a result of that, the SAMG should 
focus on providing strategies that prevent the occurrence of those events that could produce a 
high-pressure transient in the confinement. Such events include High Pressure Melt Ejection 
(HPME) and its associated phenomena or hydrogen burn at sufficient concentration to create 
a pressure peak big enough to challenge the confinement integrity. 

 
Finally, VVER-440/213 confinements used to be characterised by a natural leakage rate 

higher than that of PWRs, which could potentially impact SAMG strategies dealing with 
fission product releases. However, recent estimates have shown that the confinement tightness 
of many VVER-440/213 plants has significantly improved over the years, and is now 
generally close to what is observed in a large dry containment plant (of the order of 4-5% of 
total volume per day). As far as SAMG are concerned, a reduced natural leakage rate results 
in shifting the consideration of the challenge from fission product releases to the increased 
concern of long-term overpressurization from gases produced during the ex-vessel phase of 
the accident. 

 
Note that none of the above considerations are valid for a VVER-1000, for which the 

confinement is structurally similar to a large dry PWR containment. The only significant 
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impact from VVER-1000 plant design on SAMG development will hence be caused by the 
reactor cavity geometry and location (above the auxiliary building), and will impact SAMG 
strategies dealing with containment flooding and primary system depressurisation. 

 
4.4 Primary System Loop Seal 

The first priority when entering the SAMG is to deal with the earliest challenges that can 
be encountered in a severe accident scenario. One of these very early challenges is creep rupture 
of the steam generator tubes, which can result from a sustained high primary to secondary 
pressure difference with high temperature gases flowing through the steam generator tubes. 

 
However, the VVER-440/213 hot leg loop design includes a section where cold gases can 

be trapped and condensed, forming a loop seal and hence isolating the secondary side from the 
primary. Hot gases coming from the reactor vessel will therefore remain on the reactor vessel 
side of the loop seal, and the pressure difference across the steam generator tubes will be 
limited. Therefore the occurrence of steam generator creep rupture in a hot leg loop seal 
configuration is very unlikely.  This hence needs be reflected in the SAMG structure, and 
constitutes a significant departure from the generic WOG SAMG. 

5 MAIN TECHNICAL CONCERNS ASSOCIATED WITH PLANT SPECIFIC 
FEATURES 

5.1 (Early) Cavity Flooding 

5.1.1 Discussion for VVER-440/213 

Because of the very high vulnerability of VVER-440/213 plants to cavity door failure and 
penetration melting after vessel rupture, it will always be beneficial to get some water in the 
cavity to the highest possible level. In addition, some water in the cavity will help mitigating 
further challenges occurring after vessel rupture such as corium attack of the cavity basemat and 
fission product releases. Because the cavity geometry prevents corium dispersion on the 
confinement floor, cooling of the corium is difficult and core concrete interactions are 
enhanced, hence justifying the need for water on the cavity floor before vessel failure. If the 
water level in the cavity can be increased above the reactor vessel lower head before vessel 
failure, then it is expected that in-vessel retention of core debris can be achieved from ex-vessel 
cooling, hence avoiding the need to mitigate all the ex-vessel phenomena and challenges. Also, 
if the cavity doors do fail, this is equivalent to a confinement bypass, as the doors lead to a room 
not part of the hermetic confinement boundary. Protection of the cavity hence constitutes a very 
high priority for VVER-440/213. 

 
The increased water injection capability due to the Bubbler Tower is therefore of 

particular importance in SAMG. Indeed, the potential for efficient confinement/cavity 
flooding is directly dependent on the water inventory available at the plant. Consequently, the 
time at which this drain down is initiated (and the time needed for efficient drainage of the 
trays) is the major limiting factor for early cavity flooding in the course of a severe accident, 
considering that there is a direct injection pathway into the cavity, which is not always the 
case. Even with a dedicated water injection pathway into the cavity, it was evaluated ([2] & 
[3]) that the time needed for drain down of the bubbler tower trays remained the critical factor 
for success of rapid cavity flooding and it therefore should be initiated as soon as entering the 
SAMG package. 
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In the generic SAMG, water injection in the containment is a two-phase process, with a 
first guideline aiming at establishing a water level adequate for ECCS and containment spray 
recirculation, cooling of corium debris dispersed in the cavity, and for external vessel cooling if 
possible in the plant configuration. The second guideline for containment flooding has a higher 
water level target and is used for cooling remaining debris in the ruptured vessel and 
establishing controlled stable state. This is not applicable to VVER-440/213, as the time needed 
to reach the second level once the first one has been established is relatively short due to the 
cavity geometry. It hence becomes possible to combine the two guidelines into one [4], with a 
single water level target (the highest one). Also, the lack of control on the cavity flooding 
process means that it is not appropriate to have two distinctive target levels.  

 
5.1.2 Discussion for VVER-1000 

For VVER-1000 the concern is different, as this type of plant cannot benefit from the 
water inventory of a Bubbler Tower for containment flooding. Therefore, the maximum 
attainable water level in the cavity is limited by the available water inventory at the plant, and 
complete cavity flooding is generally not possible, hence precluding the possibility of in-
vessel corium retention from external vessel cooling. Thus, there is no need for two separate 
guidelines as in the generic WOG SAMG for containment flooding, as all the possible 
purposes of increasing containment/cavity water level will be achieved via a single target 
level, lower than the reactor vessel lower head. In addition, there is no straight pathway for 
water ingression into the cavity, and hence some plant modifications are required to allow 
water into the cavity. It was suggested [5] that the double cavity doors would be 
systematically opened upon entry into the SAMG in order to allow water ingression. An 
additional benefit achieved from opening the cavity doors is that the corium spreading area is 
increased in case of vessel failure, hence facilitating core debris cooling and reducing the 
potential for basemat attack. 

 
5.2 Hydrogen Management Scheme 

5.2.1 Discussion for VVER-440/213 

VVER-440/213 containment design leads to potential challenge to containment integrity 
from hydrogen burn very early into the accident progression, i.e. before vessel failure. This is 
due to the fact that large amounts of hydrogen produced from the oxidation of the Zirconium 
material in the reactor core will be released to the confinement. The VVER-440/213 core 
contains about 18000 kg of Zirconium inventory [6], of which the expected oxidised fraction 
during the in-vessel phase of a severe accident can be as high as 70%. The corresponding 
hydrogen mass produced from this oxidation is of the order of 500 kg, but will be strongly 
dependent on the accident sequence and operators actions in the course of the accident. This 
range of hydrogen production is not different from that encountered in a standard large dry 
PWR containment, but the consequences of its release to a VVER-440/213 confinement can 
be quite dramatic due to the lower confinement structural strength. This issue leads to 
emphasising the need for a well-established hydrogen management scheme reflecting the 
specific concerns of the VVER-440/213 confinement design. As a result of that, hydrogen 
management is given the highest priority in the Westinghouse approach to SAMG 
development for VVER-404/213. Because of the design characteristics of these plants, the 
Westinghouse approach to hydrogen management for VVER-440/213, although different 
from one plant to another, is mainly based on a reliable hydrogen burn strategy. In effect, if 
burns can be initiated early into the hydrogen production phase and release to the confinement 
process, then the hydrogen concentration should be maintained around the flammability limit, 
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and away from concentrations representing a threat to the confinement. This is only possible 
if a condition close to homogeneous confinement atmosphere mixing is established. Different 
analysis done with MAAP4/VVER using various containment noding schemes ([7] & [8]) all 
tend to show that quite good containment atmosphere mixing is indeed achieved, except for 
the air traps and the Bubbler Tower wetwell volumes. Therefore, the Westinghouse approach 
to hydrogen management for VVER-440/213 is mainly based on a reliable hydrogen burn 
strategy.  

 
5.2.2 Discussion for VVER-1000 

Because of the similitude in the containment structural strength between a VVER-1000 
and a standard PWR, the Westinghouse approach to hydrogen management for a VVER-1000 
is that of the WOG generic SAMG, in which the hydrogen is considered as a low priority 
challenge. Strategies developed for dealing with hydrogen are plant-specific, but can be 
grouped into two main categories depending on their purpose: 1) hydrogen burn; and 2) 
containment inerting. In addition, a strong impact from the hydrogen recombiners on the 
flammability conditions in the containment  (both in terms of hydrogen and oxygen 
concentration) also led to adapting slightly the generic strategies. 

6 CONCLUSION 

The generic WOG SAMG material was used as the basis for the development of SAMG 
programs for VVER-1000 and VVER-440/213 plants. This adaptation was possible since the 
generic SAMG material structure and philosophy is not design specific. It however required a 
careful assessment of the plant vulnerabilities and specific features to be incorporated into the 
SAMG structure. The main technical issues addressed during the development phase of the 
SAMG programs were early cavity flooding and hydrogen management scheme. The concept 
of in-vessel retention was applied to VVER-440/213, while it was not relevant for VVER-
1000. Hydrogen management is a very sensitive issue for VVER-44-/213 and was treated as 
the highest priority challenge. No major specific hydrogen concerns have been identified for 
VVER-1000. The recent SAMG implementation programs have permitted the elaboration of a 
VVER-1000 and VVER-440/213 “generic” Westinghouse SAMG material, comparable to 
what has been existing and extensively been used for PWRs since 1994. 
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ABSTRACT 

The IRIS reactor (International Reactor Innovative and Secure) is an integral, light 
water cooled, medium power reactor. IRIS has been selected as an International Near Term 
Deployable (INTD) reactor, within the Generation IV International Forum activities. The 
IRIS concept addresses the key-requirements defined by the US DOE for next generation 
reactors, i.e. enhanced reliability and safety, and improved economics. It features innovative, 
advanced engineering, but it is firmly based on the proven technology of pressurized water 
reactors (PWR). 

An innovative safety approach has been developed to mitigate the IRIS response to 
small-to-medium Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA). This strategy is based on the interaction 
of IRIS compact containment with the reactor vessel to limit initial blowdown, and on 
depressurization through the use of a passive Emergency Heat Removal System (EHRS). A 
small Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) provides supplementary depressurization 
capability. A pressure suppression system is provided to limit the pressure peak following the 
initial blowdown to well below the containment design limit. The ultimate result is that during 
a small-to-medium LOCA, the core remains covered for an extended period of time, without 
credit for emergency water injection or external core makeup. The IRIS LOCA response is 
based on “maintaining water inventory” rather than on the principle of safety injection.  

This novel safety approach poses significant issues for computational and analysis 
methods since the IRIS vessel and containment are strongly coupled, and the system response 
is based on the interaction between the two. 

The small break LOCA was calculated using RELAP5/mod3.3 and GOTHIC codes. 
Break of the largest line connected to the IRIS Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) was analyzed. 
The results of the calculations confirmed good performance of the IRIS system during LOCA. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The IRIS reactor is an integral, light water cooled, medium power reactor, [1]. IRIS has 
been selected as an INTD reactor, within the Generation IV International Forum activities. 
The IRIS concept addresses the key-requirements defined by the US DOE for next generation 
reactors, i.e. enhanced reliability and safety, and improved economics. It features innovative, 
advanced engineering, but it is firmly based on the proven technology of PWRs.  

An international consortium led by Westinghouse/BNFL was created for the 
development of IRIS and includes universities, national laboratories, commercial companies, 
and utilities. The integral configuration, where all reactor coolant system components are 
contained in the reactor vessel, eliminates all large vessel penetrations and the possibility for 
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large LOCAs to occur in IRIS design. The compact size of the IRIS coolant system allows the 
use of small, spherical, high design-pressure containment. 

Strategy to mitigate LOCA consequences is based on “maintaining water inventory” 
rather than on the principle of safety injection, [2]. This novel safety approach poses 
significant issues for computational and analysis methods since the IRIS vessel and 
containment are strongly coupled, and the system response is based on the interaction 
between the two. In order to explore the reactor vessel and containment interaction in more 
detail, a coupled RELAP5/GOTHIC model was developed as one of the calculational options, 
[3]. The existing detailed RELAP5 model of reactor coolant system, [4], was used together 
with a lumped GOTHIC model of the containment. Developed coupled model was applied for 
the analysis of a postulated break of a 4-inch pipe connected to the IRIS integral reactor 
vessel. 

 

2 COUPLED RELAP5/GOTHIC MODEL OF THE IRIS REACTOR 

2.1 Description of the Coupled Code 

The history of coupling RELAP5 code to containment codes is long, [5]. Some of the 
realized couplings and ways of coupling are as follows:  

• RELAP5-CONTAIN with PVM: Martin (1993) 
• RELAP5-CONTEMPT4 with Unix Process Control: C.E. Park et al (1995) 
• RELAP5-CONTAIN with PVM: Y. Parlatan et al. (1995) 
• RELAP5-CONTEMPT4 DLL: B.D. Chung et al (1998) 
• RELAP5-CONTAIN 2.0 DLL: B.D. Chung at al. (2000) 
Taking into account the rather large experience base in the use of the RELAP5 and 

GOTHIC codes as well as knowledge of their internal structure; we have decided for direct 
explicit coupling of last version from the RELAP5 family of codes, RELAP5/mod3.3, and 
one of the earlier versions of the GOTHIC code available at University of Zagreb, GOTHIC 
3.4e. Our primary goal was to explore applicability of coupled codes in the safety analyses of 
the new reactor systems with close interaction of primary system and containment. The 
chosen coupling strategy has to be simple and basic operation of constituent codes and 
corresponding input data has to be unaffected by the coupling process. The targeted platform 
for doing the computations was a high-end personal computer. Detailed description of the 
coupled code is available from [3]. 

 
2.2 Nodalization of the IRIS Primary System and the Containment  

RELAP5 nodalization, Figure 1, is based on the model described in [4]. Nodalization is 
based on the currently available IRIS geometric and operational data, [6]. While the overall 
structure is relatively simple and straightforward, the discretization of the components is 
rather detailed in order to take into account all the important phenomena. A sliced approach 
was used in the discretization of the reactor vessel due to the importance of natural circulation 
in the chosen safety concept. Most of the calculational nodes have a linear size in the range of 
0.2 to 0.5 m. In the nodalization, volume is always conserved, as well as height due to 
importance of natural circulation, so the equivalent flow area is calculated from volume and 
height. 
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Figure 1 RELAP5 mod/3.3 IRIS nodalization 
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Figure 2 IRIS Simplified Containment Model (SCM) nodalization 
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The model includes the IRIS integral reactor vessel (8 internal loops), 4 EHRS trains, 
Emergency Boration System (EBS) with 2 tanks, ADS and LGMS (Long-term Gravity Make-
up System), as well as the reactor protection system functions for trips and actuations. Almost 
all important heat structures are modelled. 

The containment design is still in the development phase and only a limited amount of 
data was available, [7]. The basic view of the containment and the systems relevant for LOCA 
behaviour are shown in Figure 3. Because the volume of the containment is small there is a 
high level of interaction between containment and primary system expected during LOCA. 
Another important characteristic of the containment is the pressure suppression capability of 
the contained suppression pool. 

Six control volumes and eight flow paths were used in the model, Figure 2. Heat 
structures are currently not part of the model. Drywell containment space was split in two 
parts (volumes 1 and 2) and connected to the reactor cavity (volume 3) with two flow paths to 
simulate mixing between volumes. The same is true for the pressure suppression pool 
(GOTHIC volume number 5) which is doubly connected to the air space below the reactor 
vessel (volume 4). Volume number 6 simulates vent pipes that connect the suppression tanks 
to the containment atmosphere. The prescribed liquid level in volumes 5 and 6 determines the 
initial water inventory in the pressure suppression system. There are 6 flow boundary 
conditions in Relap5 model, one for break, one for ADS connection, two for 2 LGMS lines 
going from suppression pool to Direct Vessel Injection (DVI) header and two for 2 LGMS 
lines going from reactor cavity to DVI header. Flow boundary condition and flow path 1 were 
used for break modelling. The related RELAP5 component is the time dependent volume 
(component number 991) and the attached trip valve (component number 992). The break 
position (4-inch break) was assumed to be at the elevation of the reactor coolant pump 
discharge, which is near the upper portion of the reactor vessel cylindrical section.  

 

3 IRIS RESPONSE TO LOCA 

An innovative safety approach has been developed to mitigate the IRIS response to 
small-to-medium LOCA through the use of passive cooling systems, Figure 3. This strategy is 
based on the interaction of IRIS compact containment with the reactor vessel to limit initial 
blowdown, with the actuation of the passive IRIS systems and on depressurization through the 
use of a passive EHRS and ADS. A pressure suppression system is provided to limit the 
pressure peak following the initial blowdown to well below the containment design limit. The 
ultimate result is that during a small-to-medium LOCA, the core remains covered for an 
extended period of time, without credit for emergency water injection or external core 
makeup. 

The limiting LOCA cases for IRIS are:  
- the rupture of the largest vessel connection near the steam generator steam discharge 

nozzle (high on the reactor vessel),  
- the rupture of a direct vessel injection line connection located above the top of the 

active fuel (closest to the core region).  
Following a LOCA event, all four EHRS subsystems receive an actuation signal. The 

EHRS actuation includes closing the feed water isolation valves, followed by the closing of 
the main steam isolation valves, followed by the opening of the EHRS isolation valves for 
each of the four independent EHRS subsystems. The steam generator makeup tanks add water 
to their associated steam generators, as needed, until the tank water level and steam generator 
effective level in the tubes are equal. The large surface area of the steam generators is then 
available to remove heat from the primary coolant. As the reactor vessel level decreases, more 
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of the steam generator surface is available to condense steam, and the EHRS acts to reduce 
the vessel pressure while retaining the condensed steam for core cooling.  

The EHRS heat exchangers transfer heat to the RWST water and the steam condensed 
in the heat exchanger tubes flows by gravity back to the steam generators via the associated 
feedwater line. 

Following a LOCA the Emergency Boration System (EBS) will be also actuated and 
will perform the RCS makeup and boration function. If/when the RCS water inventory 
decreases below the EBS pressure balance line reactor vessel connection, the tanks will drain 
into the RCS. Thus the EBS provide a limited source of water injection and their borated 
water also helps to ensure that the core remains in a shutdown condition following LOCA 
events and until long-term gravity makeup to the reactor vessel occurs.  

Once the heat removal via the EHRS using the steam generator heat transfer surface 
area to condense steam is initiated, additional potential for the vessel depressurization exists. 
The LGMS isolation valves will automatically open providing multiple, diverse paths to 
initiate gravity makeup to maintain a long-term injection and core cooling capability, should it 
be required. The containment is designed such that most of the mass discharged from the RCS 
will drain into the containment flood-up areas and then into the reactor vessel cavity.  

For upper elevation breaks the EHRS successfully removes heat and depressurizes the 
containment. However, for lower elevation breaks (e.g. at the DVI line elevation) a means of 
assisting the pressure equalization between the vessel and containment, other than the break 
itself, is required to avoid a short-term partial core uncovery. The ADS assist the EHRS in 
depressurizing the reactor coolant system following certain postulated LOCA, such that the 
reactor vessel pressure is equalized with the containment pressure before any core uncovery 
occurs.  
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Figure 3 IRIS passive core and containment cooling system 
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4 THE RESULTS OF THE LOCA ANALYSIS 

Large break LOCA is precluded by design in IRIS reactor, so only small-to-medium 
LOCA accidents at low and high vessel elevations are the subject of safety analyses. A 4-inch 
SBLOCA at the upper break position near top of SG module was chosen for this analysis. 
Four EHRS sub-systems are actuated according to the reactor protection system logic. The 
heat source calculation used was based on point kinetics model till scram and then on the 
ANS 1979 decay heat model (with 2σ uncertainty). Point kinetics model uses IRIS middle of 
life reactor kinetics data and feedback coefficients, IRIS specific scram curves and standard 
chopped cosine axial power distribution. After uncovery of primary pumps (located above SG 
modules), special check valves are activated on pressure difference connecting the riser part 
of the vessel with the space within steam generator shroud. Primary coolant flow after the loss 
of the primary pumps was only by natural circulation. As usual for accident analyses, actions 
of the non-safety grade control systems were not taken into account. 

Transient is started after 1000 s steady state. Break opening was initiated at t=0 s 
transient time and opening time is 0.01 s. First 3600 s of accident are calculated. Two cases 
are analyzed first without ADS and LGMS connections (labelled no ADS) and second with all 
connections available.  

During fluid discharge behaviour of the system is similar in both cases with higher 
depressurization rate in case with ADS (due to connection at top of pressurizer space the 
steam is released), Figure 4. System and containment pressure equalization is about 500 s 
earlier in case with ADS. In first phase fluid mass discharged is clearly higher in case with 
ADS, but later due to earlier flow reversal and due to additional fluid back flow in ADS line 
and in LGMS lines going from suppression pool to DVI header fluid recovery in reactor 
vessel is faster, Figure 5. During fluid discharge part of SBLOCA the steam is condensed in 
suppression pool and liquid level in pool and back pressure in air tank increase, Figure 6. 
When the system pressure is decreased enough and with continued EHRS operation flow at 
break position will change direction and additional flow paths for return of water to the 
reactor vessel will be activated through LGMS lines. The core remained well cooled 
throughout the transient as visible from the core inlet and outlet fluid temperatures, Figure 7. 
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Figure 4  Pressurizer and containment pressure  
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Figure 5 Total primary fluid mass 
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Figure 6 Liquid levels in cavity, suppression pool and vent pipes  
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Figure 7 Core inlet and outlet coolant temperatures 
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5 CONCLUSION 

Coupling of RELAP5/mod3.3 and GOTHIC 3.4e was realized. The interaction of the 
IRIS primary system with the containment following SBLOCA is calculated using simple and 
accurate procedure based on the coupled code. The results of first calculational SBLOCA 
tests are promising. Good performance of IRIS system during SBLOCA was demonstrated by 
this preliminary calculation. The core is properly cooled and covered during all the time and 
concept of combined limited inventory loss and direct heat removal from the vessel is proved. 
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ABSTRACT 

The thermal-hydraulic and severe accidents analysis code RELAP5/SCDAPSIM was 
used in the calculation of the Phebus FPT1 in-pile experiment. This experiment, carried out 
on 26 July 1996 in the Phebus facility, Cadarache, France, was chosen as the basis for the 
OECD International Standard Problem (ISP-46) exercise. Investigation of severe accidents 
phenomena like fuel degradation and hydrogen production was the objective of the ISP and of 
the presented analysis. The ISP was an open exercise, that is, all the relevant experimental 
results were available to the participants from the start. 

The FPT1 test bundle included 18 PWR fuel rods previously irradiated to a mean burn-
up of 23.4 GWd/tU, two instrumented fresh fuel rods and one silver-indium-cadmium control 
rod. The bundle was housed in an insulating shroud and introduced into the Phebus driver 
core which supplied the nuclear power. The fuel degradation phase of the test lasted about 5 
hours during which the bundle was cooled by steam at pressure of about 2 bar with the mass 
flow rate varying between 0.5 g/s and 2.2 g/s, while the bundle nuclear power was being 
progressively increased from zero up to 36.5 kW. 

RELAP5/SCDAPSIM modelling of the Phebus facility and the main results, such as the 
temperature response of all rods and shroud, the oxidation and resulting hydrogen production, 
will be discussed and presented in this paper. The analysis of fuel rods degradation and 
problems related to SCDAPSIM underprediction of the amount of relocated fuel and cladding 
will also be covered. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

A lot of attention has been given to severe accident research in the past few years. The 
last two ISPs dealt with core degradation phenomena prior to (ISP-45, ref. [1]) and during the 
melting of fuel elements and core supporting structures (ISP-46). 

The Phebus FP experimental programme, in which four out of six planned experiments 
have so far been carried out, is investigating the key phenomena involved in LWR severe 
accident sequences through series of in-pile integral experiments. The facility provides 
prototypic reactor conditions (the scaling factor for the volume of main components, as well 
as the reduction of fission product inventory, are of the order of 1:5000 compared to a 900 
MWe nuclear power plant [2]), which allows the study of a variety of phenomena that include 
the early phase of cladding oxidation, hydrogen production and material interactions up to the 
late phase of core material melt progression and formation of a molten pool. In parallel, the 
whole chain of fission products behaviour is investigated, from the release from the core up to 
the deposition in the containment. The phenomena studied take place in the core region, in the 
primary system components and in the containment building; the processes involved in these 
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studies are thermal-hydraulics, physics, chemistry and radioactivity which are closely 
coupled. 

The second experiment in the series, Phebus FPT1, which was successfully performed 
in July 1996, was chosen as the basis for the ISP-46. Conducted at low pressure and in the 
“steam-rich” atmosphere that enables complete cladding oxidation, the test produced a more 
advanced state of bundle degradation than any previous in-pile experiment, comparable to 
phenomena observed in the TMI-2 core melt-down accident [3]. 

The RELAP5/SCDAPSIM code [4], designed to predict the behaviour of reactor 
systems during normal and accident conditions, is being developed at Innovative Systems 
Software (ISS) as part of the international SCDAP Development and Training Program 
(SDTP). The RELAP5 part of the code is responsible for calculating reactor coolant system 
thermal-hydraulics, control system interactions, reactor kinetics and the transport of 
noncondensable gases, while SCDAP (Severe Core Damage Analysis Package) includes 
models for analysis of damage progression in core structures and in the lower head of the 
reactor vessel. As the code is not able to deal with fission products release and transport, only 
the bundle part of the facility was modelled in order to investigate phenomena like heat-up, 
oxidation and degradation of the fuel. 

2 FPT1 EXPERIMENT 

2.1 Description of the Phebus Facility 

The test facility consists of a test train located in the central part of the Phebus driver 
core which supplies the nuclear power, the circuit that includes heated pipework and an 
inverted U-tube simulating a PWR steam generator, and a containment vessel. The overall 
scaling factor is, as already mentioned, 1/5000 with respect to a 900 MWe PWR. 

The test train is represented with a fuel bundle surrounded by an insulating shroud and 
placed into an in-pile tube cooled by a pressurised water circuit. The experimental bundle 
consists of a 5 by 5 array of 21 rods, 20 fuel rods and one silver-indium-cadmium (AIC) 
absorber control rod, with the corner rods removed.  

In the Belgian BR3 reactor 18 UO2 fuel rods were previously irradiated. They attained a 
rod average burn-up of ~23.4 GWd/tU [5]. The irradiated fuel rods consist of a stack of fuel 
pellets in a zircaloy cladding. The enriched (initial enrichment was ~6.85 %) UO2 column is 1 
m high and the cladding is closed at the top by a zircaloy welded plug. The lower end of the 
irradiated fuel rods is composed of a blanket of 3 UO2 pellets (36 mm length). Two fresh fuel 
rods are slightly shorter, without the blanket of UO2 pellets in the lower part. The AIC control 
rod is composed of a stainless steel cladding inside a zircaloy guide tube. The spacing 
between the fuel rods and the control rod in the test assembly is maintained by two zircaloy 
grid spacers, 43 mm high, located at elevations 240 mm and 760 mm. In addition, the test 
bundle contains 4 zircaloy stiffeners (U-tubes), located close to the inner surface of the 
shroud, and designed to strengthen the structure of the rod assembly. 

The fuel rod bundle is located in an insulating shroud to limit the radial heat losses. The 
shroud is composed of a 2.5 mm thick thoria (ThO2) inner layer, an 8 mm thick insulated 
region of porous zirconia (ZrO2), and a 6 mm thick Inconel-625 pressure tube flame-spray 
coated with a 2 mm thick high density zirconia layer on its inner surface. There are two 0.5 
mm gaps inside the shroud at room temperature; the first one is located between the thoria and 
the zirconia sleeves, and the second one between the porous zirconia insulator and the 
zirconia spray coating of the pressure tube. The detailed description of the Phebus facility can 
be found in ref. [6], while all geometrical data are summarized in ref. [5]. The radial cross-
section of the FPT1 test bundle, including the location of the instrumentation, is shown in 
Figure 1. 
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The total mass of the test bundle was estimated to be 15.47 kg. The mass of UO2 and 
zircaloy are 10.37 kg and 3.47 kg, respectively, which represents ~67 % and ~22 % of the 
total bundle mass. The mass of the absorber material is 0.6 kg. 

The fresh fuel rods and the insulating shroud contain numerous thermocouples to 
measure the temperature history at various elevations and radial locations during the course of 
the experiment. 
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Figure 1: Radial cross section of the FPT1 test bundle including the location of the 
instrumentation 

 
2.2 Test Conduct 

The first phase of the experiment was a pre-irradiation period, which lasted 
approximately 7 days, at a mean bundle power of ~205 kW, conducted in order to generate 
short-lived fission products in the fuel. That pre-conditioning phase was followed by a period 
of 36 hours during which the bundle was dried using neutral gas. The purpose of that 
stabilization period was also to bring down reactor xenon poisoning and to establish boundary 
conditions of the experimental circuit. 

The fuel degradation phase of the test lasted about 5 hours. It can be divided into six 
representative periods: 

1. the calibration period (from 0 s to 7900 s), 
2. the pre-oxidation period (from 7900 s to 11060 s), 
3. the oxidation period (from 11060 s to 13200 s), 
4. the power plateau (from 13200 s to 14580 s), 
5. the heat-up period (from 14580 s to 17039 s), 
6. the cooling period (from 17039 s to 18660 s). 
 
The calibration period was composed of three temperature plateaux and was performed 

in order to check the thermal behaviour of the bundle before the high temperature phases of 
the test. The first temperature plateau (0-2100 s) was obtained by bringing the bundle power 
to 1.7 kW keeping the constant steam mass flow rate at 1.8 g/s. The second temperature 
plateau (2100-4500 s) was obtained by reducing the steam mass flow rate to 0.5 g/s at ~2100 s 
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in a few seconds. The bundle power during that period was maintained at 1.7 kW. The third 
temperature plateau (4500-7900 s) was reached by increasing the bundle power to 3.9 kW 
with a constant steam mass flow rate of 0.5 g/s. The main event occurring during the 
calibration period was the cladding rupture due to an increase of gas pressure inside the fuel 
rods. 

During the pre-oxidation period, the steam mass flow rate was raised from 0.5 g/s to 2.2 
g/s and was stabilized at that value at 10300 s. The bundle power was progressively increased 
from 3.9 kW to 16.7 kW with a short power plateau between 9000 s and 9360 s. The major 
events occurring during that period were the degradation of the control rod and relocation of 
the molten absorber material, and an increase in the hydrogen production and rise of the 
bundle temperatures leading to an oxidation runaway beyond 11060 s. 

The phase transformation of the cladding protective zirconia layer from tetragonal to 
monoclinic at ~1850 K caused a change in the oxidation kinetics of zircaloy [7]. The 
oxidation process accelerated due to intensive steam diffusion through monoclinic zirconia 
and the zircaloy consumption became very rapid leading to a large release of exothermal 
power in the cladding and to temperature escalation. The temperature 1850 K was reached in 
the experiment at 11060 s which marked the start of the oxidation period. The bundle power 
was increased from 16.7 kW to 25.8 kW, while the steam flow rate was stabilized at 2.2 g/s. 
About 50 % of hydrogen was released during that period. 

The core power was maintained constant at ~25.7 kW in the time period 13200-14580 s. 
The steam mass flow rate during that period was also kept constant at 2.2 g/s. No significant 
hydrogen production nor fuel degradation were observed. 

The heat-up period was characterized by large fuel degradation and melting leading to 
material relocation from the upper and middle parts of the bundle and their accumulation on a 
lower grid causing the formation of a molten pool at ~16000 s. The lower grid failed at 
~17039 s and further melt progression was stopped by the reactor shut-down. The mass of 
material in the molten pool was estimated to be ~2 kg, while the total mass of fuel that 
changed location (due to fuel liquefaction and relocation) was estimated to be ~4.6 kg. The 
bundle power during the heat-up period was raised from 25.6 kW to 36.5 kW. The steam 
mass flow rate was kept constant at 2.2 g/s until 15400 s, and then was decreased to 1.65 g/s. 

Following the detection of a second temperature peak in the lower part of the shroud, 
the degradation phase was terminated by shutting down the nuclear power at 17039 s, after 
which the bundle was cooled in a steam flow of 1.5 g/s. At the end of that cooling period, the 
containment was isolated at 18660 s. 

Measurements indicated a release of 96±13 g of hydrogen during the experiment. The 
maximum bundle temperature was estimated to be about 2500-2600 K, well below the 
melting temperature of fuel and oxidized portion of the zircaloy cladding, but above the 
melting points of the zircaloy and control rod structural materials. 

3 MODELLING OF THE PHEBUS FACILITY 

3.1 Nodalization 

Figure 2 shows the nodalization of the test facility with the RELAP5/SCDAPSIM code. 
Two independent flow channels represent the bundle section and the cooling circuit of the 
outer pressure tube. Fuel rods, control rod, shroud and grid spacers are modelled as SCDAP 
components. 

The bundle is modelled as a single thermal-hydraulic channel. Inlet boundary conditions 
are modelled with Time Dependent Volume 8 and Time Dependent Junction 9 representing 
steam inlet with the parameters (mass flow rate, pressure and temperature) taken from the 
experimental data. The bundle is modelled as Pipe control volume 10 consisting of 13 
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hydraulic subvolumes, while Time Dependent Volume 12 represents outlet boundary 
conditions. The water cooling circuit of the shroud is modelled with Time Dependent Volume 
18 and Time Dependent Junction 19 (they represent inlet boundary conditions), Pipe control 
volume 20 and Time Dependent Volume 22 (it represents outlet boundary conditions). 
Components 10 and 20 have the same axial nodalization. Influence of grid spacers on the 
fluid flow was taken into account through the reduction of flow area by ~10 % with respect to 
the undisturbed flow. 

 

Figure 2: RELAP5/SCDAPSIM axial and radial nodalization of the test bundle 

SCDAP components are axially divided in 11 nodes starting from elevation 0 mm to 
1000 mm. The first and the last node are 5 cm high, whereas nodes between them are 10 cm 
high. The centres of these middle nodes are located at elevations 100 mm, 200 mm, etc. up to 
900 mm. As they correspond to the positions of thermocouples, precise temperature 
comparison between calculated and measured values was performed. The SCDAP and 
RELAP5 axial nodes are closely coupled. Only the first and the last RELAP5 node do not 
have their SCDAP counterparts (the heights of these two volumes are 5.35 cm and 8.25 cm, 
respectively). Component 1 represents 8 irradiated fuel rods of the inner bundle ring. 
Component 2 represents the control rod. Components 3 and 4 represent fuel rods in the outer 
bundle ring (component 3 represents 10 irradiated fuel rods and component 4 represents 2 
fresh fuel rods). The shroud is represented with SCDAP component 5. The radial position of 
SCDAP components can be determined from Figure 2. The fuel rods are radially divided in 
13 intervals (the fuel is divided in 4 intervals, the gap is represented by 1 interval, and 
cladding is divided in 8 intervals), while the control rod is divided in 16 radial intervals (3 
intervals are spaced across the absorber material, 5 across the stainless steel sheath, 1 across 
the gap, and 7 across the zircaloy guide tube). The shroud is radially divided in 19 intervals 
(thoria is divided in 6 intervals, both gaps are represented by 1 interval each, zirconia thermal 
shroud is divided in 6, zirconia spray coating in 2, and Inconel-625 is divided in 2 intervals). 
One interval is reserved for the 0.194 mm thick zircaloy layer on the inside surface of the 
thoria. This additional metallic layer was introduced because the RELAP5/SCDAPSIM code 
assumes that the inside layer of the shroud is made of zircaloy that can oxidize. The mass of 
that extra zircaloy layer was chosen to be equal to the mass of bundle stiffeners. That was 
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important in order to match correctly the oxidation and hydrogen production rates. Heat 
conduction in the shroud and radial heat losses through the inside shroud surface were not 
affected by that change. 

 
3.2 Specific Modelling Assumptions 

Thermophysical data for the shroud materials were provided by ISP organizers, so that 
they were taken from ref. [8]. To avoid an early and extensive zircaloy oxidation at 9000 s, an 
artificial material with high thermal conductivity above the temperature of 1000 K was 
specified for both shroud gaps. That change also improved the temperature response of the 
bundle and shroud. 

Default values were used for most of the RELAP5/SCDAPSIM model parameters [4]. 
The parameter which was modified was the temperature for failure of the oxide shell on the 
fuel cladding. (Breach of the oxide layer marks the start of drainage of liquefied U-Zr-O 
mixture from the interior of the fuel rods.) The default value is 2500 K, whereas the one that 
was used was 2250 K. This new value corresponds to the melting temperature of the 
protective oxygen stabilized alpha zircaloy layer (α-ZrO) that is formed during the oxidation 
process between metallic zircaloy on the inner surface and zirconia on the outer surface of the 
cladding. Hydrogen production and melt relocation were influenced by this modification. 
Less hydrogen was produced, which was in accordance with the experimental findings; on the 
other hand, when the oxide shell failure temperature was 2500 K, almost no material 
movement was calculated; with the new temperature value, the removed mass amounted to 
0.35 kg. Still, that was significantly less than observed in the experiment (~4.6 kg). 

 
3.3 Boundary Conditions 

Since the ISP-46 was an open calculation, all the boundary conditions, as well as the 
results were provided by ISP co-ordinators from the start. 

The steam pressure at the bundle inlet was 0.2 MPa and was kept constant throughout 
the transient. The steam inlet temperature slightly varied between 420 K and 450 K, while the 
outlet temperature was in the range 490-1750 K. The steam outlet pressure was approximately 
0.19 MPa. The steam mass flow rate and bundle power are already discussed in section 2.2 
and are also shown in Figure 3. 

Radial power factors were provided in the Phebus FPT1 Final Report [6]. They had the 
following values: 0.91 for the 8 irradiated rods, 1.11 for the 10 irradiated rods and 0.89 for the 
2 fresh fuel rods. These values were also used to calculate the amount of nuclear power 
generated in SCDAP components 1, 3 and 4 that simulated the fuel rods. Axial power factors 
and bundle power were provided in the ISP-46 Specification Report [8]. 

The inlet and outlet pressure and temperature of the water provided for cooling the outer 
shroud surface were 2.5 MPa and 438 K, respectively. The mass flow rate was chosen to be 
very high (4 kg/s) in order to obtain appropriate heat removal from the bundle, i.e. to keep the 
outside shroud surface temperature at approximately 438 K. 

4 DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

4.1 Bundle and Shroud Temperatures 

The main goal of the analysis was to match correctly control rod, fuel and shroud 
temperatures since numerous thermocouples provided enough information for a correct 
assessment of the overall bundle behaviour. 
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Up to the point of thermocouple failure, the calculated absorber temperature at elevation 
700 mm corresponded to the measured value, as can be seen from Figure 4. It was estimated 
that at 8900 s, the zone of the molten absorber (silver-indium-cadmium alloy melts at 1073 K) 
extended between 300 mm and 700 mm. A breach of that liquefied absorber material through 
the guide tube occurred at 8942 s in the simulation and at 9690 s in the experiment. This 
means that at the time of the thermocouple failure no AIC absorber alloy was present inside 
the control rod cladding. 
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Figure 3: Bundle power, steam mass flow 
rate and maximum bundle temperature 
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Figure 4: Absorber temperature at elevation 
700 mm 

Fresh fuel centreline temperatures at elevations 300 mm and 400 mm are shown in 
Figures 5 and 6. Again, the calculated values were predicted very well, especially during the 
calibration and pre-oxidation periods. When extensive oxidation started, calculated 
temperatures rose at a higher rate than the measured values. That was more pronounced at 
lower elevation 300 mm where the calculated temperature was more than 250 K higher than 
the measured temperature at 12000 s. At 400 mm, the calculated temperature peak due to 
oxidation escalation was reached about 300 s earlier than in the experiment. Apart from that 
deviation, no significant differences between calculated and measured temperatures at 400 
mm prior to thermocouple failure could be observed. 
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Figure 5: Centreline temperature of the fresh 
fuel at elevation 300 mm 
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Figure 6: Centreline temperature of the fresh 
fuel at elevation 400 mm 

Figures 7 and 8 show the cladding temperatures of the fresh fuel rods at elevations 600 
mm and 700 mm. An even better correspondence between experimental and calculated values 
was reached when comparing these temperatures to the fuel centreline temperatures at lower 
elevations. The cladding thermocouples at 600 mm and 700 mm failed at 12600 s and 16000 
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s, respectively, due to the temperature escalation and cladding material liquefaction and 
relocation. In the calculation, the cladding at those elevations was completely oxidized at 
~11500 s but still intact up to 17300 s when it was shattered due to the thermal shock caused 
by rapid cooling of the bundle after the reactor shut-down. 
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Figure 7: Cladding temperature of the fresh 
fuel rods at elevation 600 mm 
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Figure 8: Cladding temperature of the fresh 
fuel rods at elevation 700 mm 

The general bundle temperature behaviour may be deduced from the presented figures. 
During the calibration period, the temperature rose in two steps: the first one was due to the 
decrease of the steam mass flow rate at 2100 s, the second one was due to the bundle power 
increase at 4500 s while the steam flow rate was kept constant. The calculated bundle 
temperature reached at the end of the calibration period was 1000 K. Continuous bundle 
power increase and steam rich conditions during the oxidation period caused very pronounced 
rise in the bundle temperatures. Two temperature peaks were calculated (at 9400 s and 11540 
s), whereas only one was measured (at ~11300 s). The maximum calculated bundle 
temperature during the oxidation period was 2340 K at 11540 s. Temperatures stabilized 
during the power plateau during the period 13200-14580 s, but increased again at the 
beginning of the last heat-up period. Before the reactor was shut down a temperature of ~2500 
K was calculated as the maximum bundle temperature. 
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Figure 9: Insulating zirconia (shroud) 
temperature at elevation 600 mm 
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Figure 10: Insulating zirconia (shroud) 
temperature at elevation 700 mm 

The temperatures of shroud’s insulating porous zirconia at elevations 600 mm and 700 
mm are presented in Figures 9 and 10. A similar behaviour of the fuel cladding and shroud 
temperatures may be observed at the same level, that is, the temperature peak due to zircaloy 
oxidation at 11380 s, the temperature stabilization during the power plateau and the renewed 
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temperature increase during the heat-up period were the events that are detectable on both fuel 
cladding and shroud temperature profile. Temperature differences between the fuel cladding 
and the shroud were in the range 200-1000 K. The delay in the thermal response of the shroud 
when comparing timings of the major events during the bundle degradation (oxidation peak, 
reactor shut down, etc.) was negligible (30-50 s). 

 
4.2 Oxidation Effects 

The fuel rod claddings and control rod guide tube started significantly to oxidize at the 
end of the calibration period when the steam mass flow rate increased from 0.5 g/s to 2.2 g/s. 
A steam atmosphere is suitable for zircaloy oxidation during which zircaloy is transformed 
into zirconia that is formed on the outer surface of the fuel cladding. This reaction is 
accompanied by the release of exothermic heat and hydrogen. Figures 11 and 12 show the 
hydrogen production rate and accumulated hydrogen mass, respectively. 
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Figure 11: Hydrogen production rate 
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Figure 12: Accumulated hydrogen mass 

The first oxidation peak was reached at 9070 s and was a lot more pronounced in the 
calculation than in the experiment. The reason for that was the shattering of the oxide layer at 
400 mm and 500 mm, after which the fresh metallic surfaces were exposed to steam and 
oxidized very fast. That lead also to the rapid temperature increase at that time. Between 
11000 s and 11600 s, the oxidation rate, as well as the fuel temperature, rose again and with a 
much higher rate. This time, it was due to zirconia phase transition from tetragonal to 
monoclinic at ~1850 K in the middle part of the bundle. In that period, nearly 35 % of the 
hydrogen was produced. The maximum calculated hydrogen production rate was 0.08 g/s, 
thus 5 % of the total flow at the bundle outlet consisted of hydrogen, and 95 % consisted of 
steam. The phase transition of cladding zirconia at elevation 300 mm was the reason for the 
oxidation peak at 12000 s. Sixty percent of cladding oxidized at that level during the next 400 
s. At the end of the oxidation period, the bundle was completely oxidized between 300 mm 
and 1000 mm. The fourth and final increase of hydrogen production took place during the 
heat-up period. In the experiment, this was due to hot melt relocations and accumulations at 
lower elevations (near the lower grid) where the zircaloy cladding was not completely 
oxidized. In the calculation, it was again due to the change in oxidation kinetics caused by the 
zirconia phase transition. Namely, after the reduction of the steam mass flow rate (causing the 
reduction of the heat removal) and the continued increase of the bundle nuclear power, the 
temperature at 200 mm reached ~1850 K, leading to rapid oxidation in the time window 
15700-16000 s. The last significant calculated event was shattering of the oxide shell on all 
the fuel rods in the range 200-1000 mm after the reactor shut-down due to the thermal shock 
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caused by a quick decrease of the fuel rod temperatures. No shattering at 400 mm and at 500 
mm occurred in that period. 

At the end, it can be summarized that calculation and experiment both give the total 
hydrogen mass of ~96 g. A mass of 86 g of hydrogen was produced during the pre-oxidation 
and oxidation period, 2 g during the power plateau and 8 g during the final heat-up period. 

 
4.3 Bundle Degradation 

Simulated bundle degradation phenomena are presented in this section, while damage 
progression events (calculated and measured) and their timings are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1: Timing of major damage progression events 

Event Experiment Calculation 
First cladding rupture 5765 s 6078 s 
Start of the cladding oxidation ~7770 s ~8750 s 
Control rod failure 9690 s 8942 s 
Shattering of the oxide shell - 9070 s 
First fuel movement ~11000 s 11600 s 
First oxidation temperature peak 11260 s 9070 s 

 
Bundle damage progression started with ballooning and rupture of the fuel rods due to 

overpressure. The pressure inside the fuel rods before their introduction in the Phebus reactor 
was ~2.4 MPa at 293 K. The filling gas was helium for all the rods. During the degradation 
phase of the test, the heat-up of the fuel rods induced an increase in pressure inside the 
cladding. Cladding ballooning and bursting due to internal overpressure occurred in the test 
during the third temperature plateau of the calibration period: the inner ring of irradiated rods 
failed at 6078 s, the outer ring of irradiated rods failed at 6915 s, the fresh fuel rods failed at 
7817 s. All the rods ruptured at 400 mm when the helium internal pressure was ~6 MPa. A 
consequence of the rods failure was the oxidation of the inside cladding surface close to the 
UO2 fuel at 400 mm and 500 mm because steam freely penetrated through the breaches in the 
cladding. 

Ballooning of the control rod stainless steel cladding, as its internal pressure increased 
due to the temperature increase, caused localized contacts between the cladding and the 
zircaloy guide tube. Those contacts resulted in eutectic interactions and an early melt 
formation which lead to the failure of the cladding. Although the melting temperatures of 
stainless steel and zircaloy are ~1720 K and ~2100 K, respectively, their interaction results in 
the melting of stainless steel already at ~1200 K, well below the melting temperature of both 
materials. The absorber alloy (Ag-In-Cd) is thermodynamically stable with the stainless steel, 
even in the liquid state. On the other hand, molten Ag-In-Cd reacts rapidly with zircaloy and 
chemically destroys it [9]. The breach of the guide tube due to this last reaction resulted in the 
release of the liquefied absorber material. The first guide tube damage occurred at 8942 s at 
elevation 500 mm. The guide tube breach temperature was in the range 1300-1350 K. A mass 
of 0.18 kg of the molten absorber that was initially released solidified at 100 mm, below the 
lower grid. Until 13300 s 0.54 kg of the absorber was relocated and solidified at 100 mm 
when it liquefied again, after reaching the melting temperature, and slumped to the bottom of 
the bundle. Until the end of the experiment, 95 % of the absorber alloy was relocated. 

As already stated, the fuel rod cladding melts at 2100 K. This temperature was reached 
at 11070 s, but the first cladding and fuel movements started in the upper bundle region at 
11600 s. Namely, at that time, the temperature at 900 mm was 2250 K which, as explained in 
section 3.2, was the failure temperature of the protective oxide shell. Although the oxide shell 
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failure temperature was also reached at elevations 600-800 mm, the oxide layer remained 
intact because the cladding was completely oxidized and the melting temperature of pure 
zirconia is ~2950 K. On the other hand, at 900 mm the cladding was only 25 % oxidized. In 
the calculation it was assumed that if the cladding is more than 60 % oxidized when its 
temperature exceeds 2250 K, the oxide layer will not fail until its melting temperature is 
reached. A small amount of UO2 was also removed from the same elevation. That UO2 
(melting temperature ~3120 K) was chemically dissolved, i.e. liquefied, by the molten 
metallic zircaloy cladding material. The reaction resulted in the formation of the U-Zr-O alloy 
that was released through the breach in the oxide shell and finally frozen in the lower and thus 
colder part of the bundle. During the heat-up period, at 15500 s, the second fuel movement 
from the middle bundle section was observed. The total mass of the relocated fuel and 
cladding material at the end of the calculation amounted to 0.35 kg (3 % of the fuel 
inventory). 

A 2-D picture of the final state of the irradiated and fresh fuel rods is shown in Figure 
13. An almost negligible UO2 fuel damage and complete cladding absence at 150-350 mm 
and 550-1000 mm due to oxide shell shattering in the final stages of the test may be observed. 
The gap between the fuel and the cladding at 350-550 mm is quite large due to cladding 
ballooning in the calibration period. It can also be seen that the relocated U-Zr-O melt from 
the upper bundle levels solidified between 150 mm and 350 mm. 

 

Figure 13: Calculated final bundle state 

The amount of the dissolved and relocated material was significantly underpredicted. A 
mass of 0.35 kg of the fuel rod material was calculated to relocate, comparing to more than 
4.5 kg of relocated fuel and cladding at the end of the experiment. The U-Zr-O mixture 
liquidus temperature in the RELAP5/SCDAPSIM code is 2873 K, while the maximum 
calculated temperature was ~2500 K. Therefore, no major fuel liquefaction and relocation was 
calculated. Nevertheless, the FPT1 experiment revealed that even at low temperatures (2400-
2500 K) the fuel can be completely degraded leading to the formation of a molten pool. 
Comparing the FPT1 results with the SFD 1-4 experiment [10], which used a bundle design 
similar to the Phebus facility, the authors concluded that the reduced system pressure in FPT1 
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was the reason for an early material slumping. Also, use of the irradiated fuel can influence 
the fuel damage. Fission products accumulation leads to fuel swelling that may cause the fuel-
cladding contact and earlier fuel liquefaction and dislocation due to chemical interactions 
between UO2 and Zr [11]. 

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The analysis and simulation of the FPT1 experiment was a valuable exercise for two 
reasons. First, it provided a better understanding of the sequences of events during a severe 
accident: from the fuel rod rupture to the drainage of liquefied material from the control and 
fuel rods. Second, it revealed the limitations in RELAP5/SCDAPSIM computer code when 
calculating liquefaction and relocation of the irradiated fuel. It is likely that also many other 
widely used severe accident codes have the same problem since they all use generally 
accepted correlations for the molten Zr-UO2 interactions [10]. 

Two significant model changes were introduced in order to obtain the desired thermal 
bundle response and to match the hydrogen production. The introduction of an artificial 
material with high thermal conductivity that represented gas in the shroud gaps was maybe 
not the best solution from the physical point of view, but it was the only possible way to 
model correctly the heat transfer in the insulating shroud which was made up of five materials 
with different thermal properties. Also, the addition of an extra zircaloy layer on the inside 
shroud surface that represented zircaloy stiffeners helped to override the code’s shortcomings 
(RELAP5/SCDAPSIM assumes that the first shroud layer is made of zircaloy) and to improve 
the results without affecting the heat removal from the bundle.  

An excellent agreement between the calculated and measured temperatures of fuel rods, 
control rod and shroud was observed. Also, the accumulated hydrogen mass was calculated 
correctly. The oxidation excursions at 9070 s and 12000 s due to oxide shell shattering and 
oxidation kinetic transition in the lower bundle region, respectively, introduced some 
perturbations in the zircaloy oxidation and hydrogen production, but those were only 
localized events which did not affect the overall bundle state. 
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ABSTRACT 

The focus of Nuclear Fuel R&D Program of Institute for Nuclear Research (INR) 
Pitesti is to maintain and improve the reliability, economics and safety of 37-element natural 
uranium CANDU fuel bundles in Cernavoda Nuclear Generating Station (CNGS). The second 
requirement is to improve the CANDU fuel design and to develop 43-element advanced fuel 
bundle that will reduce capital and fuelling cost, increase the operating and safety margins, 
improve natural - uranium utilization, and provide synergy with other reactor systems to 
improve resource utilization and spent fuel management. 

An experimental database of fuel behaviour parameters including fission – gas release, 
sheath strain, power – burnup history etc. has been obtained using in-pile measurements and 
PIE results of CANDU fuel elements irradiated in the TRIGA  Material Testing Reactor 
(MTR) of INR Pitesti. In last time the data base was updated to include the results of  Power 
Pulse Tests performed in TRIGA – Annular Core Pulse Reactor (ACPR) of  INR Pitesti. One 
of the current research objective of our fuel bahaviour studies is to investigate the reliability 
behaviour of CANDU type fuel during power cycling operation condition. The INR research 
programme also include the out pile separate effects experiments to evaluate properties of the 
UO2 and cladding and development of computer models to describe sheath deformation and 
gas release processes. A program for LOCA simulating in-reactor tests is in progress at INR 
Pitesti to provide a database for verification of transient fuel performance codes and 
demonstrate that the significant fuel behaviour phenomena have all been included in the 
models.This data base is used extensively for the validation of the fuel behaviour codes. 

This paper summarizes R&D activities of INR Pitesti, related to safety and reliability of 
CANDU type fuel and presents some of the recent results obtained from in reactor tests. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The operating experience of Cernavoda NGS demonstrates that the CANDU fuel has 
performed very well with a fuel element failure rate less than about 0.0001%. One of the 
reasons for the good fuel performance is the support provided by the CANDU Fuel Research 
and Development Programs. 

The present and future power market requires an unprecedented level of fuel 
reliability. Despite the fact that the rate of fuel failure has dramatically declined, fuel 
reliability remains an important issue. Despite the efforts made to reduce the fuel failure 
(debris catchers, control of water chemistry) fuel failures and related problems have persisted. 
Sometimes they were due to the conjunction of new design and new operating 
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conditions.With the evolution of fuel design and the possibilities for more stringent 
operational conditions it is of concern to determine if the present safety criteria are adequate 
as most of them were established 20 to 25 years ago most of the time on un-irradiated 
materials. 

The focus of fuel R&D program of INR Pitesti is to maintain and improve the 
reliability, economics and safety of 37-element natural uranium CANDU fuel bundles in 
Cernavoda NGS. The second requirement is to improve the CANDU fuel products and to 
develop 43-element Advanced Fuel Bundle that will reduce capital and fuelling cost, increase 
the operating and safety margins, improve natural - uranium utilization, and provide synergy 
with other reactor systems to improve resource utilization and spent fuel management. In 
Table 1 are mentioned the main research activities included in the Nuclear Fuel R&D 
Programme of INR Pitesti. 

 
Table 1 : Main Research Activities included in the Nuclear Fuel R&D Programme of 

INR Pitesti 
Fuel Performance 
Evaluation 

Fuel Safety Advanced Fuel Cycles (SEU,RU) Suport for 
Cernavoda NGS 

Power ramp tests and 
P.I.E.  

Rapid overpower 
transient tests 

Fuel bundle and fuel elements design Fuel safety analyses 
for FSAR 

High power tests and 
P.I.E 

Large break 
LOCA tests 

Reactor physics calculation Fuel defect cause 
identification 

Power cycling tests 
and P.I.E. 

Integral thermo 
shock tests 

Fuelling schemes simulation Expert-system  
development 

Out of reactor fuel 
tests  

Defected fuel 
behaviour 

Manufacturing and out of reactor 
testing of advanced fuel bundles 

Defining of  fuel 
operational limits 

Effects of fuel 
specification extremes 
on fuel performance 

Fuel failure 
mechanism 
investigation 

Behaviour of fuel elements at 
extended burnup 

Fuel behaviour 
analyses in normal 
and accident 
operating conditions 

Development and 
validation of fuel 
behaviour modelling 
codes 

Modelling of 
fuel behaviour 
under accident 
conditions 

Probabilistic methods in fuel 
behaviour modelling 

 

 Validation of 
computer codes 

In pile tests and P.I.E.  

 

2 IN REACTOR TESTS 

An experimental database of fuel behaviour parameters including fission – gas release, 
sheath strain, power – burnup history etc. has been obtained using in-pile measurements and 
PIE results of CANDU fuel elements irradiated in the TRIGA MTR of Institute for Nuclear 
Research (INR) Pitesti. In last time the data base was updated to include the results of Power 
Pulse Tests performed in ACPR of  INR Pitesti . A program for LOCA simulating in-reactor 
tests is in progress at INR Pitesti to provide a database for verification of transient fuel 
performance codes and demonstrate that the significant fuel behaviour phenomena have all been 
included in the models. One of the current research objective of our fuel bahaviour studies is to 
investigate the reliability behaviour of CANDU type fuel during power cycling operation 
condition. In Table 2 are mentioned the inpile tests performed in TRIGA Dual Core Material 
Testing Research of INR Pitesti. The INR research activity also include the out pile separate 
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effects experiments to evaluate properties of the UO2 and cladding and development of 
computer models to describe sheath deformation and gas release processes. Using this 
methodology the INR fuel safety and reliability research programme is providing a solid 
database and verified codes to describe fuel behaviour under normal and accident conditions.  

 
Table 2: In pile tests performed in INR Pitesti Dual Core Material Testing Reactor. 

High Power Tests (in A loop): Max. linear power 72 kW/m 

Max. Burnup 250 MWh/kgU 

Power Ramp Tests (in A loop): Max. linear power 64 kW/m; ∆P ~30 kW/m 

Max.burnup 220 MWh/kgU  

Power cycling Tests (in Capsule C9): Max. linear power 60 kW/m; ∆P ~25              

kW/m,50 kW/m;322 cycles 

Max burnup 90 MWh/kgU 

Internal Gas Pressure Measurement Tests (in Capsule 
C2): 

Max. linear power 60 kW/m 

Max. burnup 248 MWh/kgU 

Sweep Gas Tests (in Capsule C1) 

Centerline Fuel Temperature Measurement Tests (in Capsule C2) 

Power Pulse Tests (in Capsule C6 – ACPR) 

 
2.1 Rapid overpower transients tests 

The fuel safety research experiments in TRIGA Annular Core Pulse Reactor (ACPR) of 
INR-Pitesti were initiated in 1984. The main objects of the ACPR Program at INR-Pitesti are 
to investigate thermal and mechanical behavior of CANDU type fuel elements, thresholds and 
mechanism of cladding failure during rapid power transient conditions. A total of 37 ACPR 
tests have been conducted in the ACPR with fresh CANDU fuel rods for various test 
parameters [1]. The amount of energy added in the power pulse is the same order as that 
added by the power transient following a large break LOCA. However the pulse width in 
these tests in much smaller that typical of a LOCA. The experimental program is still in 
progress and new experiments are foreseen to be performed in the following period. Some 
preliminary results of this program have already been reported [1]. Recent results are 
presented in the following paragraphs. 

Recently three fuel elements noted B11,B12 and B13 with 133 mm active column length 
were used as the test samples. Enrichment of the fuel was 10% U235. The test fuel elements 
were instrumented with CrAl thermocouples for cladding surface temperature measurement 
and every fuel element top fitting had a pressure sensor for the internal pressure measurement. 
These fuel elements were pulse irradiated in C6 water capsule of the ACPR. 

Cladding temperature history is shown in Figure 1. It is noted that  the cladding 
temperature rise is very quick at the first 0.6s to 1s into transient, and then becomes slower. 
Figure 1 shows also evolution of the fuel element internal pressure and pressure within 
capsule during the test. With the cladding failure, internal gas was released into coolant 
inducing a pressure pulse. The pressure within capsule was slightly smaller than the rod 
internal pressure. Post test  visual  appearance of the B13 fuel element, showing cladding 
ballooning and rupture is shown in   Figure 2.  
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Figure1. Time histories of the cladding temperature, element internal pressure and pressure 

within C6 capsule during B13 fuel element power pulse test. 
 

Instrumented tests in order to measure the cladding strain during the test are planned in the 
future. The ACPR experiments conducted so far are with fresh fuel rods. So, the information 
on the effects of the burnup is too limited to define the thresholds for fuel failure and for fuel 
fragmentation. As a second phase of ACPR experiments, the  experiments with pre-irradiated 
fuel rods are being planned. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2. Post test vizual appearance of the B13 fuel element, showing cladding 
balloning and rupture:a) 0 deg. direction; b) 90 deg. direction 
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2.2 Large break LOCA simulating tests 

In CANDU reactors the large break LOCA is the primary design basis event with the 
potential for prompt criticality, since it has the highest rate of positive reactivity insertion. In 
the event of a large break LOCA in a CANDU power reactor positive reactivity is inserted as 
a result of coolant voiding. This induced a power excursion that is terminated by fast-acting 
shutdown by either one of two independent special safety shutdown systems. The peak power 
in a fuel element increases to between 6 and 10 times initial power during the power 
excursion within one second following the initiation of the LOCA and is then rapidly reduced 
to below the initial power level within 1.5 seconds. By five seconds the power is reduced to 
close to decay heat levels. 

 A measure of the magnitude of the power excursion in the large break LOCA is the 
integrated power (energy) in the first 5 seconds of the event. This is a measure of the energy 
deposited in the fuel. This rapid energy deposition will subject the fuel to thermal-mechanical 
stress and, if the overpower is sufficiently large, could cause melting at the centre of the fuel 
pellet. In order to preclude possible energetic fuel fragmentation and dispersal which could 
challenge the integrity of the fuel channels, prevention of centreline fuel melting is employed 
as a safety criterion to assess the effectiveness of the reactor shut down. For CANDU fuel, 
this safety criterion limit the sum of the initial stored energy in a maximum powered fuel 
element and the energy in the overpower during the first 5 seconds. To, protect against fuel-
breakup, it is ensured that the total stored energy in the fuel does not exceed the lower limit of 
the threshold for fuel-breakup, conservatively taken as 836.8 J/g (200 cal/g) [2, 3, 4]. In Light 
Water Reactors the Reactivity Initiated Accidents (RIA) due to rod ejection and rod drop 
accidents are primary design basis events with the potential for the reactor to be above prompt 
critical. These RIA are characterized by power pulses that occur over approximately 100 ms 
for LWR’s, whereas for CANDU reactors the LOCA power pulse occurs over approximately 
1 second. Therefore, transient power pulse tests involving CANDU fuel under conditions 
typical of a LOCA power pulse test have been planned. 

These tests will be performed in the C2 LOCA (C2L) test capsule of the TRIGA Material 
Testing Reactor at INR Pitesti.The peak power in test fuel elements will increases to between 
6 and 10 times initial power during the power pulse within one second. The high temperature 
transients will be produced by isolating the test section from the coolant supply while the 
reactor is at power, and allowing the coolant to blow down from the top and bottom of the test 
section simultaneously through a pre-set orifice valve into the disposal tank.The rate of 
depressurization will be controlled by the diameter of the orifice in the blow down line. 
Complete sheath dry out will occur in these tests within 30 seconds after initiation of blow 
down. The magnitude of the temperature rise in the fuel and sheath will be controlled by the 
amount of fission heat produced between blow down initiation and reactor shutdown. The 
blow down transients are terminated automatically by cold water injection (rewet) at a pre-set 
test section pressure. The cold water rewet will quenche the fuel sheaths at rates up to about 
120 0C/s. The test simulates the latter stages of a Loss-of-coolant-Accident (LOCA) with 
additional Loss-of-Emergency-Core-Cooling (LOECC). 

 The test fuel element are instrumented to measure fuel, sheath and coolant temperature 
and internal element and coolant pressures during the entire irradiation. The fuel centerline 
thermocouple is located at the axial midplane of the element. Four Zircaloy-clad sheath 
thermocouples are welded to the fuel sheath at top, bottom and midplane locations. The 
thermocouples will be laser-welded to minimize the variation in Zircaloy microstructure and 
mechanical properties along the sheath which would occur at heat affected zones. A short 
capillary line will connected the element internal volume to an pressure transducer.  
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In the second phase of the R&D Program the C2L capsule shall be connected to on in-
reactor sweep gas system. During normal and transient operation, short lived fission products 
will be swept from the test elements by a carrier gas and measured on-line by gamma ray 
spectrometry system. These tests are designed to study the release, transport and deposition of 
fission products from CANDU-type fuel elements during a high temperature transient. The 
focus will be on the release of active species fission products from fuel operating at 
temperatures in the rage of 1500 to 2500 0C, and the subsequent transport and deposition of 
fission products in the primary heat transport system. Experimental data on fission-product 
release and transport are required for validating safety-related computer codes. 

 
2.3  Load Following Irradiation tests 

CANDU type reactors are usually operated at steady high power (base load). Recent 
years have brought into attention the problem of load following operation of power reactors. 
When the nuclear generated power represents a significant fraction of the grid, the load 
following mode of operation becomes a necessity. In this context, one of the current research 
objective of our fuel behaviour studies  is to investigate the reliability behaviour of CANDU 
type fuel during power cycling operation conditions. 

In support to this project, an experimental program has been established at the Institute 
for Nuclear Research (INR) Pitesti. The experimental work is designed both to expand our 
detailed knowledge of fuel element response to power changes and to provide sound data for 
benchmarking of existing fuel performance modeling codes. 

In the following we present the achievements obtained from a first in-reactor power 
cycling experiment, performed in the INR TRIGA research reactor [5]. 

The power cycling experiment has been performed in a special designed irradiation 
device (capsule C9), that has been developed and manufactured in INR [6]. The specified 
variation of fuel element linear power (figure 3) was obtained by mechanical movement of  
the device into the TRIGA reactor core. The capsule was instrumented for neutron flux and 
temperature measurements during the test. The fuel element (coded 78R) was a short CANDU 
type experimental fuel element, containing  enriched fuel pellets(20% wt U235). The power 
history comprised 367 power cycles, mostly between 50% and 100% of the specified 
maximum linear power (500 W/cm) [5].The post irradiation investigation performed in INR 
hot cell laboratories included both non-distructive examinations (visual, profilometry, axial 
gamma-scanning, eddy-current testing) and distructive examination (puncturing and chemical 
(Nd) burnup determination) [7]. 

The diameter of the element were measured by scanning along the length and by 
rotating the element in a in-cell profilometer. The axial cladding hoop strain profile of 78R 
fuel element is shown in figure 4 together with the axial profile of gamma-ray strength. This 
figure point out the correlation between the diameter increase and  the local linear power. The 
highest cladding hoop strains were measured at the bottom end region of the 78R fuel 
element. 

In order to evaluate the general fuel behaviour and the amplitude of the cladding strain 
during the test, the fuel behaviour modeling code ROFEM [8,9], based on finite element 
method, has been utilized for simulating the experiment. The power history that has been used 
as input, was corrected according to burnup measurements, and is depicted in   figure 3. 

As it was expected, the calculated thermal behaviour of the fuel element can be 
characterized as normal for the powers and burnup achieved during the test. The calculated 
fission gas release (0.45 cm3) is in agreement with the measured value (0.52 cm3), suggesting 
that the fission gas release was not enhanced by the power cycling. 
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The lack of enhancement for gas release is also supported by results from the fuel 
performance code ROFEM which indicated negligible difference in fission gas release for a 
load following power history compared to equivalent burnup at constant high power. 

Regarding the mechanical behaviour, it was noticed that the deformation accumulated 
during the first power cycle (see figure 4) influenced the mechanical behaviour during the rest 
of the experiment. Due to a series of power reductions followed by depressurizations of the 
capsule, the fuel pellet relocation has played a very important role in cladding deformation. 
This phenomenon can explain the discrepancies between calculated (0.5%) and measured 
(0.7%) final cladding strain at ridge positions. Relocation of the pellet chips within the 
fuel/cladding gap during power reductions could results in localized clad strains at the 
positions of the chips on returning power. The pellet chips could move down the fuel column 
in vertically oriented fuel, as is the case of this experiment, to perhaps lodge at pellet 
interfaces where the pellet/cladding gap is at its minimum because of pellet-cladding 
interaction 

As a second phase of Load Following Irradiation Tests Program, the new tests in 
cooperation with AECL Canada are planed to start this year in C9 capsule of TRIGA MTR. 
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Figure 3.  Power history - 78R fuel element 
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ABSTRACT 

In the framework of a domestic research program on innovative safety systems, ENEA 
has developed a device, so-called PERSEO, aimed at increasing the reliability of Residual 
Heat Removal Systems that implement in-pool heat exchangers. This device is suitable to 
transfer power from the primary side to the pool without the installation of valves on the 
pressurized loop, thus reducing thermal-mechanical constraints and thermal-hydraulic 
instabilities. 

The experiments have been performed at SIET Thermal-hydraulic Research Centre by 
modifying the existing PANTHERS IC-PCC facility and RELAP5/mod 3.2 and 3.3 beta 
releases have been run to perform the pre and post-test analyses respectively. 

The pre-test calculations provided a quantitative representation of the device behaviour 
and gave interesting indications on the procedures to be adopted for the experiments. 

The post-test calculations have been compared with the experimental data addressing 
particular attention to the simulation of three-dimensional effects of water circulation in both 
the HX and Overall Pool and have confirmed the RELAP5 code capability to fit the 
experimental data. 

The paper deals with the activity performed up to now. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Within the 4th EU Framework Program on nuclear safety and an agreement on advanced 
reactors, ENEA and CEA studied an innovative device, called Thermal Valve (TV) [1], to 
improve the reliability of Residual Heat Removal Systems making use of in-pool heat 
exchangers as heat sink and requiring the actuation of valves to initiate their function. This 
device enables the control of the removed power in a simple and passive way, by modifying 
the thermal exchange conditions in the pool, thus avoiding the installation of valves on the 
primary circuit. The TV consists of a diving bell surrounding an in-pool heat exchanger. Such 
bell is provided with a pilot valve located on the top and it is open at the bottom. During 
normal operation, the pilot valve is closed and prevents the heat transfer by insulating the HX 
tubes with overheated steam under the bell. If the pilot valve is opened, the steam is released 
from the bell and condensed in the pool; cold water flows from the open bottom of the bell 
and an effective natural circulation is established allowing passive removal of the decay heat. 
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Preliminary calculations showed the need of a pilot valve with large flow area with 
consequent operating and construction problems [2, 3]. 

In order to overcome this problem, ENEA and SIET proposed a new configuration [4], 
so-called PERSEO (in-Pool Energy Removal System for Emergency Operation), that mainly 
consists of two pools and a heat exchanger. In stand-by conditions, the pool containing the 
heat exchanger (HX Pool) is empty while the other one (Overall Poll) is full of cold water. 
The pools are connected to each other at the bottom and the top to allow the natural 
circulation and to guarantee a long term energy removal during the device operation. A 
triggering valve, which determines the device intervention, is installed on the pool bottom 
connecting pipe. During the normal operation the valve is closed and its opening causes the 
flooding of the heat exchanger with consequent heat transfer from the primary side to the 
pool. An injector is also installed at the exit of the steam duct inside the Overall pool for 
improving the pool water mixing and avoiding thermal stratification phenomena.  

A new experimental facility was designed and the system was simulated with RELAP5 
code in order to optimize the dimensions of the HX Pool [4] and have indications about the 
procedure to be adopted in running the experiments [5]. 

The system was tested at SIET thermal-hydraulic research centre in Piacenza (Italy) by 
modifying the existing PANTHERS IC-PCC facility utilized in the past for testing a full scale 
module of SBWR in-pool heat exchanger. Two types of tests were performed on PERSEO 
test facility: integral tests, aimed at verifying the behaviour and performance of the device 
following a request of operation, and stability tests, finalised to study particular critical 
problems occurring in case of sudden condensation at the steam-water interface in the injector 
or in case of triggering valve re-opening with cold water inlet in presence of steam.  

Post-test and sensitivity analyses were performed with the RELAP5 mod 3.3 to verify 
its capability in simulating the system behaviour. The nodalization utilized for the pre-test 
calculations was revised for keeping into account the three-dimensional effects in the pools.  

Moreover a code assessment on a test of the experimental test matrix was carried out by 
running the two RELAP5 code releases (mod 3.2 beta and mod 3.3 beta) on the same 
nodalization. 

The paper summarizes the activity performed up to now and deals with the post-test 
analyses performed for a test meaningful both for system behaviour and instabilities. 

2 PERSEO TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 

The test facility was built at SIET by modifying the existing PANTHERS IC-PCC 
facility, utilized in the past for testing a full scale module of GE-SBWR in-pool heat 
exchanger.The Vessel (43 m3 volume and 13 m height), the Feed line (10 inch diameter), the 
condensate Drain line (6 inch diameter) and the full scale module of the SBWR IC heat 
exchanger (two cylindrical headers and 120 vertical pipes) simulate the primary circuit of the 
Residual Heat Removal System; the two pools – HX Pool (∼ 35 m3) and Overall Pool (∼ 200 
m3) – instead simulate the pool side of the plant. The pools are connected at the bottom with a 
pipe line (0.202 m ID) including the triggering valve, and at the top by a siphon shaped pipe 
(1.1 m ID) ending with an injector flowing into the pool 1 m below the water level. 

The Vessel is maintained at saturation by supplying properly de-superheated steam 
coming from a nearby power station and pressure is kept constant by controlling the steam 
supply valve and a steam discharge valve located at the top of the vessel. 

All the instrument electrical signals are recorded by a digital data acquisition system 
and elaborated with a proper program for obtaining the thermal-hydraulic measurements.  

A schematic view and the design features of the PERSEO facility are shown in Figure 1. 
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Quantity Value 

Power 20 MW 

Vessel pressure 10 MPa 

Vessel temperature 583 K 

Heat Exchanger pressure 8.62 MPa 

Heat Exchanger temperature 575 K 

Superheated steam flowrate 12 kg/s 

De-superheating water flowrate 3 kg/s 

Pool side pressure 0.15 MPa 

HX Pool temperature 573 K 

Overall Pool temperature 403 K 

 
Pool side water flowrate 25 kg/s 

Figure 1: Schematic view and design features of PERSEO facility  
 
At the beginning of experiments, the Vessel is in saturation conditions with water level 

and pressure at the values specified for the test. The Heat Exchanger, the feed line and drain 
line are full of saturated steam. The HX Pool is full of air or steam, depending on the test. The 
Overall Pool is full of cold water at the nominal level and the triggering valve is closed. 

Once reached the initial test conditions according to the test matrix, the triggering valve 
is opened and the HX Pool is flooded by cold water. Steam condensation in the primary side 
of Heat Exchanger occurs soon after the HX Pool flooding and power is transferred from the 
primary side to the pool side. Steam produced in the HX Pool is driven to the Overall Pool 
trough the steam duct and the injector contributes to mix the Overall Pool water and avoid a 
temperature stratification. The steam produced in the Overall Pool flows outside trough the 
Boil-off pipe. When the injector is uncovered, no mixing effect is present anymore and the 
water reserve decreases according to the heat transfer rate in the HX Pool. 

3 PERSEO TEST FACILITY NODALIZATION 

A detailed nodalization of the PERSEO test facility taking into account the geometrical 
and material characteristics of the plant as built was used for the pre-test analyses [5]. 

For post-test calculations this model was revised on the basis of the comparison 
between pre-test results and experimental data [5], which highlighted its inadequacy to 
reproduce water circulation in the Overall Pool. The nodalization  consists of several pipes, 
branches and single junctions for the simulation of different parts of the facility. The Overall 
pool has been remodelled by introducing two parallel channel (Injector channel and large 
channel), which volumes are connected by transversal junctions, and simulating the thermal 
inertia of the HX metal structures. The connection between the Overall pool and Boil-off pipe 
has been risen to avoid strong loss of mass for water entrainment in the outgoing steam, 
whereas the discharge line has been simulated with a time dependent volume and a servo 
valve in order to reproduce the experimental opening and closure times and the valve 
characteristic versus stem position. Two pressure control have been introduced to set the 
pressure during the steady state (by air or steam). The triggering valve is simulated by means 
of a servo valve in order to reproduce the experimental opening and closure times and the 
valve characteristic versus stem position. 
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The new nodalization is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: PERSEO test facility nodalization 

4 TEST ASSESSMENT 

4.1 Test matrix 

During the experimental campaign two different type of tests were performed for the 
PERSEO concept demonstration: integral tests and stability tests. The integral tests, executed 
at two different primary side pressures: 4 and 7 MPa, were aimed at demonstrating the 
behaviour of the system following a request of operation and during all phases of a long 
accidental transient. The stability tests, performed at 7 MPa, were finalised to study particular 
critical problems happening in case of sudden condensation at the steam-water interface in the 
Injector or in case of triggering valve re-opening with cold water inlet in presence of steam. 

The test matrix is reported in Table 1. 

Table 1: PERSEO test matrix 

Test Number Test conditions Description 
1 7 MPa Integral test interrupted at the beginning of the pool level decreasing  
2 7 MPa Stability test and integral test: partial and subsequent HX Pool filling 

with reaching of boiling conditions and level decreasing 
3 7 MPa Stability test: partial HX Pool filling with reaching of boiling 

conditions 
4 4 MPa Integral test 
 

4.2 Post-test analyses 

After performing the tests, calculations were run to reproduce the observed behaviour of 
the system. This involved modifying the nodalization and considering the actual sequence of 
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events occurred during the experiments (i.e. the time of opening and closure of triggering 
valve) and the initial test conditions.  

Figures 3 to 10 compare the RELAP5 mod 3.3 results against experimental data of the 
second tests. This experiment consists of two phases: the former is characterized by a partial 
HX Pool fill-up followed by a total fill-up with reaching of boiling conditions and HX pool 
level decreasing after the pool isolation, the latter by a total HX pool fill-up with reaching of 
boiling conditions and level decreasing. The first phase is addressed to investigate instabilities 
due to steam condensation at the interface between water and steam in the Injector, the system 
actuation and the exchanged power at low HX Pool level. The second one is principally 
oriented to study the effectiveness of the Injector in mixing the Overall Pool water, the power 
and flow regime variation after the Overall Pool level decreasing below the Injector outlet and 
the power as a function of the water level in the pools. 
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Figure 3: HX and Overall Pools level (1st phase) Figure 4: Water and steam flowrate between the pools 
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Figure 5: HX Pool relative pressure (1st phase) Figure 6: HX exchanged power (1st phase) 
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Figure 7: HX and Overall Pools level (2nd phase) Figure 8: HX exchanged power (2nd phase) 
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Figure 9. Power versus HX level (2nd phase) Figure 10: Overall Pool large channel temperatures (2nd 

phase) 

 
The levels of HX Pool (exp.: L_VQ, calc.: cntrlvar 25), Overall Pool (exp.: L_VP, calc.: 

cntrlvar 35) and Injector (calc.: cntrlvar 36) versus time are shown in Figure 3 for the first 
phase. Some discrepancies can be observed on the reached maximum values and 
corresponding times: the experimental HX Pool levels reach 1.4 m and 3.4 m at about 10680 s 
and 11050 s respectively, while the calculated ones reach 1.36 m and 3.42 m at 10700 s and 
11400 s. The minimum experimental and calculated HX Pool levels have the same value at 
the end of the transient. The experimental and calculated results of Overall Pool level are in 
good agreement. The Injector level shows some oscillations during the two phases of water 
injection for the suction due to the condensation of the HX Pool early produced steam, caused 
by the incoming of Overall Pool cold water (no experimental data are available for this 
quantity). 

The water injection flowrate between the pools (exp.: F_Pool, calc.: mflowj 815) and 
the Steam Duct steam flowrate (calc.: mflowj 715) are shown in Figure 4. Due to the low 
level in the HX Pool, the steam production is very limited and no steam flows trough the 
Steam Duct. This happens also during the early phase of the total HX Pool fill-up. 

After the HX Pool partial fill-up and the phase of low water level, the low speed steam 
produced in the HX Pool is not sufficient to promote the water circulation in the Overall Pool, 
nor to heat-up water, so an interface between cold water and steam is present in the Injector, 
where strong condensation shocks occur, not reproduced by the code. The HX Pool relative 
pressure value (exp.: P_Q001, calc.: p17101), shown in Figure 5, gives an indication of such 
shocks. It can be observed a quite good agreement in the HX Pool relative pressure curve 
trends, but a general underestimation of the calculated variable. 

The exchanged power (exp.: W_IC, calc.: cntrlvar 004), reported in Figure 6, is very 
low after the partial HX Pool fill-up and increases with the HX Pool level rise during the total 
fill-up. After the triggering valve closure and HX Pool level decreasing, power decreases 
following the trend of level in the HX Pool. In general, while at high HX Pool water level, the 
code overestimates the experimental power, at low HX Pool water level, it underestimates it.  

The second phase starts with the HX Pool containing 1.10 m water level in saturation 
conditions and  the Overall Pool full of warm water (between 40 °C and 70 °C). 

The experimental and calculated levels of the Overall Pool and HX Pool are shown in 
Figure 7. The code foresees an anticipated HX Pool fill-up due to suction of water for the 
condensation of the early produced steam by the incoming Overall Pool cold water. After the 
first phase of the transient, the HX Pool levels are in a quite good agreement. The code does 
not simulate the strong and fast Overall Pool oscillations observed in the experiment, after the 
early level decreasing for the water pouring-off to the HX Pool, due to the condensation of 
steam produced in the HX Pool and flowing through the Steam Duct. The calculated Overall 
Pool level follows the experimental one almost without oscillations. 
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The experimental and calculated exchanged powers, compared in Figure 8, show similar 
trends, following the related HX Pool levels, Figure 7.  

The experimental and calculated trends of power versus the HX Pool level are 
compared in Figure 9 and they show a quite good agreement. 

The large channel temperatures of the Overall Pool are shown in Figure 10 (exp.: T-P, 
calc.: tempf). Whereas under the Injector channel, the experimental and calculated 
temperatures are in a quite good agreement, in the large channel, a greater temperature 
spreading (thermal stratification) is evidenced from the experiment, than from the code, where 
temperature increases more uniformly. The simulation of the Overall Pool by means of 
parallel channels allows a water recirculation and mixing higher than in the test. 

5 RELAP5 MOD 3.3 AND 3.2 POST-TEST COMPARISON  

The first phase of the second test has been chosen to test the two different RELAP5 
code releases on the same nodalisation. The result comparison shows a general agreement 
with little differences. 

The HX Pool and Overall Pool level, reported in Figure 11 together with the Injector 
level, show that the 3.2 foresees a lower HX pool maximum level, with respect to 3.3. This is 
due to the smaller depressurisation peaks in the HX Pool calculated by 3.2 during the phase of 
total pool fill-up. With such smaller depressurisation, less water is sucked through the liquid 
line and the pool fill-up is a little delayed. During the phase of water consumption, instead, 
the 3.2 HX Pool level remains a little higher than the 3.3 one. This leads to a little lower 
Overall Pool level obtained by 3.2, closer to the experimental one. Moreover the 3.2 Overall 
Pool level shows little and frequent oscillations, not evidenced by the 3.3 Overall Pool level. 

The water flowrates between the pools are very similar in the partial fill-up, while the 
3.2 foresees a lower flowrate during the total fill-up. This is still related to the lower HX Pool 
depressurisation for steam condensation. Moreover the 3.2 trend is less oscillatory than the 
3.3 one. 
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Figure 11: HX and Overall Pools level (1st phase) Figure 12: HX exchanged power (1st phase) 

 
The HX exchanged power obtained by the 3.2 shows the same non-physical oscillatory 

trend as the 3.3 in the first phase of the transient, until the regime value reaching. Moreover 
power is a little lower than the 3.3 one at the regime value and during the HX Pool level 
decreasing period, until about 12200 s, Figure 12. 

The trend of calculated HX Pool and Overall Pool temperatures is very similar. The 
Overall Pool final temperatures, calculated by the 3.2 are a little lower than the 3.3 ones, and 
this is justified by the lower calculated HX exchanged power, Figure 12. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS  

The post-test analyses for the four tests were performed using the same nodalisation. 
The only value related to the model, that was changed test by test, was the heat transfer 
hydraulic diameter (i.e. heated equivalent diameter) for the left boundary of the heat 
exchanger pipe heat structure, in order to simulate the experimental value of the exchanged 
power. 

The obtained results showed a general good agreement with the experimental data. The 
analysis of specific phenomena and variables lead to the following consideration: 
1) in the majority of cases, the calculated power shows non-physical oscillatory trend in 

the initial phase of the transients, after the triggering valve opening. Power is quite well 
reproduced by the code during the HX Pool level decreasing for water consumption; 

2) the code overestimates the steam condensation in the HX Pool after the triggering valve 
opening. Such steam condensation overestimation, in some cases, leads the code to 
foresee an anticipated HX Pool fill-up, for water sucking through the liquid line; 

3) the code underestimates the instabilities for condensation strikes at the steam-liquid 
interface in the Injector, when no or very little steam flow is present from the HX Pool 
to the Overall Pool, in particular when the exchanged power is limited by the low water 
level in the HX Pool; 

4) the HX Pool and Overall Pool modelling by means of parallel channels, connected with 
transversal junctions, seems a good solution for the water mixing simulation between 
the channels themselves. With this configuration, the Overall Pool water mixing results 
even higher than the experimental one, showing no residual thermal stratification; 
A comparison between the results obtained on the same nodalisation by the two 

different releases of the code: Realp5 Mod3.3 beta and Mod3.2 beta, showed little 
differences, in particular a larger oscillatory trend of some variables in the latest code release. 
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ABSTRACT 

Evaluation of nuclear power plant performances during accidents is important in view 
of safety analysis. Several complex thermal-hydraulic system codes are developed for 
simulation of accidents and transients. Until 1989, only highly conservative methods were 
approved for evaluating the response of a nuclear power plant to a Large Break Loss of 
Coolant Accident (LB-LOCA). The conservative evaluation models did not simulate the 
actual phenomena occurring during a postulated LB-LOCA accurately. Therefore, many 
countries such as US (CIAU), France (IPSN), Germany (GRS), England (AEA), Spain 
(ENUSA) and Italy (CIAU) developed methods for calculating the uncertainty in the 
predictions of advanced thermal-hydraulic codes.   

The LB-LOCA in a cold leg of VVER-1000 geometry is studied by using the RELAP5 
system code. The effect of active and passive Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) and 
Emergency and Main Feed Waters (E/MFW), as well as the effect of coupling primary side 
and containment are considered. The Russian results are obtained by the DINAMIKA-97 
code in Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). We evaluate the uncertainty bands of some 
important quantities i.e., surface cladding temperature, upper plenum pressure and primary 
mass inventory by CIAU method. The CIAU method has been developed by the University of 
Pisa for calculating the uncertainty analysis. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Safety assessment of nuclear power plants during normal operation and accidents is 
very important.  In the Design Basis Accidents (DBA), LB-LOCA with ECCS is one of the 
key accidents which is considered in licensing analysis of nuclear power plants (NPPs). 
Critical flow, flow reversal in the core, blow-down and re-flood phases are the characteristics 
of LB-LOCA in PWRs.  

In the design of each NPP the acceptance criteria for ECCS performance according to 
Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Section 50.46 (10CFR50.46) must be considered. One 
of the most important safety criteria for evaluating ECCS performance is the Peaking 
Cladding Temperature (PCT). Until 1989, only highly conservative methods were approved 
for evaluating the response of a nuclear power plant to a LB-LOCA [1]. The conservative 
evaluation models did not simulate the actual phenomena occurring during a postulated LB-
LOCA accurately. Therefore the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) developed the Code 
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Scaling Applicability and Uncertainty (CSAU) evaluation methodology in 1989. The CSAU 
methodology produced the first integrated systematic evaluation program for the testing and 
analysis of complex two-phase systems [2]. Following CSAU, other new methods appeared. 
Among them are the GRS method in Germany, AEA method in United Kingdom, ENUSA      
method in Spain, IPSN method in France and finally Code with capability of Internal 
Assessment of Uncertainty (CIAU) in Italy [3]. 

First part of the present paper explains the results of LB-LOCA analysis in the cold leg 
of loop four in a VVER-1000 NPP with and without containment. In this part the effects of 
ECCS systems and E/MFW tanks are considered. Also in the first part the obtained results 
have been compared with Russian results with the DINAMIKA-97 code. In the second part of 
the paper the CIAU method is applied to obtain the uncertainty bands.   

2 LB-LOCA ANALYSIS  IN VVER-1000 

The 200% LB-LOCA in the cold leg of loop four has been considered. In the LB-LOCA 
analysis we assume that accumulators 1, 3 and 4 are activated and connected to upper plenum 
and down comer. The Low Pressure Injection Systems (LPIS) 1 and 2, also the LPIS 3 and 4 
are connected to upper plenum and down comer, respectively. The High Pressure Injection 
Systems (HPIS) in loop 1 and loop 4 based on FSAR are activated. Table 1 shows the initial 
conditions of our analysis for RELAP5 system code and FSAR for Russian code 
(DINAMIKA-97). The boundary conditions are shown in Tables 2a and 2b.  

Table 1: Steady-state parameters for RELAP5 and DINAMIKA-97 

Parameter RELAP5 FSAR 
Primary side pressure, MPa 15.8 16.0 
Secondary side pressure, MPa 6.27 6.27 
Pressure drop across RPV, MPa 0.15 0.38 
Pressurizer level, m 8.5 7.8 
Maximum fuel temperature, Co  2215 1850 
Maximum cladding temperature, Co  350 350 
Fluid temperature at, Co  

- core inlet, 
- core outlet, 

 
288 
325 

 
291 
321 

Total reactor power, thMW  3120 3120 
Total mass flow rate at core inlet, kg/s 15430 16400 
Velocity of fluid at middle of core, m/s 4.8 5.4 
Total mass of primary side, kg 310233×  310247 ×  
Total mass of secondary side, kg 31082×  31079×  

 

Table 2a: Boundary conditions I (LPIS and HPIS) 

LPIS : 
Pressure(MPa) 1.02 0.99 0.95 0.89 0.78 0.66 0.48 0.25 0.0 
Mass flow(kg/s) 0.0 27.78 55.56 83.34 111.12 138.9 166.68 194.46 194.46 
HPIS:          
Pressure(MPa) 7.8 7.2 6.5 5.5 4.4 2.6 0.0 - - 
Mass flow(kg/s) 0.0 11.11 22.22 33.33 44.44 55.55 65.28 - - 
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Table 2b: Boundary conditions II 

Parameter Values 
Reactor scram, s t=’0’ 
Accumulators: 

- number, 
- gas initial pressure, MPa 
- water/gas volume, 3m  
- water temperature, Co  

 
4 
5.88 
50/10 
70 

Active part of ECCS: 
- number of channels, 
- number of tanks per channel, 
- tank water temperature, Co  
- tank volume, 3m  

 
4 
2 
25 
197.5 

 
The adopted nodalization of one loop of the primary side is shown in figure 1. The 

HPIS, LPIS, accumulators, reactor pressure vessel, pipelines, main coolant pump, pressurizer, 
primary and secondary sides of steam generator are included in the nodalization. The 
qualification of the nodalization has been obtained in previous work [4]. 
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Figure 1: Nodalization of a VVER-1000 

2.1 Results of LB-LOCA in VVER-1000 without Containment 

In this section the double-ended LB-LOCA is analyzed in a VVER-1000 by assuming 
the fictitious containment, in other words the containment is simulated by a time dependent 
control volume. Generally, in a LB-LOCA immediately (less than 20 seconds in our case) 
after the break the primary side pressure rapidly depressurized (blow-down phase). In this 
period the total mass inventory of primary side decreased to about 90% of the nominal value, 
and the maximum cladding temperature for few seconds is increased and then decreased. 
After that time, total mass inventory is increased and maximum fuel and cladding 
temperatures are decreased. In the re-flood phase, primary system pressure and reactor power 
are stabilized. Figures 2a and 2b show the comparison between RELAP5 and DINAMIKA-97. 
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Figure 2a: Comparison between present study (RELAP5) with Russian results (FSAR) 
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Figure 2b: Comparison between present study (RELAP5) with Russian results (FSAR) 

                      
2.2 Results of LB-LOCA in VVER-1000 with Containment 

In this section, LB-LOCA with the influence of a real containment is considered.  The 
location of break flow rates is assumed to be in the reactor cavity inside the containment.   
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Figure 3a: Comparison between LB-LOCA with and without containment 

The results of LB-LOCA with containment are shown in figures 3a and 3b. The 
obtained results with containment are compared with results obtained without containment. 
Generally, the consequences are very similar especially in the first phase of LB-LOCA 
scenario (blow-down phase). 
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Figure 3b: Results of LB-LOCA with containment 
 

3 UNCERTAINTY EVALUATION 

Owing to code limitation and to a number of approximations introduced within the 
process to achieve the prediction of the transient scenario, e.g. see [5] and [6], the uncertainty 
evaluation constitutes the necessary support and complement for a Best Estimate (BE) study. 

The methodology based upon CIAU [7], has been adopted in the present framework for 
uncertainty evaluation. The application of the CIAU when a reference calculation is available 
is straightforward and requires almost no human resource. The number of experiments that 
can be used to derive code uncertainty (see below) from CIAU is still limited. Therefore, a 
sensitivity study has been executed to confirm the results obtained from this methodology. 
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may have different origins ranging from the approximation of the models, to the 
approximation of the numerical solution, to the lack of precision of the values adopted for 
boundary and initial conditions. 

The idea at the basis of the CIAU can be summarized in two parts: 
a) consideration of plant status: each status is characterized by the value of six relevant 

quantities (i.e. a hypercube) and by the value of the time since the transient starts; 
b) association to each plant status of uncertainty. 
         In the case of a PWR (also VVER) the six quantities are: a) the upper plenum pressure, 
b) the primary loop mass inventory, c) the steam generator pressure, d) the cladding surface 
temperature at 2/3 of core active height, e) the core power, f) the steam generator down-comer 
collapsed liquid level.  

Therefore, a hypercube and a time interval characterize a unique plant status to the aim 
of the uncertainty evaluation. All plant statuses are characterized by a matrix of hyper-cubes 
and by a vector of time intervals. Let us define Y as a generic thermal-hydraulic code output 
plotted versus time. Each point value in the curve is affected by a quantity error (Uq) and by a 
time error (Ut). Owing to the uncertainty, each point value may take any value within the 
rectangle identified by the quantity and the time errors. The amount of error, each edge of the 
rectangle, can be defined in probabilistic terms. This is consistent with what is recommended 
in the licensing approach (the 95% probability level is considered acceptable to the NRC staff 
for comparison of best estimate predictions of postulated transients to the licensing limits).  

The idea at the basis of CIAU can be defined more specific as follows: the uncertainty 
in code prediction is constant within each plant status.  A Quantity Uncertainty Matrix 
(QUM) and a Time Uncertainty Vector (TUV) can be set up each one including several values 
of Uq and Ut derived by an uncertainty methodology. Additional considerations are: 
• Upper and lower limits of the driving quantities reflect either the physically allowed 

values, or the boundaries of validation of system codes.    
• The range of each interval in the quantity table and in the time vector is arbitrary. A 

decrease in the range signifies an increase in the number of intervals and, even more, in 
the number of hyper-cubes. The validity in the selection of those ranges can be verified ‘a 
posterior’, when the QUM and the TUV are filled by data.   

• The total number of hyper-cubes considering the intervals equals about 8100. However, 
not all the combinations of intervals are realistic, e.g. very low pressures and very high 
core power might be inconsistent. In practical terms this only means that some hypercubes 
will never be touched by any transient and will not include uncertainty data.   

• Short lasting  (few tenth’s of seconds) LB-LOCA, long lasting (several hundreds or even 
thousands seconds) SB-LOCA or very long lasting (up to ten thousand seconds) 
transients, even without loss of primary loop integrity, produce quantity uncertainty data 
that may concern the same hyper-cubes. However, the actual uncertainty that characterizes 
the values of a generic quantity, during a short lasting or a long lasting transient, is 
different because this is the combination of quantity and time values. The error 
corresponding to the time value uncertainty is a ‘never decreasing’ function of time. In the 
database gathered so far, no systematic differences between uncertainty values of different 
origins have been detected. Nevertheless, data from SB-LOCA, LB-LOCA, Transients 
and Operational Transients that originate quantity uncertainty suitable for the CIAU QUM 
and TUV are distinguished. 

• Uncertainty data are continuously gathered and combined, in the same way in which the 
CHF look-up table proposed by Groeneveld is set up and qualified. When a reasonable 
number of data is available for each hypercube, the consistency in the selection of the 
hypercube range can be checked together with the hypothesis of mixing relevant data 
from SB-LOCA, LB-LOCA and transients. 
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• Each transient scenario in a nuclear plant evolves throughout a series of subsequent 
statuses. Each time the event touches a hypercube and a time interval (i.e. a plant status), 
it takes proper uncertainty values. In this way, the entire event can be associated with 
uncertainty bands.  

 

Figure 4: Simplified flow diagram of the CIAU 

The development of the Capability of Internal Assessment of Uncertainty requires a 
qualified system code and a suitable uncertainty methodology. However, any of the available 
system codes or of the uncertainty methodologies can be combined to get a Code with 
Capability of Internal Assessment of Uncertainty. A simplified flow diagram of the CIAU is 
given in figure 4, where two main parts can be seen dealing with the development of the 
method and with its application. 
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reported in the second column of table 3. The values of the concerned quantities can be 
derived by considering data in table 4. 

Automatic uncertainty bands for the three parameters of interest, i.e. PS pressure, PS 
mass inventory and rod surface temperature at 2/3 of the core active height, are generated by 
the CIAU and constitute the results of the application. These are given in figures 5a, 5b and 
5c respectively related to upper plenum (UP) pressure, rod surface temperature at the ‘axial 
level 8’ of the ‘hot rod realistic’ and primary side (PS) mass inventory. However, the obtained 
continuous uncertainty bands have to be considered as preliminary results of an uncertainty 
study because of the particular approach followed in selecting the hyper-cubes and of the lack 
of a sensitivity analysis supporting the uncertainty evaluation of CIAU. In particular, the 
following two points need to be investigated: 

 
Table 3: CIAU application: list of hyper-cubes relevant to the VVER LBLOCA reference 

calculation (run ’xxxx’) 
No. 
* 

Time + Hyper-cube 
Requested o  

Hyper-cube 
Adopted o  

Notes 

1 0 9  4  2  3  5  3 - Requested hyper-cube filled by proper data 
2 1 8  3  2  4  3  2 8  3  2  3  3  2 - 
3 2 7  2  2  5  3  2  6  2  2  5  3  3 - 
4 3 to 5 6  2  2  5  3  2 6  2  2  5  3  3 Same hyper-cube as at row No. 2 
5 6 6  2  2  5  3  3 - Requested hyper-cube filled by proper data 
6 7 5  1  2  5  3  3  - Requested hyper-cube filled by proper data 
7 8 5  1  2  4  3  2 5  1  2  5  3  3 Same hyper-cube as at row No. 2 
8 9 5  1  2  4  3  3 5  1  2  5  3  3 Same hyper-cube as at row No. 2 
9 10 to 11  5  1  2  2  3  3 - Requested hyper-cube filled by proper data 
10 12 to 13 4  1  2  2  3  3 - Requested hyper-cube filled by proper data 
11 14 to 18 3  1  3  2  3  3 - Requested hyper-cube filled by proper data 
12 19 to 21 2  1  3  2  3  3 - Requested hyper-cube filled by proper data 
13 22 to 31 2  1  3  1  3  3 - Requested hyper-cube filled by proper data 
14 32 to 35 1  1  3  1  3  3 1  1  2  1  2  3 - 
15 36 to 56 1  1  3  1  2  3 1  1  2  1  2  3 - 
16 57 to 180 1  1  2  1  2  3 - Requested hyper-cube filled by proper data 
+ Time into the transient (‘t = 0 s’ is the break opening time).   * Total number of requested hyper-cubes is 21. 
° The sequence of digits below corresponds to the sequence of quantities (letters ‘a’ to ‘f’ at the top row of Tab. 4). The digit corresponds to 
the range of the concerned parameter. For instance, digit ‘9’ for quantity ‘a’ (pressure) corresponds to the pressure range 15-18 Mpa 

 
 

• The calculated uncertainty range of ∆PCT  is about 85 K and this corresponds to 
an uncertainty value of about 6%. The value is about four times lower than the 
usual uncertainty values obtained in previous uncertainty studies. 

• The uncertainty ranges of PS mass inventory (figure 5c) and of rod surface 
temperature (figure 5b) show a large increase at time 30 sec. This is due to the 
neighboring hypercubes approach and the adoption of the hypercube 1 1 2 1 2 3 
instead of the requested one (see row 14 in table 3). 
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Table 4: CIAU application: correspondence between hyper-cubes and relevant values of 
relevant quantities 

a b c d e f 
Upper plenum 
pressure[MPa] 

Primary  
side mass 
inventory[%] o  

Steam  
Generator 
pressure[MPa] 

Cladding surface  
temperature at 2/3  
core height[K] 

Core 
power[%] o  

Steam generator 
level[%] o  

18.0 120.0 9.0 1473.0 130.0 150.0 
15.0 100.0 7.0 973.0 100.0 100.0 
10.0 80.0 3.0 643.0 50.0 50.0 
9.0 40.0 0.1 573.0 6.0 0.0 
7.0 10.0  473.0 1.0  
5.0   298.0 0.5  
4.0      
2.0      
0.5      
0.1      

o
 of the initial (nominal) value 
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Figure 5: Results of uncertainty analysis of LB-LOCA in VVER-1000 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

The Large Break LOCA in a VVER-1000 NPP with and without containment is 
investigated by RELAP5 system code. The results are compared with Russian results of the 
DINAMIKA-97 code. The results of FSAR and RELAP5 showed that there is good 
agreement between DINAMIKA-97 code and RELAP5 (best estimate code) system code. 
Applying the CIAU uncertainty method the upper and lower bands of the some important 
quantities are evaluated in a VVER-1000. 
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ABSTRACT 

The analysis of the MPTR (Multiple Pressure Tube Rupture) problem requires a series 
of theoretical and experimental studies of separate physical processes in the RBMK reactor, 
development of mathematical models and their physical equivalents. The experimental rigs 
concerned with MPTR problem were designed and constructed at Electrogorsk Research & 
Engineering Center, Russia.  

An investigation of the circumstances and mechanism of a rupture in a single channel at 
different conditions and scenarios is one of the main stages of the aforesaid analysis. 
Theoretical models of the single channel rupture under thermal and mechanical loading was 
developed including a channel constrained graphite block. Computer program based on this 
models enable to describe thermomechanical deformation process of the single channel and to 
predict rupture moment. Theoretical investigations supplements with experimental modelling 
single channel rupture by means of series experimental examinations at TKR-F (Model of an 
Accidental Channel) test rig. One represents a model of the single ruptured fuel channel in a 
surrounding graphite column. Experimental examinations enable to develop and verify 
theoretical models, conditions and mechanism of a rupture in a single channel. 

The flow process of steam or steam-water mixture through narrow graphite gaps is 
another important process should be modelled in frame of the MPTR problem analysis. The 
TKR-F (graphite) facility represents two test sections: for high speeds of medium flow near 
the ruptured channel and for low speeds far from the rupture. In the first case dynamical 
interaction escaping steam from the ruptured channel with (moving) graphite columns is 
modelled. The second case is attended to studying of hydraulical resistances and heat transfer 
of the steady-state steam-water flow within graphite gaps with different cross-section. 

Theoretical and experimental modelling consolidation sets out technique of the 
authentic  analysis of the circumstances and mechanism of processes accompanying single 
fuel channel rupture. 

1 DESCRIPTION OF TKR-F AND TKR-F (GRAPHITE) TEST FACILITIES 

The objectives of experimental investigations to be performed in the TKR-F rig, stated 
in its design, are to test the technique for simulation of emergency thermomechanical rupture 
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of a fuel channel with the specified breaking parameters and in investigating the channel 
rupture and interaction of discharge and rupture products with the model graphite stack.  

The tested core is a ~ 2.8 m fuel channel (FC) section made of stainless steel or 
zirconium-niobium alloy (Zr+2.5Nb), internal diameter 80 mm and wall thickness 4 mm. 
Steel adaptors connecting the tube with the pipeline, supplying steam from the state district 
power station, are on the zirconium tube ends. Inside the tube, in its central area, a thermite 
heater with external diameter 60 mm is hung axisymmetrically. The heater (cartridge) is a 
sealed cylinder with a lateral brass foil or stainless steel wall, filled and vibration compacted 
with a thermite mixture power. 

In experiments with the zirconium tube preliminary heating of graphite blocks up to 
temperature 500-600 °C to simulate the temperature gradient near the block – tube surface, 
typical for RBMK reactors, is provided. 

For recording temperatures and deformations on the tube the thermocouples and strain 
gauges are installed in the heater operation area, and pressure gauges are installed at the inlet 
and outlet of the tested core. In the protective housing the pressure gauges with sampling 
frequency up to 10 kHz are installed at different distances from the tube to register parameters 
of the dynamic steam flow process of steam flow from the break. Visualization of tube 
heating and break is carried out by means of three video cameras. 

As a result of a FC break the coolant outflows to the RBMK stack. Since in certain 
cases a basic cause of the RBMK FC rupture was superheating of the channel tube, 
superheated steam is in the channel at the time of breaking. At the initial time after breaking 
the steam volume is limited by the gap dimensions between stack elements. Therefore, 
initially a localized short-term pressure peak appears in the gaps between the blocks near the 
break spot. Peak height is significantly dependent on gap sizes between graphite columns, 
which are varied from 1 mm to 4-5 mm subject to conditions and operation life. Pressure in 
the gaps results in the deflection of columns. As increased in deflection, flow areas for 
coolant outflow increase. Pressure in the break location reduces and then stabilizes at some 
level.  

Generally, the coolant outflowing can be divided into several phases as follows: 
− very fast (short-term) shock phase including break, block displacement and filling of 

the cavity near the break; 
− fast (short-term) phase of column displacement by contact forces, near-break 

pressure and pressure gradients along the gaps; 
− slow phase (about a minute) of conditional stabilization of heat sink from graphite, 

separation, drain, water evaporation (which flows from the break after some time) and steam 
superheating with frontal advance of steam superheating to the stack periphery.  

Very fast and fast phases were studied at the TKR-F (graphite) tested core, containing 
two blocks. The coolant (steam) preparation system of the TKR-F for these purposes 
equipped additionally with a T-bend, was used.  

The membrane unit contained two flanges between which three rings were tied up with 
eight pins. The rings clamp two bursting disks. When the FC pressure was increased up to the 
half of the expected pressure of the break, compressed air with pressure a little bit lower than 
the FC pressure was supplied to the space between diaphragms through the gap in the middle 
ring. Then the FC pressure was increased up to the required level.  

After reaching the appropriate regime, compressed air was released (by means of the 
electromagnetic valve), that resulted in the diaphragm break. The diaphragm break allowed 
sharp pressure increases before the gap (as it was after the FC break) and direction-
controllable motion of the coolant. The break pressure was changed by means of diaphragm 
selection. To supply steam to the gap between the blocks a nozzle was used. A cone-shaped 
filter with a triple open flow area, in comparison with the diaphragm section, was installed in 
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front of the nozzle in order to prevent the ingress of the diaphragm debris into the nozzle. The 
nozzle was a tapered channel with outlet dimensions 90x2 mm or 90x4 mm. 

The graphite blocks were fastened on the test facility as follows. To provide the motion 
under the steam pressure action along and across the gap, six through holes, four of which 
were used for installation of the transverse pins and 8 springs on them, were milled in every 
block. The pins and springs allowed for blocks moving horizontally. Initial gap size between 
the graphite blocks was established with steel plates of the specified thickness. They were 
fixed horizontally in the top and bottom parts of the blocks. In the longitudinal direction every 
block was fastened on two pins by means of springs pressing the block to the steam supply 
flange. The steam supply flange put together with the outlet membrane unit flange make a 
united part in the form of a coil, where the filter and nozzle were located. Owing to the fact 
that the holes under longitudinal pins were oval in the horizontal plane, the blocks are able to 
move aside for 24 mm under the steam pressure action and to turn within the gaps between 
pins and holes. A direct heater was installed in the central holes of each block. The heater was 
a thin-wall tube of length 800 mm, diameter 88 mm and wall thickness 2.0 mm cut along a 
700 mm length to provide electric power supply and removal on one side. 

2 MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF FC HEATING, DEFORMATION AND 
BREAKING 

The following mathematical models of the physical phenomena and processes are 
developed: 
1) Thermophysical model of a heating source (thermite blocks). 
2) Model of heat transfer from the internal source of heating to the tube surface. 
3) Model of temperature fields retiming in the tube wall. 
4) Model of deformation and breaking of a tube under local thermal action and internal 

pressure which defines the mode of tube deformation during thermomechanical effect up 
to its rupture. 

The mathematical model of heat transfer from the source (thermite block, fuel 
assembly) to the tube and dynamic redistribution of temperatures field in the tube wall is 
based on the following substantive conditions. 
1) Heat radiation (radiant heat exchange) is a mechanism for heat transfer from the heat 

source to the tube surface. 
2) Convective heat transfer between tube surfaces and air /steam are considered. 
3) Heat radiation from the tube surface during its heating is considered. 
4) Processes of a heat transfer due to heat conductivity are considered only on the median 

surface of the tube, and heat-balance equations are entered for the entire tube wall. 
5) The calculated heating temperature of the tube surface corresponds to average 

temperature on the tube wall thickness. 
6) The reference tube wall temperature is determined on the basis of the experiment 

conditions. 
7) Heat-insulating conditions for the tube edges, that are temperature influence is localized 

in the area removed from the tube edges, are established. 
The formulated conditions of the mathematical model are based: 
∗ on the analysis of experimental data about heating source; 
∗ on comparison of characteristic heat transfer times through the steam and typical times 

for tube wall heating. 
The thermophysical source model is based that initially its temperature has a 

predetermined value (“instantaneous firing”), determined by physical and chemical 
parameters of a thermite block, and the external surface temperature decreases by the 
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exponential law. As it is shown below, such simple (two-parametrical) source model of a 
source allows to modeling tube heating with acceptable accuracy. The target of the 
experimental investigations being performed now on the TKR-F test facility is to improve the 
heater’s design. The results obtained from these experiments will form a basis for the 
improvement of the mathematical models used for describing the heater and model of heat 
transfer from the heater to the tube. 

In solving the problem on distribution of temperature fields in the tube a transfer to a 
bidimentional task on the basis of linear approximation of a heat flow in radial (across the 
wall) direction is realized. It allows, on the one hand, to simplify essentially the solution, and 
on the other hand to consider sufficiently accurate (square-law approximation) temperature 
gradient in the radial direction. 

As a deformation model the model of a piecewise-homogeneous tube is used along its 
generatrix consisting of separate different module parts (elements) within which the Jung’s 
module is constant complying with average temperature within the tube fragmentation 
element. The given model is analogue of a finite-elemental model. It should be noticed that 
the advanced approach exploits the exact solution of equations describing the tube mode of 
deformation within the bounds of the shell model. That makes possible big elements (in 
comparison with linear or quadratic approximation in the method of finite elements) and 
reduces the calculating time and required computer resources. 

On thermal exposure and internal pressure the model of tube deformation and rupture is 
based as follows: 

Temperature distribution is specified by maximal temperature in the central (vertically) 
part of the tube and by the gradients directed along the tube generatrix and its perimeter. 
1) Temperature gradients along the tube perimeter are small (only first member of 

asymptotic expansion is considered).  
2) In consequence of temperature dependence of the Jung’s module an induced heterogeneity 

on deformation properties is originated. 
3) Deformation of a tube is happened within the generalized Hooke’s law for physically 

nonlinear, isotropic medium with the Jung’s module depending on temperature. 
4) Deformation of a tube is described within the shell deformation model subject to 

temperature dependence of the Jung’s module. 
5) The model for calculation of the tube mode of deformation considers the induced 

heterogeneity along the tube generatrix at its heating by a local source. 
6) Average tube section longitudinal pressures are absent. 
7) The limiting tube state is determined from achieving tensile strain by equivalent pressure 

in view of its temperature dependence. 
The developed mathematical models are implemented numerically as a computer 

program calculating temperature and critical pressure (i.e. pressure providing a tube rupture at 
its temperature), and also to define the time from the heating source effect initiation up to its 
rupture at various geometrical, thermophysical and mechanical parameters of experiment. 

3 SOME EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS 

3.1 Experimental results in TKR-F test rig 

In the process of the tested core heating by steam flow the temperature of the external 
zirconium tube wall had been established ~ 310 °C, and tube pressure – 7.9 MPa. Then steam 
supply through the tested core was stopped. The inlet valve remained slightly opened in order 
to dump exceeds pressure generated in the course of heating steam by means of a heater. Then 
the heater was ignited. 
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After heater ignition the temperature on the tube surface in the top heater end and in the 
heater center began to rise practically simultaneously (difference in 1-2 s). In 20 s from the 
start of temperature growth the tube was broken. At that moment the thermocouple on the 
tube surface opposite to the heater center showed 713 °C; the thermocouple located on the 
tube surface in the same section, but in the antipode, has shown at the same moment 599 ºC. 
The time profile of the thermocouple indications is given in figure 1. The thermocouples 
located on the tube higher and lower than the heater center, at a distance of 125 mm, 
registered temperature from 580 up to 656 ºC at the moment of breaking. Thermocouples in 
the top heater end showed temperature 504 and 410 ºC at the moment of break. 
Thermocouples on the tube surface opposite to the bottom heater end showed temperature 408 
and 472 ºC at the same time. According to the video shooting which has been made during the 
experiment, the heater has been burnt down completely before the tube break, since the 
camera filmed a luminous tube surface in the bottom heater end. Pressure in the tested core 
was approximately at a level 7.9 MPa from the moment of the heater burning and till the tube 
breaking, as shows the schedule of figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Temperature of the tube surface in the area of heating and pressure at the tube inlet 

and outlet 

The main result of the experiment performed is demonstration of the capability to create 
the TKR-F thermomechanical conditions resulting in a channel tube rupture. It has proved 
possible to create a high rate of tube heating and to reach heating level required for tube 
breaking (~ 700 ºC) in the TKR-F rig. It is important, that the mechanism of heating the 
facility tube is completely similar to the mechanism for the reactor channel tube heating in the 
termination of coolant supply: radiation heat exchange through the steam gap between the 
heater heated up to a high temperature and internal tube surface and steam convection. 
Calculations on the maximal tube temperature increase in the experiment (from 300 up to 
713 ºC) indicates that the maximal heating rate of the tube was about 20 ºC/s. 

Figures 2 and 3 represent the appearance of the heated tube section before the heater 
ignition and before breaking. The bottom arrow in figure 3 specifies the same size, as in 
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figure 2. It is visible, that the external tube diameter has increased compared to its "cold" 
value, i.e. the tube has swollen. 

   
Figure 2: Heated tube section before 

firing of the heater 
 Figure 3: Heated tube section before 

rupture 

3.2 Mathematical modelling of the TKR-F test 

Let us proceed to the analysis and comparison of the estimated tube rupture time and 
temperature dynamics with experimental data. Figure 4 represents experimental data 
(symbols) on temperatures according to indications of thermocouples T.03.09 and T.03.10, 
registered in aforesaid research experiment in test facility TKR-F. The thermocouples were 
located in the most heated tube section, and, as consequence, the tube was broken just in this 
section. We shall note, that zero in displaying of experimental data corresponds to “initiation” 
of the specified thermocouples indications. 

Calculation results of the average (along thickness) tube wall temperature dynamics are 
represented as a full curve in Figure 4. We shall note, that the presented data correspond to 
axisymmetric position of heating source. 

  
Figure 4: The dynamics of temperature in 

the most heated tube section 
Figure 5: The dynamics of critical 

pressure 

Evidently, at the initial stage the calculated temperature values exceeds experimental 
data that results from the delay of thermocouple indications, fixed on the external tube 
surface, in relation to the average wall temperature. In six seconds of the process the 
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calculated values are within the limits determined by the experimental data. We shall note that 
azimuthal (circular) temperature differential registered by thermocouples in the section 
studied resulted from radial displacement of the heating source about the tube axis or with 
heterogeneity of optical properties of its internal surface. 

Figure 5 represents calculated values of critical pressure change (dotted curve) obtained 
within the solution of the problem mentioned above. With the tube temperature growth, the 
internal pressure necessary for its rupture, decreases, and the calculated pressure values 
determine the tube rupture time. Apparently, by twentieth second of the process critical 
pressure appears equal to internal pressure in the tube that completely agrees with the 
experimental data. 

 
3.3 Experimental results in TKR-F (graphite) test rig 

Figure 6 demonstrates the moment of the diaphragm break in TKR-F (graphite) rig test 
under following conditions: 

− Steam pressure 4.0 MPa; 
− Width of the nozzle 2 mm; 
− Width of the gap between the graphite blocks 2 mm; 
− Initial force of longitudinal springs on each block 1 kN; 
− Initial force of lateral springs on each block 2 kN; 
− There is no heating of the graphite blocks;  
− Volume of the steam outflowing from the break is limited by the tested core volume 

and supply pipelines. 

 

Figure 6: Moment of the diaphragm break in test (one side view) 

The pressure distribution along the gap (figure 7) and the block surface temperature 
(figure 8) against time has been obtained. 

The lateral displacement of the blocks has been noted. The average value of the gap 
opening at the inlet was 5.3 mm and at the outlet – 4.5 mm. This could be explained by the 
increase of pressure at the gap inlet. Along the height the gap was also opened with an 
insignificant increase towards the bottom because the open flow area was smaller on the 
bottom edge of the blocks supported by the structure. The maximal force F moving the block 
in the lateral direction was F = 3.39 kN. 
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Figure 7: Pressure in the gap 

 
Figure 8: Temperature at the gap inlet and outlet 

The results of the experiments demonstrated that at the moment of breaking the blocks 
were moved not only in the lateral direction but turned round its axis under the influence of 
moment M = 0.01 kN⋅m which was established due to the pressure difference between the gap 
inlet and outlet. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

A basic series of experimental investigations has been performed in the small-scale 
TKR-F and TKR-F (graphite) test facilities. The data obtained reveal the conditions and 
parameters of fuel channel rupture, interaction between the nature of the FC rupture and 
outflowing medium parameters, level of coolant jet impact on surrounding constructions and 
construction response to this impact.  

The experimental data obtained allow the definition of the most dangerous, from the 
view point of FC rupture, accident scenarios. Nevertheless, additional tests on the small-scale 
test facilities will be continued to verify parameters of the worst case scenarios for the large 
scale TKR test facility as well as for engineering purposes. In particularly, the experiments 
with the rupture of a zirconium tube in the graphite column (TKR-F) were performed 
recently. Also experiments on the TKR-F (graphite) rig with the tested core containing four 
graphite blocks will be performed. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this work post-test analysis of thermalhydraulic processes in the high-pressure system 
is presented. Main parameters for adequate simulation of loading on BC (Bubble-Condenser) 
during LB LOCA are coolant mass flow rate and enthalpy. Measurement system permits to 
determine only flow rate and enthalpy for single phase cases (liquid or vapor), which occur at 
the initial and final stages. So, the main aim of the post-test analysis is to reproduce behavior 
of all available test parameters by ATHLET mod 1.2 Cycle A code and determine leak 
functions based on a good agreement of calculated and experimental data. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The pressurized water reactors type VVER 440-213 (Russian design) are equipped with 
a confinement structure for the confinement of radioactive releases following design basis 
accidents. The confinement structure consists out of the pressure retaining compartment 
which surrounds the complete primary system and a pressure retaining bubble condenser 
system comprising a complex pressure-suppression system and air traps.  

The main objective of the TACIS/PHARE Project No. PH 2.13/95 “Bubble Condenser 
Experimental Qualification” was to investigate experimentally and analytically the behavior 
of the bubble condenser devices during phenomena induced by postulated design basis 
accidents. In the framework of Task 2 of the TACIS/PHARE Project No. PH 2.13/95 the 
experimental test facility for bubble condenser experimental qualification has been built at 
Electrogorsk Research and Engineering Centre.  

The test facility contains high-pressure system, compartments upstream of the bubble 
condenser and fragment of the bubble condenser. The scaling of the test facility is 1:100. The 
high-pressure system is consisted of five vessels to appropriately model the leak functions 
(mass flow rate and enthalpy) during the loss of coolant accidents postulated in the design of 
VVER-440/213. 

In this work post-test analysis of thermalhydraulic processes in the high-pressure system 
is presented.  

Main parameters for adequate simulation of loading on BC during LB LOCA are 
coolant mass flow rate and enthalpy. Measurement system permits to determine only flow rate 
and enthalpy for single phase cases (liquid or vapor), which occur at the initial and final 
stages. So, the main aim of the post-test analysis is to reproduce behavior of all available test 
parameters by ATHLET mod 1.2 Cycle A code and determine leak functions based on a good 
agreement of calculated and experimental data. 
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2 SHORT OVERVIEW OF BC V-213 TEST FACILITY 

The test facility for thermal-hydraulic testing BC V-213 is located in a separate building 
designed and built specially for this purpose. There are reinforced concrete boxes in the 
building, which are models of the hermetic compartments of Paks NPP confinement with a 
full-scale fragment of bubble condenser, and all major equipment necessary for the test 
facility operation and testing. The general view of the test facility is presented in Fig.1. 

The models of hermetic compartments of Paks NPP confinement structure are made at a 
scale of 1:100 in volumes and flow sections [1]. They are dead volume, two Steam Generator 
(SG) boxes, accident localization shaft with a full-scale BC fragment and air trap. 

To provide required initial conditions of the coolant discharging in the boxes, the high-
pressure system is used, which consists of five vessels (V1, V2, V3, V4 and V5). The 
volumes of the vessels are chosen to provide discharge of steam-water mixture under various 
accident conditions (LB LOCA, MB LOCA, SB LOCA and MSLB). 

 

Figure 1: General view of the test facility (1 – air trap; 2 – water treatment installation 
vessels; 3 – steam generator box No.2; 4 – bubble condenser; 5 – BC shaft; 6 – steam 

generator box No.1; 7 – dead volume) 

 
The high-pressure vessels are located much close to the boxes for reduction of the 

length of the blowdown lines. There are three positions of the coolant discharge in the SG 
box: near the corridor to simulate air-steam mixture with maximum concentration of the 
steam, far from the corridor to simulate air-steam mixture with maximum concentration of the 
air and middle position. 

3 TESTS N1, N4 AND N5 

The same configuration of the high-pressure vessels is used for tests N1, N4 and N5:  
- vessel V1, modeling “cold” part of coolant of primary side; 
- vessel V2, modeling “hot” part of coolant of primary side; 
- vessel V5, modeling pressurizer; 
- vessels V3 and V4 were disconnect by appropriate valves. 
Initial and boundary conditions are presented in Table 1. Initial temperature distribution 

is determined in accordance with available experimental data. 
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Table 1: Initial and boundary conditions 

 Pressure, MPa Blowdown line position Nozzle diameter, mm 
Test N1 12.4 Middle 45 
Test N4 12.4 Near 70 
Test N5 12.4 Far 70 

4 POST-TEST ANALYSIS WITH ATHLET CODE 

ATHLET code [2] was applied for post-test analysis of these tests.  
The ATHLET input deck describes all five vessels with connected and blowdown 

pipelines with corresponding valves. Nodalization scheme of the high-pressure system is 
presented in Fig.2. 

Scheme consists of 37 thermofluid objects with 309 control volumes and 314 junctions. 
Also 26 heat structures with 298 layers are used for description of tubes and vessels walls and 
thermoinsulation. The object AMBIENT (TDV) with constant pressure 0.1 MPa and 
temperature 25 oC is used to model heat exchange with environment. Heat transfer coefficient 
from the surface of thermoinsulation to environment equals 10 W/(m2K).  

 

Figure 2: Nodalization scheme of high-pressure system of BC V-213 test facility 

 
Comparison of experimental and calculated data is presented in Figs.3-8. 
The main difference of tests N4 and N5 from the test N1 is larger diameter of rupture 

disc – 70 mm (45 mm for test N1). The larger diameter of leak leads to more rapid emptying 
of the high-pressure system and stronger non-equilibrium processes. 

After the rupture of the disc, the pressure in the vessels V1 and V2 is sharply decreased 
down to ~7.12 MPa (Test N1). Note, that saturation pressures corresponding to initial 
temperatures of water in V1 (271.5 oC) and V2 (298.5 oC) are 5.63 MPa and 8.41 MPa, 
respectively. So, coolant flashing begins in the “hot” vessel V2 after pressure decreasing at 
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1.29 MPa compared with saturation value, liquid superheating achieves 11.5 K. But in the 
vessel V1 the water is kept subcooled. After initial sharp decreasing, the pressure in the 
vessels V1 and V2 increases up to ~7.6 MPa and then gradually decreases. 
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Figure 3: Experimental and calculated pressure in the vessels (Test N1) 
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Figure 4: Experimental and calculated temperature in the blowdown line (Test N1) 

 
ATHLET evaporation model uses parameter ZBO characterizing initial number of 

vapour bubbles in the liquid. The reduced value of the bubbles permits to achieve strong non-
equilibrium processes. Recommended number of vapour bubbles is ZBO=5·109 m-3. 
Reduction of this parameter down to ZBO=106 m-3 provides reproduction of the initial 
decreasing of the pressure in the vessels V1 and V2. This is explained by the decreasing of 
vapor generation rate due to decreasing of ZBO parameter. 

As for tests N4 and N5, in Test N1 in the V1 vessel the temperature is kept constant at 
the initial stage (~3-4 s), then it grows with supply of the hot water from V2. The water is 
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subcooled during ~10 s. In V1 all temperature measurements, except for T.71.06, show 
approximately uniform readings. Calculation provides non-uniformity of temperature 
distribution during initial stage. 

In the blowdown pipeline pressure and temperature are close to ones in the V1. 
Comparison of the coolant temperature in the blowdown pipeline with saturation temperature 
shows that subcooled water flows out during 11 s (Test N1), then discharging two-phase 
mixture occurs. So, measurement of the flow rate is correct only for 11 s of the test N1 
(Fig.7). 

It should be noted that besides changing of ZBO, parameter DSCON was also changed 
to predict flow rate F.76.01 at the initial stage, DSCON=70 mm (Test N1), DSCON=20 mm 
(Tests N4 and N5). 
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Figure 5: Experimental and calculated pressure in the vessels (Test N4) 
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Figure 6: Experimental and calculated temperature in the blowdown line (Test N4) 
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Figure 7: Experimental and calculated mass flow rate in the blowdown line (Test N5) 
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Figure 8: Calculated coolant enthalpy through the break (Test N5) 

CONCLUSIONS 

The nodalization scheme of high-pressure system and appropriated input deck were 
developed and calculations of coolant discharge were carried out with ATHLET code. In 
general, satisfied agreement between calculated and experimental data was obtained. The 
post-test analysis has revealed that correct modeling of non-equilibrium processes of 
evaporation and related initial decreasing of pressure was possible only under diminished 
value of initial concentration of vapour bubbles, which governed evaporation dynamics and 
liquid superheating. The corresponding dependencies of flow rate and enthalpy of discharged 
coolant were taken as leak functions. 
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ABSTRACT 

In a CANDU 6 type reactor a quantity of 55⋅1015Bq/year of tritium is generated, 95% 
being in the D2O moderator which can achieve a radioactivity of 2.5÷3.5⋅1012Bq/kg. Tritium 
in heavy water contributes with 30÷50% to the doses received by operation personnel and up 
to 20% to the radioactivity released in the environment. 

The large quantity of heavy water used in this type of reactors (500 tones) make storage 
very difficult, especially for environment. 

The extraction of tritium from tritiated heavy water of CANDU reactors solve the 
following problems: the radiation level in the operation area, the costs of maintenance and 
repair reduction due to reduction of personnel protection measures, the increase of NPP 
utilisation factor by shutdown time reduction for maintenance and repair, use the extracted 
tritium for fusion reactors and not for the last, lower costs and risk for storage heavy water 
waste. 

Heavy water detritiation methods, which currently are used in the industrial or 
experimental plant, are based on catalytic isotope exchange or electrolysis followed cryogenic 
distillation or permeation. The technology developed at Institute of Cryogenics and Isotope 
Separation is based upon catalytic exchange between tritiated water and deuterium, followed 
by cryogenic distillation of hydrogen isotopes. 

The nature of the fluids that are processed in detritiation requires the operation of the 
plant in safety conditions. The paper presents the safety system solution chose in order to 
solve this task, as well as a simulation of an incident and safety system response. The 
application software is using LabView platform that is specialised on control and factory 
automation applications. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In heavy water circuits from CANDU reactor, tritium is generated through the following 
reactions: 

- neutrons activation; 
- fission of 235U, 233U and 239Pu in rods; 
- 3He disintegration. 
Tritium concentration in primary circuit is lower than the concentration from moderator, 

as long as just a small quantity of heavy water is exposed to neutrons flux (<5%). 
The equilibrium value is about 1÷2⋅1012Bq/kg, depends by the heavy water quantity 

which is used in common in primary circuit and moderator, at an increase rate by 
148⋅109Bq/kg/year. 
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As the tritium inventory in a CANDU reactor can be bigger than 2⋅1017Bq (tritium oxide 
in heavy water circuits), result that a detritiation plant is a necessity. 

Solving these problems means that a heavy water detritiation plant must be built and 
linked to the moderator circuits of the CANDU type. This type of plant is a nuclear facility, 
involving special regulation and safety systems, respecting the nuclear laws of ROMANIA 
and international safety regulations, including IAEA Vienna specifications. Like any nuclear 
facility, a special safety system is provided, with special hardware and software that supervise 
the technological process and safety equipment. 

The complexity of both new and existing safety systems has grown in the last decade as 
a result of increased safety requirements and demands for higher performance. Like a result, 
safety system cost rises and maintenance become more expensive. Increased use of 
automation reduced these costs and frees plant staff from repetitious tasks and enables 
operators to concentrate on more strategic operations, giving them time to think before taking 
action. Thus, increased automation results in higher plant performance and enhanced safety 
through reduction of human errors. 

ICIT trying to develop a new safety system, increasing the automations by replacing the 
original hardware with more reliable and flexible digital systems.  

 
2. ICIT Heavy Water Detritiation Plant 

 
The tritiated heavy water is received from nuclear power plant and introduced in the 

process. The output result is a heavy water with low concentration of tritium. This water is 
returned to the moderator circuits and so the safety regarding the tritium level is re-
established. 

The ICIT plant for tritium and deuterium separation is an experimental project for 
extraction of the tritium from heavy water, based on catalytic exchange followed by cryogenic 
distillation (figure 1). ICIT institute intends to develop another experimental plant based on 
direct electrolysis and cryogenic distillation. 

 
Figure1: Block diagram for ICIT detritiation plant 

In the case of normal operating conditions, no operating personnel are allowed to enter 
into the technological area. Therefore, the monitoring, analysis and safety systems must be 
remote controlled. The plant include a control room which contains the monitoring, control 
and safety station and a data acquisition chamber with monitoring and protection loops. 
 
3. Safety system objectives and design 
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The purpose of the safety and control system is to ensure for population an irradiation 

risk under the prescription limits and to obtain a lower possible risk The safety system 
architecture must assure an active and passive, direct and indirect protection 

This objective is fulfilled in three stages: 
1. Identification of some obstacles against the radioactive material leakage (the structure 

of the pipes and equipment which have contact with the fluid process; precinct installation 
must be built like an envelope; the quantity of radioactive material from plant must be 
limited). 

2. Design of system with security roll; part of this system ensure the shutting down and 
emptying by process agent from the plant (blocking and interplay process system dosimetry, 
survey system for operationally-exposed persons, for liquids and gaseous effluents and 
monitoring of the leakage to the exhaust stack; recovery and treatment system for HT and 
HTO mixture in emergency case; the emergency emptying of isotopic exchange and 
purification modules; the management system of the radioactive waste; the storage system for 
tritium or process fluids; the management system for tritiated water; the ventilation system ); 
another part of system manage the control access system, fire alarm system and  building 
integrity system (card access doors, infrared detectors, flue detectors, armoured doors and 
shell-proof windows, video surveillance, PIR detectors, military guard); 

3. Design of the safety system in order to manage credible accidents and design basis 
accidents (to define the radiation fields in the case of normal operating and credible accident; 
the limits of the process impose by the results of the analyses). The basis accidents have on 
the basis the criterion by alone defect (the leakage from pipe or other components). The 
credible accidents are: the individual damages of isotopic exchange and purification modules, 
with completely loss of the radioactive inventory, the accidents such as simultaneous or 
consecutively damage of isotopic exchange and purification modules. The damage of modules 
can be provoked by external causes: earthquake, fire, and explosion. Because the biggest 
radioactive inventory is in cryogenic distillation module, this module was build to resist an 
earthquake with big magnitude. 

The concept for security system design is based upon basis and credible accidents that 
can appears in operation (figure 2). These categories of events comprise leakage from pipes 
and equipment and partial or total failure of the plant modules. 

The security components are divided into two groups: active and passive elements. The 
active elements can have direct or indirect action. 

At ICIT experimental detritiation plant, control and safety systems has different signal 
loops and these are using different type of equipment. Safety system are designed in respect 
with "defence in depth" concept [1], which includes the use of redundancy, diversity, 
separation and failure to safety behaviour for system and its components. Equipment that 
compounds the safety system has different design and origin, and sometimes uses two 
different mechanisms to initiate an action. Two or more similar or not measure channels and 
protection loops are used to perform the same function, in order to provide protection against 
independent single failure. Also, a highly number of parameters are monitoring in respect 
with control and monitoring system in order to prevent any equipment fault which can have 
bad effect in process techniques and rise the damage risk. 
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Figure 2: Design tree for safety system 

 
Safety system design makes possible different type of actions as well as the incident is 

smaller or bigger. Thus, the technological process will not be stopped if the equipment faults 
are not rising the safety risk, even if the efficiency of the plant will be lower. 

The main objective of safety system is to control the ventilation system, which exhaust 
the air from the plant and auxiliary facilities (tritiated storehouse, the dosimetry laboratory, 
locker rooms, access area) to the stack [2] through a collector. The air that is exhausted 
through stack is continuously analysed by a tritium monitor (proportional counter) who is the 
main security equipment. By the other hand two tritium monitor (ionisation chambers) are 
placed inside the plant. These two monitors from inside the plant have the auxiliary role for 
the main monitor and can initialise the stopping procedures for some parts of a plant. These 
three monitors are playing a principal role in security system which shutdown the plant and 
starts the emergency ventilation and tritium recovery unit.  
 
4. Connection with plant control system 
 

The connection between both systems, safety system and control system, is made at 
device control level (figure 3). In vertical direction, the right hand side of figure 3 shows how 
measurement information picked up by sensors flows to the system control level and plant 
control level. On the left-hand side, the figure shows how information and actions are 
transmitted to security system or to the plant. The security system provide alarm signals and 
data reports from all his components (safety system, fire system, limitation system) in control 
room.  
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Figure 3: Safety and control system interconnection 
 

5. Virtual Safety System 
 

In present, our laboratory from ICIT Institute develops a highly integrated safety system 
for Pilot Plant - Virtual Safety System (VSS). This system is working in the same time with 
the hardware safety system and has on basis data acquisition and software applications [3]. 
The number of equipment which are used for this system are significant reduced, with 
benefits in maintenance and operation plant. In figure 4 is showed the interconnections 
diagram between hardware and virtual safety systems. 

At this moment, virtual safety system has operational the part which monitoring the 
parameters limits, the equipment state, fire and integrity sensors and generate the specific 
procedure for each type of events. The part, which regards the action that must be taken by 
safety system, is in tests. This means that the outputs from virtual system achieved in data 
files, and later analysed in respect with hardware safety system actions and operation 
procedures. In this way, we want to test the viability of the software application and if appears 
undefined situations. 

The virtual system loads the signals from hardware safety system and monitoring 
system through serial communication. Software applications are developed in LabView and 
assure signal conversion and comparison, information analysis, event report and select the 
specific procedure for each type of events.  These data are used as information inputs for 
annunciation system as well as for the actuation of systems important to safety. A "symptom 
oriented" philosophy software design reach the two goals which are for interest: first, to 
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assure efficiency and viability for safety system and the second, to prevent fault events or 
major operation errors through alarm procedure and events prognosis.  

 
Figure 4: Virtual safety system- block diagram 

As well as the computer equipment is used for essential monitoring functions, a dual 
computer arrangement is used for redundancy [4]. 

 
6. Security system actions in case of major damage 
 

In the following we present virtual security system action in case of major damage - 
completely loss of the radioactive inventory, through simultaneous or consecutively damage 
of plant modules. In this particular situation the operation procedure impose shutdown of the 
plant. This action is taken by main tritium monitor or manually (by operator) if local tritium 
monitors are showing that the alarm limits are exceeded. In the last situation, the plant can be 
shutdown even if the main tritium monitor still show a normal concentration. 

If the limit of radioactivity released in environment is exceeded, the main tritium 
monitor mounted on the stack gives the following commands: 

1. ventilation system is stopped and evacuation stack is shut; 
2. the isotopic exchange and purification modules are shut-down; 
3. the emergency ventilation and recovery unit are started; 
4. the cryogenics distillation module is shut-down sequential; 
5. modules are emptying by process liquids; 

In case of major damage, is not allowed any start for module plant, because 
decontamination of equipment and environment inside the plant is necessary.  

In figure 5 is shown a print-screen of the front-panel for software application which 
monitoring the safety parameters in case of major damage (simulated event).  

The radioactivity level at tritium monitor mounted on the stack is the only one 
parameter, which start automatic shutdown of the plant without any confirmation from 
another parameters. Local tritium monitors needs another parameter for confirmation before 
to shutdown the modules and the entirely plant. In this way, the risk for release the 
radioactivity in the environment is lower, even if false alarm can occurred and the plant will 
be shutdown. Because ICIT plant is experimental one, we prefer to stop the process and take 
all necessary actions to prevent any unknown leakage. 
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Figure 5: Monitoring station - Alarm parameters 

The graphic interface of the software application assure a good plant surveillance and 
allow sequential monitoring for events and dynamic assistance for each step of specific 
procedure which must be applied. The operator is informed step by step about the actions that 
he must make as well as the consequences of his actions.  

 
Figure 6: Monitoring station - Alarm to TM100 

In figure 6 is presented front-panel application which display an alarm state in isotope 
exchange module (alarm released by local tritium monitor TM100). 
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As is shown, are three distinct alarm zones: zone1 - equipment which release the alarm 
(and also presents the equipment state), zone 2 - specific operation procedure and zone 3 - the 
state of equipment in each step of the procedure. 

 
7. Results 
 

The system is flexible, easy to use and can be improved in short time and at low costs. 
Such a system can replace dedicated hardware and software for industrial process, regarding 
especially the experimental character of this plant. Information on the plant state is essential 
in the dynamic prioritisation and conditioning of alarm message. Software design assures a 
friendly human-machine interface.  
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ABSTRACT 

At present the best-estimate approach in the safety analysis of nuclear power plants is 
widely used around the world. The application of such approach requires to estimate the 
uncertainty of the calculated results. Various methodologies are applied in order to determine 
the uncertainty with the required accuracy. One of them is the statistical methodology 
developed at GRS mbH in Germany and integrated into the SUSA tool, which was applied for 
the sensitivity and uncertainty analysis of the thermal-hydraulic parameters inside the 
confinement (Accident Localisation System) of Ignalina NPP with RBMK-1500 reactor in 
case of Maximum Design Basis Accident (break of 900 mm diameter pipe). Several 
parameters that could potentially influence the calculated results were selected for the 
analysis. A set of input data with different initial values of the selected parameters was 
generated. In order to receive the results with 95 % probability and 95 % accuracy, 100 runs 
were performed with COCOSYS code developed at GRS mbH. The calculated results were 
processed with SUSA tool. The performed analysis showed a rather low dispersion of the 
results and only in the initial period of the accident. Besides, the analysis showed that there is 
no threat to the building structures of Ignalina NPP confinement in case of the considered 
accident scenario. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Up to now conservative accident analysis methodology has been applied for the safety 
assessment of nuclear power plants, i.e. calculations are performed applying conservative 
initial and boundary conditions, conservative models of computational tools and data about 
operation of the system. However, conservative analyses do not show how much they are 
conservative, i.e. uncertainty about the real progression of the accident processes in the NPP 
remains.  

The other NPP safety assessment method is best-estimate analysis, which employs the 
most probable initial and boundary conditions and the experimentally derived correlations. 
However, when performing such an analysis the uncertainty of the results has to be estimated. 
Such a combined approach (best-estimate analysis together with uncertainty analysis) 
provides a possibility to calculate the most probable accident sequence progression as well as 
to assess the realistic safety margin to acceptance criteria.  

The paper presents the thermal-hydraulic analysis of Ignalina NPP confinement 
(Accident Localisation System) in case of Maximum Design Basis Accident (MDBA), i.e. 
guillotine rupture of pressure header of a Main Circulation Pump (MCP). COCOSYS code 
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was applied for the analysis of ALS and SUSA code applied for the sensitivity and 
uncertainty analysis.  

2 DESCRIPTION OF IGNALINA NPP CONFINEMENT 

A characteristic feature of nuclear power plants built in the Western countries is the 
containment. This is a large, especially strong, steel and reinforced concrete building, usually 
semi cylindrical in shape, which encloses the reactor and its cooling circuits. Ignalina NPP 
does not have such a containment structure but the major part of the Main Cooling Circuit 
(MCC) is enclosed by the ALS.  

Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant consists of two units commissioned in December 1983 
and August 1987. Both units are equipped with RBMK-1500 reactors. The Accident 
Localisation System (ALS) of Ignalina NPP consists of a number of interconnected 
compartments with 10 condensing pools to condense the accident-generated steam and to 
reduce the peak pressures that can be reached during any LOCA (Figure 1). In this respect, 
the ALS of Ignalina NPP may be attributed to pressure suppression type containments. The 
condensing pools are located at five elevations in two ALS towers. In the case of MCP 
pressure header rupture the accident-generated steam is directed to four bottom condensing 
pools in both ALS towers. The other pools are designed for the condensation of steam 
released through the MCC overpressure protection system and do not participate in the 
accident sequence. A detailed description of Ignalina NPP may be found in [1].  

The model of Ignalina NPP ALS for the code COCOSYS used in the analysis consists 
of 22 nodes, 59 junctions of different type, 9 pump systems and 77 structures for the 
simulation of heat transfer to building structures. The model includes all the accident-affected 
ALS compartments, condenser tray cooling system (CTCS), drainage and other related 
systems. The model includes the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS), which uses ALS 
as a water reservoir. The coolant release through the break is calculated employing RELAP5 
code. The assumptions concerning different systems activation and their capacity are made in 
correspondence to the assumptions made in RELAP5 analysis. A detailed description of the 
ALS model for COCOSYS code is presented in [2].  

3 SENSITIVITY AND UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 

3.1 Methodology 

There are several uncertainty analysis methodologies around the world and they are 
described in [3]. The statistical uncertainty analysis methodology developed at GRS mbH 
company (Germany) was selected for the analysis of MCP pressure header rupture at Ignalina 
NPP. The uncertainty and sensitivity analysis was performed using a two-sided tolerance limit 
(with 0.95 probability and 0.95 confidence). According to Wilk’s formula [4] in order to 
reach such probability and confidence limits at least 93 code runs should be performed. For 
the ALS behaviour analysis during MCP pressure header rupture 100 runs were performed. 
Each code run includes different sets of initial and boundary conditions defined in the input 
for the code.  

The uncertain parameters are defined as random values generated from the interval of 
values with a defined probability distribution function [5]. Thus, prior to performing 
uncertainty analysis the list of parameters that could influence the results is created, the 
intervals of values and probability distribution function are defined for each parameter. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that each parameter is independent and the sets of initial and 
boundary conditions for each code run are created.  
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The advantage of the statistical uncertainty analysis is that the reliability of uncertainty 
assessment does not depend on the number of selected parameters [4], [5].  

The mentioned steps of the uncertainty analysis are integrated into the code SUSA 
(Software System for Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analyses) developed at GRS mbH. This 
code is used to generate the sets of initial and boundary conditions as well as to analyse the 
received results.  
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Figure 1: Principal scheme of the Ignalina Accident Localisation System 
 

1. fuel channel 2. main circulation pumps 
3. MCP suction header 4. MCP pressure header 
5. group distribution header 6. ECCS headers 
7. hot condensate chamber (HCC) 8. CTCS pumps and heat exchangers 
9. discharge pipes section 10. pipe from the steam relief valves 
11. steam gas mixture from the reactor cavity 12. condensing pools 
13. steam distribution headers 14. bottom steam reception chamber (BSRC) sprays.  
15. water seals/S traps between HCC and BSRC 16. BSRC vacuum breakers 
17. air removal corridor sprays 18. air venting channel 
19. gas delay chamber tank 20. gas delay chamber 
21. reinforced, leak tight compartments 22. Lower Water Piping compartments 
23. steam relief valves from Lower Water Piping to 

reinforced leak tight compartments 
24. top steam reception chamber 

25. tip up hatches 26. knock down hatches 
27. main safety valve and fast acting steam discharge 

valve 
28. drum separators 

29. BSRC steam distribution corridors 30. reactor 
 
The main safety parameter for the safety analysis of the containment is the maximum 

pressure reached during the accident. Eight parameters that could influence the pressure 
evolution during the accident were selected for the uncertainty analysis. These parameters 
with initial values, the interval of values and their distribution laws are presented in Table 1.  
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The first parameter is the volume of the accident compartment. It is difficult to calculate 
the volume of the compartment accurately due to the presence of the reactor cooling circuit 
piping, pumps and other equipment.  

The attention to the water carry-over phenomenon and its influence on the results was 
already raised in [6], [7]. Investigation of the experiment, which corresponds to a Group 
Distribution Header (300 mm diameter pipe) rupture in NPP with RBMK-1000, showed that 
the average coefficient of water carry-over with atmospheric flow is 0.05 [8]. Considering that 
this paper presents the analysis of MCP pressure header (900 mm diameter pipe) rupture the 
maximum value of water carry-over coefficient was assumed equal to 0.5.  

Parameters 3 and 4 are the initial water level in the condensing pools. In the analysis it 
was assumed that initial water levels in both ALS towers could be different. The lowest water 
level (0.95 m) when the make-up of condensing pools starts automatically, whereas the 
highest level (1.05 m) corresponds to location of water overflow holes.  

The leakage area of both ALS towers and of reinforced leaktight compartments were 
chosen according to measurements performed at Ignalina NPP.  

The temperature in the ALS compartments could vary depending on the season. The 
IAEA document [9] indicates that the maximum pressure is inverse proportional to the initial 
temperature of the air.  

Table 1: Selection of parameters 

No. Parameter Interval of values Basic 
value 

Distribution 

1. Volume of accident compartment 
(PBB5), m3 

3750 5350 4550 Normal 

2. Coefficient of Water carry-over via 
atmospheric junctions  

0 0,5 0,25 Normal 

3. Initial water level in left condensing 
pool, m 

0,95 1,05 1,0 Normal 

4. Initial water level in right condensing 
pool, m 

0,95 1,05 1,0 Normal 

5. Leakage of reinforced leaktight 
compartments, m2 

0,01 0,035 0,023 Normal 

6. Leakage of ALS towers, m2 0,002 0,02 0,011 Normal 
7. Initial air temperature in drywell, 0C 20 50 35 Normal 
8. Initial air temperature in wetwell, 0C 20 35 27,5 Normal 

 

3.2 Results 

The break of MCP pressure header (see 4 in Figure 1) of the left MCC loop was 
selected for the analysis. The most representative compartments of ALS in this case are: 
1) the accident compartment, which is located in the reinforced leaktight compartments that 
are designed for an absolute pressure of 400 kPa; 2) The Bottom Steam Reception Chamber 
29, which is the last compartment before condensing pools 12 and is designed for 200 kPa of 
absolute pressure; 3) the Air Venting Channel 18 is located beyond condensing pools 
(wetwell) and is designed for 180 kPa of absolute pressure. The BSRC and AVC of the left 
ALS tower, which is closer to assumed break location and have to withstand higher loads, 
were selected for the analysis.  

The results of the analysis are presented in Figure 2 – Figure 4. The figures present the 
results of all 100 code runs. The calculated results show that the pressure sharply increases in 
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the first 3 seconds of the accident and then gradually decreases. In ~50 s all the calculated 
variants show almost the same pressure in the accident compartment (Figure 2). The 
calculated pressure difference for BSRC (Figure 3) and AVC (Figure 4) is even lower. The 
calculated pressure in AVC (Figure 4) after 20 s is the same for all the code runs and is 
slightly above the atmospheric. The low pressure in the wetwell shows the peculiarity of the 
Ignalina NPP ALS when the clean air in the initial phase of the accident is pushed off the 
wetwell to the environment, i.e. the air from the drywell is pushed to the wetwell and locked 
in the ALS towers.  
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Figure 2: Pressure in accident compartment (drywell) 
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Figure 3: Pressure in Bottom Steam Reception Chamber (drywell) 

 
The difference of maximum calculated pressure in different code runs is 8-18 kPa, i.e. 

12-15 % of the excess pressure. During the accident the uncertainty of calculated pressure 
decreases. The obtained results show that the developed model of ALS is not very sensitive to 
the selected parameters. This is not surprising considering the large volume of ALS 
compartments and rather large cross sections for the air/steam mixture flows.  
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The calculated margin to design pressure for reinforced leaktight compartments is 
150 kPa or 50 % of the excess pressure, for BSRC – 26 kPa or 26 % of the excess pressure 
and for AVC – 20 kPa or 25 % of the excess pressure. Thus, in case of MDBA there are 
sufficient safety margins to acceptance criteria.  

It should be noted that for this sensitivity analysis a confinement-conservative coolant 
release was considered, i.e. the release was calculated with RELAP5 code making 
assumptions in such a way that the release to ALS is maximum.  
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Figure 4: Pressure in Air venting Channel (wetwell) 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

 The performed analysis show that the developed model of ALS is not very 
sensitive to the selected modelling parameters. 

 The calculated maximum pressure uncertainty is in the range of 12-15 % of the 
excess pressure.  

 The design pressures in any ALS compartment are not reached and there are 
sufficient safety margins to acceptance criteria in case of Maximum Design 
Basis Accident. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Each type of an accident in a Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) causes immediately after the 
start of the accident variations of physical parameters that are typical for that type of the 
accident thus enabling its identification. Examples of these parameter are: decrease of reactor 
coolant system pressure, increase of radiation level in the containment, increase of pressure in 
the containment. An expert software enabling a fast preliminary identification of the type of 
the accident in Krško NPP has been developed. As input data selected typical parameters 
from Emergency Response Data System (ERDS) of the Krško NPP are used. Based on these 
parameters the expert software identifies the type of the accident and also provides the user 
with appropriate references (past analyses and other documentation of such an accident). The 
expert software is to be used as a support tool by an expert team that forms in case of an 
emergency at Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration (SNSA) with the task to determine the 
cause of the accident, its most probable scenario and the source term. The expert software 
should provide initial identification of the event, while the final one is still to be made after 
appropriate assessment of the event by the expert group considering possibility of non-typical 
events, multiple causes, initial conditions, influences of operators’ actions etc. The expert 
software can be also used as an educational/training tool and even as a simple database of 
available accident analyses. 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 

In case of an emergency in a nuclear facility fast response to the accident and mitigation 
of the accident consequences are of utmost importance. First of all the type of the accident 
that occurred should be determined. Every specific type of accident causes typical variations 
of some Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) parameters immediately after its start. For example, drop 
of pressure in the reactor coolant system, radioactive contamination of secondary coolant 
system, increase of pressure in the containment and others. On the basis of these parameters 
an expert software could identify the type of the accident. 

To deal with the emergency in a NPP, an expert team is established at Slovenian 
Nuclear Safety Administration (SNSA) with the task to determine the cause of the accident, to 
estimate the conditions of the NPP, to predict probable development of the accident scenario 
and to determine the source term. Our experience with the work of this expert team (SSAJN) 
[1] showed that a tool is needed to help in a fast identification of the accident type using the 
NPP parameters’ data. 
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At SNSA we have developed an expert software which enables a preliminary 
identification of the type of the accident in Krško NPP using some typical NPP parameters 
obtained via Emergency Response Data System (ERDS) [2]. This expert software is designed 
as a helping tool for SSAJN group for classification of the accident type in a very short time. 
The expert software also lists safety analyses of the identified type of the accident for Krško 
NPP from SNSA library and database to make prediction of the accident development and its 
consequences easier. 
 
2 IDENTIFICATION OF ACCIDENT TYPE 
 
2.1 Scope of the Application 
 

Since 1970 the American Nuclear Society (ANS) classification of plant conditions has 
been used, which classifies NPP conditions into four categories in accordance with the 
anticipated frequency of occurence and the potential radiological consequences to the public. 
These four categories are presented in table 1. 
 

Table 1: Classification of NPP conditions 
 

Condition I Normal operation and operational transients 
Condition II Faults of moderate frequency 
Condition III Infrequent faults 
Condition IV Limiting faults 

 
At the beginning of the development of the expert software we have selected to treat 

only the Condition IV category. The limiting faults are very rare and are not expected to take 
place. By NPP design, these faults' consequences are prevented or limited by NPP's safety 
systems and represent limiting design cases. For case of Krško NPP, there are eight faults 
included in this category [3]. At a first step in the development of the application, we have 
chosen to include in the expert software four of these faults, which can also be simulated 
using Nuclear Plant Analyzer [4]: 

Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident (LB LOCA), • 
• 
• 
• 

Small Break Loss of Coolant Accident (SB LOCA), 
Main Steam Line Break (MSLB), 
Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR). 

 
2.2 Data Input 
 

For many systems in a NPP, some operational limits and conditions are characteristic, 
e.g. quantities like pressure, temperature, flow rate etc., and many of these parameters are 
measured continuously. These data are continuously collected by the NPP. At Krško NPP the 
ERDS system allows an insight into selected parameters (ca. 150 parameters and data 
altogether). SNSA has access to ERDS data and uses them for analyses in case of an 
emergency. 

ERDS system also provides the data on conditions or operability of several safety 
system: High Pressure Safety Injection System, Auxiliary Feedwater System etc. Besides that, 
ERDS system provides the data on conditions in the containment: pressure and temperature of 
its atmosphere and level of radioactivity in the containment. Combining these data enables 
identification of the type of accident in the NPP. For example, fast decrease in reactor coolant 
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• 
• 
• 
• 

pressure together with increase of radiation in the containment are typical for a Large Break 
Loss of Coolant Accident (LB LOCA). Another example is detection of radioactive 
contamination of secondary coolant main steam line due to the U tube leakage or rupture in a 
steam generator [5]. 

Many viewpoints have been considered in choosing the parameters. For quick 
identification of accident type, the values of parameters immediately after the start of the 
accident should be considered. Identification is also faster with fewer parameters to look at. 
On the other hand more parameters provide less uncertainty in the determination of specific 
accident type. Parameters should be selected from the data that are provided from ERDS 
system. These data are sufficient to define the accident type by the expert software. This is 
important since in case of an emergency it can be difficult to obtain additional information 
from the NPP. 
 
3 EXPERT SOFTWARE 
 

The expert software is developed to a stage that enables identification of the type of the 
accident at Krško NPP, but in principle it is not limited to this NPP design and can be used to 
identify accident types of other pressurized water reactor (PWR) designs. The expert software 
identifies the type of the accident based on variations of some parameters immediately after 
the start of the accident. Such parameter variations are for example:  

decrease of pressure of the reactor coolant system,  
increase of containment atmosphere pressure,  
increase in radioactivity level in the containment,  
indication of radioactivity in the secondary coolant system.  

By choosing these parameters that are typical for some of the accidents of PWRs, the 
expert software can also be used for classification of accidents at some other NPPs with PWR 
design. Variations in design of a specific NPP need to be considered in selection of 
parameters’ variations. 

We decided from the beginning to use MS Access programme package for development 
of the expert software, because MS Access is widely used, easy to use and enables work with 
databases. Typical characteristics for every type of the accident have been defined in the 
application. Classification of an accident is based on these characteristics. Besides that the 
expert software also enables different operations with databases. By such operations the 
application identifies the type of accident based on the input data of selected ERDS 
parameters. Uncertainty in the identification will be lower if we consider more parameters 
provided that such parameters are available immediately after the start of the accident.  

Operation of the expert software is user friendly and does not require any training. For 
the identification of the type of the accident characteristics (variations) of the ERDS 
parameters need to be chosen from listed options in the input field of the Graphical Form 
(figure 2, second column). Input values are selected by choosing one of the available 
characteristics for each of the available ERDS parameters. After all the characteristics of the 
parameters have been chosen, we run the application which selects, based on the relations 
defined in the Query window, the type of the accident. 

The expert software is composed of three windows: a Table, the Query and the 
Graphical Form. In the Table window (figure 1), the accident types are listed together with 
typical characteristics (variations) of the ERDS parameters which define them, as well as 
associated accident analyses or NPA simulation results from SNSA database. In the Query 
window, the relations between the characteristics for every accident type are defined using 
AND and OR operators. The application compares relations between the input characteristics 
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and the ones predefined in the query window for each type of the accident and so determines 
the type of the accident.  
 

 
 

Figure 1: The Table window, listing typical characteristics of the ERDS parameters 
which define the accident types (MSLB is for a case with the break within the 
containment) 

 

 
 

Figure 2: The Graphical Form window of the Expert software 
 

The results of a querry are displayed in the Graphical Form window (figure 2). The 
application provides also a list of analyses and simulations connected with the particular type 
of the accident. Library of the SNSA contains numerous deterministic accident analyses that 
were performed by technical support organizations or scientific research institutions. Among 
the codes used for these analyses are RELAP, MELCOR and CONTAIN. Some of the 
accidents can also be simulated to some extent with the Nuclear Plant Analyzer [4]. Further 
development of the emergency scenario and its consequences can be therefore estimated by 
consulting these analyses and simulations data. 

The application may also be extended to provide a link to a more detailed list of 
analyses which describes further information on the identified type of the accident. This list 
will provide more details about each analysis and will enable selection of the most appropriate 
analysis from the list. This application tool could also be used for a fast search through the 
analyses of a particular type of the accident. 
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A separate text document with help is connected to the application's Graphical Form 
(figure 2) by a hyperlink. The Help document presents general characteristics of the 
application and describes the use of its commands.  
 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
 

The application is especially suited for a preliminary identification of the accident type. 
The final identification is still to be made after appropriate assessment of the event by the 
expert group considering possibility of non-typical events, multiple causes, initial conditions, 
influences of operators’ actions (for example, following Emergency Operating Procedures) 
etc. To allow fast identification of the accident the application is based on just a few 
parameters. This is sometimes misleading and can result in a wrong identification, therefore 
the application should be used only as a tool for a preliminary accident selection. 

This application will be used also as one of the tools in training of the SSAJN group for 
actions in case of an emergency at Krško NPP. For further information this application lists 
also analyses of each type of the accident. Therefore the expert programme will also be used 
as a fast search tool through the documentation on a particular type of an accident. 

Further development of the application will extend the number of types of accidents it 
can identify. The application, developed using MS Access, enables relatively easy addition of 
data needed for classification of accidents. The number of additional parameters needed 
increases much more rapidly than the number of types of accidents it can identify. During the 
accident this can result in unavailability of a certain parameter needed for the identification, 
especially if the parameter is not provided by the ERDS. In such a case, SSAJN would contact 
the NPP to obtain these data. Since in course of the accident the data are difficult to obtain we 
chose in the first stage of the development of the application to limit the input data only to 
those available by the ERDS. Further development of the application will be by inclusion of 
more ERDS parameters. 

The application provides only preliminary identification of the accident and the final 
classification remains the task of SSAJN experts. The main benefit of this application is that it 
makes work easier for the experts under stress of the emergency, with an initial identification 
of the accident type and by listing further documentation on this accident. This provides 
guidance for further accident investigation, where discrepancies between analysis chosen by 
application and the available data, together with particular initial conditions of the NPP, can 
be used for final accident classification, estimation of the consequences and action planning. 
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ABSTRACT  
 

 In the light of the sustained development in computer technology, the possibilities for 
code calculations in predicting more realistic transient scenarios in nuclear power plants have 
been enlarged substantially. Therefore, it becomes feasible to perform ‘Best-estimate’ 
simulations through the incorporation of three-dimensional modeling of reactor core into 
system codes. This method is particularly suited for complex transients that involve strong 
feedback effects between thermal-hydraulics and kinetics as well as to transient involving 
local asymmetric effects.  
The Peach bottom turbine trip test is characterized by a prompt core power excursion 
followed by a self limiting power behavior. To emphasize and  understand the feedback 
mechanisms involved during this transient, a series of sensitivity analyses were carried out. 
This should allow the characterization of discrepancies between measured and calculated 
trends and assess the impact of the thermal-hydraulic and kinetic response of the used models. 
On the whole, the data comparison revealed a close dependency of the power excursion with 
the core feedback mechanisms. Thus for a better best estimate simulation of the transient, 
both of the thermal-hydraulic and the kinetic models should be made more accurate. 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, it becomes feasible to perform ‘Best-estimate’ safety analysis simulations 
through the incorporation of three-dimensional modeling of reactor core into system codes. 
This method is particularly suited for complex transients that involve strong feedback effects 
between thermal-hydraulics and kinetics. In the current framework, the Peach Bottom Turbine 
Trip (PB-TT) [1] transient test number 2 is selected owing to fact that it involves a rapid 
positive reactivity addition resulting from core-plant interactions. The test is characterized by 
a prompt excursion. After a while due to prompt compensating Doppler effect as well as the 
contribution of the moderator gamma heating effect the power trend exhibits a deceleration 
and a self-limiting behavior. Shortly after, the delayed feedback due to the release of the 
excursion energy into the coolant and the control rods insertion introduces larger negative 
reactivity and accordingly the power course is stopped.  A numerical simulation of such 
mechanisms was performed using the coupled thermal-hydraulic system code 
RELAP5/Mod3.3 [2] and the 3D neutronics code PARCS/2.3 [3]. A sensitivity study have 
been carried out in order to identify the most influent parameters that govern the transient 
behavior. The considered cases showed that the self-limiting power amplitude as predicted by 
the coupled code calculation is due to delayed feedback mechanisms whereas the 
experimental data shows that the power quenching before the Scram is governed by the 
prompt feedback effects.  
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2 TEST DESCRIPTION 
 

 The experiment was carried out by manually (tripping the turbine) closing the Turbine 
Stop Valve (TSV) at an operating prescribed power level equal to 61.65% of its nominal 
value [4]. As a result, a pressure wave is generated in the main steam piping and propagates at 
sound velocity with relatively little attenuation into the reactor core. The pressure wave 
reaches the core zone following two different paths: through the steam separator filled with a 
mixture of water and steam and through the vessel downcomer filled with water. This double 
effect results in dramatic changes of the core void inventory. The inherent feedback of the 
core makes the reactor power to exhibit a rapid exponential rise. Few milliseconds after the 
TSV closure, the Bypass Valve (BPV) is opened automatically to reduce the pressure rise in 
the steam line.  The TSV signal that activates the reactor scram initiation was intentionally 
delayed to allow a relative neutron flux effect to take place in the core. The scram signal is set 
to 95% of the nominal power with a delay time of 0.12 s.  
3 CALCULATION TOOLS 

 
In the current framework a parallel processing for coupling 3-D kinetics PARCS code 

with RELAP5 system code is used. This allows the codes to be run separately and exchange 
data during the calculation. The coupling process consists in performing calculations to 
evaluate the thermal-hydraulic parameters evolution using the REALP5 modules and the 
kinetic solution is obtained using the PARCS solver. The PARCS code reads the fuel and 
coolant temperature, coolant density from the RELAP5 interface to estimate the feedbacks 
that affect the instantaneous neutron flux value. In the same way the RELAP5 code performs 
its calculations using as input the time-space dependent core power from the PARCS 
interface.  
 
4 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

 
In an attempt to qualify and identify the degree of dependence of the key transient 

parameters that govern the transient course, and the discrepancies between the coupled code 
calculations and the experimental results, a series of sensitivity analyses have been carried 
out. These cases emphasize only the code models response since it was not possible in this 
framework to generate other cross section tables rather than the used one or to modify the 
thermal-hydraulic closure relations. Since the main difference between the experiment and the 
coupled code calculations is about the self-limiting power behavior [5] prediction, the base 
case for this series of analyses is a Turbine Trip without Scram. Through the considered cases, 
the positive and negative prompt and delayed feedback responses are assessed. 

 

Table 1: Sensitive cases and their relative investigated feedback 
Reactivity Evolution Phases Case Number 

Prompt positive reactivity insertion 
 

Case-8  
Case-9 

Prompt negative reactivity Doppler 
Feedback  

Case-1 
Case-2 

Prompt negative reactivity  
Moderator gamma heating 

Feedback  

Case-5 
Case-6 
Case-7 

Delayed  Negative reactivity  
Moderator Feedback  

Case-3 
Case-4 
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In the following, results relative to power self-limiting course for all the considered 
cases are commented according to the nature of the investigated feedback. The main results of 
the sensitive study are outlined in Table 2, whereas the power and reactivity evolution are 
shown in Fig. 1 and 2, respectively.  
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Figure 1: Power Response. 

  
Figure 2: Reactivity Response. 
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Case 1: For the first sensitive case, the power behaviour is shown in Fig. 1. The power peak is 
slightly lower than the base case (370% of nominal power) due to a weaker Doppler feedback 
effect In this case, the delayed feedback effect occurs slightly sooner due to smaller heat 
transfer core constant. This explains the time of the power excursion peak point which occurs 
at 0.825 s. 
Case 2: The effect of reduced gap conductivity on the power course is a self-limiting power 
peak lower than the base case (330 % of its nominal value). This lower power peak is due to 
higher (prompt) fuel Doppler temperature feedback effect. In fact, as can be seen in Table 2, 
the amount of inserted reactivity is lower than the base case. However the self-limiting 
behaviour occurs at the same time as the base case. 
Case 3: By considering a larger fuel heat capacity, the peak power reaches (444% of its 
nominal value) since more heat is accumulated into the fuel. This effect delays the release of 
the power burst in the coolant and consequently void reformation is also delayed. However, 
the self-limiting peak power time occurrence, as outlined in Table 2, is delayed in comparison 
with the base case by only 0.01 s. 
Case 4: The effect of reduced fuel heat capacity on the power transient course is a power peak 
of 270% of its nominal value. This reduced value is due a smaller value of the core thermal 
constant and consequently faster transfer of the heat to the coolant. In this case, the self-
limiting peak power time occurrence is anticipated by 0.02s.   
Case 5: The direct gamma heating of the moderator is an important prompt feedback effect. 
The calculations results show that the direct gamma heating in the coolant inside the fuel 
element is surprisingly insignificant even though stronger feedback effect is involved. Indeed, 
the total prompt effect, due to reduced Doppler and higher gamma heating, is practically 
unchanged. The self-limiting peak power of about 393% is again due to the delayed feedback 
effect.  
Case 6: In an attempt to emphasize the effect of the prompt gamma heating of the moderator, 
it is assumed in this case that all the heat is generated into the fuel and no prompt coolant 
feedback is considered. The power course is more or less like the precedent cases with a peak 
slightly lower than the base case (372% of its nominal value) due to stronger Doppler effect. 
Any way the self-limiting behaviour remain unchanged also in this case and occurs at 0.835s.   
Case 7: This case is interesting since it does not consider the direct gamma heating of the 
coolant in the core coolant bypass; the total power is released in the coolant contained inside 
the fuel assembly. The prompt coolant feedback is located entirely in the fuel assembly. This 
explains the lower value of the power peak (374% of its nominal value). It should be noticed 
than even in this case the power self-limiting take place at the same time as the precedent 
cases and the system response is governed by the delayed feedback effects.  
Case 8: A more realistic 3 D power distribution is simulated using a 77 channels model 
instead of 33. This configuration gives a more symmetric steady state power (as shown in Fig. 
3) and void distribution. The power course trend did not change significantly; a little bit 
higher peak power is observed (403 % of its nominal value). A higher reactivity insertion rate 
is observed due to higher pressure wave amplitude (more void collapsing). But on the whole 
the self limiting behavior occurs at the same time as in the other cases.  
Case 9: In this case, only one channel is involved in the thermal-hydraulic calculations. The 
steady state 2D mean power distribution, as shown in Fig. 4, is not symmetric as in the former 
case (77 channels). In this case, due to a uniform core void distribution, the rate of void 
collapsing which is lower than the base case and consequently lower positive reactivity is 
inserted into the system. This leads to a power self-limiting peak of (365% of its nominal 
value). The power peak occurs approximately at the same time as in the other cases.  
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Figure 3: Steady state mean core power distribution using 77 channels nodalisation 

 

Figure 4:  Steady state mean core power distribution using single channel model  
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According to the main results of the sensitive study outlined in Table 2 the following 
conclusion can be derived:  

• The global effect of the delayed negative feedback time response, in all the 
considered case, is constant and equal to 0.55 s (=0.83-0.28). The experimental value 
of this constant should be of the same order of magnitude as the calculated one. Then 
it is concluded that unlike the experiment, where the self-limiting behavior is 
governed by the prompt feedback response, the coupled code calculation predicts a 
power self-limiting due mainly to delayed moderator feedback contribution (after the 
release of the excursion energy into the coolant).  

• The effect of the gamma heating is overshadowed by a high value of the calculated 
void constant time generation or underestimated feedback coefficient since no 
significant effect is observed when varying this parameter.  

 
 

Table 2: Considered cases for the sensitivity analyses 
Case Number Altered 

Problem 
Conditions 

ATWS Amplitude of 
Pressure wave 

MPa 

Relative Peak 
Power (%) 

Maximal inserted 
Reactivity ($) 

Base Case 
 

- yes 0.298 
(0.785) 

392.8 
(0.830) 

0.824 
(0.785) 

Case-1 
 
 

Gap 
conductivity 

raised by 20% 

yes 0.299 
(0.79) 

370.2 
(0.825) 

0.814 
(0.780) 

Case-2 
 
 

Gap 
conductivity 

reduced by 20% 

yes 0.276 
(0.77) 

330.0 
(0.830) 

0.788 
(0.785) 

Case-3 
 
 

Fuel heat 
capacity raised 

by 20% 

yes 0.297 
(0.785) 

444.4 
(0.835) 

0.843 
(0.785) 

Case-4 
 
 

Fuel heat 
capacity reduced 

by 20% 

yes 0.277 
(0.775) 

270.36 
(0.810) 

0.747 
(0.770) 

Case-5 
 

4% of Direct 
gamma heating  

yes 0.298 
(0.785) 

393.1 
(0.830) 

0.824 
(0.785) 

Case-6 
 

No Direct 
gamma heating  

yes 0.293 
(0.785) 

372.6 
(0.835) 

0.814 
(0.79) 

Case-7 
 
 

No Bypass 
Direct gamma 

heating  

yes 0.294 
(0.785) 

374.4 
(0.835) 

0.815 
(0.785) 

Case-8 
 

77 Channels yes 0.301 
(0.785) 

403.6 
(0.835) 

0.828 
(0.790) 

Case-9 
 

1 Channel yes 0.298 
(0.785) 

365.83 
(0.835) 

0.812 
(0.795) 

* Quantities between brackets indicate the time occurrence of the corresponding event.  
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5 CONCLUSION 

The global aim of the present work is to assess the coupled code calculations in 
simulating realistically complex transient in Nuclear Power Plants. In this framework, the 
Peach Bottom 2 Turbine Trip test has been considered. The test is characterized by a rapid 
positive reactivity addition into the core caused by sudden core pressurization, followed by a 
self-limiting power course due to compensated inherent reactivity mechanisms. In order to 
simulate and identify the dominant parameters that govern the dynamic behavior of the test, the 
coupling code technique using the system code RELAP5/mod3.3 and the 3D neutronic code 
PARCS were considered. The Turbine Trip test was revealed to be very sensitive to the 
feedback modeling and the impact of the steam bypass opening on the pressure wave amplitude 
during the transient. In fact, small errors in estimating the dynamic evolution of a predominant 
parameter result in a ‘coarse’ prediction of the phenomenon. For this purpose, sensitivity 
studies have been carried out in order to identify the most influent parameters that govern the 
transient behavior. The considered cases revealed that: 

• The self-limiting power amplitude as predicted by the coupled code calculation is due 
to delayed feedback mechanisms since the global system negative feedback time 
response is more or less constant. On the other hand, the experimental data shows that 
the power excursion and quenching is governed by the prompt void feedback effects. 

• The large calculated void formation and collapsing time response or the feedback 
coefficient calculated form the cross section lookup table fail to reproduce the 
experimental power excursion and quenching response. 

Thus, to better match the experiment phenomenology, improvements of the used analytical 
approach should take into account the following items: 

• A more refined cross section table should be studied to evaluate the impact of this 
modeling parameter. 

• A better modeling of the prompt void feedback as well as the impact of the valve 
opening and closure on the rapid variation of local parameters should be taken into 
account in the RELAP5 constitutive models.  

 On the whole, more efforts and further experimental data should be investigated 
including the other two turbine trip tests in order to identify the inaccuracy and limitations of 
the coupled code calculations. 
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ABSTRACT 

The idea behind the article is how to define fire behaviour. The work is based on an 
analytical study of fire origin, its development and spread. Mathematical fire model called 
FDS (Fire Dynamic Simulator) is used in the presented work. A CFD (Computational Fluid 
Dynamic) model using LES (Large Eddie Simulation) is used to calculate fire development 
and spread of combustion products in the environment. The fire source is located in the 
vicinity of the hazardous plant, power, chemical etc. The article presents the brief background 
of the FDS computer program and the initial and boundary conditions used in the 
mathematical model. Results discuss output data and check the validity of results. The work 
also presents some corrections of the physical model used, which influence the quality of 
results. The obtained results were discussed and compared with the Fire Safety Analysis 
report included in the Probabilistic Safety Assessment of Krško nuclear power plant. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Fire fighting engineering and fire science are very complex interdisciplinary fields that 
include a wide spectrum of physical phenomena. Those are hydrodynamics, heat transfer, 
mass transfer, combustion, toxicity, response of construction on high temperature and others. 

The use of CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) models acquires significance with the 
development of computer hardware resources. Other lumped methods exist, that are faster in 
computation. The use of CFD models takes significance in fire process analyses. 

Fire Field Models (CFD-Computational Fluid Dynamics models) use numerical 
methods to compute values of variables. Differential equations that describe physical 
processes can be solved in two or three-dimensions. Because fire models include many 
phenomena mentioned below, the problems of their interactions become very complex. That 
is why the computer support is absolutely necessary. 

The described fire model presents the outdoor fire behaviour. FDS is a CFD computer 
code that uses LES (Large Eddy Simulation) for turbulence modelling. Dissipation processes 
are modelled using a (zero equation) Smagorinsky model. The work shows that correct 
simulation depends a lot on correct definition of initial and boundary condition and adequate 
numerical grid density. Because of a large geometry the turbulence mode needs to be 
corrected by reducing a Smagorinsky constant. 

The model presented in the paper assumes the geometry of the surrounding of nuclear 
power plant Krško. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
 

ρ     Density [kg/m3] p Pressure [Pa] 
τ     Viscous stress tensor [kg/ms2] T Temperature [K] 
D    Diffusivity [m2/s] I Radiation intensity [W/m2] 
g     Acceleration due to gravity  [m/s2] R Ideal gas constant [J/kgK] 
h     Height [m] Y Mass fraction [-] 
hc    Heat of combustion [J/kg] q&  Heat flux [W] 
hv    Heat of vaporization  [J/kg] Z Mixture fraction [-] 
m&    Mass flux [kg/s] k Thermal diffusivity [m2/s] 

 

2 PROGRAM CODE BACKGROUND 

This section briefly describes mathematical models and numerical methods used in the 
program code. 

 
2.1 Thermo-Hydrodynamic model 

The fluid flow is modelled by solving the basic conservation equations. Those are 
conservation of mass, conservation of mixture fraction, conservation of momentum and 
conservation of energy using a form for low Mach number. The approximation involves the 
filtering out of acoustic waves. 
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Where ρ is a density, u is a velocity vector, Z is the mixture fraction, T the temperature 

and D is a molecular diffusivity. p%  is the perturbation pressure, τ  the viscosity stress tensor 
and k the thermal conductivity. cq′′′& and  R∇⋅q  are the source terms of chemical reaction and 
radiation, respectively. The radiation term has a negative sign because it represents a heat 
sink, [1]. 

Because the model assumes the low-Mach number flows, the pressure po is 
approximated to be an average value, what filters out the acoustic waves. 

 
0 ( / )i ip TR Y Mρ= ∑            (5) 

 
R is the general ideal gas constant and Yi and Mi are the species mass fraction and 

molecular weight. In case of open space, po is a constant value. 
A very important approximation in the model is the following substitution in the 

momentum equation 
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2

p
ρ

∇ ≈ ∇ + ∇uH %
           (6) 

This approximation is equivalent to neglecting the baroclinc torque compared with 
buoyancy as a source of vorticity, [1] The value of H is solved by taking the divergence of 
the momentum equation, using the equation of state and solving the resulting Poisson 
equation by a fast, direct method. The final form of momentum equation becomes 

 
( )( )1 g

t
ω ρ ρ τ

ρ ∞
∂

− × +∇ = − +∇⋅
∂
u u H

         (7) 
 
The effect of the flow field turbulence is modelled using LES (Large Eddy Simulation), 

in which the large scale eddies are computed directly and the sub-grid scale dissipative 
processes are modelled. 

FDS uses a finite volume grid generation. All spatial derivatives are approximated by 
second order central differences and the flow variables are updated in time using an explicit 
second order predictor-corrector scheme, [1]. 

 
2.2 Combustion model 

The combustion model is based on the assumption that the combustion is mixing-
controlled. This implies that all species of interest can be described in terms of the mixture 
fraction Z. Heat from the reaction of fuel and oxygen is released along an infinitely thin 
sheet where Z takes on its stoichiometric value as determined by the solution of the 
transport equation for Z. The heat release rate per unit area of flame surface is defined 
using the following equation [1]. 

( ) n⋅∇∆=′′
<

ZD
dZ
dY

Hq
fZZ

O ρ0&

    (8) 
 

0H∆ is the energy released per unit mass of oxygen consumed, OY  is the mass fraction of 
oxygen and n is the outward facing unit normal vector. Note that dYO/dZ and Z∇ ⋅n  are 
negative. 0H∆  should correspond to the amount of oxygen originating outside the fuel. The 
state relations are calculated for a stoichiometric reaction of C7H16 (Crude oil), which is 
proposed by [1], and called a Crude oil reaction. The reaction assumes that 0.11 mass fraction 
of fuel is converted into smoke particulate. 

 
2.3 Thermal radiation model 

The correct distribution and magnitude of the heat release rate is only one aspect of a 
successful fire model. Computing how the energy is then distributed throughout the 
computational domain is also required. In FDS the convective and conductive heat transfer is 
computed by the hydrodynamics solver. A separate solver is required for the radiative heat 
transfer. The radiative heat transfer equation is solved using the Finite Volume Method. The 
Radiative Transport equation (RTE) for a non-scattering gas is:

  
( ) [ ]( ) ( ) ( )bI I Iκ⋅∇ = −s x,s x x x,s            (9) 
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( )I x,s  is the radiation intensity, s is the unit normal direction vector and the source term 
can be written as a fraction of the blackbody radiation 4 /bI Tσ π= . The wall boundaries are 
assumed to be diffuse and black.  Absorption coefficient k(x) is calculated using RADCAL 
narrow band model before the actual simulation [3]. The absorption coefficient is a function 
of temperature and mixture fraction. The discretized form of the RTE is obtained by dividing 
the solid angle into a finite number of control angles, as shown in Figure 1. The Radiative 
Transfer Equation is then integrated over the cell volume Vijk and the control angle lδΩ . In 
Cartesian coordinates the normal vectors are the base vectors of the coordinate system and the 
integrals over solid angle do not depend on the physical coordinate, but the direction only. 
The intensities on the cell boundaries are calculated using a first order upwind scheme. The 
integrals over the control angles are calculated analytically before the actual simulation. The 
radiation solver in the computer code is called every third time step of the flow solver, and on 
each cell, every fifth angle is updated [1]. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Coordinate system of the angular discretization 
 

3 GEOMETRY AND MODEL DEFINITION 

3.1 Geometry of the model 

Figure 2 shows the simplified geometry of the power plant surrounding that is used.  
Objects are numbered and specified in table 1. 

 
Figure 2: Geometry of the model 
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A non-uniform Cartesian grid was used with 170 x 180 x 50 cells in x, y and z 
coordinates. The simulation takes approximately 70 hours on a PC. A compressed grid is used 
close to the fire source. The compression between y coordinate 0 m and 50 m is of 40%. That 
means that a compressed grid cell has a y coordinate length around 2 m. Better results should 
be obtained with a denser grid, but the long computation time and hardware resources limit 
such simulations. 

 
Table 1: Properties of the modeled elements 

No. Name Properties Size 
1 VENT VEL2 = 9 m/s oz. 2 m/s 650 m x 300 m 

x 300 m 
2 Pool burner HRRUPA1 = 2900 kW/m2 8 m x 8 m 
3 Cooling 

towers 
Relief 200 m x 60 m 

x 30 m 
4 Reactor 

building 
Relief 240 m x 300 m 

x 60 m 
5 Administrat

ion building 
Relief 220 m x 210 m 

x 20 m 
6 Turbine 

building 
Relief 40 m x 40 m x 

80 m 
 

1- Heat Release Rate Per Unit Area 
2- Initial velocity potential profile 
 

3.2 FDS code validation 

The FDS program code uses a zero equation turbulent model base on a turbulent 
viscosity approach. The model is known as Smagorinsky model. The mode is derived from 
Kolmogorov k-5/3 cascade theory. The turbulent viscosity calculated with Smagorinsky model 
depends on the characteristic length scale, velocity deformation tensor and Smagorinsky 
constant. Because of a constant, the model can not be applied for universal use. In case of a 
large geometry, as presented in the paper, the constant needs a correction. Default used value 
in the FDS code is 0.2. It is found in [2] that results obtained with Smagorinsky constant 0.16 
accords much better with experimental results. 

 
3.3 Initial and boundary condition 

3.3.1 Initial conditions 

Temperatures of numbered objects surfaces and domain boundaries (Figure 2) are 
assumed equal to environmental temperature 20oC. Velocity components at any domain 
boundary are assumed constant, except the opening with number 1 (Figure 2), with a 
prescribed initial velocity profile. The wind speed assumes a potential velocity distribution in 
the vertical direction that satisfies the following equation. 

0.15

0 10
zv v  =  

 
; 0...300z =  m        (10) 

 
Fire is defined as energy and mass source. The energy release rate per unit area is 2900 

kW/m2. The value represents a heat release rate of combustion of crude oil in a pool of 64 m2 
surface. The value is obtained from [2]. 
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As presented in chapter 1.2 the state relations in a combustion model are calculated for 
a reaction of C7H16 (Heptane) and oxygen. The additional release of smoke particulates is 
added into reaction products. It is a simple way to simulate crude oil combustion. 

Also a temperature profile is prescribed. The temperature gradient is 0.0025 oC/m and 
decreases with height. 

The initial thermal radiation intensities depend on initial temperatures in the domain and 
on absorption coefficients. 

 

3.3.2 Boundary conditions 

Boundary conditions of the domain borders are defined open, except for opening 1 
(Figure 2) that uses an initial velocity profile. Open boundary conditions define energy and 
mass sink. A thermal radiation model assumes the boundary of the domain as black 
objects. Using such assumption the environment will not radiate energy into the domain. 

Obstacles located inside the domain have not a particular effect on the simulation 
results, because of their location and inert thermal boundary condition.  

4 SIMULATION RESULTS 

Two simulations of fire spread around Krško power plant have been performed. The 
first assumes the wind velocity 9 m/s, the second 2 m/s. 

The results of interest are the concentrations of smoke in the power plant surrounding.  
Because smoke particulates (soot) have the longest ‘life time’ as aerosol, the results show just 
soot concentrations. Concentrations of other elements are assumed to be not dangerous at long 
distance from the fire source, because of a very low concentration.  

Soot concentrations of interests have the following characteristics: 
Area with the concentration below 100 µg/m3 is safe without the use of respirators. 
At concentrations above 250 µg/m3 the normal respiration is more difficult, but health 

risk is not threatened. 
Concentrations of soot above 1000 µg/m3 are considered the highest allowed [4]. 
 
The simulation results at wind speed 9 m/s are shown in the Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Soot concentration field at wind speed 9 m/s after 100 and 1000 seconds of 

simulation 
 
Figure 3 shows that after 1000 seconds the smoke cloud reaches through all the domain 

length. Averaging the results on a time period of 100 seconds, the small vortices are filtered 
out the plot.  The results show that soot concentrations from 60 µg/m3 to 250 µg/m3 are 
reached in the surrounding of the power plant. Referring to concentrations levels mentioned 
above, the zone is relatively safe. However local and short time elevated concentration should 
appear, because of turbulence flow. Such vortices especially develop around power plant 
buildings. 

 
A different scenario develops at a lower wind speed. Figure 4 shows the simulation 

results at wind speed 2 m/s. 
 

A
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Figure 4: Soot concentration field at wind speed 2 m/s after 100 and 1000 seconds of 

simulation 
 
Figure 4 shows a different picture compared with Figure 3. Soot concentrations are two 

to three times higher. An interesting phenomenon occurs: After 1000 seconds of simulation 
the core of the smoke cloud takes almost a vertical direction. Concentration field that fills the 
remaining part of the domain comes from vortices formation in the smoke core surrounding. 
Such an eddy is shown on Figure 4 after 100 seconds of simulation with a detail A.  During a 
smoke cloud formation many of such eddies form a smoke field that is pushed in wind 
direction. 

The attained concentrations are higher than at the higher wind speed but do not exceed 
the limit of 1000 µg/m3. 

 
4.1 Consideration of Probabilistic Safety Assessment for external fire event 

The deterministic fire safety analysis we have done should represent an upgrade of the 
PSA - Probabilistic Safety Assessment of Krško nuclear power plant - Fire Safety Analysis, 
although it does not consider deterministic analyses. The external fire event that we described 
is defined as an Other External Event.  

The probability contribution of external fire to total core damage is less than 1E-7 per 
year. That is why no other special analyses are necessary.  

In case of internal fire, the fire area core damage frequency contribution for the Power 
plant control room is 1.2 E-5 per year considering a fire safety system. This contribution 
mostly comes from the control room abandonment scenario [5], [6]. 

In case of uninhabitable conditions in the control room abandonment should occur only 
after performing actions necessary to ensure the safety of the reactor. These actions include 
the start of the control room charcoal cleanup system. 

The probability that such an accident as we described could occur is very low. The 
probability, considering the defined wind speed and direction, decreases the possibility of 
such an event even more. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The main question of the paper deals with safety of the power plant in case of the 
external fire event. 
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Such a deterministic analysis is not often used in a power plant safety analysis. Other, 
probabilistic methods are used in practice. The reason is, the probabilistic analysis gives a 
very low probability of reactor core damage because of an external fire event. 

FDS is used to simulate outdoor fire and the formation of the smoke cloud. The 
diffusion of the smoke soot is analyzed in the geometry domain. The FDS turbulent model has 
been modified for a simulation in a large geometry. The Smagorinsky constant has been 
changed from 0.2 to 0.16. The result is a reduced turbulent viscosity that is model appropriate 
for large geometries, where a coarse mesh is used. 

Two simulations of fire spread around Krško power plant has been performed with a 
modified FDS code. The first using a wind speed 9 m/s shows, that defined smoke 
concentration limits are not attained. The second simulation using a wind speed 2 m/s shows a 
different scenario. Because of turbulence many vortices appear and form a field with a higher 
soot concentration. Two to three times higher concentrations are reached, but the prescribed 
concentration limit of 1000 µg/m3 is not exceeded. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 Within the participation in the OECD International Standard Problem No. 46 the 
degradation phase of the Phebus FPT1 experiment was simulated with the MELCOR 1.8.5 
computer code. The experiment provides the opportunity to assess the capability of systems-
level severe accident modelling codes in an integral manner, covering core degradation 
through to the late phase, hydrogen production, fission products release and transport, circuit 
and containment phenomena, and iodine chemistry. The input model was developed strictly 
following the recommendations on noding for the reference case simulation provided in the 
ISP-46 specification report. 

To be able to assess the capability of MELCOR to model the processes involved in the 
experiment, first the correct temperature conditions in the bundle have to be achieved. It 
turned out that the temperature conditions in the bundle are highly dependent on the adequacy 
of heat transfer modelling. The comparison of simulation results and experimental 
measurements showed that good agreement of thermal-hydraulic variables in the bundle can 
be achieved if the radiation inside the bundle and the heat losses through the shroud are 
correctly considered. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The Phebus FP program [1] is investigating key phenomena involved in light-water-
reactor severe accident sequences through a series of in-pile integral experiments. The Phebus 
facility, which is located at the “Institut de radioprotection et de surete nucleaire” (IRSN) in 
Cadarache, France, incorporates scaled-down representations of the reactor core, the primary 
circuit including the steam generator, and the containment. The facility thus provides 
prototypic reactor conditions, which allow the study of basic phenomena governing the 
releases, transport, deposition and retention of fission products. Phebus FPT1 [2], the second 
experiment in the series, was selected as the basis for the OECD International Standard 
Problem No. 46 [3]. The experiment provides the opportunity to assess the capability of 
systems-level severe accident modelling codes in an integral manner, covering core 
degradation through to the late phase (melt pool formation), hydrogen production, fission 
products release and transport, circuit and containment phenomena, and iodine chemistry. 

The general objective of the ISP-46 is to assess the capability of computer codes to 
model in an integrated way the physical processes taking place during a severe accident in a 
pressurized water reactor, from the initial stages of core degradation through to the behaviour 
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of released fission products in the containment. The codes are supposed to be used in a similar 
manner as they would be used for plant studies, employing standard models and options as far 
as possible, with representations of the facility in similar details as used for plant studies. 

Within the participation in the ISP-46 the thermal-hydraulic, fuel degradation and 
aerosol phenomena, which occurred in the bundle and circuit part of the Phebus facility 
during the degradation phase of the Phebus FPT1 experiment were simulated with the 
MELCOR 1.8.5 computer code [4]. To be able to assess the capability of MELCOR to model 
the processes involved in the experiment, first the correct temperature conditions in the 
bundle have to be achieved. 

In the paper the influence of the heat transfer modelling on the temperature conditions 
in the bundle are presented and discussed in comparison to experimental measurements. 

2 EXPERIMENT 

2.1 Phebus facility 

The overall scaling factor of the Phebus facility test train is 1/5000 with respect to a 900 
MWe pressurized water reactor [2]. On Figure 1 the schematic view of the essential part of 
the Phebus facility is presented. 

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the Phebus facility [2]. 

 
The degrading reactor core is represented by a 20 rod, 1 m high, test fuel bundle 

surrounded by an insulating ceramic shroud fitted inside a pressure tube (Figure 2). A rod 
simulating the reactor control rod system occupies the central position. The test device is 
inserted into a pressurized water loop, located at the centre of the 40 MW Phebus driver core. 
The upper plenum above the test fuel bundle is connected to an experimental circuit, 
including an inverted U-tube simulating a PWR steam generator. At the outlet of the circuit, 
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the steam hydrogen mixture and radioactive aerosols are injected into a 10 m3 vessel 
simulating the containment building of a reactor (cold leg break simulation). The containment 
vessel includes scaled painted surfaces and a water-filled sump to investigate iodine 
behaviour under realistic conditions.  

 

 

Figure 2: Radial configuration of the FPT1 bundle [2]. 

 
2.2 Experiment description 

The FPT1 test bundle, which included 18 PWR fuel rods previously irradiated to an 
average burn-up level of 23.4 GWd/tU, two instrumented fresh fuel rods and one silver-
indium-cadmium control rod, was pre-irradiated for  ~7 days with an average bundle power of 
~205 kW in the Phebus reactor before the experimental phase of the test itself in order to 
generate short-lived fission products in the fuel. After the pre-conditioning phase, a period of 
36 hours was necessary to bring down reactor xenon poisoning, to dry the bundle using 
neutral gas and to establish the initial conditions. The experiment itself then began by 
injecting steam into the bundle and gradually increasing the core nuclear power. 

 The fuel degradation phase lasted about 5 hours, during which the inlet steam 
flow rate injected at the bottom of the test train varied from 0.5 to 2.2 g/s providing oxidizing 
conditions, while the bundle power was progressively increased from 0.65 kW up to 36.5 kW 
(Figure 3). The bundle degradation phase consisted of two main periods. The first one, 
devoted to the thermal calibration of the bundle and with measurement of the coupling factor 
between the experimental bundle and the driver core, lasted ~7900 s. During this period, the 
bundle power and the steam flow rate were increased step by step in order to check the 
thermal response of the bundle. The second period was the real temperature transient and 
degradation phase of the test, lasting from ~7900 s to ~17000 s. The degradation phase was 
specially devoted to the release of fission products, and bundle, structure and control rod 
materials in order to study their transport and retention in the experimental circuit. 
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After the degradation phase the experiment continued with the aerosol phase, the 
washing phase and the chemistry phase, which were not treated in the paper.  
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Figure 3: Inlet steam flow history and bundle power in FPT1. 

3 MODEL DESCRIPTION AND SIMULATION RESULTS 

The core nodalization of the bundle is presented on Figure 4. The control volumes are 
denoted with CV-xxx, the core cells with COR-xxx, and the heat structures with HS-xxxxx. 
The 11 axial levels in the heated length from level –7.987 m to level –6.987 m denoted with 
COR-x04 to COR-x14 were defined according to the ISP-46 specification [3]. The bundle 
was modelled with two radial rings. In the first radial ring there are the control rod, the 
control rod guide tube and the inner 8 irradiated fuel rods. In the second radial ring there are 
the outer 10 irradiated fuel rods, the 2 fresh fuel rods and the stiffeners. Since the fresh and 
irradiated fuel rods are both in the same core cells of the second radial ring they cannot be 
treated separately. Therefore in the input model only average properties of fresh and irradiated 
fuel rods could be considered and due to the same reason only average results could be 
calculated. As a supporting structure the fuel supporting plate and the two spacer grids were 
modelled, and as a non-supporting structure the control rod, the control rod guide tube, the 
stiffeners and the springs in the control and fuel rods. The support plate and two spacer grids 
were distributed in both radial rings according to the rings surface area. The shroud was 
considered as a heat structure.   

At high temperatures the thermal radiation is an important mode of heat transfer within 
the core. In MELCOR the influence of the core geometry on the exchange of radiation 
between pairs of surfaces is taken into account with radiative exchange factors, determining 
the fraction of the total radiative energy leaving one surface, which would be in vacuum 
transferred to the other surface [5]. The value of radiative exchange factors is somewhat 
dependent on the core size and the nodalization. Because of the small size of the bundle in 
Phebus, each ring of the core nodalization contains only one layer of fuel rods. Thus, an 
“average” rod in a ring has a much better view of the adjacent ring than would be the case in a 
full-scale reactor core. In addition the fuel rods in the inner ring can see not only the fuel rods 
in the outer ring but also directly the shroud. Therefore the radiative exchange factor for 
radiation radially outward from the cell boundary to the next adjacent cell (default value: 
0.25) has to be significantly increased. 
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Figure 4: Core and heat structure nodalization of the bundle. 

 
On Figures 5 to 7 the calculated temperatures of the shroud, clad and fuel are presented 

for different radiative exchange factors (0.25, 0.5, 0.75) in comparison with experimental 
measurements (FPT1). The fluctuations (Figure 6) or abrupt changes (Figure 7) in the 
experimental curves are due to the thermocouples failure. The abrupt fall in the calculated 
curves (Figures 6 and 7) indicates the component failure, since in MELCOR it is defined that 
the temperature of a nonexistent component is 0 K. As expected the temperature of the clad 
and fuel decreases when the radiative exchange factor is increased (Figures 6 and 7) since 
more heat is transferred by radiation. Consequently also the clad temperature peak caused by 
the zirconium exothermic oxidation reaction occurs at a later time (Figure 6). When the 
radiative exchange factor is increased the temperature curves move towards the experimental 
measurements, but also for the estimated value of the radiative exchange factor 0.75 the 
agreement still is not satisfactory. 
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Figure 5: Inside shroud temperature at level 800 mm for different radiative exchange factors 

(left) and for different steam gaps closure temperatures (right). 
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Figure 6: Clad temperature in outer ring at level 600 mm for different radiative exchange 

factors (left) and for different steam gaps closure temperatures (right). 
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Figure 7: Fuel temperature in outer ring at level 300 mm for different radiative exchange 

factors (left) and for different steam gaps closure temperatures (right). 

 
On Figure 5 we see that the calculated inside shroud temperature is overpredicted, what 

is an indication that the shroud heat conductivity could be underpredicted. Indeed, in the 
shroud there are two 0.5 mm thick steam gaps, between the ThO2 and ZrO2 sleeves and 
between the ZrO2 sleeve and the ZrO2 spray coating (Figure 2), which close during the heat 
up process due to the thermal expansion of the inner hotter sleeves, and consequently the 
shroud heat conductivity is significantly increased. Since in MELCOR it is not possible to 
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simulate the closure of the two steam gaps directly, we decided to model the steam gaps 
closure with a temperature dependent effective steam gaps thermal conductivity 
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which is based on the assumption that the two steam gaps linearly close when the temperature 
rises from 300 K to T . On Figures 5 to 7 the influence of the steam gaps closure 
temperature  (1000 K, 1100 K, 1200 K, no gaps closure) on the simulation results is 
presented. We see that the steam gaps closure model significantly improves the simulation 
results, and that the results for the steam gaps closure temperature 1100 K are in nearly 
perfect agreement with the measured temperatures. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

Within the participation in the OECD International Standard Problem No. 46 the 
degradation phase of the Phebus FPT1 experiment was simulated with the MELCOR 1.8.5 
computer code. The input model was developed strictly following the recommendations on 
noding for the reference case simulation provided in the ISP-46 specification report. 

To be able to assess the capability of MELCOR to model the processes involved in the 
experiment, first the correct temperature conditions in the bundle have to be achieved. The 
specifics of the Phebus bundle in comparison with a full-scale reactor core is that the Phebus 
bundle is much smaller, so the view between rods in adjacent core rings is much better, and 
that in the Phebus shroud there are two steam gaps, which close during the heat up process 
and consequently the shroud heat conductivity is significantly increased. 

It turned out that the temperature conditions in the bundle are highly dependent on the 
adequacy of modelling of these specifics of the Phebus facility. Therefore a comprehensive 
parametric analysis has been performed, where the better view between rods in adjacent core 
rings has been considered with an increased radiative exchange factor and the steam gaps 
closure has been taken into account with a temperature dependent effective stream gaps 
thermal conductivity, where the steam gaps closure temperature has been varied. The 
comparison of simulation results with experimental measurements showed that good 
agreement of thermal-hydraulic variables in the bundle can be achieved if the radiation 
exchange factor for radiation radially outward from the cell boundary to the next adjacent cell 
is increased to 0.75 and the steam gaps closure temperature is set to 1100 K.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Plant operational experience is a valuable source of information for improving the 
safety and reliability of nuclear power plants. Operational experience feedback (OEF) system 
manages this aspect of NPP operations’ (safety) assessment.  

The traditional ways of investigating operational events, such as the root cause analysis 
(RCA), are predominantly qualitative. RCA as a part of the OEF system provides technical 
guidance for covering the following areas: conditions preceding the event, sequence of events, 
equipment performance and system response, human performance considerations, equipment 
failures, precursors to the event, plant response and follow-up, radiological considerations, 
regulatory process considerations and safety significance. The corrective actions based on the 
RCA/OEF prevent recurrence of the event.  

Analysis of the event and the selection of recommended corrective/preventive actions 
for implementation and prioritization can be enhanced by taking into account the information 
and insights derived from PSA-based analysis. A PSA based method, called probabilistic 
precursor event analysis (PPEA) provides a complement to the RCA approach by focusing on 
how an event might have developed adversely.  

OEF approach, combining RCA and PPEA, for events at NPP Krško has been 
developed at SNSA with help of IAEA and NPP Krško personnel. The above mentioned OEF 
approach has been applied to selected operational events to demonstrate relevancy of such 
analysis and its advantages. 

 
2 OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK PROCEDURE 
 

Information regarding events are obtained from NPP Krško reports and plant personnel 
interview, SNSA inspections' reports and form other sources (e.g. experience and praxis form 
other plants). The process of OEF investigation is concerned with fact-finding not fault-
finding. Schematic presentation of the SNSA OEF procedure for events originating from NPP 
Krško is shown on Figure 1. The events that should undergo in depth analysis are the ones 
rated at level 1 or higher on the International Nuclear Event Scale (INES) or theirs potential to 
increase the overall plant risk from all contributors is at least 1%.  
SNSA OEF Quality Assurance procedure for events that occur at NPP Krško was prepared as 
part of the IAEA "Consultants Meeting on the Use of Information from Precursor Analysis for 
the Enhancement of Operational Safety" that has taken place at the SNSA headquarters. The 
procedure defines: purpose of OEF, its results and benefits, OEF information sources, 
responsibilities, RCA, PPEA, Effectiveness Review Panel. 
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Figure 1: Schematic presentation of the OEF procedure 

 
2.1 Root Cause Analysis   
 

Deterministic RCA used in this procedure has been developed based on Ref.[1], [2], [3] 
and [5].  

The first task in deterministic RCA is to develop Event and Causal Factors Chart (ECFC) 
as shown on Figure 2. On the ECFC the top Primary Event Line shows relevant actions and 
happenings that corresponds to question "What?". These are enclosed in rectangles except for 
things that are judged to be Primary Effects, i.e. undesirable equipment conditions or 
inappropriate human actions which are enclosed in a diamond shape. The Primary Event Line 
is conventionally a ‘time line’ advancing from left to right. To make its presentation clearer, 
the events that are a direct consequence of the previous event are marked so by a note above 
them. 
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At this stage in the analysis of the event, after determining the primary event line and 
before committing to further time and effort, an input from PSA specialists should give 
insights into the safety significance of the event if its overall rating is less than 1 according to 
INES. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Event and Causal Factors Chart (ECFC) 
 

If the PSA specialist estimates the potential increase to the overall plant risk from all 
contributors to be more than 1%, the event should undergo further in depth analysis. 

Referring again now to the ECFC, above the Primary Event Line are presented the 
procedures (AOP – Abnormal Operating Procedures; EOP - Emergency Operating 
Procedures) that were used to master the events and/or mitigate the consequences of events. 
Procedure Line is SNSA's addition to the ECFC. Besides providing the data about the 
procedure being used at a particular time during the event, it also indirectly helps 
understanding operators’ actions and their perception of the event.   

Below the Primary Event Line alongside the term "How?" are placed conditions and 
behaviors that influenced the primary events, particularly the primary effects. These bits of 
information enable investigators to proceed logically from "What?" to "Why?" i.e. to derive 
causes. One way of achieving this is to use Cause-and-Effect analysis which, in its simplest 
form entails asking the question "Why?" repeatedly for conditions/behaviors until a cause is 
reached that cannot be influenced. With other words, the root cause of event is recognized 
when there is no known answer to question "Why has it happened?" regarding relevant 
condition that may have affected the event. At that point the OEF is proceeding by 
determining the corrective actions to be taken in response to events, utilization, dissemination 
and exchange of operating experience information and at the end reviewing the effectiveness 
of the OEF. 

It is often useful to select ‘causes’ from a list. Such lists have been developed by 
IAEA/NEA for the Incident Reporting System (IRS) and also by WANO for its members. 
The causes are arranged in a hierarchy under Causal Factor categories and then Root Causes; 
once the category has been decided upon, then the most appropriate root cause can be selected 
from the list. Codes are assigned to the root causes and this makes such data easy to trend and 
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manipulate. On the ECFC presented in Fig. 2 root causes are depicted as oval shapes with 
‘blackened’ ends. It is common practice to discriminate between root causes by designating 
them as follows: ‘1’ primary root cause, ‘2’ contributory factor and ‘3’possibly relevant. 

The logical output from a completed ECFC is a list of Specific, Measurable, 
Achievable, Realistic and Timely (SMART) corrective actions and possibly, preventive 
actions too. These corrective actions may be developed as a consequence of considering first 
the causes and secondly the barriers on the ECFC, and since these can be shown to link to 
primary effects, assurance is provided that relevant information is not overlooked 

 
 

2.2 Probabilistic Precursor Event Analysis  
 
PSA based event analysis provides, due to its quantitative nature, appropriate 

prioritization of corrective actions. This method consists of the mapping of an operational 
event on a probabilistic risk model of the plant in order to obtain a quantitative assessment of 
the safety significance of the event. PPEA defines requirements for PSA model and code, 
identifies input requirements and elaborates following tasks: pre-analysis, understanding the 
event, modeling the event, quantification, “what if” analysis, interpretation of results and 
conclusions and reporting. The probability of core damage conditional to the occurrence of the 
event is the main severity measure used in the PPEA.  

 
PSA is first used already at the start of the OEF procedure (Fig. 1). The main purpose of 

including a PSA for the screening of the events is to bring in the PSA perspective at this early 
stage in the process to ensure that no operational events which could be potentially significant 
are lost for further consideration. If applicable, the method provides a rough first quantitative 
estimate of risk significance. In addition, the view on the operational events is significantly 
broadened already at this stage by bringing in also the overall knowledge from the PSA. 
 

As there are many operational events which have to be scrutinized at this stage only a 
very limited effort can be spent on individual operational events. Thus, efficient methods to 
deal with the individual operational events are required and available. These are as follows: 
- A PSA usually provides ordered lists of PSA related items such as equipment, systems 

and human interactions. These can be used for a fast check on whether an event falls 
within the PSA perspective. 

- Most of the PSAs provide in addition to the lists of  PSA related items numeric values for 
the importance of these items. This allows to make a very quick estimate of the risk 
significance for events which can be roughly depicted by failures of PSA related items 
such as deficiencies in equipment, systems or human errors. 

- Simplified or condensed representations can be derived from the PSA to carry out a quick 
and approximate estimate for the risk induced by an operational event. 

 
The criteria used to decide whether or not the event should undergo in depth analysis is 

based on whether or not the event has a potential to increase the overall plant risk from all 
contributors in a significant way, say more than 1%. If the potential increase is less than 1%, 
the event is from the viewpoint of PPEA not worth of further consideration. If the rough risk 
estimate is above the criteria described above, the event is recommended to undergo in depth 
(quantitative) analysis. 
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There are two main steps within the detailed, quantitative precursor analysis: 
- Relating the operational event to the plant-specific or at least a plant-type specific PSA 

model and finding out whether or not the event can be adequately analyzed by PSA based 
models. Depending on the type of operational event, there are events which do not fall into 
the PSA perspective or cannot be treated in a useful way by this approach. If this is the case, 
it should be noted, shortly justified, an information notice sent to the person responsible for 
the overall event analysis and the process stopped here as far as PSA is concerned. Otherwise 
detailed analysis is carried out in the second step. 

- Precursor analysis, mapping of the precursor on the PSA model, qualitative and quantitative 
evaluation, interpretation of results and derivation of insights. 

 
The use of PSA based event analysis can serve two purposes:  
- it can provide a numerical value for the risk significance of an operational event, and  
- it increases the understanding of the plant vulnerabilities given the event occurrence. 

Basically, in precursor analysis a re-analysis of the PSA is performed under the condition 
that the operational event has occurred. 

 
The work comprises the following steps: 
- precursor event review and analysis: understanding the event, identify causes, important 

factors and develop the context of the event in terms of the PSA perspective. 
The objective of this step is to develop a thorough understanding of the precursor event and 
of its context. Gathering of additional information regarding the event and related plant 
design and operational features is usually needed for this step, but also for some of the 
following steps. The information includes the following items: initial status of the plant, 
chronology of events, equipment and system deviations, failures and unavailabilities, 
operating staff behavior, actions, deviations and errors, status of related procedures, systems 
which worked successfully, fast detection, successful recoveries. 

- mapping of the precursor on the PSA, logic representation: relate the event and its 
implications to the PSA model. PSA models adequate? Revise, extend if necessary. 
In order to relate the precursor event to the PSA, the analyst determines which accident 
sequences are involved or could be involved, what fault tree models, basic events or operator 
actions are affected, and what recovery actions could be applied or are made impossible. In 
the mapping process the relation between the observed precursor events with the events 
described in the PSA models is established. Basically there are two types of precursor events: 
- The precursor event representing a transient which interrupts normal operation of the 

plant, thus there is a real effect on plant operation. In this case the event can be easily 
related to an initiating event of the PSA (if modeled) and the accident scenarios affected 
by the event are those developing from this initiating event. 

- The precursor event involves the unavailability or a degradation of equipment or systems 
without an immediate impact on plant operation. If the precursor event is related to one 
(or several) safety functions, a systematic survey of the principal scenarios on which the 
precursor event impacts needs to be done. First, all the initiators which require the 
affected safety function(s) need to be identified. In the event scenarios or sequences 
developing from these initiating events only the scenarios which entail the precursor 
event are retained. 

Precursor events which entail both, an initiating event and equipment or system 
unavailability, are also possible and both types of impacts need to be included in the 
subsequent analysis in a combined manner. 

- quantification: estimate failure probabilities, if required perform human reliability analysis 
(HRA), adapt PSA reliability models. 
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This step consists of mapping quantitative precursor data onto the model developed in the 
previous step. The objective is to carry out the quantification reflecting the conditions given 
for the precursor event. This quantification should be conservative, but not excessively 
conservative. In practice this is done by listing the characteristics of each event or sequence. 
The probabilities of the basic events, of other events of the model which had happened 
during the incident are set to one in general. Correct logic modelling of these events is 
necessary to obtain appropriate results. The probabilities of events which did not happen 
remain at the standard values of the reference PSA. 

- initial evaluation: recalculate conditional core damage probability for all appropriate 
sequences. 
After assigning the appropriate failure data to the basic events and initiating events, the 
accident sequence conditional probabilities are calculated. The result of the initial 
evaluation are accident sequence expressions (in terms of cutsets1) sorted according to 
their  conditional probability. At this point potentially important sequences which may be 
affected by incident recovery actions should be identified for the following step. 

- recovery actions: determine potential recovery actions, model recoveries. 
The objective of this step is the determination of appropriate recovery actions to be applied to 
the accident sequences in terms of cutsets based on the conditions of the incident, personnel 
available, and plant operating and emergency procedures. The determination of the recovery 
failure probabilities may require detailed analysis. 

- evaluation: calculate new importance including recovery actions, perform uncertainty and 
sensitivity analyses. 
The objective of this step is to carry out the evaluation of conditional probabilities for the 
accident sequences including the recoveries identified in the previous task. The risk 
reduction ratio indicates the amount of reduction in the conditional accident probability to 
be gained if the considered event is assumed to be improbable (failure probability = 0.0). 
The risk increase ratio indicates the factor by which the conditional accident probability 
would increase if the event is assumed to happen with certainty (failure probability 1.0). 

- extension: what would happen if the event occurs under different conditions and context? 
- interpretation, conclusions, insights, corrective measures. 

The objective of this task is to interpret and document the precursor analysis. The analysis 
information and results are reviewed to determine key contributors in terms of dominant 
accident scenarios, important components or operator actions. 
 

 
2.3 Event Review Panel 
 

Inputs to the Event Review Panel (ERP) are the outputs from qualitative deterministic 
analysis (the event investigation) and the quantitative PSA analysis. Consideration of both 
types of information provides a more objective basis for decision-making when it comes to 
select, which of the recommendations to implement and the timescale of the implementation. 
Assuming that all actions emanating from the ERP (corrective, preventive or reporting 
requirements), are entered into an Action Tracking System, a further function of the ERP is to 
provide a review of effectiveness, i.e. to monitor the timeliness of implementing corrective 
actions, to adjust the priority of corrective/preventive actions if this becomes necessary in the 
light of recent operating experience and to ensure that the completed actions are successful in 
preventing recurrence of the event. 

                                                           
1 Cutsets are the minimal combinations of failure events used in PSA to logically represent 

accident sequences. 
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3 CONCLUSIONS 
 

The here presented OEF is already in use at SNSA, trial analysis of past events have 
been performed with it. The expected benefits from the use of such combined approach have 
been reached. Namely, it is easier to manage a problem that is quantitatively measurable. Also 
the decisions made on the basis of quantitative data are more objective than those based solely 
on qualitative data. So, there are apparent benefits to be gained by applying PSA techniques at 
two stages of the traditional Event Investigation process: 
- at the stage where events are screened for significance; 
- immediately prior to making decisions about placing actions following a deterministic 

investigation. 
The benefits of this approach are: 
- Application of PSA clarifies the safety significance of an event during the screening of the 

in-coming OE reports: thereby reducing the likelihood of screening out event information  
that is actually safety significant. 

- Additional information is available to the decision-making process when it comes to 
determining, selecting and prioritizing recommended corrective actions for 
implementation. 

- The data emanating from PSA could be easily trended. 
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ABSTRACT 

Failure of multiple components due to a common cause represents one of the most 
important issues in evaluation of system reliability or unavailability. The frequency of such 
events has relatively low expectancy, when compared to random failures, which affect 
individual components. However, in many cases the consequence is a direct loss of safety 
system or mitigative safety function. For this reason, the modeling of a common cause failure 
(CCF) and its presentation in fault tree structure is of the uttermost importance in probabilistic 
safety analyses (PSA). 

During the past decade, PSA model of Krško NPP has undergone many small changes 
and a couple of major ones in fulfilling its basic purpose, which was serving as a tool for 
providing an appropriate information on the risk associated with actual plant design and 
operation. All changes to Krško PSA model were undertaken in order to make it a better tool 
and / or to make it represent the plant in more accurate manner. The paper provides an 
overview of changes in CCF modeling in the fault tree structure from the initial PSA model 
development till present. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Common cause failures, a subset of the general class of dependent events, are defined as 
multiple failures of components from shared root cause. The key characteristic of a common 
cause event is that two or more components must be affected by a single, shared cause that 
must not be failure or functional unavailability of another component [1]. 

CCFs included in plant logic models represent those intercomponent dependencies 
which are not considered to be potentially significant, and whose mechanisms are not 
explicitly represented in plant logic model (event tree/fault tree). Specific dependent failure 
mechanism should be explicitly modeled whenever possible and it is advisable to make a 
clear distinction between the coverage of such modeling and the scope of CCF analysis [2]. 

CCFs are an important class of dependent events with respect to their contribution to 
system unavailability. This is indeed important for redundant and / or diverse systems. 
Analyses for such systems that only consider coincidental independent failures are likely to 
grossly underestimate system unavailability and will provide misleading indications of the 
benefits of redundancy and diversity in system design. 
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During the past decade, PSA model of Krško NPP has undergone many small changes 
and a couple of major ones in fulfilling its basic purpose, which was serving as a tool for 
providing an appropriate information on the risk associated with actual plant design and 
operation. All changes to Krško PSA model were undertaken in order to make it a better tool 
and / or to make it represent the plant in more accurate manner. This section provides an 
historical overview of changes in presentation of CCF in the fault tree structure from the 
initial PSA model development till present. Three stages can be distinguished, each of which 
is separately described in further sections. 

 
 

1.1 Common Cause Failure Models 

Many models have been proposed for the evaluation of common cause failures. Those 
that are typically used in PSAs belong to the classes referred to as parametric models or shock 
models. More details about CCF models can be found in [3]. The European CCF benchmark 
exercise and Scandinavian benchmark exercise both showed that the choice of CCF model is 
not important if a consistent set of data is used [1]. In the paragraphs that follow, the Basic 
Parameter Model is first briefly introduced, which is the most general form of the commonly 
used parametric models. Next, a particular re-parameterization of that model, called the 
Multiple Greek Letter (MGL) Model, is briefly described. The MGL model is employed in 
Krško PSA [4].  

In Basic Parameter Model a set of parameters commonly denoted Qk
(m) is defined. The 

kth parameter represents a probability of a basic event involving k specific components 
(1 ) in a common cause component group of size m. The model is based on symmetry 
assumption that the probabilities of similar basic events involving similar types of 
components are the same. Q

mk ≤≤

k
(m) can be defined as demand-based or time based (standby 

failure rates and failure rates during operation) depending on the system modeling 
requirements. Having in mind the assumption on symmetry, the total failure probability, Qt, of 
component in a common cause group of m components can be written as: 
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In MGL model, parameters Qk

(m) are expressed in terms of the total component failure 
probability, Qt, which includes effects of all (independent and common cause) contributions 
to that component failure, and a set of failure fractions used to quantify the conditional 
probabilities of all possible ways a CCF of component can be shared with other components 
in the same group, given that component failure has occurred. Specifically: 
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where ρ1 = 1,  ρm+1 = 0  and ρi  , i = 2,...,m,  is conditional probability that the cause of 

a component failure that is shared by i-1 components will be shared by i or more additional 
components, given that i-1 specific components have failed. Greek letters are assigned to 
these conditional probabilities as follows: ρ2 = β, ρ3 = γ, ρ4 = δ, …  
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In the case that m = 2, the MGL model collapses into "Beta Factor Model" with Q1
(2) = 

(1-β)Qt  and Q2
(2) = β Qt , which is found to be suitable for CCF groups with 2 components 

[3]. 
The Beta Factor Model can be applied to groups with m > 2 as well, in which case it 

comes to the basic assumption that if common cause failure appears then all m components 
are failed. In terms of Eq. (2) this means:  ρ1=ρ2=...=ρm-1=1,   ρm=β   and  ρm+1=0  as before. 

One general assumption adopted in Krško PSA is that redundancy of order higher than 
4 is not credited for. Having in mind Eq. (2), this would mean that, for an eventual group with 
m > 4 :  ρ5=ρ6=...=ρm-1=1. 

 

2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURES IN INITIAL KRŠKO PSA FAULT TREES 

The initial Krško PSA model, developed within the frame of Individual Plant 
Examination (IPE), was contained in traditional PSA tool, which did not have any specific 
capabilities related to handling the CCF model in fault trees [4]. In IPE PSA the failures of 
equipment due to common causes were represented in the fault trees explicitly by means of 
dedicated basic events. Two types of modeling of CCFs were distinguished: modeling of CCF 
for groups with 2 components, and modeling of CCF for groups with more than 2 
components. 

All groups of components susceptible to common cause failures in particular plant 
system were identified by system analyst. Common cause failures for two-component groups 
were included in the fault trees directly in the process of their development. Contributions of 
common cause failures from groups with 3 or more components were included later, by CCF 
analyst, during the post-processing of system-level fault trees. The original, IPE, CCF fault 
tree models for two-component groups and those for groups with 3 and more components are 
described in the two sub-sections that follow. 

 
2.1 Groups with Two Components 

The common cause contribution of each particular CCF group of two components was 
modeled in system fault tree in explicit manner. For each group appropriate single basic event 
was defined, which was in the fault tree attached to both components from respective group. 
This CCF-related basic event contributed to the failure of the component like any other failure 
mode which disables a specific component (e.g. individual random failure, failure of support 
system or unavailability due to test or maintenance). Speaking in terms of fault tree logic, the 
CCF-related basic event was “OR-ed” to the basic event representing individual random-
failures of component A and to the basic event representing random-failures of component B. 
The concept is shown in Figure 1.  

For quantification of CCF of two components Beta Factor Model, described above, was 
used and representative basic event was quantified accordingly. Each CCF basic event for 
two-component group in IPE PSA model had a link toward one of the two individual random 
failure basic events (events “A” and “B” in Figure 1) and toward beta factor parameter in the 
Master Data Base. During the quantification process these two links have been used to 
produce a probability of CCF basic event in an automatic manner. 

 
2.2 Groups with More Than Two Components 

The tool used for the development of IPE PSA did not employ any feature for handling 
the CCF groups with more than two components in automatic manner. Hence, the only 
approach available was to perform the explicit fault tree modeling. However, as the size of a 
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CCF group increases, the complexity of a fault tree model expands exponentially. The 
example for a CCF group with three components (A, B and C) is shown in Figure 3. 

In order to prevent fault trees from getting too complex and to reduce the modeling 
effort, a simplified approach was taken toward modeling of CCF for groups of more than two 
components. In this approach all contributions from various CCF groups within particular 
system were captured by a single basic event attached to system-level top logic in the fault 
tree structure. The method involves an evaluation of the fault tree cutsets by CCF analyst, an 
identification of which cutsets may be susceptible to dependent failures, a calculation of 
common cause contributions and adding representative basic event directly into the fault tree 
model. 

 
SY STEM  FAILS

Train A fails Train B fails

Component A fails Component B fails

Individual (random)
failures of component A

Individual (random)
failures of component B

Component A & B fail
due to common cause

Component A & B fail
due to common cause

A CCF B CCF  
Figure 1: Fault Tree Model of CCF for Two-Component Group 

 
As already mentioned, all CCF groups with 3 or more components were identified 

during the system fault tree analyses. System fault trees were then developed with no account 
for common cause failures of 3 or more components in an explicit manner. Once a fault tree 
for a particular system was developed, its minimal cutsets were generated and evaluated as a 
part of consistency checking. They contained basic events representing CCFs of two-
component groups, since these were included in the fault tree during its development, as 
described above. 

Generated system-level cutsets were then subjected to a screening process, performed 
by the CCF analyst, in order to identify those cutsets that are to be “marked” as susceptible to 
CCF of more than two components. Similar cutsets from one system fault tree were grouped 
together. The process is illustrated by a simple system of three redundant components A, B 
and C with its fault tree representation conceptually shown in Figure 2. The post processing 
for this simplified example is illustrated by Table 1. 

A “marked” cutset generally contains a product of an independent individual failure(s) 
of components that are not members of CCF group and at least two independent individual 
failures of components that are part of the same CCF group. For instance, minimal cutset “j2” 
in Table 1 is a product of basic events representing individual random failures of components 
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A and C from considered CCF group, and a basic event representing failures of support 
system to component B, which does not belong to the group. 

 
 

Contribution from components'
individual or their support failures

SYSTEM FAILS

Failure of component A
(individually) or its support

All common cause faillure
contributions

Individual failure
of component A

Failure of support
for component A

Failure of component B
(individually) or its support

Failure of component C
(individually) or its support

q q SUP-A

Q CC-TOTAL

A

X

Individual failure
of component B

Failure of support
for component B

q q SUP-B
B

Individual failure
of component C

Failure of support
for component C

q q SUP-C
C

  
Figure 2: CCF modeling for a group of three components in the initial Krško PSA 

 
For each marked cutest “ji” an additional probability, QCCji, had to be calculated to 

account for common cause contribution. Assuming k components from a group of size m in a 
considered cutset, an additional failure probability would be term (Eq. 2) multiplied by 
the probabilities of remaining basic events from the cutset. The procedure was repeated for all 
marked cutsets “j

)(m
kQ

i” and all values QCCji summed up, which resulted in probability QCC-TOTAL. 
This probability was then assigned to a representative basic event “OR”-ed to the top-level 
system fault logic in the fault tree (basic event designated X in Figure 2). The procedure is 
illustrated in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Post-processing of Minimal Cutsets for the Example from Figure 2  
 

Cutset  # Constituents 
(Basic Events) 

Probability CCF Contribution to Be Added 
(QCCji) 

 

… … … …  
j1 A × B × SUP-C q2·qSUP-C CSUPCSUP

CC
AB qQqQ −− ⋅=⋅ )3(

2   
j2 A × SUP-B × C q2·qSUP-B 

BSUPBSUP
CC
AC qQqQ −− ⋅=⋅ )3(

2   

j3 A × B × C q3 )3(
3QQCC

ABC =   

… … … …  
   ∑=−

i

i
j

CCjTOTALCC QQ   

 
 
One obvious disadvantage of this approach is that the common cause contribution is not 

part of the “living” fault tree model. Another one is that certain components’ combinations 
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and respective contributions of CCF may be omitted in the case that screening did not go 
deeply enough. 
 

3 TRANSFER OF KRŠKO PSA MODEL INTO THE RISK SPECTRUM 
ENVIRONMENT 

In the years to follow the completion of IPE, Krško undertook the transfer of IPE PSA 
into Risk Spectrum [6] environment in order to facilitate its dynamic use in variety of 
applications, which were planned to be carried on in the near future. The purpose was 
improving analyzing capability, as well as manageability of the model's structure. Risk 
Spectrum (RS) was known to be amongst the most advanced integrated PSA tools suitable for 
the variety of applications. The transfer of the overall internal event PSA into another 
environment, which was followed by adding the existent external event PSA models (i.e. 
seismic, internal fires and internal floods) into one integrated structure, was very complex 
task and a real challenge. It had to be performed in two major steps: direct conversion and 
optimization. 

Thus, the next stage of CCF modeling in Krško PSA fault tree structure was entered by 
a direct conversion of Krško PSA model into the format of RS. The direct conversion had to 
be performed in a gate-for-a-gate (and event-for-an-event) manner. In this process the 
probabilities of IPE CCF-related basic events were transferred into the RS without the 
information on their constituents. This could have been only a temporary solution for several 
reasons. 

One is that it made it very inconvenient for parameter updates within the Living PSA. 
All other basic event probabilities are re-calculated automatically. However, a probability of 
each 2-component CCF had to be re-calculated manually with taking appropriate care to use 
adequate β and adequate random failure parameter. 

Another reason is that having a CCF probability as a basic parameter does not allow for 
appropriate uncertainty propagation through the model. Namely, propagation of uncertainty in 
RS assumes independence of parameters. 

Thus, the only convenient way, having in mind future applications, was to remove the 
IPE CCF basic events and rebuild CCF models in fault trees by means of RS CCF groups. 

4 KRŠKO PSA MODEL OPTIMIZATION 

The direct conversion of internal events PSA model into RS was only the first (and 
easier) step in its transfer into RS-based tool for applications. The second step was 
optimization of directly converted structure. It involved re-arrangement of fault tree structure 
by employment of house events, which lead to its significant reduction and improved 
accessibility. As a part of the optimization, the re-modeling of directly transferred CCF 
models was overtaken. 

Risk Spectrum is a new-generation PSA analysis tool with automated CCF modeling 
capabilities [6]. It facilitates grouping of random failure basic events into CCF groups and 
performs automated expanding of CCF groups in the process of Boolean resolution and 
generation of minimal cutsets. Each CCF group of m components consists of m respective 
basic events with assigned individual random failure probabilities and defined CCF model 
with appropriate parameters. (Beside Beta and MGL, Risk Spectrum also supports so-called 
Alpha Model, [6], [3].) Whenever an analysis of the fault tree is performed (i.e. generation of 
minimal cutsets), each of the basic events classified as a member of CCF group that appear in 
the fault tree structure is automatically replaced by an OR-gate (CCF gate) with all CCF 
events involving that basic event (including event itself). For instance, in Figure 3, which 
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illustrates expanded three-component group, basic event A is replaced by a CCF “OR”-gate 
with inputs “A” (individual random failure of A), “CC-AB” (CCF of A and B), “CC-AC” 
(CCF of A and C) and “CC-ABC” (CCF of A, B and C). 

 

COMPONENT B FAILS

SYSTEM FAILS

B CC-ABCCC-AB CC-BC

COMPONENT A FAILS COMPONENT C FAILS

C CC-ABCCC-AC CC-BCA CC-ABCCC-AB CC-AC

 
Figure 3: CCF modeling for group of three components in present Krško PSA 

 
Re-modeling of directly converted IPE CCF models in the fault tree structure was done 

in the following major steps ([8], [9]): 
- for each existing IPE CCF basic event in fault tree structure identify underlying 

CCF group of components based on system analysis notebook; 
- for each CCF group identify representative individual random failure basic events 

in the fault tree structure and appropriate MGL parameters from CCF-notebook; 
- establish RS CCF groups in the PSA model and remove existing IPE CCF basic 

events; 
- compare the minimal cutsets at various levels and evaluate differences, if any. 
 
Evaluation and comparison of minimal cutsets was done for consistency-check and in 

order to validate the re-modeling. The differences in final results were small (several percents 
of baseline core damage frequency value). They were attributable to the methodological 
differences of two approaches and features of two underlying PSA tools. First of all, it must 
be recognized, that the IPE approach to quantify contributions of CCFs from more than two 
components was an approximation, while the calculations based on RS CCF groups represent 
the exact mathematical application of MGL method. Applying the latter introduces a number 
of minimal cutsets containing combinations of CCFs from groups of three and more 
components that were not present in the original list. Beside this, there were also some other 
issues which contributed to the final difference, such as the fact that, while generating 
minimal cutsets, Risk Spectrum multiplies probability values of individual random failure 
basic events by factors of type "1 - β", which was not the case in IPE PSA calculations. 

5 CONCLUSION 

The paper has presented an historical overview of changes in presentation of CCF in the 
fault tree structure of Krško PSA model from the initial model development till present. Three 
main stages were described. The process resulted, in its third stage, in establishing the CCF 
fault tree model based on built-in Risk Spectrum features, which will suite Living PSA 
program and various PSA applications in an appropriate manner. It will also enable 
incorporation and propagation of MGL parameter uncertainty. 
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ABSTRACT 

Truncation is a term, which defines cutting off the negligible contribution of the results 
of the fault tree/event tree analysis, when evaluating complex facilities. This paper shows that 
consideration of requirements from Probabilistic Risk Assessment Procedures Guide at the 
largest acceptable truncation may lead to more than 40% differences from the results with no 
truncation at results for Fussel-Vesely importance and to more than 80% at results for Risk 
Increase Factor. As Risk Increase Factor is very much an indicator of acceptability of changes 
according to Regulatory Guide 1.174, such large differences may lead to misleading 
conclusion about the acceptability of proposed changes. The paper shows that requirements 
on truncation should be more severe, e.g. considering also accuracy of results of Risk Increase 
Factor. In this sense, a method for setting up the truncation limit is developed. Application of 
the method removes the ambiguity of the PSA results due to truncation and it enables to apply 
PSA results for decision-making.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Truncation is a term, which defines cutting off the negligible contribution of the results 
of the fault tree/event tree analysis in the Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) [term 
Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) can also be used], when evaluating complex facilities, 
e.g. nuclear power plants (NPP).  

The purpose of the study is to show the sensitivity analysis of truncation of PSA results 
and its subsequent impact to the application of Regulatory Guide 1.174 [1]. A method for 
setting up a truncation limit is developed.  

This method is an important issue, because experience with real PSA models and their 
evaluations showed that effect of truncation may not be negligible for all the purposes of 
application of PSA results. Sensitivity analyses have even showed that setting the truncation 
limit according to older guidelines may give the incorrect input to decision-makers. 

2 METHODS 

2.1 Probabilistic Safety Assessment 

Probabilistic safety assessment is one of standardized ways of assessing safety in 
nuclear power plants [10,11,14]. Its primary methods: fault tree and event tree analysis 
include a wide range of applications [1,2,3,4,5]. Fault tree is a tool to identify and assess 
minimal cut sets, i.e. combinations of undesired events in the context of system operation and 
its environment that can lead to the undesired state of a system [1,2]. Event tree is a tool to 
identify and assess possible scenarios (i.e. accident sequences) of safety systems functions 
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responses (i.e. systems successes or system faults, which are further analysed with the fault 
trees) to the initiating event.  

Probabilistic safety assessment represents combining together all event trees, which 
combine all fault trees in order to evaluate safety of the facility under investigation (e.g. 
NPP). Mathematical notation of PSA is summarised in reference [9]. 

When PSA of complex facilities faces the situation, when millions of millions of 
minimal cut sets are contributing to the resulting fault tree or event tree evaluation, the 
contribution of the less significant combinations is usually neglected. Truncation limit defines 
the extent of neglected portion.  

 
2.2 Application of PSA Results for Risk-Informed Decisions 

Guidelines for application of PSA for risk-informed decisions about plant specific 
changes to the licensing basis are written in RG 1.174 [1]. Criteria have been established to 
justify changes to plant licensing basis taking into consideration the impact on plant risk. 
Regions are established considering measures of Core Damage Frequency (CDF) and Large 
Early Release Frequency (LERF) and the changes of those measures: dCDF and dLERF. RG 
1.174 [1] does not define the measures specifically, but their calculation is known from PSA 
theory: 

dCDF=CDF1-CDF 
where:  
CDF1=CDF (unavailability of equipment under investigation is set to 1) 
If the risk (measured by CDF and LERF) is decreased due to certain change under 

investigation, the change satisfies the risk informed principle. If the change results in risk 
increase, it may be acceptable if the risk increase (measured by dCDF and dLERF) is low and 
if risk (measured by CDF and LERF) is low enough. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the 
acceptance guidelines for both pairs of risk measures: CDF, dCDF and LERF, dLERF 
respectively.  

CDF [/ry]

dCDF [/ry]
Region 1

Region 3

Region 2

1E-5

1E-5

1E-6

1E-4
 

Figure 1: Acceptance Guidelines for Core Damage Frequency 

If the change can be clearly shown to result in a decrease in CDF, the change will be 
considered to have satisfied the relevant principle of risk-informed regulation with respect to 
CDF  (because Figure 1 is drawn with a logarithmic scale, this region is not explicitly 
indicated on the figure). 

When the calculated increase in CDF is very small, i.e. being less than 10-6 per reactor 
year, the change will be considered regardless of whether there is a calculation of the total 
CDF (Region 3).  While there is no requirement to calculate the total CDF, should there be an 
indication that the CDF may be considerably higher than 10-4 per reactor year, the focus 
should be on finding ways to decrease rather than increase it. Such an indication would result, 
for example, if:   
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[1] the contribution to CDF calculated from a limited scope analysis, such as the Individual 
Plant Examination (IPE), and, if appropriate the Individual Plant Examination of External 
Events (IPEEE), significantly exceeds 10-4 per reactor year;  

[2] there has been an identification of a potential vulnerability from a margins type analysis;   
[3] historical experience at the plant in question has indicated a potential safety concern. 

LERF [/ry]

dLERF [/ry]
Region 1

Region 3

Region 2

1E-6

1E-6

1E-7

1E-5
 

Figure 2: Acceptance Guidelines for Large Early Release Frequency 

When the calculated increase in CDF is in the range of 10-6 per reactor year to 10-5 per 
reactor year, applications for changes will be considered only if it can be reasonably shown 
that the total CDF is less than 10-4 per reactor year (Region 2). Applications for changes, 
which result in increases to CDF above 10-5 per reactor year (Region 1), would not normally 
be considered.  

The guidelines for LERF are similar to the guidelines for CDF.  
If the change can be clearly shown to result in a decrease in LERF, the change will be 

considered to have satisfied the relevant principle of risk-informed regulation with respect to 
LERF (because Figure 2 is drawn with a logarithmic scale, this region is not explicitly 
indicated on the figure). 

When the calculated increase in LERF is very small, which is taken as being less than 
10-7 per reactor year, the change will be considered regardless of whether there is a 
calculation of the total LERF (Region 3).  While there is no requirement to calculate the total 
LERF, should there be an indication that the LERF may be considerably higher than 10-5 per 
reactor year, the focus should be on finding ways to decrease rather than increase it. Such an 
indication would result, for example, if:   
[1] the contribution to LERF calculated from a limited scope analysis, such as that the IPE, 

and, if appropriate the IPEEE, significantly exceeds 10-5 per reactor year;  
[2] there has been an identification of a potential vulnerability from a margins type analysis;  
[3] historical experience at the plant in question has indicated a potential safety concern. 

When the calculated increase in LERF is in the range of 10-7 per reactor year to 10-6 
per reactor year, applications for changes will be considered only if it can be reasonably 
shown that the total LERF is less than 10-5 per reactor year (Region 2). Applications for 
changes, which result in increases to LERF above 10-6 per reactor year (Region 1), would not 
normally be considered. 

 
2.3 Truncation in PSA Evaluations  

PRA Procedures Guide [10] says that usually it should be adequate to retain the 
minimal cut sets that contribute 90% to 99% of the point estimate total, although tighter 
control could be necessitated if there were reasons for smaller-probability cut sets to have 
substantially larger uncertainty factor than those that dominate the point-estimate total. By 
PRA Procedures Guide the experience indicates that cut sets whose probability is less than 
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1/1000 of the probability for the largest cut set within a damage bin can usually be safely 
truncated. 

Standard for PRA for NPP Applications [11] requires, that final truncation limits are 
established by an iterative process of demonstrating that the overall model results are not 
significantly changed and that no important accident sequences are inadvertently eliminated. 

 
2.4 Accuracy of Calculations 

Measured or calculated value of specific parameter can be represented by its 
approximate value and absolute or relative error: 

x=xm±∆x 
where absolute error is written as:  
ε(x)=∆x=  x-xm  
and relative error is written as:  
εrel(x)=∆x/x=  (x-xm)/x  
where:  
x … value of specific parameter under investigation 
xm …measured (or calculated) value of specific parameter under investigation 
ε(x)=∆x … absolute error 
εrel(x)=∆x/x … relative error 
Arithmetic operations with values of specific parameters show that multiplication and 

division cause only small relative errors of resulted value, e.g. multiplication relative error is 
the following [12]: 

εrel(xy)= εrel(x) + εrel(y) + εrel(x) εrel(y) 
but addition and subtraction can cause large relative error of resulted value:  
εrel(x±y)= (xεrel(x) ±yεrel(y))/(x±y) 
specially, if the  following states: 
x±y<<x+y  
according to reference [12]. 

3 METHOD FOR SETTING UP THE TRUNCATION LIMIT 

Application of PSA results for decision-making according to RG 1.174 considers values 
of CDF and dCDF (dCDF=CDF1-CDF; see section 2.2). According to section on accuracy 
(see section 2.4), where it is stated that subtraction can cause large relative error of resulted 
value, setting up of the truncation limit (TL) should consider relative error of dCDF in 
addition to relative error of CDF and CDF1.  

The two requirements are the following: 
- if CDF(TL=TLi1)/CDF(TL=TLi2) < εCDF , where: TLi1/TLi2=10, then truncation limit 

TLi1 is selected and 
- if dCDF(TL=TLi3)/dCDF(TL=TLi4) < εdCDF, where: TLi3/TLi4=10, then truncation 

limit TLi3 is selected. 
Common truncation limit, which suits both requirements, is selected as: 
TL=min(TLi1, TLi3) 
Example values for εCDF and εdCDF can be selected as: εCDF =1/100 and εdCDF=2/100. 
The second requirement can be substituted with similar requirement on RIF (Risk 

increase Factor) for the equipment under investigation: 
- if RIF(TL=TLi5)/RIF(TL=TLi6) < εRIF , where: TLi5/TLi6=10, then truncation limit 

TLi5 is selected; 
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or with similar requirement on FV importance (Fussel-Vesely Importance) for the 
equipment under investigation: 

- if FV(TL=TLi7)/FV(TL=TLi8) < εFV , where: TLi7/TLi8=10, then truncation limit 
TLi7 is selected. 

Common truncation limit, which suits replaced requirements, is selected as: 
TL=min(TLi1, TLi5) or TL=min(TLi1, TLi7), respectively. 
Similarly, the measures of LERF and dLERF should influence the setting up the 

truncation limit. 

4 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

4.1 Models 

Two PSA models for two NPPs were used to examine the method and to make specific 
examples: model NPP_A and model NPP_S. Model NPP_A, its analysis and its results are 
presented in this paper.  

The main characteristics of the NPP_A are the following: 2 units (one unit is the unit 
under investigation, it has two diesel generators), 3 loops, pressurized water reactor, sub-
atmospheric containment and twenty years of successful plant operation.  

The main characteristics of PSA model (NPP_A) for internal events as the standpoint 
for calculation are the following: 21 initiating events, 21 event trees, 112 functional events 
(event tree headings), 602 sequences, 1484 fault trees, 3510 basic events, 3546 gates, 74 
house events [13]. 

Figure 3 shows CDF versus truncation limit for PSA model NPP_A. The acceptable 
truncation limit is 1E-10/ry according to PRA Procedures Guide [10], the smaller of both 
values:  TL=1E-10/ry, TL=4E-9/ry, is selected:  
- the acceptable truncation limit is the one with CDF between 90% and 99% of its 

point estimate total (region between horizontal lines, TL=1E-10/ry), 
- the acceptable truncation limit is the one which neglects minimal cut sets of less 

than 1/1000 of the frequency of the largest minimal cut set (region right from 
vertical line, TL=4E-9/ry). 
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Figure 3: CDF versus truncation limit for PSA model NPP_A (according to PRA 

Procedures Guide), truncation limit is not presented in logarithmic scale 

4.2 Example calculations 

Figure 4 shows sensitivity of FV importance versus truncation limit for PSA model 
NPP_A. Figure 5 shows sensitivity of RIF versus truncation limit for PSA model NPP_A. 
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If only the minimal cut sets that contribute 90% to 99% of the point estimate total are 
retained, as required in PRA Procedures Guide [10], the results for Fussel-Vesely (FV) 
importance show more than 40% difference compared to the results obtained with no 
truncation. The situation is even worse for the results for Risk Increase Factor, which show 
more than 80% difference compared to the results obtained with no truncation.  

As Risk Increase Factor is very much an indicator of acceptability of changes according 
to RG 1.174 [1], such large differences may lead to misleading conclusion about the 
acceptability of proposed changes.  
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Figure 4: Sensitivity of FV importance versus truncation limit (for the basic events 

BE20, BE21,…BE39, extracted from PSA results ranked by the highest FV importance) for 
PSA model NPP_A (truncation limit is not presented in logarithmic scale) 
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PSA model NPP_A (truncation limit is not presented in logarithmic scale) 

Large differences in calculations of RIF can consequently result in fact that 
acceptability of change of component under investigation according to RG 1.174 [1] is shifted 
from acceptable to unacceptable region with more accurate results.  

Figure 6 show such example, where change related with component 3.5 would be 
acceptable considering the truncation limit defined by PRA Procedures Guide [10] and would 
not be acceptable for more accurate calculations, which consider smaller truncation limit.  
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Similarly, Figure 7 show such example, where change related with component 3.1 
would be acceptable considering the truncation limit defined by PRA Procedures Guide [10] 
and would not be acceptable for more accurate calculations, which consider smaller truncation 
limit. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of applicability of plant specific change according to RG 1.174 

for component 3.5 with truncation limit (TL=1E-9/ry and TL=1E-13/ry), both used for 
evaluation of the same PSA model NPP_A 
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Figure 7: Comparison of applicability of plant specific change according to RG 1.174 

for component 3.1 with truncation limit (TL=1E-9/ry and TL=1E-13/ry), both used for 
evaluation of the same PSA model NPP_A 

The above-mentioned ambiguities disappear, when the newly defined method for setting 
up the truncation limit is considered, which indicates the truncation limit of 1E-13/ry for PSA 
model NPP_A. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper shows that consideration of requirements from Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment Procedures Guide at the largest acceptable truncation may lead to more than 40% 
differences from the results with no truncation at results for Fussel-Vesely importance and to 
more than 80% at results for Risk Increase Factor.  

As Risk Increase Factor is very much an indicator of acceptability of changes according 
to RG 1.174, such large differences may lead to misleading conclusion about the acceptability 
of proposed changes.  

The paper shows that requirements on truncation should be more severe, e.g. 
considering also accuracy of results of Risk Increase Factor, specially, if the results of 
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Probabilistic Safety Assessment are used for risk-informed decisions about plant-specific 
changes to the licensing basis according to RG 1.174.  

In this sense, a method for setting up the truncation limit is developed.  
Application of the method removes the ambiguity of the PSA results due to truncation 

and it enables to apply PSA results for decision-making. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a study performed on the set of common cause failures (CCF) of 
safety-related components of the research reactor TRIGA SSR-14 MW Pitesti. The data 
collected cover a period of 20 years, from 1979 to 2000.  The sources of data are Shift 
Supervisor Reports, Work Authorizations, and Reactor Log Books. 
Events collected are analyzed by failure mode and degrees of failure.  Qualitative analysis of 
root causes, coupling factors and corrective actions and quantitative analysis of CCF events 
are studied. The objective of this work is to develop qualitative insights in the nature of the 
reported events and to build a site-specific common cause events database. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The Romanian TRIGA 14 MW is the Steady State reactor research and material testing. 
The main designer is General Atomic, USA. The Romanian TRIGA reactor is an open pool 
type reactor with radial and tangential beam tubes. In fact there are two independent cores 
sharing the same pool: a high-flux 14 MW Steady State Reactor (SSR), and an independent 
(from operation point of view) Annular Core Pulsing Reactor (ACPR). The SSR is a forced 
convection reactor cooled via primary circuit with four pumps and three heat exchangers. The 
ACPR is natural convection reactor cooled by the pool water.  

This analysis intends to develop qualitative insights in the nature of the multiple events 
reported expressed by root causes and coupling factors. 

2 DEFINITION OF COMMON CAUSE EVENTS 

In the context of system modeling, two kinds of common cause events are 
distinguished:  Unavailability of a specific set of components of the system, due to common 
dependency. If such dependencies are known, they can be explicitly modeled in a PSA; 

Unavailability of a specific set of components of the system due to shared causes that are 
not explicitly represented in the system logic model. These events are called residual CCFs 
and are incorporating in PSA analyses by parametric models. 
There is no rigid borderline between the two types of events. 

A common cause event is defined as a dependent failure in which two or more 
component fault states exist at the same time, or within a short time interval, and are direct 
result of a shared cause.  

Simultaneity and failure are defined with respect to certain performance criteria. Data 
collection comprises complete as well as potential events. Data include:  Events involving 
degraded component states,  Events involving multiple component failures closely related 
in time, but not simultaneously,  Events involving uncertainty about shared cause. 
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3 DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPONENTS 

Motor driven centrifugal pump: The component boundaries include the pump itself, 
motor, power supply to the motor, component specific control equipment, logic and 
instrumentation. The failure modes considered are “failure to run”, defined as failure after 
heaving reached nominal operating conditions, and “failure to start”, defined as failure before 
reaching nominal operating conditions. 

Valve, motor operated: The component boundaries include valve and adjacent 
mechanical components, motor, circuit breaker and overload protection circuitry, logic and 
instrumentation, control equipment. The failure modes “failure to open” (not open when 
expected), failure to close” (valve does not close when required), “external leakage”, “internal 
leakage” are considered. 

Valve, air operated: The component boundaries include valve and adjacent mechanical 
components, logic and instrumentation, control equipment but not including instrument air 
lines. The failure modes “failure to open”, failure to close”, “external leakage”, “internal 
leakage” are considered. 

Cooling fan: the component boundaries include mechanical and electrical parts, 
including commands, motor and power supply to the motor. The failure modes considered are 
“failure to start” and “failure to run”. 

Control rod drive: the component boundaries include motor, rack and pinion gear 
system, including the electromagnet, and console position indication and command system.   
The failure mode considered is “failure to function”. 

Control rod, single: the component boundaries include the control rod and its associated 
assembly which contains a bolted connection at each end to accept the control rod at one end 
and the control rod drive at the other. Includes also the containing shroud. Failure mode 
“control rod failure” is considered. 

Ejector, NaOH/ H2SO4: component boundaries include ejector assembly. Failure 
modes “failure to function” and “rupture” are considered. 

The basic set for component data collection is common cause component group, CCCG, 
set of identical parallel components in a system, performing the same function. 

4 OVERVIEW OF DATABASE CONTENT 

Multiple failure data for all safety-related component have been collected. The data 
span a period from 1979 through 2000. The sources of data are Shift Supervisor Reports, 
Work Authorizations (Maintenance, Test Order), and Reactor Log Books [1]. The information 
contained in raw data is not complete, and often difficult to interpret. 

Fifty-four events for all components have been interpreted as common cause failures. 
Twenty-five of them involved pumps (46 percent) and sixteen control rods and control rods 
drives (about 29 percent). Six events involved fans (11 percent). Data include complete and 
partial common cause failures. Complete CCF events are CCF events in which each 
component in a CCCG fails completely due to same cause and within a short time interval [2]. 
All other events are partial CCF events. According with the defined boundaries, seven events 
involving pumps were complete. Other four complete events involved ejectors and cooling 
devices. 

 The “root cause” is the basic reason or reasons why the component(s) fail, any of 
which, if corrected, would prevent recurrence.  A coupling factor is a characteristic of a group 
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of components or piece parts that identifies them as susceptible to the same causal 
mechanisms of failure. [3] 

Figure 1 shows the distribution of CCF events for all component types by root cause. 
The dominant root cause, human action, accounts for 50 percent of the events. Design or 
manufacture, or construction inadequacy accounts for about 30 percent of events. The CCF 
events are about equally distributed among the other causes. 

Figure 2 shows the coupling factor distribution for the events. The largest coupling 
factor, operational, accounts for 50 percent and hardware couplings account for about 40 
percent. 

Figure 3 shows the root cause distribution for the events involving pumps. The 
dominant root cause is human  (72 percent). Internal to component root cause account for 24 
percent. Figure 4 shows the root cause distribution by failure mode. 

Figure 5 shows the coupling factor distribution for the events involving pumps. 
Operational is the largest coupling factor (72 percent).  Hardware coupling factor accounts for 
24 percent of events.  Figure 6 shows the coupling factor distributions by failure mode. Figure 
7 contains the CCCG size distribution for all events involving pumps. 

5 OVERVIEW OF EVENTS BY ROOT CAUSE 

5.1 Design, Manufacture or Construction inadequacy Root cause 

This root cause category represents causes related to errors during design, manufacture, 
or installation of components both before and after the plant is operational. The design 
process includes equipment and system specification, material specification, and design 
modifications. 

Design, manufacture, or construction inadequacy causes resulted in sixteen events.  All 
of these events occurred on the control rods (7 events) and control rod drives (9 events) and 
are caused by design deficiency. Also, the multiple failures of control rods and control rod 
drives could be caused by environmental shock. The coupled factor affecting all events is 
hardware group. Four events were detected on startup and the other in automatic scram. 

5.2 Abnormal Environmental Stress 

Abnormal environment category represents causes related to harsh environment that is 
not within the component design specifications. Specific mechanisms include chemical 
reactions, electrical failure, electromagnetic interference, moisture, material interaction, 
abnormally high or low temperature, pressure, radiation, vibration load, impact load, fire, 
seismic, flood. 

Abnormal environmental stress caused five events. One event involving pumps resulted 
from power current surge. The failure mode is failure to run. Three events caused 
unavailability of ejectors from purification system due to chemical environment stress, and 
another one resulted from low temperature (weld crakes due to low temperature) caused 
unavailability of cooling devices from cooled and cooling water system. A shared 
environment coupled five events.   

5.3 Human Action Root Cause 

This root cause category represents causes related to errors of omission or commission 
on the part of plant staff or contractor staff. This category includes accidental actions and 
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failure to follow procedures for construction, modification, operation, maintenance, 
calibration, and testing. This category also includes training inadequacy. 

Human error resulted in twenty-seven CCF events. Eighty events involved pumps and 
six involved fans and these resulted from deficient operation and maintenance practice. 
Operational group is coupling factor for all events. 

5.4 Internal to Component Root Cause 

This category represents causes related to malfunctioning of something internal to 
components. Internal causes result from phenomena such as normal wear or other intrinsic 
failure mechanisms. It includes the ambient environment of the component. These 
mechanisms can be divided into internal environmental and hardware related causes. 

Six events involving pumps resulted from failures internal to component are coupled by 
hardware. The failure mode of all events is “failure to start”. 

6 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF PUMP EVENT RECORDS 

The data are categorized by root causes, coupling factors, and failure mechanisms. 
Root Causes: 
For all reported events involving pumps, most of root causes fall in the categories: 
- Human 
- Internal to component 
For complete CCFs, the dominant root causes contributions are from 
- Human action (66 percent) 
- Internal (33 percent) 
Coupling factors: 
For all reported events, coupling factor attributes fall in the categories: 
- Operational 
- Hardware 
- Environmental 
For reported events that have led to complete CCFs the coupling factors are from: 
- Operational (66 percent) 
- Hardware (33 percent) 
Corrective actions: 
The information related to corrective actions is not clear. 
Analysis of Failure mechanism: 
The failure mechanisms fell into the categories: 
- Lubrication problem 
- Leakage problem 
- Breaker and control problem 
- Mechanical problem 
Failure mechanism statistics: 
- Seven events were caused by insufficient quantity of lubricant (leaks at pump bearings). 

All events were failures to run. Among them, one event was complete.  
- Five events were caused by motor-pump coupling wear out. All events were failures to 

run. 
- Six events involving leaks problem were caused by pump seal wear, pipe rupture. Three 

were complete. Four events were failures to run, one event was failure to start. 
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- Six events failed to start were caused by circuit breaker and control device problems. 
Among them three events are complete. 

Most of this problem could be corrected by better controls and maintenance practice.  

7 ASSESSMENT OF CCF PARAMETERS 

The α factor parameters will be calculated on the basis of the impact vectors as in [4]. 
To each event affecting a CCF group will be associated a mean impact vector. For a group of 
m components, the mean impact vector associated with an event will have m+1 elements 
which will be defined on the basis of the shared cause factor, c, the timing factor, q, and 
degradation factors, pi associated with each component of the group. 

8 CONCLUSIONS 

Among all reported events, human related root causes are dominant. Operational is the 
largest coupling factor and wearing is a widespread effect. 
Possible causes for the large amount of multiple failures reported would be the nature of the 
reactor where the human impact is high, the level of information from data sources, or 
sometimes financial problems. 

Despite all difficulties due to level of information and comprehensiveness that gathered 
from raw data sources, the analysis presented in the paper is the first attempt of implement 
CCF at TRIGA SSR 14 MW. 
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Figure 1: Root cause distribution for all events for all component types 
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Figure 2: Coupling factor distribution for all events and for all component types 

 

 

Figure 3: Root cause distribution for all events involving pumps 
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Figure 4: Root cause distribution by failure mode for pumps 

 

 Figure 5: Coupling factor distribution for all events involving pumps 
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Figure 6: Coupling factor attribute distribution by failure mode for pumps 

 

Figure 7: CCCG size distribution for pumps 
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ABSTRACT 
 

In the paper some topics of nuclear safety are discussed, namely 
-  current situation in the world energetics and a potential of nuclear energy for sustainable 

development of the world, 
-  Nuclear Safety Standards and modern trends in Safety Regulation,  
-  Radiation Protection Standards are rather conservative, are based on disputable  

approaches and have to be more pragmatic, 
- necessity to overcome the syndromes of awful consequences of nuclear accidents at 

nuclear plants, 
- residual risks of nuclear accidents have to be covered by clear compulsory insurance 

actions. 
 It is shown, that now it is worthwhile to consider efficiency of existing methods of 

nuclear safety regulation. It is possible, that an idea of guaranteed safety [1] could become a 
new approach to nuclear safety. It is based on practically total elimination of severe accidents 
and insurance of residual risks of nuclear accidents. The realization of such idea necessitates 
the consideration of all spectrum of initiating events, human errors and man-made actions, 
more realistically predicting consequences of accidents and the probable economical 
detriments. It will be a benefit for gaining public support to nuclear power. 

       
1.  CURRENT SITUATION IN THE WORLD ENERGETICS  

 
In the 21 century the mankind faces with the whole package of complex sociopolitical, 

economic and environmental problems. The basic problems are created by expected rapid 
growth of the population and of energy demands. Others are connected with environmental 
contamination by products of the industrial activity, close exhausting of cheap power 
resources, threats of significant climatic changes, the further stratification of the population of 
the Earth in the poor and the rich. Last circumstance causes anxiety in the countries, fraught 
with serious social conflicts. The restless public atmosphere, growth of natural and 
technogenic accidents as a result of fast and non-uniform industrial development of regions 
complicate a search for ways of sustainable progress of a society.                        
The majority of nuclear scientists believe, that the solution of power problems of the world 
and sustainable development of mankind are possible only on ways of the further extension of 
nuclear energy uses.   

It is understandable that in XXI century the nuclear energy will play the important role. 
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Nuclear energy can provide the solution of power problems, will give means to fight poverty, 
will promote development of agriculture and the industry. But for realization of these 
prospects it is necessary to prove advantages of a nuclear energy in comparison with 
traditional power production in such areas as competitiveness, ecological compatibility and 
safety. Besides it is necessary to solve problems of radioactive waste management, questions 
of non-proliferation of the nuclear weapons and physical protection of radioactive sources. 

Now experience of development and use of nuclear power in the world confidently 
confirms, that production of the electric power in the nuclear power station in many regions is 
cheaper, the levels of fuel reserves are higher, and the volumes of emissions of harmful gases 
are much lower, than from power plants with fossil fuels. It is possible to expect, that the use 
of nuclear power will increase in the near future. So, at a bilateral meeting of experts of 
Russia and the USA in July 2002 in Moscow “The Future of nuclear power: energy, ecology, 
safety”, possibilities of 4-5 times increasing in production of the nuclear electric power to the 
middle of this century have been discussed [2].    

However for a long time a development of nuclear power is hindered by the “greens”  and 
closing of the atomic power stations in some countries. It is caused mainly due to absence of 
public support of nuclear energy. Arguments of opponents of nuclear power are reduced to 
statements, that the nuclear power does not provide a required level of safety. But the real 
reason of public anxiety lies in only psychological sphere because a society feels fear of 
nuclear accidents with strong influence on health of people and contamination of 
environment. Such radiophobia has to be overcome by using all modern methods of public 
relations [3].   

Such situation demands for deepening of the safety assessment of the NPP, findings of 
ways of its further improvement and economic optimization. Apparently, the time has come  
to make a new step to achieve a higher level of  safety nuclear energy sources with a careful  
evaluation an economic efficiency of various protective measures. It is reasonable that such 
activities will help to cut the capital expenses. 

As a real task it is possible to speak about transition to guaranteed safety of the NPP. It 
means conditions of optimal protection of the personnel, the population and an environment 
with practical elimination of severe accidents in order to avoid harmful radiation impacts on 
health of people and environment, while the residual risks would be covered by insurance. For 
realization of such approach it is necessary to innovate methods of accident protection for 
entire spectrum of initiating events and threats, to exclude weak points in safety systems, to 
reduce the importance of the human factor in management of NPPs, to develop further 
methods of economic optimization of radiation risk. 
  
2. CURRENT NUCLEAR SAFETY STANDARDS 

 
It is a long time as it became clear, that among the problems of the development of 

nuclear power (economic, ecology, safety) the problems of nuclear safety and radiation 
protection are very important.  It implies the creation of necessary and sufficient protection of 
the population and environment from harmful influences of radiation and radioactive 
substances.   

The internationally accepted principles and criteria of Nuclear Safety have been developed 
under aegis of IAEA in well-known Programme NUSS [4], which has started in 1974. In 
series of documents key safety areas such as Governmental control, Sites selection for NPPs, 
Designing for safety, Safety operation and Quality assurance have been covered. Later on the 
safety experts of International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group (INSAG), convened by the 
IAEA, have extended ideas of IAEA Nuclear Standards and their practical implementation 
[5]. Now there is matured list of requirements to nuclear installation, fulfillment of which 
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could provide rather high level of safety [6]. The General Safety Objectives have been 
established in the documents of INSAG, consisting of technical and radiological parts. These 
goals determined the strategies and main ways of safety provision.  

The technical objective is to take all practical measures to prevent accidents and to 
mitigate their consequences. The main strategic measure for providing high level of safety is 
the concept of defence-in-depth which is based on the principle of the multi-barrier protection 
system for compensation the human and mechanical failures and prevention the release of 
radioactive materials to the environment. The key elements of such safety concept are four 
physical barriers and five levels of protection. Such barriers are a matrix and cladding of 
fuels, walls of a contour of circulation of the coolant, a protective containment.  Levels of 
protection represent control systems of normal operation, safety systems at deviations of 
conditions of normal operation and design accidents, systems of protection at beyond design 
basis accidents, countermeasures outside the site of  NPP.  

The designers should prove, that installation provides accepted level of safety at so-called 
design initiating events. The list of such events is postulated in normative documents. 
      Development of accident processes includes some stages 
    -occurrence of initiating events, 
    -development of process because of deviation of normal operation, 
    - realization of  design or beyond design basis stages of accidents  at failures  of  safety 

systems  or at erroneous actions of the personnel, 
    - distribution of dangerous and harmful substances outside of  site, with negative influence 

of  releases  on the population and on environment . 
In Figure 1 the development of processes as the event tree, criteria of successes of 

protective actions, frequencies of stages at various systems failures and  protection levels are 
shown.  

Inlet blocks of Figure 1 display initiating events, which disturb the plant and have the 
potential to core damage. Such events are the natural phenomena, failures of the equipment, 
mistakes of the personnel and man-made events.   External events are design wind, 
earthquakes, flooding, fires, other hydrological and seismological events characteristic for a 
site of the NPP, and also man-made events such as air crash, shock waves and some other. 
Internal events are the failures of the equipment (breaks of pipelines, failure of external power 
supply, changes of reactivity, resulting in power excursion of reactor etc.). 

Inlet events are incorporated by a symbol (+) "OR”. It means the initiation of at least one 
event from the set of possible initial events. Such single initiating event requires an automatic 
or/and operator action to bring the plant into safe condition.  

At correct actions of safety systems process comes to an end at a stage, which is called as 
«incident», or usually refer to as " anticipated operational occurrence”. But at erroneous 
functioning of control systems or at their failures there are intersection events marked by 
symbol (•) "AND", and the process passes in the following stage, which relates to categories 
of "accidents". At “ design basis accidents ”processes have to develop in such ways that even 
in the worst case the parameters would not exceed the established limits. 
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Figure 1. The tree of events, which lead to accidents of varied severity. 

 
    Symbols in Figure1 are: Tw-temperature of cladding, Tv- temperature of vessel, q-  thermal 
flux on  fuel surface, δ-thickness of fuel cladding, Q-release of a radioactivity, ε- a fraction of 
defective fuels with micro-cracks, εu- a fraction of fuel with direct contact pellet and coolant.          
Indexes cr-critical, w-  wall of  surface of fuel, the v-vessel of a reactor. 
      Having designated probability of some initiating i-th event as wi

ie, the probability of at 
least  one initiating event can be presented as  
                 Wie=1-∏i (1-wi

ie
 )≈∑i wi

ie
 

    where- ∏i, ∑i- signs of product and the sum of probabilities i-th events. 
    Usually values of probabilities of occurrence of i-th events in time t are described by 
exponential distribution     wi=1-exp (-λi t), where  λi- hazard rate or intensity of failure of   
i-th system.  And then  

                 Wie=1-exp (-∑i λi t)≈∑i λi t   for rare events. 
        Having designated probability of failure k-th control system at i-th initiating event as 
wcs

ik, probability of accident Wа  we can present as 
             Wа=Wie* Wcs =   ∑ik wie

i {1-∏k (1-wik
cs

 )}≅ ∑ik wie
i ∗ wcs

ik 
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        Certainly, to know the value Wcs it is needed to model the control systems, to estimate 
the frequency of failures of elements at prescribed service discipline and to assess the 
operator’s failures. Such calculations are presented in the design documentation. as " 
Probabilistic Safety Analysis” to prove that the project of unit meets all safety requirements at 
normal operation and design occurrences. If events are accompanied by additional system 
failures out of design procedures, then parameters and conditions of operation can exceed the 
limiting boundaries allowable for design events. Then such development of events is referred 
as beyond design basis accidents. In this case Wba=Wa*Wss , where Wss-probability of 
failure of safety system out of design basis. 
        At significant destruction of reactor core and failure of safety systems, event develops as 
severe accident. Probability of severe accident Wsa=Wbа*Wp, where Wp =∑m wpm –a 
probability of protection systems failure consisting of m subsystems.  
       Then Wsa=Wie*Wcs*Wss* Wp  
       This stage of emergency process demands vigorous countermeasures, actions of teams for 
fast extreme reaction, whose successful operations could stabilize the situation. If these 
actions are ineffective there is a situation with heavy consequences for health of the 
population and damage for an environment. Having designated probability of accident with 
catastrophic consequences as Wca, we shall write down Wca=Wsa*Wcon, where Wcon- a 
failure probability of countermeasures. 
        In the basic Russian documents on safety of nuclear stations it is determined, that “ with 
a view of exception of necessity of evacuation of the population … it is necessary to strive to 
situation when the estimated value of probability of limiting emergency release of a 
radioactivity did not exceed 10-7 on a reactor in one year ”. 
      The careful investigations of safety of atomic power stations are available. In Table 1 
some characteristic data on frequencies of internal initiating events and on probability of core 
melt    as results of probabilistic safety analyses of nuclear power stations with reactor PWR 
in Germany and reactor WWER-1000 are presented (4-th unit Balakovo NPP) in Russia [7,8]. 
       
Table 1: Initial events and probabilities of melting of PWR (probability data from 1980) and 

WWER (probability data from 2001) cores. 
Initiating events Probabilities of 

initiating events, 
1/year 
 PWR,  WWER 

Failures 
probabilities of 
safety systems   
   PWR,    WWER 

Probabilities of  
core melt,  
 1/year  
  PWR,     WWER 

The break of big pipe, 
 large loss of the coolant 

2,7.10-4, 3,2.10-4 1,7.10-3, 1,7.10-4  4,6.10-7, 5,4.10-8 

The break of middle pipe, 
small loss of the coolant 

 8.10-4,        10-3  2,3.10-3, 8,3.10-5  1,8.10-6, 8,3.10-8 

The break of small pipe, very 
small loss of the coolant 

2,7.10-3, 3,2.10-3 2,1.10-2, 1,05.10-4  5,7.10-5, 3,4.10-7 

Loss external power supply  1.10-1,       10-1  1,3.10-4, 3,54.10-4  1,3.10-5,3,54.10-5 
Loss of feedwater  8.10-1,       10-1  4.10-6,    6,5.10-6   3,2.10-6, 6,5.10-7 

 
      It can be observed, that the basic contributions to risk of core melt and significant accident 
consequences bring the frequent initiating events.   
      This imbalance of risk of severe damages of cores at various initiating events is a feature 
of recent safety analysis caused by subjectivity of  choice of the list and characteristics of 
design events. Deterministic assignment of list of the initiating events, justified at an early 
stage of development of nuclear power, results in not optimum distribution of efforts on 
overcoming emergency events, to deformation of the general structure of systems of safety.  
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3. MODERN TRENDS IN NUCLEAR SAFETY REGULATION. 
 

In the new century development of nuclear power is passing at   
- increasing of processing of radioactive materials due to growth of volumes of the used fuel 

and decommissioning of old nuclear installations, 
- increasing of threats of nuclear terrorism. 

    In this connection there is a question how the nuclear power should develop at 
growing energy demands, in conditions of possible terrorism acts against nuclear objects? 
Before events on September, 11, 2001 it was considered, that an aircraft crash on a 

nuclear installation is extremely improbable event. The main protective measure was the 
requirement to locate nuclear installations far enough from the airports and air corridors. 
Other important safety measure was to lay out reactor of the NPP inside strong protective 
containment. It was considered, that at air crash a risk of core melting of a reactor located in 
the containment is insignificant.  

Now diversion and terrorist attacks on the NPP have to be examined as possible events, 
which can cause significant harm both to the NPP, and to the environment. Accordingly, it is 
necessary to provide the NPP of protective measures from them. For this purpose it is 
necessary to introduce in normative documents on safety the requirement to consider among 
other emergencies also threats of terrorist and diversion actions, 

The analyses of safety problems are carried out in framework of International Project on 
Innovative Nuclear Reactors and Fuel Cycles, referred as INPRO, initiated by IAEA in 2000 
as response on President of Russian Federation V.V.Putin Initiative to create an innovative 
nuclear technology to reduce nuclear proliferation risks and solve radioactive waste 
management problems. Basic safety principles and  users requirements for innovative nuclear 
reactors and fuel cycles are discussed in [9].  

Certainly, protection against harmful influences of radiation should cover all stages of a 
fuel cycle from production of uranium, NPP operation and its decommissioning, burial of 
waste products. These problems are diverse, but the technology is known and well developed. 

  
4. PROBLEMS OF RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS  

 
A basis of radiation protection should be scientifically proved values of maximum-

permissible levels of irradiation established in normative documents and also administrative - 
legal measures for their unconditional observance. 

  In the nuclear legislation of many countries term ” radiation protection of the 
population” is determined as a condition of protection of the present and the future 
generations from harmful influence ionizing radiations to their health. The radiation creates a 
background, additional to natural radiation background level. The   radiation protection is 
defined by the dose limits established at a level 1 mSv/year for the population and 20 
mSv/year for the personnel. But it was known that such level for the population is lower than 
a world average value of cosmic and technogenic radiation background level (2,4 mSv/year). 
Besides, the intensity of natural radiation reaches in some places of the Earth ( Kerala in 
India, Guapary in Brazil) values 10-15 mSv/year. 

  The important position of the legislature is the establishment of the rights of citizens on 
compensation of the harm to their life, health, and economic losses caused by radiation.             

  Normative values of accepted dose limits are based on recommendations ICRP [10] to 
use so-called Linear Non-Threshold-Concept (LNTC) of radiation detriments, i.e. the 
assumption that there is linear connection between doses of radiation and biological effects. 
Although this assumption is convenient means of regulation of radiation intensity at designing 
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the nuclear installations, it has no deep scientific substantiation. In particular, it does not take 
into account a reparation opportunity of radiation damages in an organism. Therefore this 
concept is challenged by many scientific organizations.        

   Some methods of estimation the radiation effects taking into account duration of  
irradiation is proposed [11], introducing the so-called the “reduced” dose, defined  as a dose 
corresponding to risk cancer diseases at an instant irradiation. It is shown, what the "reduced" 
doze is an effective criterion of risk at any duration of irradiation. Such "reduced" doses are 
additive due to linearity of effects, and they can be used at calculation of collective doses and 
radiation damage for optimization of radiation protection. 

 In sphere of normative actions there are the complex social and economic problems 
connected to necessity of correlation of various risks of damages with their economic 
equivalents. It is obvious, that at assessment of damage it is necessary to find reasonable cost 
characteristics of various kinds of damage, including estimation of cost of detriment for 
health, losses of a life. One of possible approaches to estimation of health damage is the 
method based on calculations of losses of expected length of life.  

 
5. SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR FUTURE NUCLEAR REACTORS 

 
It is understandable, that probable harmful effects for the population, the personnel and 

the environment originate from sets of initiating events and sets of failures of safety systems. 
According to this, reduction of risk of catastrophic releases of a radioactivity depends on 
reduction in frequencies of initiating events, failures of component systems and on 
minimization of mistakes of the personnel. 

To reduce the frequency of initiating events it is necessary to strengthen system of 
diagnostics of external and internal events, to improve quality and reliability of the equipment 
and efficiency of its service. Certainly, design measures, stability of elements and 
survivability  of the equipment are also important . 

Control systems are the weak parts of technical systems where the   important role is 
played by so-called the human factor. The operator can make wrongful actions. Therefore in 
new NPP projects incorrect operators actions should be limited or corrected by the control 
system of plant.  Besides, nuclear power stations of new generation should be simpler but 
failure-safe and mistake-prove. 

    For good safety at a design stage, the following characteristics of installations are 
important- 
 - stability of the basic elements, i.e. ability to maintain mechanical and thermal load without 
failures, to resist  shocks,   
 - survivability or fault tolerance, i.e. ability to carry out function at failure of the important 
systems and at external influences, 
- error-resistance, i.e. functioning at obviously wrong commands, 
- free of weak items in systems. 

Questions of safety culture have special importance, i.e. the responsible attitude of the 
personnel to all actions in the NPP, comprehension of possibility to cause damage to the 
population and an environment due to erroneous actions. 

In IAEA documents the necessity to equalize contributions of various accident sequences 
to frequency of core melt  at a level of 10 % is declared. Modern innovation in safety and 
technology of nuclear reactors are discussed in [9].  Apparently, the certain step for improving 
of safety level and removal of public fear about harm the NPP can be transition to guaranteed 
safety of the NPP [1]. 
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6. THE CONCLUSION 

  
     Time for reconsidering the concept of nuclear and radiation safety of nuclear power 

installations has come. A basis of the new approach to safety of NPPs could be idea of 
guaranteed safety on the basis of exclusion of severe accidents.  

         Some necessary improvements are as following 
-  to introduce methods of economic optimization of nuclear safety systems, 

  - to include in probabilistic analysis the full account of various failures in view of 
interdependences of systems and the common causes of failures, 

- to reduce consequences of mistakes of the personnel at operation and servicing of the 
systems by using of intellectualized automatic control,  

- to achieve decreasing and equalization of core-melt risks at various events, 
- to include in regulations more precise requirements on protection against acts of terrorism, 

to introduce concepts “ design and beyond design basis threats ”, 
- to develop normative base for system of insurance against nuclear damage. 
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ABSTRACT 

As a rule, common cause failures have high influence on the results of Probabilistic 
Safety Assessments. In the paper, uncertainty analysis for parameters of Multiple-Greek-
Letter common-cause-model due to stochastic nature of events is presented. Results of 
Bayesian analysis and maximum likelihood analysis are compared and interpreted. Special 
emphasis is given to the assessment of the Bayesian inclusion of generic knowledge, since it 
may bias the results conservatively. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

A Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) is a systematical assessment of different 
combinations of events, which may lead to unwanted health, environmental, and economic 
consequences of complex technologies, for example core damage or radioactive releases in a 
nuclear power plant [1]. Three major categories of events, which may be linked in a so-called 
accident sequence are initiating events, human errors and component unavailability [2]. The 
latter can further be split into component failure, repair, test, maintenance and common cause 
failure [3].  

Common cause failures (CCF) are a subset of the more general class of dependent 
events and are defined as the simultaneous failure or unavailability of more than one 
component due to shared causes other than the functional and common-unit dependencies 
already modeled in the system logic models [4]. In fault tree structure of a PSA model these 
failures are presented as the so-called basic events. High relevance of such events comes from 
the fact that they imply a failure of two or more redundant trains, which in many instances 
implies a failure of safety function. Quantitative PSA results are, typically, highly sensitive to 
probabilities assigned to basic events representing failures due to common causes. 

Due to expected high importance of common cause failures on PSA results, the 
assessment of common cause failures deserves a special attention. One of the important tasks 
in a common cause event analysis is to define, unambiguously, the appropriate combination 
of explicit and implicit modeling techniques and the appropriate analysis of the data in 
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support of those techniques to ensure adequate completeness. It is also necessary to categorize 
and interpret operational data to identify occurrences of the defined set of common cause 
events and to use the data to estimate the probability of common cause events for use in 
reliability and safety evaluations [3]. 

In the paper, various parametric models for estimation of probability of occurrence of a 
common cause event are discussed. Parameters of developed models could be estimated as 
point estimates, which provide single values for the parameters of the models. The point 
estimate does not give information about uncertainties of estimated parameter. The 
uncertainties arise from lack of completeness of reporting system, interpretation of raw data, 
statistical uncertainty depending on the size of raw data sample, and variation among plants in 
equipment, design and operation. The result of quantitative uncertainty analysis is usually a 
probability distribution of the parameter, which gives information about accuracy of 
calculated parameter value. A powerful mathematical tool for such analysis is Bayes’ 
theorem, which enables estimation of a parameter based on so-called generic knowledge and 
specific evidence on the parameter. 

In the paper, the parameters of the multiple greek letter (MGL) CCF model are 
estimated using the point estimate and the Bayesian analysis. Results of both approaches are 
compared and interpreted. Special emphasis is given to the assessment of the Bayesian 
inclusion of generic knowledge, since it may bias the results conservatively. 

2 MATHEMATICAL MODELS  

The probability of occurrence of a common cause event can be estimated using different 
mathematical models. The selection of appropriate model depends mainly on available 
specific and generic data on component independent or single failures and common cause 
failures. Three most frequently used models are: 

 
2.1 Beta-factor model  

The beta-factor model assumes that only one component fails by an independent cause, 
and that all N components fail when a common cause occurs. Formulas for beta-factor model 
are as follows: 

 
1)1( =⋅−= kQQ TOTk Kβ  (1) 

NkQk <<= 10 K  (2) 
NkQQ TOTk =⋅= Kβ  (3) 

 
where Qk the unavailability of a CCF event involving k components, QTOT the total 

unavailability due to dependent and independent causes of a basic event, N the number of 
components in a CCF group, and β the conditional probability of a CCF, given an 
independent component failure. 

The estimator for β, developed from maximum likelihood estimators for Qk’s is: 
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where nk the number of events involving k components in a failed state. 
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Although the beta factor model is mathematically simple, it gives reasonably accurate 

results for redundancy levels up to about three or four items [5]. 
 

2.2 Alpha factor model 

Formulas for alpha factor model are as follows: 
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where αk the fraction of the total frequency of failure events that occur in the system 

involving the failure of k components due to a common cause. 
The estimator for αk, developed from maximum likelihood estimators for Qk’s is: 
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and is fraction of total failure events that involve k component failures due to common 

cause. 
 

2.3 Multiple Greek Letter (MGL) model 

The MGL model is an extension of the beta-factor model. Formulas for MGL model are 
as follows: 
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where β the conditional probability that a component’s failure is shared by one or more 

additional components, given that the former component fails, γ the conditional probability 
that a component’s failure is shared by two or more additional components, given that the 
former component fails together with one or more additional components. 

The key difference between the parameters of the alpha factor model and the MGL and 
the beta-factor models is that αk is a fraction of the events that occur within a system, whereas 
parameters of the latter two models are fractions of component failure rates. 

The MGL model is the one used most frequently in different PSA applications. 
Furthermore, it was used in modeling common cause failure events in PSA of Nuclear Power 
Plant Krško. This is the main reason that further in the paper, parameters estimation including 
uncertainty analysis is presented for the MGL model. 
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2.4 Uncertainty distribution for MGL parameters 

Parameters of CCF models are uncertain due to various causes, one of them being 
stochastic nature of events. For modeling of statistical inference based on limited sample size 
the Bayesian approach is adopted:  

 

∫
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where Θ the independent variable (MGL model parameters β, γ, …), E the evidence or 

known specific data related to the independent variable Θ, π0(θ) the prior probability density 
function of θ, L(E/θ) the likelihood function or the probability of the evidence E given θ, and 
π(θ/E) the posterior probability density function of θ given the evidence E. 

We assume that the observed events within a common cause category are independent. 
Thus, for likelihood function the multinomial distribution, the generalization of the binomial 
distribution, can be used [6, 7]: 
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where {knk; k = 1, …, N} the number of components failed in common cause events 

involving k component failures and {pk; k = 1, …, N} the conditional probability of a 
component being involved in a CCF involving k components. For example, for a four-
components CCF group p1 = 1-β, p2= β(1-γ), p3=βγ(1-δ), p4=βγδ. 

As the prior distribution, a multinomial distribution can be used [5, 7]: 
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where {θk; k = 1, …, N} the MGL model parameters (β, γ, ...), {A0

(k); k = 1, …, N} and 
h0 the constants. 

A uniform prior distribution is obtained by setting A0
(k) = 1. As the result, one can obtain 

a posterior multinomial distribution, resulting in a beta distribution for each MGL parameter. 
The results for CCF groups with two, three and four components are gathered in Table 

1. In the first column of Table 1 one can find the number of components in a CCF group, in 
the second column are parameters belonging to a CCF model, in the third column is the point 
estimate of the parameter from the second column obtained by maximum likelihood 
estimation, and in the fourth column is the mean value of the posterior beta distribution of the 
parameter, obtained by the Bayesian updating procedure. 

As an example, in Table 2 and Table 3 are shown results of calculation of MGL 
parameters for failure to start and failure to run of fans in Nuclear power plant Krško. Both 
failure modes are shown due to the different quantity of available specific data. Note, that 
there is a relatively better evidence for the failure mode “failure to run” then for failure mode 
“failure to start”. 
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Table 1: Point estimate and mean values for parameters of CCF models 

CCF group Parameter Point estimate Bayes analysis 
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Table 2: Calculated point estimates and mean values of MGL parameters for fans´ 
failure to start 

CCF group Parameter Point estimate Bayes analysis 
2 β(2) 0,1250 0,1667 

β(3) 0,1176 0,1473 3 
γ(3) 0,8571 0,7083 
β(4) 0,1139 0,1369 
γ(4) 0,9778 0,8071 

4 

δ(4) 0,7273 0,6449 
 

Table 3: Calculated point estimates and mean values of MGL parameters for fans´ 
failure to run 

CCF group Parameter Point estimate Bayes analysis 
2 β(2) 0,2128 0,2291 

β(3) 0,2444 0,2543 3 
γ(3) 0,7703 0,7323 
β(4) 0,2795 0,2859 
γ(4) 0,7148 0,6941 

4 

δ(4) 0,9110 0,8576 
 
The Bayesian inclusion of generic information using a uniform prior enters a bias with a 

conservative influence on the results. The bias may be essential for cases with small quantity 
of specific information. For the investigation of the influence of flat prior distribution on 
result, the so-called relative difference y was defined as: 
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where θk
(PE) the point estimate of a CCF model parameter, and θk

(BA) the mean value of 
the posterior distribution obtained with the Bayesian analysis. Using equation (13) one can 
find the appropriate conditions to neglect conservative bias regarding selected acceptable 
difference between point estimate and mean value of a CCF parameter. 

In the continuation, we will show an example for two-component CCF group. The 
question, we would like to answer is: what is the appropriate number of single and double 
component failures, given a selected relative difference y? The general equation (13) has for a 
two-component case the following form: 
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We will examine two regions: 
 
1. 2n2 > n1 
 
The result of equation (14) is: 
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The appropriate combinations of n1 single and n2 double failures for y = 0,01 to y = 0,1 

with the step ∆y = 0,01 are located between the curves shown in Figure 1 and the line 2n2 = 
n1. 

From the condition n1 > 0 follows the relation: 
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which defines the maximal value of y given the number of double failures n2. 
 
2. 2n2 < n1 
 
The result of equation (14) is: 
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Again, the appropriate combinations of n1 single and n2 double failures for y = 0,01 to y 

= 0,1 with the step ∆y = 0,01 are located between the curves shown in Figure 2 and the line n1 
= 2n2. 

From the condition n1 > 0 follows the relation: 
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1
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y
⋅

≤ , (18) 

 
which defines the maximal value of y given the number of double failures n2. 
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Figure 1: Acceptable combinations of single and double failures for selected values of 
y, 2n2>n1 

 

Figure 2: Acceptable combinations of single and double failures for selected values of 
y, 2n2<n1 

 
For the selection of relative difference y equal to 0,01, the acceptable combinations of 

single and double failures are shown in Figure 3. In the pink colored area are acceptable 
combinations of single and double failures for the region n1 > 2n2, and in the blue colored 
area are acceptable combinations of single and double failures for the region n1 < 2n2. 

From the equation (18) one can calculate the minimal required number of double 
failures to have relative difference y equal or less to 0,01 (n2 <= 50). Similarly, equation (16) 
gives minimal required number of double failures for the region 2n2 > n1 (n2 <= 49). 
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Figure 3: Acceptable combinations of single and double failures for y = 0,01 

3 COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

o For modeling of statistical inference of CCF parameters based on limited sample 
size, the Bayesian approach can be adopted. 

o The Bayesian inclusion of generic information using a uniform prior distribution 
enters a bias with a conservative influence on the results. The bias may be essential 
for cases with small quantity of specific information. 

o The relative difference between the point estimate and posterior mean value depends 
on the absolute and relative number of single and double failures and follows for a 
two-component CCF group equation (14). 

o The limiting value of the relative difference between the point estimate and 
posterior mean value depends for a two-component case only on the number of 
double failures, equations (16) and (18). 
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ABSTRACT 

Uncertainty analysis of parameters, which are used as success criteria in PSA event 
trees, is presented in the paper. The influence of parameters on PSA model is indirect, and 
they are rather subject to epistemic uncertainties. Consequently, point estimates of these 
parameters cannot be automatically exchanged with probability distributions. For each PSA 
parameter, the analysis of several influencing factors is performed. As a result, recommended 
parameters’ values for sensitivity analysis of the influence of these parameters on PSA results 
are given. 

In particular, the parameters related to exposure times were investigated. The values of 
the exposure times are assessed using different methodologies. The analysis of three 
parameters is presented in the paper, based on the comparison between the results of MAAP 
3.0B and RELAP5/MOD2 codes.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) is a comprehensive and structured process with 
the aim to develop reliability model of a complex technological system, as for example 
nuclear power plant [1, 2]. 

The basic results of the qualitative evaluation of a PSA model are accident scenarios, 
which may lead to the unwanted consequences, defined in the beginning of the analysis. The 
development of the so-called logic models and their evaluation is performed using Boolean 
algebra. For a quantitative evaluation, one has to estimate frequency or probability of events, 
which are build in logic models and are basic parts of accident scenarios. Probabilistic theory 
and statistics are used for quantitative evaluation of models. 

Development of logic models contains also decisions about assumptions and 
simplifications, available for a PSA model. Most of such decisions is based on the estimated 
values of selected parameters, which therefore enter into models implicitly. Thus, implicit 
parameters have the indirect influence on PSA results and form a kind of boundary conditions 
of a PSA model. 

Another group of parameters is used for quantitative evaluation of PSA models and are 
directly included into PSA models. Explicit parameters have direct and evident influence on 
PSA results. 

Numerical estimation of parameters includes uncertainties, which can be grouped 
regarding their causes into two types: aleatory and epistemic uncertainties [3, 4]. Aleatory 
uncertainty is caused by random variations in samples and is known also as stochastic, type A 
or irreducible uncertainty. Epistemic uncertainty is caused by lack of knowledge about a 
system or phenomenon and is known also as subjective, type B or reducible uncertainty. The 
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quantitative analysis of aleatory uncertainties follows probability theory and theory of 
statistics. The analysis is considered straightforward because of developed mathematical 
theory. In contrast, epistemic uncertainties are analyzed using various quantitative and 
qualitative approaches, for example: a further study of events, which substantially contribute 
to the analysis results and are not sufficiently investigated; qualitative evaluation of 
contributions of approximative models to overall uncertainties; comparison of different 
hypotheses for modeling of selected events. 

The uncertainty analysis of parameters that are used as success criteria in PSA logic 
models (so-called event trees) is presented in the paper. The influence of these parameters on 
PSA model is indirect. Most of parameters in this group are not random variables, but is their 
true value not known due to epistemic uncertainties. Consequently, point estimates of these 
parameters cannot be automatically exchanged with probability distributions. The qualitative 
uncertainty analysis contains investigation of factors that influence the parameter, whereas is 
the aim of quantitative analysis the estimation of the parameter value. As a result, 
recommended parameters’ values for sensitivity analysis of the influence of these parameters 
on PSA results are given. 

2 UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS  

The investigation of uncertainties of parameters related to exposure times is presented 
in the paper [5]. Parameters related to exposure times are included in the PSA model 
indirectly. They model the duration of different processes and represent the “boundary 
conditions” when developing a PSA model. The values of the exposure times are assessed 
using different methodologies. For example, some of parameters were assessed on the basis of 
deterministic analyses using MAAP 3.0B computer code, some are assessed on the basis of 
expert judgement and limited statistical data. 

For each PSA parameter, the analysis of several influencing factors is performed. The 
qualitative analysis of these parameters comprise the following steps: 

o definition of factors that influence the parameter, 
o estimation of influence of factors on parameter, 
o a rough estimation of uncertainty when estimating value of factor, 
o relative weight of factor and 
o type of uncertainty (aleatory/epistemic). 

Each parameter in this group is unique, thus a detailed uncertainty analysis for a single 
parameter is required. In the paper, the analysis of three parameters is described: “estimated 
duration of ECCS injection phase during small and medium LOCA”, “estimated required 
emergency boration in case of ATWS” and “estimated duration of the ECCS injection phase 
during large LOCA”. 

 
2.1 Estimated duration of ECCS injection phase during small and medium LOCA 

The background for estimation the time interval for ECCS injection phase during small 
and medium LOCA is given in Section 4.2 of PSA of NPP Krško »Top Event Descriptions 
and Success Criteria«, Entries SI2 (»High Pressure Injection«) and LC2 (»High Pressure 
Recirculation«) [6]. The supporting analyses using MAAP 3.0B code and results are 
presented within Section 2.2.7 of the »Time for Switchover to Recirculation« of the Krško 
IPE Level 2 document [7]. It has been assumed that a common mission time should be 
determined for small and medium LOCA in order to utilize a single top event. Thus it has 
been established that the limiting case for determining mission time for ECCS injection phase 
in the case of small and medium LOCA is 0.75 inch LOCA. For smaller breaks it was 
assumed that the operator would enter the EOP ES 1.2 and convert the small LOCA into leak, 
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switch off HHSI pumps and establish the lineup using charging pumps. In particular, the 
limiting scenario was determined with 2/2 HHSI and 2/2 LHSI pumps operating, 1 passive 
hydro-accumulator available, assuming automatic SG pressure and level control. This case 
was assumed to be conservative and the ECCS injection phase was thus conservatively 
calculated to be 45.000 seconds, which is 12.5 hours. 

To assess the uncertainty of the sought mission time several influencing parameters 
could be identified, including various ECCS pump characteristics, break size and break model 
parameters, break location, RWST initial level, initial primary mass and secondary side 
thermodynamic state. 

A different approach was chosen in this analysis. The best estimate case was calculated 
using the NPP Krško plant model for RELAP5/MOD2, delivered by NEK within the project 
of Krško Full Scope Simulator (KFSS) [9, 10], based on the previous experience [11] in 
modeling Krško NPP. After performing a number of sensitivity analyses the best estimate 
limiting small LOCA case was determined to be 0.75 inch LOCA with only 1/2 HHSI pumps 
operating and only 1/2 AFW pumps injecting into the SG-1 (unaffected loop). The most 
important parameters from the 0.75 inch LOCA calculation are shown in the next few 
diagrams. 
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Figure 1: 0.75“ LOCA – RWST inventory 
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Figure 2: 0.75“ LOCA – primary mass 
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Figure 3: 0.75“ LOCA – discharged mass 
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Figure 4: 0.75“ LOCA – reactor vessel level 

 
 For this scenario the mission time for ECCS injection phase was determined to be 

39.000 seconds, which is 10.8 hours. By this time the entire RWST inventory was spent as 
shown in Figure 1. Primary mass was successfully maintained and primary system was even 
overfilled (Figure 2) in spite of the liquid discharged through the break (Figure 3). After the 
ECCS injection was completed the reactor vessel has gradually emptied (Figure 4). After 
60.000 seconds core started to uncover, which caused heatup of the fuel rods. 

With this respect the uncertainty of ECCS injection time for small LOCA time can be 
estimated as: 
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( ) %168.107.18.108.105.128.10 ±=±=−±= hhhhhht    (1) 

 
Beside this the following recommendations for further work are given:  
o Break model should be re-evaluated. 
o Pump characteristics were found extremely conservative with respect to the best 

estimate curves in RELAP5/MOD2 plant model. 
o Since the conservative and best estimate scenarios are differing qualitatively, it is 

highly recommended that a series of analyses be performed with RELAP5 using 
the best estimate model to establish and confirm the limiting case. Only then the 
uncertainty of mission time for ECCS injection for small and medium LOCA case 
could be estimated more accurately. 

 
2.2 Estimated required emergency boration in case of ATWS 

The background for estimating mission time for emergency boration in the case of 
ATWS is described in Section 4.2 of PSA Level 2 for Krško NPP, »Top Event Descriptions 
and Success Criteria«, Entry LTS (»Long Term Shutdown«) [6]. As a support the Calcnote 
KR-PRA-003 has been attached, where the following approach has been taken. The required 
boration should replace the negative reactivity worth of all the control + shutdown rods (7,76 
% ∆ρ), which was estimated for cycle 9 to be 882 ppm. The boron concentration of the 
injected water from Boric Acid Tank should be at least 7.000 ppm, while the assumed initial 
boron concentration at HFP equilibrium Xenon was 1.454 ppm. The final boron concentration 
should thus be brought to 2.336 ppm. The capacity of one charging pump, injecting borated 
water into the primary system (170,25 m3 of liquid) was assumed to be 36 m3/h, providing the 
lineup where both boric acid pumps are supplying one charging pump. These values are 
assumed to be conservative and the calculated mission time for emergency boration using 
these values is 49,1 minutes. 

Before estimating the uncertainty for this parameter it was necessary to alter the 
conservative value. Namely it was found that the assumed capacity of charging pump was 
estimated conservatively high instead conservatively low. In PLS Rev.19 [8], Section C, 
Chapter 4, page 51 of 86, item 9, the following precaution is given: “When a centrifugal 
charging pump is aligned to deliver flow to the RCS by gravity feed from the Boric Acid 
Tanks the total pump flow must not exceed 36 m3/hr (160 gpm)”. Thus the conservative low 
value was determined so that the conservatively high value (36 m3/h) was diminished for 3 % 
to get the best estimate value 34,95 m3/h and further diminished for another 3 % to get 
conservatively low value 33,93 m3/h. 

The conservative value was then re-estimated as follows: 
 

min1,52869,0
546.5

000.7336.2ln393,33

325,170 ==
−

−−= 






 h
ppm

ppmppm
m
hmt    (2) 

 
To estimate the uncertainty of the required time for emergency boration, the following 3 

influencing parameters have been chosen: boron coefficient, boron concentration in Boric 
Acid Tank (BAT) and charging pump capacity. Best estimate values for these 3 influencing 
parameters have been determined as follows: 

o boron coefficient -9,05 pcm/ppm (middle of the range –9,4 to –8,7 
 pcm/ppm) 

o BAT boron concentration: 7.350 ppm (middle of the range 7.000 to 7.700 ppm) 
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o charging pump capacity: 37,1 m3/h (3 % higher value than the conservative) 
Using these values, following the formula given in (3), the best estimate value for 

emergency boration can be calculated by: 
 

min4,45756,0
896.5

350.7302.2ln395,34

325,170 ==
−

−−= 






 h
ppm

ppmppm
m
hmt    (3) 

 
Taking this into account the uncertainty of emergency boration time was estimated as: 

( ) %15min4,45min7,6min4,45min4,45min1,52min4,45 ±=±=−±=t  (4) 
 
It was assumed in the calculation that the letdown flow equals to the charging flow 

during emergency boration. Actually in this period charging flow is greater than the letdown 
flow and the excess liquid is pushed into the pressurizer in the meantime. After the emergency 
boration is completed this excess water is gradually drained from the pressurizer back into the 
primary system. Since the final boron concentration in the pressurizer is thus lower than in the 
primary system, draining back this liquid might introduce some positive reactivity in the core. 
This is presently assumed to be negligible or at least within the above uncertainty band (4). 
For more detailed estimation a transient analysis with a best-estimate thermal-hydraulic code 
like RELAP5 should be performed. 

 
2.3 Estimated duration of the ECCS injection phase during large LOCA 

The background for estimation the time interval for ECCS injection phase during small 
and medium LOCA is given in Section 4.2 of [1], »Top Event Descriptions and Success 
Criteria«, Entry SI1 (»Low-Head Safety Injection«); Table 4.A-1 entry SI1 with note (pages 
4.A-22 and 4.A-23) [6]. The limiting case chosen for determining mission time in the case of 
large LOCA was chosen to be the 6 inch LOCA, assuming this was the largest medium or 
smallest large LOCA. In particular, the scenario with only 1/2 LPIS pumps available, and no 
HPIS pumps or passive hydro-accumulators available, was calculated. Secondary side was 
also assumed to be inactive. The results produced by MAAP 3.0B code are presented in 
Section 2.2.4 of the Krško IPE Level 2 document [7]. This calculation was adopted as 
conservative and the mission time for ECCS injection phase was calculated to be 22.560 sec, 
which is 6.3 hours.  

To assess the uncertainty of the sought mission time several influencing parameters 
could be identified, as for small and medium LOCA case, including ECCS LPIS pump 
characteristics, break size and break model parameters, break location, RWST initial level and 
initial primary mass. 

The best estimate case was calculated using the NPP Krško plant model for 
RELAP5/MOD2, delivered by NEK within the project of Krško Full Scope Simulator (KFSS) 
[9, 10], following the experience from previous NPP Krško best-estimate analyses [11]. After 
performing a number of sensitivity analyses the best estimate limiting large LOCA case was 
determined to be the same as the conservative one, this is 6 inch LOCA with only 1/2 LPIS 
pumps available, and no HPIS pumps or passive hydro-accumulators available. The most 
important parameters from the 6 inch LOCA calculation are shown in the next few diagrams. 
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Figure 5: 6“ LOCA – RWST depletion 
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Figure 6: 6“ LOCA – primary mass 
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Figure 7: 6“ LOCA – discharged mass 
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Figure 8: 6“ LOCA – reactor vessel level 

 
 For this scenario the mission time for ECCS injection phase was determined to be 

10.800 seconds, which is exactly 3 hours after the break opening. This comes only to less than 
half of the conservative value given above. RWST was then entirely depleted (Figure 5). 
During most of the transient primary inventory was kept around 40 t. Only after the cold leg 
loop seal clearing after 9.000 s primary mass was approaching 60 t since LPIS flow increased 
due to the reduced primary pressure (Figure 6). Almost 1.400 t of liquid was discharged 
through the break (Figure 7) during the transient. Reactor vessel level was kept above the 
core up to about 11.500 s after the transient initiation (Figure 8), after which the treat for the 
core heatup developed. 

Based on these findings it is virtually impossible to assess the uncertainty of this 
parameter, since the uncertainty band would be larger than 100 % of the best estimate value. 
The reasons were found in conservatively low LPIS injection flow, being on average only 55 
l/s. Since the LPIS injection rate is very sensitive to the primary system pressure when its 
value falls below 0.5 MPa, mission time for ECCS discharge in the case of 6 inch LOCA is 
highly uncertain. Another discrepancy in the conservative model was found observing the 
time of LPIS injection. This was only 7,5 sec, while best estimate value was found to be 375 
sec. This points at quite some uncertainty in the blowdown phase development.  

With this respect the uncertainty of ECCS injection time for small LOCA time was 
arbitrary estimated to be 0.5 hours: 

 
%1735.03 ±=±= hhht         (5) 

 
In addition, the same recommendations apply for the future work as given in section 2.1 

regarding break flow re-evaluation and pump curves re-estimation. 
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3 CONCLUSIONS 

o Most of parameters, which appear in event tree success criteria are not random 
variables, but is their true value unknown due to epistemic uncertainties. 

o Each parameter in this group is unique, thus a detailed uncertainty analysis for a 
single parameter is required. 

o The result of uncertainty analysis of the parameter is not a probability density 
function, but rather recommended parameters’ values for sensitivity analysis. 

o It is recommended to perform sensitivity analyses to estimate the influence of 
these parameters on the results. At least two sensitivity analyses should be 
performed using conservative and best-estimate parameter values. 
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ABSTRACT 

Krško NPP was designed to temporary store a limited number of spent fuel assemblies 
(SFA). They were planned to be either removed for reprocessing or permanently stored. By 
the design the plant would run out of capacity for temporary storing of SFAs in 2003. This 
means that the plant could not operate further without additional changes since valid 
regulations require the Spent Fuel Pit (SFP) free storage capacity for the whole emergency 
core unloading (ECU).  

The purpose of the SFP Reracking Project is to assure a safe storage of all SFAs in the 
existing SFP during the plant lifetime. Design solutions and related analysis did not only 
consider the quantity of spent fuel for the plant lifetime, i.e. up to the year 2023, but also a 
possibility of the SFP extension for eventually extended plant lifetime of 20 years. 

According to the project, racks were designed to provide up to 1694 cells for storage of 
FAs in Phase I which is sufficient for normal NPP operation up to its lifetime, i.e. the year 
2023. The extension of temporary storage capacity of SFAs in the SFP was made by a 
combination of existing and new high-density racks. Three modules from the existing 12 were 
eliminated. Thus leaving 621 cells. There are nine new racks added with up to 1073 super-
compacted cells installed in the empty part of the pool. The spacing between new cells is 
smaller than the one between existing cells because of special plates, made of borated 
stainless steel. 

The design of the racks fulfils all the applicable requirements to ensure sub-criticality of 
all stored SFAs, enriched up to 5 % U 235 with peak pellet burnup above 40 GWD/MTU. 
Besides static and dynamic seismic loading of both, the racks and the fuel handling building, 
sufficient cooling of FAs is provided as well as accident conditions precluded. Greater 
cooling capacity is achieved by installing the third heat exchanger, connected in parallel to 
existing two exchangers. The design and manufacturing of the new heat exchanger and its 
respective equipment (piping, valves) is performed in accordance with the American 
legislation for such equipment (ASME, Class 3). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The SFP at NEK was reracked for the first time in 1983, increasing its capacity from 
180 to 828 fuel assembly storage locations. This capacity would not be sufficient and NEK 
would run out of capacity for storing of fuel assemblies following its refueling outage in April 
2003. Therefore there was a need to increase SFP capacity before the outage 2003. The new 
design satisfies storage needs for operating lifetime of the plant (40 years) and for eventually 
extended lifetime of 20 years.  

In order to increase the SFP storage capability all of required analyses were performed. 
Those analyses were the basis for the needed modifications in the spent fuel pool and in the 
related cooling systems. In the first step, the storage capacity of the fuel pool is expanded to 
1694 fuel assembly storage locations in total. A second step is to be foreseen for later 
expansion of the storage capacity to a total of 2319 locations. 

To ensure sufficient heat removal from the increased number of stored fuel assemblies, 
the SFP cooling system is equipped with a third heat exchanger with design capacity of 5.8 
MW. The third heat exchanger SFAHSF03 is integrated into the spent fuel (SF) and 
component cooling system (CC). The heat exchanger SFAHSF03 and connected piping are 
designed, manufactured and installed in compliance with the applicable codes and standards 
(ASME III Class 3). 

2. DESIGN AND LICENSING ANALYSIS 

Since, as stated above, it was assumed that the design should take into account storage 
capability extension needed until 2023 (step 1) and possible plant life extension for additional 
20 years (step 2) it was decided that all the required design and licensing analyses should be 
performed for both steps. That means that where possible one bounding case was analyzed 
covering both steps, otherwise two separate sets of required analyses were performed. During 
the first step of the licensing process NEK obtained the required licensing amendment for step 
1 only. However, all the requested licensing steps up to the point of request for licensing 
amendment are covered within this project. 

To evaluate the impact of the increased number of spent fuel elements to the existing 
pool, several analyses were performed according to the required licensing requirements and 
standards [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]. These analyses are the basis for the new system 
design and are prepared for all the systems impacted by this modification. 

 
2.1. Storage Capacity 

Storage capacity analyses consider the design of special racks to provide storage of 
1694 cells of FAs. The design allows complete unloading of the core (121 FAs) at any time. 
The impact on existing equipment (gates, skimmers, lights, bottom plates etc.) is very low, 
and necessary modifications are performed. In case of plant life extension (Step 2) total 
number of cells would be increased to 2319. 

 
2.2. Structural Design of Racks 

Dynamic 2D multi-rack and 3D block-model analyses were performed for load case 
operational basis earthquakes (OBE) and safe shutdown earthquakes (SSE). The relevant 
racks and rack configurations were investigated. The calculations took into account the non-
linear dynamic behavior of the storage racks including the fluid-structure interaction between 
racks and water. As a result, the maximum loads for the storage racks and the civil structure 
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were determined and it was demonstrated that there would be no impacts between racks and 
pool wall and between rack blocks.  

Structural analyses were performed for load cases with dead weight (including 
buoyancy) and dynamic loads due to external events. The rack that was investigated was the 
highest loaded rack. Based on a detailed finite-element model the structural integrity was 
demonstrated with respect to stresses and buckling.  

Accident analyses were performed for a straight deep drop of a fuel assembly onto the 
base plate of the rack above a rack foot and a straight shallow drop of a FA onto the top of the 
rack. The maximum load on the civil structure was specified and, as a result, the effects of 
plastic deformations to the functional capability of the rack were observed. 

 
2.3. Fuel Handling Building and Spent Fuel Pit Structural Design 

The Spent Fuel Pit (SFP ) of the Krško NPP located in the Fuel Handling Building 
(FHB) was evaluated for an increased spent fuel stored in the new rack modules. Structural 
calculations including the thermal, seismic and accidental loading was considered and the 
ability of the structures to accommodate the new load conditions was demonstrated. The 
evaluation of the reinforced concrete structures and of the liner was performed in compliance 
with U.S. structural codes and standards for application to nuclear safety related structures, 
seismic category I. 

 
2.4. Nuclear Criticality 

NEK requirement was that the racks' design shall be such to safely store fuel with initial 
enrichment of 5.0 w/o, which has accumulated an average exposure (burnup) above 40 
GWD/MTU, or fuel with burnup bellow 40 GWD/MTU, or fresh unburned 5% enriched fuel 
assemblies (Region I). In step 1, the existing old rack will serve as Region I racks, while in 
potential step 2 (life extension - remaining old rack replacements) new Region I rack for 
storage of fresh fuel without limitation will be installed. Due to that the required analyses 
have been divided into two parts (step 1 and step 2). It is important to note that NEK has 
already licensed burnup credit criticality analyses, since we were allowed to store fresh fuel of 
5% enrichment or fuel with burnup lower than 4 GWD/MTU in the three out of four 
arrangements. Fuel that has higher burnup can be stored in the existing racks without 
limitations.  

The maximum calculated reactivity of the storage rack include a margin for uncertainty 
in reactivity calculations and in manufacturing tolerances such that true Keff  shall be less than 
0,95 with a 95% probability at a 95% confidence level. Credit for neutron poison rod 
assemblies or any kind of neutron absorbers inserted into fuel elements was not taken into 
account. In the analyses, the array of storage cells was assumed to be infinite in lateral extent 
except as necessary to evaluate accident conditions. Reactivity uncertainties due to 
manufacturing tolerances were independently evaluated and combined statistically. 

For normal storage conditions, the moderator was assumed to be pure water at the most 
reactive density corresponding to temperatures between 40C and maximum design 
temperature. Calculations were provided showing the variation in reactivity with temperature, 
and shall also consider the effect of pool boiling. Boron credit was only taken into account for 
accident conditions according to allowable standards and licensing requirements [10] (fuel 
misloading, ...).  

In Figure 1: Loading Curve showing the outcome of these analyses - loading curve for 
Region II racks. The fuel with burnup below the loading curve cannot be stored into these 
new racks (Region II) and shall be stored into existing old racks under the existing limitations. 
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Figure 1: Loading Curve 
 

2.5. Thermo-hydraulic Analysis  

Internal spent fuel cooling analysis demonstrates sufficient cooling of the stored fuel 
elements [11]. Both the maximum local coolant temperature as well as the maximum cladding 
temperature were evaluated. It was demonstrated that in all normal and abnormal cases, the 
two-phase conditions near fuel cladding will not occur. Calculations were done assuming the 
worst case of completely filled storage racks after re-racking step 2 containing a completely 
discharged core (core unloading starts at 100 h after reactor shut down) and only two out of 
three heat exchangers in operation. 

 
2.6. Radiation Protection 

The shielding of the SFP was investigated to ensure radiation protection of the staff 
using the areas and rooms adjacent to the SFP. The major criterion for this objective was the 
allowable dose rates in the rooms adjacent to the SFP. It was demonstrated that the existent 
wall thickness and water level has sufficient shielding capacity in Step 1 and in Step 2 of the 
reracking project. 

 
2.7. Cooling Capacity Analysis 

Increasing the total SFP storage capacity in total of 1694 cells for step 1 and 2319 cells 
for step 2 would lead to decay power increase to 8.7 MWt (bounding case - step 2). As a 
consequence of NEK request that the operating margins shall remain the same the heat 
removal capacity of the cooling chain was enhanced by backfitting an additional heat 
exchanger. The design of the new spent pool heat exchanger ensured sufficient low bulk 
temperatures in the fuel pool in all modes of operation. This is achieved by parallel operation 
of new heat exchanger and either of the two existent heat exchangers.  

 
2.8. Fuel Handling Accidents 

All necessary accident analyses and licensing documentation were elaborated to satisfy 
requirements of applicable Codes and Standards. It was demonstrated that the fuel racks could 
withstand fuel handling and associated accidents. The consequences of specified drop 
accidents were demonstrated to remain within acceptable reactivity, thermal, structural and 
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radiological limits. The extent of damage sustained by an irradiated FA (with tool), dropped 
from the manipulation elevation above the rack, was demonstrated for the following 
scenarios: straight deep drop - The dropped FA falls through an empty storage cell and 
impacts the baseplate, with no direct impact on liner, and no overstress to pool slab, straight 
shallow drop, the dropped FA hits a stored irradiated assembly with a head-on impact, the 
dropped FA hits the edge of rack, fuel misplace, etc. 

Possible rack drop during installation was also evaluated. The drop of the heaviest 
module from water level to the bottom of SFP was assumed in the worst position. The 
integrity of pool slab was demonstrated. There were contingency analyses performed 
considering all possible damage that could occur (damage to liner of SFP, racks, cranes, etc.), 
referring to resources, procedures and planning of corrective actions. To cover these events 
(particularly fuel misplacement), the soluble boron credit was taken as suggested and allowed 
by the applicable licensing requirements [1] [2] [3]. In our case it was shown that the 
minimum boron concentration in the SFP should be 1073 ppm. 

 

3. RERACKING OF THE SPENT FUEL PIT 

3.1. Existing Design 

 
Spent fuel assemblies were temporarily stored in racks, which were located in the Spent 

Fuel Pit. Its dimensions are 16,5x8x12,7 m. The racks consisted of stainless steel storage cells 
connected in modules of 72 and 63 cells respectively. The total storage capacity was 828 FA 
locations and 670 among them were already being used – see Figure 2: Old Spent Fuel Pit 
Layout. Axial interface of cells satisfies the criteria of sub-criticality of the FAs, enriched up 
to 5 % U 235 with designed peak pellet burnup above 4 GWD/MTU. Fresh fuel and fuel 
elements with burnup below the loading curve were stored in arrangement 3/4. There were 12 
modules in the SFP, connected together, free sliding on big support base plates. 

 

 
Figure 2: Old Spent Fuel Pit Layout 
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Approx. one third of FAs from the core was stored in the SFP each year (appr. 36 FAs). 
The storage capacity of 121 FAs in case of an emergency core unloading was provided all the 
time. Considering the occupation of 670 cells means that the plant had enough storage 
capacity until the year 2003 inclusive. Afterwards the plant could not operate under that 
conditions of temporary storing. 

 
3.2. New Design 

The extension of temporary storage capacity of FAs in the SFP for step 1 was designed 
by a combination of existing and new high-density racks [12]. Three modules from the 
existing 12 were eliminated, thus leaving 621 cells. The three eliminated racks were cleaned 
and stored in the Krško Multi-Purpose Building. There are nine new racks with up to 1073 
supercompacted cells installed in the empty part of the pit. The spacing between new cells is 
smaller than the one between existing cells because of special plates, made of borated 
stainless steel. The arrangement of the new racks in the pool for step 1 can be seen in the 
general layout drawing Figure 3: New Spent Fuel Pit Layout. 

The new racks design satisfies all the applicable requirements to ensure sub-criticality 
of all installed SFAs, enriched up to 5 % U 235 with burnup according to the Figure 1. Beside 
static and dynamic seismic loading of both, the racks and the FHB, sufficient cooling of FAs 
is provided as well as accident conditions precluded - FA being dropped or stuck during 
storing and handling. The racks are designed, manufactured and installed in compliance with 
the applicable codes and standards for ASME III Class 3 components. They are installed as 
one block, which means that the nine racks are connected at the base plates. The block of new 
racks has no connection to the remaining block of the existing nine racks. The building 
structure remains unchanged. The building capability to remove additional loads by the new 
racks during normal, abnormal and accident conditions have been evaluated.  

Removal of existing racks and installation of new ones was performed during the plant 
operation cycle taking into account every precondition for safe and undisturbed cooling of 
stored FAs. For this purpose the temporary crane above the pool and different remotely 
controlled fuel handling tools and tools for underwater works were used (cutting, welding, 
and cleaning).  

 
 

Figure 3: New Spent Fuel Pit Layout 
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3.3. Material Requirements 

The rack consists of structural 
material and neutron absorption material. 
The structural material used for 
manufacturing of new racks is stainless steel 
304 L. The material used in racks for 
neutron absorption is the Borated Stainless 
Steel (BSS). It is used as neutron absorber 
only and not for structural parts. No bending 
or structural welding of the BSS plates is 
performed. 

 
The new rack No.1 is shown in Figure 

4: New Rack at Workshop 
 

 

     
3.4. Layout and Arrangement Requirements 

The spent fuel pit consists of two regions where fresh and old fuel can be stored. The 
layout of the regions depend on the spent fuel pit reracking phase (Step 1 or Step 2). 

In Step 1 the Region 1 arrangement for the storage of fresh fuel is used in an existing 
racks in checkerboard arrangement. The Region 2 designed to store spent fuel only (fuel 
elements with burnup above the loading curve) is composed of the existing racks and with the 
new racks based on a full credit burnup and a highly enriched Borated Stainless Steel 
absorber which allows compact density storage. 

In Step 2 the Region 1 arrangement is designed in a new rack with enriched Borated 
Stainless Steel absorber which allows to store the fuel in any position. The complete Region 2 
used to store spent fuel with burnup above the loading curve is designed with the new racks 
composed by the BSS sheets. 

 
3.5. Indexing System for the Fuel Handling Machine 

After the installation of new racks and precise adjustment of supports, a new indexing 
system was installed. The purpose of this positioning system is to improve both handling 
performance as well as approach accuracy. The positioning system consists of several 
positioning straight edges. The positioning straight edges are arranged on the pool’s top edge 
in the region of the travelling bridge and on the bridge girder of the trolley. They can be 
considered as a system of co-ordinates. The straight edges consist of a carrier system to which 
the indexing plates are attached. Each fuel assembly position is marked correspondingly. The 
storage rack positions to be approached are engraved in the indexing plates.  

  

4. EXTENSION OF THE COOLING SYSTEM 

Greater cooling capacity is achieved by installing the third heat exchanger, connected in 
parallel to the existing two heat exchangers [13]. The design and manufacturing of new heat 
exchanger and its respective equipment (piping, valves) is performed in accordance with the 
American legislation for such equipment (ASME, Class 3). 

The component cooling system is connected with the shell side of the new heat 
exchanger. The CC system operational temperature changed slightly but will remain within 

Figure 4: New Rack at Workshop 
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the system's original design range. The Essential Service Water system (ESW) remains 
unchanged. The ESW system capability to remove the additional heat load input by the new 
heat exchanger into the CC during normal, abnormal and accident conditions has been 
evaluated. 

Sufficient low bulk temperatures in the pool in all modes of plant operation would be 
assured with parallel operation of the new SFP heat exchanger (SFAHSF03) and either of the 
two existing heat exchangers (SFAHSF01 and SFAHSF02) in the following combinations: 
• SFAHSF01 is working alone 
• SFAHSF02 is working alone 
• SFAHSF01 is working together with SFAHSF03 
• SFAHSF02 is working together with SFAHSF03 
• SFAHSF01 is working together with SFAHSF02 

Monitoring and testing of cooling capabilities is performed using thermometers 
mounted on the SF and CC outlet lines from heat exchangers and flow rate measurement 
devices.  

New heat exchanger SFAHSF03 is installed above the existing heat exchanger 
SFAHSF02 and supported with steel construction fixed on the room’s walls – Figure 5: New 
Heat Exchanger Location. For the purpose of new heat exchanger and steel construction 
installation a trolley crane is installed on the ceiling of the room. 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 5: New Heat Exchanger Location 

- new pipes 

- new pipes 
 

- new heat exchanger and valves  
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1 CONCLUSION 

Many of operating plants from the United States, Europe, Korea, etc. were forced to 
redesign their existent spent fuel pools installing new supercompacted racks. Krško Nuclear 
Power Plant has followed the world practice redesigning the existent SFP storage capacity by 
installing nine supercompacted racks. Only the approved methods were used in the analyses 
and with the new borated stainless steel plates as neutron absorber it is enabled the redesign of 
the existent SFP . 

By this project the Slovenian strategy for nuclear waste management was adopted. All 
equipment was installed and is in function from March 2003. The new racks were filed with 
the spent fuel according to the project plan. Following this new arrangement, nuclear fuel will 
be temporary stored on site for the whole plant lifetime.  
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ABSTRACT 

In the last few years a leakage in the drain system of the spent fuel pit was observed, in 
the Krško Nuclear Power Plant (NPP). The amount of leak was very small, only some ten 
liters per year; furthermore, it wasn't equally present throughout the year. The leakage as such 
did not present a safety problem, however the NPP decided to examine the tightness of welds 
on one bottom part of the spent fuel pit. 

The major problem for examination was inaccessibility. The metal spent fuel pit is 
accessible only from the inner side and from the operational point of view has to be full of 
water all the time. The depth of the pool is 12,7 m. 

On the basis of its theoretical study and experiences, Q Techna has developed a special 
method and equipment for leak testing of welds. The method is based on a combined 
technique:  bubble test and spectrometry with helium detection. 

Calculation and fieldwork proved this method possible to detect defects equivalent to 
the capillary of 0.01 mm in diameter. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Storage of highly radioactive spent fuel is a problem of every nuclear power plant. In 
the Krško Nuclear Power Plant spent fuel is stored in the spent fuel pit, which is located 
alongside the reactor building. 

This year, the Krško Nuclear Power Plant finalised the project of reracking to assure 
enough storage place until the year 2023. New racks are made of borated stainless steal, 
which is a good neutron absorber. So the racks are now much more compact than the old 
ones.  

Prior to this project a small leakage in the drain system (some ten litres per year) was 
observed. Spent fuel pit was no longer completely tight. From the safety point of view this is 
not a problem unless there is a crack in the weld which could propagate and cause heavy 
leakage.  

Accordingly, the Krško Nuclear Power Plant decided to examine the accessible part of 
the spent fuel pit floor to detect any possible leakage on welds in that section. The main 
problem of the examination is the inaccessibility from the outside. The spent fuel pit is 
constructed of austenitic stainless steel plates 6 mm thick overlap welded to each other and 
also overlap welded onto the liners. The liners are fixed to the concrete. The pool is 16,4 m 
long, 8 m broad and 12,7 m deep and full of borated water. 

The above mentioned case had Q Techna design and construct a special equipment for 
leak testing, i.e., Helium Visual Testing System (HVTS). 

2 DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT AND TESTING METHOD 

2.1 Basic principle 

The testing method is a non-destructive method based on a combined technique – 
bubble observation and helium detection. 

We make use of the fact that fluids flow from the place of high pressure to the place of 
low pressure. Flow is a function of differential pressure (∆p), media and opening diameter. 

The main element of  HVTS is a vacuum box which is submerged and fixed to the steel 
plate of the pool. Due to the specific geometry three different boxes were constructed - one 
for straight floor, one for transition floor-wall and one for the corner. Two of them are shown 
in figure 1. To assure ∆p a special sealing system was used. It is necessary to establish at least 
300 mbar ∆p. In our case we used approximately 600 mbar ∆p, i.e. 400 mbar absolute in the 
box. 

The box has to be full of water. At first the pressure in the box at the bottom of the pool 
is by a water column higher than the atmospheric, and then it is reduced with a special pump. 
The pressure under the box is measured with a pressure gauge fixed on the box. Helium 
detector is also connected to the box with tubing and a special helium separator, which 
separate dissolved helium from water. This separator is watertight but allows helium 
permeability. In this way we detect the whole amount of helium penetrating through all 
defects covered by the box.  

Helium is introduced through the Spent Fuel Pit drain system. Helium detector 
sensitivity in such circumstances is 10-7 mbar.l/s. To pinpoint the exact location of the leakage 
a special underwater remote camera has to be used – to observe bubbles. 

This combined method has an advantage over the visual one, and is employed to 
exclude a human mistake to the highest degree possible. 
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Figure 1: Boxes for HVTS  

A theoretical study with a presumption there is a defect as a capillary has shown 290 
mbar ∆p is needed for a capillary with 10-2 mm in diameter. In fact capillary pressure 
(minimum ∆p needed to assure flow in capillary) is (1): 
 

d
p σ⋅

=
4           (1) 

 
Where is: 
p  - capillary pressure (Pa) 
σ  - surface tension (N/m)          
d  - capillary diameter (m) 
 
To calculate laminar flow through the defect Hagen-Poiseuille could be used: 
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         (2) 

Where is: 
qV - fluid flow (m3/s) 
d - capillary diameter (m) 
∆p - differential pressure (Pa)   
η - dynamic viscosity (Pa⋅s) 
l - capillary length (m) 

  
It was calculated that with HVTS for our geometry of spent fuel pit a minimum leakage 

of 285 ml/year could be detected.   
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3 METHOD QUALIFICATION 

In the beginning it was necessary to qualify the testing method. The aim of the method 
qualification was: 

- Confirmation of the physical principle, 

- Method sensitivity verification,  

- Verification, if the method is appropriate to detect theoretically calculated minimal 
defects. 

 

In figure 2 laboratory equipment for method qualification is shown. Conditions equal to 
those in the spent fuel pit were simulated. Equipment consists of a steel chamber, a vacuum 
pump, different capillaries (permeability between 2 × 10-1 to 1 × 10-3 mbar.l/s), a helium 
balloon, a permeable separator with a helium detector and an absolute pressure gauge. In the 
wall of the chamber there is a window to observe bubbles going out the capillary.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Laboratory equipment for method qualification 
 
 
In figure 3 helium bubbles could be observed through the window coming out from the 

capillary during method qualification. 
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Figure 3: Bubbles observed through the window (pressure in the chamber 700 mbar abs, 

capillary diameter 0,01mm) 
 
During the method qualification the chamber was full of water. The water pump 

established 700 mbar abs. The helium detector was set to zero. Through the calibrated 
capillary helium was introduced. Through the window bubbles were observed and at the same 
time helium permeability was measured. No quantitative comparison between numbers of 
bubbles and helium permeability was made. 

4 EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION 

After the method qualification, the equipment qualification was performed with all the 
equipment, which was constructed or assembled for on-site work. It was necessary to assure 
conditions as similar as possible to those in the spent fuel pit. A spent fuel pit mock-up was 
manufactured in 1,5×1,5×1,5 m size. It is shown in figure 4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Mock-up with dimensions: 1,5×1,5×1,5 m 
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Three vacuum boxes were constructed to match a very complex shape of the spent fuel 
pit in every aspect. The vacuum boxes were equipped with all necessary connections, a 
window and a mechanism for manipulation. 

It was very important to assure appropriate sealing. For each box sealing was 
accomplished in a different manner.   

The aim of the equipment qualification was: 

- Sealing verification on a mock-up, 
- Verification if necessary pressure could be established, 
- Possibility to detect leakage visually and with a helium detector.  
 
A capillary of 0,01 mm was used. Through the window bubbles were observed and in 

the same time helium permeability was measured. 
In figure 5 it is easy to see bubbles coming out of the capillary. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: Bubbles coming out from the capillary with a diameter of 0,01 mm 
 
Personnel for method and equipment qualification and of course the staff to perform on-

site examination were appropriately trained and certified according to EN 473 (2) or SNT-
TC-1A (3) for visual and leak testing. Precondition for on-site testing was a qualified method 
and equipment. 

5 ON-SITE TESTING 

All elements and all functions of HVTS were checked before the actual work started. 
HVTS was fixed to a 16 m long extension - manipulation tool. The extension was fixed to the 
crane bridge. To avoid damages on HVTS and on the spent fuel pit a dynamometer was used 
(to prevent lifting when pressure in the box is still reduced). Simplified scheme of spent pool 
pit and a basic testing principle is shown In figure 6. Every piece of equipment and all hand 
tools were tied to avoid anything being dropped in the pit. In figure 7 assembling of the 
extension is shown. 
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Figure 6: Simplified scheme of spent pool pit and a basic testing principle  
 
An under water camera independent from the vacuum box was used. The camera was 

designed to operate close to high sources of radiation. The camera with a 25 mm focus was 
equipped with additional halogen light source. The camera and light were remote controlled. 
Every inspected position was digitally recorded. A camera control unit and a recording device 
are shown on figure 8. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Activities on the manipulation bridge        Figure 8: Camera control unit and a  

recording device  
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Prior to the examination helium was introduced through the drain system. On each 
position a vacuum box has been placed for 10 minutes. The pressure in the box was 
constantly between 400 in 500 mbar abs. However, the system was capable of achieving 125 
mbar abs. The examined surface was observed and a helium detector was in function. At the 
end 1-minute film was recorded. Then the pressure in the box was equalized and the box was 
moved to another position. 

At first dissolved oxygen presented a certain visibility problem in water. Taking 
appropriate measures we solved the problem. 

It was very difficult to test corners. A lot of experiments were done on a mock-up and a 
lot of small corrections on-site. From this point of view it was much easier to test transition 
floor-wall. In this part one leakage was found – see figure 9. It was a welding defect – 
porosity as a consequence of erection works and not as a consequence of power plant 
operation. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 9: An example of leakage 

 

6 CONCLUSION 

Calculations and practical work have shown that HVTS is an appropriate method to 
detect leakages to capillary equivalence diameter 1.10-2 mm. Holding time necessary to 
examine one location is 10 minutes. On-site the main problem is to seal a box on the test 
surface but with a carefully designed sealing system it is possible to test quite complex 
uneven surfaces. 
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1 ORIGIN OF THE COMMON PROJECT 

1.1 Background  

Intensive discussions within the OECD Support Group on "VVER Bubbler 
Condenser Containment Research Work" between 1991 and 1994 revealed the need for 
supplementary research work to achieve sufficient level of basic knowledge about BC 
behaviour in course of design based accidents (DBAs). 

In 1994 the European Commission (EC) asked for a complementary "Bubbler 
Condenser Qualification Feasibility Study". The Phare Project NUC 93428 was finished 
early in 1996 confirming the need for additional research in this field. 

The Feasibility Study formed the basis for the Bubbler Condenser Experimental 
Qualification Project (BCEQ) with two separate experimental activities to be executed 
within the frame of the PHARE/TACIS 2.13/95 project of the European Commission.  

During the nineties the IAEA has published a series of reports describing the 
background and characteristic design features of VVER-440/213 NPPs. In this context the 
mechanical strength of some existing BC containment systems was also reassessed. This work 
was undertaken to assist operators in the re-evaluation of the BC performance and to identify 
the need for supplementary experimental studies to better understand the specific problems of 
the BC. 

Separate IAEA working group reviewed BC operational indicators and certain possible 
problems of mechanical strength of BC structure during LB LOCA were identified. 

However sufficient documentation was not available for the IAEA, confirming that the 
BC structure is designed in such way that it could withstand pressure differences in the initial 
phase after an instantaneous rupture of primary circuit with discharge from both sides.  
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In the IAEA document listing generic safety issues for VVER-440/213 reactors five 
generic containment related issues have been identified and ranked. These issues are : 

Containment 1 BC strength behaviour at maximum pressure difference possible under 
LOCA conditions.  

Containment 2 Bubbler Condenser thermal-dynamic behaviour  
Containment 3 Containment leak rates (containment tightness) 
Containment 4  Maximum pressure differences on walls between compartments of 

hermetic boxes.   
Containment 5 Peak pressure in containment and activation of sub-atmospheric 

pressure after coolant blow down. 
 

1.2 PHARE/TACIS PH2.13/95 BCEQ Project 

Conclusions of PH 2.13/95 project 
Further analyses of the obtained results is recommended to study the  

- Non-uniformity in temperature distributions 
- Non-uniformity in the flow velocity distributions 

In summary it was stated: The tests and analyses present that the BC systems for Paks, 
Dukovany, Bohunice and Rovno NPPs are capable to withstand the induced loads and they 
are capable to keep their functions" (during whole period of the max DBA).  

The same conclusion was defined at analyses and tests containment Mochovce NPP by 
Siemens, SVUSS Řež, All-Rusian Thermal Engineering Institute Moscow and VUEZ Levice  

 
1.3 OECD-NEA „Bubbler Condenser Steering Group„ BC-SG 

Based on the OECD − NEA initiative the BC-SG (Bubbler Condenser Steering Group) 
was established in December 2001. Its activities are arranged in form of project with the 
following main objective:  
• To provide convincing proof that the V-213 type containment acts in compliance with the 

design in course of design basis accidents.  
• To provide assistance in planning of new tests and in interpretation of their results. 
• To provide qualified experimental results, which will serve as a base for validation by 

computational tools for the best estimate analyses . 
The Steering Group under the auspices of OECD − NEA has been established in Paris 

in December 7th, 2001.  

 
The Project PR/TS/17 

The Project PR/TS/17 with the title "TSO Support to CEEC Nuclear Regulatory 
Authorities and their TSOs in the safety related evaluation of the VVER 440/213 Bubble 
Condenser Experimental Qualification" relates to the project TSO Phare SK/HU/CZ/TS/08 
and it provides assessment of the Project PH 2.13/95 (BCEQ). It should provide assistance to 
state regulatory bodies in licensing. Its duration is 18 months and the project started in June 
2002 and should be completed in September 2003. The main beneficiary in the Slovak 
Republic is the State Office for Nuclear Safety.  
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2 THE COMMON PROJEKT FOR COMPLETION OF BUBBLER CONDENSER 
QUALIFICATION (BOHUNICE, MOCHOVCE, DUKOVANY AND PAKS 
NPPS) 

2.1 Origin of the common project 

The Atomic Question Group (AEQ) and relevant partners and the state regulatory 
bodies started discussion on problems concerning completion of Bubbler Condenser 
Qualification during the meeting of VVER Users Club at the beginning of 2001. The 
managements of four NPPs (Bohunice, Mochovce, Dukovany and Paks) decided on this 
meeting to perform together additional experiments at the experimental equipment EREC and 
to invite the national TSOs into supporting work. The Agreement among individual parties 
was developed for this reason.  

Meeting on the technical contents of this Agreement was held at Paks Nuclear Power 
Plant in August 2001. There was agreed to perform common additional experiments (in sense 
of the AQG requirement) as follows:  

1. MSLB (Main Steam Line Break simulation) under conditions proposed 
originally in the PHARE Project (pressure 4.7 MPa, water level 500 mm, duration 1800 sec, 
simulated break location – medium distance from the BC). 

2. MBLOCA (Medium Break LOCA simulation) Size of the simulated break 
was proposed to be 200 mm, in order to prevent total water discharge from tray (pressure 
12.26 MPa, water level 500 mm, duration 1800 sec, simulated location of break − as close as 
possible to BC).  

3. SBLOCA (small break LOCA simulation − according to the EREC test facility 
limitation). The necessary time for accident simulation was determined based 
on the pre-test calculations (pressure 12.26 MPa, water level 500 mm, duration 
3600 sec, simulated break location − medium distance from the BC). 

 

The specific test conditions were elaborated during consultations with the national 
research institutes. 

The necessary administrative and professional issues were negotiated during the 
common meetings of involved NPP representatives at Paks NPP in August 23rd, 2001 and in 
Pieštany in February 8th, 2002. The entire project management was agreed on the following 
way.  

 
2.2 Provision of project development and its implementation 

The agreed principles as well as the technical contents of Project provided base for 
definition of "Agreement on co-operation and implementation of additional tests at the EREC 
facility Electrogorsk and on development of report on bubbler condenser serviceability". 
Directors of Dukovany, Bohunice, Mochovce and Paks NPPs signed this agreement in April 
25th 2002.  
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2.2.1 The project management scheme and relation to BC-SG 

 
     International technical validation of project progress 
 
        
 
 
      Basic data negotiation 
     in compliance to SG program  COMMON PROJECT 
      More detailed progress 
     
     Paks NPP contract 
     Work management 
 
 
 
 
     Basic data approval     supervision and support  

         
  TG task definition 

           Basic data processing 
 
 
     local contracts 
 
 
 

2.2.2 Objectives and purpose of the " BC Qualification" 

The intention of the "Agreement on co-operation in preparation on Bubbler Condenser 
Function Capability" participants were to comply the EU requirements as well as 
requirements of individual national regulatory bodies in area of BC qualification through the 
way of mutual co-operation in common experiments, analyses and supporting activities. 

Participants agreed on that they will reach the above mentioned intention based on the 
contract between EREC company and with Paks NPP on implementation of tests with 
scenarios simulating MSLB and MB- and SB LOCA on the test facility built within the 
framework of the PHARE Project 2.13/95. Subsequently it was agreed to co-operate in 
development of a common Final Report. The technical support will be provided by the 
Technical Support organizations, which will compare and provide validation of applied 
computational codes through exchange of their results.  

The presentation provides summary of all identified facts about BC behaviour both 
from the analyses results of common experiments and the PH 2.13/95 Project conclusions. 
This report is developed with intention to use gathered information to proof the BC function 
capability for individual national regulatory bodies of participating countries. The conclusions 
and recommendations are determined also in order to be applied during the OECD NEA SG 
discussion and as the response to AQG recommendations.  
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3 DESCRIPTION OF THE BUBBLER CONDENSER SYSTEM 

3.1 Brief description of the VVER 440/213 containment design 

The VVER 440/213 containment presents the 3rd barrier against the release of 
radioactive fission products into environment. It consists of the following main parts: 
• Steam Generator Compartment 
• Corridor 
• BC building with accident confinement shaft 
• System of BC with air traps 
• Ventilation systems  
• Spray system 

The scheme of containment is shown in the Fig.3.1 
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Fig. 3.1: VVER 440/213- Containment building with the Bubble Condenser 

 
The containment consists of hermetically sealed compartments, housing reactor 

equipment and the equipment of air-conditioning systems, spray system and a BC building, 
which is connected to hermetically sealed compartments by corridor. The BC building 
contains 12 staggered floors of passive condenser and air traps equipped with check valves. 
The gas volumes above the water level (beyond the water sealing) are connected to the air 
traps through dual check valves. There are four air traps to which uncondensed gases from 
containment are forced to flow - each connected to three floors of BC trays. Between the 
volume beyond water sealing and the shaft of bubble condenser there are two self-closing 
check valves on each floor whose function is to prevent a reverse flow of water from trays in 
case of small LOCA accident.  

 
3.2 Course of maximum design accident in VVER 440/213 containment 

The BC system is operated only in accident conditions in conjunction with the loss of 
coolant of either primary or secondary circuit, resulting in pressure and temperature increase 
in the containment. It is put under operation automatically by the pressure difference arising 
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between hermetically sealed and retaining areas. Operation of BC is clearly passive. Details of 
BC building with several floors of trays are given Fig. 3.2 

 
Principle of passive pressure reduction 

Passive reduction of the quick pressure increase in hermetically sealed areas at design 
basis accident is enabled by two basic functions of BC: 

a) steam condensation through the bubbling of steam in 12 floors of trays with water (2 
) 

b) capture and retention of air and uncondensed gases in four air traps (5) 
  

1 Corridor 2 Bubble condenser shaft 
3 Perforated protected wall 4 Gasroom 
5 Perforated collectors 6 Lockable check valve DN 250 
7 Tray with water solution (H3BO3) 8 Gap for inlet of steam-air mixture 
9 Cap forming water seal 10 Check valve inlet protection duct 
11 Dual check valve DN 500 12 Damper device 
13 Air trap   

Fig.3.2 Details of the part of containment – bubble condenser system 
The BC is arranged in such way that the air-steam mixture is passed through the 

corridor to the BC where the flow is distributed in BC shaft (1) to individual floors and 
through the volumes between ceilings and bottoms of the floors the mixture enters in 1806 
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gap-cap water seals (2). After the expulsion of water column in the inlet cap of seals (3) the 
mixture bubbles through the water layer where steam condenses with transfer of part of its 
thermal energy and concurrently its volume is reduced significant by way.  

Air and uncondensed gases are then cumulated above water level and due to arising 
overpressure this mixture flows through the dual check valve DN 500 (4) to the air traps (5). 

The time history of the presented process is governed by the pressure difference arising 
between the BC shaft (1) and air traps (5). In case of design basis accident it means a very 
quick process (see graph in Fig.3.3.) with significant dynamic impacts of jet flows on all 
technological devices, as well as on the structure of BC and hermetically sealed area. 
Dynamic effects of steam-air mixture flow are at the inlet to BC captured by a special 
reflexive wall anchored to the bearing structure of BC trays and in this way to the reinforced 
concrete building. 

In the further course of the accident the pressures above water level (3) and in air traps 
(5) equalise while check valves DN 500 (4) automatically close retaining compressed air in 
trap chambers. The flow of hot water and steam from primary circuit continuously decreases 
and pressure in hermetically sealed area begins to fall due to steam condensation and heat 
transfer to the walls, also due to operation of an active spray system. Reverse pressure 
difference, when the pressure above water seal (2) is greater than the pressure in the BC shaft 
(1), causes a reverse water flow from trays to BC shaft. Water flows through the same path 
where the steam – air mixture flowed up, along the ceiling of the lower floor, flows to the 
perforated collectors on the front wall of the BC and sprays the volume of shaft. This passive 
spraying causes a further reduction of pressure in hermetically sealed volumes. Spilled water 
from trays is collected on the bottom of the BC shaft and spontaneously flows through the 
corridor to the SG compartments. From this room the water is together with used spray and 
primary (secondary) leak water transferred to the emergency system pumps.  

Accidents with small release of coolant are similar but slower in course with lower 
achieved pressure. In order to prevent an undesirable reflux of water in case of small accident, 
there are two special check valves DN 250 on each floor (6) which allow pressure 
equalisation before and behind the water seal. These check valves are fitted with a special 
blocking system which, depending on pressure in the volume before the hydraulic seal, 
automatically locks or unlocks the valve. The blocking system is set to the value of 165 ± 5 
kPa of absolute pressure. Above this value the valve is automatically locked and does not 
allow the pressures to equalise. If pressure in the shaft during an accident localisation does not 
exceed  the limit value of 165 kPa the valves remain unlocked and, in case of pressure drop 
before water seal, the pressures before and behind the seal equalise − thus water remains in 
trays.  

The presented passive function of BC system causes a spontaneous decrease of pressure 
in hermetically sealed areas with continuous cumulating of significant amount of released 
thermal energy. Full localisation of the accident is accomplished by active spraying of SG 
compartments which gradually reduces pressure in containment to the minimum value of 80 
kPa (absolute) when the spray system is automatically switched off. A moderate vacuum in 
the sealed area will prevent the release of radioactive substances; the vacuum is maintained by 
controlled actuation of active spray systems. 
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Fig.3.3 Pressure history in VVER 440/213 containment at maximum design accident 

 

4 ASSESSMENT OF BC FUNCTIONALITY 

4.1 Test facility and methodology description 

4.1.1 Short description of the EREC experimental facility BC V-213 

The test facility BC V-213 (Fig. 4.1) has been designed and built-up specially for 
investigating thermal-hydraulic and fluid-structure interactions of the BC system under 
conditions typically expected during DBAs. It is located in a separate building and consists of 
the following main systems and components: 

• a simplified room system simulating the hermetic compartment system of the 
Paks NPP containment upstream of the BC tower; 

• a BC model consisting of 2x9 original sized gap-cap systems, corresponding 
side walls, bottom and ceiling parts with mechanical properties identical to the Paks Nuclear 
Power Plant and a corresponding air space above the BC water volume of the trays;  

• an air trap connected to the aforementioned air volume by a check valve; 
• an relief valve to the BC shaft and a spray system providing the simplified 

room system with spray water; 
• a blow down system consisting of 5 interconnected pressure vessels, pipe 

systems and blow down nozzles to provide the necessary mass- and energy reservoir to 
simulate the anticipated DBA blow down rates at three different locations inside the 
compartments; 

• the necessary auxiliary equipment including instrumentation and the data 
acquisition system. 
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1 Dead-end volume (V0)  5 BC module (V4) 
2 SG box (break node, V1)  6 Air trap (V5) 
3 SG box (V2) 7 High pressure vessel system 
4 BC shaft (V3) 8 DN500 check valve 

 
Fig. 4.1  General view of the EREC test facility BC V-213 

 
Other items characterising the test facility are: 

• dimensioning of the blow down nozzle derived on the basis of the scale results of 
ATHLET calculations for the anticipated failure conditions of the reference NPP; 

• preservation of the mechanical properties of the tray and the gap-cap systems, closely 
linked to the existing configuration of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant; 

• preservation of scale characteristic main volumes and/or flow cross section areas of the 
prototype plant with limited modelling of the corridors between the steam generator 
boxes and the BC shaft;  

• scaling factor 1/100 for the design of the test rig volumes and the necessary mass-and 
energy reservoirs to simulate the variety of DBA conditions 

 
4.1.2 Description of methodology followed during the test preparation and execution 

Scope of the analytical works performed 
A. Pre-test calculations 

Plant blow-down and containment calculations for a representative scenario 
These calculations have been performed to have basis for preparation of the test 

scenario and for comparison with the EREC pre test blow-down proposal. 
EREC TF blow-down 
For the EREC facility the blow down calculations of each specific case have been 

performed with ATHLET code to define the blow down rates and enthalpy in order to define 
and agreed initial and boundary conditions of each test to be as compliant as possible with the 
NPP scenario. The report made by EREC provided good background for these calculation 
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assessing the differences between he measured and calculated values of blow-down rates 
during the previous experiments. 

Plant containment calculations 
These calculations prior to the tests (also with proposed EREC data) have been done to 

have a basis for comparison and possible requirements to EREC to modify test conditions in 
order to keep representative ness and/or conservatism of the tests being prepared. Wide 
discussion was concentrated especially on MSLB test preparation, where several proposals 
have been treated to reach a technical consensus. 

EREC TF containment calculations 
It was appropriate to perform these calculations prior the tests, in order to be ready for 

the discrepancies caused by the modelling. 
B. Post-test calculations 

The goal was to perform additional validation of containment codes and provide both 
industry and regulators with well-validated codes serving as best estimate calculational tools 
for any type of LOCAs. 

5 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 

Bubbler condenser qualification has been performed in the following experimental and 
analytical projects: 
• LBLOCA tests and post-test calculations performed in the PHARE Project PH 2.13/95, 
• MSLB, MBLOCA and SBLOCA tests and post-test calculations sponsored by VVER 

utilities, 
• Post-test calculations for the resolution of the open issues of LBLOCA tests, performed by 

VEIKI in 2000. 
In previous chapters we have reviewed the test results, post-test calculation results and 

NPP calculation predictions obtained in the projects. We have come to the following 
conclusions concerning main parameters of NPP containment during accidents (including 
LBLOCA): 
• peak containment pressures are below the design value (0.25 MPa) with a safety margin, 
• maximum pressure difference on the BC structure is below the  limit (30 kPa) with a 

safety margin, 
• temperature of the BC water is in the anticipated range, far below the saturation level with 

a safety margin, 
• non-uniform temperature distributions in the BC do not lead to local maximum values that 

would deteriorate condensation of the steam, 
• pressure oscillations with a capability for impairment of BC function would not occur. 

On this basis the appropriate operation of BC containment under accident conditions 
can be positively confirmed. 

Results of all tests should be used also for validation of codes applicability and for 
improvement of codes in modelling of phenomena which occur in BC. 
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ABSTRACT 

Since the detection of a through wall axial crack in 1991 in a reactor vessel head 
penetration (VHP) in a French nuclear power plant, inspections of control rod drive 
mechanism (CRDM) and thermocouple nozzles have been performed at plants throughout the 
world to early detect and reliably size such defects. 

One function of VHP nozzles is to maintain the reactor coolant system pressure 
boundary. Cracking of VHP nozzles and welds represents a degradation of the reactor coolant 
system boundary, and hence, is potentially safety significant. 

Past inspection was initially restricted to the inner surface of VHP nozzles and the 
occurrence of axial cracking was deemed to be of limited safety concern by the United States 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). However, recent discoveries of cracked and leaking 
Alloy 600 VHP nozzles in the USA, which include circumferential cracking and cracking of 
the J-groove weld, has raised concerns about the potential safety implications and prevalence 
of cracking in VHP nozzles and has lead to more extensive inspection of the nozzles and the 
surrounding area. 

In 1992 Westinghouse developed a complete system to non-destructively inspect the 
inner surface of VHP nozzles using the eddy current testing (ET) and the ultrasonic testing 
(UT) techniques. Since then our inspection methods have continually improved and expanded 
to include the visual inspection (VT) of the nozzle inner and outer surfaces and the ET and 
UT of the J-groove weld. 

The latest success in our product range has been the optimisation of our VT-gap probes, 
which, like the ET and UT probes, enter into the tight gap (approx. 3,25 mm) between thermal 
sleeve and the inner surface of the VHP nozzle. With these probes it is now possible to 
visually inspect cracks of down to 6 micrometers. 

This presentation will give a general overview of VHP nozzle inspection, concentrating 
on the latest development of VT-gap capabilities. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Control rod drive shafts pass through reactor vessel head penetration nozzles, which sit 
at the top of a reactor pressure vessel (RPV) head. CRDM’s control the movement of control 
rods in and out of a reactor core. In Figure 1 a typical configuration is shown as used in most 
of the Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR’s) worldwide. The Alloy 600 VHP nozzle is fitted 
into the ferritic steel vessel head. The join between RPV head and VHP nozzle for mechanical 
fixture and sealing of the pressure boundary is achieved by the so called J-Groove weld with 
the Alloy 600 equivalent filler material Alloy 82 or Alloy 182. 
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Figure 1: Sleeved CRDM Penetration 
 

Due to its optimal thermal expansion behaviour, good corrosion resistance and good 
welding ability on stainless, nickel based and carbon steels, Alloy 600 became the material of 
choice for the VHP nozzles during plant design. However, industrial experience has shown 
that Alloy 600 is susceptible to primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC). 

In 1991 a through wall crack, resulting in a leak to the top of the reactor vessel, was 
detected by an acoustic leak monitoring system during the 10th year hydro pressure test at the 
French nuclear power plant (NPP) Bugey 3. 

Until May 1992 no remote inspection equipment was available with sufficient 
sensitivity to detect cracks in VHP nozzles. This was due to the specific design of the 
component. As can be seen in Figure 1 thermal sleeves limit the access to the inside surface of 
the VHP nozzle. The radial gap between the VHP nozzle and the thermal sleeve is usually 
only about 3 mm. Due to the impossibility of entering this gap with a suitable inspection 
probe the thermal sleeves had to be removed to access the potentially cracked area. 

In February 1992 Westinghouse Electric Germany began developing a remote operated 
manipulator and inspection techniques that allowed cracks in all VHP nozzles to be detected 
and sized without the necessity of dismantling the CRDM’s and thermal sleeves. Thus 
avoiding the accompanying plant shut down time and exposure of personnel to excessive 
radiation. The first remote inspection with the system was performed early May 1992. Since 
that time the system has been continually improved to increase the inspection capability and 
minimize the inspection time and radiation dose of the inspection personnel. 
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More than 6000 penetrations were inspected world wide (during more than 130 
inspections) between 1991 and 2000, during which no additional leaks were found. 
Approximately four percent of the inspected penetrations showed crack indications. 

Until certain incidents in the USA the occurrence of axial cracking was deemed to be of 
limited safety concern and did not warrant inspection by the United States Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) and past inspection at non U.S. sites were initially restricted to the inner 
surface of VHP nozzles. 

However, in early 2001 four new leaks were identified in the U.S. plants Oconee 1, 2, 3 
and ANO 1 as a result of cracking in the J-groove weld and VHP nozzle. Thereby, the 
circumferential cracking for the first time found at Oconee 3 led to safety concerns by the 
NRC. These findings resulted in an additional request by the NRC for inspections during the 
coming outages [1]. The youngest and most severe event was seen at the NPP Davis-Besse in 
March 2002. Significant wastage of the vessel head material resulted in a serious degradation 
of its structural integrity and the potential for a Loss of Reactor Coolant Accident (LOCA) 
[2]. 

As a result of these incidents an extensive inspection programme was initiated to inspect 
the inner surface of VHP nozzles throughout the United States and a tool was developed to 
inspect the J-groove weld.  

2 SAFETY ASSESSMENT 

The recent identification of cracking indicate that circumferential cracks above the J-
groove weld can occur, in contrast to an earlier conclusion that the cracks would be 
predominantly axial in orientation and that cracking of the J-groove weld metal can precede 
cracking of the base metal. Therefore a revised susceptibility model taking into account the 
above mentioned items had to be established.  

In addition, the presence of circumferential cracking where only a small amount of 
boric acid residue indicated a problem, raised questions on the adequacy of current visual 
examinations. For boric acid deposits from VHP nozzle cracks to be detectable at the outer 
surface of the RPV head, sufficient reactor coolant has to leak through the primary pressure 
boundary into the annulus between the VHP nozzle and the RPV head base metal, propagate 
up the annulus and finally emerge onto the outer surface of the RPV head. Since PWSCC 
cracks in Alloy 600 and Alloy 182 welds are very tight, leakage from these is expected to be 
small.  

The EPRI Materials Reliability Program (MRP) offered an approach by using an 
assessment of the relative susceptibility of each PWR to OD-initiated or weld PWSCC based 
on the operating time and temperature of the penetrations. Based on this simplified model, 
each plant was ranked by the MRP according to the operating time in Effective Full Power 
Years (EFPY) required for the plant to reach an effective time-at-temperature equivalent to 
Oconee 3 at the time the above-weld circumferential cracks were identified in early 2001. 
Based on the experiences at Oconee it was recommended that plants ranked within 10 EFPY 
should perform a visual inspection of the RPV top head capable of detecting small amounts of 
leakage. 

Although the industry susceptibility ranking model has limitations, such as large 
uncertainties and no predictive capability, the model does according to NRC provide a 
starting point for assessing the potential for vessel head penetration nozzle cracking in PWR 
plants.  
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3 INSPECTION CAPABILITIES AND TECHNIQUES 

Since the first inspections in 1992 several non-destructive examination techniques have 
been developed to inspect VHP nozzles and J-Groove welds. These encompass ET, UT, VT 
and dye penetrant testing (PT). This chapter gives a brief summary of the main methods of 
inspection, applied by Westinghouse.  

3.1 Top of the Head Visual Inspection 

Boric acid deposits on the top of the reactor vessel head may be indicative of primary 
coolant leakage through the penetration wall or the J-groove weld from the underside of the 
reactor vessel. Figure 2 shows a typical example for boric acid deposits.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Boron Accumulation on Vessel Head 
 

Westinghouse has remote tooling and inspection technology to perform “under the 
insulation” visual inspections to identify evidence of leakage in the form of boric acid 
deposits. The system consists of a remotely controlled delivery vehicle, high resolution 
cameras, video monitors and screen writing capability to perform and document these visual 
inspections. Figure 3 shows the BTRIS manipulator on a reactor vessel head mock-up. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3: BTRIS Delivery Vehicle on a Reactor Vessel Head 
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3.2 Inspection of the VHP Inner Surface  

A range of slim sword like probes (gap probes) has been developed to inspect the inner 
surface of VHP nozzles that are equipped with thermal sleeves. These include a differential 
ET probe with two pancake coils used for crack detection and a TOFD (Time of Flight 
Defraction) UT probe for subsequent crack depth sizing. If deposits cover the surface, the 
surface can be cleaned before starting the inspection using specially developed sword type 
cleaning probes. In case the roughness or geometry of the surface (for example, if the 
penetration has been repaired) does not allow an ET inspection, Westinghouse has developed 
and qualified a visual gap probe, which will be described in chapter 4. 

The Gap Scanner inspection tool, shown in Figure 4, is specifically designed to guide 
eddy current, ultrasonic and visual inspection probes into the annulus between the inner 
surface of the VHP nozzle and the thermal sleeve and to manipulate the probes so as to scan 
the surface area to be inspected. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Gap scanner for Inspections of Penetrations with Thermal Sleeves 
 

For penetrations without thermal sleeves, or open housings, the Gap scanner is replaced 
with the open housing scanner inspection tool. The open housing scanner delivers an eddy 
current probe and an array of ultrasonic probes to provide simultaneous inspections of the 
inside diameter surface of the VHP nozzle. The scanner can be used to provide 
circumferential or axial scanning motion for specific applications. 

Figure 5 shows a typical inspection scenario. If any detected cracks exceed defined 
criteria an engineering justification is conducted to justify continuous operation or the 
penetration is repaired. Westinghouse has developed a range of repair capabilities, which are 
not covered by this paper. 
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Figure 5: VHP Nozzle Inner Surface Inspection Scenario 

3.3 Inspection of the J-Groove Weld  

A probe manipulation tool, called Groove Man, was specifically developed to perform 
eddy current examination of the Alloy 182 J-Groove weld and/or the outside surface of the 
Alloy 600 VHP nozzle. The purpose for performing this inspection is to determine if surface 
flaws exist in the J-Groove welds or nozzle OD and to characterize the indications as axial or 
circumferential. The tool is designed to conform to the geometry of the J-Groove weld to 
allow the eddy current probe to follow the contour of the assembly. The Groove Man is 
shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Groove Man Inspection Tool 
 
In addition to ET the J-groove weld is also inspected using PT and VT inspection 

techniques. 
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4 VISUAL INSPECTION OF THE VHP NOZZLE SURFACE 

In 1995 a probe was developed and qualified to visually inspect the inner surface of 
VHP nozzles, equipped with a thermal sleeve. Until recently these probes have been used to 
inspect the penetrations in which a known defect had been removed by machining (turning) 
the inner surface. The subsequent abrupt change in diameter of the inner surface made it 
impossible to inspect the transition area using the eddy current detection method because of 
probe “lift off”, caused when passing from the smaller to the larger diameter of the inner 
surface. 

Recent years have seen the replacement of most reactor vessel heads in France and the 
decision was taken by EDF to qualify an upgraded VT-probe with a higher resolution as its 
predecessor. The aim is to use the VT-probe to verify ambiguous ET signals so as to 
distinguish between scratches and cracks and hence to avoid unnecessary UT sizing of 
indications that aren’t cracks. As with the ET and UT probes the Gap Scanner is used to 
manipulate the optical probe. 

As shown in Figure 7 the probe is equipped with a bundle of 30 000 optic fibres capped 
at the end with a 90° prism to transmit the optical image to a CCD camera, mounted on the 
Gap scanner. The surface of the penetration is illuminated by 2 separate plastic fibres that 
transmit light from the light source, located outside the vessel head, to the head of the probe. 

 

 
Figure 7: VT Inspection Probe 

 
Both the optic fibre bundle and the light transmitting fibres are packed into a metal 

ribbon (band) that delivers the probe head to the object of inspection. Like the ET & UT 
probes, the VT probe has been designed to penetrate the tight annulus between the thermal 
sleeve and the inner surface of the VHP nozzle. 

Laboratory tests have shown that cracks of down to 6 micrometers can be inspected 
using the VT-probe. 
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5 VESSEL HEAD INSPECTION MANIPULATOR 

RPV head penetration inspection tools are remotely delivered by the Westinghouse DERI 
700 manipulator. The DERI 700 is a multi-axis, remotely operated robot that can access all 
nozzles without repositioning. More importantly, the DERI 700 manipulator provides a 
common delivery system for not only inspection equipment but also for repair tooling. 

 

 
 

Figure 8: DERI 700 Manipulator under RVH Mockup 
 

The manipulator is comprised of a rotating central leg and vertically moving arm, with 
elbow and wrist. Inspection tools are mounted on a tilt unit allowing them to be remotely 
passed through the man way of the RPV head stand. This allows inspection probe and tool 
changes to be made outside the RPV head, resulting in lower dose rates. Cameras underneath 
the head allow the operators to verify tool position and monitor all probe delivery and 
inspection activities. When used for inspection purposes the DERI 700 manipulator has the 
added advantage that it can be dismantled and retracted from the inspection stand without 
requiring the reactor vessel head to be moved. 
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ABSTRACT 

The feasibility study, which evaluates the impacts of the transition to the 18-month 
cycle on plant design bases, operational and maintenance requirements, long-term economics 
of the operation, is performed.  Activities, which have to be implemented for adopting 18-
month cycle, are presented.  The study shows that implementation of 18-month cycle is 
possible with some investments through transition 15-month cycle. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The NPP Krško started the commercial operation in 1983, now is considering the 
extension of the plant fuel cycle to 18 months. At present most nuclear power plants in the 
United States have been extended operating cycles beyond the original 12-month cycle length 
to 18-month cycle, some of them increased the cycle length to 24 months [5].  

The continuous emphasis on improvement of plant capacity factor as a major means to 
make nuclear energy more cost-competitive motivates interest for adopting 18-months cycle. 
Longer operating cycles can potentially lessen total power generation costs.  Outage 
frequency is reduced, the capacity factor is improved, providing an operation and 
maintenance cost benefit. Radiation exposure to site personnel and other costs associated with 
reload core design and licensing are also reduced for longer operating cycles. On the other 
hand, fuel with higher enrichment is required, and fuel fabrication costs go up.  

It is reasonable to implement longer cycle when technical capabilities of the 
equipment and fuel are assured. In the NEK technical capabilities were reached by 
replacement of main equipment (Steam generators), implementation of ZIRLO cladding 
material and already performed safety analyses for new operating conditions (Steam generator 
replacement and power uprate). A key factor for decision to extend operating cycle is the safe, 
reliable and steady operation.  

Current level of nuclear safety, condition of the equipment and operational results 
motivate us to evaluate implementation of 18-month cycle. For complete evaluation is 
necessary to perform detail examination of different factors, which play role in the evaluation, 
but some factor is more important than others are. Analyses of extended cycle, which 
includes:  

• Technical capabilities and economics of nuclear fuel,  
• Licensing and engineering costs (analyses),  
• Condition of the equipment and maintenance programs,  
• Operational reliability,  
• Long-term economics of the operation and market circumstances. 
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Indicate that adoption to 18-month cycle is possible with some investment through transition 
15-month cycle. 

2 METHODOLOGY 

The evaluation is done by NPP Krško personnel, using similar evaluation and 
comparison in the world. It is analysed influence of transition to 18-month cycle on core 
design and safety parameters, safety analyses, reliability of the equipment, operations and 
economics circumstances. Extending the fuel cycle will in the first place to affect the core 
operating and safety parameters, since fuel management will change to provide higher core 
reactivity at the beginning of each cycle and increased fuel average burnup at the end of the 
cycle.  
For evaluation were used work reports already performed for the modernisation project, and 
other literature, which threats that subject: 
• SSR-NEK-4.2 Integrated Core Design 

The fuel loading strategy was determined for the reload transition of Krško to the uprated 
core conditions. Two different fuel management schemes were followed to develop the 
pseudo-equilibrium 12-month and 18-month cycles. The nuclear design requirements for 
the fuel assemblies and components including number of assemblies and their 
enrichments, burnable absorbers (IFBA) and loading patterns were developed for all 
specified cycles. The 3D models were generated which provide the basis for the analysis 
of the key safety parameters and input support to the thermal-hydraulic designer, nuclear 
safety and fluid system groups and fuel rod analysis. The report also gives calculated 
results and the assumed limits for the analyzed safety related parameters.  

• WENX 92-17 Krško NPP Eighteen Month Fuel Cycle Feasibility Study Report 
Investigates the impact of the transition to the 18-month cycle on plant design bases, 
operational and maintenance requirement. 

• Work reports SSR-NEK 
During the modernisation project were performed analyses to show that plant is capable to 
operate safe per new operational condition (uprate). Reports, which analyse safety 
parameters on which lengthen cycle has impact, are considered. 

• NF-NEK-02-111, NF-NEK-02-139 Risk Assessment Checklists 
Consider the potential fuel performance and plant operational impact of the intended core 
loading pattern. The nuclear, thermal-hydraulic and fuel performance characteristics of the 
loading pattern are evaluated for their influence on key operational issues, including 
quadrant power tilt, axial offset anomaly, axial xenon stability, hot leg streaming, fuel 
performance and control rod incomplete insertion. Any plant-specific design requirements 
or considerations are addressed in the assessment. 

 

3 ANALYSES, EVALUATIONS AND ASSESMENT 

3.1 Core Design and Nuclear Fuel 
 
The purpose of this evaluation is to identify any reload core characteristics which might 

be adversely affected by the longer cycle length in order to judge whether more detailed and 
accurate methods need to be employed in any critical areas. Approximate methods and 
standard trending technologies were used to determine the likely behavior of following 
parameters under lengthened operating cycles: 
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• Increased excess reactivity 
• Increased number and enrichment of the fresh fuel 
• Fuel economics 
• Increased boron concentration and number of Integrated Fuel Burnable Absorbers 
• Peaking factors 
• Moderator temperature coefficient 
• Shutdown margin 
• Transition loading pattern 
• Fuel integrity  
• Discharge burnup 
• Axial offset anomalies 
• Storage of the burned fuel 
• Core design  

 
Transition cycles are mostly not economic and could be more limiting than the 18-

month cycle for one or more core parameters. For economic evaluation are compared 
equilibrium cycles [4] for three years period (three 12-month cycles or two 18-month cycles). 
Direct cost of the fuel for 18-month cycle is approximately for 10-11 millions $ greater than 
for the 12-month cycle (the same energy production). Extra cost, like storage of the burned 
fuel is not included in this amount. 

Higher excess reactivity, caused by increased number and enrichment of fresh fuel 
assemblies, requests more Integrated Fuel Burnable Absorbers (IFBA) and higher value of the 
boron concentration at the beginning of the cycle, which is compensated with additional 
number of IFBA, so the cost for the fuel is increased. Peaking factors are higher if it would be 
used only one enrichment feed batch, but it is expected to use split or more enrichment feed 
batches to decrease peaking factor, what again increases fuel cost. Moderator temperature 
coefficient (MTC) becomes more positive if the boron concentration is high. It can be reduced 
using additional number of IFBA or with repositioning of control rods (rodded MTC). The 
experience from previous cycles shows that greater number of IFBA and higher burnup non-
homogeneity in the region, higher maximum value of the burnup and high duty index, can 
change fuel integrity for the worse. Average discharge burnup is reduced, but maximum fuel 
assembly burnup is increased. Maximum fuel rods burnup are close to limit value of 60000 
MWD/MTU. Gradients in the fuel and in the core are higher. Increased production of 
discharged fuel makes cost for storage higher (4-8 fuel elements in three years). The 
documentation (“Core Design”) is reduced, what does not affect the price, because this cost is 
included in the fuel price. In the years after 2006 it can be expected usage of the fuel of 
second generation (16NFG), which has less uranium in comparison with current fuel, what 
means higher duty index.  

Westinghouse already performed alternative loading patterns for the first 18-month 
cycle [7]. They are not the same as above analysed equilibrium cycles [4] but give us 
information about possible problems in the design of 18-month cycles (positive MTC if 
current IFBA are used, or implementation of new IFBA, 1.4xIFBA instead of the current 
1.0xIFBA). Westinghouse has established a systematic process, called the Loading Pattern 
Risk Assessment for considering the potential fuel performance and plant operational impact 
of the intended core loading pattern. The nuclear, thermal-hydraulic and fuel performance 
characteristics of the loading pattern are evaluated for their influence on key operational 
issues, including quadrant power tilt (QPTR), axial offset anomaly, axial xenon stability, hot 
leg streaming, fuel performance and control rod incomplete insertion. The QPTR is higher 
than 2 %, but when rotation of once twice or more burnup fuel will be accomplish for the 
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preliminary loading pattern it is not expected that HFP QPTR will exceed 2 %. The loading 
pattern for 18-month cycle do not result in an increased susceptibility to axial offset anomaly, 
even mass evaporation rate is higher, with assumption that primary water chemistry is 
unchanged from previous cycles. Alternative loading pattern for 18-month cycle has an 
increase susceptibility to axial xenon instability. Hot leg streaming is at a low risk of the 18-
month cycle alternative loading pattern. Fuel performance-fuel rod design criteria are closer to 
limiting value, but still bellow it. The fuel assemblies, which suppose to be used in the 
following cycles has ZIRLO cladding. Based on the studies [4] ZIRLO clad fuel should meet 
the rod internal pressure and corrosion limit up to 60000 MWD/MTU. Since the maximum 
rod burnup (58168 MWD/MTU) is bellow this value it is expected that the corrosion and rod 
internal pressure limits will be met with enough margins. DNB Propagation is not going to be 
un issue.    

 
3.2 Safety analyses 

 
The 18-month fuel management will impact the current core operating and safety 

parameters in two significant ways. First, to achieve the longer operating cycle, more 
reactivity will have to be loaded in the core at the beginning of the cycle, by increasing the 
number and enrichment of the fresh fuel assemblies. This will affect design limits of the 
loading pattern, primarily the radial peaking factors, which will in turn affect the control rod 
worth, the core shutdown margin and other design characteristics. Also the increased 
reactivity at the beginning of the cycle will increase the soluble boron required to control the 
reactivity. Second, the longer cycles will result in higher core average burnups at the end of 
the cycle, which influences the some physics parameters (moderator temperature coefficients, 
delayed neutron fractions). These have influence especially on the following accidents: 

• Boron dilution accident 
• Rod withdrawal 
• Rod misalignment 
• Rod ejection 
• Steam line break 
• LOCA 
• Radiological consequences 

Current safety analyses performed for modernization project covered also 18-month cycle. In 
the case that during the design of the new cycle any safety related parameter is changed, it is 
necessary to make additional analyses. 

The whole licensing process is already done through the modernization project, and all 
the changes in the licensing documents (Technical Specifications, Updated Safety Analyses 
Report, Precautions, Limitations and Setpoints) are already performed.  

The Surveillance Requirements Cross-Reference document was reviewed and there 
were suggested some actions for transition to 18-month cycle. These are mostly changes in 
the procedures. It is also necessary to change program for testing containment isolation 
valves, and diesel fuel has to be purchased during the operations (for testing). It is also 
necessary to adjust frequency requirements for instrumentation calibration. According to that, 
in the future must be evaluated the effects of an increased calibration interval on instrument 
errors in order to confirm that drift will not result in instrument errors that exceed the 
assumptions of the safety analysis [3].   
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3.3 Equipment reliability 
 
Stable operation without unplanned scrams shows on good condition of the main 

equipment and on the quality of maintenance and surveillance program. Reactor vessel and 
internals are verified for lengthen cycle during analyses performed for steam generator 
replacement and uprate. New steam generators are in good condition and checked for 
operation in longer cycle. The other components, which represent pressure boundaries of the 
primary system, are controlled in accordance with In-Service Inspection (ISI) program. 
Additional inspection which comes from the industrial experience is performed with modern 
methods, by means of non-destructive methods (NDE), and the results showed no deviations 
or relevant indications. Reactor coolant pumps were checked in last years. Their motors will 
be additionally inspected. Low pressure turbines are checked and will be replaced in outage 
2005(6). The main generator does not indicate significant aging problems and is capable for 
transition to lengthen cycle. Safety equipment are verified through surveillance program. 
Functional aging or modifications are corrected through maintenance program and equipment 
replacement.  

In the case that outage duration is not increased, it is necessary to perform more testing 
and maintenance with plant on-line. In the NPP Krško already exists “Online maintenance 
program” (OLM) in accordance with adequate procedure. Any unavailability of the 
equipment because of the testing of maintenance is evaluated with probabilistic estimation of 
the risk.  

To avoid unplanned shutdowns is necessary to do more on diagnostic maintenance 
(measuring vibration, temperature, oil characteristics, visual inspection). One of the aspects 
needed to be specially exposed is human sources. Some equipment can be tested or 
maintained only during the shutdowns, for what is necessary to assure adequate number of 
qualified personnel. About this problem is needed to think now and to take some actions. 
For determination the reliability of the critical equipment is necessary to: 

• Review inspection history data, corrective work orders for the last five years, and the 
results of the latest preventive activities, 

• Verify additional possibilities for diagnostic maintenance and availability of the spare 
parts. 

For critical equipment is important to plan reasonable quantity of spare parts, because is 
difficult to get them quickly in the case of unplanned failure. Longer unavailability can 
reduce positive economic effects of the 18-month cycle. 

Maintenance programs like Preventive maintenance program, Outage planning and 
conducting, Maintenance role program, and In-service inspection program must be reviewed 
and revised for 18-month cycle conditions. 

   
3.4 Operational circumstances 

 
In the last five years operation was very stable. In the cycle 14 (year 1997) was one 

scram (Close of the Main Steam Isolation Valve due to mechanical failure). The cycle 15 
(year 1998) was without scram. In the cycle 16 (year 1999) was one scram because of the 
equipment failure (feedwater control valve, which was replaced during feedwater system 
modification). The cycle 17 (year 2000) was without scram. In the cycle 18 was one manual 
shutdown because of instrumentation error (temperature indicator was failed). From these 
points can be concluded that even with transition to 18-month cycle safe and capable 
operation can be achieved from outage to outage, without unplanned scrams caused by failure 
of the key equipment. This is achieved through good and quality surveillance, maintenance 
and technical support.  
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Transition to 18-month cycle has influence on radioactive waste management and 
radiological protection because of different isotopic composition. This was already considered 
in the USAR [26] and in the work reports [16, 17, 21, 22, 23, and 24] performed through 
modernization project. Concentration of the fission products increases proportionally with 
power increase. Concentration of tritium is increased also according to lengthen cycle. 
Concentration of the active corrosion products stay on the same level. Systems for handling 
with radioactive waste are designed conservatively and are capable for longer operational 
cycles. Dose to the surrounding population, due to liquid and gasses releases are left on the 
same values, because before was calculated very conservatively. 

Shielding was designed very conservatively, and it was demonstrated it is appropriate 
also for power increase and longer operational cycle. Only in two cases it was calculated that 
shield thickness is close to limiting value (spent fuel pit demineralizer, letdown chiller heat 
exchanger). 

The concentration of the tritium in the RCS will be increased. For maintaining design 
value in the RCS (3.5 µCi/g) and SFP (2.5 µCi/g) is anticipating that 3.6 system mass of RCS 
per cycle is discharged [26]. Higher concentration of the tritium can limit liquid effluents with 
tritium (limit activity is 20 TBq per calendar year or 8 TBq per calendar quarter [27]). 

In the reports, which deal with isotopic composition, concentrations of active corrosion 
products are not change according to 12-month cycle. This can be achieved under condition 
that control of the chemical composition of primary cooling system is not changed (pH, B/Li). 
According to higher boron concentration on the beginning of the cycle is needed also higher 
concentration of lithium, what fuel manufacturer restricts. This has to be reviewed more 
detailed. 

Collective annual dose is expecting to decrease, because of smaller outage frequency, 
duration of the outage would not be changed essentially. 

    
3.5 Economic circumstances 

 
Electricity market is opening across national border, competition becomes harder, what 

influences on the price of electricity. Option of the lengthen cycle becomes more interesting 
because it means lower cost of electricity production. In prediction of the cost price are 
comparing 12-month and 18-month cycles, from the date 1.1.2002 to the end of the year 
2023. All costs are evaluated based on fixed prices on the date 1.1.2002 for whole period, 
included 2023. Operational department gives information about planed electricity production 
and outages per years and months. Based on pseudo equilibrium cycles for 12 and 18 months 
and transition 15 month cycle [4] are determined fuel costs. For evaluation of 18-month cycle, 
two different strategies were calculated. Strategy 1 is based on equally scope of continual 
services per year. Strategy 2 supposes that in years without outage, more continual and non-
outage services are performed.  
Economic effects of the transition from 12-month cycle to 18-month cycle for period 2002-
2023 are: 
 
• Strategy 1 in comparison with economic effects of 12-month cycle has positive effect, 

which amounts cumulatively 10 %.   
• Strategy 2 in comparison with economic effects of 12-month cycle has positive effect, 

which amounts cumulatively 2.5 %. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

Detailed evaluation of implementation 18-month cycle showed that it is possible, with 
some investment, through transition 15-month cycle. Regarding to the fuel cost, is less 
economic, fuel performances are closer to limit values. The whole licensing program is 
already done. In the case that for design of particular cycle any safety related parameter is 
changed is necessary to make additional analyses. Some works have to be done on 
surveillance and maintenance programs and human resources. Additional evaluation has to be 
done in controlling the chemical composition of the primary cooling system.  

It would be made every effort to preserve high level of nuclear safety and possibility of 
further improvement. Total economic effects showed positive results for the anticipated useful 
life.    
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1 ABSTRACT 

There were three basic stages of the NPP Temelin Units active testing stage- The zero 
and low power testing, The power ascension testing and Plant Performance Test. The main 
objective of the start- up process stages and the testing procedures including some operational 
experience are described in the paper.  

2 INTRODUCTION 

Temelin Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) is located in southern part of the Czech Republic 
about 130 km from Prague and 60 km from the Austrian border. The NPP Temelin is 
equipped with two VVER 1000 reactors, each with thermal output of 3000 MWt and two 
turbogenerator sets with electrical output 2x 1000 MW. The project investor is Czech Power 
Company ČEZ, the general supplier for the mechanical and electrical equipment was ŠKODA 
PRAHA Company. 

The VVER 1000 represents the third generation of pressurized water reactors 
developed in the former Soviet Union. The primary system is of a four-loop design. Each loop 
of the reactor coolant system includes a horizontal steam generator and a vertical centrifugal 
single- stage reactor coolant pump. The operating pressure is 15.7 MPa at temperature 280/ 
310oC. The electrical output of a turbogenerator set is 1000 MWe. The saturated steam 
turbine 1000 MW, 3000 rev/min is of ŠKODA design. It  includes one high- pressure and 
three low- pressure cylinders and between them two horizontal moisture separators and 
reheaters are located. The three condensers are equipped with Titanium tubes. The bypass 
system accepts 60% of full load steam output. Cooling of condensers is assured by the cooling 
tower circuit with 4 natural air draft cooling towers. 

The decision for construction of 4 units, type VVER 1000 in the Temelin location was 
made in 1980. In the year 1984, a contract for the supply of the Russian Technical project was 
concluded. This project included the primary system, auxiliary service building and diesel 
generator station. The initial project of the secondary system and other parts of the NPP were 
processed by the Czech general designer Energoproject in 1985. The construction permit was 
issued in 1986. In the year 1990, the requirement of electrical output was revised and it was 
decided to complete only two 1000 MW units and substantially upgrade the design and the 
operational safety and flexibility of the NPP Temelin. The original project was already being 
improved by the Czech experts prior to 1990. Hundreds of individual improvements were 
implemented. Certain measures were taken in order to ensure compliance with the ISO 9000 
standards in the field of components and construction. Approximately 90% of the components 
of the primary system and 100% of the components of the secondary system were 
manufactured in Czech Republic or in western countries.  
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In the course of the years 1990 to 1992, international audits and expertise and IAEA 
mission were carried out at the NPP Temelin. Based on the conclusion of IAEA mission, 
Halliburton NUS audit and the other expertise and in compliance with recommendation of the 
Czech nuclear regulatory body and of the Czech experts a modernization program for NPP 
Temelin has been carried out. The following innovations have been implemented: 
• Modernization and upgrading of the safety and control systems, 
• Fuel replacement and modification of the reactor core, 
• Innovations of some components and subsystems of the primary and the secondary 

systems, replacement of the original cables with ones of higher fire rating, 
• Design and construction of a full scope simulator, 
• The improvement of safety documentation, elaboration of the Probabilistic Safety 

Assessment. 
The tenders for instrumentation and control system, nuclear fuel, diagnostic system and 

radiation monitoring system were issued to the world-well known suppliers. The US 
Company Westinghouse Electric Corporation was selected to submit contract for the delivery 
of instrumentation and control system, primary side diagnostic system and for the delivery of 
nuclear fuel. The contract for the delivery of instrumentation and control system was signed 
in 1993 and the contract for the delivery of fuel including safety analyses was signed in 1994.  

Since 1995 after the completion of revisions and adjustment work and the finalization of 
assembly, the preparation on NPP commissioning began. There were 3 main stages of the 
NPP Temelin commissioning: 
• Preparatory stage (individual tests of assembly and a first part of extended hydrotest)  
• Non-active testing stage (a second part of extended hydrotest and REVISION) 
• Active testing stage (zero and low power testing, power ascension testing and plant 

performance test) 
In 1999, all efforts of contractors were focused on the preparation of the first stage of 

extended hydrotest, which began on Unit 1 in October 1999 and on Unit 2 in July 2001. The 
purpose of the first stage of the extended hydrotest was to verify the tightness of the 
equipment and the primary circuit piping at a pressure 17.6 MPa and 24.5 MPa. More than 
3000 individual tests were provided on the Unit 1 and 1576 tests on the Unit 2 from the start 
of testing to the end of the first stage of the extended hydrotest.  

In February 2000 a non- active testing stage on the Temelin NPP Unit 1 began. The 
second stage of extended hydrotest was completed successfully in April 2000 on the Unit 1 
and in November 2001 on the Unit 2. After the second stage of the hydrotest a ”REVISION” 
(inspection) was performed. During the REVISION all detected defects were fixed and 
preoperational checks were performed.  

After the REVISION substage active testing stage began. The first step of this process 
was transportation of the first container with fresh fuel from the fresh fuel area into Unit 
containment building. There were three basic stages of the Temelin Units active testing stage:  
• The zero and low power testing – Physics start- up tests (procedure of  the basic series F) 
• The power ascension testing – (procedures of the basic series E) 
• Plant Performance Test 

3 TEMELIN ACTIVE TESTING STAGE 

3.1 Physics Start-up Tests 

Physics start-up testing of Temelin NPP Unit 1 began in July 2000 and of Unit 2 in 
March 2002. The main objective of the physics start-up testing was to verify characteristics of 
the reactor core important for nuclear safety as well as for more accurate determination of 
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neutron-physical characteristics, which are used in the course of unit operation. 
Physics start-up tests of Temelin Units were divided in accordance with the approved 

”Program of Physics Start-up Tests F001” into the following three time periods. 
The first period of the physics start-up tests included: 
• fuel loading and reactor assembling 
• filling-in of the primary circuit by coolant 
• leak-tightness pressure tests of the primary and secondary system. 
• repeated containment integrity test 
The second period included: 
• heating above the brittle fracture limit temperature 
• heating to semi-hot (Mode 4) and hot (Mode 3) state (280 °C) 
• performance of tests required by the operational procedures for reactor start-up 
• repeating some tests performed during Hot Functional Tests  
The third period included:  
• reaching initial reactor criticality   
• physics start-up tests  

First stable criticality on the Unit 1 reactor was reached in October 11, 2000 and on the 
Unit 2 reactor in May 31, 2002.  The basic physics start-up tests, which started at the moment 
of the initial criticality were performed at zero or very low reactor power, when fission 
reaction had not yet heated the primary coolant. In compliance with the Physics start-up test 
phase program document the following tests were performed: 

 
Denotation Name of the test procedure 
F001 Low power physics test sequence program 
F002 Initial core loading 
F003A Initial criticality 
F003B Determination of physics testing operational range of power 
F003C Source-term determination 
F003D Reactivity computer check out 
F004 Verification of the control rods connection with their drive mechanism  
F005 Differential and integral control rod groups worth, and boron worth  
F006 Rod-drop measurement 
F007 Isothermal temperature reactivity coefficient and pressure reactivity coefficient 

measurement 
F008 Incore thermocouples calibration 
F009 Reactivity power coefficient measurement 
F010 NIS calibration up to 1.5 % rated thermal power (RTP) 
F011 Reactor coolant system thermal capacity and heat loss determination 
F013 Reactor coolant system hydraulic characteristics measurement 
F014 Core symmetry verification 
F015 Boron injection system lag measurement determination 
F016 Reactor neutron noise characteristics measurement 
E008 Radiation monitoring during physics start-up and power ascension tests 
E010 Measurements of the equilibrium Xenon worth 
 

Based on the results of physics start-up tests it was determined that reactor core of 
both Temelin Units meets safety and design requirements and the characteristics of the reactor 
core of both Temelin Units comply within acceptable allowance with predicted results. 
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Besides basic physical tests several hundreds individual tests of equipment were provided in 
the course of the period of Physics start-up tests - on the Unit 1 about 1000 individual tests 
and on the Unit 2 about 600 tests. Based on acceptable results of all tests performed according 
”Program of Physics Start-up Tests” it was recommended to proceed into the power ascension 
test phase.  
 
3.2 Power Ascension Testing 

Power ascension testing on Temelin Unit 1 began at the end of November 2000 and on 
the Unit 2 at June 2002. The main objective of the power ascension testing was to transfer the 
Unit from Mode 2 (power level <2% rated thermal power (RTP)) to Mode 1 (power level 
>2% RTP) and to bring it successfully to the rated plant power.  

In the course of the process of the gradual power ascension, all basic design functions 
were tested. The Unit and its major components properties were verified in normal steady 
state as well as in non-steady state operation modes and in abnormal operation conditions. At 
the end of the stage, a safe and reliable Unit operation was demonstrated by the 144 hours 
trial run.  

A binding scenario of the activities carried out during the power ascension testing was 
the ”Program of Power Ascension Tests E001”. The process of the power ascension testing, 
from the transition into the MODE 1 till achieving of the rated power was divided into 
substages that followed both logically and in time. Power ascension testing of Temelin NPP 
Unit 1 per the approved program ”E001” was divided into seven substages which were 
limited by the reactor power levels 5%, 12%, 30%, 55%, 75%, 90% and 100% of the RTP. 
The 144 hours Unit trial run was a part of the last substage. The process of the Unit 2 power 
ascension testing was subdivided into four substages limited by the power level 30%, 55%, 
75% and 100%. 

The performed commissioning and verifying activities were aimed in particular at the 
following areas: 
• putting the secondary system into full operation including verification of the design 

functions of the basic components and confirming of the thermal and mechanic properties 
of the new machine hall equipment as turbogenerator set, reheater and condenser,  

• verification of the unit operation in steady state operation modes at gradually increasing 
reactor power levels, in particular verification of the parameter stability and of the 
performance of the process equipment in connection with the control system,  

• verification of the unit operation under abnormal operation conditions and transients 
initiated by the trip of a major unit components including the verification of the control 
system performance, 

• demonstration of a reliable and safe unit operation in all other basic unit operational 
modes, i.e. during the heatup, criticality achieving, power ascension, shutdown, hot 
standby and during the cooldown. 

• verification of the neutron, thermo-hydraulic and mechanical properties of the reactor 
core,  

• verification of the performance, reliability and correct setup of all parts of the control 
system in connection with the process (control circuits, sequences, limitation and 
protection system), both in normal operation modes conditions and, in particular, from the 
point of view of mastering abnormal operation conditions and transients without violating 
the Plant Technical Specifications. 

The units verification were provided for by the following tests: 
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• in accordance with the test procedures of the basic series E- altogether 39 procedures 
covering partially or fully the basic areas of the unit verification, i.e. physics and thermo-
hydraulic measurements, calibration, chemistry and health physics measurements, 
verification of the design functions of the equipment including the control system and 
verification of normal and abnormal design modes,  

• in accordance with the test procedures of the F series- 3 procedures that continue the 
activities performed in the course of the zero and low power testing stage,  

• in accordance with the test procedures of the P series - these are in most cases tests of 
basic process equipment with the medium for which the proper conditions could not be 
setup before the power ascension stage. In addition to that, those are tests of the electric 
equipment connected with the power output and tests of secondary diagnostic system, 

• in accordance with the test procedures of the V series - altogether 19 procedures that 
verify the properties of the new design and new structure elements and components of the 
secondary circuit. They are, in particular, aimed at the verification of thermal-hydraulic, 
aerodynamic and mechanical properties of the turbine, reheater and of the condenser. 

Regarding the test procedures of the E, F, P series, there was only small difference between 
the first and the second Temelin NPP Units. The test procedures of the V- series were 
provided on the Unit 1 only, because of new design lot of Unit 1 secondary system 
components and elements. The Unit 1 turbine is the first 1000 MW saturated steam turbine 
(prototype) which was designed and manufactured  by Škoda Company. 

The inclusion of the tests into individual substages corresponded with the substages’ 
objectives and complied with the requirements specified in the procedures. The short 
summary of the most important objectives of the NPP Temelin Unit 1 substages follows:  
The substage up to 5% RTP: 
1. Verify the Unit transition from the Mode 2 into the Mode 1 and safe increase of its power 

to 5% RTP and master normal operation at the given power range. 
2. Verify the design functions of the auxiliary condenser, of the steam dump to condenser 

and of the secondary system components that have been for the first time put into normal 
operation (the turbine driven feedwater pump, condensate system).  

3. Perform calibration of the excore ionization chambers neutron flux measurement 
instrumentation by the power range and wide range channels. 

The substage up to 12% RTP: 
1. Verify the start of the turbogenerator set to nominal speed and the start up of the related 

machine hall equipment.  
2. Perform primary tests of the turbine alternator, its exciter generator, and its protections. 

Carry out turbogenerator set counterbalancing (if necessary) 
3. Verify the natural primary loop coolant circulation start and demonstrate the unit’s ability 

to remove the design anticipated residual decay heat by means of the natural circulation.  
4. Verify the performance and stability of the reactor power control and the steam dump to 

atmosphere control and master the unit operation at the given power range. 
The substage up to 30% RTP: 
1. Complete the preparation of the turbogenerator set and of terminals to normal operation 

and synchronize the turbine generator to a 400 kV line.  
2. Perform calibration of the excore ionization chambers neutron flux measurement 

instrumentation and calibration of the incore measurement system at the given power 
level. Verify neutron characteristics of the reactor core. 

3. Determine the steady state Xe poisoning and examine the reactor core power distribution 
deformation due to incorrect position of a control rod and its influence on the ionization 
chambers indications. Determine the characteristics of azimuthal Xenon oscillations.  
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4. Verify the Unit performance at complete black- out and the unit cooldown and start from 
cold conditions. Master the unit operation at the given power range. 

 
The substage up to 55% RTP: 
1. Perform calibration of the excore ionization chambers neutron flux measurement system 

by the power range (PR) and wide range (WR) channels and calibration of the incore 
measurement system at 55% RTP. 

2. Determine the steady state Xe poisoning and verify neutron characteristics of the reactor 
core. 

3. Verify mechanical, thermal-hydraulic and operational features of the turbine, the electrical 
and thermal features of the generator and the design functions of selected secondary 
system components at load variation (increase and decrease). Verify the design functions 
of major unit controllers in various mode combinations and the performance and stability 
of water level controllers in the turbine bleeding cycle and in the separator-reheater 
system.  

4. Verify the Unit dynamic features and its performance at transients- trip of the last running 
turbine driven feedwater pump and turbogenerator idle run with the complete 6kV backup 
supply switching. Verify the Limitation System (LS) functions and master the unit 
operation at the given power range. 

The substage up to 75% RTP: 
1. Perform calibration of the incore measurement system, of the excore ionization chambers 

neutron flux measurement and calibration of the temperature compensation and of the 
axial offset of the power range channels indications. 

2. Determine the steady state Xe poisoning and the axial Xenon oscillation features.  
3. Verify mechanic, thermohydraulic and operational features of the turbine and of the 

turbine driven feedwater pumps, condenser pumps and electrical and thermal properties of 
the alternator at steady- state operation at the maximum substage power. Verify the 
performance and stability of the major unit controllers and Control Coordinator functions  

4. Verify the unit dynamic features and its performance at transients initiated by trips of 
major unit components- reactor coolant pumps, turbogenerator, feedwater pumps and  
condensate pumps. Verify the mode with 3 reactor coolant pump running. 

The substage up to 90% RTP: 
1. Verify the neutron reactor characteristics and determine the steady state Xe poisoning. 
2. Verify the mechanical, thermohydraulic and operational features of the turbogenerator set, 

determine the steam moisture at the steam generator outlets, verify the design functions of 
an optimum setting of all machine hall single parameter controllers. 

3. Verify the unit dynamic features and its performance at transients initiated by the trip of 
one out of four running reactor coolant pumps. Master the unit operation at the given 
power range (preparation on full load). 

The substage up to 100% RTP: 
1. Perform calibration of the excore ionization chambers neutron flux measurement 

instrumentation by the PR and WR channels, the incore measurement system and provide 
the correction of the PR channels indications on the flux axial difference. Determine the 
steady state Xe poisoning. 

2. Verify at steady- state operation at the maximum power the mechanical, thermohydraulic 
and operational features of the turbine, electrical and thermal properties of the alternator 
and the performance and stability of the major unit controllers. 

3. Verify the steam moisture at the steam generator outlets after made design modifications.  
4. Verify the design properties of the Unit and its performance at transients following the 

major components trips (reactor coolant pumps, turbogenerator set, circulation water 
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pump, feedwater pump, condensate pumps,). Verify the design functions of the 
Limitation System. 

5. Verify the turbine quick valve control and the grid stability at this test and verify the unit 
performance at primary and secondary control modes. 

6. In the course of the 144 hours Unit trial run at the full rated power demonstrate the 
performance, quality and reliability of the unit equipment and its ability to be handed 
over into the trial operation.  

The Unit1 power ascension tests were successfully completed 24.05.2002 and 144 hours 
trial run was finished 10.6.2002. In comparison with the 6 months assumed for the completion 
of the planned tests in the schedule of the stage testing procedure E001, the real duration was 
19 months. The major impact on the duration of the power ascension testing stage had 
problems connected with turbogenerator set vibrations and intensive high frequency 
vibrations of the inlet steam piping between control valves and the high pressure part of the 
turbine. These phenomena were observed during the turbine operation in the range of low 
output of 0- 400MW. The turbine increased vibrations were caused partly due to imperfect 
counter balancing of the rotor system that was produced by the connection of separately 
balanced rotors. The counterbalancing in no load running and after turbogenerator grid 
connection and loading was performed, but the piping system vibration was not removed. 
Water draining lines and several tapping points of pressure and temperature measurement 
were cut off and serious leakage in the turbine control oil system was indicated.  

Several forced outages of the turbogenerator occurred, mainly due to the vibration and 
the leakage in the turbine oil system. Due to forced turbine outages the low pressure (LP) 
turbine rotor was damaged. It was obvious, that vibration was a complex problem, the 
solution of which was a necessary condition for Unit 1 commissioning to go on. 
An extensive program of special measurement on the turbine and piping system was 
implemented and the detailed analyses of the vibration were accomplished by a number of 
experts and specialized institutes. The experts came to the conclusion, that the main reason of 
the high frequency of the turbine and piping vibration was the flow of saturated steam through 
the control valves, where high velocities and dynamic exiting forces occurred due to high 
throttling at low power (high frequency pulsation in a steam flow). 

During unplanned Unit outage the repair works and technical modification on non- 
nuclear part of the Unit were carried out. The following measures were materialized: 
• Reconstruction of the main control valves. The most feasible way of pulsating flow 

reduction was to change the geometry of inner channels of original control valves. A 
redesign of the control valve was undertaken: the plug has a flat bot and newly developed 
muffler is located in the front of the seat. By the reconstruction of the main control valves 
the problems of pulsating pressure of the steam and vibrations were solved. 

• Reconstruction of the oil hydraulic part of the turbine control system. The oil hydraulic 
control system was divided into two circuits, one for the actuation of the main control 
valves and the second for the check flap valves. The hydraulic actuators (servomotors) 
were improved and the oil control system was equipped by the nitrogen accumulators. 

• Enlargement of the running radial clearance between turbine rotor and stator. All 3 LP 
turbine cylinders were equipped with measurement of the radial clearance between turbine 
rotor and stator by contactless path indicators. Turbine operator has permanent 
information about the LP cylinders operating condition.       

Thanks to these measures all mentioned turbine diseases were successfully treated and 
removed. Power ascension testing started again and the process continued without any serious 
problem. More than 1500 individual tests were successfully performed.   

Power ascension testing on Temelin Unit 2 began in June 2002 and was completed in 
April 2003. In comparison with the original schedule of the stage testing procedures the delay 
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was 4 months. The Unit 2 stage testing procedures 2E001 divided power ascension testing 
into 4 substages. The substage up to 30% RTP of Unit 2 and its objectives corresponded to 
substages up to 5%, 12% and 30% RTP of Unit 1 and substage up to 100% RTP of Unit 2 a 
its objectives corresponded to the substages up to 90% and up to 100% RTP of Unit 1. The 
turbine of Unit 2 was operating successfully but serious problems of electrical generator 
occurred. The serious failure of the generator rotor occurred in the course of the primary test 
of the turbine generator, its exciter generator and its electrical protecting system. The Unit had 
to be shutdown and cooldown. The defective rotor was dismantled and sent to a 
manufacturing plant to identify the failure and to analyze the failure cause. It has been 
obvious, that the failure analyses would be a long- term matter, therefore it was decided to use 
a spare rotor and to continue the power ascension testing. But in the course of the primary 
tests of the turbine generator with spare rotor the same failure occurred. Power ascension 
testing had to be discontinued approximately for two months. The result of the manufacturer´s 
investigation was, that the exciting supply leads were damaged. The reason of the damage 
was probably combination of moisture condensed in the exciting supply leads and its copper 
abrasion which resulted into the short circuit between + and – pole of the exciting circuit. The 
manufacturer performed a set of measures including design improvement. The results of the 
measure corresponded to the expectation and the power ascension testing could be 
successfully completed. Nearly 1300 individual tests were carried out. 
 
 

4 CONCLUSION 

Since January 2003 both Temelin Units are operating simultaneously and since May 
2003 both Units are at 18 months trial operation. The electrical output of each turbogenerator 
set amounts to 1010 MW at the cooling water input temperature 21oC. All completed stages 
of commissioning confirm that both Temelin Units meet or exceed all safety, design and 
operational requirements. 
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ABSTRACT 

Safety of nuclear power plants is one of the most important conditions for their 
acceptance. Safety is being acheived by numerous methods and techniques in phase of design, 
manufacturing and maintenance of the nuclear power plants. 

In-service Inspection (ISI) has a significant role in avoidances of failure in components 
of nuclear power plants just the same as in assurance of their integrity. Non-destructive 
examinations are performed periodically in accordance with 10 CFR 50 50.55a and ASME 
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code section XI which is referenced by 10 CFR 50.55a. Non-
destructive examinations  provide information about a current condition of equipment at 
nuclear power plants  and about any damage, defect or degradation mechanism. A lot of effort 
is often spent in situations in which the probability of failure and their effects on safety have a 
very low impact. Practical experience shows that failures can often occur at locations where 
the inspection has never been performed.  Costs and expenses of in-service inspections are 
very high. Therefore, the accent  has to be on locations with significant risk to safety. Many 
years of nuclear power plants’ operation and maintenance have resulted in a more broad 
knowledge of degradation mechanism and the most susceptible locations and huge databases 
of different nuclear power plants’ components. 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the nuclear industry have recognized 
that probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) has developed and changed to be more useful in 
improvement of traditional engineering approaches in nuclear power plants regulation. After 
the publication of its policy statement on the use of PRA in nuclear regulatory activities, the 
Commission ordered the NRC staff to develop a regulatory framework that incorporated risk 
insights. 

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) initiated Code Case N-560, N-
577, and N-578 that address the importance of categorization and inspection of piping using 
risk insights. It is expected that licensees will ask for modifications of plant's design, 
operation, and other activities that require NRC approval to incorporate risk insights into their 
ISI programs. In-service inspection program in which is incorporated risk insights is known as 
risk-informed in-service inspection programs, RI-ISI. Until the RI-ISI is approved for generic 
use, the staff expects that licensees will ask for modifications of ISI programs by requesting 
NRC to approve alternative inspection programs. Alternative inspection programs  must meet  
10 CFR 50.55a (a)(3)(i) which says that “the applicant shall demonstrate that the proposed 
alternatives would provide an acceptable level of quality and safety”. As always, licensees 
should identify how the chosen approach, methods, data, and criteria are appropriate for the 
decisions that have to be made. 

RI-ISI can provide reduction of scope and frequency of inspections  that may lead to 
higher risk. The higher risk means that a probability of failure or consequences are higher and 
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shutdown of nuclear power plants is more likely to occur. RI-ISI can also provide extensive 
scope of inspection or increased frequency of inspection. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Plant operating experience and research in the fields of material sciences, degradation 
mechanisms, inspection techniques and methods combined with risk assessment techniques 
and associated data can be used to develop a more effective approach to ISI programs for 
piping which can focus inspection on the more important locations and reduce personnel 
exposure, while at the same time maintaining and improving public safety.  

In this paper it will be given a status of RI-ISI in Europe and in U.S.A. and an overview 
of methodologies which have been used in Europe and in U.S.A.  

 

2 NUCLEAR SAFETY 

Nuclear fuel is placed in a nuclear reactor which therefore consists of a huge amount of 
radioactive materials. Core damage is the main and basic measure for nuclear safety as a core 
damage is the prelude to any nuclear release. An estimated frequency of occurrence of events 
which lead to core damage is known as core damage frequency (CDF). Core damage can vary 
from small to large damage and it is not directly an indicator of severity of the event or 
accident. The core damage may occur when there is no loss of radiation inside or outside of 
nuclear power plants and that’s why the measure for radioactivity release is the large early 
release frequency (LERF) instead of core damage frequency (CDF). The large early release is 
“a radioactive  release from the containment which is both large and early. Large is defined as 
involving rapid, unscrubbed release of airborne aerosol fission products to the environment. 
Early is defined as an occurrence before the effective implementation of the off-site 
emergency response and protective actions”. Every release of radioactive materials in the 
environment can  endanger the public health and safety not only next to nuclear power plants 
but also further away. 

The defense-in-depth philosophy has been applied in nuclear power plants’ design and 
operation. Their role is to prevent the release of radioactive material and to achieve a 
necessary level of safety. The defense-in-depth is a series of barriers such as a fuel matrix, a 
fuel cladding, a primary coolant circuit boundary and a containment structure. Operation of a 
nuclear power plant is allowed provided that the said barriers are not endangered and their 
function hasn’t been lost. Technical systems protect the physical barriers from failure but also 
taken measures during design, construction and operation phase provide safety and also 
enhance reliability of physical barriers. All of the elements of defense-in-depth must be 
available at all times so that a nuclear power plant can operate normally. 

All materials in a nuclear power plant can undergo aging and can lose partial or total 
design function (Figure 2.1.). Aging mechanisms of nuclear power plants’ components may 
have an impact on the effectiveness of the defense-in-depth. Aging processes in nuclear 
power plants’ components degrade and change property of components. It is possible that a 
degradation mechanism is not disclosed during operation or even testing and may lead to an 
accident. 

In-service Inspection is one of the measures taken which provides safety with 
continuously monitoring and observing components’ condition. In spite of  conservative 
design, the owner of the nuclear power plant must obey Section XI, Rules for In-service 
Inspection of Nuclear Power Plant Components, of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel 
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Code which consists of requirements for examination, testing, and inspection of components 
and systems, and repair and replacement activities in nuclear power plant. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.1. Impact of service conditions on material degra
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• 1.176 An Approach for the Plant Specific, Risk-Informed Decision-making: 
Graded Q 

• 1.177 An Approach for the Plant-Specific, RI-Decision Making: Technical 
Specifications 

• 1.178 An Approach for the Plant-Specific, Risk-Informed Decision-making:  ISI 
of Piping 

• 1.182 Assessing and Managing Risk Before Maintenance Activities at Nuclear 
Power Plants 

 
Standard Review Plans 

• Chapter 19 Use of PRA in Plant-Specific, Risk-Informed Decision-making: 
General Guidance 

• Chapter 3.9.7. Risk Informed In-service Testing 
• Chapter 16.1. Risk-Informed Decision-making: Technical Specifications 
• Chapter 3.9.8. Trial Use for the Review of Risk-Informed In-service Inspection 

Piping. 
Recent activities on Risk-Informed In-service Inspection include the extension of RI-ISI 

methodology to Break Exclusion Zone Region Piping (BER) through the 10 CFR 50.59 which 
is in process. Both EPRI and WOG have developed methodologies for said application.     

 
3.2 Europe 

Different initiatives on risk-informed in-service inspection have been done at a national 
level in many European countries. In order to gain a common approach regarding RI-ISI 
within European Network for Inspection Qualification (ENIQ) Task Group 4 (TG4) was 
established. The TG4 is complementary to Task Force(TF) set up by Nuclear Regulators’ 
Working Group. Most of the members of ENIQ TG4 joined the European Network of Risk-
Informed In-Service Inspection (EURIS) set up by Directorate General RTD of the European 
Commission. 

Task Force (TF) was established to agree with the principles and philosophy governing 
risk-informed in-service inspection and in-service testing of mechanical components of 
nuclear power plants in order to maintain sufficient margins against leakages and failures. 

The TF was made of representatives from several European regulatory bodies or their 
representatives such as ANV (Belgium), SONS (Czech Republic), STUK (Finland), BfS 
(Germany), CSN (Spain), SKI(Sweden) and HSK (Switzerland). 

The Task Force went through existing approaches of risk informed in-service inspection 
and through results of testing which were done in different countries. Their work was 
completed in 1999 with document ”Report on risk-informed in-service inspection and in-
service testing” (EUR 19153), which contains conclusions and it gives recommendations for 
the future. It was believed that PSA methodology would contribute to optimization of  in-
service testing and in-service inspection and that pilot studies were useful to develop 
methodology and guidelines for implementing risk-informed in-service inspection and in-
service testing proposals. Pilot studies have beed performed at NPP in Finland, Spain, Sweden 
and Switzerland. 

The need for review of initiatives and approach of RI-ISI resulted in the set up 24-
month Study Contract named RIBA  by European Commission. The participates were Serco 
Assurance (project co-ordination), EDF, Ringhals AB, Tecnatom SA and Westinghouse 
Electric Europe. 
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4 OVERVIEW OF RISK-INFORMED IN-SERVICE INSPECTION 

4.1 United States of America 

WOG Methodology 
 

WOG Methodology Code Case N-577 (Figure 4.1.) uses PSA analysis to divide plant 
piping systems into piping segments where failure has the same consequence as measured by 
core damage frequency. Each piping segment is categorized as low to high safety 
significance. Assessment of degradation mechanism and failure probability are used to 
ascertain failure importance of each segment from low to high.  Segment has high failure 
importance if its probability of failure is greater then 10-4 per 40 years of plant’s operation. 
The final safety significance category is a 2x2 matrix which is made by an expert panel 
review using the PSA and deterministic and design insights. 
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                                               Table 4.2. Risk Matrix 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Proportion of the welds that shall be inspected during 10 years hinges on the risk region 

that piping segment belongs to. 
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                                              Figure 4.3. EPRI RI-ISI Methodology 
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4.2 Europe 

Spain 
The Spanish Utilities (UNESA) and the Spanish Nuclear Safety Council (CSN) have 

been developing a Risk Informed In-service Inspection Piping Guide for applying US RI-ISI 
Methodology to the Spanish Nuclear Power Plants. ISI Programs in Spain are mainly based 
on ASME Section XI. UNESA and Spanish regulatory body have an interest in a possible 
optimization of the ISI Programs. The objective of above said project was a guide for RI-ISI 
of piping  that incorporates quantitative and qualitative methodologies. Intention of the guide 
is to extend the ASME scope in order to include other specific degradation programs, 
suggesting new inspection frequencies and methods.    

 
Sweden 

The Swedish approach is orientated to design safety class but not to probability safety 
analysis. Risk informed principles are used to assign components partially or entirely as 
inspection group A, B or C. Probability of cracking or other degradation and potential 
consequences are considered for classification components or their parts into inspection group 
A, B or C (Table 4.4.). 

 
Table 4.4. SKI Risk Evaluation Matrix 

 
 
                                A – the highest risk 
                                B – the intermediate risk 
                                C – the lowest risk 

 
Although the described Swedish approach is qualitative, there is a tendency to 

quantitative approaches using PSA.   
 

France 
The French utility EDF has developed the method called OMF Structures which uses 

risk-informed principles. The goal is to identify critical components but taking safety, 
availability and maintenance costs into account. 

 
The OMF Structures process consists of the following: 

1. Functional analysis at system level 

2. Consequence evaluation (FMEA) at component segment level 

3. Analysis of critical state (FMECA) at component level 

4. Definition of preventive maintenance programs 

5. Preventive maintenance programs and/or corrective maintenance programs. 
 

Each segment of component or entire component is classified into safety categories 
such as very safety severe, safety severe and not safety severe. Table 4.5. shows critical state 
of components that is based on severity category of segment/component and potential 
degradation mechanisms. 

 
 

 

Consequence Index  
1 2 3 

I A A B 
II A B C 

Damage 
Index 

III B C C 
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Table 4.5. EDF’s OMF Structure evaluation of critical state of components 

 

5 CONCLUSION 

There are three main RI-ISI Methodologies that are used WOG, EPRI and EFD’s OMF 
Structures process. WOG, EPRI and OMF Structures methodologies are based on the similar 
principles which are segment definition, consequence evaluation, probability assessment, risk 
evaluation and decision-making inspection selection. The main difference is in “qualitative” 
and “quantitative” approaches. Recent activities include the extension of RI-ISI methodology 
to BER piping via 10 CFR 50.59. EPRI and WOG have developed methodologies for the 
above mentioned application. 
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ABSTRACT 

Possibly the most important aspect of performing maintenance of safety related 
equipment is maintaining the component’s original design basis. Assuring that the repaired 
item will perform the same safety function within the original performance and equipment 
qualification parameters is commonly referred to as configuration control. Maintaining 
configuration control of a technologically current well documented item is easy. 
Unfortunately, this does not describe most safety related items requiring maintenance within 
the global nuclear industry. Items such as motors, transformers, metal clad switchgear (low 
and medium voltage circuit breakers), refrigeration compressors, and electronic components 
(i.e. circuit boards, power supplies, regulators, etc.) which routinely require repair have been 
in service for twenty plus years. As a result, finding replacement parts and or material to 
repair the items to the original condition is becoming more and more difficult. An added 
difficulty is the lack of original technical documentation available on the item which is being 
repaired. The lack of technical documentation makes it difficult to identify replacement 
material and parts when the original part or material is not available. The lack of 
documentation also makes it difficult to test the repaired item to make sure that the original 
configuration has been maintained after the repair. The presentation will discuss the details of 
repairing various items including motors, metal clad switchgear, refrigeration compressors 
and power supplies and the controls which are necessary to maintain the configuration of the 
original item. The discussion will include the Quality Assurance and engineering necessary to 
identify and evaluate replacement material and parts necessary to perform repairs on safety 
related equipment when the original material or part is not available. Examples of repairs 
which required different parts or materials than the original to be used in the repair will be 
given. The examples will provide a summary of the identification of the new part/material, the 
tests/inspections necessary on the new part/material, the documentation necessary to justify its 
use in the safety related repair in accordance with the guidelines of EPRI NP-6406, the 
justification to show that the items original environmental/seismic qualification (IEEE Std. 
323 and IEEE Std. 344) is still valid and the verification and acceptance of the final repair 
configuration via dedication in accordance with guidelines of EPRI NP-5652. The examples 
will include the situation where little to no original technical documentation was available and 
the process which is necessary to assure configuration control in these instances. 
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1 THE ISSUE 

The majority of the safety related equipment in use within a nuclear power plant, 
independent of plant design or architect, is twenty plus years old. Considering that most 
equipment has a design life of twenty years on average this means that a lot of equipment will 
either need to be replaced or refurbished to meet overall plant life objectives. In the United 
States the plant life objective is forty years. However, more than 80% of the current nuclear 
plants within the United States are applying for license extension with the NRC for twenty 
additional years. As a result the design and implementation of a thorough equipment 
maintenance program is paramount to the life and profitability of today’s nuclear power plant. 
For this discussion we will concentrate on safety related equipment maintenance 

Complicating the maintenance issue is that the equipment is extremely old, outdated and 
in many cases obsolete. This requires the plant to perform maintenance on equipment without 
using original parts and or material to return the equipment to an as new condition at the end 
of the maintenance activity. This becomes and engineering challenge to demonstrate that the 
safety related configuration of the component is maintained with the use of new or different 
parts and or material. Will the new part or material alter how the component serves its safety 
function? Will the new part or material change the existing qualification of the original 
component as required by IEEE Std. 323 or 344? These questions and many others need to be 
addressed. 

Examples of commonly maintained safety related equipment which fall in to this 
situation are: 

 
• Motors 
• Metal Clad Switchgear (low and medium voltage circuit breakers) 
• Electronic Modules (i.e. power supplies) 
• Printed Circuit Boards 
• Refrigeration Compressors 
• Transformers 
• Pumps 

 
The above is just a partial list of the more common safety related equipment types 

requiring routine maintenance. 

2 THE PROCESS 

Once it is determined that a component/system needs maintenance the following 
questions are normally raised: 

 
1) Is the component/system still supported by the OEM? 
2) Are replacement parts/material still available meeting the original requirements? 
3) Is there sufficient technical information on the parts needed in the event direct 

replacements are not available and replacement parts need to be used? 
4) Is there sufficient technical information (i.e. Instruction Manuals, Technical Manuals, 

drawings, bill of materials, etc.) available to perform the required maintenance and 
assure configuration control? 

 
It is difficult enough to perform maintenance on a safety related component and assure 

that the configuration control has been maintained. However, in more and more instances the 
answers are coming back that the original parts are not available and that substitute parts need 
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to be used in order to perform the maintenance. Now assuring configuration control becomes 
even more difficult. 

 
If it is determined that the original replacement parts are not available for maintenance of 

the original component then the following options need to be explored: 
 

1) Can equivalent parts be used and maintain the original safety function of the 
component? 

2) If equivalent parts are not available can reconditioned parts be used? 
3) Are newly reverse engineered and manufactured parts needed for the maintenance 

activity? 
4) Will the replacement parts invalidate the component’s qualification? Will 

requalification of the component be necessary due to the new parts? 
 
Independent of the answer to questions one through three above an engineering 

justification will need to be performed on the new part used for the maintenance activity. An 
Item Equivalency Evaluation (IEE) will need to be generated in accordance with the 
guidelines of EPRI NP-6406 "Guidelines for the Technical Evaluation of Replacement Items 
in Nuclear Power Plants (NCIG-11)" comparing the critical characteristics of the original part 
to the newly proposed part. The IEE would need to address critical characteristics such as 
dimensions, weight, electrical performance, mechanical performance, material, as well as 
seismic and environmental characteristics. In many cases the critical characteristics would 
need to be determined by “Special Tests and Inspections” meeting the guidelines of Method 1 
of EPRI NP-5652 "Guideline for Utilization of Commercial Grade Items in Nuclear Safety 
Related Applications (NCIG-07)". 

3 EXAMPLES 

 A routine example of a maintenance action using different parts is the repair of a 
printed circuit board. Electrolytic capacitors are commonly replaced during the circuit board 
repair due to their finite life. The problem is that capacitor manufacturers constantly change 
their designs to meet the requirements of their biggest customers. In this day and age 
telecommunication and computer OEM’s dominate a capacitor manufacturer’s design which 
has significantly different requirements than an electronic module designed twenty plus years 
ago. As a result capacitors used in a repair today will be different than the original capacitors. 
Therefore a typical capacitor IEE must compare critical characteristics such as capacitance, 
working voltage, power, dimensions and lead type at a minimum. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: PCB repair using trained technicians. 
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An added difficulty to repairing old PCB’s is due to “matched components”.  Matched 
components being defined as components selected based on their individual tested parameters 
and the interaction of those parameters with another matched discrete component. In other 
words the original PCB manufacturer selected certain components based on their tested values 
and not just the published values to build a board. The tested values are within the published 
values but specific to a certain range that the original circuit board manufacturer needed. This 
makes repair of these matched component circuit boards difficult. In order to eliminate this 
problem computer software (PSPICE, Lab Bench, Lab View, etc.) is used to model the circuit 
prior to the repair to check for circuit theory problems. The repaired board is then fully tested 
to make sure the original safety function is maintained. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: In many cases, in order to simulate the board’s true safety  
function a test box as shown above is used to simulate the “host”   

that the board would normally be installed in. 
 

 A second example of a repair using parts different than the original is the maintenance 
of metal clad switchgear (low and medium voltage circuit breakers). The maintenance of 
metal clad switchgear involves the replacement of both electrical and mechanical 
components. The electrical components are normally switches or coils while the mechanical 
components are springs or arcing contacts. Many of the switches have become obsolete 
forcing the use of new switches. An IEE is prepared documenting the critical characteristic 
comparison of the new switch to the old switch. The IEE information is based on actual 
functional testing of the switch and would normally include dimensions, weight, contact 
resistance, contact rating and contact configuration. The switch is then seismically qualified in 
accordance with IEEE Std. 344-1975 and the original seismic requirements of the host 
breaker. This qualification allows the new switch to be installed in the new breaker without 
invalidating the original breaker qualification.  

 

 
 

Figure 3: Maintenance of GE AK-75 Series Breaker 
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The switch is then installed in the breaker as part of the maintenance activity. The 
breaker’s safety function is then fully verified and accepted by test.  

 
Another example of using different parts during the maintenance of metal clad 

switchgear is the use of replated arcing contact fingers. Many of the old medium voltage 
circuit breaker parts are no longer available as new, therefore used silver replated parts are 
commonly used during the maintenance activity. As before an IEE is prepared documenting 
the critical characteristics between the original part and the replated part. The IEE compares 
critical characteristics such as dimensions, weight, material, resistance, conductivity and 
silver plating thickness. In addition to the IEE justification, Quality Assurance control is 
needed during the silver plating procedure to assure proper adhesion and uniformity during 
the plating process. Even before the plating can begin non-destructive examination must be 
performed to show that the arcing contact has acceptable structural integrity.  

 
 The replated arcing contact is then installed in the breaker during the maintenance 

activity and the breaker is fully functionally tested for its safety function.   
 

 
 

Figure 4: The above picture shows silver plated parts used for metal clad switchgear 
maintenance. 

 
 A final example would be the maintenance of a refrigeration compressor. This 

example includes the use of new parts due to obsolescence but also a change in the rod 
journal bearing size due to excessive wear requiring machining and larger bearings. As part of 
the maintenance a pilot valve needed to be changed with a new different valve since the 
original valve was obsolete. An IEE was prepared documenting the comparison of the valves 
critical characteristics based on functional testing of the valves and the valve was seismically 
qualified in accordance with IEEE Std. 344-1975 and the original compressor’s requirements. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Refrigeration Compressor Maintenance 
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 The next step was to prepare the justification for using larger rod journal bearings. An 

engineering calculation was prepared documenting the acceptability of the original seismic 
qualification and addressing the operability of the compressor. The machining was controlled 
under a nuclear specific quality assurance program and the new larger bearings were installed. 
The final configuration was fully functional tested and cycled for 72 hours as a burn in to 
justify that the compressor could perform the original safety function with the above stated 
changes.  

 

 
 

Figure 6: Dedication of Compressor Parts 

4 CONCLUSION 

Once it is determined that the new part meets the form, fit and function of the original 
part it can be used in the maintenance activity. Subsequent to the maintenance the component 
would be fully tested to ensure that the maintenance and new parts did not change the 
configuration of the component. This would assure that the component would still perform its 
safety function as originally designed. 
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ABSTRACT 

A significant and growing problem within the global nuclear industry is the aging of 
motor control center (MCC) components. MCC’s have a very important role in the safety and 
critical to generation requirements of a nuclear power plant. Although many OEM’s MCC’s 
such as ITE/Telemechanique, GE, Westinghouse, Cutler Hammer, Klockner Moeller, etc. 
have been used throughout the global nuclear industry, they all have one common 
aspect……..obsolescence. 

 
Obsolescence of various components within the MCC’s such as molded case circuit 

breakers, starters, relays, heaters, contactors, etc. are impacting the reliability of the MCC to 
serve its intended function. 

 
The paper will discuss the options which the nuclear industry is faced with to increase 

the reliability of the MCC’s while maintaining design control, qualification and meeting 
budget constraints.  

 
The options as listed below shall be discussed in detail with examples to enhance the 

readers understanding of the situation: 
 

1) Component by component replacement: The hurdles associated with trying to find 
equivalent components to replace the obsolete components while still working 
(mechanically and electrically) in the original cubicle will be presented.  

 
2) Complete MCC cubicle with new internal components replacement: The process of 

supplying a replacement cubicle, with all new internal components and new door to 
replace the original cubicle will be discussed. 

 
The presentation will conclude with a comparison of the advantages and dis-advantages 

of the two methods to bring the MCC to an as new condition with the overall goal of 
increasing reliability. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Independent of the plant technology, all nuclear plants rely on motors to perform critical 
to generation and nuclear safety related functions within a nuclear plant. These motors are 
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Standard Motor 
Control Center 

used for pumps, fans, actuators, and cranes just to name a few important applications. They 
all require motor control centers designed to provide starting power, continuous power, 
monitor power integrity and control of  the motors as required for plant operation. 

 
The motor control centers consist of several components used in conjunction with each 

other to serve this function. A typical motor control center cubicle can consist of: 
 

• Molded Case Circuit Breakers (MCCB) 
• Contactors 
• Starters 
• Heaters      
• Fuses 
• Fuse Blocks 
• Terminal Blocks 
• Control Power Transformers (CPT) 
• Auxiliary Relays 
• Timing Relays 
• Ground Fault Detectors 
• Wire/Lugs 
• Etc. 

 
 
Many motor control center OEM’s have provided equipment to the nuclear industry, 

including but not limited too: 
 

• ITE/Telemechanique 
• GE 
• Klockner-Moller 
• Westinghouse/Cutler Hammer 
• Federal Pacific Equipment 
• Square-D 
• Siemens 

 
Many of the OEM’s have sold off product lines or merged with others companies 

through out the years. This has complicated the procurement of replacement parts needed to 
maintain reliability of the motor control centers. Independent of OEM they all share one 
common issue which is component obsolescence.   

 
Most power plants within the global nuclear fleet are 1970’s vintage. This means the 

majority of the motor control centers within the global nuclear industry are approaching 30 
years of age.  

 
The combination of aging installed equipment, component obsolescence and 

surveillance testing (required by technical specifications) is forcing many plants to 
aggressively address motor control center refurbishments or face unplanned outages due to 
unavailability of critical motors. 
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2 OPTIONS 

 
The refurbishment of motor control centers yields two options: 
 

1) Component by component replacement. 
 

2) Complete MCC cubicle with new internal components replacement. 
 
Component Replacement Option: 
 
Most power plants start off by trying to replace components as they fail within the 

motor control center cubicle (often referred to as a bucket). A component is either found to be 
defective during surveillance testing or during normal required operation. The first course of 
action is to replace the failed component with the same component either from plant stock or 
the OEM. If the same component is available and passes required testing there is no problem. 
The component is replaced and the motor is put back in service. 

 
Unfortunately, in more and more cases the component is not available as the same as 

currently installed. This is primarily due to component obsolescence. This situation forces the 
plant to find an equivalent replacement of the item from the available commercial market for 
said component. 

 
This involves a thorough search of the available OEM’s subject components to find the 

most suitable replacement. Once a suitable replacement is found a detailed equivalency 
evaluation is performed in accordance with the guidelines of EPRI NP-6406. The equivalency 
documents a comparison of the original component’s critical characteristics to the newly 
proposed components critical characteristics. Any differences need to be evaluated making 
sure the difference will not adversely alter the critical function of the motor which the motor 
control center cubicle is controlling. 

 
Difficulties can arise due to space limitations within the existing motor control center 

cubicle. There either is not enough of a foot print available for the new component or the new 
component fits but does not allow for a proper bend radius of the connected wiring. This is 
most evident when replacing a molded case circuit breaker or starter with a new up-to-date 
component. These components have actually increased in size over the years to keep pace 
with new NEMA, UL/CSA and IEC requirements. 

 
Hidden problems can also be encountered. For example many early OEM designs 

incorporated “unitized” starters which incorporated a starter and thermal overload in the same 
case. Most new designs do not offer unitized starters which means these components are now 
separate requiring more space in the cubicle. 

 
The newly selected component may fit and work electrically with no adverse 

conditions. The immediate condition is corrected, however available space and or wire bend 
radius tolerance is consumed with the new component. As a result the next component which 
fails is even more difficult to replace if an equivalent replacement is needed again. 
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Verification of Molded Case Circuit Breaker 
Safety Function 

MCC cubicle Fit-Up 

If the MCC is safety related, the new component must be qualified for its intended 
application in accordance with IEEE Std. 344, seismic, and IEEE Std. 323, environmental 
qualification requirements. 

 
The safety function needs to be verified for all safety related applications. If commercial 

grade components are being used then the safety function must be verified in accordance with 
the guidelines of EPRI NP-5652 and the applicable JUTG (Joint Utility Task Group) CGI 
(Commercial Grade Item) evaluation for the respective component. 

 
Many early MCC refurbishment 

projects started with component by 
component replacements. Many engineering 
hours were spent looking for suitable 
replacements only to discover that many 
cubicles requiring refurbishment did not have 
the additional space required and or the 
cubicle would require a complete redesign to 
have the new component(s) fit in the cubicle 
with the existing components. Other 
problems such as electrical coordination, 
starter functions or control power 
transformer (CPT) VA rating were not 
adequate for the new components. As a result 
the refurbishment either could not be done or 

could be done once but when another component required an equivalent replacement in the 
same cubicle there were no options left to keep the existing design going. The early lessons 
learned from MCC refurbishments have educated the industry to look at other options for 
maintaining and improving the reliability of the MCC’s. 

 
Complete MCC Cubicle/Internal Replacement: 
 
Current MCC refurbishment programs involve the replacement of the entire MCC 

cubicle (just the cubicle which inserts in the free standing switchgear) with a new cubicle 
containing newly available components. The components are selected to best match the 

existing design attributes while considering new plant concerns such as 
degraded voltage requirements. 

 
Each component (MCCB, starter, fuse, fuse block, terminal block, 

relay, etc.) is selected based on the original design and the application 
requirements while considering the cubicle space requirements.  

 
Replacement blank MCC cubicles are manufactured to fit into the 

existing switchgear without modification. Replacement blank cubicles are 
manufactured with thicker gauge steel providing longer life and increased 
seismic rigidity.  

 
 

New cubicles are installed in mock-up switchgear ensuring a proper fit when installed at 
the client location.   
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Detailed equivalency evaluations are generated in accordance with the guidelines of 
EPRI NP-6406 documenting the critical characteristic comparison of each component. 

 
A completely new design package is generated for each new MCC cubicle consisting of 

the following: 
 

• General Arrangement Drawing (component layout of the new cubicle) 
• Wiring Diagrams 
• Bill of Materials (BOM) 
• Instruction Manual 

 
By replacing all of the components with new components there is no concern of 

electrical interface problems between the old components and the new components within the 
same cubicle. There is also no longer a space or bend radius problem since the new cubicle 
layout is designed based on the new components vs. trying to fit a new component into an 
existing layout. 

 
The old cubicle is then removed (either unbolted or in most cases racked out) and the 

new cubicle with internal components is then inserted into the switchgear. The final step is the 
replacement of the old door with a new door designed to interface with the new cubicle 
components specifically the molded case circuit breaker and reset button push rod for the 
overload relay.  

 
Early MCC entire cubicle refurbishment 

programs involved reusing the existing blank 
cubicle and door and installing/aligning the new 
components. This proved too difficult and 
unreliable. New cubicles and doors are now 
mandatory where it used to be an option when 
performing entire MCC cubicle refurbishments.  
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As with the component replacement option new 
ated MCC cubicles are qualified in accordance with IEEE Std. 344 and IEEE Std. 
ismic and environmental requirements. 

 safety function needs to be verified for all safety related applications. If commercial 
ponents are being used then the safety function must be verified in accordance with 

lines of EPRI NP-5652 and the applicable JUTG (Joint Utility Task Group) CGI 
cial Grade Item) evaluation for each component. 
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3 CONCLUISION 
 
Motors are extremely critical to the safe and reliable operation of a nuclear power plant. 

If the Motor Control Centers do not have extremely high reliability the motors can not 
perform their function, as a result causing unplanned outages.  

 
The combination of aging equipment and component obsolescence are mandating that 

proactive refurbishment programs be undertaken on Motor Control Centers. The replacement 
of entire MCC cubicles is slightly more expensive in the beginning as compared to 
component replacement only. This increased cost is immediately justified with increased 
equipment reliability and less dependence on obsolete equipment within the nuclear power 
plant.  
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ABSTRACT 

The presentation shall detail the challenges facing nuclear power plants with the 
replacement of obsolete equipment and the strategies used to overcome those challenges. The 
presentation will outline the common equipment types which are either obsolete or are 
becoming obsolete, with a focus on safety related components. The four options of the 
obsolete equipment replacement philosophy will be presented with replacement examples 
from each of the options shown for discussion purposes. Detailed examples from each of the 
four obsolete equipment replacement options of, (1) commercially available equivalent 
component, (2) modification of a commercial available component, (3) reverse engineering of 
the original component and finally (4) design changes using a new component, shall be 
presented to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of each option. The presentation will 
include the technical challenges, cost and schedule concerns for each of the four options.  

 
Emphasis will be placed on the technological challenges associated with replacing old 

and obsolete equipment. The following is a bullet list of the challenges which will be 
discussed: 

 
1) Missing, misleading or no information on the original component. 
2) Acquiring information from the original equipment manufacturer and the plant. 
3) Using a sample component for the replacement evaluation and or reverse engineering.  
4) Reverse engineering old equipment with newly available discrete components. 

 
The presentation will include the equivalency documentation using the EPRI guidelines 

when replacing an original component with a different yet form, fit and functional equivalent 
component. 

 
The presentation will conclude with a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of 

the replacement of the obsolete component with a form, fit and functional equivalent 
component vs. the replacement of the original component with a new component with today’s 
technology. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

As nuclear plants age the components which make up the operating systems age even 
faster. Most nuclear plants were designed thirty years ago with the majority being built twenty 
years ago. To compound this problem many of the components were specified by the design 
engineering companies building the plants over twenty five years ago.  

 
The average industrial electrical component has a life of 20 years. The average 

instrumentation component has a life of 15 years. Mechanical equipment is much more 
application specific and can be much less or the life of the plant depending on the mechanical 
component and the application. 

 
As a result the nuclear industry is faced with many obsolete components and many 

components on the verge of becoming obsolete. 
 
There are many different categories of equipment in a nuclear plant. Each category is 

affected by obsolescence in varying degrees of difficulty. The equipment types are as follows: 
 

• Commercial Grade 
• Essential to Plant Operation 
• Augmented Quality 
• Safety Related 

 
There may even be more categories than this in your plant but the above covers the 

major types. In order to focus our discussion we will look at safety related equipment types in 
a currently licensed nuclear plant. Safety related equipment being defined as equipment which 
is needed to safely shutdown the plant in the event of an accident or equipment needed to 
mitigate the release of radiation. 

 
Safety related equipment is comprised of electrical, instrumentation & control and 

mechanical equipment types. The electrical and instrumentation and controls equipment types 
have been the hardest hit with OEM changes, technology upgrades and quality program 
changes, resulting in component after component becoming obsolete. In addition the 
electrical/I&C vendors were the first to drop their nuclear specific QA programs in the early 
1980’s. forcing the nuclear plants to find equivalent replacements.  

 
Since we are focusing on safety related equipment any replacement component would 

need to be a form, fit and functional replacement component for the original component 
eliminating the need for a costly engineering design change and resultant modification to the 
plant. In addition any replacement would need to be qualified to meet the requirements of the 
original plant application.  We will discuss these requirements later in the paper. 

 
In order to better understand the need for form, fit and functional replacement 

components, lets look at how some major component types have changed since nuclear plants 
began operation. The following is al list of common components and how they have changed 
with technology: 

 
• Relays – new models include digital timers. 
• Circuit breakers, contactors, starters (MCC components) – changes due to NEMA and 

or IEC standard changes 
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• Controllers – changing to digital  
• Power supplies, transformers, inverters, chargers, switches, regulators – changing to 

digital meet computer & telecommunication industry specifications   
• Motor – changes due to NEMA Std. Changes 
• Discrete components: resistors, diodes, transistors, SCR’s, capacitors, potentiometers - 

changing to  meet computer & telecommunication industry specifications   
 
Anyone in the material supply chain at a nuclear plant would agree, as a result of 

company changes, technology updates and quality assurance program changes,  finding the 
original component as currently installed is increasingly difficult if not impossible. 

 
In order to maintain and increase plant availability and reliability an equipment 

replacement philosophy must be understood:  
 
“To provide a form, fit and functional equivalent component to the original component 

which will not require any modifications in the field and will require minimal or no 
engineering documentation.”  

 
If the above statement is not possible than a design change is explored. 

 
2 The Options 

 
The four optionsmethods for replacement equipment to meet the equipment philosophy 

as stated above in the order of cost and schedule preference are: 
 

1) Supply commercially available equivalent component. 
2) Modify and supply a commercially available component. 
3) Reverse engineer, fabricate and supply a component to meet the critical characteristics 

of the original component. 
4) Perform a design change to install a new component. 

 

OPTION 1 

COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE EQUIVALENT COMPONENT 

Detailed research needs to be performed to find an OEM which manufactures an 
equivalent component. Once an equivalent component is found a detailed item equivalency 
evaluation needs to be performed to the guidelines of EPRI NP-6406, documenting the 
comparison of the original components critical characteristics to the newly proposed 
components critical characteristics. 

 
The selected equivalent component then needs to have its safety function verified and 

accepted. In addition the item needs to be qualified for its intended application in accordance 
with the applicable IEEE Standards, usually IEEE Std. 344-1975 and IEEE Std. 323-1974 at a 
minimum. 

 
The plant now has a safety related qualified equivalent replacement for the original 

component. 
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Option 1 Advantages and Disadvantages: 
 
As with any solution there are Advantages and Dis-Advantages to evaluate: 
 
Advantages 
 

• Quickest solution 
• Least expensive option 
• No field changes required 
• Minimal engineering documentation 

 
Disadvantages 
 

• Option 1 is becoming more and more difficult to find equivalent replacements from 
today’s available OEM’s. 

 

OPTION 2 

MODIFIED COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE COMPONENT 

 
Detailed research needs to be performed to find an OEM which manufactures the 

closest equivalent component. Once the closest  equivalent component is found it is modified 
as necessary to meet the form, fit and function of the original component. Example 
modifications would be mounting adapters and electrical modifications to coils (relays, 
contactors, starters, etc.) to meet plant specifications.  

 
Once the modifications are complete a detailed item equivalency evaluation needs to be 

performed to the guidelines of EPRI NP-6406, documenting the comparison of the original 
components critical characteristics to the newly proposed modified component critical 
characteristics. 

 
The selected modified component then needs to have its safety function verified and 

accepted. In addition the item needs to be qualified for its intended application in accordance 
with the applicable IEEE Standards, usually IEEE Std. 344-1975 and IEEE Std. 323-1974 at a 
minimum. 

 
The plant now has a safety related qualified equivalent replacement for the original 

component. 
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Option 2 Advantages and Disadvantages: 
 
As with any solution there are Advantages and Disadvantages to evaluate: 
 
Advantages 
 

• Still inexpensive compared to other options 
• Can be quick depending on the nature of the modification 
• No field changes required 
• Minimal engineering documentation 
• Opens the door for more commercially available items 

 
Disadvantages 
 

• Depending on complexity of modification can be long schedule and more expensive. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 1 – Replacement Inverter 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 2 – Replacement MCCB 
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Fig. 3 – Replacement MCC cubicle 
 
 

OPTION 3 

 
Reverse Engineer, Fabricate and Supply a Component 

When the first two options are exhausted the reverse engineering option is explored. 
Technical information on the original component must be identified. One or more of the 
following must be available to perform Option 3: 

 
• Sample working component 
• Original information from discussions with the OEM. 
• O&M Manual with drawings of the original component 
• Plant specific test or calibration procedures 

 
If it is decided that there is enough reliable information available to reverse engineer the 

original component then the reverse engineering of the design is started. Specifically, it must 
be determined if the component can be built with today’s discrete components to meet the 
original design. 

 
An evaluation of the cost and minimum quantities to fabricate new components based 

on a reverse engineered design need to be established to determine if the project is worth 
going forward. 

 
If it is decided to go forward then a proto-type is fabricated. The proto-type is then 

tested to determine if it meets the critical characteristics of the original component. Once the 
proto-type is adjusted as necessary it is burned-in (as applicable) and completely tested to 
meet the form, fit and functional requirements of the original component. 

 
Once the reverse engineered proto-type is complete a detailed item equivalency 

evaluation needs to be performed to the guidelines of EPRI NP-6406, documenting the 
comparison of the original components critical characteristics to the newly proposed reverse 
engineered component critical characteristics. 
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The reverse engineered component then needs to have its safety function verified and 
accepted. In addition the item needs to be qualified for its intended application in accordance 
with the applicable IEEE Standards, usually IEEE Std. 344-1975 and IEEE Std. 323-1974 at a 
minimum. 

 
The supply units are then fabricated for their intended application in the plant. 
 
The plant now has a safety related qualified equivalent replacement for the original 

component. 
 
Option 3 Advantages and Disadvantages: 
 
As with any solution there are Advantages and Disadvantages to evaluate: 
 
Advantages 
 

• No field changes required 
• Minimal engineering documentation 
• Eliminates need for design change 

 
Disadvantages 
 

• Can be expensive depending on complexity. 
• Long lead time (longer with less information up front) 
• Need as much technical information on the original item as possible.  

 
 

 
 
Fig. 4 – Exterior view of reverse engineered 7.5 kVA inverter 
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Fig. 5 – Interior view of reverse engineered 7.5 kVA inverter 

 
 
Fig. 6 – Reverse engineered printed circuit boards 
 

 
 
Fig. 7 – PCB test board for reverse engineered PCB’s 
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Fig. 8 – Reverse engineered power supplies 
 

 
 
Fig. 9 – Reverse engineered phase sensing transformer 
 
 

OPTION 4 

 
Design Change 
 
If the first three options do not prove prudent then a design change is explored.  
 
The benefits of a design change can be a component with a newer more reliable 

technology. The new component is selected based on the plant application, but can provide 
new features, accuracy and benefits as a result of the newer technology. These newer features 
and better reliability can help off-set the increased cost of the design change package and any 
resultant plant modifications. 

 
Option 4 Advantages and Disadvantages: 
 
As with any solution there are Advantages and Disadvantages to evaluate: 
 
Advantages 

• Can use the benefit of a newer technology 
 
Disadvantages 
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• Expensive (engineering and equipment) 
• Long lead time (longest of 4 options) 
• Field changes required 
• Significant engineering documentation 

 

 
 
Fig. 10 – Exterior view of digital controller 
 

 
 
Fig. 11 – Interior view of digital controller 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 12 – Replacement panel (new design concept)  
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Fig. 13 – Replacement 4kv vacuum circuit breaker 
 

3 DEDICATION AND QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 

 
All four options will require verification of the new components safety function and 

qualification activities for safety related applications. 

Qualification by similarity to existing component is not likely and therefore new 
qualification testing is necessary. 

 
Safety function shall be verified to the guidelines of EPRI NP-5652 and the applicable 

Commercial Grade Item (CGI) Evaluations. 
 
Qualification needs to be performed in accordance with IEEE Std. 323-1974/1983 and 

IEEE Std. 344-1975/1987, at a minimum. The applicable IEEE Standard daughter standards 
may be invoked as applicable. 

 
 

4 EQUIPMENT TYPES 

The modification of a commercially available component and the reverse engineering of 
a component has and can be performed for numerous component types. 

 
The following is a growing list of equipment types that have been designed for 

replacement of an originally obsolete component: 
 

• MCC cubicle replacements 
• Molded case circuit breakers 
• Power supplies 
• Printed circuit boards 
• Electronic modules 
• 480v, 5kv and 15kv circuit breakers 
• HVAC: chillers, airhandlers and fans 
• Transformers 
• Relays 
• Limit switches 
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• Transfer switches 
• Inverters 

 
As more and more equipment types become obsolete the types of newly designed form, 

fit and functional replacements will increase. 
 

5 DIGITAL EQUIPMENT 

As discussed above, when the first three options of the equipment replacement 
philosophy do not prove prudent a design change is initiated. Since the cost of a design 
change has been justified it makes sense to take full advantage of the newest technology to 
replace the original obsolete component. 

In some cases a decision will need to be made whether to perform reverse engineering 
of the original component or perform a design change to put in a new component. Depending 
on the complexity of the original component the cost to reverse engineer can be equal to the 
cost to perform a design engineering package. 

At this point the benefits of a newer technology can help justify the cost of the design 
change. In most cases today the newer technology is the use of  digital technology in the 
replacement component.  

Digital equipment can provide the following benefits over the older electronic 
technology it replaces: 

 

• Extremely accurate timers/timing relays 
• Excellent regulation for transformers, regulators and inverters 
• Reliable and programmable controllers 
• Better system control and diagnostics information 

 

The above benefits can help with the justification to perform the design change using a 
digital replacement component. However, when digital technology first appeared on the 
nuclear safety related equipment  scene it was perceived as a negative. 

Nuclear power plants viewed digital equipment as an unproven technology and 
therefore did not embrace the benefits this equipment type could provide. The fear of 
common mode failures and the cost associated with additional qualification requirements kept 
most nuclear plants from using digital equipment until late 1998. 

Now with a better understanding of the requirements for using digital equipment in 
safety related applications most nuclear plants are installing digital equipment in safety 
related applications when possible. 

In addition to the typical environmental and seismic qualification requirements 
specified for safety related equipment, digital equipment also needs to be qualified for 
electromagnetic interference (EMI/RFI) in accordance with EPRI TR-102323 and Software 
Verification and Validation (V&V) in accordance with IEEE 7-4.3.2.   
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Fig. 14 – EMI/RFI test of digital panel 

 

Typical Digital Equipment 

 

The following is a list of typical digital equipment which is used in safety related 
applications: 

 

• Frequency drives 
• Controllers 
• Timing relays 
• Inverters 
• Regulating transformers 
• Videographic recorders 
• Pressure switches 

 

6 Required Documentation 
 

Independent of which option is chosen there will be some documentation necessary to 
meet the safety related requirements of the component. 

 

Options 1 through 3 will require an item equivalency evaluation (IEE) comparing the 
critical characteristics between the original component and the newly proposed component. 

 

The  IEE is written to the guidelines of EPRI NP-6406 and is typically supported by 
OEM date, plant data and functional test and inspection of the components. 

 

Options 2 – 4 will require a new Instruction Manual (IM) detailing the installation, start-
up, operation and maintenance of the new replacement component. A typical IM will include 
a complete drawing package consisting of a general arrangement, wiring diagram, P&ID (as 
applicable) and Bill of Materials at a minimum.  
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All options will require a new Qualification Report documenting the qualification 
testing and or analysis of the new component. The qualification will be in accordance with 
IEEE Std. 344-1975 and IEEE Std. 323-1974 at a minimum. Digital equipment will require 
additional qualification to the requirements of EPRI TR-102323 and IEEE Std. 7-4.3.2. 

 

 

7 Conclusion 
 

The combination of nuclear plants getting older, nuclear plants extending the operating 
license and equipment technology increasing at an alarming rate is forcing equipment 
obsolescence to be one of the nuclear industry’s largest challenges in the new millennium. 

The use of a good equipment replacement philosophy will help nuclear plants maintain 
high capacity factors while planning for the future.   
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ABSTRACT 

The objective of the research reported in this paper was to evaluate the feasibility and 
costs of ultra-long operating cycles in existing pressurized water reactors while respecting 
current fuel burnup limits. Using the FUMACS/FEEC 2001 code package, a core design for a 
single batch ultra-long (36 month) operating cycle has been developed. An additional core 
design based on current fuel enrichment limitations (5 % w/o U235) is presented. A zirconium 
di-boride integral fuel burnable absorber is used to hold down initial reactivity and to control 
power peaking throughout the life of the core. The economical competitiveness of the ultra-
long operating cycle compared to standard 18-month operating cycle has also been 
considered. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

At present a number of nuclear power plants operate on 18-month cycle, and some have 
increased the cycle length to 24 months [1]. The intentions for a further increase of the cycle 
length are primarily motivated by the desire to reduce the cost of electricity, thus making 
nuclear power more economically competitive with fossil fuels. By increasing cycle length 
the outage frequency is reduced and the capacity factor is improved. Apportioning expenses 
over a larger amount of produced electric energy provides an operation and a maintenance 
cost benefit. On the other hand, fuel enrichment is higher, and the fuel fabrication costs go up. 
Radiation exposure to site personnel and costs associated with reload core design and 
licensing are also reduced for longer operating cycles. 

It is important to emphasize that since this research is focused on establishing the 
feasibility of ultra-long operating cycles in currently operating pressurized water reactors a 
number of constraints have to be applied, resulting in the following research guidelines: 

• Core must be able to retrofit into current designs, 
• Fuel burnup must be maintained below current licensing limits, 
• Single batch loading is to be used. 

The single batch core design has been chosen based on previous studies [2], [3] which 
demonstrated that only a single batch reloading strategy might permit an ultra-long operating 
cycle in respect to the current fuel burnup limits. On the other hand, single batch design 
eliminates flexibility from the core design process by disabling the shuffling option of high 
burnup assemblies into areas of low power peaking. 
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2 PWR MODEL DESCRIPTION AND CALCULATIONAL TOOLS 

The nuclear power plant used in this research is the Nuclear Power Plant Krško, a 
Westinghouse 2-loop 1994 MWt Pressurized Water Reactor. 

The NPP Krško core comprises 121 fuel assemblies, 16×16 Westinghouse type with 
235 fuel rods, 20 positions for control rods, and one position for instrumentation. A zirconium 
di-boride (ZrB2) integral fuel burnable absorbers (IFBA) in a form of a thin ZrB2 coating on 
the UO2 pellet, are used to hold down initial reactivity and to control power peaking 
throughout the life of the core. Currently the ZrB2 coating has a linear B10 coating of 0.618 
mg/cm (standard – S). To enable modelling of an ultra-long operating cycle, enriched boron 
had to be used, resulting in IFBAs with a linear B10 coating of 1.236 mg/cm (2S), 1.854 
mg/cm (3S), 2.472 mg/cm (4S), and 3.090 mg/cm (5S). Taking into account the goal of the 
research, the technical feasibility of IFBA manufacturing was not considered. 

On the other hand, technical feasibility of the proposed core design can be reasonably 
demonstrated if selected criteria defining operational safety are met. The preliminary design 
goals for the ultra-long 36-month cycle for the selected NPP Krško core are as follows: 

• Maintaining the maximum enthalpy rise hot channel factor F∆H below 1.56, 
• Maintaining the peak critical boron concentration below 2700 ppm (previous 

studies suggested that for boron concentration values of 2500-2700 the 
moderator temperature coefficient is either slightly negative or if positive, then 
close to nil [4]), 

• To obtain a 36-month operating cycle, resulting in 1050 effective full power 
days (EFPD), assuming one month maintenance period. 

Analysed core designs have been modelled using the FUMACS/FEEC 2001 code 
package [5], developed by the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Zagreb, 
Department of Applied Physics. The code package comprises three computer codes 
(PRELEO, PSU-LEOPARD/RBI, and MCRAC/RBI), and a graphical user interface 
(FUMACS-G). The PRELEO computer code prepares input data for PSU-LEOPARD/RBI. 
The computer code PSU-LEOPARD/RBI generates group constants (two energy groups), and 
the computer code MCRAC/RBI is used for global depletion calculations. A simulation of the 
core depletion calculations is performed in a two-dimensional model with the assumption of 
octal core symmetry. 

3 OPERATING CYCLE WITH A 5 % W/O U235 ENRICHMENT LIMITATION 

As previously stated, initial analyses have been focused on determination of the longest 
operating cycle achievable with fuel assemblies with a maximum of 5% w/o U235 enrichment, 
which is the current enrichment limitation. 

The single batch core design has been applied. Since a number of problems associated 
with the power peaking factor emerged when a single enrichment batch was used, the split 
feed enrichment option was introduced. Enrichment of 3.4% w/o U235 for the central portion 
of the fuel assembly was used for the middle of the core, and fuel assemblies with 5% w/o 
U235 enrichment of the central part of the assembly were used for the rest of the core. 
Integral fuel burnable absorbers in the form of ZrB2 are used to hold down initial reactivity 
and to control power peaking factor throughout the cycle. ZrB2 coating has a linear B10 
coating of 0.618 mg/cm (standard – S). Assembly power and burnup distribution for the end 
of the cycle (EOC), core burnup of 32000 MWd/tU, are depicted in Figure 1. Region numbers 
and fuel assembly identification numbers are arbitrary and they are only used for FUMACS 
simulation purposes. A large number of standard integral fuel burnable absorbers (B10 coating 
of 0.618 mg/cm) are used to hold down initial reactivity and to control peaking factor 
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throughout the cycle. Fuel assemblies with the maximum pin power at the end of the cycle are 
additionally marked. 

Summary results for the operating cycle with a 5% w/o U235 enrichment limitation are 
given in Table 1, and graphical presentations of critical boron concentration and pin 
maximum power dependency on burnup are depicted in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively. 
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23   Z08 
148 - S 
0.976 
33000. 

20   V29 
148 - S 
1.131 
40002. 

20   V33 
148 - S 
1.117 
41105. 

20   V37 
148 - S 
1.128 
40356. 

20   V41 
148 - S 
1.175 
35773. 

20   V45 
148 - S 
1.201 
25417. 

20   V49 
148 - S 
1.138 
41111. 

20   V51 
148 - S 
1.122 
41093. 

20   V55 
148 - S 
1.128 
40356. 

20   V59 
148 - S 
1.158 
37216. 

20   V63 
148 - S 
1.209 
29883. 

20   V67 
148 - S 
1.118 
18010. 

20   V71 
148 - S 
1.147 
39535. 

20   V73 
116 - S 
1.151 
38778. 

20   V77 
148 - S 
1.175 
35772. 

20   V81 
148 - S 
1.209 
29883. 

20   V85 
148 - S 
1.161 
20506. 

20   V89 
148 - S 
1.207 
32590. 

20   V91 
148 - S 
1.221 
30500. 

20   V95 
148 - S 
1.201 
25416. 

20   V99 
148 - S 
1.118 
18009. 

20   V103 
148 - S 
1.119 
19701. 

20   V105 
148 - S 
1.110 
17140. 
Region FAID 
No. IFBA - type 
Pin Maximum Power 
Burnup (MWd/tU) 
 Europe, Portorož, Slovenia, Sept. 8-11, 2003 

No.Ass. Power 
Sharing 

Total 
Burnup 

108 1.009 32062.0 

burnup distribution. 
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Table 1 Summary results for the operating cycle with a 5% w/o U235 enrichment 
limitation 

Step Burnup BC (ppm) PinMaxNP 
1 0. 2490. 1.557 
2 150. 1970. 1.523 
3 2000. 2390. 1.535 
4 4000. 2512. 1.532 
5 6000. 2525. 1.523 
6 8000. 2456. 1.503 
7 10000. 2324. 1.471 
8 12000. 2150. 1.431 
9 14000. 1936. 1.386 
10 16000. 1697. 1.341 
11 18000. 1462. 1.299 
12 20000. 1232. 1.261 
13 22000. 1006. 1.241 
14 24000. 786. 1.235 
15 26000. 572. 1.235 
16 28000. 368. 1.232 
17 30000. 174. 1.227 
18 32000. 0. 1.221 
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Figure 2 Boron concentration for the operating 
cycle with a 5% w/o U235 enrichment limitation 

Figure 3 Pin maximum power for the operating 
cycle with a 5% w/o U235 enrichment limitation 

 

Preliminary economic analyses of fuel costs for this operating cycle and multi-batch 18 
month operating cycle showed that this operating cycle has fuel cost about 12 million $/year 
more expensive than the multi-batch 18-month cycle. This deficit would have to be made up 
from the net benefits of a higher capacity factor (e.g., less replacement energy, fewer 
refueling outages), that is expected to be increased by introducing longer cycles.  
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4 ULTRA-LONG (36 MONTH) OPERATING CYCLE 

As in the previous case, a single batch split feed option has been applied. To achieve the 
demanded cycle length (1050 effective full power days) it was necessary to use fuel 
assemblies with enrichments higher than currently allowed. Enrichments of 3.4% (region 23), 
6.4% (region 20), 6.54% (region 21), and 7.1% (region 22) w/o U235 have been used. To hold 
down initial reactivity and to control peaking factor throughout the cycle, enriched boron had 
to be used in integral fuel burnable absorbers, resulting in IFBAs with a linear B10 coating of 
1.236 mg/cm (2S), 1.854 mg/cm (3S), 2.472 mg/cm (4S), and 3.090 mg/cm (5S). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

REG.ID No.Ass. Power 
Sharing 

Total 
Burnup 

REG.ID 

23 13 0.748 35108.6 20 
21 40 1.079 48611.1 22 

 

Figure 4 EOC assembly power and

 

23   Z01 
188 - S 
0.736 
32460. 

23   Z02 
188 - S 
0.788 
34138. 

23   Z06 
188 - S 
0.846 
36786. 

21   X01 
148 - 4S 
1.131 
52209. 

20   V01 
148 - 3S 
1.147 
51601. 

21   X05 
148 - 2S 
1.247 
43007. 

22   Y01 
148 - 4S 
1.326 
23559. 

23   Z04 
188 - S 
0.787 
34139. 

23   Z10 
116 - S 
0.814 
35063. 

21   X09 
148 - 5S 
1.129 
48969. 

20   V05 
148 - 2S 
1.076 
53018. 

21   X17 
148 - 2S 
1.146 
52197. 

21   X33 
148 - 2S 
1.263 
40499. 

22   Y05 
148 - 4S 
1.360 
20918. 

23   Z08 
188 - S 
0.845 
36787. 

21   X13 
148 - 5S 
1.129 
48970. 

20   V13 
148 - 2S 
1.058 
52392. 

21   X21 
148 - 3S 
1.093 
53779. 

20   V17 
148 - 2S 
1.129 
48326. 

22   Y13 
148 - 4S 
1.388 
35452. 

21   X03 
148 - 4S 
1.131 
52211. 

20   V09 
148 - 2S 
1.076 
53019. 

21   X25 
148 - 3S 
1.093 
53779. 

20   V21 
148 - 2S 
1.090 
50368. 

22   Y17 
148 - 4S 
1.262 
43042. 

22   Y29 
148 - S 
1.191 
28825. 

20   V03 
148 - 3S 
1.147 
51603. 

21   X29 
148 - 2S 
1.145 
52199. 

20   V25 
148 - 2S 
1.129 
48327. 

22   Y21 
148 - 4S 
1.262 
43043. 

22   Y33 
148 - S 
1.187 
33196. 

21   X07 
148 - 2S 
1.247 
43008. 

21   X37 
148 - 2S 
1.263 
40501. 

22   Y25 
148 - 4S 
1.388 
35454. 

22   Y37 
148 - S 
1.190 
28826. 

22   Y03 
148 - 4S 
1.326 
23560. 

22   Y09 
148 - 4S 
1.360 
20919. 

 

Region FAID 
No. IFBA - type 
Pin Maximum Power
Burnup (MWd/tU) 
 Europe, Portorož, Slovenia, Sept. 8-11, 2003 

No.Ass. Power 
Sharing 

Total 
Burnup 

28 1.050 51007.4 
40 0.968 31323.5 

 burnup distribution. 
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Assembly power and burnup distribution for the end of the cycle (core burnup of 42000 
MWd/tU), are depicted in Figure 4. Region numbers and fuel assembly identification numbers 
are arbitrary and they are only used for FUMACS simulation purposes. Fuel assemblies with 
the maximum pin power at the end of the cycle are additionally marked. 

Summary results for the ultra-long operating cycle (36 month) are given in Table 2 and 
graphical presentations of critical boron concentration and pin maximum power dependency 
on burnup are depicted in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively. 

Preliminary economic analyses of fuel costs for this operating cycle and multi-batch 18 
month operating cycle showed that this operating cycle has fuel cost about 13.5 million $/year 
more expensive than the multi-batch 18-month cycle. This deficit would have to be made up 
from the net benefits of a higher capacity factor (e.g., less replacement energy, fewer 
refueling outages), that is expected to be increased by introducing longer cycles.  

 

 
 
 

Table 2 Summary results for the ultra-long (36 month) operating cycle  

Step Burnup BC (ppm) PinMaxNP 
1 0. 508. 1.560 
2 150. 20. 1.517 
3 1000. 56. 1.497 
4 4000. 1094. 1.531 
5 6000. 1661. 1.540 
6 8000. 2122. 1.536 
7 10000. 2395. 1.541 
8 12000. 2542. 1.534 
9 14000. 2582. 1.523 
10 16000. 2535. 1.508 
11 18000. 2423. 1.479 
12 20000. 2265. 1.437 
13 22000. 2075. 1.407 
14 24000. 1836. 1.408 
15 26000. 1590. 1.404 
16 28000. 1361. 1.395 
17 30000. 1143. 1.381 
18 32000. 934. 1.363 
19 34000. 733. 1.343 
20 36000. 539. 1.339 
21 38000. 354. 1.341 
22 40000. 177. 1.356 
23 42000. 10. 1.388 
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Figure 5 Boron concentration for the ultra -long 

(36-month) operating 
Figure 6 Pin maximum power for the ultra-long 

(36 month) operating cycle  
 
 
 
 

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

A single batch, split feed reload pressurized water reactor core design for an ultra-long, 
36 month cycle (35 effective full power months) has been modelled using a FUMACS/FEEC 
2001 code package. NPP Krško has been used as a representative nuclear power plant. 
Integral fuel burnable absorbers have been used to hold down initial reactivity and to control 
power peaking factor throughout the cycle. IFBAs are in the form of ZrB2 coating on the fuel 
pellet with a linear B10 coating of 0.618 mg/cm for a standard IFBA (standard – S), and 1.236 
mg/cm (2S), 1.854 mg/cm (3S), 2.472 mg/cm (4S), and 3.090 mg/cm (5S) for enriched boron 
IFBAs. 

The research has been focused on two operating design parameters: critical boron 
concentration (CBC) and power peaking factor (F∆H). The analyses showed that with a careful 
choice of fuel enrichment and number of IFBAs it is possible to control power peaking factor 
and keep it below current limits (1.56). On the other hand, high fluctuations of critical boron 
concentration have been observed, especially close to the burnup of 150 MWd/tU (Xe 
equilibrium). Other studies, like [1], suggest that the problem of CBC fluctuation could be 
overcome if a combination of different burnable absorbers is to be used. Therefore, future 
work will be focused on introducing other burnabe absorber's specifications (Gd, Er) into the 
FUMACS/FEEC 2001 code to enable redesign of a 36-month cycle. 

By increasing the cycle length to 36 month the outage frequency is reduced, and the 
capacity factor is improved resulting in the reduction of the electric energy production costs. 
On the other hand, fuel enrichment is higher as well as integral fuel burnable absorber 
enrichment, if boron is used, and the fuel fabrication costs go up. A transportation and storage 
of fresh and spent fuel must also be addressed, from safety, as well as from economical 
standpoint. It is not to be forgotten, that prior to any long-operating cycle implementation, a 
time, effort and money consuming licensing process has to be completed.  

Although, long operating cycles have a cost benefit potential, additional and more 
complex economic analyses are required for better judgement.  
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ABSTRACT 

The Krško modernization power uprate analyses have been performed in such a way as to cover 
plant operation in a range of average reactor coolant temperatures (Tavg) of 301.7°C to 
307.4°C, with steam generator tube plugging levels of up to 5%. The upper bound is 
temporarily restricted to 305.7°C, as long as Zirc-4 fuel is present in the core. (It is, however, 
acceptable to operate at 307.4°C with a few Zirc-4 assemblies, if meeting certain conditions 
and subjected to a corrosion and rod internal pressure evaluation in the frame of the cycle-
specific nuclear core design.) The Tavg optimization method takes into account two effects, 
that are opposed to each other: the impact of steam pressure on the electrical power output 
versus the impact of Tavg on the cost of reactor fuel. The positive economical impact of a 
Tavg increase through the increase in MWe output is around 6 to 8 times higher than the 
corresponding negative impact on the fuel cost. From this perspective, it is desirable to have 
Tavg as high as possible. This statement is not affected by a change in the relationship 
between steam pressure and Tavg level. However, there are also other considerations 
intervening in the definition of the optimum.  

This paper discusses the procedure for selection of optimal Tavg for the forthcoming 
cycle in relation to the impacts of change in Tavg level and/or variations of the steam pressure 
versus Tavg relationship. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The method for determination of the optimum point in the Tavg range of 301.7°C to 
307.4°C for the next fuel cycle, has been first addressed in the work report SSR-NEK-16 [6]. 
The subreport SSR-NEK-16.1 provides the fuel cost sensitivity versus Tavg. As long as no 
major fuel upgrading will be undertaken and as long as the operating conditions will remain 
per the modernization-UPR analyses (e.g. reactor power 1994 MWt, Tavg range 301.7°C-
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307.4°C, maximum FNdH= 1.62, maximum FQ = 2.34), the technical data of [6] will remain 
applicable. The economical data will also remain applicable as long as the assumptions on 
$/Lb, $/kg-SWU and $/kgU-nat remain valid and, if it is no longer the case, will have to be 
adapted accordingly. 

On November 11, 2000, a test was performed on the plant, entitled "Tavg (Thot) 
reduction and automatic steam generator level control system with wide open FCBVs test". 
The purpose of this test was to determine the complement of inputs, with respect to the above 
described data, necessary for the operating point optimization, namely the actual turbine limit, 
the sensitivity of secondary side efficiency versus steam pressure, the sensitivity of the main 
feedwater control versus steam pressure and the capability of the feedwater bypass control 
valves to provide additional feedwater flow. The test was performed per procedure [7] and the 
results are provided in report [8]. It was found that the whole analysed window is basically 
available for operation as far as the turbine limit is concerned. The sensitivity of the MWe 
versus steam pressure was determined (in fact the sensitivity in the report is expressed versus 
Tavg, but the MWe is really governed by the steam pressure). The test has also permitted to 
determine an upper limit for Tavg (more exactly for the steam pressure based on the same 
reasoning as above) from the standpoint of FW capacity, limit that was already apparent from 
[6] and from plant operation.  

The subreport SSR-NEK-16.2 attempts to cross-correlate the fuel cost sensitivity versus 
Tavg determined in the subreport SSR-NEK-16.1, and fitted by a quadratic interpolation, with 
the sensitivity of MWe revenue versus Tavg (more exactly versus steam pressure as above 
discussed) determined by test and the other elements of the optimization.  

Data from [6] (Table 2-1) is applicable for 12-month cycles with the conditions which 
existed during the Tavg reduction test ([9] and [10]), i.e. an average steam line pressure of 
about 64.8 kp/cm² for a Tavg of 305.7°C based on test initial values [1/6 * (65.202 + 64.310 + 
63.853 + 64.845 + 64.568 + 65.193) = 64.66 kp/cm² at highest loop Tavg of 305.59°C, 
normalized to 305.7°C and 64.8 kp/cm²]. The values used are from pages 3 and 5 of appendix 
9.3B to [9], enclosed in technical report [1] as Attachment 6. A Tavg of 305.7°C is taken as 
reference value. Second column provides the reduction in electricity revenue based on 
sensitivity of 1.2 MWe/°C observed during the test, a cycle of 332 EFP days and an electricity 
price of 0.035 €/kwh [9] ([9] is as old as July 1997 but, based on Feb.2002 exchange rates, the 
290 kUSD per °C is almost unaffected). The third column gives the reduction in fuel cost 
versus Tavg according to quadratic interpolation y12 = 47.14x – 2.5x² (with x = 305.7 – 
Tavg) of the 12-month cycle values. Fourth column identifies the cost of running the third 
feedwater pump if desired, in order to overcome the 3 CP + 2 FP FW limit with slight control 
margin (which is identified in column six). The fifth column is the algebraic sum of the 
revenue and cost delta's into global net reduction in revenue. The sixth column comments on 
the different parameters that restrict Tavg selection. It can be seen that, economically 
speaking, the best choice is the highest possible Tavg within the following restrictions. As 
long as Zirc-4 is present in the fuel, Tavg must be restricted to 305.7°C (however, as indicated 
above, this restriction could be waived for a few Zirc-4 assemblies meeting certain conditions 
and subject to a corrosion and rod internal pressure evaluation in the frame of the cycle 
specific nuclear core design). Further, the Tavg reduction test has indicated that, with the 
configuration of cycle 17, i.e. 3 CP + 2 FP operation, Tavg = 305.7°C, steam pressure versus 
Tavg relationship at the time of the test and feedwater bypass control valve closed, the FW 
was close to its limit of capability. This was particularly true during summer months when the 
condensate temperature is high. Moreover, an increase in steam pressure at constant Tavg was 
conceivable due to change of SGs fouling as already experienced from previous operation of 
replaced steam generators (see page 46 in [1]). So high condensate temperature in 
combination with reduction of SG tubes fouling could even further limit FW capability. Also 
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it has to be taken into account that the standby FP exhibited the lowest pressure improvement 
after impellers replacement. Furthermore, a transitory excursion of the power above 100% or 
of the temperature above 305.7°C could lead to full opening of the feedwater control valves 
and to loss of feedwater control. Even when operating close to 100% power and 305.7°C 
Tavg, the control was sloppy because the delta p across the valve was so small that the control 
gain was extremely small. The 2.7°C control margin was very far from being achieved.  
During the Thot (Tavg) reduction test, it was observed that the control behaviour clearly 
improves as Tavg decreases. Opening of the feedwater bypass control valves could provide 
some overflow capacity to overcome minor power or temperature transients, but does not help 
from the standpoint of control behavior. For these reasons, a Tavg of 305°C was considered 
as a maximum at the time of the test and was selected for cycle 18. 

For the 18-month fuel cycles, a cycle of 471 EFP days is assumed and the quadratic 
interpolation of the fuel cost variation is y18 = 55.876x – 0.63504x² with x = 305.7 – Tavg. 

In line with the above, it was initially considered to base the Tavg optimization on the 
observation of normalized steam line pressure trends. However, the comparison of the 
operating parameters of cycle 18 with those of cycle 17 indicated an increase in measured 
RCS delta T, a decrease in RCS calorimetric flow calculation, a decrease in steam line 
pressure beyond what can be attributed to the 0.7°C Tavg reduction, a decrease in FP head, a 
decrease in FW header pressure and similar lifts for FCV 551 and FCV 552, despite the steam 
pressure decrease. Potential reasons may be actual power being higher during cycle 18 than 
during cycle 17 and /or increase in hot leg streaming and/or increase in SG tubes fouling 
and/or decrease in FP performance and/or decrease in reactor coolant system (RCS) flow. 
Because of the FCV lifts, a further decrease in Tavg  was proposed for cycle 19 (for which the 
305.7°C Zirc-4 fuel corrosion restriction was applied) but was not retained because of timing 
of the cycle specific nuclear core design. The differences between cycle 18 and cycle 17 
parameters made it desirable to revisit the approach to optimization.  

Indeed, the positive economical impact of a Tavg increase being  about 6 to 8 times 
higher than the corresponding negative impact on the fuel cost, Tavg should be as high as 
possible within any applicable restrictions, regardless of any change in the operating regime 
as observed or by any other form of change in the steam pressure versus Tavg relationship 
and regardless of reference point. Besides this general statement, the selection must be 
governed by application or non application of the 305.7°C Tavg restriction in relation with 
fuel corrosion, and by the FW limit and its potential elimination plus possibly considerations 
in relation with preservation of the reactor vessel head penetrations. To be noted also that the 
shift as was made in Table 2-3 is not valid for the FW limit and for the turbine limit in case of 
variations of other parameters than the relationship steam pressure versus Tavg. 

 

2 DETERMINATION OF OPTIMUM TAVG FOR NEXT CYCLE 

Optimization Elements 
 

MWe Impact 
First element is the sensitivity of MWe revenue versus Tavg based on 1.2 MWe/°C 

(which could have to be revisited in case of turbine upgrade by a repeat of the Thot (Tavg) 
reduction test) and on a kWh price of 0.035 € [6] (in case this price or its conversion in kUSD 
changes, the conversion of the MWe sensitivity into revenue sensitivity should be adjusted 
accordingly), yielding 290 kUSD/°C per 12 month cycle and 412 kUSD/°C per 18 month 
cycle. 
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Fuel Cost Impact 
Second element is the impact of Tavg on fuel cost which is approximated (in kUSD) by: 

y12 = 47.14 x – 2.5 x² with x = 305.7 – Tavg for 12 month cycles 
y18 = 55.876 x – 0.63504 x² with x = 305.7 – Tavg for 18 month cycles 
These equations remain valid as long as no major fuel upgrading is undertaken, as long 

as the operating conditions remain per the modernization - UPR analyses (e.g. reactor power 
1994 MWt, Tavg range 301.7°C – 307.4°C, maximum FNdH  = 1.62, maximum FQ = 2.34) 
and as long as the assumptions on $/Lb, $/kg-SWU and $/kgU- nat remain valid. When 
determining the impact of a delta in temperature, the differential cost reduction is y(T2) – 
y(T1). 

 
Cross-Correlating MWe and Fuel Cost Impacts 

When cross-correlating the two above elements, this should be done in principle starting 
from the current conditions, unless there is a specific reason to do otherwise. Owing to the 
fact that the positive economical impact of a Tavg increase on the MWe is about 6 to 8 times 
higher than the corresponding negative impact on the fuel cost, the conclusion is expected to 
always be that Tavg should be as high as possible within the other considerations intervening 
in the definition of the optimum, hereafter. To be noted  that a high Tavg also maximizes the 
margin to the low compensated steam line pressure setpoint. 

 
Zirc-4 Restriction 

The third element is whether the temporary 305.7°C Zirc-4 restriction is applied or not 
applied to the cycle under optimization. It can be waived for a few Zirc-4 assemblies meeting 
certain conditions and subject to a corrosion and rod internal pressure evaluation in the frame 
of the cycle specific nuclear core design. It obviously disappears when there remains no Zirc-
4 fuel. 

 
FW Limit 

The fourth element is the FW limit under the current system configuration with 3 CP + 
2 FP operation. The FW limit, expressed in terms of Tavg, depends upon the FW header 
pressure, the calorimetric reactor power uncertainty and other effects which may affect the 
steam pressure versus Tavg relationship such as a change in the hot leg stratification regime, a 
change in RCS flow, a change in SG tubes fouling factor or a change in SG tubes plugging 
level. A method for determination of the FW limit with 3 CP + 2 FP in operation, which 
generalizes the calculations made in [6], is provided hereafter. The method uses FCV lift 
demand. It is a good indicator of the FW limit because it encompasses all the listed effects. It 
is not perfect due to a slight variation versus condenser pressure, but it is reasonably good, 
particularly if reference FCV lift is taken during a period of high lift.  
Determination of FW limit with 3 CP + 2 FP operation and FCBV closed 
- With 3 CP + 2 FP running and FCBV closed, take minute averaged in one hour 

coordinated values for : 
- Calorimetric reactor thermal power determination 
- Auctioneered Tavg 
- FCV lift demand. 

- Convert FCV lift demand into actual FCV lift using Figure 1 for both loops. Use the 
highest of the FCV551 or FCV552 actual lift for next step. 

- Convert actual FCV lift into CV using Figure 2. 
- Determine FCV delta p as follows : 

FCV delta p (kp/cm2) = 
234.14
1

4.62
567.52

CV
10372poweroffraction 2

∗∗





 ×  
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- Compare FCV delta p to FCV delta p with FCV wide open at 10372 gpm, i.e., 4.1 
kp/cm2 [6]: 
Margin (kp/cm2) = FCV delta p – 4.1 

Margin (°C) = 
6.2
4.2  margin (kp/cm2) 

The ratio 
6.2
4.2 is calculated from Attachment 5 [1], more specifically from 

64.0566.65
305.0307.4

−

− . 

 
- FW limit is auctioneered Tavg increased by the margin and normalized to 100% 

calorimetric reactor thermal power, possibly including correction from ultrasonic FW 
flow measurement if applied. FCV delta p decreases by 27.6 psi (1.9 kp/cm2) 
conservatively converted to 1.9°C between 100% and 103% FW flow, hence : 

FW limit = auctioneered Tavg + margin - 
3
9.1  (100 – power (%)). 

- Predicted FW limit for next cycle should take into account anticipated changes such as 
removal of the flow elements downstream FW heaters 1A and 1B before cycle 20, 
which will increase FW limit by more than 0.6 °C (0.55kp/cm²). 

- Based on [6], 3% overflow capability is part of the normal Westinghouse requirements. 
FCV delta p decreases by 27.6 psi (1.9 kp/cm²) between 100% and 103% feedwater 
flow. There is thus about 1.8°C difference between the conditions “FW at its limit with 
no margin” and “Westinghouse FW control margin strictly fulfilled”. The Tavg 
deadband of 0.83°C must also be taken into account. In total, strict application of the 
Westinghouse requirements implies to operate 2.7 °C below the FW limit. 

- Conscious decision has to be taken on selection of control performance, operation close 
to the FW limit meaning higher MWe but reduced control performance. 
 
If during the cycle preceding the cycle for which FW limit is being determined, an 

anomaly has prompted operation with FCBV open or with 3 CP + 3 FP, while operation with 
3CP + 2FP had first been decided, FW limit with 3 CP + 2 FP can be obtained by a test at 
reduced power with 3 CP + 2 FP and FCBV closed. 
 
Normalized Tavg versus FCV552 Lift Demand 

Table 1 provides a cross-correlation of the results of [8] and [9] with previous, present 
and anticipated FW limits. The data in columns 1, 2 and 3, except two first lines and the line 
"Westinghouse requirements fulfilled with FCBV closed", are from Attachment 6 in [1] (with 
Tavg normalized to 100% power). The 93% lift demand for FCV 552 corresponds to full 
opening per Figure 1. The FW limit values for cycles 17 and 18 are calculated in [3], both 
with FCBV open and with FCBV closed. The values for Westinghouse requirements fulfilled 
with FCBV closed are FW limit minus 0.8°C for Tavg deadband and minus 1.9°C for 3% 
overflow capacity. The values in Column 4 are the values of cycle 19, the values in Column 5 
are the expected values of cycle 20, if the only change between cycle 19 and cycle 20 is the 
removal of the flow elements downstream FW heaters 1A and 1B, both based on Attachment 
9 [1] and last column shows the FW limit with FCBV open and closed and the threshold of 
fulfillment of Westinghouse requirements with FCBV closed. 

To be noted that Table 1 can be used as a simplified way to determine position with 
respect to FW limit based on FCV 552 lift cross-correlated to Tavg, particularly at power very 
close to 100%. It is also noted that fulfillment of Westinghouse requirements (3% overflow 
capacity plus coverage of Tavg deadband) corresponds to a FCV 552 lift demand of 
approximately 76%. 
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Use of FW Limit in Selection of Optimum Tavg 

The FW limit, currently cutting the analysis window, can conceivably be eliminated by 
operation with 3 FP running. However, this change has a cost which must be compared to the 
gain which can be obtained. 3 FP operation implies a power consumption increase of 2 MWe 
thus a cost of 484 kUSD per cycle for 12 month cycles and 687 kUSD per cycle for 18 month 
cycles (numbers to be revisited if the 0.068 DEM (0.035 €) per kWh or its conversion in 
kUSD, changes). As long as the 305.7°C Tavg restriction in relation with Zirc-4 fuel is 
applied, the optimum Tavg can be selected based on economical comparison between Tavg 
limit (with selected control quality) for 2 FP running and 305.7°C with 3 FP running. With the 
305.7°C Zirc-4 restriction no longer applied, the optimum Tavg can be selected based on 
economical comparison between Tavg limit (with selected control quality) for 2 FP running 
and 307.4°C with 3 FP running. 
 
Consideration of Reactor Vessel Head Temperature 

In either of the two cases above, as long as the reactor vessel configuration is such that 
the water temperature in the reactor vessel head is close to Thot, preservation of the head 
penetrations may be a reason to voluntarily limit Tavg according to NRC Bulletin 2001-01. 
 
Unrestricted Configuration 

For the first cycle, with the Zirc-4 restriction not applied and with the reactor vessel 
converted such that the water temperature in the reactor vessel head is close to Tcold, the 
recommendation is operation at 307.4°C with 3 FP running. Switching from 2 FP operation to 
3 FP operation increases the FCV delta p by about 6.5 kp/cm² [3]. This permits to increase 
Tavg to 307.4°C in an economical way while improving the control margin beyond the 
minimum Westinghouse requirement. Once operation at 307.4°C has been initiated, it is 
expected to remain the optimum except in the unlikely event that, because of drift in operating 
conditions, FCV lift demand starts again to exceed about 76%. Anyhow, it is always possible 
to recheck by test the FW limit with 3CP + 2 FP running, and to repeat the economical 
comparison.  It is demonstrated in [3], that operation with 3 FP has the additional advantage 
to enable mini-uprating, as far as FW is concerned. This other report [3], also determines the 
necessary power reduction associated with the loss of CP or a FP, for use in the abnormal 
operating procedures. 

 
Turbine Limit 

In the unlikely event of decision for a Tavg reduction, the position with respect to the 
turbine limit should be verified. The turbine limit, expressed in terms of Tavg limit, depends 
upon the calorimetric reactor power calculation uncertainty and upon other effects which may 
affect the steam pressure versus Tavg relationship such as a change in the hot leg stratification 
regime, a change in the RCS flow, a change in SG tubes fouling factor or a change in SG 
tubes plugging level. The current turbine governor No.4 position can be compared to Fig.10 
in Attachment 7 [1], and from there can be deducted a maximum decrease in Tavg which can 
be accommodated by the turbine. The turbine limit can be affected by a turbine upgrade thus, 
following such  an upgrade, the Thot (Tavg) reduction test should be repeated.  
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Figure 1: FCVs travel versus demand 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Characteristic CV versus travel for FCV 
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FCV552 
LIFT 
DEMAND 

CYCLE 
17 
TAVG 

CYCLE 
18 
TAVG 

CYCLE 
19 
TAVG 

EXPECTED 
CYCLE 20 
TAVG 

% °C °C °C °C 

COMMENTS 

93 307.3 306.1 306.4 307.0 FW limit with FCBV open 

93 306.5 305.3 305.8 306.4 FW limit with FCBV closed 

86 305.6 304.4 304.9 305.5  

83 305.2 304.0 304.5 305.1  

80 304.8 303.6 304.1 304.7  

77.6 304.3 303.1 303.6 304.2  

75.9 303.7 302.5 303.0 303.6  

Table 1: Normalized Tavg Versus FCV552 Lift Demand 

3 CONCLUSION 

The present technical paper provides summary of applied methodology for the 
determination of optimum Tavg. It is recommended to abandon the Zirc-4 Tavg restriction of 
305.7°C as soon as possible and, preferably, already for cycle 20. For the cycles for which the 
restriction is not applied, the recommendation is 307.4°C with 3 FP running 
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ABSTRACT 

The implementation of a Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) in a country is a major undertaking 
for all entities involved, due to the necessity of planning work and co-ordination of the 
implementation process of the different fields of interest, starting with the governmental 
authorities and ending with the people. 

Having in view the specific investment cost (relatively high) for a NPP, to find an 
adequate financing structure is possible through an iterative process that involves first an 
assessment of the technical performances of the project and second, the mathematical 
modelling of the financing structure effects on the project.  

In this respect, the paper proposed will be focused on the main steps needed in order to 
promote an investment project in nuclear field, starting with the decision phase, providing the 
documentations requested by the local and international authorities to promote the project and 
ending with the negotiation of the contracts (commercial contract, financing contract, power 
purchase contract, etc.) 

The case study will be focused on the phases achieved in order to promote the Unit 2 
Cernavoda NPP completion works project.  

1 GENERAL ASPECTS 

Nuclear sector – referred to power production based on nuclear fuel – is a very specific 
one, due to the big volume of investments, the complexity of works and the long periods for 
carrying them out. Investments in nuclear power plants rise at hundreds thousands of million 
dollars and they are achieved over 5-15 years. These aspects, determining the financial risk of 
the nuclear projects, request the approach of financing assurance in a certain manner which, 
on the one hand, could assure the economic and financial feasibility of the nuclear project 
and, on the other hand, could provide the investors (or the creditors, by case) both for the 
safety of the invested funds and for their project profitability. In order to start attracting 
finances for a nuclear project, a range of well-stated elements are necessary, such as: 
- substantiate the necessity, the opportunity and priority of the nuclear project for the power 

system based on some global, technical-economic analyses; 
- demonstrate the technical and managing capability for achieving similar projects; 
- substantiate the project value; 
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- demonstrate the project feasibility, its financial sustainability, based on the project 
configuration economic analysis, respectively, in terms of the market electricity  prices  

- secure, on long term, the basic fuel and raw materials (D2O, etc.) providing, and accept the 
power quantity supply; 

- really commit to the project performance; 
- the client, the project promoter must have the technical and financial capability to attract 

finances, run and carry out the project, under good conditions and sustain its operation, 
under optimal circumstances, for assuring the pay back of all debts engaged in the project 
performance; the client financial capability should be demonstrated by overlapping cash-
flow, projection afferent to the project itself, over the existing cash flow, to emphasize and 
avoid payments overlapping and financial collapse; 

- opportunity of co-financing from own sources, or attracted sources (budget allotments, 
developing funds, client available own sources) from the previous financial balance profit. 
Co-financing is necessary, besides the fact it proves the client seriousness and wish to get 
involved in the project performance, for usually covering the: 
- local costs, mainly related to construction  mounting works execution, adding a part 

of the local supply to them; 
- 15-20 % ratio paid in advance (down payment), for any credited financing, by the 

financing assuring institution (bank); 
- financial costs occurring during construction-mounting works (according to the 

financing institutions requests), such as; interests, fees, commissions, insurances. 
- opportunity to guarantee the engaged loans both by long-term selling contracts and at a 

pre-fixed price (substantiated and approved) of the power sold, and by bank guarantees 
and/or state guarantees, against the background of transition economies (the case of our 
country, at present), it is difficult to constitute bank guarantees based on the financial 
solvency of the company running the project, one should know, from the very beginning, 
before starting to attract capital, the types of guarantees that can be assured (and for which 
values). 

There must be a local, legal package that should assure, both the attractiveness for such 
complex, high risky projects and the contracting and granting mechanisms of the contractual 
clauses. Most of the times, in Romania, the limited access to local finances (credits granted by 
local banks, sources from bonds, issued on the local market, budgetary sources, developing 
funds, etc.) determined by the shortage of local capital for investments, resulted in financing 
scheme proposals in which the client of the project financed only a part of the project, from 
his own sources, budgetary sources, or sources attracted from the local market of capital. This 
resulted in promoting some financing schemes in which the external financing sources where 
prevailing. 

A nuclear project financing is complex and difficult not only for the high cost of such 
project and the long period of execution, but an important factor in financing a nuclear project 
is the client financial credibility, the project degree of risk and the risk degree estimated by 
different institutions with respect to the country that implements the project. 

The economic-financial analysis of the project, based upon the classical financing 
structures, has to emphasize the advantages and disadvantages of approaching them, both 
from the client point of view (demonstrating the project reliability criteria and limits) and 
from the investor point of view (determining the efficiency of the invested money on the 
selected project). 

In this respect, the basic assumptions regarding the possible classical financing 
structures to be compared, in order to make a decision, are: 

A.  The assumption of covering the project value from combinations of: 
• own sources, or local sources 
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• foreign sources, as bank loans. 
This assumption complies with the project carrying on, from the very beginning to the 
commissioning and further on, the commercial operation by the client of the project. 

 
B. Assumption of project value covering from combinations of: 

• own capitals of the investors involved in the project (equity) 
• other sources (usually, loans – export credits, commercial loans). 

The economically optimal combination between the two financing sources is 30% (equity) 
and 70% (loans), assuring both the down payment for the equipments and the loans financial 
costs during the construction period, from the investors own capitals (equity). This 
assumption complies with the project carrying on, under IPP (independent power producer) 
conditions, based on the implementing BOT, BOOT, BOO – type. It is important to underline 
that assumption B shall call for a higher efficiency of the project than Assumption A, due to 
the requirement for creating the attractiveness of the project. This requirement is usually 
ensured not only by the raise of prices for the electricity sold, but also by the severe control of 
terms, works quality and compliance with the initial assessment of the investment. 

2 FINANCING PLAN 

The financing plan contains all relevant information about the project and their running 
on, in time. These information mainly refer to the following: 
- total project cost 
- debt/equity ratio  
- assessment of the potential financing sources 
- costs related to nuclear fuel cycle (manufacturing, consumption, intermediate storage, final 

storage) 
- operating & maintenance costs 
- technical performances 
- economic performances 

The easiness to organize the financial package depends on the level of the client 
financial available resources for the project. These resources can be the own capital, the 
sources from the state budget, or from other funds managed by the state (e.g. the special fund 
for developing the power sector). It is stated that the minimum equity requested by the banks 
for a project, is correlated with the debt service ratio. According to the project risks 
perception, the banks request a debt redemption rate of minimum 1,3. 

For a projected cash flow, this rate determines the equity value for the project. When the 
project financing is covered partially by the investors sources, then the share of the investors 
capital in the project is no more determined by the debt service ratio, but by the Internal Rate 
of Return (IRR). The two concepts for establishing the level of the equity in the project 
financing, independently applied one from the other, lead to different directions: 
- the debt service ratio maximization will lead to the increase of the equity engaged in the 

project financing. 
- IRR maximization, will lead to diminishing the equity engaged in the project financing. 

Therefore, the optimal level of the own sources engaged in the project represents the 
result of the simultaneous implementation of the two concepts and it is very much dependent 
on the client or his adviser’s capacity of negotiation. Most of the times, financial institutions 
expect that the client of the project should take over a quota of the project risk, proving his 
interest in the further successful implementation of the project. 

Another basic principle of a financing plan is the one on where the local costs of the 
project should be covered from local funds. This is a strict requirement to be met in many 
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countries and often its complexity is under-estimated. The experience proved that under 
sufficient financial resources for covering the foreign part of the project, it is quite difficult to 
attract sufficient sources from the local financial market, under Romania’s nowadays, 
circumstances, in order to finance the local part of the project. Even calling for sources from 
the state budget, the project local costs covering represent the main reason for delays in the 
project implementation. 

The sources of local currency funds could be: 
- Budgetary sources (allotments from the state budget or from special funds); 
- Own sources resulting from the current operation; 
- Bonds issues on the local financial market; 
- Loans in local currency. 
The difficulty in financing the local part of the project results from the limitation of the 

available budget resources (both the state’s and the client’s) as well as from the constraints of 
the local, financial market. Once the local part is covered from financing sources, there are 
many opportunities for the financial cover of  a nuclear project foreign part. Quite a great part 
(60-80%) of the capital cost for such a project has to be covered in hard currency, especially 
in developing countries as Romania is. This is due to the fact that a part of technologies, 
equipment and services have to be imported. 

This part of the project is financed through: 
- Export Credit Agencies; 
- International Developing Institutions; 
- Bilateral financing sources; 
- Commercial loans and bonds. 

3 FINANCING SOURCES. REQUIREMENTS ASSOCIATED TO THE 
FINANCING OFFERS 

The nuclear projects in the greatest part of the developing countries are financed 
through a combination of export credits, commercial credits and own sources of the 
beneficiary.  
• EXPORT CREDITS  

The export credits occur in the financing of a project in the nuclear field whenever the 
buyer of the exported goods and services is willing to accept payment of the respective goods  
and services under certain conditions negotiated with the exporter. Generally, the export 
credits are divided in three categories: 
- short term export credits – up to 2 years 
- medium term export credits – between 2 and 5 years 
- long term export credits – over 5 years 

These credits turn into “supplier credits”  when the credit is arranged and managed by 
the exporter, or “buyer credits”, when the exporter’s bank or other financial institution lends 
the buyer. Credit export agencies can provide official support for both types of credit. This 
official support can only be limited to insure the credit granted by the exporter or financing 
institution, without direct financing support, or can become a “financial support “ granted as a 
direct credit, refinancing or subsidy of the interest.  

The official financing support can be in direct connection with the basic security or 
facilities granted for insurance. Currently, there are 22 countries OECD members, that have 
representatives in the credit export and credit guarantee group (ECG) of the OECD commerce 
committee. The ECG members also take part in drawing up the regulation for the official 
support of the export credits. This regulation has been accepted and  is applied within the 
OECD members relations. This regulation main purpose is to provide an appropriate and 
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ordered institutional framework for the export credit market and prevent export credit 
competition. During such competition, the exporting countries would rather compete offering 
the most favourable financing conditions than offering the best quality and services at the 
smallest prices, as required for the nuclear sector.  

At OECD level, there have been established some agreements regarding export credits 
granting for the nuclear power plants. These agreements mainly refer to : 

• Beneficiary Financial Reliability – that represents one of the main elements taken 
into account by the financial institutions and various financiers when negotiating the funding 
conditions. The incertitude and doubt regarding financial reliability  of a beneficiary of a 
project in the nuclear field can seriously hinder funding getting. No country with uncertain 
financial reliability can have access to financing for a nuclear project mainly as the 
investment for such a project is relatively large.  Only the countries with an acceptable rating 
could benefit from bank loans or other credits to fund such projects. The sustainable 
economic development policies, good management of the external debt and risks 
minimization could be of help in improving the country rating. Besides creating possibilities 
of resorting to loans, the financial reliability also influences the interest level. Anyway 
keeping good reputation in this field is a requirement for a country intending to develop a 
nuclear program. The international rating agencies, on the basis of a specific procedure that 
comprises  a multitude of criteria (economic, living standard, political, etc.) periodically 
evaluate the political risk for various  countries. Agencies such as Moody’s Investor Service, 
IBCA and Standard &  Poor’s  are the most  worldwide known, their evaluations in terms of 
political risk for various countries being paid close attention by both the Governments of the 
countries that are the object of the evaluation  and the investors and international financing 
institutions. 

• The Grace Period – The rules unanimously accepted  within OECD allow awarding a 
grace period within a financing program for a project in the nuclear field of 6 months from the 
project implementation (commercial service start up).  

• The Interest – The minimum interest accepted by OECD  regulation for export 
credits granting equals  CIRR (Commercial Interest Reference Rates)  reference interest for 
the currency of the requested financing.  CIRR  reference interest for the currency of each 
OECD country is determined monthly and results from the long term interest rate to the 
treasury bonds in the respective country. In the case of the projects in the nuclear field the 
interest is given by SCIRR  (Special Commercial Interest Reference Rate)  reference interest 
that forms starting from CIRR to which is added 0.75% margin for all currencies, except 
Japanese yen, for which the margin is 0.4%.  

• Repayment Way and Period – The  export credits repayment period could be 15 
years, with the installment  semiannual payment, the first payment being performed post 
grace period.  

• Interest Payment – The interest too can be paid semiannually, to the value of the 
credit to be repaid.  

• Associated Financial Expenses   - Generally, the export credit agencies levy a risk 
fee on the goods and services exporter or beneficiary of them as per export credit type  
(supplier or buyer). Still, eventually, the risk fee is entirely covered by the exported goods and 
services beneficiary. The value of this fee depends on the risk degree of the country to which 
the export is performed. Besides the risk fee, the following types of taxes and fees are also 
levied : 
- Management fee 
- Reservation fee 
- Other financial expenses 
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The bank taxes and fees differ considerably from one export credit agency to another, 
according to the financial reliability and political risk evaluation for the  beneficiary country.  

 
Commercial Credits  

The commercial credits are credits granted by commercial banks, being generally, from the 
short and medium term credits category, with a granting period of 10 years at the most. The 
terms of accessing such credits depend on the financial market liquidity at the date the credit 
is requested and the requested bank opinion on the beneficiary financial reliability.  
Generally, for the projects in the nuclear field are requested 10 year commercial credits, 
having the following main characteristics : 
- variable interest 
- grace period 2 up to 4 years 
- semiannual installment repayment 
The variable interest is determined in compliance with LIBOR (London Interbank Offered 
Rate) to which is currently added up to 4% margin. However, this margin can differ (higher or 
lower) from case to case.  
If the commercial credit payment starts prior to the  planned date of the objective commercial 
start up, the bank granting the respective credit will require from the beneficiary a proof he 
has available sources to repay the credit granted. From this point of view, the appeal for 
commercial credits triggers the drawing up, at the beneficiary level, of analyses very well 
justified that consider all parametres that could complicate the financing process ( the moment 
of drawings from credits, the period of granting the credit and repayment program). 
Also it is worth pointing out that the financing can come from various countries and various 
financing sources. This is the reason an accurate management at the level of the project 
beneficiary is called for.  

 
International Development Agencies 

The International Development Agencies can be important long term financing sources. This 
is the reason the Development Agencies get involved actively in the financing  of the far 
reaching projects such as the projects in the nuclear field. In most of the cases, the financing 
conditions offered by these agencies are specific to each of them.  

 
International Financing Institutions 

The most important financing institutions on the capital market are: 
- The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD); 
- International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD); 
- International Financing Corporation (IFC); 
- Multilaterally Fund for Guarantees  

EBRD – was specially created in 1991 to support the transition of the Eastern Europe market 
economy. This institution finances project both for state and private sectors by direct 
financing. The main form of EBRD financing are loans, capital investments and guarantees. 
According to it operating regulation IBRD has to obtain the state guarantee for any given 
loan. The services offered are in accordance with the Government priorities as IBRD 
financing is directed to the Ministries which are responsible for the projects that the financing 
is required. 
IFC was created in 1956 with aim to support the private sector in the development countries 
and is one of the largest multilaterall sources of financing for private investments in 
development countries. Unlike IBRD which trough it operating regulation has to ask for state 
guarantee for each loan, IFC does not accept Government guarantees. 

IFC involves in the investment project supporting by three ways: 
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• by participating at the project financing with long and medium terms loans, 
instruments of capital and risk management 

•  by attracting the additional financing from the international capital market  
• by offering consulting and technical assistance 

Private investors -  are legal entities representative for different economic fields. Usually, a 
private investor invests in the some field with his own basic activity. The participation of 
private investor in a project is carried out mainly as part of the project. 
 Investment fund. The investment funds ensure an alternative at the financing offered by 
commercial banks and the private investors. The investment funds involve themselves in the 
financing of the new projects on in expanding phase. Risk assumed by the Investment Fund is 
higher than the commercial banks as by its own way of operation, the Fund becomes 
shareholder in the investment that it is involved. Generally the investment funds have as basic 
financing source the capital coming from Government funds or from different financial 
institutions (banks, private funds, international financing institutions). The advantage of 
financing by the investment Funds is that after a certain period of time set-up at the beginning 
of the project, the Fund will draw from that project. 

 

4 CASE STUDY: NPP CERNAVODA UNIT 2 COMPLETION 

4.1 Possible financing structures for NPP Cernavodă Unit 2 completion  

For NPP Cernavoda – Unit 2 completion works, 3 financing structures are proposed: 
Structure A  

Financing source % 
1. Foreign loans, out of which: 

- Commercial loans 
- Long term loans 

2. Budgetary sources  
3. Special fund sources 
4. Other sources (countertrade) 

65 
17 
83 
13 
11 
11 

     Total basic investment 100 
Structure B  

Financing source % 
1. Foreign loans, out of which: 

- Commercial loans 
- Long term loans 

2. Budgetary sources and special fund sources 
3. Other sources (countertrade) 

76 
0 

100 
 

17 
7 

     Total basic investment 100 
Structure C  

Financing source % 
1. Foreign loans, out of which: 

- Commercial loans 
- Long term loans 

2. Budgetary sources and special fund sources 

93 
0 

100 
7 

     Total basic investment 100 
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4.2 Financing conditions 

The financing conditions regarding the NPP Cernavodă Unit 2 completion works 
mainly refer to: loans amount, maturity, grace period 

bank fees level, their way and period of payment • 
• 
• 
• 

interest rate  
payment conditions for interest during construction   
repayment period and conditions. 

These loan conditions represent the object of direct negotiations between the borrower and the 
lender(s).  
 
4.3 Analysis Results  

Total project cost consists of the following: 
 basic investment cost:  
- equipment and local works 
- design, technical assistance and other specific costs 
- first heavy water and nuclear fuel loading cost 
 financial costs associated to the loans  
 interest during construction paid or capitalised 

The total project cost (expressed as percents from the basic investment cost), is as follows: 
 
 Financing structure 
 A B C 

1. Basic investment cost 
2. Financial costs 
3. IDC paid 
4. IDC capitalised 

100% 
17.9% 
0.8% 
9.9% 

100% 
9.8% 
0% 

15.7% 

100% 
12.8% 
16.3% 

0% 
Total project cost 128.6% 125.5% 129.1% 

 
The electricity tariff on the plant border was established taking into consideration the 
following:  
 Basic investment costs financing into the analysed financing structures  
 Project total cost covering using Nuclearelectrica own sources 
 The same Internal Rate of Return (IRR) for all financing structures. 

Assuming the least electricity tariff as a ratio basis, we can classify the studied financing 
structures, as follows: 

 
 Tariff increase as against the least resulted tariff  (%) 

1. Financing structure B   
2. Financing structure C  
3. Financing structure A 

0 
2 
15 

 
4.4 Conclusions 

The results obtained emphasize the following aspects concerned with the advantages 
and disadvantages of Unit 2 – NPP Cernavodă works financing, in the frame of the three 
studied financing structures: 
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Financing 
structure 

Advantages Disadvantages 

A IDC capitalized - Quite big amount of the 
Nuclearelectrica own sources engaged for 
the project (around 19 % of the basic cost) 

- Big budgetary sources, special fund 
and other sources (around 35 % of the 
basic investment cost) 

- 15 % higher tariff compared with 
the least tariff under the same profitability 
conditions  

B - IDC capitalized  
- Least amount of the 

Nuclearelectrica own sources 
engaged (10 % of the basic 
investment cost) 

- Least tariff under the 
same profitability conditions  

- Budgetary sources, special fund 
and other sources, relatively big value 
(around 24 % of the basic investment cost)  

C - Small value for 
budgetary and special fund 
sources (about 7 % of the 
basic cost)  

- Competitive tariff 
(about 2 % higher than the 
least tariff under the same 
profitability conditions)  

- IDC paid cash (not capitalized) 
- Big amount of the Nuclearelectrica 

own sources engaged (around 29 % of the 
basic cost)  

 
For the NPP Cernavoda Unit 2 it is important to underline the followings statements: 
 Electricity price at the Unit 2 border will be competitive on the electricity market in 

any considered financing structures  
 The electricity price includes the costs for final storage of used fuel and for Unit 2 

decommissioning, which means that this problem will not be into the future generation 
responsibility 

 The project efficiency during the Unit 2 lifetime is about 16% 
 The integrated analysis of the Unit 2 project within Nuclearelectrica Company proves 

the financial and economic capability of this Company to sustain the project. 
 Based on the previous results, which prove the Unit 2 project efficiency, the Romanian 

Government sustains the project development through the special laws connected with 
this. 
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ABSTRACT 

Hydrogen is a non-toxic but highly inflammable gas. Compared to other inflammable 
gases, its range of inflammability in air is much broader (4-74.5%) but it also vaporizes much 
more easily. Handling of hydrogen in form of hydrides enhances safety.  

The interaction of hydrogen with metals and intermetallic compounds is a major field 
within physical chemistry.  

Using hydride-forming metals and intermetallic compounds, for example, recovery, 
purification and storage of heavy isotopes in tritium containing system can solve many 
problems arising in the nuclear-fuel cycle. 

The paper presents the thermodynamics and the kinetics between hydrogen and metal or 
intermetallic compounds. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Interactions between hydrogen isotopes and metals or intermetallic compounds are 
important from applied and fundamental science point of view. These systems offer, for 
example, the possibility of technical hydrogen isotopes separation and a lot a problems of 
hydrogen recovery, hydrogen purification and tritium storage can be resolved. 

The continuous contamination of heavy water from the Nuclear Power Plant Cernavoda 
equipped with a Canadian reactor, reduces the moderator’s efficiency. For these reasons, ICIS 
Rm. Valcea has developed a detritiation technology, based on catalytic isotopic exchange and 
cryogenic distillation. Tritium should be removed from the tritiated heavy water, and this will 
necessitate the storage of tritium in a special vessel that can provide a high level of protection 
and safety of environment and personal. 

The storage of hydrogen isotopes as metal hydrides is considered a safe and modern 
technique.  

2 KINETICS AND THERMODINAMICS FOR THE INTERACTION 
BETWEEN HYDROGEN ISOTOPES AND METALS OR INTERMETALLIC 
COMPOUNDS  

The nature and the extent of hydrogen isotopes interactions with materials are due to the 
physical, chemical and nuclear properties to the initial position of hydrogen in the periodic 
table. The characteristic transport and reactivity properties are evident in the large class of 
systems where hydrogen is highly mobile solute element in many metals. 
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2.1 Thermodynamics interactions 

The metal hydrides produced according to the reaction [1]: 

M (s)  +  x/2 Q2 (g) ↔ MQx (s)    Q = H, D, T                                       (1) 

A pressure, composition, and temperature diagram commonly and most conveniently 
represents the behaviour of a metal-hydrogen system. An idealized diagram of this type, 
which can be regarded as a special type of phase diagram, is shown in Figure 1 [2].  

 

 
Figure 1: Ideal pressure-temperature-composition diagram 

 
It consists of a family of isotherms, which shows the variation of the equilibrium 

pressure with the concentration of hydrogen in the solid. At a given temperature, hydrogen 
will dissolve in the metal phase as the pressure increases. This single-phase region is usually 
designated as the α phase of the hydrogen-metal system. Ideal, the isotherm in any single 
solid phase region will obey Sievert's law, which states that the concentration of hydrogen in 
the solid phase is proportional to the square root of the equilibrium pressure, P. 

 
Conc.Hsolid=KP1/2          (2) 
    
Thermodynamic quantities regarding the formation of a metal hydride can be derived 

from the variation of equilibrium pressure with temperature by means of the van't Hoff 
reaction isobar (eq. 3), which defines the equilibrium constant (K) in terms of the heat of 
reaction (H) and the temperature (T). 

 

2

ln
RT
H

T
K ∆

=
∂

∂           (3) 

 
For reaction (1), 
 

2
2

X
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MH
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a
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At low pressures, the fugacity (f) may be considered equal to the pressure (P) and, 
since both solids are considered pure phases, their activities (a) may taken as unity.  

Then, 
 

2
2 2

2

1 X
HX

H

P
P

K −==          (5) 

 
Specifying ∆H as a constant (which is usually true over a reasonable temperature 

range), equation (3) can be rewritten as: 
 

dT
RT
HPd X

H 2
2

2
ln ∆

=−         (6) 

 
Which upon integration yields: 
 

 C
XRT
HPH +

∆
=

2ln
2

         (7) 

 
 If the hydride is stoechiometric and the solubility of hydrogen is small in the original 

metal, the standard enthalpy of formation ( )0
fH∆  can be derived from the slope of the straight 

line obtained by plotting lnP against 1/T. Equation 7 is commonly presented in the form
2

ln HP   
=(A/T)+B, where the constants A and B are specified.  

Under these conditions, the standard free energy of formation can also be readily 
calculated. The free energy change in any reaction can be determined by: 

 
 KRTGG f ln0 +∆=∆          (8) 
 
 At equilibrium:  
 
 0=∆G                                                                                                     (9) 
 
thus: 
 
  KRTG f ln0 −=∆          (10) 
 
which, for reaction (1) upon substituting for K, yields 
 

 
2

ln
2 H

o
f PRTxG =∆           (11) 

 
 Finally, the standard entropy of formation can be found by the equation [3]: 
 

 
T
GH

S ff
f

00
0 ∆−∆

=∆          (12) 

 
 In systems which are appreciably nonstoichiometric, the standard enthalpy of 

formation of the hydride will be the sum of three components: the integral heat of solution of 
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hydrogen in the α phase from zero hydrogen content to saturation, the heat of reaction is 
going from the hydrogen saturated α phase to the pure but nonstoichiometric hydride β phase, 
and the integral heat of solution of hydrogen in the hydrogen-deficient  β phase to the 
specified stoichiometric value. This procedure also is valid for 0

fG∆ and 0
fS∆ . However, in 

cases where large deviations from stoichiometry occur, thermodynamic values are more 
conveniently obtained and are usually expressed as relative partial molar quantities (XH-
1/2 0

2H
X ), where XH is the partial molar enthalpy (entropy or free energy) of hydrogen (as 

atoms) in the solid and 0
2H

X refers to hydrogen in its standard state as a pure, diatomic, ideal 
gas. In order to obtain integral quantities, the partial molar quantities may be integrated over 
the entire composition range from the pure metal to the stoichiometric composition [2]. 

 
2.2 Kinetics  

Most reports in the literature begin by considering the complexity of the process, which 
transforms a molecule in the gas phase into a bound atom in the lattice of the final solid 
product. This process is classically divided into a sequence of elementary steps consisting of 
gas transport, surface adsorption and dissociation, transition from surface to bulk, diffusion, 
nucleation and growth. The main objective of kinetics is the identification of the slowest 
mechanism, or other words of rate-determining step. It is assumed that only one of the above 
steps has the rate slow enough, compared to the others, to control the reaction. In addition, the 
heat and mass transport are minimal and therefore not regulating steps.  

Hydriding reaction kinetics can be treated considering the special characteristics of the 
metal / hydride systems that contribute significantly to make the interpretation of the kinetics 
very complicated. These characteristics are exothermic formation, fast reaction rates even 
near ambient temperature, and poor thermal conductivity of the hydride phase and 
embrittelment of products. The system appears to be very sensitive to small changes both in 
the surface or bulk morphology and in their purity of the solid and gaseous phases. 

The importance of kinetic studies on hydride/H2 system lies in the fact that kinetics 
appears to be one of the fundamental factors determining if the storing system is of the 
interest in practical applications. The major aim of kinetic study is to identify the regulating 
steps and to find ways to speed up the kinetics.  

As an example of one simple one-dimensional model, the heat balance equation can be 
represented as  

 

Hr
L
T

t
TCp ∆−

∂
∂

= ρλρ 2

2

        (13) 

 
where pC is the specific heat capacity, ρ the density, T the absolute temperature, t is time, 
λ is the thermal conductivity, L is the distance, H∆ is the reaction enthalpy and r is the rate 
constant as a function of temperature, pressure and reacted fraction [4].  

During the calculation, the simulation results are fitted to the experimental results; 
successive improvements can than be made to the rate equation and the model used to 
describe the metal hydride bed. 
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3 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper present theoretical aspects of the interactions of hydrogen with metals and 
intermetallic compounds and contain information about thermodynamic and kinetics.  Storage 
of hydrogen isotopes as metal hydride is recognized as most compact, suitable and safe 
method. The properties of metal hydrides suitable for hydrogen storage include the ability to 
bind isotopes strongly at normal temperature and pressure, and being easily prepared. The 
next paper will be present a comparative study between hydrogen absorption in titanium 
powder and titanium sponge. 
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ABSTRACT 

Solid forms immobilizing nuclides were prepared from Cs-mordenite and Sr-A zeolite 
by calcination at 1,200 °C for 1 h. Cesium and strontium were fixed in the crystal phases of 
pollucite (CsAlSi2O6) and Sr-feldspar (SrAl2Si2O8), respectively. The leachability of Cs and 
Sr was rather high in 0.1 M HNO3 leachant, while the leached percentage was lowered in 0.1 
M NaOH, 0.1 M NaCl and deionized water. The recrystallized phases formed on the surface 
after leaching in 0.1 M NaOH resulted in the lowering of the leachability of Cs and Sr. The 
thermal conductivities (κ) of solid forms of Cs-MOR, Sr-A, (Cs,Sr)-A and Al-matrix 
(calcined Cs-mordenite dispersed in Al metal matrix) were determined to be 0.83-1.00, 0.55-
0.64, 0.83-1.01 and 47 W/(m·K), respectively. The central temperature of solid forms with the   
same diameter was in the order of Sr-A > Cs-MOR > Al-matrix. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Zeolites, a kind of aluminosilicate with three-dimensional cage structure, are well known 
to have a high selectivity to heat –generating nuclides, 137Cs and 90Sr, contained in high-level 
liquid wastes (HLLWs) [1], and they are readily converted to stable ceramic solid forms by 
heat treatment at high temperature [2-3]. The preparation method for large size solid forms 
containing Cs and/or Sr has been reported in the previous paper [4]. The evaluation of 
leachability and thermal property of these solid forms is of great importance, from the 
viewpoint of the utilization of radioactive nuclides; solid forms immobilizing 137Cs and 90Sr 
are potentially useful by-products for radiation and heat sources [5].  

In order to evaluate the chemical durability, the leachability of Cs and Sr was 
investigated under different leaching conditions varying the kind of leachants, leaching period 
and temperature. The resultant surface alteration of the solid forms was then examined in 
connection with the leachability of Cs and Sr. The thermal constants of the solid forms were 
measured and the maximum heat loading and maximum permissible diameter were further 
estimated from the thermal conductivity. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Preparation of Solid Forms 

Synthetic mordenite (MOR) and zeolite A (A) were pulverized and sieved to give a 
particle size of 20-50, 50-100 and >100 mesh. They were contacted with 1 M CsNO3 and/or 1 
M Sr(NO3)2 solutions. Cesium and Sr forms of MOR and A were dried at 250 °C and then 
molded into a cylindrical shape by cold isostatic pressing (CIP) at 78 MPa. The molded 
samples were then converted into ceramic solid forms with monolithic shapes of 130 mm in 
diameter and 130 mm in height by calcination at 1200 °C for 1 h. The solid forms were cut to  
desired shapes for leachability and thermal tests. These specimens are abbreviated as Cs-
MOR(20-50M), Sr-A(50-100M) and (Cs, Sr)-A(-100M), etc. Figure 1 shows the photograph 
of  Cs-MOR(-100) solid forms cut to cubes and rectangular parallelepipeds. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1:  Solid forms cut to cubes and rectangular parallelepipeds 
 
 

2.2 Leach Test 

The cubes of solid form (10 mm edge) were used for leach tests.  The leachability of Cs 
and Sr was determined by varying the kind of leachants (0.1 M HNO3, 0.1 M NaOH, 0.1 M 
NaCl and deionized water (DW)), leaching period (1 day – 3 months) and temperature (90 – 
160 °C).  After leach tests, the surface of the solid forms was analyzed with scanning 
electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi S4100L) and electron probe microanalysis (EPMA, 
Hitachi X-650S); the surface morphology was examined and the concentration profiles of Cs, 
Sr, Al and Si in the solid were determined by line analysis. 

 
2.3 Measurement of Thermal Constants 

Thermal conductivity (κ) of a disk specimen with 10 mm in diameter and 2.3-2.7 mm 
thickness was calculated from the equation of κ= α Cpρ, where thermal diffusivity (α) and 
heat capacity (Cp) were measured by a laser flash method (Sinku Riko, TC-7000). The 
sapphire attached glassy carbon with silicon grease was used as the standard material for the 
measurement of the heat capacity. The density (ρ) of the specimen was determined by 
Archimedes’ method. 

 

    
10 mm 
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3 RESULTS  AND DISCUSSION 

3.1  Leachability of Cs and Sr 

The leachability is an important factor for the evaluation of long-term chemical durability 
of solid forms. The leachability of Cs and Sr was estimated under different leaching 
conditions. The leachability of Cs for Cs-MOR(-100M) solid forms was in the order of 0.1 M 
HNO3 >> 0.1 M NaOH > 0.1 M NaCl > DW (Fig. 2(a)). In deionized water, the leached 
percentage was estimated to be less than 0.1% at 90 °C. The leachability of Cs in 0.1 M 
NaOH was almost constant, suggesting a recrystallization on the surface. On the other hand, 
the leached percentage of Cs in 0.1 M HNO3 markedly increased with leaching period and 
was determined to be 11.0 % after 3 months-leaching  at 160°C.  The leachability of  Sr for 
Sr-A (-100M) solid forms was rather high in 0.1 M HNO3, while the leached percentage in the 
other leachants were less than 1.4 x 10-2 % (Fig. 2(b)). The leachability of Sr in 0.1 M NaOH 
decreased with leaching period and temperature, showing a different tendency from other 
leachants. 

                (a) Cs/Cs-MOR                                                         (b) Sr/Sr-A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
                          (c) Cs/(Cs,Sr)-A                                                       (d) Sr/(Cs,Sr)-A 
 

Figure 2: Leachability of Cs and Sr in the different leachants 
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The leachability of Cs and Sr for (Cs,Sr)-A(-100M) solid forms shows a similar tendency to 
those for Cs-MOR and Sr-A (Figs. 2(c) and (d)). The leaching of Cs and Sr was also 
depressed in 0.1 M NaOH leachant. 

The surface morphologies of Cs-MOR and Sr-A solid forms after leaching in different 
leachants at 160°C for 3 months are shown in Figs. 3 (a)-(d) and Figs. 4 (a)-(d), respectively. 
The surface tended to be very porous after leaching in 0.1 M HNO3 and DW, while a number 
of fine precipitates were formed after leaching in 0.1 M NaCl and 0.1 M NaOH; in the case of  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        (a)  Cs-MOR/0.1 M HNO3                                  (b) Cs-MOR/DW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                      (c) Cs-MOR/0.1 M NaCl                            (d) Cs-MOR/0.1 M NaOH  

Figure 3: Surface alteration of Cs-MOR solid form in different leachants at 160℃ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                       (a) Sr-A/0.1 M HNO3                     (b) Sr-A/DW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                           (c) Sr-A/0.1 M NaCl                   (d) Sr-A/0.1 M NaOH 

Figure 4: Surface alteration of Sr-A solid form in different leachants at 160°C 

     
10µm 
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0.1 M NaOH leachant, a number of fine particles of silica (~ 10 µm in diameter) and pollucite 
(~ 1 µm in diameter) were recrystallized on the surface (Fig. 3(d)), resulting in the lowering 
of Cs leachability. The surface of Sr-A solid form after leaching in 0.1 M NaOH was also 
covered with fine precipitated particles of sodium aluminosilicates (Al : Si : Sr : Na= 1 : 1 : 
0.1 : 1.3, molar ratio) (Fig. 4(d)).  

Thus, the surface tended to be porous in 0.1 M HNO3 and DW leachants, while the Na+ 
ions in the leachants (0.1 M NaCl and 0.1 M NaOH) acted as a component of the 
recrystallized precipitates formed on the surface; the precipitated particles were formed by the 
hydrothermal reaction between dissolved species (Al and Si) and sodium ions in the leachant 
[6].   
 
3.2   Thermal Properties  

   
The evaluation of thermal properties is essential for the utilization of solid forms as heat 

or radiation sources. The thermal conductivities (κ) of solid forms of Cs-MOR, Sr-A and 
(Cs,Sr)-A were determined to be 0.83-1.00, 0.55-0.64 and 0.83-1.01 W/(m·K), respectively. 
The maximum permissible diameters (Dmax) of solid forms can be roughly estimated by 
assuming the uniform heat dissipation on the surface of a cylindrical product. For example, 
the Dmax values of Cs- MOR (-100M) were estimated to be 0.18 m in the air, 0.29 m in the air 
(5 m/s) and 0.38 m in the water-cooling and those of Sr-A(-100M) were estimated to be 0.12 
m in the air, 0.19 m in the air (5 m/s) and 0.23 m in the water-cooling. In either case, the Dmax 
value was largest in the water-cooling [5].  

In order to increase the thermal conductivity of the solid form, the Al-matrix products 
were further prepared by dispersing the sintered Cs-mordenite granules in the molten Al metal 
(Fig. 5); this product was produced by the injection of molten Al under reduced pressure in  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Crucible and cylinder for production        Figure 6: Section of Al-matrix 
of Al-matrix in electric furnace  
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the column packed with particles of calcined Cs-mordenite. The calcined Cs-mordenite is 
seen to be uniformly dispersed in the Al metal (Fig. 6). The κ value of Al-matrix product was 
determined to be 47 W/(m·K) and the Dmax value was estimated to be 2.14 m in the water-
cooling due to its relatively high thermal conductivity. 

The central temperatures are estimated by varying the diameter of the solid forms as 
shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The central temperature (Tc) at the same diameter was in the order of  
Sr-A(-100M) > Cs-MOR(-100M) > Al-matrix; for example, the Tc values in the air for the  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7:  Effect of diameter of solid form on central temperature in the air 

 
Figure 8:  Effect of diameter of solid form on central temperature in the water 
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solid forms of  Sr-A(-100M), Cs-MOR(-100M) and Al-matrix (0.1 m in diameter) were 
estimated to be 776, 443 and 325°C, respectively. Here the softening temperatures of solid 
forms of Sr-A(-100M), Cs-MOR(-100M) and Al-matrix were determined to be 1040, 957 and 
660 °C by thermal analysis (DTA and TG), respectively.  

 
4          CONCLUSIONS 

 
Large solid forms immobilising nuclides were prepared from Cs-mordenite and Sr-A 

zeolite by calcination at 1,200 °C for 1 h. Cesium and strontium were dispersed in the crystal 
phases of pollucite (CsAlSi2O6) and Sr-feldspar (SrAl2Si2O8), respectively. The calcined Cs-
mordenite particles were further dispersed in the molten Al metal and the Al-matrix product 
were obtained.  

The leachabilities of Cs and Sr for solid forms were rather high in 0.1 M HNO3 leachant, 
while the leached percentage was lowered in 0.1 M NaOH, 0.1 M NaCl and deionized water. 
The recrystallized phases formed on the surface after leaching in 0.1 M NaOH resulted in the 
lowering of the leachability of Cs and Sr.  

The thermal conductivities (κ) of solid forms of Cs-MOR, Sr-A, (Cs,Sr)-A and Al-
matrix (calcined Cs-mordenite dispersed in Al metal) were determined to be 0.83-1.00, 0.55-
0.64, 0.83-1.01 and 47 W/(m·K), respectively. The maximum permissible diameter was 
estimated by assuming the uniform heat dissipation on the surface of a cylindrical product. 
The central temperature at the same diameter of the solid form was in the order of Sr-A > Cs-
MOR > Al-matrix. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this study we plan to use tritiated liquid effluents from a CANDU type nuclear 
power plant as a tracer, to study hydrodynamics on Danube-Black Sea Channel, thus 
extending the observation area along this important man-made channel. This channel is ideal 
for this kind of study, because wastewater evacuations are occasionally due to technical 
operations of a nuclear power plant. Tritiated water can be used to simulate the transport and 
dispersion of solutes in Danube-Black Sea Channel because they have the same physical 
characteristics as water. Measured tracer-response curves produced from injection of a known 
quantity of soluble tracer provide an efficient method of obtaining necessary data. This paper 
presents the mixing length calculation for particular conditions (lateral branch of the channel, 
and lateral injection of wastewater from nuclear power plant). A study of experimental 
published formulas was used to determine proper mixing length and the initial location of the 
experiment. Another result used in the further experiment concerns the tritium level along the 
Danube-Black Sea Channel. We measured tritium activity concentration in water sampled 
along the Channel between July-October 2002. The paper also presents future attempts to 
obtain unit-peak-attenuation (UPA) curve as related to different mixing times.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

The hydrosphere is an important pathway through which pollutants can be dispersed 
into the environment. Regarding water quality control in rivers, both continuous pollution and 
accidental spills are the greatest ecological and economic potential dangers for the river. 
Numerous experimental studies in hydrosphere have been carried out to study the 
hydrodynamic behaviour of a wide type of stream. In most of these studies, chemical or 
fluorescent tracers are used, although they have various drawbacks, as they are usually 
nonperfectly conservative, their degradation products can be toxic and they are relatively 
expensive. The use of tritium as a tracer in river waters has several advantages [1]:  
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- it does not adsorb to sediments, being an ideal tracers as it forms water (HTO) 
molecules; 

- sampling is easy and it does not require special techniques; 
- small sample amounts can be used and extremely low tritium concentrations in 

water can be measured by low-background liquid scintillation; 
- the relatively long life of tritium permits storage before measurement. 
 The location of Nuclear Power Plant Cernavoda near Danube-Black Sea Canal required 

developing a powerful program of environmental monitoring. Considering national and 
international regulations, interest area was formed around this important electrical energy 
provider. Using tritium routinely released as low-activity liquid radioactive waste by this 
CANDU type of nuclear power plant as a radiotracer, led to an extension of monitoring 
activity along the Danube - Black Sea Channel. We expect useful information about the flow 
characteristics in this important man-made channel at the end of this study. Preliminary 
results, about the baseline levels in interest area and the method used to establish the mixing 
length in this particular flow, are presented in this paper. 

2 BACKGROUND AND TECHNIQUES 

Danube-Black Sea Canal is ideal for tracers’ study, because wastewater evacuations 
are occasionally due to technical operations of nuclear power plant. The possibility of a 
contamination agent being accidentally or intentionally spilled upstream from a water supply 
is a constant concern to those diverting and using water from this channel. A method of 
rapidly estimating traveltime or dispersion is needed for pollution control or warning the 
system on the channel where data are limited. Traveltime and mixing of water within a stream 
are basic streamflow characteristics needed in order to predict the rate of movement and 
dilution of pollutants that may be introduced in the stream. Tritiated water can be used to 
simulate the transport and dispersion of solutes in Danube-Black Sea Canal because they have 
the same physical characteristics as water, so understanding how tracers mix and disperse in a 
stream is essential to understanding their application in simulating pollution. 

 
2.1 Theory of Transport and Dispersion for Soluble Tracers 

The dispersion and mixing of a tracer in a receiving stream takes place in all three 
dimensions of a channel. Vertical mixing is normally completed first, and lateral mixing later, 
depending on stream characteristics and velocity variations. Longitudinal dispersion, having 
no boundaries, continues indefinitely and is the dispersion component of primary interest. 
Thus, at section I, fig.1, vertical mixing could be complete, meaning that at any stream line 
and time, the tracer concentrations are the same throughout the water column, even though 
they vary drastically laterally. At short distance, section II, lateral mixing is still taking place, 
and the tracer mass in transport along the different stream lines is not equal because the 
response curves do not have equal areas. Mixing and dispersion in two dimensions, therefore, 
exist between sections I and III. 

An optimum mixing distance, section III, is reached when tracer response curves a, b, 
c,…, g, as observed laterally, have about the same areas, even though the individual response 
curves can vary considerably in shape and dimensions; dispersion is approaching the one-
dimensional state. Nevertheless, the peak concentrations in the centre of the channel could be 
considerably greater than the peak concentration along the banks, while the latter response 
curves are longer both physically and in time of passage. Also, the tracer cloud is skewed,  
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Fig. 1 – Lateral mixing and longitudinal dispersion patterns and changes in distribution of 

concentration downstream from a centred injection of a tracer. [2] 
 

advancing faster in the centre of the flow compared with the channel boundaries. If the tracer 
curves are examined next at a long distance, the curve areas will be found to be nearly 
identical and concentrations nearly the same laterally. Thus, a dispersion state that is nearly 
one-dimensional exists between section III and IV, where longitudinal dispersion dominates. 
Ultimately, at extended distances, peak concentrations become virtually the same laterally, 
and longitudinal dispersion affects the shape and dimensions of the response curves 
exclusively. With time and distance, peak concentrations become attenuated and cloud 
lengths get longer and longer. 

One of the important assumptions of the tracer dilution principle in the third section is 
full mixing. In this case, and also for a continuous release under stationary hydraulic 
conditions, the tracer activity in the river (C0) can be calculated as: 

q
Q
CC t ⋅=0       (1) 

where Ct is the mean concentration of the tracer release, q the flow rate of the tracer discharge 
and Q the river discharge. This is valid for sampling points located at a distance from the 
source greater than the mixing length. A number of empirical formulae have been proposed to 
estimate the mixing length (L): 

- Day [3], proposed in 1977: 
wL 25=       (2) 

where w is the channel width. 
- Guizerix and Florkovski [1], proposed in 1983: 

d
wL

3

10=       (3) 

where w and d are the stream mean width and depth, respectively. 
- Killpatrick and Cobb [2], proposed in 1985: 

zE
vwKL

2

=       (4) 
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where Ez is the transverse mixing coefficient, v is the mean channel velocity, w is the 
average channel width, and K is a coefficient depending on the degree of mixing, the 
location of the injection and the number of injections.  
A conventional manner of illustrating the response in a stream to a tracer is to plot 

concentration variation with elapsed time as observed at one or more points laterally in a 
stream. The shape and magnitude of observed tracer-response curves, figure 1, are determined 
by four factors: the quantity of tracer injected, the degree to which the tracer is conservative, 
the magnitude of the stream discharge, and longitudinal dispersion. 

Observed concentrations can be adjusted for the amount of tracer injected, for tracer 
loss and for channel discharge by use of so called “unit concentration”. Variations in 
dispersion on the same flow or different flows become most apparent if the unit 
concentrations for the peaks, Cup, are plotted as a function of elapsed time to the peaks. A plot 
of the peak concentrations (converted to unit-peak concentrations) with elapsed time for the 
response curves measured at four distances is shown in figure 2.  

 
  Figure 2 Theoretical UPA curves as related to different mixing time. 
 

The UPA curve, along with the travel time, provides a ready means of predicting, at any 
location, maximum contaminant levels that would be experienced downstream from the spill 
of any amount of soluble contaminant at any location in the reach after total mixing has been 
achieved for the range in flows tested. The final purpose of our study is to construct the UPA 
curve for Danube-Black Sea Canal shown in figure 2. To accomplish this target, it is 
necessary by field experiences to establish which is the beginning of full mixing zone, and 
which is the level of tritium concentration that usually exists in water samples of this area. 
  
2.2 Studied Area 

Black Sea is located in the East part of our country and it receives many surface waters, 
but Danube is one of the most important rivers from this area. The sea depth is very small in 
the Romanian coastal part and that’s why the quality of received water can have an important 
impact on marine ecosystem and environment. The Danube- Black Sea Canal has the length 
of 64.410 km and is situated between the Port of Constanta South-Agigea “0” km of the canal 
and the junction with the Danube river-Cernavoda 64+410 km, respectively 299.300 km on 
the Danube river, figure 3. The Danube-Black Sea Canal has two locks, one is located in 
Cernavoda and the other in Agigea and they are dividing the Canal in three sectors: 
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- Sector I - between 64+410 km and 60+350 km with direct connection to the 
Danube, the water levels characteristic to the free flowing regime on the Danube. 
The minimum depth in this sector is of 5.50 meters. 

 
Figure 3. Longitudinal and cross section of Danube Black Sea Canal 

 
- Sector II - between the two locks, 59+905 km and 1+935 km with the levels 

characteristics to the regime of exploitation of the canal. The depth in the normal 
regime of exploitation is 7.00 meters. The minimum depth in this sector is of 6.50 
meters. 

- Sector III - between 1+550 km and 0+000 km canal of connection to the Black Sea 
at Constanta. The minim depth in this sector is of 6.40 metres. 

The breadth of the clearways is 90 meters, and this width is getting larger by 30 meters 
in the curvatures areas. The Danube-Black Sea Canal monthly water discharge attend a 
maximum in the summer months, around 23 m3/s, and a minimum in winter months, around 
6m3/s. The mean water velocity, assigned to the discharges, varies between 0.01 m/s and 
0.047 m/s. There are no tributaries in the area, and the discharge is kept constant by the two 
existing locks. 

The Cernavoda nuclear power plant is situated in the beginning of the channel and 
comprises one heavy water reactor (HWR) unit. During its normal operation this unit 
generates low-activity radioactive waste, mainly tritium, which is released into Danube, in a 
controlled way, at Seimeni. Wastewater evacuations into the Canal are occasionally due to the 
technical operation of the nuclear power plant. The sector II is the part of the Canal that we 
used for our study.  
  
2.3 Sampling and Analysis 

In order to obtain basic information about studied area, we established several locations 
before nuclear power plant, Cochirleni is on the Old Danube Branch, and another location is 
on the Borcea Branch. We used this two location to compare the tritium concentration of 
Cernavoda water samples, before NPP. Some of the other locations offer easy access to 
sampling, by their channel pier, Table 1. 
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Table 1. Sampling information for the Danube Black Sea Canal  
Sampling location Latitude (N) Longitude (E) Distance (Km) 
Borcea 44G19’03.1’’ 27G49’47.3’’ - 
Cochirleni 44G11’31.6’’ 28G01’45.5’’ - 
Seimeni, km 295 44G19’33.7’’ 28G07’22.4’’ - 
Seimeni Channel 44G19’21.2’’ 28G07’41.8’’ - 
Cernavoda 44G18’42.4’’ 28G02’53.7’’ 63 
Cernavoda Channnel 44G18’16.3’’ 28G03’05.3’’ 60 
Cernavoda Electric Plant 44G18’08.9’’ 28G03’04.7’’ 59 
Faclia 44G15’58.8’’ 28G08’40.3’’ 49.4 
Medgidia 44G15’05.3’’ 28G15’43.7’’ 40 
Poarta Alba 44G13’00.1’’ 28G23’09.6’’ 28.8 
Basarabi 44G10’11.0’’ 28G24’27.6’’ 23 
Agigea 44G06’00.1’’ 28G36’08.2’’ 2.5 

 
In the chosen locations, water was sampled weekly, during the period July-September, 

2002. Near the Electrical Plant from Cernavoda, we made simultaneous sampling from both 
sides of the channel, to compare the tritium concentration and to establish the mixing length.  

 
Figure 3. Location for sampling points on Danube- Black Sea Canal and Romanian 

Black Sea Coast 
 
In July-2002 we also sampled water from the Black Sea, in a special campaign, that 

covered the whole Romanian Coast, figure 3. Special attention was given to collection and 
preservation of the samples [4], and a total of 163 water samples of 500 ml were collected in 
brown glass bottles. Water was collected at 50 cm from the surface, and sufficiently far from 
the border, natural or artificial obstacles, also avoiding stagnant or turbid water zones. Before 
the sample was collected, containers were rinsed three times with flowing water. 

As tritium is a soft beta emitter (5.72 keV mean energy), liquid scintillation is the most 
appropriate technique for its measurement. In this work, the low-background liquid 
scintillation spectrometer Quantulus 1220 (Wallac) was used to determine tritium in channel 
water samples [5]. The analytical method used to determine tritium in water samples was, 
briefly, the following: samples were filtered through slow depth filters; 250 ml of filtrate was 
distilled using ISO method [6]; 8 ml of distillate was mixed with 12 ml of scintillation 
cocktail OptiPhase Hisafe 3 in polyethylene vials; three background samples and three tritium 
standards were simultaneously prepared. Samples, backgrounds, and tritium standards were 
stored in system during at least one 
day so that chemiluminescence, which interferes with tritium measurement, had sufficiently 
decreased after which samples, backgrounds and tritium standards were counted using 
Quantulus 1220 during 500min/samples. 
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3 RESULTS 

The mixing length for specific conditions of studied area recommended by equation (2) 
is 2.25 km. Applying equation (3) we observe another mixing length of 3.117 km. The most 
conservative mixing length of 8.1 km is the one obtained by equation (4). The last result is 
estimated using K=4 for injection of the side of the channel, and the most low discharge, 
6m3/s. Comparing the results obtained and applying the experimental formulas for the mixing 
length, we conclude that first location of the experiment will be Faclia, which is situated 10.6 
km downstream of the junction of lateral Canal branch. The other two locations Medgidia (19 
km downstream) and Poarta Alba (20.2 km downstream) will help to plot UPA curve, and to 
determine the slope, which is the efficiency of the Canal dispersion in this section. The 
location Poarta Alba is another junction for the two branch of the Canal. We can also obtain 
informations about the flow, establishing other two locations Basarabi (29 km downstream) 
and Agigea (56.5 km downstream) on the branch Poarta Alba- Agigea, and the location 
Ovidiu for the other branch Poarta Alba-Midia Navodari. 

During the monitoring period, July-September 2002, there were no wastewater releases 
from the Nuclear Power Plant, only the water necessary for basic technical operations. 
Simultaneous measurements were made on different line of flow in the following locations: 
Electric Power Plant Cernavoda, Medgidia, and Basarabi, table 2. It is obvious that in location 
near Cernavoda, the mixing isn’t complete, emphasised by the difference between the three-
tritium concentrations of the streamlines. This behaviour isn’t available for the other two 
points. Taking into account the complex flow, and specific conditions, with large width of the 
Canal, and very slow velocity of the water, a distance of 10 km (in our case, location Faclia) 
for the mixing length is ideal for our experiment.  

 
Table 2. Tritium concentrations on different streamline on the studied area 

(1 T.U.= 1 tritium atom for 1018 protium atoms, for water 0.1198 Bq/L) 
Tritium concentration on left 
side of flow (T.U.) 

Tritium concentration on 
center of flow (T.U.) 

Tritium concentration in the 
right side of flow (T.U.) 

Location 

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum 
Electric Plant 
Cernavoda 

22.8 +/- 2.8 49.8 +/- 3.6 29.4 +/- 2.8 64.7 +/- 3.7 14.7 +/- 2.8 18.5 +/- 2.8 

Medgidia 20.1 +/- 2.8 58.3 +/- 3.7 21.8 +/- 2.8 59.4 +/- 3.7 20.9 +/- 2.8 57.9 +/- 3.7 
Basarabi 23.4 +/- 2.8 50.8 +/- 3.7 22.7 +/- 2.8  52.3 +/- 3.7 21.8 +/- 2.8 50.2 +/- 3.7 

 
Tritium concentrations measured along the Danube-Black Sea Canal are presented in 

the table 3. The minimum tritium concentrations presented are values that can be measured in 
any other areas, without any sources activity. That low tritium level met along the Canal 
locations was the same for the sample of Black Sea Coast, table 4. 
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Table 3. Minimum and maximum values for tritium concentration measured along 
Danube- Black Sea Canal 

Location Tritium Activity Concentration, 
(T.U.), Min. 

Tritium Activity Concentration, 
(T.U.), Max. 

Basarabi 22.3 +/- 2.8 51.1 +/- 3.7 
Poarta Alba  21.1 +/- 2.8 53.0 +/- 3.7 
Poarta Alba Branch 20.6 +/- 2.8 53.1 +/- 3.7 
Medgidia 19.5 +/- 2.8 58.5 +/- 3.7 
Faclia 20.8 +/- 2.8 59.6 +/- 3.6 
Electric Plant Junction - Canal 12.5 +/- 2.8 17.0 +/- 2.8 
Electric Plant 15.3 +/- 2.8 57.6 +/- 3.4 
Evacuation Channel Cernavoda 24.8 +/- 2.8 78.5 +/- 3.8 
Seimeni (Km 295) 27.0 +/- 2.9 40.3 +/- 3.5 
Evacuation Channel Seimeni  21.1 +/- 2.8 75.5 +/- 3.8 
Cernavoda 13.3 +/- 2.8 18.7 +/- 2.8 
Cochirleni 12.8 +/- 2.8 16.3 +/- 2.8 

 
Studying maximum tritium values measured in the interested area, we decide that a 

mean of 50 T.U. in the sampling points will signify the end of the tail for wastewater 
evacuation. Unfortunately, the water velocity in the Canal is very slow, and the sampling 
period will be at least 12 hours, which is a very long period of sampling.  

 
Table 4. Tritium activity concentration measured along the Romanian Black Sea Coast, 

July 2002. 
Location Isobath (m) Sampling Month Tritium activity concentration (T. 

U.) 
Sulina  20 July 9.5 +/- 2.8 
Sf. Gheorghe 20 July 17.4 +/- 2.8 
Portita  20 July 8.5 +/- 2.8 
Cazinou Mamaia  5 July 10.6 +/- 2.8 
Constanta IRCM 5 July 13.6 +/- 2.8 
Constanta South  5 July 17.5 +/- 2.8 
Constanta South  10 July 11.9 +/- 2.8 
Constanta South  20 July 5.8 +/- 2.8 
Eforie  5 July 9.3 +/- 2.8 
Costinesti  5 July 17.0 +/- 2.8 
Mangalia  5 July 11.5 +/- 2.8 
Vama Veche  5 July 8.5 +/- 2.8 
 
Tritium concentration values for Constanta South location decrease with the increasing 

Isobath. This behaviour is normal, because larger is the column of water, bigger is the mixture 
of different types of water, and different tritium concentrations. A tritium level between 8.5 
T.U. and 17.5 T.U. for July, 2002, is a level in the natural range, with the respect of general 
trends of the decreasing tritium level in the environment. The mean of the Romanian Black 
Sea Coast, for tritium concentrations in seawater was around 11.7 T.U., which shows that 
until now, the presence of Nuclear Power Plant didn’t cause any increase of tritium 
concentration values.  

4 CONCLUSION 

The theory of the soluble tracers can be applied in the case of tritiated wastewater of 
NPP Cernavoda, for Danube-Black Sea Canal. In order to plan the sampling campaign we 
established the proper mixing length for the Canal flow, and the locations with easy access for 
monitoring activity. In these locations we established significant tritium concentrations for the 
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edge and the tail of tritiated wastewater evacuations. A period of 12 hours between the 
samples will cover the whole range of tritium concentration in the Canal water. The eighth 
locations will provide enough points for UPA curve. The slope of this curve is the efficiency 
of dispersion. 

Extending our monitoring activity on the Romanian Black Sea Coast, we established 
that at the end of July 2002, NPP Cernavoda didn’t influence the tritium concentration in the 
seawater. We established for the next sampling campaign to concentrate around Constanta 
South, which is the location near the 0-km of the Danube-Black Sea Canal. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the paper a successful automatisation of advanced air pollution dispersion modelling 
is presented. Air pollution dispersion modelling is an important part of dose projection 
procedures.  

 At Krško NPP modelling consists of 3D wind and turbulence field reconstruction and 
numerical Lagrangean particle model air pollution dispersion simulation. 

Input data collection and modelling calculations are done every half hour totally 
automatically. Results are automatically available for dose calculation system. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION  

In the paper a successful automatisation of air pollution modelling using advanced 
Lagrangean particle model at Krško NPP is presented. 

In the case of pollutants emission into the atmosphere as a consequence of nuclear 
accident several procedures should take place to estimate the impact on the environment and 
population. In the early phase after release it is extremely important not only to measure 
activities being released, but also to reconstruct the plume path in the atmosphere. Modelling 
of air pollution transport and dispersion is esential step towards proper determination of doses 
in the area. 

In the early phase of the accident we are dealing with short range and short term air 
pollution. Until recently a Gaussian model was used in the Krško NPP. As its deficienties in 
the complex orography are well known, there clearly exists a need for a model that would 
behave in a more realistic way.  
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The Krško basin with its hilly surroundings is a very complex case for air pollution 
modelling and is characterised with low wind speeds and thermal inversion situations. At 
present stage of modelling science only the advanced numerical models can cope with such 
situation.  

Second constraint came from operational point of view. If this model will be used in 
accidental cases, then there will be no time for verification of data importing, tune-in or 
scientific explanation of the results. Model should therefore run totally automatically using 
on-line available meteorological data. The results (spatial distribution of dilution coefficients) 
should be automatically available to the operator and to the dose projection system [1]. The 
results should be presented to the operator in graphical form to allow quick and effective 
understanding of situation being analysed. This is especially important in case of real 
emergency when there is certainly no time to scientifically analyse and interpret the situation. 

 

 

Figure 1 Krško basin with the locations of the automatic meteorological stations 

 

2 MODELLING SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

To overcome such problems an advanced modelling package »Aria/Industry« (produced 
by ARIANET s.r.l., Milano) was successfully connected to automatically measured 
meteorological data from Environmental Information System [2]. The joint system computes 
in a completely automatic way dilution coefficients (an estimation of air pollution after 
hypothetical unit emission) every half an hour and present the operator results in graphical 2D 
and 3D form over the local orography. Numerical results are exported (again automatically) 
into a dose assessment program (produced by AMES d.o.o., Ljubljana). 

The main features of the modelling system are: 
• automatic calculations every half hour using on-line meteorological data, 
• 25 km x 25 km horizontal domain, 
• horizontal resolution 250 m, 
• 2.5 km vertical domain, 
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• terrain following vertical coordinates, 
• use of digital model of heights of orography, 
• 3D mass consistent model »MINERVE6« for wind and temperature 

field reconstruction, 
• turbulence scale parameters calculation by SURFPRO using 2D land 

use data and Minerve outputs, 
• Numerical Lagrangean particle model »SPRAY3« with Monte Carlo 

simulation for simulation of air pollution, using up to 1*106 particles, 
• continuous simulation (each run takes into consideration particles from 

previous runs that remain in the domain due to low winds), 
• simulation is allwais done for two most probable locations of the 

exhaust. 
 

3 INPUT DATA 

The whole system implemented at the Krško NPP runs in a diagnostic way. Its inputs 
can be divided into two groups – static and on-line ones. 

Important static data are digital model of orography, land use data from Corine data 
base, locations and equipment of several meteorological automatic measuring stations. 

The on-line data are the measurements of the meteorological parameters in the 
modelling domain available from Environmental Information System (Figure 1). 
Environmental Information System consists of three ground level meteorological stations, 
tower station and SODAR station. Ground level meteorological stations in the surroundings 
of the NPP measure basic meteorological parameters (wind speed and direction on 10m, air 
temperature, precipitation and relative humidity). The tower station on the NPP border has a 
70m tower that measures basic meteorological parameters on 2m, 10m, 40m and 70m. It also 
measures global solar radiation and air pressure. The SODAR station near the tower station 
measures wind speed and direction on several levels above the tower level (up to 300m or 
500m). All data are collected every half hour and used in the modelling system. 

4 MODELLING 

MINERVE6 diagnostic model is used to reconstruct a 3D mass-consistent wind field 
over complex orography of Krško region. It uses all available on-line data from automatic 
meteorological stations and SODAR. It uses terrain following coordinate system. Within 
the MINERVE6 module also temperature fields are computed (Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 
4).  

SURFPRO module calculates turbulence field. 

The results of above modules are used by SPRAY3 model. It is a stochastic 
Lagrangean particle dispersion model. It is capable of simulation complex conditions 
determined by terrain and meteorological inhomogenities (Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7). 

Details of the MINERVE and SPRAY modules can be found in [3] and [4]. 
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Figure 2 2D presentation of ground level part of wind field reconstruction (in vector 
form) 

 

 
 

Figure 3 2D presentation of ground level part of wind field reconstruction (in 
trajectories form) 
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Figure 4 2D presentation of global solar radiation field reconstruction 

 

5 RESULTS  

The 3D field of dilution coefficients is presented in a graphical form over the local 
orography to the operator. Separately also the 2D presentation of ground level dilution 
coefficients is available. All presentations are given separately for both possible source 
locations. 

Numerical results are on-line available for the dose calculation module [1]. 

Presently the whole system runs in a diagnostic way using on-line measured 
meteorological data and therefore enables accurate reconstruction of the air pollution 
event.  

If reliably enough prognostic meteorological data will be available for Krško region, 
it is possible to run the whole system also in a prognostic way to judge the consequences of 
the nuclear emergency situation in advance. 

 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The modelling system implemented at Krško NPP allows the users to understand in 
detail actual atmospheric dispersion patterns in Krško region. This is very important when 
determining the consequences of an accidental nuclear release into the atmosphere. 
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The above described features assure that the new modelling system is among the most 
modern ones used in operational mode in the nuclear facilities. 

 
 

 
Figure 5 2D presentation of ground level dilution coefficients from first release location 

 
 

 

Figure 6 2D presentation of ground level dilution coefficients from second release 
location 
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Figure 7 Sequence of 4 hours simulation (dilution coefficients) 
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ABSTRACT 

The TRIGA Mark-II reactor of the “Jožef Stefan” Institute can be operated in the pulse 
mode. During a pulse, radioactive gases (Ar-41, N-16 and O-19) are produced in the reactor 
coolant by neutron-induced nuclear reactions. These gases propagate through the reactor 
water column towards the reactor platform. An analysis of different contributions to the 
gamma radiation on the platform after the pulse generation was performed. The time 
development of the absorbed dose-rate was measured with a high-pressure ionization chamber 
and the gamma-ray spectra were recorded with a high-resolution n-type HPGe spectrometer 
and a low-resolution NaI(Tl) spectrometer. The spectra were recorded in several consecutive 
short-time intervals after the pulse in order to determine the time dependence of individual 
contributions of different radionuclides to the observed dose-rate. The results of the 
measurements are presented and a plausible explanation of the mechanisms behind the 
observed dose-rate time development is offered. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

During the operation the coolant flows through the reactor core and is exposed to an 
intense neutron flux. The nuclei of the coolant or other materials in the core capture neutrons, 
which results in formation of unstable isotopes. These isotopes tend to decay to more stable 
ones by emission of beta particles, gamma rays or neutrons. For a water-cooled system, the 
activation is due to reactions with the nuclei of water molecules and dissolved gases (Table 
1). 

Table 1: Relevant radionuclides in the reactor coolant. 

Target 
isotope 

Natural 
abundance (%) 

Reaction Product t1/2 Relevance 

O-16 99.76 (n,p), fast neutron N-16 7.4 s 6.129 MeV, 7.117 
MeV gamma 

O-17 0.04 (n,p), fast neutron N-17 4.14 s 1 MeV neutron 
O-18 0.20 (n,γ), slow neutron O-19 26.9 s 0.197 MeV, 1.357 

MeV gamma 
H-2 0.015 (n,γ), slow neutron H-3 12.3 y low energy beta 
N-14 99.63 (n,p), fast neutron C-14 5500 y low energy beta 
Ar-40 99.6 (n,γ), slow neutron Ar-41 1.83 h 1.294 MeV gamma 
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The induced activity in the water consists of N-16, O-19, N-17, H-3 and C-14. The 
impurities in the water present a negligible activity compared to the induced activity of the 
water. H-3 and C-14 do not contribute to external radiation. Radioactive Ar-41 is also 
produced in the reactor coolant water (in the water-dissolved Ar-40) and in the air voids near 
the core (Merry-go-round, pneumatic post, experimental channels). 

 
2 PULSE MODE OPERATION 

The TRIGA Mark II reactor can be operated in the steady state or in the pulse mode. If 
we suddenly insert a surplus of positive reactivity into the reactor by ejecting a pulse rod 
(neutron absorber), prompt criticality is achieved. In the reactor core a pulse is generated. The 
reaction is stopped by the negative temperature coefficient of the fuel. The pulse half-width is 
approximately 15 ms, depending on the inserted reactivity. The highest inserted reactivity at 
the time of our measurements was as high as 2.4 $, which produced a maximum peak power 
of around 750 MW and a released energy of 11 MWsec. The raise in the temperature of the 
fuel produces bubbles of steam that propagate to the water-tank surface, reaching it in 
approximately 15-20 s after the pulse generation. After a short delay, the heated water from 
the reactor core reaches the surface of the tank as well.  

 
3 MEASUREMENT OF ABSORBED DOSE AND GAMMA-RAY SPECTRA 

The time development of the absorbed dose rate was measured with a high-pressure 
ionization chamber Reuter-Stokes (RSS-112) and gamma-ray spectra were recorded with a 
high-resolution n-type HPGe spectrometer and a NaI(Tl) spectrometer. Measurements were 
performed on the reactor platform on the top of reactor tank and at the side of the reactor, as 
indicated in Figure 1. 

 
Measurements on the top of the reactor platform

Side measurements near the control room  
Figure 1: The position of the detectors on the top of the reactor tank and at the side 

near the control room. 

 
3.1 Measurements of dose-rate 

Preliminary measurements were performed during the pulse-mode operation in the 
years 1993, 2002 and 2003. The dose rate was measured in 5 s intervals at the time of the 
pulse and after the pulse. In figures 2 and 3 the dose-rate development on the reactor platform 
is shown. During the pulse the prompt gamma rays from the pulse are measured, followed by 
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a delayed second peak of dose rate. The dose rate in the second peak reaches its maximum 
after approximately 50 seconds after the pulse and can exceed 100 µSv/h.  

Measurements of dose-rate (RSS-112) in 2002 
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Figure 2: Dose-rate measurements on the reactor platform in 2002. 

Measurements of dose-rate (RSS-112) in 2003
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Figure 3: Dose-rate measurements on the reactor platform after the pulse generation in 
the year 2003. The detector was positioned close to the water tank center. The pulse itself 
could not be measured, due to a high flux of prompt gamma rays in a short time interval. 

 
Side measurements of the dose-rate development were performed in front of the control 

room (Figure 4). The shape of the dose-rate time development curve differs from the 
measurements done on the platform. We can see a steep increase of the dose-rate 
approximately 30 sec after the pulse. This is because the side shielding consists of a lower 
thicker part of heavy concrete and an upper thinner part made of light concrete. When the 
heated water package arrives at the position of the upper thinner shielding, a sharp increase of 
the dose rate is observed. The side measurement gives the information on the position and 
speed of the heated water package propagating to the water tank surface. We calculated the 
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speed of the package to be approximately 8 cm/s, reaching the surface of the tank in roughly 
60 seconds. 

Measurements of dose-rate (RSS-112), Pulse ID-23 (6.9 MWsec)
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Figure 4: Side dose-rate measurement near the control room in the year 1993. 

 
3.2 Measurement of gamma-ray spectra 

A gamma ray spectrum was measured on the reactor platform after the pulse generation 
in order to determine the dose-rate contribution of individual radionuclides. In Figure 5 we 
can see the measured spectrum and in Table 2 the results of the analysis of the measurement 
with a high-resolution n-type HPGe spectrometer during the first 300 seconds after the pulse 
generation are shown. 

 

 

Figure 5: The energy spectrum of a 300 s measurement after the pulse generation. 
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Table 3: The results of a gamma-ray spectrum analysis (300 s measurement), measured 
after the pulse generation. The detected natural radionuclides are not listed. Important 
energies are marked with an asterisk (*). 

Isotope Energy (keV) 
Branching 
ratio (pγ) Net Peak count 

O-19 *197.2 0.96 6.58E+03 

Zn-65 1115.5 0.508 2.99E+02 

Co-60 1173 1 1.79E+03 

Ar-41 *1293.6 0.99 1.27E+03 

Co-60 1332.5 1 1.84E+03 

O-19 *1356 0.54 2.71E+03 

O-19 1444 0.03 1.88E+02 

O-19 1554 0.014 3.43E+01 
Al-28 1778.9 1 1.82E+02 

N-16 (double escape peak) 5104 - 3.78E+02 
N-16 (single escape peak) 5615 - 7.64E+02 

N-16 *6129 0.69 9.14E+02 
N-16 (single escape peak) 6602 - 5.66E+01 

N-16 7115 0.05 5.63E+01 
 

Strong presence of N-16, O-19 and Ar-41 is obvious. Presence of other activation 
products such as Co-60 is also indicated. After the "long" 300 s spectrum measurement, 
additional spectra were recorded in several consecutive 10 s intervals after the pulse in order 
to determine the time dependence of individual contributions of different radio-nuclides to the 
observed dose-rate. Measurements were done with a high-resolution n-type HPGe 
spectrometer and a low-resolution NaI(Tl) spectrometer. With the NaI(Tl) spectrometer good 
results could only be obtained for gross count-rate measurements and N-16 measurements 
(Figure 6). Ar-41 and O-19 could not be identified because of low resolution. 

NaI(Tl) gross cps measurements
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Figure 6: Gross count rate of NaI(Tl) detector measured in 10 s intervals after the 
pulse. Count-rate development for different pulse energies can be seen. 
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Very good results were obtained with the HPGe spectrometer for the count-rates of O-
19, N-16 and Ar-41 gamma rays. Figure 7 and 8 show the uncollided gamma-ray flux Φ after 
a strong and a weak pulse. The gamma-ray flux at the surface of the HPGe detector was 
calculated from the net count rate of individual ROI evaluations with a simplified Monte 
Carlo calculation. 
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Figure 7: Gamma-ray flux at the detector surface after a strong pulse (Peak power 
749.9 MeW, Released energy 11.5 MWsec), measured in 10 s intervals after the pulse. 
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Figure 8: Gamma-ray fluence rate at the detector surface after a week pulse (Peak 
power =214.4 MeW, Released energy = 6.2 MWsec), measured in 10 s intervals after the 
pulse. 

By comparing the gamma-ray fluxes resulting from different pulses and by taking into 
account the fact that higher-energy gamma rays (emitted from N-16) have larger conversion 
coefficients for the absorbed dose and a different buildup factor then lower-energy gamma 
rays (produced by O-19 and Ar-41 reaction) we can see that the greatest contribution to the 
absorbed dose comes from N-16. The contribution of O-19 is much smaller and the presence 
of Ar-41, which can also be seen, results in an insignificant dose-rate contribution. We also 
compared the N-16 measurements for different pulses. From Figure 9 and 10 it is clear that 
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pulses of higher released energy result in higher N-16 maxima. As we reach 10 MWsec in 
released energy the dead time of the detector exceeds 50 % and measurements become 
unreliable. It can also be seen that the time delay of the N-16 maximum is reduced for higher 
values of the released energy. 

N-16 (6129 keV gamma) measurements
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Figure 9: Comparison of the count rate of N-16 measurements after the pulse 
generation.  
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Figure 10: The graph on the left compares the time at which the count-rate maximum is 
reached with the released pulse energy. Graph on the right compares the maximum count rate 
of N-16 with the released pulse energy. 

 
4 DISCUSSION 

During a pulse, most of the nuclear reaction energy is released into the surrounding 
water in a very short time. Oxygen in water is activated and N-16 and O-19 are produced (Ar-
41 is of little importance for the dose rate). N-16 is produced from O-16 with a fast neutron 
(n,p) reaction. The number of  N-16 atoms is proportional to the flux of fast neutrons. On the 
other hand, O-19 is produced from O-18 with a slow neutron (n,γ) reaction. The number of 
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produced atoms of O-19 depends on the flux of slow neutrons. In general there are several 
important factors that influence the dose rate at the reactor platform: 

1. The released energy in the pulse reaction and the initial activity of the water package 
2. The position and the speed of the water package 
3. The shielding by the water and partially the concrete surrounding the water tank 
4. The energies of relevant gamma rays 
5. Decay constant for individual radionuclides 

 
The released energy heats up the surrounding water. Bubbles propagate to the surface of the 
water tank and are followed by the water package with the relevant radionuclides. The 
travelling speed of the water package depends on the package temperature (released energy). 
Water packages from higher energy pulses tend to travel faster and the corresponding dose-
rate maximum on the reactor platform is reached sooner. Higher gamma ray flux of N-16 
compared with those of O-19 (figures 7 and 8) can be explained by the fact that high-energy 
gamma rays such as N-16 (6129 keV) penetrate through the shielding more easily then the 
low energy O-19 (1356 keV) ones. On the other hand the half-life of N-16 is only 7.4 sec and 
the half-life of O-19 is 27 sec so that N-16 decays much more quickly. 
 
5 CONCLUSION 

The measurements of the dose-rate development after the reactor pulse were performed 
with a high-pressure ionization chamber and measurements of gamma-ray spectra with a 
high-resolution n-type HPGe spectrometer and a low-resolution NaI(Tl) spectrometer were 
performed. There is an increase in the dose rate after the pulse, mostly due to the formation of 
N-16 and partially due to O-19 production. The production of Ar-41 has limited significance. 
The maximum gamma dose-rate on the reactor platform is reached between 50 and 60 
seconds after the pulse generation and can exceed 100 µGy/h. The dose rate subsequently 
drops very quickly because of short half-lives of the relevant radionuclides. The absorbed 
gamma dose due to the pulse generation at the reactor platform is estimated to be less then 2 
µGy. The gamma dose-rate development due to a pulse operation of the reactor thus presents 
insignificant exposure. 

The analysis of gamma-ray spectra results shows that it could be possible to monitor 
fast neutrons by continuous measurements of N-16. This reaction is for this reason convenient 
for monitoring the fission and total power of the reactor. On the other hand, on-line 
measurement of O-19 could be used for monitoring the total flux of neutrons, averaged over 
the reactor volume. In research reactors this information is as important as the information on 
the reactor power itself. 
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ABSTRACT 

Local decision support system has been developed based on the needs of  Krško 
Nuclear Power Plant for quick dose projection and it is one of  important features required for  
proposal of intervention before actual release may occur. Radiological emergency assessment 
in the case of nuclear accident is based on plant status analysis, radiation monitoring data and 
on prediction of release of radioactive sources to the environment. There are possibilities to 
use automatic features to predict release source term  and manual options for selection of 
release parameters. Advanced environmental modelling is used for assessment of  
atmospheric dispersion of radioactive contamination in the environment. 

1 INTRODUCTION  

A real time operating system for decision making support at Krško NPP has been 
developed during recent years. Besides providing radiation and meteorological monitoring 
data,  its main feature is dose projection together with real time calculations of reactor core 
activity (source term), and the connection to the advanced modelling of  atmospheric 
dispersion. 

The system's software gives a user friendly information to the operator about actual 
release or provides him a possibility to model a potential release. 

Protective action decision making is derived from plant status emergency classification 
and supported by  the radiological projections and measurements. The recommendations to 
the authorities can be prepared in a short time using some of radiological emergency 
assessment procedures.  

The procedures and algorithms were prepared by Radiation Protection Departement of 
Krško NPP. The selection of radionuclides for dose calculation was done based on their 
radiological importance. A specialised company has designed data acquisition system, and it 
was engaged in software development. An option to use different selections of radiological 
source term, advanced dispersion model,  and user friendly software with real time 
information are  advantages of this decision support system. 
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2 SYSTEM FUNCTION DESCRIPTION 

The central unit of the system is personal computer with software application providing 
the following:  

- using of meteorological data from local environmental stations, 
- display of environmental radiation monitoring data, 
- using real time reactor power data for source term calculation,  
- receiving information from plant effluent monitoring channels, 
- manual options also for most automatic data inputs, 
- core damage assessment based on basic information, 
- definition of release source term based on measurements or safety assessments, 
- dose calculation and presentation for early exposure pathways, and 
- graphical modules for  presentation of the results. 
Meteorological and radiation monitoring data acquisition and processing is performed 

by additional communication computer unit.  Meteorological data are provided from site 
meteorological tower and sodar unit. Additional or backup data can be used from three other 
meteorological stations around the plant or from state prognostic service. Flowchart of main 
system functions is presented in the Table 1 below. 

  
Table 1: System function flowchart 
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orographic and land use resolution of 250m. The data acquisition and modelling calculations 
are made every half an hour and are completely automated. Radiation monitoring data are 
refreshed every minute. 

The software is written in a user friendly way, automated as much as possible and made 
on Windows platform for the PCs. 
 
2.1 Calculation of core radioactivity 

Radioactivity of the nuclides in the reactor core is calculated in real time using 
measured reactor power data. About forty nuclides were selected to be important in potential 
containment release source term [1]. Display of activity of a selected nuclide’s may provide 
follow-up of dose calculation procedure from the beginning. 

 
2.2 Core damage assessment 

Core damage assessment is based on the recommendations of Westinghouse Owners 
Group [2]. Basic data are provided from reactor core exit thermocouples, containment 
radiation monitoring, indication of reactor vessel level, and some verification to define extent 
of damage.  These data are used in the plant status analysis according to the radiological 
emergency plan.  Screen of core damage assessment module is presented in the Figure 1.   

 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Computer screen for core damage data input selection and presentation 
 
 

2.3 Definition of release source term  

The software provides some options to select the release source terms based on: 
- core damage monitoring and assessment 
- in-containment sampling and radiochemical analysis 
- effluent monitoring 
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- tables of pre-defined specific release scenarios 
- tables of conservative release scenarios of regulatory guide 

The reliable source term definition is possible by using real monitoring data and there 
are also other options using default data from probabilistic safety assessments [3] or from the 
regulatory guide [4].  The release source definition is supported by screen displays.   

 
2.4 Effluent monitoring 

The effluent monitoring system is composed of the old low range noble gases monitors, 
particulate and iodine monitors. The system was modernised by post accident radiation 
monitoring channels for noble gasses providing also redundant low range channels and 
sampling of high activities of particulates and iodine [5]. There is also sampling for 
continuous gamma analysis of noble gases from the plant vent.   
 
2.5 Meteorological monitoring 

Environmental Information System consists of three ground level meteorological 
stations, tower station and SODAR. Ground level meteorological stations in the surroundings 
of the NPP measure basic meteorological parameters (wind speed and direction on 10m, air 
temperature, precipitation and relative humidity). The tower station on the NPP site has a 70m 
tower that measures basic meteorological parameters on 2m, 10m, 40m and 70m. It also 
measures global solar radiation and air pressure. The SODAR is near the tower station and it 
measures wind speed and direction on several levels above the tower level (up to 300 m or 
500 m). All data are collected every half hour. 

 
2.6 Atmospheric dispersion modelling  

The intention was to use all available automatic on-line measurements of the 
radiological monitors in the NPP, meteorological sensors in the surrounding and a modern 
atmospheric dispersion model capable of accurate calculations in the complex orography.  
The old software version uses only simple Gaussian air pollution dispersion model. In the 
new version the numerical Lagrangian particle model “Spray” with three dimensional wind 
and turbulence field reconstruction was introduced in the year 2003 [6]. The model is having 
good references for regulatory purposes [7] and it is believed that is state of the art especially 
for the industry applications.  The special paper about atmospheric dispersion modelling 
modules of the system is also available on the conference [8].   

 
2.7 Dose calculation 

Dose modelling is dealing only with three exposure pathways: radiation from the cloud, 
internal exposure due to inhalation and external exposure from wet or dry deposition. For the 
first two pathways the modelling is more reliable than in the case of deposition, but for wet 
deposition actual measurements will be available as the input.  Useful simplification was 
introduced for the decay time calculation within numerical modelling by taking into account 
average travelling time from the source to the point of exposure. Dose is calculated by use of 
dose conversion factors as they are defined in the regulation for noble gases [9] and for intake 
of other release fractions [10]. 
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3 RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY ASSESSMENT 

3.1 Dose projection 

Dose is projected for the entire release of the source term for exposed person in the 
surrounding. This kind of projection is possible in early stage of the accident before release 
may happen for the 25 km by 25 km area with the Krško town basin and some nearby hills 
and valleys. 

For severe accident scenarios, it may be expected, that on-line parameters would not be 
completely available and the alternative possibilities are included in the software. It depends 
on the operator to decide how to select the release parameters according to the available data. 

Dose is projected and presented for different fractions of the source term (Figure 2). 
External exposure is calculated due to noble gases and volatile elements in the cloud. External 
dose may be of reasonable concern since noble gas release is most probable scenario. Internal 
dose is calculated as committed effective dose and thyroid dose due to inhalation of iodine 
and tellurium. The assessment of volatile fraction (with iodine and caesium) is important due 
to high radiological risk. No protection measures are taken into account for this dose 
projection since it is an input for their recommendations. Thyroid dose projection is the 
important input for iodine prophylaxis. Dose calculation due to deposition will be introduced 
in the near future  taking into account that uncertainties in this case are very high and the user 
should easy check the result if necessary according to actual conditions. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Table of  dose projection results 
 
 
3.2 Dose rate calculation 

In the case of the release of noble gases which are monitored by the effluent radiation 
monitors, the software has an automatic option to present a map of the plant’s surrounding 
with the mark-up of dose rates. The iso-dose rate curves are displayed according to the plant 
emergency action levels which are defined (at the distance of 500 m from the reactor) as 
follows: 0.57 µSv/h for Unusual Event, 5.7 µSv/h  for Alert,  0.5 mSv/h for ½ h for Site 
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Emergency and 10 mSv/h for General Emergency. This kind of presentation is provided 
already by the simple Gaussian model. 

Dose rate from iodine to thyroid is calculated as one hour exposure due to the inhalation 
of  the effluents monitored by low range monitor or defined after release by post accident 
effluent sampling procedures.   
 
3.3 Usage of the system 

Local decision support system with its radiological source term and dose projection 
modules  is one of the tools for a quick evaluation of possible consequences of nuclear 
accident before actual release to the environment may occur. It is a parallel feature to the set 
of pre-defined actions related to plant emergency conditions which may help in decision 
making about protection measures such as evacuation. Figure 3 shows an example of 
comparison to the intervention levels. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Comparison of calculated doses to the intervention levels 
 
 
One of the system function is also to follow up and display readings of effluent 

monitors.  It provides a quick printing of these data together with initial dose assessment.  
The automatic connection to the advanced dispersion modelling provides at the present 

the most accurate assessment of the transport of radioactive materials using current 
meteorological parameters.  The transport of radioactive materials is displayed by the system 
in three dimensions (3D),  dose projection is in 2D map. The dose projection map is showed 
in Figure 4.   

In case of dose projection for changing atmospheric conditions the system can be up-
graded to include  typical local meteorological patterns. The radiological release source term 
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provided by the system in a short time and its three dimensional air pollution dispersion 
reconstruction may be also needed as input for larger scale dose projections. 

The system is installed in Technical Support Centre of the Plant and in Offsite 
Emergency Facility in Ljubljana. It provides the efficient tools in case of emergency as well 
as for radiological emergency drills.  

 

 
 

Figure 4: Example of a map with dose projection 
 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The described local decision support system and its radiological emergency assessment 
provide accurate initial reactor core radioactivity calculations, effluent monitoring, core 
damage and potential release source term assessment.  User is provided with quick assessment 
procedures and may define release pathway. Advanced 3D numerical atmospheric dispersion 
modelling ensures state of the art tool for local situation. The exposure pathways taken into 
account are relevant for recommendation of the protection measures.  
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ABSTRACT 

Radiation protection and nuclear safety of nuclear installations have a common 
objective, protection against ionising radiation. The operational safety of a nuclear power 
plant is evaluated using performance indicators as for instance collective radiation exposure, 
unit capability factor, unplanned capability loss factor, etc. As stated by WANO (World 
Association of Nuclear Operators) [1] the performance indicators are “a management tool so 
each operator can monitor its own performance and progress, set challenging goals for 
improvement and consistently compare performance with that of other plants or industry”.  

In order to make the analysis of the performance indicators feasible to an operator as 
well as to regulatory authorities a suitable database should be created based on the data related 
to a facility or facilities. Moreover, the international bodies found out that the comparison of 
radiation protection in nuclear facilities in different countries could be feasible only if the 
databases with well defined parameters are established. 

The article will briefly describe the development of international databases regarding 
radiation protection related to nuclear facilities. The issues related to the possible 
development of the efficient radiation protection control of a nuclear facility based on 
experience of the Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration will be presented. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

A nuclear facility contributes during its lifetime and in the decommissioning phase to 
the dose of the workers who are employed in a facility as well as to the population living 
around the nuclear facility. Both exposures are controlled through well defined procedures 
related to: 

• methodologies of dose assessment,  

• management of the records at the nuclear facility, laboratories and regulatory 
bodies. 

During normal operation and during the decommissioning phase, today the collective 
dose to workers are usually of the order of magnitude of some man Sieverts per year, while 
the dose to a member of the critical group are very often of the order of magnitude of one 
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micro Sievert per year. The dose limits for both types of exposure are given in the ordinances 
valid for all facilities as for instance stated in [2] or in a license of a specific nuclear facility.  

The occupational dose limits are usually given using the effective dose, as well as 
equivalent dose limits for organs. The limits are related to the age of workers and also to 
occupationally exposed cases as for instance special planned work, life saving action etc. 
Although not very common, some national legislation give the basis of the life time dose limit 
[2].   

The dose limits for the population are very often given through the sum of exposures 
related to the direct exposure pathways and to the dose limit laid down for the discharges 
from facilities, with additional dose limits for organ doses as for example given in [2]. The 
effective dose of a member of the public is kept below 0.3 mSv/year for discharges from a 
facility and the theoretical dose limit due to the direct radiation is restricted to be about 0.4 
mSv/year. Visitors of nuclear facilities as members of a public are usually protected through a 
lower dose limit of the operator in order to meet the dose limit of 1 mSv/year valid for the 
population. 

Moreover to the dose limit, the limit of discharges from a facility is prescribed during  
the licensing procedure. The reports of the actual radioactive effluents of facilities from some 
European countries can be found in [3] where the data are given for a specific radionuclide as 
for example H-3 or I-131 and for a physical state of the discharge. In [3] the discharges are 
classified regarding the type of a reactor and normalised by the electrical power output.  

The dose to the workers and discharges of a facility are one of the main parameters 
showing the effectiveness of radiation protection unit in a nuclear facility. Besides these two 
fundamental databases, also other databases including the database related to the waste 
management should be established.  In order to analyse the trends in radiation protection  the   
facilities as well as national regulatory authorities established databases which can be used 
not only on a national level but with some restrictions related to the confident data also 
internationally. These databases reflect the performance of the utility and enable its analysis. 

2 RADIATION PROTECTION DATABASES OF A REGULATORY 
AUTHORITY 

The need for the first international database related to radiation protection was already 
mentioned in [4] from the year 1990, when the computer network of the European Union 
related to the personal dose of outside workers was predicted. In addition, in 2002 the IAEA 
started with the project named the International Database on Discharges of Radioactive 
Material to the Environment. This database will facilitate the analysis of trends and discharge 
levels and will also provide a basis for assessing the impact on the environment.  

The comprehensive review of the occupational exposure registers in European countries 
can be found in  [5,6] . The registers of countries of European Union usually include the basic 
parameters from the directive prescribed in [4]. These parameters, which are given in Table 1, 
are necessary in order to control cross-frontier outside workers, but can be also applicable to 
permanent staff of a nuclear facility. The list can be substantially larger taking into account 
the need of the regulatory authority or the operator to improve radiation protection, as for 
instance the radionuclide identification causing the internal contamination of workers, 
medical records, etc.  
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Table 1: Data of networks predicted in [4] for the control of occupationally exposed 
workers 

Database of the regulatory authority 
Identification of the undertaking 
Medical classification of the worker 
Date of the last periodic health examination 

Data given before the start of the 
activity  

Results of the individual exposure monitoring 
The period of activity 
Estimate of the effective dose 
Estimate of the dose-equivalent in different parts 
of the body 

Data given after the end of any activity 
or data taken periodically 

Estimate of the activity taken in or the 
committed dose. 

 

Based on the above mentioned data, the trends related to occupational radiation 
protection can be assessed, as already given for example in [7] for the Krško NPP by taking 
into account: 

• collective dose and the trend of collective dose, 

• maximum dose or average dose, 

• normalised collective dose etc. 

 A specific forum for radiation protection experts, the ISOE (Information System on 
Occupational Exposure), celebrated in the year 2002 the tenth anniversary [8], covering 
occupational exposure data from 461 reactors from 29 countries at the end of the year 2001. 
The ISOE activities clearly demonstrate downward trend of collective doses in nuclear power 
plants. The average annual collective dose of pressurised water reactors was 2.01 man Sv in 
the year 1992, but the annual collective dose was just 0.91 man Sv in the year 2001. The 
ISOE is promoted by the NEA and the IAEA. A part of the ISOE database, which is available 
to the regulator, contains the annual dose data and technical data of nuclear power plants. 

Moreover, radiation protection as well as the efficiency of the regulatory process can be 
assessed using other performance indicators related to radiation protection. The following 
databases can be useful in the efficient assessment of radiation protection: 

• an occurrence of failure to provide means of personnel dose monitoring as given in 
[9],  

• unexpected contamination of people, area or tools,  

• unexpected production of radioactive waste,  

• occurrence of hot spots, 

• occurrence of failure of radiation protection equipment, 

• occurrence of noncompliance of radiation protection procedures in a facility etc.  

While the IAEA project International Database on Discharges of Radioactive Material 
to the Environment (DIRATA) [10] started in the year 2002, the monitoring of radioactive 
discharges from nuclear facilities in Slovenia already started in the early eighties with 
extensive programmes. In the Nuclear Power Plant Krško the monitoring started in 1981, in 
the uranium mining and milling facility at Žirovski Vrh in 1985, in the Research Reactor 
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TRIGA and in the Central Storage for Radioactive Waste in Brinje near Ljubljana in 1986. 
Discharges from nuclear medicine departments are not regularly controlled and only some 
rough estimates were done. Radioactive discharges to the environment in Slovenia are under 
steady control of operators and regulatory authorities. All relevant data are gathered by the 
operators and reported to regulatory authorities. The data are published also in annual reports 
of the Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration and are available to the public. In 2002 the 
Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration started with the development of the database of   
radioactive discharges. The database comprises the activities of fission and activation 
products from the Nuclear Power Plant Krško, the Research Reactor TRIGA and the Central 
Interim Storage for Radioactive Waste Storage in Brinje as well as  the data related to the U-
Ra decay chain from the U-mine as shown in Table 2.  

 
Table 2: Data of liquid and gaseous discharges from different types of nuclear facilities 

in Slovenia, which comprise the database of the Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration 
 

Type of nuclear facility Liquid discharges Gaseous discharges 
Noble gases 
Iodines 

Total activity 
(without H-3 and 
noble gases) Aerosols 

H-3 H-3 

Nuclear Power Plant Krško 

Noble gases C-14 
Research Reactor TRIGA Total activity Ar-41 
Central Interim Storage for Radioactive 
Waste in Brinje 

/ Rn-222 

U-238 U-mine 
Ra-226 

Rn-222 

 
 

The data are in the form of tables and graphic form and are available for recent years. In 
the future they will be available for other regulatory authorities, and will also be reported to 
the international organisations (EU and IAEA). They will be presented on web-sites for 
information of general public. 

 

3 CONCLUSIONS  

The databases related to radiation protection in nuclear facilities are established in  
facilities as well as in national regulatory bodies. The databases can be fundamental ones as 
for example the dose database or the database related to discharges. In addition, more specific 
databases can be created, as for instance the hot spot occurrence database. On the 
international level only the ISOE dose database has been fully developed. The international 
database of discharges from nuclear facilities sponsored by IAEA is under construction and 
no waste management database has  been predicted up to now. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the IAEA education and training (E&T) programme in nuclear 
safety. A strategic planning for the programme implementation is described in terms of 
objectives, outputs and activities. A framework based on areas of competency and the level of 
depth of the training is presented as well as the main achievements to date. 

 

1 BACKGROUND 

 In March 2001, the Secretariat convened an Advisory Group on education and training 
in nuclear safety [1]. The Advisory Group considered the question of the structure, scope and 
means of implementation of an IAEA Programme of Education and Training in Nuclear 
Safety. 

The Advisory Group recognized that there is a need for long term, sustainable 
programmes of education and training in nuclear safety in Member States and that a gap 
exists between the nuclear safety knowledge required in Member States and the ability of the 
Agency to provide training. It concluded that, as a complement to training courses, the 
Agency should concentrate on helping Member States to establish sustainable national 
education and training programmes that are consistent with international safety standards.  

The Advisory Group encouraged the Secretariat to provide, on request, advice to 
Member States wishing to evaluate their national training needs and to organize and assist 
with the required training. Also, it suggested that the Secretariat consider establishing an 
advisory service as a means of providing advice in a comprehensive and consistent manner. 

 

2 STRATEGIC PLANNING 

The education and training policy in nuclear safety is described in terms of objectives, 
outputs and activities, as follows: 

OBJECTIVES 
1. A “Sustainable Education and Training System” should be in place in Member States 

to develop and maintain competence in nuclear safety, consistent with IAEA safety standards 
and best practices. 

2. An “Education and Training Support Programme” should be further developed by the 
IAEA in co-operation with Member States, and as appropriate, other international 
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organizations, to extend and augment the existing IAEA training programme and support the 
above objective. 

OUTPUTS 
1. A Training Support Programme in nuclear safety, including a standardized and 

harmonized approach for training developed by the IAEA and in use by Member States. 
2. National and regional training centres, established to support sustainable national 

nuclear safety infrastructures. 
3. Training material for use by lecturers and students developed by the IAEA in English 

and translated to other languages. 
4. Establishment of a network on E&T to share Member States experience and training 

material. 

ACTIVITIES 
A part from the regular training activities and following the established strategy, the 

following activities should be emphasized: 
1. Assist Member States in identifying their needs in education and training; 
2. Develop standards and other safety related documents on education and training; 
3. Develop standardized training material; 
4. Support the establishment or further development of national training centres for the 

provision of regional/national education and training programmes; 
5. Develop exemplary train the trainers programmes; 
6. Exchange information through meetings to harmonize and facilitate co-operation;  
7. Conduct follow-up missions to review regional/national programmes, courses, use of 

standardized material, to assure adherence to the IAEA Safety Standards; 
8. Develop and support the use of distance learning training programmes. 

3 FRAMEWORK 

The framework to implement the education and training programme in nuclear safety is 
shown in Figure 1. The axes of the figure show the areas of competency on which training is 
to be focused (horizontal) and the level of detail to be pursued by the training (vertical). Also 
indicated on the horizontal axis are the target groups to which training in a particular area 
should be primarily directed. 

The areas of competency (at the specialized knowledge level) are identified according to 
the structure of the IAEA Safety Standards to emphasize the fact that all the training provided 
by the IAEA is based on its own standards and recognized international practices. The same 
approach is to be adopted by Member States providing nuclear safety training. 

At the level of basic knowledge, training is intended to provide a broad overview of 
nuclear safety concepts and their application to NPP and RR design and operation. Its nature 
and scope are primarily oriented to junior professionals recently involved in nuclear safety 
related activities. It is also appropriate for some highly specialized professionals who lack a 
broader view of nuclear safety. The Basic Professional Training Course (BPTC) is the main 
course to be offered at this level. This course is unique and fulfils a recognized gap in the 
education and training of nuclear safety worldwide. Versions for different reactor types and 
translation to different languages are envisaged. 

Recent experience indicates the need to provide some academic education in 
fundamentals of nuclear engineering, including basic topics such as reactor physics, thermal 
hydraulics, instrumentation and control, materials, reactor technology, etc.  
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Figure 1: Framework for Education and training in Nuclear Safety 
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This training is essential to those engaged in the nuclear safety field and is increasingly 
difficult to obtain due to the phasing out of nuclear engineering programmes in many 
universities worldwide. The use of distance learning tools for self-study is attractive and work 
is underway. 

. 
At the level of specialized knowledge, standard training courses are offered in all areas 

of competency. Target groups are technical staff of the regulatory bodies, technical support 
organizations, NPP operators, RR operators and users, scientific personnel from research 
institutes, and educators. Textbooks for some of these courses have been drafted others need 
to be developed. 

At a more specific expert level, workshops are generally preferred as they provide more 
appropriate conditions for an effective exchange of information and experience among 
practitioners. Some topical courses and workshops at this level are also indicated in Fig. 1. 

The framework for education and training is complemented by opportunities for 
practical on-the-job training awarded as Scientific Visits and Fellowships by the IAEA on a 
case-by-case basis. This form of training, normally away from the home country, depends on 
acceptance by the host country and is considered in cases where the other training 
opportunities have been exhausted.  

A complementary and highly effective form of delivering training and exchange of 
experience among practitioners is that of offering workshops in the frame of the IAEA safety 
services. This approach has been particularly used in connection to operational safety services 
in the areas of safety management and safety culture. Training delivered in this is of 
immediate use in activities related to self-assessment. Training courses for operational safety 
are an integral part of the operational safety services and associated seminars and workshops. 

 

4 ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE 

Identification of Member States Needs 

The Agency now offers a review and advisory service on education and training for 
nuclear safety [2]. At the request of a Member State, this service will provide an evaluation of 
the State’s education and training programmes relevant to safety and advice on strengthening 
them. The first such missions were conducted during 2002 to Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand 
and Viet Nam. 

Training the Trainers 

A train-the-trainers course was organized at the Argonne National Laboratory. The four 
weeks course covered most of the topics important to the safety of nuclear power plans and 
research reactors. A follow-up activity to assess the utilization of the material in a national 
level is to be conducted in 2003. 

Preparation of Standard Training Material 

Standard training material consisting of guidelines and commented viewgraphs were 
prepared for several areas of competency. Moreover textbooks and workbooks were published 
for the BPTC and Regulatory Control of Nuclear Power Plants. Table 1 present a list of 
materials available and their status of development. 

Distance Learning Material 

With the increased availability of personal computers, many workers have access to a 
computer in the workplace and this has stimulated the development of computer based 
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training packages. At present training packages were created as hypertext modules and as 
multi-media material with video and Powerpoint presentations synchronized. Table 2 presents 
a list of the materials already available 

 
 
Asian Nuclear Safety Network (ANSN) 

The ANSN is intended to share existing training material and other technical knowledge 
and practical experience among the countries participating at the Extrabudgetary Programme 
(EBP) on the Safety of Nuclear Installations in the South East Asia, Pacific and Far East 
Countries [3]. In the pilot phase the ANSN will concentrate on education and training and the 
main providers of training material will be the network hubs: Agency, China, Germany, 
Japan, Korea and USA. Another element of ANSN is the topical groups intended to stimulate 
discussions among specialists on topics of common interest. At present the operability of the 
system is being tested and training material is being prepared and uploaded by the hubs. The 
first topical group on accident analysis for research reactors was created and a moderator 
appointed to lead the discussions and promote joint activities. After the test phase and 
depending on the results obtained, it is envisaged to extend the ANSN model to other regions. 

Apart from the above activities, the Division of Nuclear Installation Safety continues to 
conduct a large number of training courses and workshops (more than 80 in 2002) in the five 
areas of the Nuclear Safety Standards. The main goal of these courses and workshops is to 
enhance the knowledge and use of the Nuclear Safety Standards by Member States. It is worth 
mentioning here two of these courses due to its increasing importance to Member States. The 
first one is the BPTC held in Saclay France. This 6 weeks course is oriented to young 
professionals and is designed to provide a basic understanding of the broad range of topics 
that make up the body of fundamental background knowledge in nuclear safety. The second 
one is the Regulatory Control of Nuclear Power Plants held in Karlsruhe, Germany. This 2 
weeks course is oriented to new staff of regulatory bodies and it presents the general practices 
recommended by the IAEA in its safety guidance as well as country specific examples. 

REFERENCES 

[1] ADVISORY GROUP MEETING ON EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN NUCLEAR 
SAFETY, 27-29 March 2001, Vienna, Austria 

[2] GUIDELINES FOR THE IAEA NUCLEAR SAFETY EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
REVIEW SERVICE, March 2003, Revision 1 

[3] NUCLEAR SAFETY NETWORK IN ASIA, April 2002, ANSN-01 
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Table 1: Standard Training Material 
Title Level * Status Media Year 

Basic Professional Training Course, 
Vol. 1, Vol. 2 and Workbook 

B Final Textbook 2003 

Regulatory Control of NPPs S Final Textbook 2003 

PSA level 1 and Applications E Final CD, ANSN 2003 

Level 2 PSA E Draft CD 2002 

Regulatory Aspects and Safety 
Documentation for Research Reactors 

S Final CD, ANSN 2003 

Research Reactor Ageing and Self-
Assessment Methodology 

E Final CD, ANSN 2003 

Emergency Preparedness and 
Response for Research Reactors 

E Final CD, ANSN 2002 

Safety Assessment of NPPs to Assist 
Decision Making 

S Final CD 2003 

Management of Operational Safety of 
NPPs  

E Final CD, ANSN 2001 

Safety Analysis and Computer Code 
Utilization 

E Draft CD 2001 

Safety Analysis Related to Lifetime 
Extension 

E Draft CD 2002 

* B…basic knowledge; S…specialized knowledge; E…specific expert knowledge 
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Table 2: Distance Learning Material 
Title Type Media Year 

Fundamentals of Nuclear Engineering 

Fundamentals of Thermal-hydraulics Hypertext CD, Web 2002 

Fundamentals of Reactor Physics Hypertext CD, Web 2002 

Basic Nuclear Safety 

Basic Safety Concepts Hypertext CD, Web 2000 

Legal and Governmental Infrastructures for 
Nuclear Safety 

Video CD 2000 

Nuclear Power Plants Operation Safety Hypertext CD, Web 2003 

Basic Nuclear Safety (material from the Basic Professional Training Course) 

Safety Related Characteristics of Reactors: 
Introduction 

Multi-media CD 2001 

Safety Related Characteristics of Reactors: 
Radioactive Materials Inventory and Fission 
Product Decay Heat 

Multi-media CD 2001 

Safety Related Characteristics of Reactors: 
Reactivity Control, Safety Systems, Passive 
Systems 

Multi-media CD 2001 

IAEA Safety Fundamentals Multi-media CD 2001 

Basic Principles for NPPs: INSAG-3, INSAG-12 Multi-media CD 2001 

Defence-in-depth: INSAG-10 Multi-media CD 2001 

Defence-in-depth – Implementation: The Spanish 
Experience 

Multi-media CD 2001 

IAEA Design Safety Standards Multi-media CD 2001 

IAEA Siting Standards Multi-media CD 2001 

Siting Evaluation Multi-media CD 2001 

Basic Concepts of Deterministic Safety Analysis Multi-media CD 2001 

Deterministic Accident Analysis – Classification of 
Events 

Multi-media CD 2001 

Design Basis Accident Analysis: Methods and 
Codes – RELAP 5 

Multi-media CD 2001 

Methods for Beyond Design Basis Accident 
Analysis – Part 1 

Multi-media CD 2001 

PSA Utilisation: Risk Management Multi-media CD 2001 

PSA Utilisation: Design, Inspection, Regulatory 
Applications 

Multi-media CD 2001 

Excellence on Operational Safety – The Vision Multi-media CD 2001 

Challenging Operational Safety – Examples and 
Consequences 

Multi-media CD 2001 

Assessing Operational Safety: Enhancement, 
Assessment, Effectiveness 

Multi-media CD 2001 

Self-Assessing Operational Safety Multi-media CD 2001 
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Configuration Control Multi-media CD 2001 

Maintenance & Surveillance Programs Multi-media CD 2001 

IAEA Requirements for Safe Operation of NPPs Multi-media CD 2001 

Operating Organization Multi-media CD 2001 

Conduct of Operations Multi-media CD 2001 

Enforcement of Standards in Daily Operations Multi-media CD 2001 

Reducing Human Errors Multi-media CD 2001 

Introduction to Safety Culture – Basic Concepts & 
Principles 

Multi-media CD 2001 

Management of Safety & Safety Culture at NPPs Multi-media CD 2001 

Structure and Development of Safety Culture  Multi-media CD 2001 

Safety Culture in an Operating Organization Multi-media CD 2001 

Specialized Knowledge (material on the IAEA Safety Standards) 

Regulatory Control of NPPs Hypertext CD 2003 

The Safety Standards Programme Overview Multi-media CD 2001 

Safety Requirements for Design of NPPs Multi-media CD 2001 

Safety Requirements for Site Evaluation of NPPs – 
Part 1 

Multi-media CD 2001 

Safety Requirements for Site Evaluation of NPPs – 
Part 2 

Multi-media CD 2001 

Legal and Governmental Infrastructure for Nuclear 
Radiation, Radioactive Waste and Transport Safety 
Requirements 

Multi-media CD 2001 

Requirements for Safe Operation of NPPs with 
Comparison to OSART Experience 

Multi-media CD 2001 

Overview of Safety Guides for Operation of NPPs Multi-media CD 2001 

Overview of Safety Guides for Design of NPPs Multi-media CD 2001 

Overview of Safety Guides for Site Evaluation Multi-media CD 2001 

Overview of Safety Guides for Legal and 
Governmental Infrastructure 

Multi-media CD 2001 

Code of Conduct on the Safety of Research 
Reactors 

Multi-media CD 2003 

Commissioning of NPPs Multi-media CD 2003 

Evaluation of Seismic Hazards for NPPs Multi-media CD 2003 

External Events Earthquakes in the Design of NPPs Multi-media CD 2003 

Design of Fuel Handling and Storage Systems for 
NPPs 

Multi-media CD 2003 
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ABSTRACT 

Slovenia, in the period after the Accession Treaty to the EU has been signed and the 
accession date is approaching, is concluding the tasks of aligning the national legislation and 
has started the observer status in all EU committees and other bodies. Some specific issues in 
this period in the area of nuclear legislation and nuclear safety are outlined here. The position 
of Slovenia regarding the latest developments in drafting the new nuclear safety legislation on 
an EU level is presented. Some experience gained during the implementation of the newly 
adopted legislation is given. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In March 2001 Slovenia was the first EU Candidate Country which has managed to 
successfully reach consensus with the European Commission (EC) on the chapter »Energy«, 
which comprises nuclear energy, and on the chapter »Environment«, which comprises nuclear 
safety and radiation protection. Practically this meant that the EU adopted the position that 
these two chapters did not, at that stage, require further negotiation.  To reach this stage the 
process has started in 1998 with an ambitious plan to have Slovenia prepared for the 
accession to EU until the end of 2002. The ten Candidate Countries including Slovenia signed 
Accession Treaty with the EU in April 2003 and the date of actual accession of the Candidate 
Countries was set to 1 May 2004.  

The important activities in approaching the EU requirements since March 2001 
include:  
- the responses to the Report on Nuclear Safety in the Context of Enlargement and the 

Peer Review Status Report, which did not leave open issues of serious concern, 
- the technical adaptation of documents for the Accession Treaty,  
- the new Act on Protection against Ionizing Radiation and Nuclear Safety was adopted, 

and the secondary legislation is under preparation. The finalisation of the transposition 
of EU directives into Slovenian legislation will be achieved by the adoption of 
secondary legislation. 
The existing means of communication between European Commission and Slovenia in 

the form of Accession Committees and Subcommittees will be phased out. Slovenia is getting 
prepared for future goals and challenges before the full integration of Slovenia into EU 
structures. The areas to be considered are: 
- status of observer into working groups (e.g. Atomic Questions Group), 
- co-operation with other groups such as Nuclear Regulators Working Group (NRWG) 

and Western European Nuclear Regulators Association (WENRA), 
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- successful implementation of PHARE Nuclear Safety Projects. 
Beside the whole scope of new activities in relation to enlargement an eye should be 

kept open towards the energy supply strategy. The role of nuclear energy sector can not be 
developed without a consensus bearing in mind the economic and technological constraints of 
the industry. 
 

2 REPORTS ON NUCLEAR SAFETY 

2.1 Report on Nuclear Safety in the Context of Enlargement 

In May 2001 the Working Party on Nuclear Safety (WPNS) prepared a report on 
nuclear safety in Candidate States bearing the title “Report on Nuclear Safety in the Context 
of Enlargement”. The report was based on the previously endorsed methodology and consists 
of  general and country specific part. The recommendations were classified into two types: 
type I (with the highest priority for consideration in accession negotiations) and type II 
(should be implemented by Candidate Countries, but in a more flexible time frame than type 
I).  

Slovenia, in particular, received, as a short term priority, one recommendation of type 
I, which refers to nuclear legislation (to complete the on-going revision of the legislation), and 
three recommendations of type II regarding the resources of the regulator (the action plan to 
ensure that the regulatory body has adequate resources to carry out all its duties), the seismic 
qualification of the Krško NPP (complete the regulatory review, approval process and follow-
up of the Krško seismic case) and the National Emergency Response Plan (develop an 
integrated national emergency plan). 
 

In relation to other types of nuclear installations there was one recommendation of 
type II for Slovenia, which refer to the resources of the regulatory authority (to ensure 
resources for the regulation of the safe management of spent fuel and radioactive waste). 

 
The WPNS noted that Slovenia has accepted and addressed all the WPNS 

recommendations contained in the Report on Nuclear Safety in the Context of Enlargement. 
Slovenia has provided its position and additional clarification in documents sent to the 
Commission in October 2001, in December 2001 and in March 2002. The WPNS regarded all 
these responses as commitments. 
 
2.2 Peer Review Status Report 

Under the Spanish presidency the “Peer review status report” was issued in June 2002. 
On the basis of information submitted the WPNS evaluated Candidate Countries in chapter 
“Country Fiches”.  

 
Additionally the WPNS pointed out two recommendations to which Slovenia should 

devote further attention: 
 
• 1st Specific Recommendation type I regarding legislation: Ensure the de iure 

independence of the regulatory body (SNSA) from promotion of nuclear energy. 
 
• 2nd Specific Recommendation type II regarding the seismic qualification of Krsko NPP: 

The completion of the activities related to the seismic characterisation of Krško site. 
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In August 2002 Slovenia provided answer to the above mentioned questions and in 
January 2003 during the annual Subcommittee on Energy, Transport, Environment and Trans-
European networks (TENs) Meeting the issue of de iure independence of  Slovenian Nuclear 
safety Administration was thoroughly consideed. In June 2003 the Chief EU Negotiator for 
Slovenia requested the delivery of the complete update of all recommendations addressed in 
the Report Nuclear Safety in the Context of Enlargement. 
 
 

3 ALIGNING THE LEGISLATION WITH THE EU ACQUIS 

The Act on Protection against Ionising Radiation and Nuclear Safety ("2002 Act") was 
adopted by the Parliament of the Republic of Slovenia at its session on 11 July 2002. The Act 
entered into force on 1 October 2002. From that date two previous Acts ceased to apply, 
namely the Act on Radiation Protection and the Safe Use of Nuclear energy ("1984 Act") and 
the Act on Implementing Protection Against Ionising Radiation and Measures on the Safety 
of Nuclear Facilities ("1980 Act"). 

 
The 2002 Act is adjusted to demands of the EU Acquis Communautaire in the field of 

radiation and nuclear safety and to the international agreements signed, ratified or succeeded 
by the Republic of Slovenia. Furthermore the 2002 Act is adjusted to the existing national 
legislation in the field of spatial planning, building, protection against natural and other 
disasters, physical protection and the performing of public services.  
 

The 2002 Act covers all important areas of nuclear and radiation safety except civil 
liability for nuclear damage (e.g. provisions on nuclear and radiation safety, non-proliferation 
of nuclear weapons and physical protection of nuclear installations and nuclear materials, 
radioactive waste management, interventions in cases of radiological emergencies, financing 
nuclear and radiation safety, etc.).  

 
Some main achievements of the new Act are inter-alia the inclusion of basic principles 

(i.e. primary responsibility of licence holders, the principle of peaceful use, the causer-pays 
principle, the justification principle, principle of optimisation etc.), a clear division of costs of 
executing of the Act between the state and licence holders, licensing procedure defined more 
clearly, authorisation of qualified experts for radiation and nuclear safety, clearly defined 
openness to the public regarding information in the fields covered by the Act etc. 

Furthermore the act clearly divides the field of activity or competence in the area of 
nuclear and radiation safety in Slovenia, in the first place between the Slovenian Nuclear 
Safety Administration (SNSA) and the Radiation Safety Administration (RSA). The 2002 Act 
introduced not only the SNSA but also the regulatory body within the Ministry of Health, 
competent for the protection of people against ionising radiation. Such a regulatory body was 
actually established in February this year as a RSA. 
 

Almost one year after its entry into force, the SNSA as one of the competent 
regulatory bodies in licensing procedures and for inspection control, has gained certain 
experience in the application of the Act. 

 
The majority of the SNSA's experts, who apply the 2002 Act on a daily basis is quite 

familiar with it. The fact is that some areas regulated by this Act are not far away from the 
provisions of the previous – 1984 Act. Furthermore the basic principles of the 2002 Act have 
been transposed from the EU legal frame – specially in the area of radiation protection, 
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shipment of radioactive waste and sources etc. and the translation of these EU legal 
documents was made by SNSA experts. On the other hand, theoretical knowledge of 
"transposed" EU legislation is somehow different from practical application of those 
provisions in real life. 
 

To illustrate the above statement, a few examples are following: 
 
− Final provisions provide that the regulations issued on the basis of the 1984 Act shall 

apply until the new regulations stipulated by the 2002 Act are issued. 
The period which is anticipated for the preparation of governmental and ministerial 
regulations is 9 months or 18 months after the 2002 Act entering into force. 
Since some institutes and phenomena in the 2002 Act are introduced by transposing basic 
requirements from the EU legal frame (as for example "approved medical physics expert", 
"approved radiation protection expert") and as such were not dealt with in regulations 
issued on the basis of the 1984 Act which still apply, one may argue that there is a gap in 
the legal frame. Namely, competent ministries have not yet issued the needed approvals 
for those legal and natural persons who would like to become such approved experts. 
 

− Under the subtitle "Organisational Measures for the Protection of Exposed Workers" a 
special provision on protection of workers employed by outside undertaking can be found. 
The definition of an "outside undertaking" is in fact the same as in the Council Directive 
90/641/Euratom. 
The above mentioned provision provides that an outside undertaking which is a foreign 
legal person may carry out work within the controlled area "if the outside undertaking in 
question has in the country of origin obtained a licence for the carrying out a practice 
involving radiation under conditions and in accordance with a procedure equal to the 
conditions and the procedure for the obtaining of a licence for carrying out of a radiation 
practice pursuant to 2002 Act". 
Since the SNSA is in accordance with this provision entitled to approve the fulfilment of 
conditions described above, problems may be envisaged if the country of outside 
undertaking does not foresee such conditions and procedures for obtaining a licence 
or/and even if a "radiation practice licence" is not legally needed for such activities.  
 

While the aforementioned two examples try to illustrate the problems which are due to 
not entirely accomplished transposition of EU legislation into the Slovene legal frame, the 
following two examples are related to "Transitional and Final Provisions" of the 2002 Act 
which sometimes may be interpreted in few different ways: 
 
− As it has been mentioned already, one of the achievements of the 2002 Act is relatively 

clear separation of competencies between regulatory bodies which have certain 
responsibilities and competencies in the areas which are regulated by the 2002 Act, 
namely between the SNSA and the RSA. Partially, the role and responsibilities of the 
RSA were covered previously by the Health Inspectorate (within the Ministry of Health) 
that was also responsible for issuing the licence for the use of radioactive sources.  
The 2002 Act makes a distinction between radioactive sources. The RSA is competent for 
those which are meant to be used in health or veterinary care, while the SNSA is a 
licensing regulatory body for all other sources. The 2002 Act, furthermore, introduces also 
a new licence, which was not known in the 1984 Act, i.e. the licence for carrying out a 
practice involving radiation, which is to be issued to the applicant before the licence for 
the use of radioactive source.  
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Having in mind the above explanation, one might have some difficulties with the 
application of a provision of the 2002 Act which deals with withdrawing of a licence. The 
article provides that when the procedure for the withdrawal of a licence is started ex-
officio, the regulatory body which has issued a licence shall be bound to inform the 
licence holder about the procedure and the reasons for it and – in case that the prescribed 
conditions for radiation safety are not fulfilled within a reasonable period of time – to 
withdraw the licence. 
There might be a case, where the Health Inspectorate issued a licence for the use of a 
radioactive source, based on the 1984 Act and that ex-officio withdrawal procedure 
should be started by a SNSA inspector based on the 2002 Act. But since the SNSA was 
not a licensing regulatory body for the licence in question, one could argue that the SNSA 
inspector is not entitled to start the withdrawal procedure. 
 

− The provisions which regulate the import, export and transit of nuclear and radioactive 
substances are following the existing EU legislation in this field, namely Council 
Regulation No. 1493/93. 
One of the prerequisite for issuing a licence to import radioactive substances is that the 
receiver (consignee) holds a licence for the carrying out a practice involving radiation. 
There might be a case, when the consignee holds a valid licence for the use of a 
radioactive source, which was granted based on the 1984 Act and does not fulfil this 
condition (of being a holder of a licence for the carrying out a practice involving 
radiation) since such a condition previously did not exist. Is such a consignee entitled than 
to apply for the licence for the import radioactive substances? 
 

To avoid possible different interpretation of the provisions of the 2002 Act, it is 
therefore the SNSA's first priority to finalise the preparation of governmental and ministerial 
regulations which will enable the regulatory body and the licensees to fulfil the entire legal 
environment. If practice proves, after the whole legal frame is adopted, that there are still 
legal gaps which could not be filled up with interpretation methods, than the amendment to 
the 2002 Act should be proposed. 

4 INTEGRATION IN EU STRUCTURES 

4.1 Activities in EU Committees and Related Organisations 

After the signature of the Accession Treaty Slovenia became eligible to send the 
representatives in the EU bodies, which can be present at all meetings, have the same access 
to the information and can present the position as the representative of the Member State, but 
Slovenian representatives do not have the right to vote in process of adopting documents. In 
the area of nuclear safety and radiation protection the important activities are taking place in 
the Atomic Questions Group which serves as a forum for reconciliation of issues later 
discussed at Coreper (Committee of permanent representatives). Slovenia did not follow the 
draft proposals for a ‘directive on the safety of nuclear installations during operation and 
decommissioning’ and a ‘directive on radioactive waste’ from the beginning, but later it 
adopted the position that the directive on safety seems acceptable, and for the directive on 
radioactive waste even included the dates for the siting and operability of the low and 
intermediate level radioactive waste disposal site in the legislation (i.e. 2008 and 2013 
respectively). 

Enlargement has also brought a new context to the difficulties regarding trade in 
nuclear materials within the Russian Federation [2]. Since 1990 the Russia has sold onto the 
market significant amounts of natural uranium and has offered uranium enrichment services  
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at prices below those in the market. In 1992 the Euratom Supply Agency adopted a policy of 
diversification of supply sources. The ongoing energy dialogue between EU and Russia, 
dissatisfied with the existence of 30 % quota for all energy products imported into EU, is still 
taking place. Slovenia has not adopted any position regarding this issue. 

Within the accession to the EU activities Slovenian representatives were invited to 
take part in NRWG (Nuclear Regulators Working Group) and WENRA (Western European 
Nuclear Regulators Association). NRWG members are representatives of the national nuclear 
regulatory authorities of the EU Member States, Switzerland is an observer. The NRWG is an 
advisory group of the EC with the following areas of action: 
- identifying specific nuclear issues, which harmonisation would be beneficial, 
- exchange experiences and information on events taking place in the NPPs, 
- exchange information on the activities taking place within relevant groups and avoid 

duplicating work, 
- produce collective opinions on the documents. 
WENRA members are Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Spain, 
Sweden and United Kingdom (eight EU countries with nuclear power reactors in operation 
and Italy), an additional member is Switzerland. The association has the following objectives:  
- to develop a common approach to nuclear safety and regulation, in particular within 

the European Union, 
- to provide the European Union with an independent capability to examine nuclear 

safety and regulation in candidate countries,  
- To evaluate and achieve a common approach to nuclear safety and regulatory issues 

which arise.  
  
 
4.2 PHARE Projects 
 

The most of the EU assistance to the candidate countries in the area of nuclear energy 
and nuclear safety has been channelled through the PHARE programme. The priorities areas 
reflect the priorities identified by the G-7 group and include on-site assistance and operational 
safety, design safety and assistance to regulatory authorities and their technical support 
organisations [3]. 

Slovenia has received support from PHARE programme in the area of assistance to 
regulatory body (in two years, 1995 and 1997), the seismic investigation of the Krško basin 
(project was finished in 2000). For the two projects of 1999 PHARE budget ‘Installation of 
RODOS in Slovenia’ and the combined project ‘Assistance to Regulatory Body 3rd year’ with 
the ‘Support in the Review of Ongoing Seismotectonic Study and Existing Seismic 
Probability Safety Assessment of the Krško NPP’ the financial resources were allocated in 
June 2002 and the projects are due to be started in 2003. The funds for the supply of mobile 
seismic monitoring stations in the Krško area have been approved in the PHARE budget 
2001. In the PHARE 2002 budget further three projects have been approved for Slovenia:  
- Upgrading and Modernisation of the National Early Warning System, 
- “Hot cells” Facility Renovation and Modernisation  
- Characterisation of Institutional Low and Intermediate Level Radioactive Waste 

Currently Stored in a Central Facility. 
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5 ENERGY POLICY AND  A COMMON EU APPROACH TO NUCLEAR 
SAFETY 

5.1 Energy Policy 

In the EC document “Towards a European Strategy for the Security of Energy Supply” 
(Green Paper) published in November 2000 the projected energy picture in 2030 shows that 
only 6% of the total energy demand will be covered by nuclear [4]. In 2000 nuclear energy 
covered about 15% of the total energy demand. This reduction in 2030 can be easily 
explained by the fact that of the eight Member States of the EU now operating nuclear power 
plants, five (Belgium, Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden) have adopted or announced 
moratorium. Italy shut down its nuclear power plants and renounced nuclear power after 
referendum in 1987. Only three Member States Finland, France and  United Kingdom have 
not taken a negative decision. In EU in 2000  the  nuclear sector has a substantial share in 
electricity production, with 35 % has the lead over solid fuels (27%) and natural gas (16%), 
oil has 8%, hydroelectricity and other sources account for 15%. 

Dependence on imports to meet the energy needs in Slovenia does not differ much 
from that in present EU states. In the electricity production sector in Slovenia the nuclear 
plays an important role as well. The nuclear generated electricity share is between 36-38 % in 
recent years. The Krško NPP was commissioned for 40 years period expiring in 2023 and the 
existing national energy strategy does not foresee nuclear as a viable option for new 
generating capacities in the future.  

 
 
 
5.2 Legal Means to Improve Safety at Nuclear Installations 

One of the conclusions of the Laeken European Council in December 2001 was that the 
European Council undertakes to maintain a high level of nuclear safety in the EU and stresses 
the need to monitor the security and safety of nuclear power stations. The above conclusions 
reflected the vision for a common nuclear safety approach at EU level in the perspective of 
the enlargement. It has to be stated that Slovenia closely monitors the development of the 
following: 
- the Community competence: to resolve the context of radiation protection and nuclear 

safety in the Euratom Treaty. These two disciplines have a common health protection 
objective, namely protection against ionising radiation. In this area the statement of the 
Advocate-General [5] might be important : “Given current scientific knowledge, it is 
neither possible nor desirable to maintain artificial boundaries between radiation 
protection and nuclear safety… The fact that Member States maintain exclusive 
competence with regard to the technological aspects of safety does not prevent the 
Community from adopting legislation laying down certain requirements with regard to 
safety, licensing, inspection, evaluation and application mechanisms.” 

- Evolving standards: the development of EU safety standards will need to take into 
account the work of the IAEA, NRWG and WENRA . The Community system will be 
based on a set of minimum standards and will not develop into a corpus of technical 
standards applicable to nuclear installations. The objective of the Community 
standards would be to ensure high level of nuclear safety within the EU. 

- Regular reports: Member States will be obliged to transmit reports on the actions 
taken to meet the requirements. 

- System of independent verification: will be based on technical expertise of the national 
safety authorities. There will be no Community inspectors, as in the case of 
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safeguarding nuclear materials. The control will focus on how the safety authorities 
carry out the tasks, rather than implementing on-site checks at nuclear installations. 

 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

Slovenian position in accession to the EU in the field of nuclear energy and nuclear safety is 
well defined. The position paper was finished and no major comments were received from the 
EC. The main tasks currently in the agenda, just before the accession to the EU, are 
finalisation of the new legislation and strengthening of the regulatory body.  
 
The “training period” of the Slovenian representatives in the EU committees and 
organisations will be over in May 2004. Until that period the method of efficient 
communication and delegation of tasks between the representatives and institutions will have 
to be well established. The domestic experts should be familiar with the major trends and 
issues in the area of radiation protection and nuclear safety in the EU in order to provide 
response on the demand, if necessary. 
 
Nevertheless, although the EU with 25 Member States has 13 states with an active nuclear 
power programme this fact could not diminish the importance of nuclear safety at the EU 
level. On the contrary, to establish harmonisation and consensus in the community of nuclear 
and non-nuclear states might be more difficult, if the issues would be equally important for all 
the countries.  
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ABSTRACT 

INIS (International Nuclear Information System) is the world leading information 
system on the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. It is operated by the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA) in collaboration with Member States and co-operating international 
organisations. The collection of input and the dissemination of output to users are 
decentralised. Only the data processing and output production are centralised in the INIS 
Secretariat. This is the most comprehensive coverage and effective method of handling 
information on different languages. In INIS Database there are more than 2.3 million items 
and among them 550 000 scientific reports, dissertations, brochures and patents. This 
information can be obtained from Local  INIS centre, trough Internet and by prescription. The 
Slovenian Local INIS point is Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration. The paper will in 
detail discuss the information which can be obtained from INIS data base and how that can be 
done in Slovenia. The second part will emphasise input of information, published in Slovenia, 
to the INIS data base. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

INIS (International Nuclear Information System) is the world’s leading information 
system on the peaceful uses of nuclear science and technology. It is operated by the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in collaboration with its Member States and co-
operating international organisations. The INIS collects and distributes scientific information 
in all areas of nuclear science and technology published in Member States, including 
bibliographic data and the full text of documents not readily available through commercial 
channels. INIS provides a comprehensive information reference service for literature in 
nuclear science and technology. To do this, INIS processes most of the world’s scientific and 
technical literature that falls within its subject scope and maintains a database which currently 
contains over 2.3 million bibliographic references, making it the world’s most comprehensive 
information source on the peaceful applications of nuclear science and technology.  

The INIS Database is a bibliographic database compiled from the data submitted by 
INIS Members. It contains bibliographic citations and abstracts of journal articles, research 
and development reports, conference papers, books, patents, theses, laws, regulations and 
standards. The Database is updated weekly with an annual increase between 60.000 and 
80.000 references, with a time span of 1970 to the present. INIS inputting centres scan 
regularly a total of about 4,000 journals for relevant articles. Majority of INIS records contain 
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English abstracts. All of the bibliographic references found in Database have been selected, 
abstracted and indexed in English by INIS Members according to agreed rules and standards. 

The subject scope, which mirrors the activities of the IAEA, includes information on 
every aspect of the peaceful uses of nuclear science and technology.  

The subject fields covered are as follows: 
• nuclear power and safety, 
• safeguards and nuclear disarmament, 
• nuclear relevant chemical sciences, 
• nuclear relevant physical sciences, 
• plasma physics and fusion technology, 
• nuclear materials, 
• nuclear engineering, 
• environmental and economic aspects of nuclear and non-nuclear energy, 
• nuclear medicine, 
• nuclear techniques in animal production and 
• nuclear techniques in plant breeding. 

 
Membership to INIS is open to countries who are members of the IAEA, to United 

Nations organisations and to other subject-oriented international or intergovernmental 
organisations with whom the IAEA has relations. Currently, 109 countries and 19 
international organisations participate in INIS. Every INIS Member is represented in the 
System by a Liaison Officer officially appointed by the national authority, or the executive 
head, in the case of an international organisation. 

The INIS Liaison Officers play a key role: they are responsible for organising the 
collection of information and the preparation of input for INIS on a national level, as well as 
for the dissemination of INIS products, in addition to the promotion of those products. The 
Liaison Officer is responsible for co-ordinating INIS activities between the INIS Secretariat 
and the country. The Liaison Officer of each country of residence will welcome users requests 
and questions on input, services and other issues related to INIS. 

The INIS Members’ responsibilities include amongst others:  
• the collection, selection, description, categorisation, indexing, abstracting and related 

preparation of items of literature published within its national boundaries (or 
organisational confines if an international body) and submission to the INIS Secretariat in 
Vienna in accordance with the definitions, rules, procedures, formats;  

• providing the Agency with the full text of each item of non-conventional literature, either 
as originally published or in a form jointly determined, prepared to a standard 
specification, provided there is no legal prohibition or limitation;  

• contributing advice and recommendations on matters relating to the maintenance, 
improvement and further development of INIS;  

• providing information services to and maintaining contact with, to the extent practicable, 
the users of INIS information products and services within the applicable 
boundaries/confines and for representing user views at INIS meetings; 

• establishing and carrying out promotional activities throughout the applicable 
boundaries/confines so that all persons who can derive benefit from INIS are made aware 
of its potential and the information services that can be derived from it. 
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2 INIS OPERATION  

INIS is the first international information system in which both the collection of input 
and the dissemination of output to users are decentralised. Only the data processing and 
output production are centralised in the INIS Secretariat. This decentralised approach to input 
and output was selected because it results in the most comprehensive coverage of nuclear 
literature, the most effective method of handling information in different languages, and the 
most satisfactory services for users of the information. It is also instrumental in spreading the 
operational costs of the system in a reasonably equitable manner. Figure 1 presents how INIS 
operates. 

 

 
Figure 1: Overview of INIS operation 

 
Subject specialists in the INIS Members' inputting centres select documents for input 

into the System if they contain significant information that falls within the INIS subject scope. 
The INIS record for a piece of literature consists of three main components (Figure 2): 
• a bibliographic description, identifying authorship, publishing, and similar details; 
• a set of descriptors, identifying the subject content of the piece of literature, selected from 

the INIS Thesaurus; 
• an abstract summarising the information contained in the piece of literature. 
 

It is a requirement of INIS that literature submitted for inclusion in the System should 
be analysed down to its smallest bibliographic component. For example, journals are analysed 
to the level of individual articles; conference proceedings are analysed to the level of 
conference papers; monographic series are analysed to the level of volumes and within this 
into individual contributions. For each analysed part, full bibliographic information must be 
given. This includes author (personal and/or corporate), title, edition, identifying numbers if 
any, publisher, physical description, language if other than English, and appropriate 
bibliographic notes. For conference papers and proceedings, the title, date and place of the 
conference are also supplied. Certain data that are part of the bibliographic descriptions of 
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documents are standardised. These include the form of full journal titles, the names of 
countries and international organisations and the names of languages. 
 

<HTML> INIS Database (Export Page) 

 
Title   International Conference Nuclear Energy in Central Europe 99, V. 1. Proceedings 

 Gortnar, O.; Stritar, A. (eds.) (Nuclear Society of Slovenia (Slovenia)) 
CA Nuclear Society of Slovenia, Ljubljana (Slovenia) 

Author(s)  

 Funding Organization: European Nuclear Society (Switzerland);Ministry of Science and 
Technology of Slovenia, Ljubljana (Slovenia);Ministry of Economic Affairs of Slovenia, 
Ljubljana (Slovenia);Inst. Jozef Stefan, Ljubljana (Slovenia);Slovenian Nuclear Safety 
Administration, Ljubljana (Slovenia);Agency for Radwaste Management, Ljubljana 
(Slovenia);ENCONET Consulting GmbH, Vienna (Austria);SIAP d.o.o, Pesnica pri 
Mariboru (Slovenia);S-NET Internet Provider, Ljubljana (Slovenia) 

TYPE 
         

(Conference) 
International Conference on Nuclear Energy in Central Europe 99 Portoroz (Slovenia) 6-
9 Sep 1999 

RP INIS-SI--02-002 {INISSI02002} 
IS ISBN 961-6207-13-X 

 Ljubljana (Slovenia) Nuclear Society of Slovenia 1999 683 p 

Source  

AV Available from INIS in electronic form; Also available from Nuclear Society of 
Slovenia, Jozef Stefan Institute, Jamova 39, Ljubljana (SI) 

Abstract   International Conference Nuclear Energy in Central Europe is an annual meeting of the 
Nuclear Society of Slovenia. The proceedings contain 101 articles from Slovenia, 
surrounding countries and countries of the Central and Eastern European Region. Topics 
are: Reactor Physics, Research Reactors, Thermal Hydraulics, Structural Analysis, 
Probabilistic Safety Assessment, Severe Accidents, NPP Operation, Nuclear Energy and 
Public, Radioactive Waste, Radiological Protection and Environmental Issues, Nuclear 
Methods and Monte Carlo and Deterministic Transport Calculations 

DEI benchmarks; computer codes; computerized simulation; design basis accidents; eastern 
europe; emergency plans; fluid flow; human factors; krsko reactor; licensing regulations; 
licensing; modifications; plasma; probabilistic estimation; public information; public 
opinion; pwr type reactors; radiation monitoring; reactor operation; safety analysis; 
safety; simulation; slovenia; source terms; spent fuels; steam generators; triga type 
reactors; waste management; wwer type reactors 

Descriptor(s)  

DEC accidents; boilers; eastern europe; energy sources; enriched uranium reactors; europe; 
fuels; homogeneous reactors; hydride moderated reactors; information; laws; 
management; materials; monitoring; nuclear fuels; operation; power reactors; pwr type 
reactors; reactor accidents; reactor materials; reactors; regulations; research and test 
reactors; simulation; solid homogeneous reactors; thermal reactors; vapor generators; 
water cooled reactors; water moderated reactors 

Year   1999 
Language   English 
Country   Slovenia 
Subject   GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS 

S99 
Reference 
Number 

 33071078 

Volume/Issue  3350 
 
Legend: CA - corporate authors      AV - availability 
 RP - report number      DEI - descriptors selected from the Thesaurus by the indexer 
 IS - international standard number     DEC - all broader terms assigned by the computer 
 

Figure 2: INIS record from INIS Database on the Internet 
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INIS uses both subject categories and descriptors (key words) in subject analysis to 

facilitate the efficient manual or computerised retrieval of information. The descriptors to 
identify the subject content of a document are assigned by the subject specialists in the 
inputting centres using the Thesaurus. As part of the record, the descriptors can also be used 
for online retrieval of document records from the computer stored file or from CD-ROM. 

It has always been a requirement of INIS that every item reported to the System should 
be accompanied by an abstract, the only exception to this rule being items classified as short 
communications. For many items, the electronic record contains a second abstract in another 
language, usually the language of the original document. 

INIS Members submit input in machine-readable form, via Internet (e-mail/FTP), on 
diskette or magnetic media, in a standardised format conforming to the guidelines. Most 
inputting Centres utilise the PC based input preparation package 'FIBRE' (Friendly Inputting 
of Bibliographic Records) which has been designed by INIS. FIBRE is a tool, addressed to 
the INIS Centres, to streamline their input preparation with higher quality and consistency, 
reduce costs through lower correction efforts and improve processing time. Once the input 
reaches the INIS Secretariat, bibliographic description of records are processed with checking 
programs and errors are identified and corrected by specialists in INIS Secretariat and then 
converted by programs into an internal working format and processed. The indexing and 
abstracting of records is subjected to a continuing quality control based on an expert system. 
This system identifies records with a high probability of error for scrutiny by subject 
specialists of the INIS Secretariat. Their corrections, comments and advice are passed on to 
the subject specialists in the inputting centres. At the end of each processing cycle a final 
consolidated output file is created. 

In a system such as INIS, for which the input is prepared by specialists in many 
countries and with varied backgrounds and traditions in information processing, it is essential 
to operate using precise standards and rules in order to assure the consistency and high quality 
of the resulting information files. INIS follows international standards as much as possible 
and implements new standards from the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) 
as they become available. 

 
2.1 Non-conventional literature (NCL) 

Literature reported to Database falls into two categories, conventional and non-
conventional : 
• Conventional literature is commercially available through normal distribution channels, 

such as books and magazines.  
• Non-conventional literature (NCL, also called ‘grey literature’) comprises scientific and 

technical reports, patent documents, preconference papers, conference papers and 
noncommercially published theses, which are not readily available through commercial 
channels. 

 
An outstanding feature of INIS is the easy access to the full text of NCL. Full text of 

such literature is received in electronic form or hard copy and is processed for distribution in 
the form of microfiche, CD-ROM, e-mail or FTP. The full text INIS NCL collection counts 
over 500,000 full text documents from 1970 to the present. Documents are available on CD-
ROMs. Copies of individual documents found in the INIS NCL collection can be ordered 
from the INIS Clearinghouse or from some of the National INIS Centres. Currently, INIS has 
arrangements with more than 40 INIS National Centres to provide document delivery services 
to users within their national boundaries. All requests for individual reports produced since 
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are referred to these Centres if they exist in the country of the requester. All reports published 
after 1997 are available electronically in Acrobat PDF format. Some reports published prior to 
1997 can also be delivered electronically depending on the size of the report or analytic 
requested. 

 
2.2 INIS Training Programme 

The INIS Training Programme has functioned since the inception of INIS and continues 
to play a significant role in INIS activities. The Programme is designed to guarantee the 
continuation of the high quality of INIS output products. The Programme, generally carried 
out through training seminars and workshops, includes various aspects of the INIS philosophy 
and operations. Literature selection and collection, bibliographic description, subject analysis, 
usage of the Database and other output products, information management, privileges and 
responsibilities of INIS membership, nuclear energy information through the Internet, etc. are 
a few of the topics covered in training courses. The workshops also provide a forum for 
discussion of specific matters and challenges experienced by INIS centre staff and offer the 
opportunity to network and participate in regional co-operation. 

In 1997, in order to assume year-round training capability, the INIS Secretariat provided 
INIS members with a PC-based Training Package. The Package is a self-contained, step-by-
step guide to input preparation with working examples and self-testing exercises. It is 
available on CD-ROM and is designed for individualized, self-paced training. Text displayed 
on the screen is in English; however, sound versions are available in English, French and 
Spanish. 

The INIS Distance Learning Program (DLP) was launched to the INIS Members on 
December 2000. The Program provides comprehensive instructions about input preparation. It 
consist of two courses, subject analysis and bibliographic description, which includes 
instructions on electronic full-text submission. The INIS Distance Learning program provides 
basic training, while the classroom training will provide advanced training course and respond 
to specific needs of the INIS Members. 

3 INIS IN SLOVENIA 

The Slovenian Local INIS point is Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration (SNSA). 
SNSA has access to all products and services for all users in Slovenia free of charge. 
Products and services: 
• INIS Atomindex file – available at SNSA. The basic INIS output product is the INIS 

Atomindex file. This file is made available free of charge to all INIS Members. The INIS 
Secretariat has an Internet FTP server to distribute information; after each weekly 
production cycle, a new file is loaded on the FTP server and INIS Liaison Officers are 
informed via e-mail. For INIS centres who do not have FTP facilities, the INIS Secretariat 
sends INIS Atomindex files and INIS Authorities on CD-ROM. 

• INIS Database on the Internet - Database is available via the Internet on the IAEA host 
at http://www.iaea.org/inis/, under a Web-based retrieval software. It is updated weekly, 
with an average annual increase of 70 000 to 80 000 records. The basic features of the 
service are: 
• searchable with a Web Browser that supports the "JavaScript 1.1" standard or more; 
• different search interfaces to accommodate different user requirements and levels of 

expertise; 
• current awareness services; saving queries for future execution; 
• links to full text delivery sources; 

http://www.iaea.org/inis/
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• update frequency: weekly. 
The INIS Online Service is available on a subscription basis and only within INIS 
Member States and co-operating international organisations participating in INIS.  
In Slovenia it is available from those libraries: 

• University Library Maribor,  
• Faculty of Law Maribor,  
• Library of Technical Faculties Maribor,  
• Central Biotechnical Library,  
• Nova Gorica Polytechnic,  
• Central Medical Library, 
• Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration, 
• Central Technical Library and the network of University of Ljubljana libraries 

are in process of obtaining the access to the INIS Database on Internet. 
• INIS Database on CD-ROM – available at IJS Science Information Centre and SNSA.  
• INIS Non-Conventional Literature on CD-ROM – available at SNSA.  
 

Liaison Officer at INIS Centre in Slovenia is responsible for the preparation of input of 
items published in Slovenia that falls within the INIS subject scope, and submission to the 
Secretariat in accordance with the rules.  

INIS Centre in Slovenia started with contributions in 1998. The inputs to the INIS 
Database  are covering: 
• Nuclear and Radiological Safety in Slovenia – Annual Reports, 
• Regional Meetings: International Conference Nuclear Energy in Central Europe, 
• Some Thesis (Ph.D) and 
• Proceedings of the International Workshop on Anharmonic Properties of High-Tc 

Cuprates. 
In preparation is journal “Radiology and Oncology”.  
Figure 3 shows input to INIS Database in Slovenia.  

 
Figure 3: Input to INIS Database in Slovenia 

 
Authors from scientific work published in Slovenia or meetings held in Slovenia but 

published elsewhere (e.g. Singapore) are invited to cooperate with Liaison Officer. The first 
step is to inform us of such literature.  
The next step would be to provide: 

• copy of the work to SNSA or original which SNSA will return, 
• an abstract summarising the information contained in the item in Slovenian and in 

English and  
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• at least 10 descriptors (key words).  
Organisations and authors who are interested for the preparing of input of items for INIS 
Database are welcomed to contact Liaison Officers at INIS Centre at SNSA for help and 
instructions. 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 

 INIS is the world leading information system on the peaceful uses of nuclear energy 
with more than 2.3 million items and among them 550 000 scientific reports, dissertations, 
brochures and patents. From our experiences the usage of this database in Slovenia is 
insufficient. Information from the INIS Database can be obtained from Local  INIS centre 
(SNSA), trough Internet, by subscription and from seven university libraries. With regard to 
the number of scientists involved in the field of nuclear science and technology and new 
access from university libraries we expect wider usage of INIS Database.  
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ABSTRACT 

NEK is currently using a standard format of operation’s Technical Specifications - STS 
(based on NUREG-0452), which are planned to be converted into Improved Technical 
Specifications – ITS (based on NUREG-1431). To facilitate the development of individual 
ITS, each reactor vendor owners group (OG) and the NRC staff developed improved standard 
TS (ISTS). For Westinghouse plants, the ISTS are published as NUREG-1431, and this 
document is going to be the basis for the new NEK ITS. 

It has been recognized that nuclear safety in all plants would benefit from improvement 
and standardization of ITS, so this was also addressed and recognized by the NRC. There are 
several plants around Europe and US, which have replaced the format into ITS which brings a 
lot of improvements and practical value in operations. 

The main objective of conversion is to completely rewrite, reformat, and streamline the 
existing STS. Emphasis is placed on human factors principles to improve clarity and 
understanding. The Bases section will be significantly expanded to clarify and better explain 
the purpose and foundation of each specification.  

There might be some proposed changes to the existing STS that deviated from the ITS 
in NUREG-1431 and constitute a relaxation of the existing STS. Each of these additional 
proposed changes will be described and evaluated in amendment application and justified on 
a case-by-case basis. 

Since the NEK is going to operate for more than 20 year without considering life 
extension, such conversion will be beneficial for operation personnel as well as regulation, 
surveillance and focus on operation’s safety. At the present, only preliminary plan of STS 
conversion exists, showing the time frame of approximately 2 years of conversion process and 
numerous tasks that need to be performed. The plan is to begin with process in year 2004 and 
finish project in 2006, which means use of new ITS in main control room in year 2007. 
Beside the main process of conversion, there are also two bigger processes that need to be 
finished and fully applied: training to use ITS and implementation of document changes at 
plant (USAR, procedures, programs, Technical Requirement Manual - TRM etc.) which are 
time and man-power consuming processes.  

707.1 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Krško Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) is currently using a standard format of operation’s 
Technical Specifications - STS (based on NUREG-0452), which are planned to be converted 
into Improved Technical Specifications – ITS (based on NUREG-1431). For Westinghouse 
plants, which is also the case at Krško NPP, the ISTS are published as NUREG-1431, and this 
document is going to be the basis for the new NEK ITS. 

 
The main objective of conversion is to completely rewrite, reformat, and streamline the 

existing STS. Emphasis is placed on human factors principles to improve clarity and 
understanding. The Bases section will be significantly expanded to clarify and better explain 
the purpose and foundation of each specification. The proposed changes from the existing TS 
will be grouped into four general categories, as follows: 
1. Non-technical (administrative) changes, which are intended to make the ITS easier to 
use for plant operations personnel. They will be purely editorial in nature or will involve the 
movement or reformatting of requirements without affecting technical content. 
2. Relocation of some requirements, which includes items that are in the existing NEK 
STS but do not meet the criteria set in the policy for inclusion in the ITS. In general, this 
mean the relocation of items from the NEK TS to the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
(USAR), appropriate plant-specific programs, procedures and ITS Bases (based on NUREG-
1431). Once these items will be relocated by removing them from the STS to NEK-controlled 
documents, the NEK may revise them under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 process. 
3. More restrictive requirements, which will consist of proposed NEK ITS items that are 
either more conservative than corresponding requirements in the existing NEK STS, or are 
additional restrictions which are not in the existing NEK STS but are contained in NUREG-
1431. Examples of more restrictive requirements could be: placing a Limiting Condition for 
Operation (LCO) on plant equipment that is not required by the present TS; more restrictive 
requirements to restore inoperable equipment; and more restrictive surveillance requirements. 
4. Less restrictive requirements, which will be relaxations of corresponding requirements 
in the existing NEK STS, which provided little or no safety benefit and are placing 
unnecessary burdens in NEK STS. These relaxations are mainly the result of generic NRC 
action or other analyses. They will be justified on a case-by-case basis for NEK Safety 
Evaluation (SE), which will be issued with the license amendment. 

In addition to the changes described above, there might be some proposed changes to 
the existing STS that deviated from the ITS in NUREG-1431 and constitute a relaxation of 
the existing STS. Each of these additional proposed changes will be described and evaluated 
in amendment application and justified on a case-by-case basis. 

Since the NEK is going to operate for more than 20 year without considering life 
extension, such conversion will be beneficial for operation personnel as well as regulation, 
surveillance and focus on operation’s safety. At the present, only preliminary plan of STS 
conversion exists, showing the time frame of approximately 2 years of conversion process and 
numerous tasks that need to be performed. The plan is to begin with process in year 2004 and 
finish project in 2006, which means use of new ITS in main control room in year 2007. 
Beside the main process of conversion, there are also two bigger processes that need to be 
finished and fully applied: training to use ITS and implementation of document changes at 
plant (USAR, procedures, programs, Technical Requirement Manual - TRM etc.) which are 
time and man-power consuming processes. 
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2 CONVERSION PROCESS 

2.1 Regulatory Background 

The proposed action will replace the existing Krško NPP Technical Specifications (TS) 
in their entirety with a new set of TS based on NUREG–1431, “Standard Technical 
Specifications Westinghouse Plants,” [1]. It has been recognized that nuclear safety in all 
plants would benefit from improvement and standardization of TS. The proposed changes 
from the existing TS can be grouped into four general categories, as follows: 

1. Non-technical (administrative) changes, 
2. Relocation of requirements, 
3. More restrictive requirements, 
4. Less restrictive requirements, 

Changes that are administrative in nature won’t have effect on the technical content of the TS. 
The added value will be in increased clarity and understanding to the TS and is expected to 
improve the operator’s control of the plant in normal and accident conditions. 
Relocation of requirements to licensee-controlled documents will not change the requirements 
themselves. Future changes to these requirements will be made by the licensee under 10CFR 
50.59 or, which ensures continued maintenance of adequate requirements.  
Changes involving more restrictive requirements will be such to enhance the safety of plant 
operations. Changes involving less restrictive requirements will be reviewed individually.  
 
Part of conversion process is based on 10CFR50.36 “Technical Specifications” [2], which 
defines the criteria for relocation of TS Limiting Conditions for operation (LCO’s). A TS 
LCO of a nuclear reactor must satisfy one or more of the following criteria: 
Criterion 1.  Installed instrumentation that is used to detect, and indicate in the control 

room, a significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure 
boundary. 

Criterion 2.  A process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that is an initial 
condition of a design basis accident or transient analysis that either assumes 
the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product 
barrier. 

Criterion 3.  A structure, system, or component that is part of the primary success path and 
which functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient 
that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a 
fission product barrier. 

Criterion 4.  A structure, system, or component which operating experience or probabilistic 
risk assessment has shown to be significant to public health and safety. 

 
The above listed criteria have significant value for ITS conversion process and consequential 
relocation of LCO’s. 
Nuclear Energy Institute issued a guideline for ITS process “NEI 96-06 IMPROVED 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS CONVERSION GUIDANCE” [3], which will be a 
baseline guide for Krško NPP conversion process. 
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2.2 General ITS Conversion Process 

The ITS conversion process is performed in two steps; preparation phase and approval 
and licensing phase. 

Preparation phase is a process from the beginning to license amendment request to the 
regulatory body. Approval and licensing phase starts with licensing amendment request and 
ends with actual implementation of ITS. Worldwide practices shows that time required to 
implement both phases of ITS conversion is about 20 to 30 months. 
 
Preparation phase: 
 
Preparation phase represents the selection, review, conversion and evaluation of STS in 
manner to perform ITS conversion. In general there are steps as follows: 
 
a) TS selection criteria (10CFR50.36): Based on reference [2] there are LCO’s in STS 

that could be relocated or eliminated from STS to other plant documents [4]. Based on 
criteria and standard LCO list requirements, a special matrix must be developed to 
perform selection of LCO’s that could be relocated. An example of such matrix for 
LCO 3.4.5 is shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Example of TS selection criteria application 

 

TS Criteria Application Summary: LCO 3.4.5 Steam Generators 
Subject Specification: LCO 3.4.5 
Corresponding NUREG 1431 Rev.2 Specification: LCO 3.4.4, LCO 3.4.5, LCO 3.4.6 
Criterion: 

Applicable? 
Criterion 1: Instrumentation for Detection of RCPB 
Degradation 

No 

Criterion 2: Initial Condition of DBA or Transient No 
Criterion 3: Mitigating Feature (SSC) of DBA or 
Transient 

No 

Criterion 4: Significant Contributor (SSC) to Risk No 
WCAP-11618 + Addendum 1 page reference: 3-80, 3-81, B-4, B-7 
Discussion: 
 
Detailed description of reasons that certain LCO is retained or relocated from STS. 
New location of LCO: N/A 

 
b) Development of ITS: This phase represents creation of new ITS text and ITS Bases 

text in a format which is defined in [1] and complies with requirements given in [5]. 
The final product is an electronic and paper format of new ITS for the plant, which is 
going to be used after final approval. 

c) Mark-up of the existing STS: The main idea is to develop a marked-up document 
(bases on NPP Krško STS), where changes in text are marked in a systematic way. 
Format changes are not the subject of such mark-up, because it is less important and 
thus important text changes will be hidden. Changes are divided into several 
categories, like: 
A – Administrative, 
M – More Restrictive, 
R – Relocated, 
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L – Less Restrictive, 
LA – Removed Detail 
Each category has sequence numbering ## (like R##, or M##). After each section or 
subsection of ITS there is a table with listed changes and short descriptions of their 
purpose. 

d) Mark-up of the ITS: The process is very similar as one described in item c), except that 
basic document is NUREG 1431. Changes are put on text of standard ITS in 
comparison with new plant specific ITS. Reasons are different, such as specific data, 
specific equipment, current licensing basis, terminology etc. Usually there is great 
deviation in Bases text, where amount of information is significantly bigger that in STS 
and specific items are required to be described in detail. 

e) Road Map Document: The purpose of this document is to develop a useful tool, which 
helps reviewers and other involved people during conversion process. Actually this is a 
table where based on STS LCO’s their relocation LCO’s and criteria are listed. 

f) Safety Evaluation: Based on No Significant Hazards Considerations process [6] the 
evaluation of each particular change or group of changes must be developed. This 
process could be avoided by independent review with independent personnel in plant or 
from external institution. 

 
Approval and licensing phase: 
 
This phase represents the review of ITS package documents by regulatory institution and 
development of plant specific documents, procedures, training and other preparations at plant. 
After amendment request there is a time frame of regulatory body review and approval of the 
ITS. Plant use this time to perform some other tasks, such as: 
• Development and revision of procedures and programs (surveillance, system 

operating, maintenance, general operations, administrative procedures etc). 
Implementation of ITS require development and revision of plant programs like 
(TRM, COLR, PTLR). 

• Training: plant personnel shall be introduced and trained based on new ITS: RO, SRO, 
STA, operations personnel, engineering, management and technical operations 
personnel. 

• Development of TRM: Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) plays significant role 
in ITS conversion process. Most of requirements from STS are relocated into TRM, 
which has status of plant program. The format is very similar like STS or ITS, but 
changes could be made based on 10CFR50.59. 

After official approval of ITS by regulatory body, there is usually a post implementation 
review done by regulatory body. 
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2.3 ITS implementation plan for NPP Krško 

In general NPP Krško conversion project will follow practices described in Section 2.2. 
There are some specific issues, which requires very specific steps within the project. 
Licensing process requires involvement of authorized institution for independent review. In 
addition there are a lot of specific STS issues, which must be considered within the project. 
The need and benefit of the ITS implementation could be justified by the wide range of facts. 
Program MERITS (Methodically Engineered, Restructured and Improved Technical 
Specifications) uses more understandable improved format, written in table format with 
extended and sophisticated description of Bases. Logical operators (and/or) bring reliable and 
non-ambiguous directions in LCO’s. A lot of less-important issues are relocated to other plant 
programs to make operators job more understandable, clear and easier. Beside this operator 
benefits, there are many relaxations in surveillance requirements and action completition 
times based on probability and consequences of events related to this systems. 
 
MERITS benefits are: 
Increase in safety: 

• Easier and better format of ITS – minimize human (operator) mistakes and bring 
better understanding of required actions, 

• Emphasize on important issues – all issues with lower importance are relocated or 
deleted from ITS. That means that plant operations are less sensitive on some 
unimportant and less-important LCO’s, which could possibly require plant shutdown, 
power reductions and unnecessary actions (tests for example) affecting equipment 
aging. 

• The knowledge database is very increased by new Bases. That brings a lot of 
understanding to the background of ITS. Again, this is benefit for plant safety and 
minimize human error probability. 

Plant operability increase: 
• New format requires about 40% less LCO’s. This means less potential limits for 

operations, fewer costs for licensing in future, less possibility for actions, which could 
affect reliable plant operations. 

• Relaxation of surveillance requirements and lower frequency of surveillances 
minimize plant equipment ageing, possibilities for equipment failures and 
consequentially long term stable operation of the plant. Beside this operation benefits 
there are less manpower requirements for performance of surveillance testing, which 
are proportional to operation costs. 

• Increase of AOT (Allowable Outage Times) for plant equipment is a great benefit for 
plant operations. In some cases allowable outage times didn’t allow operators to 
perform needed actions within reasonable time frames. ITS AOT is more flexible from 
the operator point of view. 

• Reduction in number of actions that require plant transients or plant shutdown. 
• Reduction in number of reportable events 
• Reduction in number of possible re-licensing items (TRM, Bases could be changed 

without regulatory body approval, based on 10CFR50.59). 
 
NEK project will fully follow generic approach with some minor deviations. Basic steps are 
shown on Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: NEK ITS Conversion Project Plan 
 
 
2.4 Conclusions 

NEK is in process of project plan development and considering possibilities and reference 
experience. The implementation would be definitely improvement in safety, better operations, 
reliability of plant, optimized surveillance and unnecessary cost for plant transients and 
shutdown. 
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Long-term benefit could be estimated to cover project costs. 
Since NPP Krško is US design plant and plant has followed US regulations and practices, 
there is natural choice to follow US regulatory and industry practice in development of ITS as 
described above. 
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ABSTRACT 

Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration (SNSA) has developed computer database and 
the procedure for following-up and investigating external nuclear operating experience 
and administrative requirements. The SNSA's primary goal is to investigate safety 
significant events in due time, to analyze them from the regulatory point of view and to 
ensure that meaningful lessons be learned and used for improvement of the safe operation of 
Slovenian Nuclear Power Plant Krško. Moreover, we intend to make uniform format and 
method for reporting broader spectrum of events analyzed including low level event 
reporting.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

After the establishment of the procedure [1] the SNSA has been training its personnel 
for efficient use. The SNSA proactively gathers the useful information about nuclear events 
from different sources like US Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC) notices and event 
notification reports [2], IAEA Incident Reporting system (IRS) [3], NucNet News, Nucleonics 
Week, Nuclear News Flashes, INES, Nuclear Engineering International, NYTimes.com, 
reports of the consultant's meetings organized by the IAEA on precursor analysis for the 
enhancement of operational safety [4], etc.  

The purpose of the SNSA investigation of external nuclear operating experience is 
many-sided: 

 
• Identification of unresolved operational safety questions worldwide and their applicability 

for our NPP Krško (NEK). The fundamental regulatory body aim is to increase the safety 
and availability of the NPP; 

• Search for optimal expert solutions for unresolved operational safety questions also at 
foreign regulatory bodies and/or nuclear power plant's operators; 

• Search for solutions of unresolved safety questions, particularly in identifications of 
causes and mechanisms of failures and/or errors, possible corrective actions,  inspection 
methods and procedures; 

• Improvement of expert knowledge about accident scenarios and transients, behavior of the 
components, systems and plant personnel in such conditions and efficient use of this 
expert knowledge for analyses, evaluations, decisions and preparation for eventual 
accidental and/or emergency events. 
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2 SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE 
 
2.1 The scope of the procedure 

 
The fundamental aim of the procedure is to facilitate our systematic worldwide 

operating experience monitoring, to establish effective operating experience feedback (OEF) 
program and to contribute to improving safety, availability and reliability of our NPP. By 
using the procedure the SNSA permanently finds out nuclear power plant systems, 
components and human performance that could be improved. The majority of events 
information are common and do not require additional investigation.  

 
2.2 The holder responsibilities and screening evaluation criteria 

 
For the procedure accurate implementation the SNSA director establishes the so-called  

holder of the procedure. He actively searches for applicable documents and event reports 
through relevant international databases. After successful documents screening, holder in the 
OEF computer database records all safety-relevant events.  

The responsibilities of the procedure holder are schematically presented in the figure 1. 
The holder’s main goals are expert screening of all documents on the basis of developed 
evaluation criteria (also presented in the figure 1) and coordination of the whole work in the 
course of procedure implementation. Some important evaluation criteria for selecting 
events/reports for further in depth investigation are: 

 
• Does contents of the document discuss important safety-related event? 
• Does document discuss important safety culture event? 
• Does document discuss new administrative requirements? 
• Does document discuss information important for nuclear safety and radiation 

protection? 
 
If the answer on any of the above mentioned questions is positive the document is 

selected for further evaluation. 
Moreover, the holder can divide events for further in depth investigation in some 

categories:  
 

♦ Safety significant events such as: accidents, severe transients, failure of safety systems & 
safety equipment, human errors leading to uncontrolled release of radioactive material or 
major exposure of personnel to radiation, events besides design basis where potential or 
actual significant degradation of barriers are possible.  

♦ Precursor significant events such as: malfunction or improper operation of normally 
operating and/or protection systems, recurrent minor deviations, some similar error likely 
situations. 

♦ Trending significant events such as: low level events, near misses, frequent similar 
deviations and human errors. 

♦ Lessons learned significant events such as specific events (like some of above 
mentioned types) that by important lessons learned will help us to prevent its recurrence 
or occurrence of serious plant’s safety reduction events. 

  
As a result of expert document screening the holder specifies important events/reports 

that should be further in depth investigated.  
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Figure 1: The holder responsibilities and procedure's evaluation  criteria for following 

and investigating external nuclear operating experience 
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3 THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROCEDURE 
 
In the first stage of the procedure implementation the holder of the procedure estimates 

which of the gathered information have applicable contents. In the case of safety-related 
events reported worldwide by licensees or regulatory bodies the holder systematically 
estimates information according to the procedure. The important safety-related events are in 
due time investigated by the SNSA operating experience technical experts team. The team is 
specifically composed for each case from selected group of experts. On the basis of the expert 
analysis they determine possible regulatory actions, administrative requirements and 
education of personnel from events lessons learned. 

The SNSA director oversees the course of procedure implementation. He assesses and 
approves from the expert team suggested possible solutions and administrative measures. 
Also he can propose additional regulatory requirements for appropriate solution of the 
problem or he initiates education’s activities for SNSA’s employees from events lessons 
learned. 

After finishing of all OEF activities the evaluator(s) in cooperation with the procedure 
holder and team members prepares the final report. By that the process of procedure 
implementation is completed. 

 
3.1 Short description of the form 

 
In the course of the procedure development we have composed the form presented in 

table 1 for facilitating implementation of the procedure. The holder after document screening, 
denotation, identification and decision on applicability of the problem/event writes particular 
classification of the event and useful references in the form. 

Then the evaluator(s) and/or inspector find out temporary status of the categorized event 
at the SNSA and at the plant. After detailed investigation of the problem they fill in the form 
with findings description. Furthermore,  the evaluator in cooperation with holder proposes the 
possible solutions, actions and urgency of the proposed measures. 

In the case that SNSA has implemented administrative measures and regulatory 
requirements, the implementation of activities is being tracked and its completion is recorded 
in the short final report in the form. The last step of the procedure implementation is approval 
of accomplished activities. 
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Table 1: The procedure form for investigating external nuclear power plants operating 

experience and administrative requirements 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FOLLOWING AND INVESTIGATING EXTERNAL OPERATING
EXPERIENCE AND ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

SNSA
Denotation:                                    Holder:                                                  Date:
A: IDENTIFICATION
Address:
Original document denotation:

Place of the document:

Type of the
 document:

NRC
RIS   NI 
IN 

BL 
NUREG 

IAEA
INES   IRS 

TECDOC 
INFCIRC 

Others:
EPRI   OECD/NEA 
NUCNET 

Description/Requirements:

PROBLEM DEFINITION
System Component Others

REFERENCE:
B: DOCUMENT EVALUATION

COORDINATORS
Evaluator Inspector

Name:
Signature:

B1: STATUS at SNSA – FINDINGS DESCRIPTION
Evaluator

Date: Signature: Date: Signature:
B2: STATUS at NPP – FINDINGS DESCRIPTION

Evaluator Inspector

Date: Signature: Date: Signature:
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C: PROPOSITION of SOLUTIONS and MEASURES
Evaluator

                                                                                                       URGENCY of ACTIONS:
                                                                                       URGENT   CURRENT   AT REGULAR OUTAGE 

Date: Signature: Date: Signature:

D: ACTIVITY TRACKING

ACTIVITY PLANNING ACTIVITY PERFORMING
Date: Signature:I)

Report/Comment:

Date: Signature:II)

Report/Comment:

Date: Signature:III)

Report/Comment:

ACTIVITY PLAN APPROVING
Director signature: Date:

E: ACTIVITY COMPLETING

FINAL REPORT

Name: Date: Signature:

APPROVAL of ACCOMPLISHED ACTIVITIES
Director signature: Date:
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ABSTRACT 

 
Agglomerations of fuel containing materials (FCM – alloys, core fragments etc.) are 

located inside the Sarcophagus (Shelter)of the ChNPP unit 4, which was destroyed by a 
beyond-design basis accident. Based on conservative assessments, these materials contain 
about 200 tons of nuclear materials (NM). These agglomerations are currently in a sub-critical 
configuration, but the Shelter does not provide conditions as would be required by regulations 
for safe storing of high-level waste (HLW) and NM. Though the risk of criticality is minimal, 
application of regulatory requirements would provide additional assurance of safety.     

Requirements to assure sub-criticality while storing NM are established in the 
regulatory documents of Ukraine for ordinary storage facilities. These have been used in 
general for the Shelter, but certain specifics need to be considered such as the un-organized 
location of NM agglomerations, the complexity of their access, potential collapse of concrete 
structures, and openings in the Shelter confining shell.  

To reduce effectively the criticality hazard ChNPP should avoid water intrusion into 
FCM agglomerations beyond the amount for which criticality is possible, provide measures to 
prevent structural collapse in premises with FCM as well as substantial changes in FCM 
physical and chemical composition, provide reliable monitoring of nuclear safety (NS) 
parameters in premises with FCM, provide measures for active control of FCM subcriticality, 
in particular, introduction of neutron absorbing material.    

This report covers the usage of regulatory requirements to minimise the potential for 
criticality within FCM agglomerations inside the existing Sarcophagus and, in future, inside 
the New Safe Confinement (NSC), the construction of which is planned according to the 
International Shelter Implementation Plan (SIP). 
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1 MAIN PRINCIPLES AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS TO PREVENT 
CRITICALITY  

 
Safety goals, principles, and criteria established for ensuring of NS are reasonable to 

apply in measures provided for by SIP. However, due to the unique nature of the Shelter, 
some criteria cannot be applied directly and in full scope. This goals, principles, and criteria 
are determined in the corresponding laws and regulatory documents of Ukraine [1-7]. In 
addition, these goals, principles, and criteria are established in the documents exclusively 
dedicated to the Shelter [8-11].  

Currently, the Shelter is classified as a temporary storage facility for unorganised 
radioactive waste (RW), which undergoes stabilization and reconstruction [7]. 

Assurance of NS requires creation and maintenance of conditions to prevent  the 
criticality and limit its consequences, should it occur [4].  

Criticality of the system which contains NM is measured by effective multiplication 
factor of neutrons, Кef..  

Assurance of NS is achieved if [4]: 
− criticality is excluded during routine conditions and in the event of any single 

deviation, violation, or failure of equipment, or control means; 
− uncontrolled accumulations, movements, transfer, treatment, and transportation of 

nuclear material are excluded; 
− the established parameters on nuclear criticality safety are monitored; 
− the complex of technical and administrative means adequately provides for 

mitigating consequences of criticality should it occur. 
In management of NM, NS should be provided [4] by technical limitations on any of the 

following parameters:    
− NM mass; 
− NM concentration; 
− NM isotope or nuclide composition; 
− mass ratio of neutron moderators in NM; 
− geometric form and dimensions of agglomerations containing NM; 
− reflectors and FCM location. 
To provide NS, homogeneous or heterogeneous neutron absorbers should be used.    
Physical parameters, for which the limits are established to provide NS, are called NS 

parameters.     
[4] has established also the requirement that all limits on parameters of NM, equipment, 

packages should be monitored.   
According to [4, 5], Кef should not exceed 0,95 in normal operation conditions under 

single initial event.     
It has been determined, for example in [8], that the activities on the management of 

FCM at the Shelter facility should be directed to developing measures and realizing projects 
with regard to: 

− final identification of FCM location and determination of their quantity, composition 
and physical and chemical properties; 

− measuring and modelling (simulating ) physical and chemical processes which take 
place in FCM in order to predict their behaviour; 

− preventive reduction of Кef if their quantitative values cannot be determined by 
measurements; 

− setting up a reliable system of FCM reactivity control and management.  
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2 APPLICABILITY OF THE REGULATION REQUIREMENTS ON 
NUCLEAR SAFETY TO SHELTER (EXISTING PROBLEMS AND NATURE OF 
THE SOLUTION) 
 

During the accident the reactor core was completely destroyed and fuel was relocated 
inside and outside the Unit 4 in the following forms: 

− core fragments, i. e., fuel assemblies and their fragments ejected from the reactor; 
− fuel containing lava-like mass as consequence of fuel melt-down; 
− finely dispersed highly-active fuel dust as consequence of long-term FCM 

degradation; 
 The Southern Fuel Basin contains spent fuel in 129 cassettes. There are 48 fresh fuel 
assemblies in the reactor hall. The water in the basin is absent, apparently, because of 
disruption of its integrity following the accident. 
 Isotopes of uranium and transuranium elements are contained in water inside the 
Shelter.  

At present no work is conducted at the Shelter on FCM removal or processing and FCM 
management is reduced to storage of uncontrolled accumulations of radioactive waste 
containing NM within the premises of the facility.   

  It is difficult to perform quantitative assessments of parameters that characterise NS of 
FCM agglomerations in specific premises of the Shelter because of incomplete information on 
exact location and geometry of FCM, NM mass in agglomerations, moderator mass ratio, 
quantity of neutron absorbing materials (NAM), reflectors, etc.     

According to [12] values of Kef which were obtained on the basis of passive neutron 
methods indicate Kef to be less than 0.4 for all FCM, and Kef  values obtained on the basis of 
active neutron methods are lower than the sensitivity threshold  - 0,7. 

Calculations using the physical model of FCM state have confirmed that all FCM 
agglomerations are in deeply subcritical state. The maximum value of Kef does not exceed 
0.3.   

Now all the Shelter premises containing NM have been classified by level of nuclear 
danger. The most nuclear-hazardous FCM agglomerations are those generated in the central 
hall (CH) and sub-reactor premises where criticality cannot be excluded in certain events due 
to lack of appropriate information.       

FCM agglomerations in the CH have not been studied, and to date the quantity of NM 
or their exact location is unknown.    

As to agglomerations in sub-reactor premises, geometry of the premises and volumes of 
FCM located in certain of them allow generating hypothetical compositions (minimum 
“critical spheres” with optimal ratio FCM and water are reviewed as a rule). Moreover, in 
case of destruction of barriers between premises, combination of FCM agglomerations may 
happen that may also lead to criticality if water is available as moderator/reflector.       

One of the required conditions for criticality is ingress  of a large quantity of water into 
FCM agglomerations. 

The atmospheric precipitation is one key source of moisture ingress into the Shelter 
through the light roof above the northern and southern drum separators and from the cascade 
wall (about 2000 m3 /year). The second major source of moisture ingress is condensate. 
During the period May to August, when the temperature of the air entering the Shelter is 
higher than that of the walls and structures at the lower levels, the upper limit of condensed 
moisture is about 1700 m3 /year. About 270 m3 of water per year is released from the dust 
suppression system.  The moisture is removed from Shelter by evaporation mechanisms 
during the period September to April. The maximum moisture volume which will be 
evaporated during the above period is 2000 m3 /year. From these assessments, it can be stated 
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that evaporation is the dominant mechanism and optimisation of temperature conditions 
allows reduction of moisture inside the Shelter.  

Therefore, there is a potential for criticality in FCM agglomerations at the Shelter, 
however, probability of such event is estimated as a very low. First of all this is related to the 
fact that premises with FCM agglomerations are unsealed and critical configuration could be 
generated if these premises are flooded by water of one meter and more.  

Along with water ingress, if geometry of FCM agglomerations is changed, the criticality 
may occur.   

Estimating applicability of the requirements presented in section 2 for NS assurance in 
NM storage, one should note that now, according to well defined reasons, it is impossible to 
assure NS by introducing limits on:     

− geometric form, dimensions and location of agglomerations; 
− NM parameters (mass, concentration, isotope composition, etc.). 
On the whole, under the Shelter conditions NS can be provided only by restricting mass 

proportion of neutron moderators (in particular, water) in FMC agglomerations and by using 
neutron absorbers.      

For the reasons addressed above, water monitoring inside the Shelter and especially in 
premises which contain FCM, measures to be taken for minimisation of water ingress in 
specific areas, and development of a water management system capable of treating highly 
active water are priorities to improve Shelter safety.  

SIP Task 13 covers reduction (exclusion) of hazards related to water ingress into the 
Shelter. The first stage of the SIP, within this task, has researched water in the Shelter, 
processes of its movement inside the Shelter, and water characteristics. Based on the results of 
this research, a set of measures will be developed at the second phase of the SIP regarding 
reduction of water ingress in the Shelter, its removal (pumping out) from the Shelter, etc.     
These measures are aimed at NS assurance as well.   

Therefore, implementing measures within SIP Task 13, the regulatory requirements 
may be fulfilled, at least partially, concerning water limitation as neutron moderator in FCM 
agglomerations, as well as water monitoring.      

One of the principles for NS assurance is monitoring of the established NS parameters 
and their limits mainly by technical means. As it has been stated, within SIP Task 13, water 
monitoring will be provided, namely in premises with FCM agglomerations. However, 
because these premises are difficult to access, because of chaotic character of FCM 
agglomerations, lack of information on content of these agglomerations, piles of debris and 
materials with FCM under them, etc., it is impossible that necessary scope of water 
monitoring be provided.    

Intensities of neutron and gamma radiation are possible parameters that reflect neutron-
physical processes in FCM agglomerations. 

The following is being monitored now at the Shelter: 
− exposure dose rate of gamma-radiation (EDR); 
− neutron flux density (NFD).  
Monitoring points are installed in premises with the main FCM generation (in 

particular, in the central hall, reactor area, sub-reactor premises). However, the existing 
monitoring systems are unreliable and have exceeded their intended lifetime, and do not 
provide sufficient monitoring scope.    

Now, an Integrated Automated Monitoring System (IAMS) is being developed within 
the SIP that, among other systems, includes NS monitoring system (NSMS). The IAMS 
conceptual design has been developed and approved by the regulatory authority. The NSMS, 
which is included in the IAMS, should monitor EDR and NFD. The scope of such monitoring 
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should cover all unsafe FCM accumulation areas where critical configurations are 
theoretically possible.  

Now, the measures are implemented at the Shelter intended to keep FCM 
agglomerations in sub-critical state by preventive injection of NAM (0,1% of gadolinium 
nitrate solution). Gadolinium nitrate is injected by the gadolinium solution injection system 
into the reactor area and by the dust suppression system. To prevent criticality resulting from 
sudden water flooding of FCM agglomerations in the most dangerous premises, the system 
for neutron absorber solution injection has been provided. However, these facilities do not 
cover all unsafe FCM agglomerations. Application of neutron-absorber solutions is provided 
only to the surface of agglomerations.  

At present, the Shelter practically does not have sufficient information on NAM in FCM 
agglomerations. The existing data specify NAM only on the surface of FCM agglomerations. 
Moreover, during water research inside the Shelter the conclusions have been made that 
multi-charged cations of heavy metals (e.g. gadolinium) at high pH values would hydrolyse or 
produce insoluble compounds with phosphate or carbonate ions, and, then, they would 
precipitate. This phenomenon can reduce effectiveness of NAM injection system.    

At present the work has begun within SIP to design a new safe confinement (NSC) to be 
constructed over the existing Shelter.   

One of the NSC tasks is to prevent water intrusion from precipitation into the Shelter to 
improve nuclear safety. However, it could be insufficient to assure only NSC containment 
without monitoring and assuring appropriate temperature-moisture mode to prevent larger 
amounts of water reaching FCM accumulations.      

The important issue to be resolved is to prevent criticality as a consequence of collapse 
(destruction) of FCM agglomerations, including generation of dust during long-term storage 
of FCM in NSC. 

In developing the conceptual design for FCM removal and management of radioactive 
waste within SIP Task 19 and 20 (including high-level waste management), principles and 
requirements for NS assurance described in section 2 should be applied in full scope.   

 
3            CONCLUSION 
 

ChNPP should provide the following measures to prevent criticality of FCM 
agglomerations inside the existing Sarcophagus and, in future, inside the New Safe 
Confinement (NSC):   

− Avoid water intrusion into FCM agglomerations beyond the amount for which 
criticality is possible. Annually, approximately 2000 tons of water enters the Shelter as the 
consequence of precipitation and condensation, and evaporation. It is required that ingress of 
precipitation be prevented by the NSC and that the necessary temperature-humidity mode be 
established. The measures for active control of FCM subcriticality need to be investigated 
more carefully and may also be required, particularly introduction of neutron absorbing 
material.    

− Provide reliable monitoring of NS parameters in premises with FCM. The most 
hazardous FCM accumulation is currently monitored only partially. A new FCM monitoring 
system should reliably measure in the required scope the intensity of neutron fluxes and 
gamma-radiation. The water management system should also provide water monitoring in 
premises with FCM.   

− Provide measures to prevent structural collapse in premises with FCM as well as 
substantial changes in FCM physical and chemical composition (alloy destruction, dust 
generation etc.). Such inadvertent processes, which exist currently in the Shelter, are related to 
water movement and temperature impact.     
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Resolution of the above-listed and other tasks allows providing required conditions to leave 
FCM untouched within NSC for a long time while a technological complex is being creating 
for future FCM removal.      
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ABSTRACT 

The main task of the Early Warning System in Slovenia is to warn the competent 
authorities of the increase of external radiation. Only an efficient EWS can cope with the 
situation that we have in case of nuclear or radiation accident. For such purposes the 
measuring locations have to fulfil some basic radiation monitoring criteria (population 
density, distance from NPP, precipitation, land use). In this article the results of each criterion 
as well as the total set is described. The results of the applied criteria are presented with 
colour contour images. The purpose of this article is to allocate the critical areas on the 
territory of Slovenia that have to be considered in final determination of the appropriate 
measuring locations. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration (SNSA) is the regulatory body responsible for 
nuclear and radiation safety of nuclear facilities as well as radiation monitoring in the 
environment and early notification in case of nuclear or radiation accidents. The major system 
of radiation monitoring in the environment is the Central Radiation Early Warning System 
(CROSS) for immediate detection of increase of radiation on the territory of Slovenia due to a 
potential nuclear or radiation accident in the country or abroad [1]. The Central Radiation 
Early Warning System includes real-time measurement of external radiation as well as data 
on aerosol activity in the air. Measuring locations are spread throughout the country and are 
equipped with gamma dose rate probes for external radiation measuring. Some measuring 
stations are also equipped with devices for meteorological parameters measurements as well 
as with aerosol measuring detectors. SNSA collects data from 44 measuring locations of 
external gamma radiation that are managed by four different operators [1]. The following 
organisations operate the network system: the Krško NPP, the Environmental Agency (Office 
for Hydrometeorolgy), the SNSA and the Milan Vidmar Elektroinstitut. The disposition of the 
current gamma dose rate measuring locations is shown on figure 1. Data from measuring 
locations are transmitted to the CROSS system, which analyses, archives and presents the 
information of the external radiation on the SNSA web site. In order to improve the reliability 
of the data and to reduce the vulnerability of the existing EWS system, the SNSA applied for 
Phare project “Upgrading the EWS in Slovenia” for financial support of the system 
modernisation. The Phare programme is one of the three pre-accession instruments financed 
by the European Communities to assist the applicant countries of central Europe in their 
preparations for joining the European Union [2]. 
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Figure 1: Measuring locations of the external gamma radiation in Slovenia 

  The project was approved this year and will make possible to install new software, to 
replace some measuring devices with new ones and to introduce new locations for control of 
the external radiation. The determination of new locations is based upon the existing 
territorial distribution of gamma probes and predefined criteria. Criteria like population 
density, distance from the nuclear power plants, precipitation and land use were considered in 
the determination of new locations.   

2 MATERIAL AND METHODS 

The actual territorial distribution of gamma probes does not completely match with the 
defined criteria of design of EWS [3]. One of the main objectives of EWS is to provide 
accurate and timely data of the radiation situation in the environment. Four major criteria 
(population density, distance from NPPs, precipitation and land use) for the selection of the 
appropriate locations were considered. 

 
2.1 Population density 

Slovenia has two million inhabitants, from which about 40% live in cities with more 
than 5000 inhabitants. Territory of the Republic of Slovenia has a surface area of 20273 km2 
with population density of 96.1 man per km2 [4]. The distribution of the population on the 
territory of Slovenia is presented on figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Population density in Slovenia in relative units 

 
The figure shows the areas with high population that would, according to the population 

density criterion, require monitoring of the external radiation. Population density criterion 
demands the monitoring of the population areas to provide information to the public in case of 
an increased external radiation. The demand is higher in the areas with high density. This 
indicates that the cities with 5000 or more inhabitants will play a major role in the decision of 
choosing the appropriate locations for the dose rate measurements. This information is also 
important for the Administration for Civil Protection and Disaster Relief of the Republic of 
Slovenia, which makes decisions about the radiation precautions. The recent trend shows the 
growth of the population in towns and the decline in villages [4]. 
 
2.2 Distance from NPPs 

The distance from NPPs is the second important factor, when determining the 
appropriate monitoring locations. The relative distances of NPP Krško and NPP Paks were 
considered. The NPP Paks was taken into account because its distance (178 km from the 
Slovenian border). The distance from NPP is considered as an air distance and no relief of 
Slovenia is taken into account. 
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Figure 3: The relative risk of the exposure of external radiation in dependence from distance 

of NPPs 

With increasing the distance from the NPP the risk of the exposure to the radioactivity 
from nuclear accident is decreasing. It was taken a linear dependence between the distance 
and the risk, since the spreading speed (wind speed) of the radioactive material is more or less 
constant at the time of the radioactive release. The risk was normalized into relative units. The 
relative risks of NPP Krško and NPP Paks were summed together, giving the result presented 
on figure 3. The risk values are higher in the areas where the relative distance from both NPPs 
in short.  

 
2.3 Precipitation 

Another important factor in the case of a nuclear accident is precipitation. In case of an 
accident the released radioactive material can be deposited by precipitation, which produces 
higher contamination and consequently higher dose rate. The effect of precipitation was 
clearly seen in the Chernobyl accident where contamination was not uniformly distributed 
because of the rain. [5]. At the areas with rainfall the contamination was much higher even 
though the area was far from the area of the initiall release. The map of average yearly 
amount of precipitation in 1961-1990 period is shown on figure 4 [6]. The data are evaluated 
into percentage of the maximum value.  
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Figure 4: Relative distribution of the average yearly amount of rain in Slovenia  

The risk of contamination of the environment is higher at the areas with greater amount 
of rain, since the amount of rain indirectly presents the risk, if we have rain at the time of the 
radioactive release. 
 
2.4 The land use 

The last criterion that was considered in choosing of the appropriate monitoring 
locations was the use of land. In the table 1 the distribution of the land use in Slovenia is 
presented [4]. 

Table 1: Surfaces of different types of area in the Slovenia [4] 

Type of area Surface [km2] Surface [%] 
Forest area 12175.47 60.06 
Rural area 6915.74 34.11 
Water area 135.03 0.66 
Urban area 545.32 2.69 
Road area 198.71 0.98 
Railway 21.43 0.10 
Open area 281.30 1.40 
TOTAL 20273 100.00 

 
The forest areas are considered to be the natural forest plus trees in the urban areas, 

while the rural areas are the cultivated rural areas plus grassland (natural, grassland in urban 
areas). The open areas are all the areas on which there is no vegetation (rocks in the 
mountains, quarries, building sites). Upon the table 1 the monitors for the external radiation 
should be placed in the vicinity of the rural areas since they cover 34% of the territory of 
Slovenia and contribute in the food chain. The figure 5 [7] shows the areas with forest (green) 
on the territory of Slovenia and the others (yellow) of which 85% are the rural areas.  
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Figure 5: The forest areas on the territory of Slovenia [7] 

The figure is based on statistical data from year 1997, but since then there was no major 
change of the forest distribution, that would drastically influence the results. 

3 RESULTS 

The result leading to the final outcome was evaluated by summing the results of 
population density, distance from the NPPs and the precipitation criteria. 

  
Figure 6: Relative weights of important areas in Slovenia for monitoring of external radiation 
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All three criteria were weighted with different conversion factors because the criterion 
is not equivalent. The final outcome is shown on figure 6. From the figure the influence of 
each criterion can be seen. To go one step further to the final result we have to consider the 
rural areas. We get the final result if we consider the three-dimensional configuration of 
Slovenian territory shown on figure 7 [8].  

 
 

Figure 7: Three-dimensional configuration of Slovenian territory [8] 

The last figure makes the decisive step in determination of the new dose rate measuring 
locations. Namely the monitor can be put on top of some hill or mountain although there is 
low population density as well as low amount of rain. This way the passage of the radioactive 
cloud from the NPP can be detected and early radiation precautions can be taken. 

The three-dimensional configuration also helps defining, together with the figure of 
forest areas, the rural areas. The intention of results is to locate the important areas on the 
level  of the country for the Early Warning System.  

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Present part of the EWS related to external radiation consists of 44 monitoring sites and 
20 of them are installed in clusters. This makes and effective site density of 1.2 probes per 
1000 km2. With the upgrade of the EWS we will achieve site density of 3.2 probes per 1000 
km2. Considering the criteria such as population density, NPPs distance, precipitation and 
land use we define the areas that should have monitors for external radiation. For the final 
determination of locations we also have to consider the vicinity of the country borders as well 
as the existing infrastructure sites maintained by the Environmental Agency.  
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ABSTRACT 

During the years 2000 and 2002 the Croatian Nuclear Society Young Generation 
Network carried out public opinion surveys among student population of around 650 
individuals age 18-20. The results of the surveys suggested the necessity of a more active 
involvement of nuclear experts in high school education. Croatian Young Generation 
Network decided to prepare brochures on different subjects concerning nuclear energy and 
distribute them to high school students, primarily third and fourth graders. To be able to 
evaluate the influence of distributed materials, fresh reference data are needed. Therefore, a 
traditional public opinion survey “Nuclear Energy – the Present and the Future” has been 
carried out among faculty student population. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The results of the public opinion surveys carried out by Croatian Young Generation 
Network (CYGN) in the years 2000 and 2002 have shown that the participants, student 
population of around 650 age 18-20, are rather ignorant on nuclear issues but still very 
negative, especially towards nuclear power plants and radioactive waste disposal sites with 
emphasized Not In My Back Yard (NIMBY) syndrome. 

General conclusion of the CYGN was that additional and more active involvement of 
CYGN members and other nuclear experts in education is necessary. After careful 
consideration high school population, primarily third and fourth graders, has been chosen as a 
targeted group. A brochure on radioactivity has been prepared and distributed at the beginning 
of the 2002/03 school year. 

To be able to evaluate the influence of the distributed material as well as the influence 
of any other material that may be distributed in the future, fresh reference data are needed. 
Therefore, CYGN decided to carry out the traditional public opinion survey “Nuclear Energy 
– the Present and the Future” to provide the data for future comparisons. 

The survey has been carried out with the aid of the Department of Applied Physics, 
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, University of Zagreb among the students of 
five faculties of the University of Zagreb: Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing 
(FEEC), Faculty of Food Technology and Biotechnology (FFTB), Faculty of Chemical 
Engineering and Technology (FCET), Faculty of Civil Engineering (FCE) and Faculty of 
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Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture (FMENA). The total number of the public 
opinion survey participants was 598 students age 18-20 (389 males and 209 females). 

The question in the survey covered several different nuclear energy issues, like: 
• the present and the future energy resources, 
• the acceptability of different fuel type power plants, 
• the environmental protection and global warming, 
• the radioactivity, 
• the waste issues, 
• reliable information sources. 

The results of the 2002/03 public opinion survey: “Nuclear Energy – the Present and the 
Future” as well as the results of comparison with the previous surveys conducted in the years 
2000 and 2002 are presented in this paper. 

2 RESULTS AND COMPARISON 

 
2.1 Do you think that Croatia has enough oil, gas coal and/or uranium? 

Male and female participants opinion on the subject is generally the same and therefore 
only total is given. The opinion of the participants is in an agreement with the expert's opinion 
that Croatia does not have enough of any of the mentioned energy resources for its projected 
demands. The comparison with the 2000 and 2002 surveys shows a slight difference but its is 
around 5 % and therefore it is rather difficult to derive a conclusion on the reason for the 
observed variation. 

Table 1: Question 1 - Results of the 2002/03 survey and comparison with the 2000 and 
2002 survey results 

  2000 2002 2002/2003 
  Total Total Total 

Yes 20.90% 16.82% 14.48% Oil No 79.10% 83.18% 85.52% 
Yes 56.23% 48.94% 45.52% Gas No 43.77% 51.06% 54.48% 
Yes 25.98% 28.40% 32.47% Coal No 74.02% 71.60% 67.53% 
Yes 2.34% 3.88% 5.34% Uranium No 97.66% 96.12% 94.66% 

 
2.2 In the case of NPP Krško replacement with another type of power plant, would 

you approve a thermal power plant on fossil fuels being built instead? 

Opposite to the male/female opinion behaviour observed in the analyses of the first 
question, considerable difference between the answers of two populations is detected. The 
interesting percentage to analyse is more than 40% answers “Don’t know” in the female 
population and 21% in male population, which suggests either that participants consider 
nuclear and thermal power plant equally unacceptable or that the question has to be modified 
and more answers offered to the participants. On the other hand, the total results, which are 
comparable to the results of the previous surveys, suggest that the majority of the participants 
(52.81%) consider nuclear power plant more acceptable than thermal power plant on fossil 
fuels. 
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Table 2: Question 2 - Results of the 2002/03 survey and comparison with the 2000 and 
2002 survey results 

 2000 2002 2002/2003 
 Total Total Male Female Total 

Yes 25.48% 20.70% 22.05% 14.08% 19.25% 
No 52.24% 52.77% 57.48% 44.17% 52.81% 

Don’t know 22.28% 26.53% 20.47% 41.75% 27.94% 
 

2.3 Which type of power plant would you accept in your neighbourhood? 

Female population does not support any type of thermal power plant to be built in their 
neighbourhood and seems to be much more conservative than the male population, which is 
not so strict about gas plant. Both populations are strictly against coal and nuclear power 
plants sited in their neighbourhood. We can also notice that the opinion concerning gas power 
plants is significantly worse comparing with the previous surveys, especially the one from the 
year 2000. As expected the attitude toward wind and solar energy is very positive in both 
populations.  

Table 3: Question 3 - Results of the 2002/03 survey and comparison with the 2000 and 
2002 survey results 

  2000 2002 2002/2003 
  Total Total Male Female Total 

Yes 41.22% 23.46% 25.66% 6.37% 18.90% Gas power plant No 58.78% 76.54% 74.34% 93.63% 81.10% 
Yes 9.15% 5.27% 5.53% 8.33% 6.51% Coal power 

plant No 90.85% 94.73% 94.47% 91.67% 93.49% 
Yes 14.53% 12.02% 11.78% 3.43% 8.87% Nuclear power 

plant No 85.47% 87.98% 88.22% 96.57% 91.13% 
Yes - 89.44% 90.19% 83.65% 87.86% Wind power 

plant No - 10.56% 9.81% 16.35% 12.14% 
Yes - - 95.34% 85.44% 91.89% Solar power 

plant No - - 4.66% 14.56% 8.11% 
 

2.4 Do you have confidence in experts working in the NPP Krško? 

In spite off the slight difference between the answers of the male and female population, 
a general conclusion can be derived that the confidence in the experts working in the NPP 
Krško is average. The obtained result is comparable with the results of the previous surveys. 

Table 4: Question 4 - Results of the 2002/03 survey and comparison with the 2000 and 
2002 survey results 

 2000 2002 2002/2003 
 Total Total Male Female Total 

High 30.95% 23.94% 27.79% 16.43% 23.82% 
Average 60.34% 64.17% 58.70% 70.05% 62.67% 

Low 8.71% 11.89% 13.51% 13.53% 13.51% 
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2.5 Are you concerned with the natural radioactivity? 

As in previous surveys, a significant difference can be observed between male and 
female answers. Female participants are generally more concerned with the natural 
radioactivity. 

Table 5: Question 5 - Results of the 2002/03 survey and comparison with the 2000 and 
2002 survey results 

 2000 2002 2002/2003 
 Total Total Male Female Total 

Yes. very 21.18% 26.59% 18.56% 42.58% 26.97% 
Yes 47.51% 42.77% 43.81% 47.37% 45.06% 
No 27.57% 24.42% 31.96% 8.13% 23.62% 

Don’t know 3.74% 6.21% 5.67% 1.92% 4.36% 
 

2.6 What is the future energy production technology after the exhaustion of the 
fossil fuels reserves? 

Students are of the opinion that the energy sources of the future will primarily be solar 
and wind energy as well as hydro energy, 31% and 20% respectively. Nuclear fission and 
fusion energy are at the third place of the participant’s top list (18%), while a slightly 
unexpected fourth place is hold by sea wave energy with 10%. A small difference of opinion 
can be detected between male and female population when addressing nuclear and new 
technology. It seems that a lack of knowledge on renewable energy resources and new 
technologies exists, which suggests that the more active involvement of the adequate experts 
in the education of the targeted population is necessary. The results are compatible with the 
results of the previous surveys. 

Table 6: Question 6 - Results of the 2002/03 survey and comparison with the 2000 and 
2002 survey results 

 2000 2002 2002/2003 
 Total Total Male Female Total 

Nuclear fission and fusion 22.15% 21.03% 19.29% 13.40% 17.53% 
Sea wave energy 12.80% 12.96% 10.25% 10.05% 10.19% 

Wind and sun energy 26.42% 28.19% 29.66% 34.79% 31.20% 
Hydro energy 18.62% 19.12% 18.74% 23.45% 20.15% 

Fuel cells - - 8.16% 1.29% 6.10% 
Some new technology 20.02% 18.70% 13.89% 17.01% 14.83% 

 
2.7 Would you be willing to renounce some of the high-tech goods in order to 

protect the environment (i.e. car)? 

The majority of students are prepared for some kind of renouncing, but there with a 
significant difference between male and female population. The male population is less 
prepared to give away high-tech goods. Comparison with previous surveys reveals that 
approximately the same percentage of participants is declaratively prepared to take active role 
in environment protection. 
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Table 7: Question 7 - Results of the 2002/03 survey and comparison with the 2000 and 
2002 survey results 

 2000 2002 2002/2003 
 Total Total Male Female Total 

Yes 58.16% 56.27% 57.58% 62.20% 59.20% 
No 25.04% 25.82% 25.19% 13.88% 21.24% 

Don’t know 16.80% 17.91% 17.22% 23.92% 19.57% 
 

2.8 How much do thermal plants contribute to CO2 emission? 

Both populations, male and female, share the same opinion that thermal power plants 
contribute to CO2 emission very much. The same result has been observed in the previous two 
surveys. 

Table 8: Question 8 - Results of the 2002/03 survey and comparison with the 2000 and 
2002 survey results 

 2000 2002 2002/2003 
 Total Total Total 

Very much 78.48% 76.68% 80.78% 
Not much 21.52% 23.32% 19.22% 

 
2.9 Do you think that it is acceptable to build new NPPs instead of classic thermal 

power plants to reduce CO2 emission? 

The opinion of the tested student population is against such a scenario with male 
participants being a bit more supportive to the idea NPPs being build instead of classic 
thermal power plants in order to reduce CO2 emission. 

Table 9: Question 9 - Results of the 2002/03 survey and comparison with the 2000 and 
2002 survey results 

 2000 2002 2002/2003 
 Total Total Male Female Total 

Yes 33.18% 33.87% 36.69% 22.49% 31.71% 
No 37.74% 36.20% 41.60% 39.71% 40.94% 

Don’t know 29.08% 29.93% 21.71% 37.80% 27.35% 
 

2.10 What is the main reason for a small fraction of solar and wind energy in total 
energy production? 

As well as in the previous two surveys, participants believe that the main reasons for a 
small fraction of solar and wind energy in total energy production are high specific energy 
costs and monopole interests. There isn’t any significant difference between male and female 
population opinions. 
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Table 10: Question 10 - Results of the 2002/03 survey and comparison with the 2000 
and 2002 survey results 

 2000 2002 2002/2003 
 Total Total Total 

Manufacturer and vendor problem 10.60% 10.05% 10.65% 
High specific energy cost 49.94% 46.50% 43.61% 

Monopole interest 31.32% 32.24% 36.84% 
Restrictive regulations 0.25% 1.17% 1.38% 

Don’t know 7.89% 10.05% 7.52% 
 

2.11 What is your attitude towards nuclear power plants? 

This is probably the most interesting question of this public opinion survey. Nuclear 
technology is more acceptable to male population than to female population, but the general 
conclusion is that most of the participants are negative to nuclear power (42.57%) or ignorant 
to the subject (43.24%). It is also important to notice negative tendency and shift against 
nuclear power compared to the years 2000 and 2002 (Table 11). 

When explaining the reason for the positive opinion towards nuclear energy (Table 12) 
participants emphasize the fact that nuclear power plants pollute the environment less than 
classic thermal power plants (more than 40%). School education and public media have also a 
strong influence on building a positive attitude towards nuclear power. 

The reasons for a negative attitude towards nuclear power (Table 13) are numerous, but 
the opinion that NPP can explode as a nuclear bomb, sticks out (22.35%). On the other hand 
only 8.32% of participants are unfamiliar with technology and operation of NPPs. Public 
media influence is also a great reason for a negative attitude, which is interesting when taking 
into account the fact that it also builds a positive attitude towards nuclear power. 

When analysing the reasons for either a positive or a negative attitude towards nuclear 
power, no significant difference can be observed between male and female population. 

Table 11: Question 11 - Results of the 2002/03 survey and comparison with the 2000 
and 2002 survey results 

 2000 2002 2002/2003 
 Total Total Male Female Total 

Positive 20.34% 17.55% 17.97% 7.21% 14.19% 
Negative 34.43% 35.84% 37.50% 51.92% 42.57% 
Neither 45.23% 46.61% 44.53% 40.87% 43.24% 

 

Table 12: Question 11 - Results of the 2002/03 survey and comparison with the 2000 
and 2002 survey results 

 2000 2002 2002/2003 
 Total Total Total 

School education 13.57% 17.53% 21.17% 
Public media influence 8.55% 5.75% 14.96% 

Parents and friends influence 4.72% 3.84% 5.47% 
NPPs pollute the environment less than fossil fuels 

power plants 51.92% 48.77% 43.07% 

Other 21.24% 24.11% 15.33% 
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Table 13: Question 11 - Results of the 2002/03 survey and comparison with the 2000 
and 2002 survey results 

 2000 2002 2002/2003 
 Total Total Total 

School education 8.33% 9.74% 11.09% 
Public media influence 23.33% 17.05% 25.77% 

Parents and friends influence 2.04% 4.26% 2.45% 
Unfamiliarity with technology and operation of 

NPP 7.22% 7.00% 8.32% 

NPP can explode like an atomic bomb 28.70% 22.68% 22.35% 
Bad feeling when the word "nuclear" is 

mentioned 14.07% 19.79% 17.29% 

Other 16.30% 19.48% 12.72% 
 

2.12 What type of waste is more difficult to take care of? 

Both, male and female population share the opinion that the nuclear waste is more 
difficult to take care of. The interesting thing is the increase of the percentage compared to the 
2000 and 2002 surveys. 

Table 14: Question 12 - Results of the 2002/03 survey and comparison with the 2000 
and 2002 survey results 

 2000 2002 2002/2003 
 Total Total Total 

Waste from thermal plant 24.18% 25.85% 10.56% 
Waste from nuclear plant 75.82% 74.15% 89.44% 

 
2.13 Is it necessary to build a nuclear repository in Croatia? 

Generally, the position of the participants is negative, and the opinion is considerably 
shifting against building nuclear waste repository, when compared to the previous surveys. 
The interesting point is the fact that although female population is more negative towards 
nuclear power plants (Question 11) the same population is more open to the idea of a nuclear 
repository being built in Croatia (Table 15). 

Table 15: Question 13 - Results of the 2002/03 survey and comparison with the 2000 
and 2002 survey results 

 2000 2002 2002/2003 
 Total Total Male Female Total 

Yes 26.79% 18.91% 12.66% 22.12% 15.97% 
No 51.71% 62.32% 75.71% 53.85% 68.07% 

Don’t know 21.50% 18.77% 11.63% 24.04% 15.97% 
 

2.14 Do you think that the Croatian parliament decision not to build new thermal or 
nuclear power plants in Croatia prior to the year 2015 is positive? 

Majority of the participants in the survey, as well as in the 2002 survey, are of the 
opinion that the parliament decision is positive, and that the construction of classical thermal 
and nuclear power plants has to be banned.  
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Table 16: Question 14 - Results of the 2002/03 survey and comparison with the 2000 
and 2002 survey results 

 2000 2002 2002/2003 
 Total Total Total 

Yes - 58.05% 58.68% 
No - 18.91% 14.33% 

Don’t know - 23.04% 26.98% 
 

3 CONCLUSION 

The results of the 2002/03 public opinion survey "Nuclear Energy-the Present and the 
Future", as well as the comparison of the results with the results of the previous two surveys 
conducted in the years 2000 and 2002, are presented in this paper. The surveys are carried out 
by Croatian Young Generation Network among students of the technical faculties of the 
University of Zagreb. 

The results of the survey show that most of the participants have negative attitude 
towards nuclear power plants. Comparing the 2000 and the 2002 survey’s results it is obvious 
that the public opinion is shifting against nuclear power. Generally, female population has 
more negative opinion towards nuclear power. 

Students are aware of the fact that Croatia doesn’t have enough of its own energy 
resources, but most of them see the future in solar and wind power. 

The participants that have positive attitude towards nuclear power base their opinion on 
the fact that NPP is a clean energy source while those who have negative attitude base it on 
the opinion that "NPP can explode like a nuclear bomb", "bad feeling", and "public media 
influences". Low percentage of investigated students base their opinion on school lectures. 
Those facts lead to the conclusion that fear of nuclear plants that is based on lack of education 
is the main reason of negative attitude towards nuclear power. 

This survey pointed out which are the issues that represent the highest concern in public 
opinion and defined the guidance to the future actions of Croatian Young Generation Network 
(CYGN). Based on the surveys taken in the years 2000 and 2002 CYGN issued a brochure on 
radioactivity and distributed it to high school third and fourth graders. The 2003/04 survey 
will provide us with the first information on effectiveness of the brochure as well as 
information needed for CYGN activities fine-tuning. 
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ABSTRACT 

In October 2002, The Act on Protection Against Ionising Radiation and Nuclear Safety 
which regulates all aspects of protection against ionising radiation and nuclear safety entered 
into force in Slovenia. The Slovenian government and its responsible ministries shall issue 
several governmental and ministerial regulations to support the above - mentioned act. 

The Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration (SNSA) which acts within the Ministry of 
the Environment, Spatial Planing and Energy takes an active part in drafting  the regulations 
which are defined in the act.  

Due  to a very comprehensive and pretentious task, that is to be completed in a 
relatively short period of time, taking into consideration the involvement of stakeholders and 
all competent ministries, the SNSA within the Quality Management System developed a 
special procedure that insures the systematic approach to the preparation of regulations. 

The article will briefly represent the process that: 
- defines the preparation, development, harmonisation, review, approval and issue of  

regulations and 
-   uniforms the format of developed regulations. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration (SNSA) within the Ministry of the 
Environment, Spatial Planning and Energy acts as the national regulatory authority, whose 
mission is to prevent or restrict any harmful effects of ionising radiation to the public, workers 
and the environment and to ensure peaceful use of nuclear energy. One of the obligations as 
well as competence of the SNSA is drafting the regulations on behalf of the Governement and 
the Ministry of the Environment, Spatial Planning and Energy. 
According to the Act on Ionising Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety which entered into 
force on 1st October 2002 number of regulations shall be issued by the government 
(governmental regulations) as well as by ministers (ministerial regulations). Due to that fact 
the Act establishes the comprehensive system of regulations that requires the involvement of 
several ministries. Further, some of ministerial regulations are to be prepared autonomously 
and some of them in agreement or in co-operation with other ministers, so the harmonisation 
among ministries is required.  

2 PURPOSE OF REGULATIONS 

As defined in the IAEA Safety Guide No.50-SG-G9 “Regulations and Guides for 
Nuclear Power Plants”[1], the principal purpose in establishing a system of regulations is to 
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codify safety requirements of general applicability. The regulations should define for each 
stage of issuing a licence the licensing procedures and the safety requirements that are 
considered essential from the standpoint of ensuring the safety of the operating personnel and 
the public. Further, the regulations should define at least the minimum of requirements 
considered necessary by the regulatory body for achieving and maintaining safety and must 
be fully harmonised with the legislative requirements. 

3 ESTABLISHMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF REGULATIONS 

According to [1] and  IAEA TECDOC-1090  “Quality assurance within regulatory 
bodies”[2], the regulatory body should consider the following in order to establish a system of 
regulations. 
• A regulatory body needs three basic resources: manpower, experience and 
information. To develop regulations the regulatory body should select personnel  or have 
access to consultants, who have specialised qualifications. The regulation must be based on 
legislation of a Member State, however all other applicable  sources of  information can be 
used such as:  
- safety related standards and recommendations prepared by other  international 

organisations,  
- regulations, guides and other relevant information produced by regulatory bodies in other 

countries,  
- national legislation of other Member States, nuclear industry experience as documented in 

licensee records and reports,  
- results of nuclear safety researches, 
- reports and studies describing experience of nuclear power plants in other Member States, 
- industrial standards in other countries in areas related or adaptable to nuclear power 

plants. 
• A regulatory body should prepare in advance a uniform procedure for establishing, 
revising and revoking regulations. Such a procedure should be efficient and flexible enough to 
permit revisions. In addition a work plan for development of single regulation in which  
adequate resources including financial resources are  carefully considered should be prepared 
in advance. With reference to such a Work - Plan the development of regulations should be 
continually monitored. 
• The regulations must be written in clear, understandable and precise language in 
accordance with previously defined requirements for format, content and revision. 
Regulations should contain appropriate definitions of the terms used. Defined terms should be 
used consistently throughout the system of regulations. When preparing regulations current 
domestic and international practices must be considered. 
• A regulatory body must be  in case of use of regulations issued by other Member States 
fully cognisant of the provisions and requirements of its own legislation and simultaneously  
have a very good understanding of the practice in the Member State, whose regulation is 
being adopted or modified.  
• A regulatory body must predict that revisions of procedures are enabled for reasons as 
for example changes of legislation, changes in the organisation, responsibilities, policy and 
procedures of regulatory body, experience gained by the regulatory body in the licensing 
process, unusual occurrences and accidental conditions, the need to improve or eliminate 
inadequate or impractical regulations, the acquisition of new results from research and  
development in the fields relevant to safety.  
• A regulatory body must create a current  directory of valid  regulations and keep it 
current.  
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• Regulatory staff must be trained on the use and interpretation of regulations. 

4 SNSA PRACTICE IN DEVELOPING THE PROCEDURE 

The development of regulations and guides is one of the main functions of a regulatory 
body and presents a core work process of the regulatory body. According to the new law the 
SNSA is responsible  for drafting a considerable number of governmental and ministerial 
regulations (twenty). To complete such a comprehensive and pretentious task in a relatively 
short period of time, simultaneously taking into consideration the involvement of several 
stake holders and competent ministries the SNSA developed within the Quality Management 
System a special procedure that documents a process of a systematic approach to the 
preparation of regulations which fall within the competence of the SNSA. 

The procedure “The Development of Regulations” is divided into six subprocesses: 
Initiating Stage, Planning the Project, Performing, Harmonisation Stage, Approval and 
Archiving. 
 
4.1 Initiating Stage 

The initiating stage consists of  the following activities: 
- appointment of the Project Management Team, 
- defining the scope of work. 
 

APPOINTM ENT OF
THE PROJECT

M ANAGEM ENT
TEAM

DEFINING THE
SCOPE OF WORK

Provision for an
Appointment of the Project

Management Team

Act on Protection Against
Ionising Radiation and

Nuclear Safety

List of Regulations with
Deadlines for Completion

and Proposed Tutors

 
 

Figure 1: Initiating Stage 
 

The purpose of Initiation stage of the project is to ensure that before significant resource 
is spent on the project, everything  involved in the project is agreed [3]. 

The first activity of the initiating stage was the  appointment of the Project Manager and 
the Project Management Team by the SNSA’s director. The Project Manager’s prime 
responsibility is to run the project of developing the system of regulations in a way which 
ensures that all project tasks are correctly fulfilled within the specified constraints of time and 
costs while the main responsibility of the Project Management Team is to provide support to 
the concerning Project Manager when required. The Project Management Team prepared the 
document “List of Regulations”, which was reviewed and approved by the SNSA’s director. 
The document defines: 
- the working titles of  regulations within the scope  required by the law, 
- deadlines for issuing the regulations, 
- proposed appointed persons who are responsible, that the regulations are being drafted 

correctly and in time, 
- proposed drafters and revisers and 
- expected costs of the project.  
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4.2 Planning Stage 

In the stage of planning the project the Project Manager makes the arrangements for: 
- appointment of managers of regulations by the SNSA’s director, 
- preparation of the Work - Plan 
- selection of drafters and revisers and 
- making the contract with external drafters and external revisers. 
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Figure 2: Planning Stage 
 

The appointed managers of regulations are the SNSA employees, meanwhile the 
drafters and revisers can be the SNSA employees or external experts, however the selection of 
external drafters and revisers must be performed by public tenders according to the 
requirements of the Slovenian legislation. The Project Manager is responsible for preparation 
of a Work - Plan on the bases of input data gained from the document “List of Regulations” 
and from the “Provisions for Appointments”. The Project Manager is also responsible  for 
making arrangements for  monitoring currently (once a week) proceeding of work against the 
Work - Plan.  

 
4.3 Performing 

The performing stage consists of: 
- preparation and review of the document “Bases of the Regulation” (“Bases”), 
- preparation of the draft, 
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- internal and external review of the draft, 
- preparation of the proposal. 
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Figure 3: Performing of Development of Regulations 
 

The appointed manager of the regulation is responsible for preparing the bases for 
developing the regulation. Adequate, sufficient and accurate  inputs are a prerequisite for 
successful performance of the project. 

All the input data are gathered in a special document “Bases for Regulation” and are 
handed over to the drafter of the regulation. 

The document “Bases for Regulations” must as a rule define the following: 
- Legal bases of the regulations 
- Legislation which is substituted by the new regulation 
- Structure of the regulation 
- Definitions of terms 
- Open expert questions 
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- Technical requirements for preparation the regulation 
- Connection of single articles of the regulation with the source literature 
- Deadlines 
- References 

The appointed manager of the regulation is responsible for making arrangements for the 
preparation of the draft, and for organising internal and external revisions as well as for the 
preparation of the proposal of the regulation on the bases of gained and accepted remarks. 
 
4.4 Harmonisation Stage  

The appointed manager for development of the regulation is responsible that the 
harmonisation stage is performed in accordance with accepted arrangements. The 
harmonisation stage to a high degree depends for example on  type  of regulations (ministerial 
or governmental), number of  different participants that are engaged in preparation of 
regulations, etc. The harmonisation stage usually consists of the following  activities: 
- co-ordination inside expert working group (most time consuming), 
- harmonisation among ministries in case of governmental regulation or inter-ministerial 

regulation, 
- observations of stakeholders, 
- proceedings within the framework of the round table, 
- proceedings within the framework of the State Expert Council for Nuclear Safety, 
- language review and finalisation, 
- final review by the Legal Department of the Ministry, the Office for Legislation, the State 

Secretary, and other competent authority, 
- preparation of the camera ready copy. 

The preparation of the camera ready copy can be made only within consideration of all 
accepted observations and remarks 

 
4.5 Approval 

The Project Manager is responsible that the camera ready copy of the regulation is 
delivered to the state secretary for final approval according to the governmental procedures. 
The regulation enters into force after it is published in the Official Gazette of Republic of 
Slovenia. 

 
4.6 Archiving 

The appointed person for development of the regulation is responsible that all 
documentation in connection with published regulation is archived as defined in SNSA 
procedures for documentation requirements. 
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Figure 4: Harmonisation Stage 
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Figure5: Approval and Archiving  
 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The establishment of the system of regulations is an integral part of the SNSA work and 
it will entail a development effort over two years, therefore more attention must be paid to the 
efficiency and effectiveness of regulatory work. For that reason the SNSA developed the 
quality management procedure on development of regulation in the form of the process 
approach which describes stages of the process as well as their inputs, outputs and feedback 
loops within the process. The advantage of such a written procedure with clear allocation of 
responsibilities, interfaces, resources and deadlines was recognised. Due to the limited 
resources the implementation of the described procedure is sometimes difficult so that 
according to the quality management practice the procedure is assessed and when necessary is 
improved.  
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ABSTRACT 

Nuclear Training Centre Milan Čopič at Jožef Stefan Institute in Ljubljana is 
performing extensive public information activities, focused mainly on elementary and high 
schools in Slovenia. There are over 7000 visitors yearly. 

 
Every year in the spring we ask several hundred of visitors the same set of questions 

about their knowledge and opinion about nuclear energy. They are polled before they listen to 
the lecture or visit the exhibition. In that way we are trying to obtain their opinion based on 
the knowledge they obtain in everyday life. In the paper the results of this year's poll are 
presented and compared with the previous years.  

 
No significant changes in public opinion were observed this year. Favourable attitude 

towards NPP Krško, which could be observed in the last years, is maintained. On the other 
hand, misconceptions about radioactive waste repositories and danger of radioactive waste 
remain very high. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

All elementary and high schools in Slovenia are invited to visit the permanent 
exhibition at the Nuclear Training Centre Milan Čopič and attend a lecture about the nuclear 
energy or radioactive waste disposal. In the year 2002 we had altogether 7359 visitors which 
is almost one half of one generation of schoolchildren. Most of them are from the 7th and 8th 
grade of elementary school, age 14 to 15. 

 
Every year in the spring we ask several hundred of visitors the same set of questions 

about their knowledge and opinion about nuclear energy. They are polled before they listen to 
the lecture or visit the exhibition. In that way we are trying to obtain their opinion based on 
the knowledge they obtain in everyday life. This paper is a continuation of previous reports 
about the public acceptability of nuclear option in Slovenia [1-7].  

2 RESULTS OF THE POLL 

We are maintaining basically the same set of questions from the beginning in order to 
facilitate tracking of changes. Questions are based on early public opinion research done by 
Faculty of Social Sciences fifteen years ago (see, eg. [8]). The results are summarized and 
commented in the following graphs. 
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Figure 1: Age distribution varies over the years which is due to different implementation of 
programs in the schools. Most groups were like in previous years coming from 
last two years of elementary school, that is age 14 and 15.  
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Figure 2: Answers to the question: What are the reasons for the use of nuclear energy? 

(Only one answer allowed.) Over the years the variation between different 
answers is becoming less pronounced. It is hard to say if this is due to actual 
perception or difficulty of choice between different answers. 

 

Figure 3: Answers to the question: What are the reasons against the use of nuclear 
energy? (Only one answer allowed). In perception of polled youngsters the 
disposal of spent fuel is a major obstacle (even greater than the possibility of an 
accident) against the use of nuclear power. This misconception, valid also 
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elsewhere in the World, should in our opinion be one of the most important topics 
in information activities. 
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Figure 4: Answers to the question: What will be stored in the low-level radioactive waste 

repository? (Several answers allowed). The answers this year are similarly  
disappointing as the last year. It is very difficult to assess why the answers were 
better 10 years ago! About a third of respondents has no idea about the correct  
answer. Obviously there is a lot to be done on properly informing the general 
public. 
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Figure 5: Answers to the question: What should be the future of nuclear energy in 
Slovenia? (Only one answer allowed) 
Support for the operation of the Krško nuclear power plant till the end of its life- 
time remains high. Shutdown options show a rather steady downward trend except 
for this year's "shutdown in 5 years which is probably of statistical nature. 
Nevertheless, the rather low and generally decreasing opposition to nuclear power 
could be interpreted in a way that nuclear is no longer in focus of politics. 
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Figure 6: Answer to the question: What is most dangerous to the environment?  
(Three answers were allowed). Perception of radioactive waste disposal as a major 
environmental threat is still high though there is some downward trend visible in 
recent years. Obviously there is still a lot to be done on education. 
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Figure 7: Answer to the question: How acceptable is for you to live in the vicinity of:  
(three answers were allowed). Radioactive waste repository is considered to be the 
least acceptable neighbor, which is consistent with answers to other questions. 
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3 CONCLUSIONS 

• Opinion of youngsters about nuclear energy generation in Slovenia remains very 
favourable. Obviously NPP Krško plant has moved outside the sphere of politics. 
Opposition to NPP Krško operation remains low (Fig. 5) 

• Beneficial environmental implications of nuclear power in Slovenia are less clearly 
recognized than they used to be and deserve to be. (Fig. 2 - question about reasons for the 
use of nuclear energy). Global warming issues and Kyoto agreements should become an 
important part of information activities. 

• Misconceptions about radioactive waste repositories and danger of radioactive waste 
remain high and warrant emphasized information activities (Figs. 4 and 6). 

• NIMBY (Not In My BackYard) syndrome is clearly present also in Slovenia (Fig. 7). 
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ABSTRACT

Providing public information is one of the main activities of The Nuclear Training
Centre (ICJT) at the Jožef Stefan Institute. Our primary target is students of primary and
secondary schools. The lecture they listen to during their visit to our centre was old fashioned
since we used classic overhead projector. We have modernized it with an LCD projector and
computer-based interactive presentation in order to improve students' comprehension.

1 INTRODUCTION

Schools visit our centre as part of their science days. In the last decade we had over
1.300 visits with over 65.000 visitors. The visits last about 2 hours. In the first part of the visit
students listen to a lecture. There are two lectures visitors can choose from: Electricity from
Nuclear Energy and Radioactivity and Radioactive Waste. The lectures are mostly appropriate
for school groups from the seventh grade up. However, other visitors are also welcome. Both
lectures are on a very basic level. Very little previous knowledge is necessary. Our lecturers
adjust the level according to the knowledge and interest of the public. The 45 minute lecture
is usually followed by a discussion.

After the lecture there is a guided tour around the nuclear technology exhibition, where
the emphasis is given to nuclear power plant technology and radioactive waste management.
The exhibition consists mainly of panels with detailed descriptions of different topics related
to nuclear technology, in Slovenian and English. Visitors can find anything from operation of
a power plant to environmental issues related to energy management and influences that it has
on the environment, such as the Greenhouse Effect and Global Warming.

 Smaller groups can also visit the TRIGA Research Reactor and radioactive waste
storage site by prior arrangement.

2 THE OLD LECTURE

We used a classic overhead projector with transparencies from our beginning in the
early 1990s. The classic way did the job fine, but it was not appealing anymore to today's
youngsters, who are used to attractive computer graphics and video clips on TV. We updated
the transparencies every year or so, improved the graphics, brightened the colours etc. But we
were always limited to a static presentation, a small picture and a lecturer stuck with an
overhead projector. Besides that, it was always annoying to change a detail or two in a
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transparency because of the printing procedures. So we decided to modernize the lectures,
with special attention given to education technology.

3 THE NEW LECTURE

3.1 The approach
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- interactivity  →
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- an attractive show
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The computer running the presentation was set up near the screen, in the lecturer’s area.
Thus SVGA Multiplier was needed to overcome the large distance between the computer and
the projector. It turned out that the remote control of the LCD projector could be used as a
computer mouse as well. So, luckily we ended up with only one remote control for both
machines.

3.4 Attractive show

For the majority of our visitors, i.e. schoolchildren, attractive means something
different, something they don’t see and experience everyday at school. So, a big cinema type
screen and a lecturer moving around and controlling the slide show from a distance both
contribute to the attractiveness of the show very much. But of course not least is the content
and the way it is represented in the slides.

In order to create an attractive show we used vivid colours for new and updated
drawings and schemes. We used a lot of pictures and we also included some modest
animation that can be simply done in MS Power Point (e.g. showing chain reaction). We used
more pictures than words, since the main audience would be schoolchildren. If there is a need
for higher level presentation, the lecturer can always achieve this by commentary at a higher
level.

Figure 1: Presentation slide in wide screen format (16:9) with interactive banner added at the
bottom
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4 CONCLUSION

So far we have managed to modernize only the first lecture of the two that we offer.
Because we wanted to limit the lecture to the schools’ 45 minutes school schedule we ended
up with a basic set of 18 slides. An additional 50 slides can be accessed via hyperlinks in the
interactive banner at the bottom of each slide. In this way the lecture can be tailored to the
audience, especially when answering questions.

We have been using the new presentation for a year, and we have received positive
feedback. Our regular visitors noticed and commended the change. The presentation is more
interesting and attractive for students. They pay more attention because the picture is bigger,
they can see better and their comprehension of the subject is thus better. In the last year we
had the biggest number of visitors ever. The new lecture contributed to this record for sure.

Figure 2: Index slide of the lecture Electricity from Nuclear Energy showing the basic
set of 18 slides plus additional slides. All the titles link to the appropriate slide – you get to

the desired slide by clicking on its title
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ABSTRACT 

The expenses needed for development of low- and intermediate level radioactive waste 
(LILW) repository project in Croatia include: (a) preliminary activities, (b) preparatory 
activities, and (c) preparing of environmental impact study. The first group of expenses are 
referring to the project leading activities, project plan updating, build-up of required 
infrastructure, preparing of licensing documentation, site investigations, data acquisition 
programme, pre-operational radio-ecological monitoring, modelling, safety analysis (first 
iteration) and public related activities. Preparatory activities are referring to purchasing of 
land for repository and preparatory activities for carrying out of on-site investigations, while 
third group of expenses are related to preparation and validation of Environmental impact 
study. It was found out that about 50 % of total expenses refer to build-up of infrastructure. 
Additional 25 % finances are related to radio-ecological monitoring, site investigations and 
development of calculations and models, while remaining 25 % of total estimated sum is 
expected to be spent for repository safety assessment, public relations, purchasing and 
preparing the on-site terrain for construction, etc. It was calculated 607 EUR per m3 of LILW 
to be needed up to site license acquisition. According to the world-wide practice, by 
extrapolating of additional expenses necessary for construction of the repository and 
acquisition of operational license, it comes out the cost of 1,723 EUR per m3 of LILW for 
shallow-ground and 2,412 EUR per m3 of LILW for tunnel repository. The estimated 
expenses for Croatia are within the span of expenses for the same purpose in the countries 
considered. Expected duration of the project performance up to acquisition of the site license 
is 4 years and 3 months. 

1 INTRODUCTION  

There are some significant facts to be accepted while considering experiences of other 
countries in the field of LILW repository development: (a) total expenses for LILW 
repository build-up and licensing are much higher than those needed for construction and 
licensing of facilities characterised by similar technical complexity; (b) final specific expenses 
(i.e. finances needed for disposal of 1 m3 of LILW) significantly vary from country to country 
even when applied similar technical repository designs; (c) in spite of a dozen LILW 
repositories currently operating in Europe, establishment of each new repository presents – as 
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it shows the international practice - a project to be repeatedly done ‘ab ovo’. However, it is 
not influenced by technical reasons since: 
 there exist international conventions and recommendations on LILW disposal 
 there is remarkable technical support by international organisations and specialised 

agencies (European, in particular) in the field of LILW disposal available 
 information on LILW is widely accessible 
 there are a few tested LILW disposal technologies to be applied 
 there is an extensive documentation on LILW disposal site investigations and a long-term 

safety assessment widely available 
 quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC) standards for LILW disposal are among 

the most rigorous in the world. 
 

There are two main reasons for complexity of the LILW disposal project, including also 
demands for investments in every single stage of the repository lifetime (preparation for 
construction, licensing, build-up, operation and closure): 
 specific national legislation and regulation in the field of LILW disposal and ionising 

radiation protection that vary from country to country 
 remarkable differences world-wide in acceptance of LILW disposal by public and local 

community, in particular. 
 

It should be admitted that build-up of LILW disposal facility represents in most of 
countries the ‘once in a lifetime’ project. That is why it often faces with pressures to provoke 
a very conservative, in many cases ecologically and economically unjustified requirements, in 
spite of its rather simple and well-tested technology.  Consequently, total expenses necessary 
for LILW disposal facility construction might be assessed remarkably high. In addition, every 
estimation of expenses should be considered as very rough, since e.g. in the case of only one 
repetition of LILW repository site selection process (that could be provoked by quite political 
reasons) and repeatedly applied public relations programme to another local community, can 
double the planned expenses. It is obvious that duration of the repository project development 
would be in that case also significantly prolonged. 

The presented estimation of expected expenses that are necessary for acquisition of 
LILW repository site license in Croatia is very rough. It does not include expenses needed for 
physical construction of disposal facility, auxiliary buildings and possible de-mining of the 
site area1. It is related only to those activities that are indispensable for repository site license 
acquisition. 

All presented expenses are based on the estimated expert engagement for every single 
project activity involved that is 5,000 EUR for 1 man-month. 

Presented estimation of expenses necessary for LILW repository site license acquisition 
has been worked out in accordance with available documentation on LILW repository project 
in Croatia, developed by APO Ltd.  

2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 Structure of Project Activities  

There are following elements of the complete LILW repository build-up project in 
Croatia : 
 development of relevant legislation and regulations 
 defining of administrative competencies and identification of authority body 
 licensing 

                                                 
1 It is possible that mines have been remained in the area after the war is ended. 
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 characterisation of LILW for disposal 
 repository site selection process 
 development of repository technical design 
 development of safety analysis of the repository and environment 
 LILW transportation safety 
 economic justification of the repository construction and operation 
 public related issues (including general public and relations with local community) 

 

All of these substantial project components are considered in the paper.  
 

2.2 Brief Project History 

The estimation of expenses for the repository project, as it is presented here, does not 
include finances that had already been spent during the past project activities. That is why it 
seems important to point out the basic milestones in the project history, as well as the results 
of project activities realised in the past.  The project in Croatia began in 1988 when Croatian 
and Slovenian governments – due to joint ownership over the Nuclear Power Plant Krško 
(NEK) – established Common Co-ordinating Body to manage radioactive wastes generated 
by NEK. In the same year the repository site selection methodology, including both 
exclusionary and comparative criteria, was defined (they were officially announced in 
‘Narodne novine’, the official gazette of Croatia, No. 78/1992). Thus, exclusionary screening 
of Croatian territory and subsequently accomplished comparative analysis of potential areas 
resulting in selection and validation of 34 potential sites, were done in the period 1993-1995. 
After additional analysis, four sites – Papuk, Psunj, Moslavačka gora and Trgovska gora – 
were proposed as most perspective in 1996. Finally, one of them – Trgovska gora mountain in 
Banovina Region of Croatia – was included into the actual Physical Plan of Croatia which 
came into force in May 1999 (‘Narodne novine’, No. 50/1999). It has also been achieved 
some progress in the fields of the LILW repository safety assessment (preliminary safety 
assessment report), development of the repository technical design (shallow ground or tunnel 
disposal alternatively) and public relations issues (information to general public, contacts with 
potential local community). The repository is designed to receive 18,000 cubic metres of 
LILW. 

3 ESTIMATED EXPENSES FOR PRELIMINARY ACTIVITIES 

Preliminary activities comprise a few groups of the project related actions, starting from  
the project leadership and co-ordination, up to on-site researches, radio-ecological monitoring 
of ‘the zero-state’ at the site and first iteration of the safety assessment including relevant data 
acquisition programme. As distinguished from past project events which were resulting 
predominantly from deskwork (i.e. analysis of the already existing relevant documentation 
prepared mostly for other purposes), almost all of the following project activities are related 
to on-site field explorations that includes detailed terrain prospecting, thematic mapping, 
development of models and calculations, laboratory analyses, defining and construction of 
some infrastructure systems, etc. The estimated expenses for each group of the project 
preliminary activities will be shortly explained in the following text. 

 
3.1 Project Leadership and Co-ordination 

Project leadership and co-ordination refer to organising and controlling of all project 
activities needed for acquisition of the site license. That is why this activity lasts throughout 
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the project, i.e. 4 years and 3 months, and requires an expert engagement of 76 man-months in 
total (presumably 2 experts per 38 months). Hence, the foreseen expenses for this activity are 
totally 380,000 EUR. 

 
3.2 Project Activity Plan Update   

Due to some significant modifications in the project performance that have become 
relevant since the last activity plan update, particularly in definition of critical paths, it is 
necessary to re-establish activity plan and in details elaborate duration and logic connections 
of some more important activities. Calculations show that an engagement of three experts by 
three months each would be realistic. It makes altogether 9 man-months, i.e. 45,000 EUR.  

 
3.3 Defining and Physical Performance of Some Infrastructure Systems 

Due to considerable civil engineering works, such as designing and physical 
construction and/or re-construction (plateaux, site access roads, electric power transmission 
lines, water supply network, sewage system, telephone lines, etc.), these activities are the 
most expensive of all considered. It roughly covers even more than 50 percent of all planned 
finances, i.e. 5,750,000 EUR: 1,900.000 EUR for re-construction and completion of the site 
access road; 670,000 EUR for construction of transmission lines; 1,680,000 EUR for build-up 
of water-supply system and 1,500,000 EUR for development of telecommunications. 
Duration of these activities is assessed at 24 months, i.e. two years total. 

 
3.4 Licensing for Site Investigations 

It is assumed that acquisition of site license for performance of detailed site 
investigations would cost some 2,000 EUR. The solution of juridical and proprietary issues 
referring to the land purchase for construction of LILW disposal facility would cost additional 
2,500 EUR, while acquisition of building permit for site investigations is assessed to be about 
6,000 EUR. Since expenses for changes and modifications of the Physical plan at county and 
local community levels will not be cheaper than 8,500 EUR, it is realistic to estimate the total 
cost for this group of investments at 19,000 EUR. Licensing process is expected to last 6 
months. 

 
3.5 Site Investigations 

This activity group includes a wide span of various site-related surveys, from geology 
up to land cover issues and demography. Different kinds of thematic mapping, laboratory 
work and development of some specific models and calculations make methodical basis for 
performance of site investigations necessary for acquisition of the repository site license. The 
estimated cost breakdown by particular investigations is as follows: 
 geology (petrology and stratigraphy)              180,000 EUR 
 hydro-geology                   55,000 EUR 
 engineering geology                  70,000 EUR 
 tectonics and neotectonics                 35,000 EUR 
 geomorphology                   40,000 EUR 
 hydrology                                          55,000 EUR 
 pedology                     18,000 EUR 
 soil mechanics                  120,000 EUR 
 geochemistry                 165,000 EUR 
 geophysics (surface techniques: geoelectricity, refraction, reflection)              90,000 EUR 
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 demography                   15,000 EUR 
 land cover analysis         5,000 EUR 
 development of GIS related database                50,000 EUR 
 acquisition and interpretation of satellite and aerial photographs             27,000 EUR 

 

The resulting total cost for all planned site investigations needed for site license 
acquisition is 925,000 EUR. The investigations are expected to last about 26 months 
altogether. 

 
3.6 Data Acquisition Programme 

Data acquisition programme makes an indispensable step for accomplishing the first 
iteration of safety assessment. It is necessary to collect all available site specific (or generic, at 
least) data and quantify the obtained information to be applied in corresponding codes and 
calculations. It will be necessary to hire two experts for 8 months each, i.e. total engagement 
would be 16 man-months or 80,000 EUR. 

 
3.7 ‘Zero-State’ Monitoring 

The main purpose of the near-field and far-field monitoring programmes is to ensure 
reliable data on state of the environment at the site before start-up of the repository in order to 
check possible environmentally related changes during the repository’s operation (in 
particular, in post-closure period). There are four zero-state monitoring programmes 
necessary to be undertaken synchronously during the period of three years (36 months) before 
the repository starts operating (there follows also the cost-breakdown): 
 seismological monitoring                165,000 EUR 
 hydro-meteorological monitoring               645,000 EUR 
 radio-ecological monitoring of rocks, soils, water and air           130,000 EUR 
 monitoring of radionuclide migration through food chains           320,000 EUR 

 

All planned monitoring programmes involved cost totally 1,260,000 EUR. 
    
3.8 Development of Models 

Development of models represents establishing of a series of sophisticated calculations 
to simulate more or less realistic events or scenarios that would be based on strictly defined 
characteristics of the geosphere, hydrosphere and atmosphere at the repository site. There are 
four models to be developed during the 17-months period. Each model demands engagement 
of experts as it is given below, and utilisation (purchase) of necessary equipment. The total 
cost of 610.000 EUR is related to development, i.e. construction of the following models: 
 hydro-geological model (20 man-months + equipment)                     135,000 EUR 
 hydraulic model (22 man-months + equipment)                                   162,000 EUR 
 geochemical model (15 man-months + equipment)                                  108,000 EUR 
 model of radionuclide migration (27 man-months + equipment)                     205,000 EUR 

 
3.9  Safety Assessment – First Iteration 

After Data Acquisition Programme (see the section 3.6) is completed, first iteration of 
the safety assessment is planned to last about 1,5 year (18 months). It requires engagement of 
five experts (one expert for databases and parameter analysis, one expert for modelling and 
simulation, one hydrogeologist, one geochemist and one expert for LILW) during a one-year 
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period and three additional experts for two months each to prepare the final report. In addition 
to this 81 man-months (405,000 EUR) some 100,000 EUR should be added for purchase of 
necessary hardware and software, so that the final complete cost for safety assessment is 
505,000 EUR. Result of the first iteration of safety assessment is preparation of the document 
containing basic information necessary for completion of Environmental Impact Study. 

 
3.10 Public Relations Programme 

Activities related to increase public trust and co-operation for the project realisation 
encompass a series of actions to inform and educate the public on possible environmental 
impacts of the repository and measures to be undertaken for preventing them. Preparation and 
implementation of the Public Relations Programme are related to a number of actions such as  
identification of target groups, issuing of publications (periodicals, brochures, books, 
videotapes etc.), introduction of sponsorships for ecologically relevant actions, etc. Thus, the 
members of target groups should be acquainted with LILW disposal safety related practice at 
such installations. However, the incentives to local community are legally separated from 
these issues and are not included into this estimation of possible expenses. Total cost of 
publicly related actions to be activated during the 36-months period is assessed to 370,000 
EUR.  

4 ESTIMATED EXPENSES FOR PREPARATORY ACTIVITIES   

Preparatory activities consist of (a) ground purchase for disposal facility siting, and (b) 
preparing of site area for construction of disposal and auxiliary facilities. Both groups of 
activities are supposed to last 12 months. Although, it is expected some 15-20 hectares to be 
sufficient for complete repository in-door area, purchase of 30 hectares for disposal area along 
with surrounding protection belt would be preferable. Since it seems realistic to calculate 
some 5,000 EUR for one hectare of area, the total cost for the ground is 150,000 EUR. 
Preparation of that area would cost some 750,000 EUR, so that total estimated expenses for 
preparatory activities reach 900,000 EUR. 

5 PREPARATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STUDY 

Environmental impact study (EIS) for LILW repository will be based on considerably 
wider standard format than it is prescribed by ‘Code of Practice on Environmental Impact 
Assessment’ (‘Narodne novine’, No. 59/2000). Due to complexity of possible environmental 
impacts, preparation of the study requires engagement of various experts such as physicists, 
chemists, biologists, technologists, geologists, experts in physical planning, etc.). Besides the 
preparation of the study itself, the work of members of the Expert Commission for EIS 
Evaluation, nominated by the Ministry for Environmental Protection and Physical Planning, 
should be considered as well. Hence, the total cost includes engagement of 14 man-months 
for preparation and 3 man-months for evaluation and validation of EIS. Therefore, it is 
necessary to ensure 85,000 EUR total for this activity. It is reasonable to expect 13 months to 
be enough for completion and validation of EIS. 

6 OVERVIEW OF TOTAL ESTIMATED COST FOR NEEDED ACTIVITIES 

In accordance with the above mentioned, it follows the cost-breakdown of all estimated 
expenses needed for LILW repository site license acquisition (Table 1). 
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     Table 1: Overview of total estimated expenses for LILW repository site license acquisition 

  
Activity Man-months 

engaged 
Estimated cost 
(EUR) 

Preliminary activities 
Project leadership and co-ordination          76       380,000 
Project activity plan update             9         45,000 
Infrastructure systems built-up                    460      5,750,000* 
Licensing for site investigations            3         19,000 
Site investigations        130       925,000 
Data acquisition programme          16         80,000 
Monitoring of ‘zero-state’        176    1,260,000 
Development of models          84       610,000 
Safety assessment (first iteration)           81       505,000 
Public relations programme          55       370,000 
Preliminary activities – total              1.090   9,944,000 
Preparatory activities 
Purchase of ground for repository siting          18        150,000 
Preparation of site area          80        750,000 
Preparatory activities – total          98       900,000 
Environmental impact study - total         17        85,000 
All expenses estimated   1.205 10,929,000 
        

* The cost includes all expenses reasonably expected: designing, constructions and  
work hours for personnel engaged 

 
Total cost of activities needed for acquisition of LILW site license in Croatia is 

estimated to 10,929,000 EUR. With regard to 18,000 cubic metres designed capacity of the 
repository, it comes out the specific cost of 607 EUR per cubic metre of disposed LILW up to 
the stage of LILW site license acquisition. Total manpower engagement is estimated to 1,205 
man-months, while additional finances are referring to cost of ground for siting, necessary 
equipment, administrative and other services, etc. As it is apparent from the cost-breakdown, 
52,6 % of all expenses considered are related to planning, designing and construction of 
necessary infrastructure. Other remarkable expenses are those related to monitoring 
programmes of ‘zero-state’ (11,5 % of total cost), site investigations (8,5 %), preparation of 
the site area (6,9 %) and development of models (5,6 %). These five individually listed 
activities altogether make roughly 85 % of all expenses estimated. 

7 COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED EXPENSES WITH PRATICE IN OTHER 
COUNTRIES 

The obtained specific cost per 1 cubic metre of disposed LILW up to the stage LILW 
site license acquisition is 607 EUR. This sum is significantly lower than a mean value when 
compared with corresponding costs for LILW repositories in other countries, as it comes out 
from the following list of specific costs (per 1 cubic metre of LILW) [1]: 

 

 Loviisa (Finland)         1,740 EUR/m3 
 Wellenberg (Switzerland)    1,737 EUR/m3 
 Olkiluoto (Finland)    1,221 EUR/m3 
 Rokkasho (Japan)     1,315 EUR/m3 
 Konrad (Germany)    1,193 EUR/m3 
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 Croatia (estimated)      607 EUR/m3 
 Belgium (planned)      410 EUR/m3 
 Uveghuta (Hungary)      233 EUR/m3 
 El Cabril (Spain)       220 EUR/m3 
 Udvari (Hungary)       183 EUR/m3 
 SFR (Sweden)       176 EUR/m3 

 
It is necessary to remark that the share of expenses needed for LILW repository until 

the site license acquisition considerably differs from country to country, varying within the 
span of 15-40 % of total LILW repository project. For this reason, but also due to the factors 
such as differences in LILW disposal quality (including safety aspects), organisational and 
regulatory levels, as well as the quantities of LILW to be disposed, there are significant 
differences among the expenses (specific costs) considered. In addition, considering the 
experiences of other countries, it is reasonable to assume that the estimated specific cost for 
Croatian LILW repository project up to site license acquisition may amount to 20-25 % of 
total repository project cost (up to the repository start-up). In such circumstances, the total 
LILW repository cost in Croatia could be extrapolated to 43,416,000 EUR for ‘tunnel’ 
disposal (2,412 EUR per 1 cubic metre of disposed LILW) or 31,016,000 EUR (1,723 EUR 
per cubic metre of disposed LILW) for shallow ground repository.  By comparing specific 
total costs for similar LILW repositories in other countries, the expected costs for the 
repository in Croatia lay within world-wide practice in financing operation of such facilities:  

  

 Japan (Rokkasho, shallow ground disposal) 8,219 EUR/m3  
 Finland (Loviisa, deep geological disposal) 4,971 EUR/m3 
 Switzerland (Wellenberg, ‘tunnel’ disposal) 4,825 EUR/m3 
 Finland (Olkiluoto, deep geological disposal) 3,213 EUR/m3 
 Sweden (SFR, disposal in submarine rocks)        2,933 EUR/m3 
 Germany (Konrad, ‘tunnel’ disposal)   2,840 EUR/m3 
 Belgium (site not specified, shallow ground)  2,562 EUR/m3 
 Croatia (‘tunnel’ disposal, estimated)   2,412 EUR/m3 
 Croatia (shallow ground, estimated)   1,723 EUR/m3 
 Hungary (Uveghuta, tunnel disposal)    1,664 EUR/m3 
 Spain (El Cabril, shallow ground disposal)   1,294 EUR/m3 
 Hungary (Udvari, shallow ground disposal)  1,143 EUR/m3 
 France (Centre de l’Aube, shallow ground)     386 EUR/m3 
 Chech Republic (Dukovany, shallow ground)     367 EUR/m3 
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ABSTRACT 

The International Shelter Implementation Plan (SIP) [1], is aimed to convert the ChNPP 
unit 4, destroyed by a beyond-design accident in 1986, into an environmentally safe facility 
by means of large-scale projects such as stabilization of the existing Sarcophagus (Shelter), 
construction of a New Safe Confinement (NSC), and installation of engineering and 
monitoring systems.  

This report presents some important safety issues concerning radioactive waste (RAW) 
management at the Shelter.  

One of the main problems of RAW management is to dispose of large volumes of RAW 
generated during ground preparation work. It is necessary that RAW be sorted carefully to 
separate low-active radioactive waste (LLW), which will be the majority, from high-level 
waste. Considering the fact that the Shelter is in the exclusion zone, the interim storage of 
LLW in this zone is possible, but a set of safety measures is required, e.g. prevention of dust 
generation or spreading of radioactivity with water.  

 Another problem is high level RAW management. Highly radioactive fragments of the 
core, including fuel were ejected during the accident and are now buried under the man-made 
layer around the Shelter. Unanticipated disclosure of such fragments may happen during any 
ground preparation work as well as during clearing of premises inside the damaged buildings. 
Therefore, permanent radiation monitoring is required to prevent any intolerable exposure of 
workers. Unanticipated disclosure of high-active radioactive waste (HLW) could lead to 
considerable delay of any work. Since it is particularly difficult to remove HLW from those 
locations, which can not be easily accessed with removal equipment, such waste needs to be 
confined and properly shielded at in situ. Due to absence of a permanent HLW storage, an 
interim storage needs to be provided for in the territory of the Sarcophagus.  
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1  RADIOACTIVE WASTE AT THE SHELTER 
 
The International Shelter Implementation Plan (SIP) [1] is aimed to convert the ChNPP 

unit 4, destroyed by a beyond-design accident in 1986, into an environmentally safe facility 
by means of large-scale projects such as stabilization of the existing Sarcophagus (Shelter), 
construction of a New Safe Confinement (NSC), and installation of engineering and 
monitoring systems.  

The Shelter radioactive waste management program [2,3] has determined a set of 
measures on RAW management during implementation of these projects.  

[2,3] determine the main aspects of ChNPP activity in RAW management based on 
assessments of amount of RAW, which will be generated during the Shelter transfer into an 
ecologically safe system.    

Based on the characteristics of the areas and the conditions of the implementation of 
stabilization measures generation of solid and liquid RAW is predicted. 

Solid RAW (SRAW) may be divided into two groups: waste generated during main 
activities implementation and secondary waste. 

Main SRAW is generated during implementation of general preparatory work to arrange 
the construction site in the local zone and stabilization measures. 

Secondary SRAW will be generated during implementation of personnel radiation 
protection measures and due to contamination of materials and equipment, which cannot be 
decontaminated. 

The radionuclide composition the RAW is typical for the Chernobyl effluent. It is 
determined using the average composition of the fuel from Unit 4 Reactor at the moment of 
the accident (with consideration of radioactive decay process). The existing contamination is 
currently presented by Sr90, Cs137, Pu238-241 and Am241 radionuclides that are the sources for γ, 
β and α radiation. 

SRAW generated during main activities implementation will be the following: concrete 
and metal structural fragments, crushed stones, sand and construction waste (including fuel). 

Liquid RAW (LRAW) will be generated during decontamination of equipment and 
cleansing of personnel. During the Shelter Implementation Plan, generation of low- and 
intermediate-level LRAW is expected which are specified by increased content of sulphates 
and chlorides, as well as transuranium elements (TRU). 

The total amount of RAW generated during stabilization measures would be about 500-
600 tons of solid RAW and 500 m3 of liquid RAW [2]. 

At the upper part of the geological-lithological cross section of the Shelter site the three 
main engineering-geological layers can be identified: 
- post-accident technogenic layer; 
- accident consequences’ ground layer; 
- natural composition soils (with inclusions of pre-accident technogenic soils). 

Post-accident technogenic layer is only insignificantly radioactively contaminated as a 
consequence of post-accident technological activities. The technogenic engineering fill can be 
referred to as low-level waste (LLW) and partially as intermediate-level waste (ILW). It is 
partially composed of “clean” (non-radioactive) soils the amount of which can not be 
evaluated at present. Based on the conservative approach all the amount of excavated post-
accident technogenic layer soils is referred to as RAW.  

The accident consequences’ ground layer is highly contaminated. The thickness of the 
layer is about 1 m. HLW can be included in the pre-accident ground layer composition. 
Natural composition soils are not radioactively contaminated and do not belong to RAW.  

The total amount of ILW and LLW generated during excavation work for the 
foundation of the NSC will be about 100,000 m3. 
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During construction of infrastructure facilities, RAW is generated during levelling of 
building sites for new facilities, their construction, and further operation. It is estimated that 
about 380 000 m3 [2, 3] of waste will be generated consisting of soils and structures. The 
volume of soils will be about 370000 m3.  

Based on the existing data concerning the specific activity of radionuclides in the man-
made layer at the Shelter site, generation of LLW is forecasted, whereas during earthwork in 
the local zone, small amounts of ILW, and probably a small amount of HLW are expected to 
be generated.      

According to [4], the complete scheme for RAW management shall cover the following:   
- preliminary monitoring of activity and radioactive situation; 
- fragmentation; 
- removal; 
- monitoring of activity and contents of nuclear materials;  
- preliminary treatment; 
- sorting; 
- processing; 
- conditioning (containerisation and immobilization); 
- certification; 
- transportation for interim storage and/or transfer for disposal; 
- interim storage; 
- disposal. 

During stabilisation measures, creation of infrastructure facilities and other work within 
the SIP, SRAW will be managed according to the following scheme. After preliminary 
assessment of the activity and sorting  LLW and MLW will be transferred from the 
excavation sites to collection points, large-sized LLW and MLW will be fragmented in situ , 
transferred to the collection points. and will be transported for disposal in the collector-tanks.  

During the work, a small amount of HLW is probable. HLW should be collected and 
fragmented using means for SRAW remote processing. HLW are transported in the protective 
containers to the interim storage facility to be created in the existing fresh fuel storage facility 
on the ChNPP site.  

Currently a series of facilities on RAW management are being constructed and designed 
at ChNPP [3], in particular:  
- Liquid Radwaste Treatment Plant (LRTP);  
- Industrial Complex for Solid Radwaste Management (ICSRM);  
- Interim Storage Facility for spent fuel (ISF-2).  

These facilities are intended for RAW management generated during ChNPP-1-3 
decommissioning, however, they can be used during treatment and storage of waste generated 
at the Shelter during SIP, excluding low-level soils 

Within SIP Task 13, a stationary facility for LRAW treatment is planned. The function 
of this facility is to collect water and bottom sediments at the Shelter and to remove  
transuranium elements and organic compounds. After purification, water will be transferred 
for treatment to the LRTP.  

 
2  LLW MANAGEMENT 
 

One of the most important problems is management of large amounts of LLW expected 
to be generated during construction of the SIP infrastructure and during construction of the 
NSC, as well as during removal of contaminated soils. 
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To date, Ukraine has no special facilities for managing such large amounts of RAW and 
will not have in the near future. Facilities for RAW storage/disposal, which are being created 
now in ChNPP, are intended mainly for ChNPP-1-3 decommissioning and not for Shelter 
RAW, particularly in view of their large amounts.  

The near-surface RAW storage facility (Buriakivka) operating in the 30-km exclusion 
zone has only about 60000 m3 of available capacity and cannot be used for storing all LLW 
generated during SIP. 

One of the options for resolution is to extent the storage facility “Buriakivka” and use 
this extension for storing Shelter RAW. Preparation of the design for extending the available 
capacity of this storage facility up to 150000 m3 is currently being completed. However, this 
capacity may not be sufficient.  

Considering the fact that the Shelter is in the exclusion zone, interim storage of LLW is 
possible but a set of safety measures are required, e.g. prevention of dust generation or 
spreading of radioactivity with water. However, this is not the preferred option since it would 
require to handle the RAW twice, namely to transfer it into the interim storage and after into 
the final disposal. 

In view of the existing situation, ChNPP SSE has proposed to divide contaminated soils 
into the following categories:  

– “background” which do not require special storage facilities;  
– “above-background” which are subjects for further disposal.  

It was proposed that the reference levels in force for the radiation situation at the Shelter 
site, ChNPP and the exclusion zone (in particular, exposure dose rate, surface contamination 
with alpha- and beta-radionuclide) should be used as criteria for sorting of contaminated soils 
in accordance with the categories presented.    

Such approach can be acceptable, however, it should not mean that “background” soils 
are exempt from monitoring and can be disposed anywhere in the exclusion zone. First, it is 
necessary to determine specific sites for location of “background” soils and than to establish 
acceptance criteria for each specific site, and further to sort soils depending on these criteria.  

Specific measures should be undertaken in these sites to assure safety (dust suppression, 
prevention of wash-out of radionuclide by rain water, radiation monitoring, shielding, etc.).  

This variant of disposal requires thorough sorting of soils during their removal 
according to the established criteria, which seems to be a very complicated task considering 
the large amount of soils removed and the kind of contamination (alpha-emitting nuclides, 
high-level radiation sources).      

By applying such separation into “background” and “above-background” soils 
considerably smaller amounts of RAW are to be disposed of in the near-surface storage 
facility “Buriakivka”.  

The problem becomes complicated by the fact that in removing the soils of the 
technogenic layer, high-level radiation sources (contaminated structures, fuel powder, core 
fragments, etc.) can be detected.   Therefore, the following should be provided during removal 
of soils: 
- permanent radiation monitoring during removal of soils layer-by-layer;  
- thorough sorting of the removed soils; 
- removal of detected HLW and its further packing  into container (using remote devices). 

The two disposal options, namely disposing of soil at “Buriakivka” without prior sorting 
and separating “above background” soils from “background” soils should be compared. This 
comparison should consider economic aspects and the need for preparing an appropriate 
RAW management infrastructure. The results should be presented before large-scale 
earthwork starts. 
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 Soil excavation will be carried out at sites at which the content of radionuclides as well 
as the contamination level of the surface layer differ considerably. E.g. the man-made 
technogenic layer of macadam, sand and construction materials, created during the Shelter 
construction work, contains a substantial level of radioactive contamination including reactor 
core fragments. In contrast, soils outside the Shelter area have a relatively low level of 
contamination. Therefore, management of soils should be different depending on their origin.  

Recently it has been proposed to use the pressure ponds located south of the turbine hall 
for LLW storage. In this context it is necessary that limits for the radionuclide content of soils 
are defined, that criteria on safety assurance during RAW storage in these ponds are 
established, and that the appropriate safety measures are determined.  

 
3  HLW MANAGEMENT 

 
The second issue concerning RAW management during stabilisation, creation of 

infrastructure facilities and NSC construction is the management of HLW. In the course of the 
accident at ChNPP-4, fragments of core, including nuclear fuel, have been ejected from the 
reactor. These can be found partially at upper marks of the destroyed reactor building, 
including the central hall and partially outside the buildings located under the cascade wall 
and within the Shelter site under the man-made technogenic layer. During all works at the 
Shelter, particularly in the zone adjacent to it (in the local zone), intensive ionising radiation 
sources may be uncovered under the technogenic layer. During preparatory and dismantling 
work, as well as installation work, unanticipated discovery of such sources can lead to 
exposure of personnel performing this work. Therefore, prior radiation survey of the territory 
of the planned work, as well as continuous radiation monitoring in the process of work should 
be provided.     

Discovery of unanticipated intensive ionising radiation sources (IRS) during the work is 
considered an emergency situation.   

The following is required:  
- to stop the work and limit access to the working zone;  
- to shield the discovered IRS;  
- to evacuate from the working zone all personnel who will not participate in the retrieval 

of the IRS; 
- to provide additional radiation protection means for personnel, who will perform the work 

with IRS; 
- to remove the discovered IRS and locate it in a container (or confine) using the remote 

devices;    
- to transport the container with IRS to the storage site.  

After IRS removal or confinement, additional radiation survey should be provided in the 
premises where IRS has been discovered.    

In some locations during the work in the Shelter premises, IRS removal and further 
containerisation may be difficult, e.g. usage of the remote devices and supply of appropriate 
containers may be impossible due to spatial conditions. In this case it is necessary that the 
discovered IRS be confined and properly shielded or removed from the working area and then 
confined to ensure safety of the personnel performing the SIP work. Such confining sites 
inside the Shelter should have no impact on the whole Shelter, and should not constitute a 
problem for the other SIP tasks and designs.           

To date, ChNPP has no storage facility available for HLW generated during SIP 
activities. Taking into consideration a need for constructing a temporary storage facility as 
soon as possible before large-scale work within SIP begins, the possibility has been reviewed 
to use existing ChNPP buildings for this purpose that meet the requirements of confinement 
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from the environment, physical protection and radiation monitoring. Interim HLW storage 
will be performed in specialised transport-protective containers. The fresh fuel storage facility 
has been selected for usage as interim HLW storage facility. Because this building according 
to regulations is classified into the first category, correspondingly, it will meet completely 
safety requirements, namely:   
- protect HLW tanks against natural and man-caused external events; 
- prevent unauthorised access to the HLW containers; 
- provide appropriate radiation monitoring. 

 
4  CONCLUSION 

 
Proper management of radioactive wastes generated during SIP work at the Object 

Shelter is important for SIP work progress. A thorough radiological survey to identify 
unanticipated intensive ionising radiation sources is essential before any field work at the 
Object Shelter begins. Procedures how to deal with any kind of waste found needs to be 
established in the frame of a SIP RAW management program. ALARA considerations have to 
be an important aspect when selecting appropriate RAW management approaches. Lack of 
RAW management procedures, facilities and tools could have an adverse impact on major SIP 
tasks such as stabilisation or the construction of the New Safe Confinement and as such could 
jeopardise the overall project schedule.     
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ABSTRACT 

European Commission adopted recently two proposals of Directives designed to pave the way 
for a Community approach to the safety of nuclear power plants and the processing of 
radioactive waste. Nuclear safety cannot be guaranteed without making available adequate 
financial resources. With regard, in particular, to the decommissioning of nuclear facilities, 
the Directive defines the Community rules for the establishment, management and use of 
decommissioning funds allocated to a body with legal personality separate from that of the 
nuclear operator.  
In order to comply with the acquis communautaire, Romanian Government issued the 
Emergency Ordinance no. 11/2003 which set up the National Agency for Radioactive Waste 
(ANDRAD) and soon will be established the financial mechanism for raising the necessary 
funds. Societatea Nationala “Nuclearelectrica” S.A. operates, through one of its branches, 
Cernavoda NPP Unit 1 and has to prepare its decommissioning strategy and to analyze the 
options to assure the financing for covering the future costs.  
The purpose of this paper is to clarify the financial systems’ mechanisms to the satisfaction of 
the nuclear operator obligations, according to the disbursement schedule foreseen by 
decommissioning projects .  
The availability of cash to pay for all the decommissioning expenditure must be foreseen by 
setting up assets and establishing a suitable financing plan. The different practices of assets 
management shall be presented in this paper on the basis of the international experience. 
Some calculation samples shall be given as an illustration. 
  
1. INTRODUCTION 

The nature of the technical operations, the long term perspective and the amount of money 
involved for decommissioning have financial consequences in regards to cost estimating and 
financing for which there does not exist to date one single answer. In the current frame of the 
opening of the European electricity market and of the enlargement process of the European 
Union, the financial assessment of decommissioning operations has become an important 
decision driver. Thus there is a crucial need for reliable cost calculation methods and 
strategies for financial planning of dismantling operations. Most of the countries using 
nuclear power have regulated the decommissioning cost liabilities in acts or rules. In most of 
the countries the legal obligations include general principles: 
— The owner’s responsibility: The generality should not diminish the owner’s 
responsibility. The owners have to foresee the necessary economic and financial measures to 
meet future decommissioning expenditures. 
— Clear calculation of the costs: It is of great importance that the decommissioning costs 
are calculated properly and re-evaluated periodically. This allows the integration into the 
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operating costs, i.e. in the kWh price. 
— Minimizing costs transfer in the future: The decommissioning costs have to be 
benefited from the operational benefit and the funds have to be collected during the 
operational time. 
There are different possibilities of who bears the responsibility of the financing of the 
decommissioning and its realisation: 
— The responsibility is transferred to a central external agency depending on the state. This 
system is called “centralised control of funds / centralised responsibility of obligations” 
(Italy, Spain); 
— The responsibility remains at the producers, but the accumulated funds are retained in a 
separate account controlled by the state. This system is called “centralised control of funds / 
decentralised responsibility of legal obligations” (Finland); 
— The responsibility remains at the producers, but they have to give guaranties in the 
subject. This system is called “guaranties given by producers / decentralised 
responsibility of legal obligations” (USA); 
— The responsibility is at the level of the company that creates the burdens. This system is 
called “provision passed by producers / decentralised responsibility of legal obligations”. 
This is the system that prevails in many countries, i.e. in Germany, Belgium. 
Concerning the financing of the decommissioning, the key questions raised by the nuclear 
facilities are: 
1. How to face the decommissioning expenses when the time comes with an 
acceptable probability of funds availability? 
2. Which investments should the owners of NPPs choose to meet their obligations? 

 
2.1. General Financial Considerations 
The availability of cash to pay for all the decommissioning expenditure must be foreseen by 
setting up assets and establishing a suitable financing plan. Decommissioning financing 
system has to maximize the probability of providing sufficient financial cover to meet the 
expenses incurred while, at the same time, observing certain constraints. 
The type of cover has to meet the following conditions: 

• To face, when the time comes, with an acceptable level of risk, expenses for which the 
financial cover system has been set up and managed; 
• To avoid value destruction, caused by an anticipated return on an asset inferior to the 
cost of the assets itself. 

 
a) Availability of funds 

Available funds are linked on the one hand to the capital saved over a period of time as well 
as the wealth generated by the company itself. Necessary resources for financing the future 
dismantling commitments are therefore made of industrial assets and/or financial assets and 
will rely on appropriate asset/liability management. An adequate diversification of assets, 
within the regulatory constraints of each country, will allow an optimisation of the 
profitability/risk ratio. Assets should become more and more available as the disbursement 
time comes nearer and nearer. When a State accepts the entire liability and corresponding 
risks (in consideration of instalment of a cash sum balance from the operator, or state taxation 
of the client), it can rightfully decide the type of asset/liabilities management it prefers. But 
the companies concerned don’t have to make provisions in this case and the state option 
concerning asset/liabilities management can no longer influence the company 
competitiveness. For these companies only the financial conditions of asset transfers exert an 
influence. A reinvestment of part of the cash - flow into industrial assets therefore allows 
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optimisation of the profitability return/risks ratio while bearing in mind the time period 
involved.  

b) Annual expenditure 
The withdrawal of necessary resources for the dismantling of the installations is linked to the 
following: 

- the aggregate reference cost 
Many dismantling experiences carried out across the world have been on prototype or 
preindustrial installations. Those have permitted us to define procedures and to master the 
techniques. Nevertheless the aggregate cost of the dismantling of a large power reactor has yet 
to be demonstrated practically.  

- the elasticity of time schedule 
The time schedule depends on that selected by the company: immediate dismantling after 
flushing and evacuation of fuels and fluids, or deferred dismantling, profiting from the natural 
radioactivity decrease. In the case of immediate dismantling, it is foreseeable that 100% 
expenditure is undertaken within the ten years following the closure of the plant. In the case 
of deferred dismantling, main expenditure is required only 50 years after the plant closure and 
spread over ten years. Currently there is no law defining the maximum amount of time within 
which dismantling has to be completed. A deferred dismantling allows decrease " direct " 
costs but leads to not inconsiderable site surveillance costs during the waiting period. 

- the uncertainty of the plants lifespan 
Some plants, whose anticipated operational life is 30 years will be able to extend it to 40 years 
or more. On the other hand, others can be decommissioned early for unforeseen technical, 
economic or political reasons. The possibility of spreading the dismantling expenditure and 
getting an effective flexibility on the time schedule of these expenditure could mitigate the 
risk of not meeting the cover and therefore limit the necessity of covering it.  
 

c) Constraints 
• the regulations 

Regulatory constraints can induce a dramatic rise in costs. These risks refer to modifications 
in legislation ( required dismantling level, " green field " for example) or waste storage costs, 
according to local or national tax systems (for example, in France , only the VAT applies 
whereas in the USA, the applicable federal waste tax is 200%).  

• deregulation 
Because of the growing uncertainty that deregulation facts will weigh on the value and 
profitability of their assets , companies could be increasingly constrained to create dedicated 
funds, thus limiting the free use of part of their cash flow. Due to the heightened dangers 
caused by the deregulation, it is normal that the community views invested assets more at risk 
in the electricity producer core business and that it demand a better diversification of the 
assets portfolio, in order to have on time the necessary available cash to meet expenditure 
when the time comes. Politicians are balanced by the wish to maintain the industry’s 
competitiveness and alternative energy costs. By anticipating the effect on tariffs and cash 
flow levels, the correct choice of decommissioning financing system can be made. The two 
following issues must be addressed: the suitability of the chosen system in the context of risk 
spreading within the regulatory structure and the evolution of the financial structure of the 
company and the utilization of its free cash flow, according to political and legal environment 
in which it operates or may operate in the future. 
 
2.2. Accounting Standards 
According to current accounting standards, two methods are used by companies to evaluate 
expenses which will occur in the future but for which a precise date cannot be attributed: 
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• The method of current value consists of evaluating future expenses by their present cost. 
The result is corrected every year for inflation and is revised periodically for technical and 
legal changes. In this way, the value of future expenses does not depend on when the 
expenditure is carried out. This is the method generally used in France and Germany for 
example.  
• The method of net present value consists of calculating the current value by discounting 
future costs. This method is notably used in Belgium, the United Kingdom and Sweden.  
When choosing the method of calculation, the various companies are largely influenced by 
the legal requirements and accounting practices used in their respective countries, as well as 
by contractual considerations. The current value method accelerates the making of the 
necessary provisions. The net present value method is very sensitive to the precise calendar of 
the forecast expenditures and to the real yield (above inflation) expected in the long run of 
accumulated capital. Under the current value method provisions are made gradually during 
the operation of the installations, according to their estimated duration and rhythm of activity 
(economic and technical). The net present value method provides an annuity to cover future 
costs by comparing the difference with the previous year’s calculations. 

2.3. The choice of a discount rate 
The choice of a discount rate to select public or private investments has been a long source 
of debate between economists. Is it necessary to depreciate the future (therefore to discount 
incomes and expenditures that will appear tomorrow) or is it necessary on the contrary to add, 
without discounting them, sums available at different times? 
Two types of argument are often advanced: 
- not discounting (therefore to opt for a void discount rate), to the cause that the future 
generation interest would be " crushed " if we depreciate the future, is economically 
disputable because there exists a " pure preference for the present "; 
-discounting, (and to retain a strongly positive rate) risks leading to arbitration in favour of the 
present generation to the detriment of future generations. It is an ethically indefensible choice, 
because it is our duty to take into account the welfare of the future generations, especially 
when the choice made today will have long lasting consequences for tomorrow. 
In the absence of explicit and direct procedure for the determination of the discount rate, it 
seems that the choice of this rate relates to the three considerations and aims described below: 

• The discount rate equivalent to the internal rate of return 
The definition of the discount rate takes into consideration on the one hand, the cost of the 
long-term debt, if the firm has to borrow to invest and, on the other hand, the remuneration 
rate of an alternative investment that it can make if it does not choose to invest while its self 
financing capacity would allow it. 

• The discount rate for the choice of investments of public interest 
The choice of the rate is then complicated by the fact that very often, the whole of the 
externalities generated by alternative projects are difficult to appraise and the temptation 
exists to internalise these externalities by the choice of a specific level of the discount rate. 
In this case, as in the case of private investments, but to a lesser extent, the level of long-term 
interest rate has to be taken into account. 

• The discount rate in case of long-term investments 
The choice of a discount rate depends on decision-maker status. The state one has an essential 
reference; the rate of return of the long-term bonds, when the private investor will choose the 
average capital cost. The decision-maker can see that positive effects on nuclear electricity 
production are very important, notably because they make a contribution to solve macro 
economical imbalances.   
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It is not satisfactory to keep the choice of a sole discount rate to study scenarios in such a long 
time scale. It is necessary to define a discounting technique that better takes into account the 
rationality of the economical agent including those of the public decision-maker. 
One choose there to build a discounting technique that, while preserving a certain economical 
efficiency to investments has the double aim to take into account 

 first, the three following realities that condition the choice of the discount rate level: the 
decision-maker has a "pure" preference for the present, the fact that it generates wealth effects 
and it creates technological progress that could be profitable for future generations.  

 secondly to consider greatly the future generations welfare, so as not to underestimate the 
negative consequences that they would be susceptible to sustain. 
Due the length of time scales, the discount rate would not have to be uniform. 
Three discount rate scenarios are therefore proposed. Each of the first two has a double 
discount rate. The first rate covers a period of 30 to 40 years and the second rate covers the 
following period. These scenarios are summarised below in the Table 1: Discount Rate 
Scenarios: 

Table 1: Discount Rate Scenarios 
Year 0 30 40  
Discount rate 1 6% 3% 
Discount rate 2 5% 0.5% 
Discount rate 3 3.5% 

 
As an example, we could compare a present sum of 100 Euro to a future sum at different 
periods ,considering the three different discounting scenarios, as in Table 2 below.  

Table 2: Discounted Values 
 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 2100 
Discount rates 1 100 55.8 31.2 18.5 13.3 9.9 2.2 
Discount rates 2 100 61.4 37.7 24.3 14.9 13.6 10.5 
Discount rates 3 100 70.9 50.3 35.6 25.3 17.9 3.2 

Assuming a decommissioning cost of 100 Euro/kW , the discounted value is shown in the 
Figure 1, according to the three discount rate scenarios. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 – Discounted Decommissioning Costs 
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2.4. European Commission initiatives 

2.4.1. The “Nuclear Package” 
At the end of April 2002 the EU’s Vice-President Loyola de Palacio announced in the 
European Parliament that the time had come for "common [nuclear] standards and control 
mechanisms which will guarantee the application of the same criteria and methods in the 
whole of enlarged Europe". 
On 6th November the Commission’s college finally discussed and adopted what became 
known as the ‘nuclear package’ which encompassed legislation on safety standards, uranium 
imports and radioactive waste management strategies. At the time of the publication the 
Commission stated that ‘to avoid any difference of treatment between the current Member 
States and the new Member States, the legal regime will need to be operational on the date of 
the enlargement of the Union, i.e. 1st January 2004’. However, this is not realistic or 
necessary and by placing such an arbitrary and unachievable timetable the Commission will 
totally undermine the legislation. 
A memo ‘Towards A Community Approach to Nuclear Safety’ which seeks to explain to the 
public the necessity and requirements of the directives accompanied the launch of the 
package. In particular it should be noted that:  
‘This directive will introduce common safety standards’: This is not true as the directive will 
only require the establishment of common safety principals. 
‘Decommissioning funds set up by operators must be managed separately from their other 
financial resources’: This is not true as operators may, under justified circumstances, manage 
their funds. 
 

2.4.2. Decommissioning Funds 
For a number of years the Commission has been considering legislation to regulate the use of 
decommissioning funds. In a 1998 Commission publication it was stated: “Different 
situations exist among the Member States for the financing of decommissioning, e.g. simple 
provision in the accounts allowing reinvestment of the collected funds for other than 
decommissioning purposes, segregation of collected funds outside the sphere of the company, 
or a complete State organisation and management of decommissioning by separate 
specialised, mostly publicly owned companies. Moreover, the amount of yearly funding 
required, the requirements as to when and how decommissioning has to be accomplished, and 
the applied calculation methods and discount rates differ substantially between Member 
States. This situation could lead to distortion and discrimination between now competing 
nuclear electricity producers from different Member States. Decommissioning costs are 
clearly seen as part of the electricity production costs.” (see reference [5]). 
The key issue is accessibility to these funds. In some Member States such as France and 
Germany, the nuclear operators retain control of the funds they must set aside for 
decommissioning and waste management. While in others, such as Spain, Finland and 
Sweden, the funds are managed by a separate legal entity. Therefore in some countries 
decommissioning funds may be used by the utility for investments, either in their existing 
facilities or for market acquisitions. It is already clear that the same companies which could 
have access to their decommissioning funds are also those that are most active in purchasing  
other electricity or energy companies. Therefore the European Parliament, in its first reading 
of the Electricity Market Directive in March 2002, proposed an amendment which sought to 
address the market distortion. The amendment, was passed in the Plenary and stated: “In 
order to ensure the availability of funds for future decommissioning and to avoid obstacles to 
fair competition in the energy market, Member States must adopt separate accounting for the 
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financing of future decommissioning or waste management activities. These funds must be 
reviewed and audited annually by an independent body, such as the regulator or regulatory 
bodies, to verify that the revenues and the associated interest raised for these future activities 
shall only be used for these purposes, that is for decommissioning or waste management 
activities and not used directly or indirectly to fund activities in the market.” 
The Commission rejected the Parliament’s amendment claiming that they agreed on the 
importance of the issue, but rejected the intention of its inclusion within the electricity market 
directive. Rather they stated that a directive specifically addressing this issue would be 
prepared. Instead of this, the issue has finally been addressed in an annex of the directive on 
nuclear safety guidelines. In this it states: “The assets of the funds are to be used only to cover 
the costs set out in paragraph 2 [decommissioning and spent fuel management costs] above in 
line with the decommissioning strategy and may not be used for other purposes. To this end 
the decommissioning funds shall be duly established with their own legal personality, 
separate from the operator of the installation. If exceptional and duly justified reasons make 
such legal separation impossible, the fund could continue to be managed by the operator.” 
While the first part of the paragraph goes some way to meet the requirements of the 
Parliament's amendment, the second sentence completely undermines the whole intent. Such a 
loophole totally undermines the whole purpose of restriction on the use of decommissioning 
funds. 
 
2.5. Nuclear Safety Issues in Romania 
 
The electricity delivered into the national grid by Unit 1 of Cernavoda was 5.106 million 
MWH in 2002, the installed power being used at 89.37%, which represents the highest values 
in the 6 years of commercial exploitation. The nuclear fuel necessary for the functioning of 
Unit 1 of Cernavoda is provided by Nuclearelectrica, through the Pitesti nuclear fuel plant. 
The investment works at Unit 2 of Cernavoda are 50% completed. 
SN Nuclearelectrica SA has set up with its own funds the first module of the burnt fuel 
intermediary store in Romania. The value of the investment is of USD 15 million, the store 
being set into function in April this year. The final capacity of this store ensures the storage of 
the burnt nuclear fuel resulted from the functioning of the two units for a period of 30 years. 
In order to comply with the acquis communautaire, Romanian Government issued the 
Emergency Ordinance no. 11/2003 regarding the management of spent nuclear fuel and 
radioactive waste, including the final storage. According to this legal act, the process of safe 
management of spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste produced in the course of different 
nuclear activities will be co-ordinated by the National Agency for Radioactive Waste 
(ANDRAD). By the end of this year the secondary legislation will be adopted for establishing 
the financial mechanism for raising the necessary funds as well as the responsibilities and the 
manner this fund shall be managed.  
Societatea Nationala “Nuclearelectrica” S.A. has to prepare its decommissioning strategy and 
to analyze the options to assure the financing for covering the future costs. 
Societatea Nationala “Nuclearelectrica” S.A.’s option is for deferred dismantling. The  
breakdown of production cost for the MWh delivered by Cernavoda NPP Unit 1 shall include 
a component which shall, once the invoices amounts are collected, feed the fund dedicated for 
decommissioning. This cost component shall be included in the overall cost of electricity 
produced after the repayment of loans contracted by our company for Unit 1 completion, 
which is scheduled to end in 2006. 
According to the present estimates, decommissioning costs represents about 15% of the 
investment costs. One can say that must be accumulated funds of about 280 millions USD, 
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which means that the cost of MWh delivered to the grid, applied for a period of 20 years, shall 
be of about 2.9 USD. 
 

2.6. Conclusions  
With over 30% of the EU’s electricity coming from nuclear power, distortions within this 
sector can have significant impacts on the wider electricity industry.  
1) The European Commission is attempting to significantly increase the powers of the EU to 
regulate nuclear facilities. While everyone would like to see measures introduced that would 
lead to a significant increase in safety standards across the EU, it is important to assess what 
the changes the proposals will actually require and what impact they will have. 
2) The accessibility of funds for decommissioning and waste management is a key factor in 
both the attractiveness of a utility to outside investors and the opportunity of a nuclear utility 
to expand. As there is no definition of what ‘exceptional’ circumstances are and no indication 
who shall judge the justification for the exception which allows the operator to manage the 
funds, this issue must be clarified. 
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ABSTRACT 

Nuclear Energy for New Europe – what does it mean? 
New Europe – it means in first order joined Europe. And it is quite clear that also efforts 

in nuclear energy must be joined. What can be proposed as a target of joint efforts? 
Improvement of existing plants, technologies, materials? – Certainly, but it is performed 
already by designers and industry themselves. 

There exists a problem, which each state using nuclear energy faces alone. It is nuclear 
waste problem. Nowadays nuclear waste problem is not completely solved in any country. It 
seems reasonable for joining Europe to join efforts in solving this problem. 

A satisfactory solution would reduce a risk connected with nuclear waste. In addition to 
final disposal problem solution it is necessary to reduce total amount of nuclear waste, that 
means: 

- reducing the rates of accumulation of long-lived dangerous radionuclides; 
- reducing the existing amounts of these radionuclides by transmutation. 

These conditions can be satisfied in reasonable time by burning of minor actinides and, 
if possible, by transmutation of long-lived fission products. 

However we can use this strategy effectively if we will design and construct nuclear 
energy as a system of which components are united by nuclear fuel cycle as a system-forming 
factor. The existing structures and approaches may become insufficient for new Europe. 
Therefore among the initial steps in considering nuclear waste problem must be considering 
possible promising fuel cycles for European nuclear energy. 

So, does new Europe need new nuclear energy?  It seems, yes. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Stable development of long-term power system seems impossible nowadays without 
wide-scale nuclear power usage. To make this approach acceptable it is necessary to outline 
ways for satisfactory solving some important problems including radioactive waste (RAW) 
management problem.  Main sources of RAW generation and accumulation in nuclear fuel 
cycle (NFC) are: 
• U and Th ore extraction from the Earth; 
• Nuclear fuel and other nuclides transformation in nuclear reactors (fission, transmutation, 

activation); 
• Irretrievable losses during nuclear fuel fabrication and reprocessing. 

The final solution of RAW problem is only final disposal. But to make repository 
acceptable both from safety and economical point of view it is necessary to reduce 
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significantly RAW generation and accumulation per unit of generated power. For mentioned 
RAW sources it means: 
• Reducing amount of extracted ore; 
• Nuclear reactors operation organization thus to incinerate maximal possible amount of 

actinides involved to fuel cycle, to transmute more dangerous none-fissile RAW to less 
dangerous one, to reduce construction materials activation; 

• Improvement of nuclear fuel fabrication and reprocessing technologies to reduce 
irretrievable losses. 
Consideration of formulated requirements allows bringing out main system restrictions 

and pointing out the ways to RAW repository problem solution. 

2 WAYS TO REDUCE AMOUNT OF LONG LIVED RAW 

2.1 Reducing amounts of extracted nuclear fuel 

Using closed U-Pu, U-Th or U-Pu-Th nuclear fuel cycles in multicomponent structure 
of nuclear power including fast breeder reactors can satisfy this requirement. Natural U and 
Th can compensate burnt fuel and irretrievable losses. 

 
2.2 Nuclear power structure optimization 

Nuclear fuel cycle consists of different types of nuclear reactors, nuclear fuel cycle 
plants (fabrication, reprocessing, intermediate storage, final repository) and radioactive 
nuclides processed in them. Nuclear fuel cycle organized these components into nuclear 
power system having corresponding structure. 

To select an appropriate NFC it is necessary to develop nuclear power structure models, 
perform a comparative analysis and bring out variants with minimal amounts of RAW.  

Nowadays in nuclear power two types of solid fuel nuclear reactor are used: with fast 
and thermal neutron spectra. Generally, optimal structure can include other or new types of 
reactor. 

 
2.3 Improvement of fabrication and reprocessing technologies 

Existing fabrication and reprocessing technologies are not developed to minimize losses 
and discharges when fuel recycling. It is necessary to consider the ways to improve existing 
technologies and/or to develop new ones with minimal losses. 

 
2.4 Equilibrium stage of nuclear power development 

Nuclear power lifetime can be divided into 3 stages:  
Initial stage – energy production grows and structure forms;  
Equilibrium stage – energy production and nuclear power structure are stable and only 

fuel to compensate burning and RAW losses is extracted, and new components are only 
constructed to replace decommissioned ones with the same type and power; 

Final stage – gradual decommission of nuclear power plants and RAW problem final 
solution.  

It is reasonable to expect that equilibrium stage must be much longer then initial and 
final stages. Therefore the equilibrium stage determines both problem of minimization of 
RAW generation and accumulation and problem of elimination of all dangerous nuclides and 
fission products on the final stage. This statement allows us later to consider mainly 
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equilibrium stages of nuclear power structure. We assume that acceptability of equilibrium 
stage of nuclear power is an essential condition of long-term nuclear power acceptability. 
Nuclear power structure modeling for equilibrium stage allows performing NFC optimization 
to minimize RAW amount.  

It is clear that fission products amount is proportional to energy production and cannot 
be reduced. It is possible only to transmute more dangerous fission products into less 
dangerous ones, with additional neutron consumption. But problem of fission products is not 
developed enough to formulate real requirement for fission product transmutation.  

On the other hand, minimization of fissile RAW (transuraniums) amount is based on the 
understanding that transuranium is not a waste but a fuel [1] that was produced by neutrons, 
consumption, so it must be used for energy production with maximal efficiency. All 
transuraniums accumulated must return to the fuel cycle, so NFC must be closed for heavy 
nuclides. In this case neutron balance is improved and amount of transuraniums in fuel cycle 
decreases and becomes proportional to system power and not to energy production. This 
amount strongly depends on nuclear power structure and we can manage this structure to 
optimize neutron balance and amount of radionuclides in system. 
 

However we can use this strategy effectively if we will design and construct nuclear 
energy as a system of which components are united by nuclear fuel cycle as a system-forming 
factor. The existing structures and approaches may become insufficient for new Europe. 
Therefore among the initial steps in considering nuclear waste problem must be considering 
possible promising fuel cycles for European nuclear energy. 
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ABSTRACT 

After the transfer of the responsibility for the management of the Central interim storage 
for waste from small producers, located at the reactor centre in Brinje near Ljubljana, 
Slovenia, the national Agency for radwaste management (ARAO) started with most urgent 
activities to improve the utilization of the storage facility. One of the main tasks has also been 
the rearrangement of the already stored radioactive waste in order to reduce volume of the 
waste and to collect same radioisotopes in the containers. The latest campaign, performed in 
2002/2003, was repacking of all Co-60 spent sealed sources in the storage facility and also at 
the producer’s premises which were after conditioning put into two drums with concrete 
matrix and stored back to the Central interim storage. The preparation works together with the 
implementation are described in the paper. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

 
By Governmental decree of May 1999, the national Slovenian Agency for radwaste 

management (ARAO) was authorized as a state public service for managing radioactive waste 
from small producers. By this decree the ARAO also became the operator of the Central 
Interim Storage intended for radioactive waste from industry, medicine and research, located 
in Brinje near Ljubljana, Slovenia. At the take-over a thorough analysis of the current state of 
the facility and stored inventory was performed. Based on the findings of the examination a 
“Plan for remediation and modernisation of the Central Interim Storage for Radioactive Waste 
in Brinje” [1]  was prepared in 2000 as a foundation for the operation of the public service of 
storing the waste. 

 
The plan, divided into three main segments, dealt with an integral approach towards 

remediation and refurbishment of the facility, optimisation of the inventory arrangement and 
modernization of the storage and storing utilisation. Given the diversity of essential 
improvements on the technical systems, features, stored radioactive waste and utilisation of 
the storage facility, the plan foresaw for each individual activity a special project which 
would include all technical details together with a plan of execution according to the 
Slovenian legislation. Therefore ARAO started in 2001 with the preparation of different 
projects to improve conditions in the storage facility.  
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So far, the ARAO has prepared several projects for reduction and optimisation of the 

waste volume, its repacking and rearrangement. Implementation projects were prepared for 
clearance of already decayed sources from the storage, dismantling of the smoke detectors 
and beta sources repacking. In addition two activities on spent sealed sources arrangement, 
which were the most urgent from the safety point of view, have been already performed. For 
disused spent radium sources a special conditioning operation was performed in 2001 based 
on IAEA procedures. All spent radium applicators from the storage facility and also from the 
small producer’s premises (radium applicators which were located on the site of producers) 
were welded in steel capsules, loaded into two lead containers and placed in the centre of a 
pre-cemented 210 l steel drum. In the year 2002/2003 similar operation was realized also for 
all spent cobalt-60 sources in Slovenia.  

 

2  REPACKING OF CO-60 SOURCES 

 

For the repacking of Co-60 sources the implementation plan [2] was prepared in which 
all activities needed for repacking of Cobalt 60 sources were described, including the 
collection of spent sealed sources in the Central interim storage facility and at the premises of 
different small producers who own the spent cobalt sources. The plan envisaged 
transportation of all sources to the hot cell in the building of Institute Josef Stefan (IJS), the 
separation of the sources from original containers, their collection in lead containers, the 
emplacement of lead containers into pre-cemented drums and storing of those drums back to 
the storage facility. Implementation plan covered also organizational parts, radiological 
measurements and radiological protection, ALARA planning, emergency planning, QA and 
documentation, timing and responsibilities of all involved parties. Special analyses of the 
proposed lead containers and pre-cemented drums were done [3] with the emphasis on 
radiological calculation of the total allowable activity per drum. The activity limitations for 
the whole drum and consequently for each lead container were derived from the transport 
limitation for the dose rate which is prescribed to be 1 mSv/h on the contact. The plan was 
reviewed by the Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration and Radiological Protection 
Administration who issued required licences at the end of 2002.  

 

The works, which started in the beginning of January 2003, were performed by two 
groups of Slovenian experts under the coordination of ARAO according to the approved 
implementation plan. The Institute for Occupational Safety (ZVD), who has very good 
knowledge of the storage inventory due to previous characterization of stored waste in the 
Central interim storage was responsible for collecting of the cobalt sources in the storage and 
their transportation to the hot cell, situated in the IJS Chemistry building nearby storage 
facility. Team of experts from Institute Josef Stefan was responsible for all activities in hot 
cell which includes the acceptance of sources, opening of the original containers with spent 
cobalt sources, collecting the sources in the lead containers and in the pre-cemented drums.  

 

ARAO, who was responsible for management and coordination of the project, 
participated in the activities inside the storage facility. The workers helped with radiological 
measurements and other handling activities, in addition special quality assurance program was 
developed to assure documentation and traceability of activities related to waste handling and 
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manipulation. Project leader from ARAO was responsible for every day data collection and 
record keeping, ARAO’s QA manager served as additional supervisor for the whole project 
(Figure 1).  

 

 
Figure 1: Regular data collection of the mass streams 

 

 
 
Figure 2: Transport of the sources from storage to hot cell facility by using forklift 
 
The works proceeded smoothly without major problems. Up to 20 packages with spent 

cobalt sources from the storage were put on carrying palette, measured, weighted and noted 
with all necessary data on the materials (sources, packages, masses,…) leaving the storage 
facility. Radiological measurements and careful labeling of all packages were performed 
online. Totally 18 palettes were transported to the hot cell by the forklift, approximately 50 m 
away from storage (Figure 2), where they were accepted by IJS staff. Each original container 
was opened, the inner source with the holder was transferred to the hot cell digestorium where 
the manipulation of the sources was performed with the use of remote hands if possible. For 
the worker’s protection special shielding was set with appropriate mirrors which enabled 
better guidance (Figure 3). Released spent sources were collected in the stainless steal holder 
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which was placed in the lead container when full. Based on calculations the activity limitation 
for individual container was 37 GBq. Two lead containers were put into one 210 l pre-
cemented steel drum. Special attention was given to the mass balance record keeping, 
therefore old containers were marked, measured and if not contaminated released for further 
use according to the “Regulation on maximal limits of radioactive contamination of the 
human environment and decontamination”. During the repacking activities 9945 kg of old 
packaging (original lead containers) was taken from control area, cleaned of the radioactive 
signs and sold mostly to the enterprise which deals with special waste (DINOS). 

 

 
 
Figure 3: Spent sources manipulation in the hot cell  
 
Repacking of the spent sealed sources from original shielding containers included 

beside sources stored in the Central interim storage facility in Brinje also cobalt sources at the 
producer’s temporary storages (sources from medicine, industry and research facilities). The 
transportation was coordinated by ARAO and most of the packages were directly transferred 
from temporary storages to the hot cell where they were treated and collected into lead 
containers. During the collection of the packages one empty package container was accepted 
which did not include cobalt sources. Immediate after discover of the situation, ARAO 
proceeded according to the ARAO’s emergency plan in case of special event. The source was 
identified, found still at the location of the producer in original shielding container and 
transported to the storage facility.  

 

3 RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION 

 
Radiological protection was implemented according to the Slovenian legislation. The 

workers, 4 in the hot cell and 7 in the storage facility, were included into TLD dosimetry 
control and additionally equipped with electronic dosimeters. Special dosimeter for the 
worker who performed direct handling of the sources was fixed to his hands. Details on 
received doses from gamma radiation in the storage facility and in the hot cell are given in the 
table 1. The whole team received less than 0.8 man mSv for the action in the 2 months period. 
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Table 1: Total received doses from gamma radiation in the storage facility and in the hot 

cell (electronic dosimeter) 
 

Location Dose from gamma 
radiation (µSv) 

In the storage 403 
In the hot cell 356 
Total 759 man µSv 

 
Due to very careful planning and implementation of the repacking activities the doses 

experienced by the members of the team were several times smaller than predicted by the 
implementation plan. The average dose to the team member was les than 70 µSv, the 
maximum for individual was 0.144 mSv. 

 

4 RESULTS OF REPACKING 

 
During the repacking activities all together 218 pieces of spent cobalt sources were 

taken from the original containers and repacked in the hot cell. In addition 88 spent cobalt 
sources from previous IJS repacking activities were added to repacked sources. All of them 
were collected in three lead containers and placed into two 210 l steel drums with concrete 
matrix (Figure 4).  

 

 
 
Figure 4: Detailed view of the pre-cemented drum with lead container 
 
The details about the repacking are given in table 2 with the number of sources in 

individual container, measured total activity, measured dose rate on the lead container’s 
surface, volume capabilities and the number of the drum in which lead containers were stored. 
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Table 2: Data and status in the lead containers filled with cobalt sources with indication 

of final drums. 

 
Lead container No. of sources Total activity 

per container 
Max dose rate 
on the contact 

Status Drum 

ZV-kobalt 1 88+144 28 GBq 
(6.2.03) 

4.5 mSv/h Full ARAO-803 

ZV-kobalt 2 70 10.88 GBq 
(18.2.03) 

2 mSv/h Full ARAO-803 

ZV –kobalt 3 4 14.6 MBq 
(19.2.03) 

0.1 µSv/h Partially filled ARAO-804 

 
The two drums were measured, labeled and transferred back to the storage facility 

(Figure 5). 
 

 
 
Figure 5: Transport of repacked drums back to the Central interim storage facility 
 
 

5 CONCLUSIONS  

 
All main activities in the repacking process were recorded on camera. From this 

documentary material a 10-minute video film has been produced to serve for information and 
educational purposes.  

 
The volume of stored waste was decreased drastically due to the old, not used 

packaging with weight over 9 tons, which was radiologicaly examined and removed from the 
monitored area. All spent cobalt sources are now in the storage facility in two drums, properly 
treated and on one location. Repacking of the cobalt sources enabled more space in the 
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storage, improved radiological conditions inside of the storage and ensured better working 
conditions for employees. Although the repacking of spent cobalt sources is finished ARAO 
still has several similar actions to realize in order to obtain final goal which was established in 
our basic documents – optimization of the inventory arrangement in the Central storage 
facility. 
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ABSTRACT 

The goal of this work is to present activation measurements of radiological shield 
samples from the research reactor TRIGA in Vienna, Austria and to compare them with 
measurements made of a similar samples from research reactor TRIGA in Ljubljana, 
Slovenia. The final aim of these experiments was to determine the volume of activated 
concrete in biological shield of TRIGA in Vienna. Heavy concrete with the aggregate barite 
was used for the reactor shield. Barite gives good attenuation properties for gamma rays, but 
the long-lived radioactive nuclide Ba-133 is activated by neutrons, something we do not have 
with normal concrete. Results for the samples of the shield in Ljubljana have already been 
presented [1].  

1 INTRODUCTION 

A method for experimental determination of long-term activation of reactor concrete 
shielding based on activation analysis of the concrete samples in the reactor shield was 
developed for TRIGA Mark II research reactor at Jožef Stefan Institute (JSI) in Ljubljana. The 
results were published in paper [2]. It was found out, that long-term activation of concrete 
shielding depends mainly on trace elements and isotopes or impurities in concrete 
composition. The next step of our research was to transfer the experimental model to other 
similar existing TRIGA reactors. There are currently more than 50 TRIGA research reactors 
still operating all around the word. In this paper the activation of concrete from TRIGA 
Mark II research reactor at Atominstitut der Österreichischen Universitäten in Vienna, Austria 
is presented.  

The geometry of both TRIGA research reactors (at JSI, Slovenia and at Vienna, Austria) 
is very similar and is schematically presented in Figure 1. The geometry is typical for all 
TRIGA Mark II reactors built by General Atomics. The reactor power is 250 kW. The core is 
placed at the bottom of open tank filled with water (further description of the reactors can be 
obtained on the home page of General Atomics and TRIGA reactors [3]). In radial direction 
reactor geometry roughly consist of cylindrical core, annular graphite reflector, annular region 
of water, cylindrical aluminium reactor tank and thick radiological shield made of concrete. 
The geometry of the shield in axial direction is practically uniform. The shields are penetrated 
by several experimental channels in form of aluminium tubes of approx. 20 cm diameter. One 
of the radial experimental channels (denoted as horizontal channel 4 in Figure 1) was also 
used for irradiation of the concrete samples described in this paper. 

Both reactors have biological shielding made of heavy (barite) concrete and ordinary 
concrete superstructure. Since the concrete for biological shielding was made of natural 
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material from local origin there was possibility for significant difference in concrete 
compositions. Important trace elements, such as cobalt and europium, appear in small 
concentrations, and can vary depending on the origin of natural material.  
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Figure 1: Horizontal cross section trough TRIGA Mark II research reactor at core mid-plane. 
Samples in Ljubljana were taken from the outside of reactor body above the radial beam port 
number 4. Samples in Vienna were taken from platform above the thermal column door (also 

from the outside of the body). 

2 DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT 

Samples from the radiological concrete shield of the research reactor TRIGA in Vienna 
have been taken and activated in the same way as the samples from the reactor shield in 
Ljubljana in a special sample holder designed for the horizontal channel 4 of TRIGA reactor 
in Ljubljana [2]. In both cases samples have been taken from the outer (not irradiated) side of 
reactor body. The sampling locations have been selected in such a way, that integrity and 
shielding functions of the shield were not affected. In Vienna samples were taken from three 
different locations on the platform above the thermal column door. (One piece of sample from 
Vienna is presented in Figure 2). At JSI three samples were taken from the side of reactor 
above the horizontal channel number 4. All samples were irradiated only at JSI in Ljubljana. 

The main purpose of irradiation in horizontal channel 4 was to determine depth 
distribution of long-lived isotopes after the irradiation. Samples in the channel 4 are exposed 
to different neutron fluxes in different concrete depths. Concrete depth during the irradiation 
varies between 0 cm to 60 cm. In the first case (depth 0 cm) the sample is on the inner surface 
of the shielding, touching the surface of water tank. Besides main activation in horizontal 
channel, a comparison between different sampling locations in Vienna has been made by 
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neutron activation in the roundabout, where all samples were exposed to the same neutron 
flux. The roundabout irradiation facility is located around the core inside the reactor pool. 

The main steps of the experiment were: drilling the samples from the research reactor 
radiological shield body, crushing the samples, filling plastic containers with the crushed 
samples, activating the samples in the reactor, waiting for the short-lived radio nuclides to 
decay and measuring the long-lived isotopes with a gamma spectrometer.  

Chemical sample composition determined with a combination of different analytical 
methods is presented in Table 1. The concrete composition was experimentally determined 
using the chemical analytical methods, neutron activation analysis (NAA) and the X-ray 
fluorescence analysis (XRFA).  

Table 1. Composition of barite concrete in the reactor shielding of TRIGA Ljubljana and 
TRIGA Vienna. 

TRIGA  
Ljubljana 

wt %  TRIGA (a)  
Vienna 

W1 (b) W2 W3  

    wt % wt % wt % σa [b] 

Ba 48,1  Ba 46,6 
47,1 

46,9 
47,6 

49,5 
48,9 

1,2 

O 32,4  O 31,2 
31,7 

31,6 
32,1 

33,3 
32,9 

0,00027 

S 11,4  S 11,0 
11,1 

11,1 
11,3 

11,7 
11,6 

0,520 

Ca 4,2  Ca 4,4 
4,4 

4,7 
4,7 

4,2 
4,1 

0,43 

Si 1,0  Si 3,8 
3,7 

3,8 
3,5 

3,4 
3,5 

0,16 

Mg 0,7  Mg 0,2 
0,2 

0,3 
0,3 

0,2 
0,2 

0,063 

C 0,6  
Fe 0,6  
H 0,6  
Al 0,4  

(a) Three different sampling locations in Vienna were 
marked W1 (middle), W2 (left side), W3 (right side). 
(b) From each sampling location two samples were sent to 
chemical analysis. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Concrete sample from Vienna. 
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2.1 Activity Measurement 

Areas of interesting photo peaks were measured using GeHP (high purity germanium) 
gamma spectrometer. From measured areas (in number of counts per second) the activity of 
long-lived isotopes was calculated using the following equation for each peak and decay 
energy:  

dkt
t ee

t
myieldeff

cpsA λ
λ

λ
∆−−

∆
×

××
=

1
        (1) 

Where: cps is the measured area for each photo peak in “counts per second”, m is mass 
of irradiated sample, λ is decay constant for the given isotope, eff is efficiency of spectrometer 
according to the equation fitted to the calibration curve. The yield is statistic probability of the 
observed gamma decay, ∆t is the time of spectrometer measurement and tdk is time between 
irradiation and gamma spectroscopy. 

To take into account also time of the measurement the following correction factor was 
used:  

( ) tAeA m
t ∆=− ∆− λλ11           (2) 

Where: A1 is actual activity at start of the measurement and Am is measured activity. 
After measurement the data has been imported into a database, normalised to sample mass, 
decay time after activation and the known yield of various spectral lines using equations (1) 
and (2). Calculated activities of various radioactive nuclides are then compared for different 
decay times after activation. The results of measurements are presented in Tables 2 and 3. The 
tables give the average values of measured activity at various gamma energies for given 
isotopes. The tables show only isotopes that contribute to overall activity after 1 and 5 years. 

Table 3: Comparison between samples from Ljubljana and Vienna for three different depths 
of irradiation (0 cm, 5 cm and 10 cm). Samples were irradiated for 100 hours at full power in 

the horizontal channel 4. JSI indicates material from TRIGA Ljubljana and V indicates 
material from sapling location W3 at TRIGA Vienna. Comparison is presented for one and 

five years cooling time. Isotope activities are presented in [Bq/g]. 
   1 Year Cooling Time 5 Years Cooling Time 

 V JSI V JSI V JSI V JSI V JSI V JSI 

Isotope Half-Life 10 cm 5 cm 0 cm 10 cm 5 cm 0 cm 

Sc-46 83,85 Days 2,18 4,38 4,77 9,66 9,28 22,94       
Cr-51 27,7 Days   0,01  0,03 0,02       
Mn-54 312,2 Days  0,67  1,18  2,06  0,03  0,05  0,08 
Fe-59 45,1 Days  0,32 0,18 0,77 0,39 1,95       
Co-60 5,2721 Years  11,68 5,67 28,04 11,17 66,50  6,90 3,35 16,58 6,60 39,32 
Zn-65 243,8 Days  15,58 1,78 29,91 3,21 65,38  0,25 0,03 0,47 0,05 1,03 
Sb-124 60,2 Days      1,70       
Cs-134 2,062 Years  1,65 1,77 4,17  8,93  0,44 0,46 1,09  2,33 
Ba-133 10,7 Years 86,95 77,29 200,95 163,73 366,28 407,10 67,11 59,66 155,10 126,38 282,72 314,22 
Ce-141 32,38 Days    0,01 0,01 0,02       
Eu-152 12,7 Years 6,16 6,81 11,51 15,25 19,72 35,56 4,95 5,47 9,25 12,39 15,86 28,59 
Eu-154 8,5 Years      3,94      2,85 
Ta-182 115 Days      0,84       

 
Comparing data from the radiological shields under similar experimental conditions of 

two similar research reactors TRIGA shows that, the barium concentrations are approximately 
the same, whereas in the radiological shield in Vienna there is not so much long-lived Co-60 
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and Eu-152 as in Ljubljana. This difference should yield a 10% lower activity of the shield in 
Vienna 5 years after reactor shutdown if both reactors had a similar operating history. 

Table 4: Inter-comparison of three different sampling locations from Vienna. Samples were 
irradiated for three hours in the roundabout at full power. Isotope activities are presented in 

units of [Bq/g]. 

[Bq / g]   1 Year   5 Years   
Z Isotope Half-Life W1 W2 W3 W1 W2 W3 

21 Sc-46 83,85 Days 3,93 3,42 3,78    
24 Cr-51 27,7 Days 0,01 0,02 0,01    
25 Mn-54 312,2 Days  0,37 0,44  0,01 0,02 
26 Fe-59 45,1 Days 0,17 0,13 0,15    
27 Co-60 5,2721 Years 5,06 4,46 4,86 2,99 2,64 2,87 
30 Zn-65 243,8 Days 1,41 1,41 1,32 0,02 0,02 0,02 
51 Sb-124 60,2 Days 0,11 0,11 0,07    
55 Cs-134 2,062 Years 1,79 2,50 1,74 0,47 0,65 0,45 
56 Ba-133 10,7 Years 140,22 140,58 142,28 108,23 108,51 109,82 
63 Eu-152 12,7 Years 7,76 7,56 8,02 6,34 6,07 6,45 
63 Eu-154 8,5 Years 1,33  0,87 0,96  0,62 
73 Ta-182 115 Days 0,14 0,15 0,17    

 
2.2 Depth Distribution of Saturated Activity 

From the results presented in Table 3 and from irradiation time, saturated activity of 
each nuclide can be calculated. Saturated activity is maximum activity that can be achieved by 
a radioactive nuclide at certain flux level in a certain depth of a shield. Saturated activity is a 
basis for estimation of maximum expected waste volumes in Ljubljana and Vienna.  

Saturated activity is given by the following formula: 

irrtirr e
AA λ−∞ −

=
1

1           (3) 

Where: Airr is measured activity after irradiation at selected depth in horizontal 
channel 4, and tirr is irradiation time (in our case 100h).  

Using formula (3)  saturated activities for  all nuclides (Sc-46, Cr-51, Mn-54, Fe-59, 
Co-60, Zn-65, Sb-124, Cs-134 and Ba-133) were calculated from measured values presented 
in Table 3. Saturated activities for all nuclides were calculated for three different concrete 
depths (0 cm, 5 cm and 10 cm). An exponential function is approximated on the 0cm, 5cm, 
10cm sample depth data. Activities for deeper layers of concrete were calculated using 
exponential extrapolation. Exponential function for depth distribution was taken, according to 
known experimental data for saturated activities in TRIGA Ljubljana shield, which fit well to 
exponential curve up to depths of 60cm. See references [4, 5 or 6] for more details. 

3 RESULTS: WASTE VOLUMES  

For waste volume determination we need levels of allowed radioactivity in waste 
material. According to references [7,8], different general limits are proposed world-wide. First 
one is general commutative report level of 10 Bq/g. The second is more strict (conservative) 
level of 1 Bq/g. Even very strict criteria of 0.1 Bq/g can be found for unconditional clearance 
levels for landfill disposal. Reader can consult quoted references for additional directives on 
waste material levels. However, neither the IAEA nor the EU basic standards, do not include 
the clearance levels for unregulated disposal for Ba-133!  
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Due to missing data for Ba-133 we arbitrarily selected 1 Bq/g as the uniform criteria 
("clearance level") for all isotopes in this paper for waste volume estimation. Calculated 
depths at which the saturated activity of certain isotope falls below criteria level are presented 
in Table 5. Results are tabulated for different cooling times.  

Table 5: Calculated depth of activated material for both analysed reactors. Calculated depths 
of activated material are presented for different cooling times. Before shutdown, the reactor 
was running constantly for more than 30 years. Long-lived isotopes have reached saturated 

activities. A limit of 1 Bq/g was used for determination of activation limit. 

TRIGA Vienna, depth of activated concrete after different cooling times in centimetres. 
Cooling time [y] Sc-46 Cr-51 Fe-59 Co-60 Zn-65 Ba-133 Eu-152 

0 56.40 23.67 33.66 64.83 45.54 92.39 74.18 
1 3.21 0.45 2.94 61.23 29.01 89.82 72.44 
5 0.00 0.00 0.00 48.73 4.78 80.26 65.89 

10 0.00 0.00 0.00 36.63 0.50 69.73 58.52 
20 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.69 0.01 52.63 46.17 
30 0.00 0.00 0.00 11.69 0.00 39.72 36.43 
50 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.73 0.00 22.63 22.68 

100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 5.54 6.93 
TRIGA Ljubljana, depth of activated concrete after different cooling times in centimetres. 
[y] Sc-46 Mn-54 Fe-59 Co-60 Zn-65 Cs-134 Ba-133 Ce-141 Eu-152 

0 69.85 48.81 49.61 85.80 73.31 64.65 104.24 20.38 87.43 
1 3.97 34.32 4.33 81.04 46.70 55.87 101.35 0.68 85.38 
5 0.00 8.39 0.00 64.49 7.69 31.16 90.56 0.00 77.66 

10 0.00 1.44 0.00 48.48 0.81 15.02 78.68 0.00 68.98 
20 0.00 0.04 0.00 27.39 0.01 3.49 59.38 0.00 54.42 
30 0.00 0.00 0.00 15.47 0.00 0.81 44.82 0.00 42.94 
50 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.94 0.00 0.04 25.53 0.00 26.73 

100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.22 0.00 0.00 5.09 0.00 6.68 
 
We can see that the depth where activity of barium 133 is higher than criteria level 

(1 Bq/g) is the deepest in almost all cases. Only after more than 50 years of cooling the 
europium 152 "takes over" due to its longer half-life time. 

 
3.1 Estimate of Waste Volume 

From the maximum depth of activated concrete taken from Table 5 a simple and 
conservative estimation of the waste volume can be calculated assuming spherical symmetry 
of activation around the reactor core. The estimation can be done with a spherical model 
intersected by a cylinder that represents the reactor tank. Sphere is centred in reactor core 
centre. Volume of cylinder occupied with water is subtracted and the remaining volume is the 
volume of activated concrete. Estimated volume of the waste is then simply = sphere – 
cylinder – spherical sector (above the cut of the sphere). A density of 3.5 kg/m3 for compact 
heavy concrete was used for estimating mass from compact volumes. Calculated volumes and 
masses of activated heavy concrete for both reactors and for different cooling times are 
presented in Table 6. We can see that the time dynamics is practically identical for both 
reactors. Estimated masses and volumes for Ljubljana are slightly higher due to higher 
measured Ba-133 activity in Ljubljana sample. We can conclude that the estimated volumes 
and masses of waste materials from both reactors are equal within the accuracy of this simple 
method of estimation.  
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Table 6: Estimated volumes and masses for criteria of 1 Bq/g. 

Years after 
reactor shut 
down 

Volume (m3) 
Vienna 

Mass (Tons) 
Vienna 

Volume (m3) 
Ljubljana 

Mass (Tons) 
Ljubljana 

1 20.9 73 26.0 91 
5 17.2 60 21.2 74 
10 13.6 47 16.6 58 
20 8.7 31 10.5 37 
30 5.9 21 7.0 24 

 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

An experimental method for determination of long-term activation of concrete shielding 
has been performed for two TRIGA reactors: one at Jožef Stefan Institute in Ljubljana, 
Slovenia and other at at Atominstitut der Österreichischen Universitäten in Vienna, Austria. 
The activity of concrete was studied on concrete samples taken directly from reactor body.  

Predominant long-lived isotope determining the volume and mass of waste heavy 
concrete in both investigated TRIGA reactors is barium 133. Even with heavy concrete 
aggregate originating from two different countries, the activity differences after a few years 
cooling are small. The most important result of this research is therefore following: The 
conclusions about the shield activity and the volume of long-lived radioactive wastes from the 
shield that have been obtained for the research reactor TRIGA at the Jožef Stefan Institute in 
Ljubljana are transferable to other reactors of the same type, if their specific operating 
histories are taken into account. However the activity of steel reinforcements in the concrete 
was not taken into account in this study. For more accurate results and complete overview of 
reinforced concrete activation the work on this subjects should be continued in this direction. 

An unexpected by-product of our research is also observation, that the clearance level of 
the most important isotope (that is Ba-133) for heavy concrete radioactive waste disposal is 
not included in the international standards and regulations. To facilitate dismantling and 
decommissioning process of research reactors in several countries this regulatory gap should 
be filled on international level as soon as possible. 
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ABSTRACT 

The system is designed for monitoring gas pollutants in air, in a chemical plant. It 
consists of gas detectors with transmitter and modules for environmental conditions 
measurement, data loggers  and a central monitoring station which role is to collect data, 
generate alarms if pollutants concentration becomes over limit and create database.  

A dedicated software permits data collecting and processing in order to get solutions for 
minimising human and technological risks.  

The system role is monitoring the pollution sources and the surrounded areas that might 
be affected, for keeping gas pollutants concentration at an acceptable level and to minimise 
the pollution effects. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The chemical plant being monitored is one of the greatest of  our country, 
manufacturing both inorganic and organic products and represents a major source of air 
pollutants. The plant is located near-by a town with more of 100 000 inhabitants and is 
surrounded by populated areas.  

The air quality surveillance system in function before was using manual gas sampling 
tubes with bellows, made by Draeger. This system had the major disadvantage of not 
supplying real-time data. Increased concern in air quality  required by the forthcoming EU 
integration has determined the initiative of  designing and implementing an integrated system 
of  air gas pollutants monitoring. 

The work deals with gas pollutants. The pollutants of major interest are : chlorine, 
chlorine hydride, sulphurous dioxide and ammonia.  

 
Table 1 Alert and action concentration for the monitored gas pollutants 

 
Alert concentration Action concentration Pollutant 

[ppm] [mg/m3] [ppm] [mg/m3] 
Chlorine 0.02 0.07 0.03 0.10 
Chlorine hydride 0.14 0.21 0.20 0.30 
Sulphurous dioxide 0.09 0.25 0.12 0.35 
Ammonia  0.30 0.21 0.42 0.30 

 
By order of the Romanian Ministry of Environment the “action level” is defined as the 

level of concentration of certain pollutant equal to the maximum admissible level stipulated 
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by standards, and the “alert level” represents 70% of “action level”. This levels are important 
because they are the settling alarm levels: 1-st level: the local alarm and 2-nd level: the 
chemical alarm. 

Concentrations values for the two levels of these gas pollutants are presented in table 1. 
Air monitoring stations are placed near the sources, in order to determine the maximum 

contaminant concentration, and on the plant perimeter in order to determine the surrounded 
populated area exposure [1]. 

2 MONITORING SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

The monitoring system is organised on three hierarchical stages, as presented in figure 
1. 
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The second stage includes data loggers, designed and realised in order to accomplish the 
following tasks: 

- analogue measurements from transducers; 
- data transmitting; 
- commands transmitting and receiving; 
- local displaying of measured parameters;  
- measuring range and alarm setting; 
- events counting. 
Each of this modulus is composed of  a CPU, a radio modem, a radio emission-reception 

station and a power supply. 
CPU, structured on a Philips Semiconductors 80C552 microcontroller, realises the 

following functions: 
- analogue measurements from transducers , which involves: measuring transducer 

selection, conversion of input analogous signal into binary and binary to ASCII, calculus of 
measured parameter value; 

- local displaying of measured parameter; 
- communication with radio modem on RS 232 serial port. 
Each data logger can receive up to 8 input analogous signals ( can be connected up to 8 

transducers) . The schematic of CPU is presented in figure 2. 
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The third stage, the dispatcher, consists in a emission-reception radio station, a radio 
modem, a PC and a power supply and realises the following tasks: 

- dialogue with local equipments of data acquisition; 
- dialogue with human operator; 
- data base creating; 
- data base consulting; 
- reports editing. 

The software architecture follows the hardware structure of the monitoring system: 
there is a local soft package for the data loggers, a central soft package for the dispatcher and 
the communication software, which administrates communications between the mentioned 
levels in order to provide data security and check for errors. 
 The local software package consists in: 

(i) application software, which realises analogue and digital data readings, outputs 
enable, data-base up-to-date, local displaying of measured parameters on a LCD 
display. Data are not processed on this level, they are only acquisitioned in files 
that contain informations about the measuring point, the day and the moment of  
measurement, the detector and the gas pollutant, the measured value. The 
application software (i) is written in ASM 51 assembler. 

(ii) communication software, which has tasks defined for messages emission and 
reception, error checking, received massages enable, is also written in ASM 51.  

The central software package consists also in:  
(iii) application software , which manages the order and periodicity of measurements in 

automat or manual way, compares the measured concentration value with the 
preset values, signalling the reaching of the “alert concentration” and getting 
chemical alarm when the “action concentration” is reached, realises the “autotest” 
and “ autocal” functions every day - automat, or at operator request, commands the 
supply switching into back-up battery at line falling, processes data acquisitioned 
from the files generated by the acquisition driver, displays requested data on the 
PC display. The application software (iii) involves the application of GIS 
(Geographical Information System) as a tool for data collection and analysis [4] 
getting a supporting spatial data set for evaluating the air quality and the populated 
areas exposure. 

(iv) communication software, which administrates the communication with data 
loggers and with the application software (iii), is written in C++.  

3 CONCLUSIONS 

The system using digital data acquisition supervised by PC has the advantage of  
decreasing  human errors and improving measurement accuracy and also to supply real-time 
data, which is a major help in chemical alarm situations. 

The system is hierarchically structured and open, permitting further development by 
new subsystems integration. 

By using such a monitoring system an objective air quality control and risk management 
becomes possible. 
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ABSTRACT 

 The paper deals with a  data transmission system operating in a large, noisy industrial 
area. The radio transmission system permits data and commands communication between  the 
local units of collecting data and a central monitoring and/or command station ( dispatch). 
The communication support are radio waves in the range 450 MHz. The transducers are of 
transmitter type, with 4-20 mA output signal, providing information about environmental 
and/or work parameters. Data are primarily acquisitioned in a data logger with 
microcontroller, then transmitted via a FSK radio modem and a radio station to the dispatch. 
Data logger can also be connected in a network. The dispatch personal computer receives and 
processes data and transmits commands. The system functioning is supervised by a 
communication software in MCS – 51 assembler and an application software in Visual C++. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The paper presents a radio data  transmission system used in  an industrial area. This 
system is used for gases pollutants monitoring in a chemical plant and for technological 
equipments remote control. 

2 RADIO TRANSMISSION SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

The transmission system achieves the communications between the local level, 
consisting of equipments and data collection units and the command and control central unit 
(dispatch). 

The transmission equipment MDR, which accomplishes the communication on radio 
channel (data and commands emission/reception), is structured from: radio modem, radio 
transmission-reception unit, connection equipment and specific antenna. 

The modern versions of radio-communication systems use temporal switching 
technique, which uses switches connected to the input and output lines having time 
multiplexed signals, making the connection between the input temporal channels and output 
temporal channels. 

The switching network accomplishes the following tasks: 
- Direct treatment of input and output multiplex; 
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            -   Establishing of  the right connection ways which are continuously modifying in 
time, function of the required connection for each communication channel, as could be seen in 
Fig.1. The first connection – (1), switches a temporal channel of the input line A on a 
temporal channel of output line B, and the connection (2) switches a temporal channel of 
input line (A) on a channel of output line C. 
 

 (1)   (2)                   (1) 
          A      B   

                                  (2) 
              C         C 
 

         
 
 

Fig. 1 Connection ways establishing 
 
The temporal switching can be accomplished in a “synchronous” way or a “non-

synchronous” way. The “non-synchronous” way, named also “package switching”, is 
characterized by the transmission of information by data packages that are non-synchronized. 
These data packages could have various lengths.  In order to guarantee the non-synchronous 
transmission, it is necessary to achieve the bit synchronization. Considering that, in absence 
of data packages necessary to be transmitted, synchronization words will be transmitted on 
the line. The checking of data packages is accomplished by the limitation signs (D), which are 
positioned before and after every data package. These limitation signs could be used as 
synchronization words. To control the traffic of these data packages, a label is associated to 
every package, which could allow the identifying of the right way of this package. 

 The structure of such a data transmission is shown schematically in Fig.2. 
 
          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.2 The structure of the “package switching” data transmission 
 

The non-synchronous temporal switch accomplishes the following tasks: 
 -analyzes the received package label in order to determine the right transmission way 

for the package; function of the controlling mode of the way, could be considered the change 
of this label; 

 - controls the data packages way to the proper output multiplex; 

Input temp.
multiplex 

Output temp. 
multiplex 

            Communication data transmitted non-synchronous 

      Package D D

Synchronous words transmitted  in absence of useful data 
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 - accomplishes the time multiplexing of the packages for an output multiplex. 
 
2.1 Radio modem 
 
The radio modem broadcasts the information by binary packages. The binary 

information transmission way by radio is similar to data transmission way by an usual 
modem. When radio data would be received by a radio modem, this modem recreates the 
adequate signal at the computer serial port, and therefore, the received data will be identically 
to the sent data. 

The complete configuration must contain the modulation- demodulation unit (which is 
modem it-self) and the radio transmission unit (receiving-emitting station with antenna). 

There are two different possible data transfer ways: synchronous and non-synchronous. 
Synchronous transmission by modems is usually achieved by the following procedure: the 
modems gather different characters groups in a memory buffer, where these characters will be 
prepared to be transmitted as a stream. In order to transmit this data stream, a complete 
synchronization between modems has to be made.  This is achieved by special characters 
sending, the synchronizing words. When the two modems clocks will be synchronized, the 
data stream is transmitted. 

 For the non-synchronous transmission way, the data are encoded in a pulses series, 
including a start and an end bit. The start bit is necessary to inform receiving modem that will 
follow the transmission of a character. Then will be sent the character, followed by an end bit, 
which signifies that the transfer is ended.    

 The block diagram of the radio modem is shown in Fig.3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.3 Block diagram of the radiomodem 
 
 
Transmission is achieved by Frequency Shift Key (FSK) modulation technique, with a 

data transmission rate of 1200 bps. The used frequencies for transmission are 1200 Hz for 
“1”LOGIC and 1800 Hz for “0” LOGIC. 

 A typical digital data stream sequence and the adequate FSK signal is shown in Fig.4. 
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Fig 4. Digital data stream and the corresponding FSK signal 
 
As could be seen, VTi is the transmitted voltage and VRi is the received voltage. An 

important advantage of the FSK modulating technique is that the signal amplitude is not 
affected by the distance of data transmission. The transmitted data are organized in frames 
containing 166 bits, structured as is presented in Fig.5. At 1200 bps, the frame period is 
0.1383 s.  

 
   SB      SF                Data                                 Control  bits 

 
 

Fig.5 Transmitted data frame structure 
      
 Synchronizing bit (SB) is accomplished by a succession of “1” and “0” , on a 15 bits 

field , and the  synchronizing frame (SC) is accomplished by a 11 bits BARKER sequence. 
The information itself is transmitted in the next field, having 64 bits length, by 4 bits length 
hexadecimal words (16 words). The last field, of 76 bits length, contains the control 
information.   

 
Table 1 Radiomodem Signals 

Signal 
Name Type 

Function 

XTAL/CLK I/P oscillator input  
XTALN O/P oscillator output   
M0 I/P logical input for function mode setting 
M1 I/P logical input for function mode setting 

RXIN I/P Rx input  amplifier 
RXFB O/P Rx output amplifier 
TXOP O/P FSK generator output  
Vss supply ground 
VBIAS O/P Supply voltage, internally generated 
RXEQ I/P logical input for equalizer enable/disable 
TXD I/P logical input for each FSK modulator input 
CLK I/P Clock pulse 
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RXD O/P logical output for each  FSK demodulator output 
DET O/P Digit output for energy detector 
RDYN O/P Data Ready output  
VDD supply Positive voltage 

 
In Table 1 are presented the required signals for the radiomodem work; I/P are input 

signals and O/P are output signals. 
Operating mode depends of logical levels on M0 and M1 input like in Table 2. 
 

Table 2 Radiomodem operating mode dependence of M0 and M1 logical levels 
M1 M0 Rx Tx Synchronous data 
0 0 1200 bits/sec. 75 bits/sec Rx 
0 1 off 1200 bits/sec Tx 
1 0 1200 bits/sec off Rx 
1 1 Zero-power - 

 
 
We choose to work with data synchronising function Tx. 
Data synchronising circuit for 1200bits/sec, uses microcontroller to load one bit to each  

pulse on CLK input. The pulse synchronization is not critical and is made by software. The 
circuit has two cascaded “one bit” registers. The first register input is connected to TDX 
signal, and the second register output supplies the FSK modulator. The second register is 
sampled with a 1200Hz signal, internally generated . 

In  Fig. 7 is presented  FSK modulator working with data synchronization function Tx. 
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Fig. 7 Time diagram of FSK modulator working with data synchro
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2.2 Radio  transmission 
 
Data radio transmission system is designed for a radio communication in range of 450 

MHz. For such systems, working in frequency range between 100MHz and 470MHz and 
having small output power ( <50W), admitted frequency deviation is of 50 ×10-6 Hz. RF 
signal attenuation ( in dB) depends on: 

- distance between transmitter and receiver. 
- open visibility between  transmitter  and receiver antennae. 
- antenna height. 
If the distance between the two antennas is D and frequency of transmission is f, 

relationship for RF signal attenuation, L,  in free space is [1] : 
 
L<dB>=32,4+20LogF< MHz> + 20LogD<km>                                        (1) 
 
For  448,525 MHz  emission frequency the relationship becomes: 
 
L<dB> = 85,43 + 20LogD<km>                                         (2) 
 
Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) [2] is the power broadcasted by antenna, 

equal to radio station output power, minus wires attenuation and plus antenna gain: 
 
EIRP = Pout – Ct + GT                                                               (3) 
 
Receiver input power level Si is: 
 
Si= Pout - Ct + Gt -Pl + Gr - Cr 
 
where : Pout= transmitter output power <dBm> 
  Ct   = transmission wires attenuation <dB> 
  Gt  = transmission antenna gain <dBi> 
  Gr  = receiver antenna gain <dBi> 
  Pl  = route attenuation <dB> 
  Cr = receiver wires attenuation <dB> 
  Ps  =receiver sensibility <dBm> 
  Si  = power level at receiver input <dBm> 
 
One way to estimate the feasibility of the radio communication system is to establish 

the relationship between the power level at receiver input and its sensibility. 
For: 
- emission frequency f = 448,525MHz; 
- radio station MOTOROLA GM 360 with output power Pout = 1W (Pout = 30dB); 
- 10 m of wire between antennae and stations type RG214, with  attenuation factor of 

0,6dB/m; 
-Yaggi antennae having the gain Gt = 18 dB; 
-maximum distance between the local equipment and the dispatch (transmitter and 

receiver) of 5 km; 
-receiver sensibility, Ps= -84dBm. 
 
EIRP = Pout - Ct + Gt = 44dBm                                                                 (5) 
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Pl=32,4 + 20LogF + 20LogD = 99,40dB                                                    (6) 
 
Si = EIRP- Pl + Gr - Cr= - 43,40dBm                                                                (7)  
 
One can see that input receiver power is greater than its sensibility: 
 
-43,4dBm > -84dBm 
 
However, this power reserve does not represent a sufficient condition for a good radio 

communication between the local stations and the dispatch, because of the possible signal 
attenuation on route, which may have some causes [3], [4]: 

-receiving on multiples routes; 
-bad visibility between the radio antennas; 
-atmosphere conditions; 
-electromagnetic perturbations. 
We designed the radio communication system in order to minimize all these influences 

and we utilize it for data acquisition and relay circuits command in a monitoring system for 
atmospheric pollutants.   

  

3 CONCLUSIONS 

          The system is operating in a large, noisy, industrial area and has the advantage of 
wireless communication with minimum costs. The benefits of using this system is in 
decreasing human errors and improving measurement accuracy and also to supply real time 
data. The system permits further  development by new subsystems  integration. 
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ABSTRACT 

Formation of a sheath in front of a negatively biased electrode (collector) that emits 
electrons and is immersed in a collisionless plasma with an additional high temperature (hot) 
electron population is studied theoretically by a fluid model. The model is one dimensional 
and hot electrons are non relativistic. Dependence of the critical emission coefficient and 
collector floating potential on hot to cool electron temperature and density ratio and on ion 
mass is derived. A modification of the Bohm criterion due to the presence of hot and emitted 
electrons is also obtained.   

1 INTRODUCTION 

In many plasma machines additional energetic electrons are often produced. For 
example in fusion devices such electron populations appear due to strong rf fields during ion 
cyclotron and lower hybrid wave heating and rf current drive. The presence of the energetic 
electrons has a remarkable effect on potential formation in the plasma and consequently on 
particle losses to the walls. In this work we study potential formation in front of a negatively 
biased electrode that emits electrons and is immersed in a two-electron temperature plasma. 
We use a fluid model originally developed by Ye et al [1,2] that we have extended for the 
case of the presence of hot electrons in the plasma.  

2 MODEL 

We consider an infinite plane material surface (collector) located at x = 0 in contact with 
a plasma filling the half-space x > 0.  Far from the collector the plasma is electrically neutral. 
The electric field there is zero and the plasma potential at large distance from the collector is 
set to zero and taken as a reference potential: 

 ( ) 0,   ( ) 0.dx x
dx
Φ

Φ →∞ = →∞ =  (1) 

As one approaches the collector the potential slowly decreases. In this way the singly charged 
positive ions, which are assumed to be cold and at rest at a very large distance from the 
collector, are accelerated towards the collector. At a certain distance, x = d, from the collector 
the value of the plasma potential is Φ0 and there the ions reach the velocity v0  in the direction 
towards the collector. The plane at x = d is called the sheath edge. At the sheath edge the 
plasma is still electrically neutral, but the electric field there is nonzero and has a direction 
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towards the collector. Immediately beyond the sheath edge (in the sheath) the potential Φ(x) 
decreases rapidly to the value of the collector potential ΦC. In the sheath there is of course an 
excess of positive space charge.  
         We assume that there are two electron populations in the plasma, which both have 
Maxwellian velocity distributions but different temperatures. We call them the cool (index e1) 
and the hot (index e2) electrons. We also assume that the collector emits electrons which we 
call secondary electrons (index e3). These electrons are assumed to leave the collector all with 
the same and negligibly small initial velocity. The potential in the sheath then accelerates 
them away from the collector. The potential in the sheath Φ(x) is determined by the Poisson 
equation: 

 ( )
2

0
1 2 32

0

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,i e e e
ed n x n x n x n x

dx ε
Φ
= − − − −  (2) 

with the boundary conditions (1). Here ni(x) is the ion density, ne1(x) is the cool electron 
density, ne2(x) is the hot electron density and ne3(x) is the secondary electron density in the 
sheath. We assume that the cool and the hot electrons in the sheath obey the Boltzmann 
relation: 

 

( )

( )

0 0
1 1

1

0 0
2 2

2

( )
( )  exp ,

( )
( )  exp .

e Se
e

e Se
e

e x
n x n

kT

e x
n x n

kT

Φ −Φ 
=  

 
Φ −Φ 

=  
 

 (3) 

 
Here nSe1 and nSe2 are the cool and the hot electron densities at the sheath edge, Te1 and Te2 are 
the cool and the hot electron temperatures k is the Boltzmann constant and e0 is the absolute 
value of the electron charge. At the sheath edge the ion density is nS and the velocity of ions in 
the direction towards the collector is v0. We assume that the ion flux through the sheath is 
conserved: 

 0 ( ) ( ).S in v n x v x=  (4) 
Because the sheath is assumed to be collisionless, the energy of ions is conserved: 

 2 2
0 0 0 0

1 1( ) ( ) .
2 2i im v x e x m v e+ Φ = + Φ  (5) 

Here mi  is the ion mass. From equations (4) and (5) one gets: 

 
( )0 0

2
1

( ) .
2 ( )

1

S
i

e

nn x
e x

M kT

=
Φ −Φ

−

 (6) 

The ion velocity at the sheath edge was written as the ion sound velocity 1 /e ikT m  
multiplied by a dimensionless factor M which is called the Mach number: 

 1
0 .e

i

kTv M
m

=  (7) 

The secondary electrons are assumed to leave the collector all with the same and negligibly 
small initial velocity. We also assume that their flux and energy in the sheath are conserved. 
This yields the following expression: 

 ( ) ( )0 0 0
3 3 3 3

2 ( ) 2
( ) ( ) ( ) .C C

e e e Se
e e

e x e
n x v x n x n

m m
Φ −Φ Φ −Φ

= =  (8) 

At the sheath edge the plasma is neutral: 
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 1 2 3.S Se Se Sen n n n= + +  (9) 
We assume the density ratio β between the hot and the cool electrons at the sheath edge is the 
same as in the plasma far away from the collector and that this is a given parameter, 
determined by the plasma production. 

 2

1

.Se

Se

n
n

β =  (10) 

The flux of secondary electrons  je3  can be written as a sum of fluxes je1 and  je2 of cool and 
hot electrons multiplied by a dimensionless factor, which is called the emission coefficient: 

 ( )3 1 2 .e e ej j jγ= +  (11) 
Because all the fluxes in the sheath are conserved, we write down their values at the sheath 
edge: 
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( )
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1
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e
j e n

m

kTj e n M
m

π

π

Φ −Φ 
=  

 
Φ −Φ 

=  
 

Φ −Φ
=

=

 (12) 

From equations (8) - (12) we get: 

( )
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(13) 

With equations (3) and (13) the Poisson equation (2) 
becomes:
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 (14) 
We then introduce the following variables: 
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 (15) 

With these variables the Poisson equation (14) is written in the following form: 

 ( )
2

2

2

1 1exp   exp
1 21 1

C

d G
dz G

M

β
β

 
 

Ψ Ψ  = Ψ + Θ + −  + + Θ Ψ Ψ  − −  Ψ 

 (16) 

Equation (16) is then multiplied by /d dzΨ  and integrated once from ∞  to z inside the 
sheath. Together with boundary conditions (1) this gives: 

 
( )

2

2
2

1 1 exp 1  exp 1 2 1 1
2 1

2                                                      1 1

C
C

d G
dz G

M
M

β
β

  Ψ  Ψ  Ψ   = Ψ − + Θ − − Ψ − − +         + + Θ Ψ       
 Ψ

+ − −  
 

 (17) 

Equation (17) is expanded in Taylor series to the third term. The first and the second order 
terms cancel each other and the third order terms give: 
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2

2
2

1
21 1 .

2 1
C

G
d
dz G M

β

β

 + + Θ ΨΨ   = Ψ −  + +  
 
 

 (18) 

The left hand side of expression (18) is positive because it is a quantity proportional to the 
square of electric field. Therefore also the right hand side must be positive. In the limit when 
both sides are zero, this gives the following condition for the Mach number: 

 1 .
1

2 C

GM G
β

β
+ +

=
+ +
Θ Ψ

 (19) 

Equation (19) is a modification of the Bohm criterion because of the presence of hot and 
secondary electrons.  If there were no hot or secondary electrons (β = G = 0), equation (19) 
would give M = 1, which is the well known Bohm criterion. 
         Now let us estimate the floating potential of the collector. In order to do this we first 
write fluxes (12) in dimensionless form. We first define the normalising flux j0 

 1
0 0 .e

S
i

kTj e n
m

=  (20) 

The dimensionless fluxes are then: 
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 (21) 

When the collector is floating the total current must be zero: 
 1 2 3 0.tot i e e eJ J J J J= − − − =  (22) 

From equations (21) and (22) one can express the floating potential ΨC in the following form: 
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 (23) 

From equation (23) ΨC  can be calculated numerically if  other parameters are selected. 
If emission of secondary electrons from the collector increases, eventually the density of 

secondary electrons in front of the collector becomes so high, that the electric field at the 
collector is zero. This is called the critical emission and the corresponding emission 
coefficient γc the critical emission coefficient. We try to calculate it. By putting dΨ/dz = 0 and 
Ψ=ΨC  into (17) and M is given by (19), we obtain the following relation: 

 

( )1 exp 1  exp 1 2
1

2 1
21 1 1 0.

11
2
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C
C
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G
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G G

β
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  Ψ  Ψ − + Θ − + Ψ +   + + Θ   
  
 Ψ + + Θ Ψ+ +   + − − = + ++ +  

Θ Ψ  
 

 (24) 

 
If all the other parameters are selected, G can be obtained from (24) numerically and the 
corresponding γc is then obtained from (15). In the next section we show some results of the 
model. 
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3 RESULTS 

First we show the dependence of the collector floating potential ΨC on the emission 
coefficient 

  
Figure 1: The floating potential ΨC versus the emission coefficient γ.  

Next we show the dependence of the floating potential ΨC on the hot electron density β. 

 
Figure 2: The floating potential ΨC versus the hot electron density β. 

In Fig. 3 we show the dependence of the floating potential of the collector and the 
corresponding critical emission coefficient γc on the hot electron temperature Θ. 
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Figure 3: The floating potential ΨC  and the corresponding critical emission coefficient 

γc versus the hot electron temperature Θ. 

The curves in Fig. 1 were obtained by solving equation (23) with the following parameters:   
Θ = 20, µ = 1/1836 (proton mass) , selected β are written on the figure and γ was gradually 
increased from 0 to 1. The curves in Fig. 2 were obtained in the same way, only that β was 
slowly increased. The curves in Fig. 3 were obtained by simultaneously solving equations 
(23) and (24) for G and ΨC and the corresponding γc was the obtained from (15). 
 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

A fluid model of  the sheath formation in front of a negative electrode that emits 
electrons, originally developed by Ye et al [1,2] was extended by addition of energetic 
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electrons in the plasma. The energetic electrons were modelled as high temperature 
Maxwellian distributed particles. The presence of these electrons considerably decreases the 
floating potential of the collector. 
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ABSTRACT 

The role of neutral molecules in edge plasma is discussed with special emphasis on the 
vibrationally excited hydrogen. Neutral molecules are formed mostly by surface processes on 
the walls and then released to the edge plasma where they take part in volumetric reactions 
with other particles. Typically these molecules are formed in excited states and data are 
needed for their reactions on the wall and in the volume. Processes in edge plasma determine 
particle and energy flux what is especially critical issue in tokamak divertor region. Various 
cross sections and reaction rates are needed for modelling edge plasma and its interaction with 
walls. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Present activities in the field of the controlled thermonuclear research are widely 
concentrated on the issues related to the construction of a next generation thermonuclear 
installation, International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER)[1]. All major centers 
of controlled fusion research are focused on this important scientific and technological project 
through very active and broad international collaboration. European efforts on controlled 
fusion program are coordinated by European Fusion Development Agreement (EFDA)[2]. 
Many new challenges have to be faced as ITER will be much bigger than existing tokamaks 
(plasma volume: 837m3) having longer pulse length (400s) and higher power (total fusion 
power: 500MW). Extrapolation to new dimensions requires new research and technological 
development. Within all these activities there are still important problems from the plasma 
physics that remain to be solved. One of important and very active field of research is on the 
problems of the plasma-wall interaction (e.g. see [3]).  

While the core thermonuclear plasma in tokamak reactors is hot and fully ionised, there 
is a thin layer of cold plasma near the reactor walls. This edge plasma in tokamak plays an 
important role in the consideration of material, energy and momentum transport from plasma 
to the wall. Its interaction with the walls is of crucial importance for the choice of materials 
for plasma facing components. Two main problems of imminent importance are lifetime of 
plasma facing materials, and long-term tritium inventory [4]. Various particles impinging 
upon the walls of plasma reactor after termalization and neutralization can either remain in the 
wall or are released back to the edge plasma. If these particles are absorbed by the wall, they 
cause different changes in the material and can be either permanently trapped or after certain 
time be released back to plasma. Detailed knowledge of reactions occurring in this region is 
important for operation and long term stability of the fusion device [5].  
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Plasma wall interaction studies are of special importance when treating conditions in 
tokamak divertors. Here, the charged particles from the edge plasma are striking the wall due 
to the magnetic field structure. So they become neutralized and eventually pumped out from 
the main plasma chamber. Due to their function divertors are exposed to the highest energy 
and particle fluxes in tokamaks. Recently achieved plasma detachment from the wall in 
divertor marks an important step towards mastering the problem of lowering the power flux to 
divertor plates. 

2 NEUTRAL MOLECULES IN EDGE PLASMA 

When charged particles strike the wall of the plasma chamber they are neutralized and 
possibly they can recombine with other atoms. In this way the surface is a source of neutral 
atoms and molecules that are released back to plasma. However, due to the presence of the 
high-energy particles these neutral atoms and molecules are quickly ionized so that only very 
thin cold edge plasma is formed. It represents some sort of protective layer between hot (few 
keV) core fusion plasma and plasma chamber wall. The characteristic temperature range of 
edge plasma is between eV and few tens of eV, but the temperature is reduced even to the eV 
and sub-eV range very close to the wall. In this way various collision processes are involved 
in this region so that neutral particles are created not only by the surface processes but also by 
volumetric ones. 

As hydrogen and helium are the main constituents of the fusion plasma, the most 
abundant neutral particles in the edge plasma are hydrogen and helium atoms and hydrogen 
molecules. By hydrogen we mean any of its isotopes and hydrogen molecule can be any of its 
isotopomers depending on the particular plasma experiment.  

Recently observed plasma detachment in divertors prompted very intensive research of 
the processes in the edge plasma and the so-called molecule assisted recombination (MAR) 
was identified as being of prime importance [6], [7]. So, besides electron-proton radiative 
recombination and three body electron proton recombination the processes: 

 
e + H2(v>4) → H2-* → H + H-;  H+ + H- → H + H (negative ion mediated recombination), 
 
and 
 
H+ + H2(v>4)  → H + H2

+(v); e + H2
+(v)→ H + H (ion-conversion mediated recombination) 

 
are of key importance for plasma phenomena in the region close to the walls. 

Wall material itself influences the edge plasma composition. It is especially the case for 
the commonly used carbon-based materials. Having low atomic mass and high resistance to 
high temperatures makes it almost ideal choice for the critical elements that are in contact 
with plasma. However, carbon is subject to high chemical erosion that influences material 
transport in the plasma chamber and also presence of hydrocarbon molecules in the edge 
plasma. Possible alternative recombination mechanisms that are due to the presence of these 
molecules in edge plasma have also been considered [8]. 

There was important development in experimental measurements of neutral atom and 
molecule presence in the tokamak edge plasma. Some of this work was reviewed at 
WHYPE2000 [9]. For example molecular and atomic hydrogen and deuterium were studied 
in the edge plasma of TEXTOR-94 [10], [11], [12]. It was observed that at lower temperatures 
(below 1100 K) mainly molecular hydrogen is released from the surface while at higher 
temperature neutral atoms dominate. 
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Hydrogen molecules that are formed by the surface recombination and volumetric 
processes in edge plasma are in general not in the ground state. Both experimental detection 
and analysis of MAR mechanism have shown that vibrationally excited molecules of the 
electronic ground state are present in the edge plasma and also that they are very important for 
its modeling. At the present the most applied method for detection of hydrogen molecules in 
tokamak plasma is based on the analysis of the emission spectrum in the 600-640 nm range 
(Fulcher-band)[10], [13]. From the analysis of this spectrum one determines the population of 
the upper state in this transition band and then assuming Franck-Condon excitation of this 
upper state from the ground state one determines vibrational population in the ground 
electronic state. This method allows in situ measurements of neutral hydrogen molecules 
along the line of sight of the high-resolution spectrometer. Restriction of this method for the 
analysis of the processes with vibrationally excited hydrogen molecules is that it can be 
applied only in plasma where electronic excitation is performed by energetic electrons.  

A powerful diagnostics for ro-vibrational spectroscopy of the electronic ground state H2 
has been recently developed. [14]. It is based on the laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) excited 
by VUV light. Detailed study of ro-vibrational distribution of the ground X1Σg

+ state of 
hydrogen was performed. Vibrational states up to the dissociation limit (v=13) were detected 
and individual rotational state populations determined. This method has been applied for ro-
vibrational spectroscopy of hydrogen in the magnetic multipole plasma source. 

3 INTERACTION OF VIBRATIONALLY EXCITED HYDROGEN WITH 
MATERIALS 

We have initiated a program for experimental study of the interaction of vibrationally 
excited hydrogen with different fusion relevant materials. Processes of interest are 
recombination on the surfaces, vibrational relaxation by the wall collisions, hydrogen 
adsorption and absorption and some others. An experiment will be assembled, which will 
allow exposure of a material sample of interest to a well-characterised hydrogen atmosphere. 
These atmospheres would be either neutral, partially dissociated atmosphere containing 
vibrationally excited molecules or specific, low temperature hydrogen plasma. For diagnostic 
purpose a new detector of vibrationally excited hydrogen molecules is under construction. 
High sensitivity for detection of high vibrational states is the main characteristic of this 
method when compared to optical ones. Ion beam analysis methods are used for the in situ 
monitoring of hydrogen distribution during the experiment.  

 
3.1 Detection method for vibrationally excited hydrogen molecules based on 

dissociative electron attachment 

A method for vibrational diagnostics of hydrogen molecules has been developed [15] 
based on the observed properties of dissociative electron attachment (DEA) to hydrogen:  

 
e + H2(X

1Σg
+,v) → H2-* → H + H-,       (1) 

 
This process has a vertical onset at 3.72eV and very low energy H- ions are produced close to 
the threshold. Cross-section for DEA strongly depend on the initial vibrational state [16] 
which is the basic property used in the method. The experimental set-up is schematically 
shown in figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of hydrogen ro-vibrational diagnostics based on the 

dissociative electron attachment. 
 

An electron beam formed by a low energy electron gun crosses the sample hydrogen 
gas target. H- ions are formed in the interaction region by DEA. These low energy ions are 
extracted with high efficiency from the interaction region by the penetrating field method and 
detected by channel electron multiplier. The signal, which is due to ions from the background 
gas and stray electrons must be eliminated by the proper mass filtering. 

An example of experimental spectra is shown in figure 2. Experimental spectra are 
obtained by scanning electron beam energy while ion detection system is tuned to the low 
energy ions. If only ground state molecules are present in the interaction region then only one 
peak at about 4 eV is observed, shown as a full line in figure 2. However, if vibrationally 
excited molecules are present in the interaction region then DEA to these molecules occurs at 
the threshold that is lower just by the excitation energy of the state. At the same time the 
threshold cross section rises strongly with vibrational excitation what leads to the increased 
sensitivity for the excited states. Experimental spectrum for the hot gas is shown in figure 2 
by the doted line. Position of the peak on the energy scale indicates the vibrational state of the 
target molecule.  
 

 
Figure 2: H- yield as a function of electron beam energy for the cold (v=0) gas (full 

line) and for vibrationally hot gas (dot and line). 
 

Experimental spectrum must be deconvoluted in order to get relative vibrational state 
distribution of the sample gas. This procedure takes care of apparatus function and relative 
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DEA cross sections and, when applied to the hot spectrum from figure 2, gives the relative 
population distribution as shown in figure 3. 

 
Figure 3: Vibrational state population deduced by deconvolution of the spectrum from 

figure 2. 
 

 Spectra from figure 2 were obtained by the experimental set-up described in detail 
elsewhere [15] which was used for the studies of vibrational distribution of H2 formed by 
recombination at different metals [17], carbon [18] and gold film [19]. While this version of 
experiment is of the electrostatic type we are currently constructing new system using guiding 
magnetic field.  
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Figure 4: Expected signal from detection method based on DEA to H2, HD and D2. 

Cross sections for higher vibrational states in all isotopomer reach 10-16 cm2 that is also 
shown. 

An important characteristic for the use of experimental method is the expected signal for the 
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(electron beam current, gas target density) assuming 100% efficiency of "zero" energy ion 
collection is shown in figure 4. 

 
3.2 Hydrogen Depth Profiling by IBA Methods 

In order to understand the processes at the surface it is also important to know what 
happens close to it but on the bulk side. For this we use analytic methods based on the high 
energy ion beams (IBA methods). A probing ion beam is produced by the 2 MV tandem 
accelerator (HVEE Tandetron) and two methods for hydrogen depth profiling can be used: 
Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA) [20] and/or Nuclear Reaction Analysis (NRA). 
Both methods are based on the variation of ion energy with path length through the sample 
thus the energy of detected particles indicates the depth at which the corresponding scattering 
event occurred.  

In ERDA, a beam of projectile ions is directed onto the target at small angles with 
respect to the surface. In the collision of a heavier fast projectile and a lighter, almost 
stationary, target atom (H or D) the latter are kicked out from the surface. These, recoiled 
protons are detected by an energy sensitive semiconductor detector close to the forward 
direction. The hydrogen depth profile is then determined from energy spectrum of recoiled 
protons using available simulation programs (e.g. SIMNRA).  
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Figure 5: ERDA spectrum of hydrogen in the carbon sample. Energy calibration for this 

case is 3keV/channel. 

An example of ERDA spectrum of hydrogen in the sample of graphite used for the 
experiments at TEXTOR, IPP FZ Jülich is shown in figure 5. Incident projectile in this case 
was 4.2 MeV Li2+ impinging on the surface at 15o. Recoiled protons are detected in the 
forward direction at 30o with respect to the incident beam and 11µm Al foil is used in front of 
the ion detector to eliminate incident ions. For calibration purpose the spectrum of kapton is 
also recorded under identical conditions. In this way one determines the depth profile of 
absolute hydrogen concentration in the surface layer. 

 
3.3 Test Atmospheres Containing Vibrationally Excited Hydrogen  

The samples of materials to be used for the plasma facing walls in tokamak will be 
studied by exposure to either neutral, vibrationally hot gas or to a low temperature hydrogen 
plasma. 
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Neutral vibrationally hot gas can be prepared by recombination of hydrogen atoms on 
surfaces as in our previous studies (e.g. [17]). The initial hydrogen atoms are produced by 
thermal dissociation of molecules on hot filament. This method gives, typically, a near-
thermal distribution of high vibrational states with temperature depending on the material and 
temperature of gas cell walls. By appropriate wall conditions it is possible to control the 
characteristics of the test atmosphere.  

Hydrogen exposure of the studied samples will be also done in the low-pressure 
hydrogen plasma. Two different plasma devices will be used. This method of exposure is 
more appropriate to simulating real cold regions of tokamak plasma than neutral hot gas but 
its analysis requires taking into account larger number of processes. In the first device, which 
is to be built, the plasma will be confined by a multicusp magnetic field formed by rows of 
permanent magnets placed around the walls of the vacuum chamber. The magnetic field 
intensity deacreases very fast radially towards the center of the chamber and the bulk of the 
plasma is therefore nonmagnetized. In the second, already existing device, the plasma is 
drifting along a homogenous axial magnetic field produced by 14 coils and is terminated by a 
metal electrode. It is supposed that in such linear magnetized devices the conditions in the 
divertor tokamak plasma can be very closely simulated. In both devices at least two different 
plasma sources will be applied. In the hot cathode DC discharge tungsten and tantalum 
filaments will be used as sources of ionizing electrons and in the second case the inductively 
driven source with an RF coil will be built. In order to obtain samples of atoms and molecules 
from the experimental region in front of the investigated material surfaces a special »sniffer« 
probe is being developed. Usual plasma diagnostic techniques, like Langmuir probes, 
emissive probes and electrostatic energy analyser will be employed but, since negative ions 
are extensively produced in hydrogen and deuterium plasmas, some novel optical diagnostic 
tools seems to be necessary [21]. 

 

4 CONCLUSION 

The importance of vibrationally excited hydrogen for edge plasma in tokamaks was 
discussed and our present activities on this subject are outlined.  
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ABSTRACT 

As part of the IRTMBA (Improved Radiation Transport Modelling for Borehole 
Applications) Project of the EU Community’s 5th Programme a special purpose multigroup 
cross section library to be used in the deterministic (as well as Monte Carlo) oil well logging 
particle transport calculations was prepared. This library is expected to improve the prediction 
of the neutron and gamma spectra at the detector positions of the logging tool, and their use 
for the interpretation of the neutron logging measurements was studied. Preparation and 
testing of this library is described. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

IRTMBA project, co-ordinated by SIEP (Shell International Exploration and 
Production) started in 2000 and regroups several European research institutes and universities. 
The main aim of the project is the optimisation of the oil recovery from existing wells by 
more accurate locating deposits behind casing, thus reducing the overall cost of production 
with minimal environmental impact. Several computer codes and nuclear cross section 
libraries were used in the transport calculations in order to validate and optimise the 
calculational procedure for well logging applications. A typical neutron oil well logging tool, 
consisting of a fixed 14 MeV neutron source and two neutron or gamma detectors placed at 
different distances from the neutron source, was studied using deterministic and Monte Carlo 
(M/C) radiation transport methods. Some details about this project were presented at the 
previous conferences [1], [2]. 

One of the objectives of this work was to determine and improve some deficiencies of 
the deterministic transport codes and facilitate their use in the domain of the oil well logging 
application. Major advantage of the discrete ordinates (SN) codes like DOORS [3] or 
DANTSYS is low CPU time requirement as compared to the M/C methods. Calculations 
requiring several days of M/C runs can be typically performed in few minutes using SN codes. 
In addition, use of different methods contributes to the validation of the transport calculations. 
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But, since based on the multigroup method, the cross-section libraries include less details than 
the point-wise cross-sections used by the M/C methods, and are problem dependent. The 
proper multigroup cross section library must be usually prepared case-by-case. Our work 
therefore concentrated on the following main topics: 
1. Development of a special purpose cross-section library with a sufficiently fine energy 

structure covering fast to thermal neutron as well as gamma energies (175 neutron/45 
gamma energy groups). The format of the library allows the use of the flexible collapsing 
procedure of the TRANSX code to produce the transport cross sections in fine as well as 
broad energy groups. The gamma energy groups were selected in such a way to take into 
account the gamma lines characteristic to oxygen and carbon. The data are based on the 
recent ENDF/B-VI.8 evaluation, which includes among others the improved oxygen data. 

2. Intercomparison of results obtained from several transport computer codes using different 
methods (like DORT, TORT [3], MCNP4C [4], TRIPOLI-4 [5]) as well as different 
nuclear cross section data. 

3. Validation of the library on well defined banchmark experiments. FNS Liquid Oxygen 
benchmark was used to test the oxygen cross section data. 

2 ENDF/B-VI.8 CROSS-SECTION LIBRARY 

A cross section library specially dedicated for the oil well logging applications with an 
optimised energy group structure as well as the appropriate weighting and self-shielding 
treatment was processed. The library is provided in 175 neutron and 45 gamma-ray energy 
groups, including 12 neutron groups below 5 eV as well as 3 up-scatter neutron groups. Nine 
gamma groups cover the range of the oxygen and carbon windows (oxygen window is 
between 4.76 and 7.05 MeV, and carbon between 3.21 and 4.75 MeV). The library is based 
on the latest release of ENDF/B-VI (version 8). The data were processed using 
NJOY/TRANSX to take into account the self shielding effects. This user friendly procedure 
allows a fast production of the cross section data for a specific configuration, as well as easy 
modification of the energy group structure. 

Table 1 - Gamma fluxes in the C and O windows at the two detector positions, and the C/O ratios. 
DORT generic tool calculations using ENDF/B-VI.8 based 175neutron/45gamma group library. 

DORT  19%H2O 19%H2O, 150gNaCl 19%CH2 

 E (MeV) Φγ Φγ Φγ 
SiO2 

3.21-4.75 6.69E-06 6.69E-06 6.76E-06 Det. 1 
4.75-7.05 7.03E-06 7.02E-06 6.84E-06 

Ratio C/O 0.9514 0.9534 0.9885 
3.21-4.75 5.95E-07 5.94E-07 6.05E-07 Det. 2 
4.75-7.05 6.11E-07 6.07E-07 5.93E-07 

Ratio C/O 0.9747 0.9780 1.0204 
CaCO3 

3.21-4.75 7.36E-06 7.35E-06 7.44E-06 Det. 1 
4.75-7.05 6.56E-06 6.55E-06 6.36E-06 

Ratio C/O 1.1220 1.1224 1.1701 
3.21-4.75 6.59E-07 6.55E-07 6.70E-07 Det. 2 
4.75-7.05 5.56E-07 5.53E-07 5.37E-07 

Ratio C/O 1.1847 1.1849 1.2485 
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Table 2 -Comparison of the gamma fluxes in the C and O windows, and the C/O ratios, 
obtained by the DORT and MCNP generic tool calculations. The M/C statistical uncertainty 
(∆(%)) is quite high, up to 10 % (MCNP calculations performed by [9]). 
MCNP4C (ENDF/B-VI.8) generic tool calculation, Inelastic gammas (cutoff E  N>0.64MeV), E(source)=12.214-14.191 MeV 

DORT/ MCNP4C 19%H2O 19%H2O, 150gNaCl 19%CH2 
 E (MeV) Φγ ∆(%) Φγ ∆(%) Φγ ∆(%) 

SiO2 
3.21-4.75 1.009 2.1 1.010 2.1 1.010 2.1 Det. 1 
4.75-7.05 1.024 2.4 1.024 2.4 1.036 2.4 

Ratio C/O 0.985 3.2 0.986 3.2 0.975 3.2 
3.21-4.75 1.090 6.2 1.081 6.3 1.066 6.2 Det. 2 
4.75-7.05 1.127 6.9 1.170 7.0 1.120 6.9 

Ratio C/O 0.967 9.3 0.923 9.4 0.952 9.3 
CaCO3 

3.21-4.75 0.999 2.0 1.006 2.0 0.989 2.0 Det. 1 
4.75-7.05 1.040 2.5 1.045 2.5 1.040 2.5 

Ratio C/O 0.960 3.2 0.963 3.2 0.951 3.2 
3.21-4.75 1.039 5.8 1.054 5.8 1.064 5.6 Det. 2 
4.75-7.05 1.170 7.5 1.163 7.4 1.142 7.6 

Ratio C/O 0.888 9.5 0.906 9.4 0.932 9.4 

Table 3 -Gamma fluxes in the C and O windows at the two detector positions, and the C/O 
ratios for the generic tool, centered in the borehole. Results were obtained by the TRIPOLI 
code using ENDF/B-VI.4 cross-sections. The M/C statistical uncertainty (∆(%) is few %. 

TRIPOLI 4 /ENDF/B-VI.4 (60 million particles - CPU : ~108 h on SUN E-3500 station), Inelastic gammas (EN>0.64MeV), 
E(source)= 14 MeV. 

TRIPOLI4  19%H2O 19%H2O, 150gNaCl 19%CH2 

 E (MeV) Φγ ∆(%) Φγ ∆(%) Φγ ∆(%) 
SiO2 

3.21-4.75 5.71E-06 0.5 5.71E-06 0.5 5.84E-06 0.5 Det. 1 
4.75-7.05 6.14E-06 0.9 6.05E-06 0.6 5.96E-06 0.6 

Ratio C/O 0.930  0.944  0.980  
3.21-4.75 4.61E-07 1.0 4.51E-07 1.0 4.74E-07 1.0 Det. 2 
4.75-7.05 5.14E-07 1.2 5.04E-07 1.2 5.03E-07 1.3 

Ratio C/O 0.897  0.895  0.942  
CaCO3 

3.21-4.75 6.52E-06 0.5 6.56E-06 0.5 6.71E-06 0.5 Det. 1 
4.75-7.05 5.55E-06 0.6 5.56E-06 0.6 5.48E-06 0.8 

Ratio C/O 1.174  1.180  1.224  
3.21-4.75 5.58E-07 1.0 5.45E-07 1.1 5.65E-07 1.0 Det. 2 
4.75-7.05 4.47E-07 1.2 4.51E-07 1.3 4.42E-07 1.4 

Ratio C/O 1.248  1.208  1.278  

This library was tested against stochastic calculations performed with the TRIPOLI-4 
and MCNP-4C Monte Carlo transport code, using point-wise cross-sections. Like in [1,2] a 
typical neutron oil well logging tool [6] was studied, but this time a cut-off neutron energy of 
0.64 MeV was applied in order to separate the inelastc from the capture gamma-rays. This can 
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be done in practice due to the different time scales of the two processes. The configurations 
investigated include different formation (sandstone and limestone) and formation fluids, i.e. 
water, oil and saline water. Comparison of the predictions of the library using the 
deterministic DORT code with stochastic calculations using MCNP4C and TRIPOLI-4 for the 
gamma fluxes in the carbon and oxygen windows in the position of the two detectors, as well 
as the carbon-oxygen (C/O) ratio, i.e. the ratio of the gamma flux in the carbon and oxygen 
windows, are shown in Tables 1 - 3. Comparing the MCNP and DORT results (see Table 2), 
the maximum difference between the stochastic and non-stochastic runs is about 17 % for the 
gamma fluxes, and about 11 % for the C/O ratios (i.e. below the level of statistical uncertainty 
for the stochastic calculations in almost all cases). The statistical uncertainties of the MCNP 
calculations were relatively high, up to ~ 10%. They were lower in the TRIPOLI calculations 
(few %), but an older version of ENDF/B-VI library (version 4) was used, which explains the 
differences of up to 30 % in the gamma flux, and of 12% in the C/O ratio (Table 3). 

2.1 ENDF/B-VI.8 Chlorine Evaluation 

Cross sections for chlorine in the new ENDF/B-VI.8 evaluation are given for the two 
major isotopes (Cl-35 and Cl-37) [7], contrary to the older evaluations providing data for 
natural chlorine. But several problems were discovered when processing Cl-35 using 
NJOY99. First a format error was corrected in the file. Next, using CRSRD (conversion from 
AMPW work to MCNP group library) P. de Leege reported that many terms for photon 
production MT=102 (n,γ reaction) from NJOY/GROUPR module output were negative [8].  

A comparison of the spectra obtained using the old and new (with negative gamma 
production) evaluation is given in Figure 1. The origin of the problem, either error in the 
NJOY processing or in the evaluated file (format), is still under investigation. 

 
Fig. 1: Comparison of the gamma spectra in the far detector obtained using the new (isotopic) 
and the old Cl evaluations. 
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Table 4 - Influence of Cl cross sections: Gamma fluxes in the C and O windows in the two 
detector for the salted water formation fluid. DORT generic tool calculations using ENDF/B-
VI.8 56n/24 gamma library, new and old Cl data. 

Inelastic + capture gammas (no cutoff), E(source)=13.84-14.19 MeV 

 Cl35&Cl37 from  
ENDF-B/VI.8 

Cl-nat from  
ENDF-B/VI.7 

ENDF-B/VI.7 / 
ENDF-B/VI.8 

DORT 
19%H2O, 
150gNaCl E (MeV) Φγ Φγ Φγ 

Sandstone (SiO2) 
3.21-4.75 1.64E-5 1.68E-5 1.02 Det. 1 
4.75-7.05 1.70E-5 1.73E-5 1.02 

Ratio C/O 0.966 0.969 1.00 
3.21-4.75 1.63E-6 1.70E-6 1.04 Det. 2 
4.75-7.05 1.85E-6 1.90E-6 1.03 

Ratio C/O 0.879 0.895 1.02 
Limestone (CaCO3) 

3.21-4.75 1.68E-5 1.71E-5 1.02 Det. 1 
4.75-7.05 1.64E-5 1.66E-5 1.01 

Ratio C/O 1.022 1.028 1.01 
3.21-4.75 1.60E-6 1.66E-6 1.04 Det. 2 
4.75-7.05 1.71E-6 1.75E-6 1.02 

Ratio C/O 0.934 0.948 1.01 

3 FNS- LIQUID OXYGEN BENCHMARK 

The calculated carbon/oxygen ratios rely on a good knowledge on the oxygen and 
carbon cross sections in particular. The recommended way to determine the quality and merit 
of the cross sections data files, as well as of the calculational procedures is to test them 
against some well defined benchmark experiments. The advantage of benchmarks is that the 
uncertainties, other than those due to the nuclear data, are reduced considerably.  

The Time-of-Flight Experiment on Liquid Oxygen Slab [10,11], performed at the 
JAERI/FNS facility, was found particularly suitable for the validation of oxygen cross 
sections for the purpose of the oil well logging applications. The experiment was performed at 
the 14 MeV D-T neutron source facility at Fusion Neutronic Source (FNS) at JAERI. The 
angular neutron spectra leaking from a 20 cm slab of liquid oxygen were measured at the 
angles of 0, 12.2, 24.9, 41.8, and 66.8 degrees with respect to the source beam. The spectra in 
the energy range between 0.05 and 15 MeV were determined using the NE-213 scintilator. 
The cross section sensitivity profiles of the typical oil well cases indicate that this neutron 
energy range is most relevant also for the oil well logging needs. 14 MeV neutron source was 
used in the two cases. 

The description of the FNS/JAERI Liquid Oxygen experiment is included in the 
SINBAD package [10] available from the OECD/NEA Data Bank and the RSICC. The 
compilation includes the calculational models for MCNP-4B and DORT, as well as all the 
relevant reports in pdf format. 

In order to determine the actual state-of-the-art of the nuclear data relevant for oil well 
logging, this benchmark was analysed using the same code system as described before, i.e. 
DORT code with the new cross section library, as well as with the MCNP-4C code and 
ENDF/B-VI.8. JENDL-3.2 and JEF-2.2 point-wise data. As shown on Figure 2, good general 
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agreement was found between the two calculations and the measured spectra. Both for DORT 
and MCNP the C/E values degrade with the increasing angle, indicating possible problems in 
the description of the secondary angular distribution of the scattered neutrons. 

Fig. 2: Measured spectra from the FNS Liquid Oxygen Benchmark, compared to the 
calculated spectra obtained using the DORT and MCNP/4C codes with respectively 
multigroup and point-wise ENDF/B-VI.8 cross-sections.  

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The IRTMBA project is focussed on improving the interpretation of the nuclear logging 
measurements which are used to locate remaining hydrocarbon resources behind casing but 
away from existing producing zones. This will be done by increasing the accuracy, precision 
and ease of use of the radiation transport modelling codes available to the petrophysicist 
interpreting the logs. Greater accuracy will result from the development of improved nuclear 
data libraries specifically geared to the borehole environment and the type of radiation 
transport model used.  

In the past large differences in the predicted C/O ratios were observed using different 
cross-section libraries. In particular some older multigroup libraries issued gamma ray fluxes 
which differed by as much as 50 % and more [1]. Large differences are observed also between 
different evaluations, or even between different versions of the same evaluation. Up to 25% 
differences in gamma flux were for instance observed between ENDF/B-VI.8 and /B-VI.2. 
This situation was clearly not sattisfactory for use in the oil well logging applications 
requiring high precission calculations to detect differences between different formations and 
porosities.  

A special-purpose multigroup cross-section library was therefore derived from the latest 
ENDF/B-VI (version 8) evaluation. The energy group structure was selected in a way to take 
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into account the requirements of the oil well logging applications. ENDF/B-VI.8 among 
others includes improved oxygen and chlorine cross-section evaluations. The library was 
tested against pointwise MCNP4C and TRIPOLI-4 calculations on the generic oil well 
logging tool with 19% porosity limestone and sandstone formations containing oil, fresh and 
saline water as formation fluid. Substantial improvement of the results was observed using the 
special purpose cross section library as compared to those using older libraries. The new 
results using deterministic codes DORT and TORT agree within 10 % with the MCNP4C 
pointwise cross-section calculations. 

The new library, in particular its oxygen cross sections, was in addition validated 
against the FNS/JAERI Liquid Oxygen Time-of-Flight benchmark experiment, demonstrating 
very good agreement with the measured neutron spectra, as well as with the MCNP-4C 
calculations. In this experiment the angular neutron spectra leaking from a 20 cm liquid 
oxygen slab were measured. The neutron source (~14 MeV) and the energy range covered 
(0.05 and 15 MeV) were particularly relevant for oil well logging applications. 

Several problems were on the other hand discovered when processing the chlorine data, 
including format errors and negative gamma-ray production from the (n,γ) reaction. Further 
investigations should determine whether this is due to the processing or format errors. 

Deterministic radiation transport methods together with the newly developed cross 
section library were found suitable for complex well logging problems. The deterministic 
calculations are typically by several orders of magnitude faster than the corresponding Monte 
Carlo calculations. Instead of several days of Monte Carlo calculations, typically few minutes 
are sufficient for an equivalent deterministic analysis.  

The library can be used in the M/C calculations as well. The procedure based on the 
NSLINK code [12] will be used for the conversion of the library to the AMPX format and 
further to the multigroup MCNP library.  

Both deterministic and M/C version of the special purpose nuclear cross section library 
will be available to the international community through OECD/NEA. 
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ABSTRACT 

The ratio of the track-etch rate to the bulk-etch rate for hydrogen, carbon and oxygen 
ions was studied for the CR-39 detector with addition of dioctylphthalate. The response was 
reconstructed from etch-pit growth curves obtained by the multi-step etching technique. A 
theoretical analysis of the correctness of the method due to the "missing track segment" is 
assessed and utilisation of the results obtained for the calibration of fast neutron dosimetry is 
discussed. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

A Solid State Nuclear Track Detector (SSNTD) employs chemical etching to reveal the 
damage done within a solid material by passage of a charged particle. The tracks on the 
detector surface are usually examined with an optical microscope or with the help of an 
automatic track analysis system. One of the important applications of SSNTDs is neutron 
dosimetry [1,2,3]. For this purpose, converters made from fissile or hydrogen-rich materials 
are used to enhance neutron detection sensitivity, although nuclear recoil within the track 
detector itself often suffices.  

The fast neutron response of track detectors can be determined experimentally, but it is 
favourable to gain insight into the track formation by neutron-induced charged particles 
taking into account the bulk etch rate and the track etch rate varying along the particle 
trajectories. By knowing these rates the etched-track size and shape due to known charged 
particles can be determined and the possibility is given for the prediction of the visibility of 
tracks under the microscope. This is the basis for all response simulations, which can 
drastically reduce the number of the experimental measurements needed.  

Various techniques are employed for the measurements of the variation of the track 
etch-rate (the response) along the trajectories of ions in track detectors and a few studies for 
different CR-39 based materials have been performed [4].  
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One of the major drawbacks of SSNTDs is the strong variability of their sensitivity. 
Calibration should be performed with beams of known ions or with known neutron flux and 
spectrum. In one of the most promising techniques, the particle response function can be 
reconstructed from the etch-pit radius measured as a function of the bulk-etch [5, 6] using the 
multi-step etching technique. 

In the present paper the experimental determination of the track-etch rates for the 
hydrogen, carbon and oxygen ions (ingredients of the detector) in a new type of CR-39 with 
the addition of dioctylphthalate (DOP) [7] are presented. A calculation of the feasibility of the 
reproduction of the track-etch rate with the multi-step etching technique is carried out. The 
given results are part of the calibration study of CR-39 detector for neutron dosimetry 
purposes. 

 

2 RESPONSE FROM PIT RADIUS GROWTH CURVE 

The ratio of the track-etch rate, vt, to the bulk etch-rate, vb, is of fundamental interest for 
understanding the track formation process in SSNTDs. In the simplest way, the track etch-rate 
ratio, v = vt/vb, is determined from the track radius, r, of perpendicularly incident particles, 
measured after the etching on the detector surface using the relationship [8] 

 

v =
h + r
h - r

2 2

2 2             (1) 

 
where h is the removed detector layer thickness. This formula is valid only when the etch-pit 
can be described by a cone, which means that vt has to be time-independent. However, 
because the track-etch rate is correlated with the energy loss of the charged particles, a 
distinct variation of vt along the trajectory has to be expected. The variable etch-rate can be, 
however, reconstructed from the inclination of the etch-pit wall.  

The shape of an etched-track can be explained using the well-known track formation 
model based on the Huygens and Fermat principles of elementary waves [8]. As can be seen 
from figure 1 and is explained in literature [6, 9] the inclination of any part of the etch-pit 
wall is correlated with v in the centre of the revelation sphere [10] in the way 
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1))((
ϕ
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where φ is the angle of the etch-pit wall to the vertical. 

With the measurements of the track radii in consecutive etching steps it is only possible 
to get the information of the etch-pit wall inclination at the current intersection of the track 
with the detector surface. The relation between v and the corresponding particle residual 
range, R, is expressed by the known formula [9] 
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where β is the growth rate of r (β = dr/dh). 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Through the evolution of the etchant in the detector with the preferable direction 
along the particle track the etched track is formed. Removed detector layer thickness and etch-

pit radius are denoted by h and r. The radius of the revelation sphere, originating from the 
point (0, ξi) on the particle trajectory and intersecting the plane of the detector surface in the 

point (ri, γ) is denoted by li. The angles of the vertical to the etch-pit wall and to the 
connecting line between the origin of a revelation sphere and the detector surface plane are 

denoted by φ and α. 
 

There are however limitations to the reconstruction of the etch-rate ratio with the help 
of the above formulae. As has been found out [9], not necessarily every segment of the track 
can be linked with a value of v. In the literature [9] the problem, known as the “missing track 
segment” is treated only empirically so we will briefly give some calculational fundamentals 
for the explanation. 

 
2.1 Overlaying of revelation spheres 

As can be seen from figure 1 (and mentioned earlier), v in the point (0, ξ) can be 
deduced from the value of β in the point (r, γ) where the etch-pit wall intersects with the plane 
of the detector surface, at distance h below the original surface. It can however happen, that 
the revelation spheres, originating from two different points (0, ξ1) and (0, ξ2) would intersect 
with the detector surface in the same depth γ = h. In this case only the value of v, 
corresponding to the revelation sphere intersecting the detector surface in a circle with a 
bigger radius r, can be reproduced.  

The criterion for the reproducibility of v with the multi-step etching method can be 
stated as follows. v in the point (0, ξ1) will be revealed (through the point (r1, γ) at the 
intersection of the track wall with the detector surface) if there exist no point on the particle 
trajectory (0, ξ2) from which the corresponding revelation sphere intersects the detector 
surface in the point (r2, γ) with r2 > r1. 
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The denotations of the symbols in the following equations are shown in figure 1. The 
radius of the revelation spheres, originating from the points (0, ξ1) (in which the etch-rate is 
equal to v1) and (0, ξ2) (with an etch-rate of v2) are connected by  

 

∫−=
2

1
)(12

ξ

ξ ξ
ξ

v
dll                     (4)  

 
It is known [6] that the connecting line between the origin of a revelation sphere and the 
detector surface plane has an angle of )arccos( 1−= vα . Knowing this and the connection 

)sin(αlr = , the criterion r2 > r1 that the value of v(ξ1) will not be revealed due to the 
revelation sphere, originating from (0, ξ2), can be written as 
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It can be seen, that problems in the revelation of v1 can occur only if v2 > v1, what corresponds 
to an  increasing etch-rate ratio v with decreasing residual range R, which is indeed the case in 
most practical cases. Another conclusion of eq. (5) is that for a particle with given residual 
ratio in the point ξ1 the probability, that v1 will not be revealed decreases with increasing 
value of r. It is therefore favourable that the values of v corresponding to any value of R 
would be obtained by measuring etch-pits with small radius (small removed detector layer 
thickness) or consequently to survey only small residual range portions on the particle 
trajectory and to construct the whole curve v(R) afterwards. This makes need of irradiating the 
detectors with particles of diverse energies. The above conclusions are straight-forward and 
can be anticipated but with the eq. 5 the calculational background of the problem is for the 
first time presented in a formal way. 
 

3 EXPERIMENT 

The CR-39 detectors were exposed to perpendicularly incident protons, 12C and 16O ions 
at the Tandetron accelerator of the Jožef Stefan Institute. To achieve a satisfactory low ion 
fluence, an additional shutter was positioned into the beam line. The incident energies were 
0.6, 1.1, 1.6, 2.2and 3.2 MeV for protons and 1, 2, and 3 MeV for 12C and 16O ions. The 
fluence of the ions impinging on the detector was in the order of 105 – 3 x 105 ions/cm2.  

The study was performed for the calibration of CR-39 detectors with the addition of 
DOP produced by Intercast, Italy. The etch processing was carried out in 6.25 N NaOH, 
resulting in a bulk etch rate of vb = 1.6 µm/h. For measurements of track radii the etched 
detector sheets were examined with an automatic image analysis system TRACOS [11]. It 
was possible to measure the sizes of tracks on the digitized picture with a spatial resolution 
better than 0.12 µm. For each energy and kind of particles at least 500 particle tracks were 
examined. The etch-pit evolution was coursed on the top surface repeated etching and size 
measurements. In the case of C and O ions the etch-pits were fully over-etched at the end of 
this procedure. We obtained the growth curves of etch-pit radius as shown in figure 2. The 
growth curves were differentiated and the response was calculated as a function of the 
residual range according to the eq. (3). The correlation of the energy of the particle and the 
residual range was determined with the help of the SRIM 2000 programme [12]. The whole 
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growth curve was composed from the sections, corresponding to particles of different incident 
energies. The obtained values for the etch rate-ratio are shown in figure 3.  

With the procedure mentioned above we were able to obtain the data of v for the ions 
important in neutron dosimetry for energies up to 3.2 MeV. Further efforts should be spent to 
acquire also data for higher energy ions, especially protons, since they can take over the 
highest fraction of the incident neutron energy. An extension of the study to protons of 15 
MeV energy would be favourable for an application in fusion neutron fields.  

 
 

 
 

(a) 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 2: Etch-pit growth curves for diverse impact energies for (a) protons and (b) carbon 
and oxygen ions of different energies. 
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Figure 3: The calculated etch-rate ratio v for (a) protons and (b) carbon and oxygen ions. 
 

4 CONCLUSION 

Determination of the etch-rate ratios for protons, oxygen and carbon ions for CR-39 
detector with addition of DOP was performed. An analysis of the correctness of the multi-step 
etching method was performed and found, that it was favourable to construct the v(R) curve 
from portions on the particle trajectory. The values of v on each of the portions should be 
calculated from small values of track radii.  
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